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Chapter one
IN FRONT OF THE MAP OF ALBANIA
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Geographical position
The 'People's Socialist Republic of Albania is O'Ile of the
small.est states on the European continent. It is situated in.
the western pa.rt of the· Balkan Peninsula ahd stretches between latitude 39°38' (Konispol) and 42°39' (Vermosh) North
and "longitude 19°16' (Sazan) and 21°4' (Vernik, Kor<;a) East.
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Borders
The present state tborders of Albania were defined after
ihe Balkan War, at the 1913 London Conference. Contrary to
the struggle, the will and just aspirations vf the Albanian
people, the imperialist powers left many Albanian-inhabited
territories outside Albania's borders.
·
Albania is bounded. on the north and east by Yugoslavia,
on :the south-east and south by Greece. The total length of
Albania's borders is 1,204 kilometres, of which 476 with Yugoslavia and 256 with Greece. The coastline extends over
472 kilometres.
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Area
Albania has an area of ·28,748 sq. km. It extends from

:n,orth to south over a maximum length of 340 ikm. Its length
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from west to ieast varies from 75 Ito 150 krn with a mean of
about 100 lml.
·

·Relief
Despite its small territory, Albania has a varied morphology of manly contrasts. !Its soil is geologiically recent. The
relief of the country is mainly mountainous.
The mean altitude of the country 1s aibout 700 m, that is.
double the European mean. On about 1/3 (29.5 per cent) of
the area it does not exceed 300 m, and on the rest (70.5 per
cent) it varies from 300 to 2,700 m.
·
Albanian relief is partiicularly varied and, from this aspect, the country may be summarily divided into three geophysical areas: the Alps (of Northern Albania), Central Albania
and Coastal Albania.
'The Alps extend over the northern part of the country,
and their height varies from 2,000 to 2, 700 m. They extend in
length from west to east over about 50 km and in breadth from
north 'to south over about 20 kilometres. Among the highest
peaks of the Albanian Alps are Mt. Jezerca {2,694 m.), Mt.
Maja e' Hekurave with the Peak of Peace {2,600 m.), Mt. Radohima (2,570 rn.) etc.
In the snow-capped AiJJbanian Alps start the headstreams
of torrents which cut through val!leys of rare beauty.
Inner Albania, that is, Eastern Albania, is situated
south of the Albanian Alps· and east of. Coastal Albania. It
extends from the junction of the rivers White Drin and
Black IDrin to Mt. Ostrovica at :Leskovi.Jk, near the Greek
border. The mountains of this area differ. from those of
Northern Alibania. The direiction of the mountain ·chains of
Inner Albania is the same as that of the Dinaric Alps, that
is, from northeast to southeast, with one exception: the eastern
mountains of Inner Albania have a north-east direction.
Inner Albania is a zone with its mountains cut by high
pa81'Ses, deep ·river beds and narrow valleys which give them
the features of a group apart. The mountain slopes are covered
with forests and pastures.
. The highest peaks of Inner Albania are Mt. Korab
(2, 751 m.), · the highest mountain of Alibania, and the third
highest of the Balkans, Gjali:ca e Lumes (2,484 m.) and Mali
i Dejes (2,264 m.}.
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Coastal Albania lies southwest of the Albanian Alps and.
west of Inner Albania, from which· it is separated 'by an oblique line running in north-eastern and south-eastern direction
from Shkodra to Les'kovilk.. Bounded on .the north by Yugoslavia. and on the southeast b'y Greece, Albania's coast faces
mainly along the Adriatic and, in its southern part, the Ionian
Sea.
Western Albania differs sensibly from the other areas,
especially the mountainous ones. It is a generally flat country, with its mountainous part opening into large valleys,
This area comprises the fertile plains of Mat, Thumana and
M'yzeqe, the largest plain of Al!bania.
The indented coast from Vloca to the proximity of Saranda
has a beauty of its own. This is the renowned <<Albanian Riviera>•, a picturesque region with a mild climate, washed by
the Ionian 1Sea.
.
A:long the highest mountains of Coastal Albania are Mt.
Nemer~ka (2,485 m.) and Mt. Tomorri, culminating with the
Partizani 'Peak {2.41 7 m.).
.
.
In all its length, from north to south, the Albaa:nan littoral of the Adriatic is dotted with splendid beaches with
clean water and fi:ne sand with a high iodine •content, while
the Ionian Coast, with the beauty of the surrounding landscape, the rest homes, the hotels and restaurants t~t have
been ibuilt there, is one of the zones highly appreciated by
thousands of working people and tourists.

Internal waters
Albania is rich in streams, lakes and pools. They cover
an area of a'bout 64,000 hectares.
The territory of Albania is criss-crossed by a network of
short water courses, which is due to the limited width and
the relatively short distance of the mountains from the sea,
on the norrth as well as on the east. The main rivers are the
Drin {281 km), the Seman (252 km), the Shikumbin (146 'km),
the Vjosa (138 km), the Mat (104 'km), the Erzen (91 km), the
Ishem (70 km).
.
.
.
The mountainous core of the country and the gr.eat difference of level from the upper :reaches to the lower reaches accounts for the rapid course of the rivers. Almost all the rivers
flow in east-western direction. None of them is navigable, ·

J
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corast. Spells of drought may at times last more than one
month. Autumn and winter are characterized by heavy rains.

with the exception of the Buna which has its source in the
Shkodra Lake and flows into the Adriatic.
The Albanian landscape is dotted with more than 150 lakes
and pools of diverse origin. They ma'y be classified into: 1)
tectonic lakes, like those of Shkodra, 'Pogradec and Prespa;
2) dastic lakes, like those of Belsh; 3) lakes of glaicial origin,
like those of Lura, Allaman, etc.; 4) artificial lakes, like those
of Ulza, Vau i Dejes, 1Fierza, etc. Most of them are-.small and
situated at high altitudes, the largest of them being. those of
the border areas - the lakes of \Shkodra, Pogradec and Prespa,
which, within the Albanian territory, cover an area of 370,
367 and 285 sq !km, respectively.

Vegetation and. animal life

Climate
Albania is situated at an equal distance between the
Bquator and the North 'Pole. The geographical position of the
country, cornlbined with other factors, accounts for its mild ·
climate. The proximity of the Adriatic and, more so, of the
Ionian, the great diversity of relief and the trend of mountain
ranges, the masses of warm air coming from the Atlantic as
well as from Central Europe and the Ba1kans, create three
different dimatic zones: the Mediterranean-Atlantic zone along
the littoral, with all the characteristics of Mediterranean climate; the eastern and southeastern zone, influenced by the
continental air masses an the year ;round; the transitory
zone, extending over the rest of Albania and situated between
the two former zones, with the sea air predominating during
the cold half of the .year.
·
The mean annual temperature in the northeast of the
country lies at 14° and in the southwest at 18° C. January
is the coldest month of the 'year when, accordilJ'.lg to the
regions, the mean temperature oscillates between 3° an,d 10° C,
while July is the hotest month, with a mean temperature of
25°-26° c.
The temperature, by Balkan standards, is relatively high
all the year round. The total of daily temperatures varies, the
coast of Hirnara, in the south, being the warmest area.
· Annual rainfall is in excess of 1000 mm, with a very
unequal distribution of rainfall in the different seasons. Summer is particularly dry in the southern regions and on the
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Proportionally to their area, few countries of the world
have so great a variety of plants, even species of them, of such
different origin, as Albania. The diversity gf the climat~, the
geological structure and relief and topography of Alhama account for the greait rich€1S and vartety of its vegetatio;i and
animal life. About 3,500 species of plants representative of
most of the Balkans' vegetation, as well as plants of other,
more distant regions, grow in :Albania.
"Four vegetation zones may he distinguished, the lowest
being the typically Mediterranean bush and shrubs zon~. The
predominant fruit-trees grown here are the olive, the vme ~s
well as the :fig, orange, lemon, etc. Among the trees of this
zone we may mention the heather, oak, genista, /cypress, etc.
Albania has e~cellen 001:1.ditions for raising,.,£.ereals and industrial plants, such a cotton
d tobacco ..-·
7 /
The second zon
of t e o
is larger, "'1th plants
resistent to the relative drought of the Mediterranean zone.
Fruit-trees such as the walnut, apple, pear, quince, prune,
vine, etc. are also widesipread in this zone.
The third, essentially, humid zone is that of forests. The
beech is the characteristic tree of this zone; beech forests
represent the extreme limit of afforestation, but pine forests
can also be :found there. ·
Alpine pastures comprise the fourth and the highest
zone.
The
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e rich Albanian flora was studied, although
not systematically, mainly by foreign scientists. However, due
to the neglect of the former regimes. there existed no e-01lection, no matter how incomplete, of our flora. Aware o:f
the both scientific and economic importance of the study of
our nora, our people's state power has taken a number of
measures to promote its collection and study. Today more than
90 per cent .of the study in this field is done by the Albanian
scientific workers.
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Among the non-metallic minerals, sulphur, asbestos, arsenic, sands, plaster-stone, day etc., may be mentioned.
There are many rocks that provide rmateriaI for construction and ornament such a:s the white :rnaiible of Korab, the
pink marble of IBurgajet and the marble of Korc;a.
The sources of miner.al waters haw~ been utilized since
very ancient times. At Elbas.an the Romans had built a therm.al
station, the waters of which had great healing power. The
more important of the:m are at ·Elbasan, Peshkopi.a, Selenica,
Leskovik and G lina.
U:nder the regi:mes· of the past the .g.reat wealth of the
Albanian subsoil wa:s exploited by foreign icormpanies for their
interests. The ipeople's power put an end to this state of things
by nationalizing all the companies and enterprises owned by
foreign or local capital. Thus the possibility was created for
the wealth belo.w the ground to be employed for the develorpm~t and the prosperity of the icountcy.

* * *
The mildness of the climate, the abundance of forests,
the thick network of water-courses, combined with the
mountainous charncter of the relief, · are the factors which
explain the remarkable wealth and variety of the Albanian
fauna.
Animal life in Albania, the same -as vegetation, is
very similar to that of the Mediterranean and Central European countries. Apart from domestic animals, there are many
species of wild :animal'S - wolves, bears, foxes, as well as
hares, deer, wild goats, etc.
Albania also possesses a great ornithological wealth. Besides all the species of domestic birds, there are many wild,
rapacious and non-'rapacious birds.
The most diverse fish swim in Albanian waters. There
are about 110 families of all the species of fish of t e
e~~~rranean, among which the mullet, the bass, thee~~~·
Aware of the great wealth of the flora and fauna of
Albania, ithe people's power has shown great care to ensure
their preservation and rational utilization to the benefit of
the •entir·e people.

Mineral and other deposits
Despite its small area, Albania has important mineral
resources. Geological research has established that it has more
than 30 kinds of minerals (combustible, bituminous and metallic minerals), construction materials, etc.
Albania may be divided into two main geological zones~
the southwest - rich in hydrocarbours and fuels, and the
northeast - rich in metallic mineral deposits. Among the hydrocarbours, oil and natural bitumen come on top of the list.
Coal fa the more important among the fuels.
Albania possesses deposits of metallic minerals such as
chrome, ·copper, iron-nickel, etc. In terms of chromium depos- · its it ranks among the first countries of the world.
Copper was known and worked in Albania since ancient
times. It is found in .basic eruptive rooks in the forms of
columns and agglomerates.
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Chapter two

THE POPULATION OF THE PSR OF ALBANIA
'!

Albania is among the countries of the · world with the
highest rate of natural growth of ithe population. While from
1923 to 1938 the average annual growth rate of ihe population
was 1.7 per cent, from 1945 to 1980 it rose to 2.46 per cent.
. The great population growith after Liberation followed as
a natural result of the people's power care for the development -Of "the economy, cu'lture and public health services. In
the course of its socialist development Albania ibecame the
f'irst cou:rutry in the world whiiCh has abrogated all taxes. The
level of expenditure for social consumption is relatively high.
To this should be .added the significant fact that many services, such as medical care, etc. are free of ieharge. During
the recent two decades, the fund of individual consumption
has grown about 4 times.
The A1banian working people are sure that the value
of their wo:rlk willl be returned to them. This assurance rests
on the very j!lature of the socialist economy, which develops
in a planned and proportional manner. The elimination of
the contradictions between production and consumption and
ensuring a constant surplus in the state budget has created
all the ·conditions for the two terms determining the. value of
people's income - wages and prices, to change only in
opposite direction5 :- the former going up ,and the ,latter going
down, thus brmgmg albout an incessant increase of the real
income of the population, accompanied .with a constant in'crease of material and culitural blessings.
Natural growth is the main factoc of the effective growth
~f the populati()lll, because emigratiOi!l and immigration play

)
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no rd.Le alitogether today. With the Libera:tion of. the country,
the polititcal and e<:onomic grounds for emigrat'ion were liquidated.
·
In 1980 Albania had more than 2, 700,000 inhabitants, that
is 2.5 times more than in 1938. However, the number of
Albanians is far larger if account is taken of the Albanians
liiving <YUts'ide the present state borders.
·
·
From 1938 to 1978, the density of the population ha:s gone
up from 38 to 96 inhalbitants per sq km, though it varies from
one regioit1 to anoither. GeneraUy, the mountainous regions
have a sparse population, whereas the lowlands of the west
and the southeast_ (the region of Korc;a) 'are more. thickly
populated. "
.
The vigorous development of industry, the creation of
new industr'ial and farming centres, the draining of swamps,
the opening up of 1I1ew land etc. have brought about major
changes in demography. Before Liberation, only 15 per cent
of the popufation liv€d in fhe towns, while this percentage
has risen to 33.9 per cent today.
As a Whole, men' are more numerous rt;han womeill ~ 51.5
per C€1Ilt of the population. In 1978 people of the working
age made up-54 per ·cent of rt:he. ,population. · -,
Albania is among the countries of Europe with the lowest
death rate, the highest birth rate and a long life expectazycy.
From a country with a very high death. rate it was before
Li'beration (17 per thousand in 1938), Albania today ranks
allllong the countries wifu a low death raite (7 per thousand in~
1978). T.·:bJs rate is directly dependent on the material, •cultural
and heal'th 1oonditions of the population.
. The ca:r.e of the people's power for iman, whioh it considers
the .most valuable capital, has resulted in the extension o
the. average life expectianrcy. 'From 38 !years it was in 1938,
it was 53 years in 1950 and more than 69 years today.
A<Ccording to estimates, the PSR of Albania in 1990 wml
have 3.3 mil1ion inhabitants, and .about 4 milUion by .the
y~ar 2000.

i

The origin of the Albanian people
The process of format'iOIIl of the Albani.an .people is lost
in the mist of time, Tlre problem of the origin of the Albaruan
people was first taken up lby the humainists. .of the 15th cen-
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tury, and more particu]arly by the Albanians Marin Barleti
and 'Marin 1Bec;ikemi.
.,
· 1Proceeding from historical sources, they qui1te correctly
c-O!Ilsidered the AlbaTiiians as the descendants of the ancient
populations settled ;in Albania since ancient timeS', in ot'her
words, .the rnyrians. This thesis was tScientifically expounded
by the historiian I. G. Thunmann in 1774. Arguments of a
mainly linguistic character were put forward in favour of this
thesis by G. Meyer, '.P. Kretschmer, N. Jokl, W. Oimochowski
and :inany others. T.hey showed •that a good number of names
of places and people derived from the .illyrian and some
isolialted. words found in inscriptions or t'he andent authors,
can 1be ex.plained o.nTy with the help of the .Albanian. Anthropological observations also .confirm the thesis of the Albanians
being the descendants of the Illlydans. The brachycephaly o[
the ipresent•day Albam.ians corresponds to that of .the most
skulls found :in the Illyrian necropolises.
( PrO!ceeding tfrom the results of systematic excavations, carried out mainly after. Liberation, the earliest traces
of man's :presence on Albanian soil date back to the Middle/
and Late Store Age.
However, the Illyrians are not the f1rsrt link· .in the process
of formation of the present-day Albani:ain people. Archaeological and linguistic sciences are trying to go even deeper
in titme, in search of the ancestors .of the Illyrians, or in other
words, the earliest .ancesrrors' of the modern Albanians. Relyi111g
·on many old vestiges extant in the Albanian: Janguage, as well
as om. the material culture of the Albanian people, some
foreign sdentists, among whom LG.Hahn, G.Stier, ·L.Biilow,
have as early as the pas<t icentucy come out with the .thesis
according to whicli the A1banian people are the direct descendao:its of the;Fe1llilg!·m!'.'0who were considered as the mos.t ancient dnhab'ibtn1~f-~ Balkan Peni111sula and the Medi.ter. raneari Basin. In our days, too, some scholars try to prove the
eXistence !Of .these linguistic and cultural vestiges in th~ present-day .Mbam.ian, whiich foey hold to be the la111guage of a
very ancient people. This is also borne out by the results of
the .excavations carried out recently by the Albanian archaeologists. These excaV'ations have· .shown that the former thesis, "
according to which ·the Illyrians had migr,aited to the regions
of !Present-day .Mbamia 'in the .beg1nning of .the IrOOl Age, :that
is, in the beginning of the first millennium before our ~ra,
can no longer be upheld. The Mbanian archaeologists thinik
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that rthe presence of ·the Illyrians ;and their cu[ture in the
regio!l'ls of presenrt:--da'y 1Alhania dates back to 1at least the
Bronze .Age, if not to 0n earlier epoch. ,,As is' seen, th~re is
good reaoon to look for the ancestors of it'he Albanians in even
more remote historioal times.
Thus, the opinion according to which the Albanian people
ha? moved very ear~y to the regions they ·ill'lhabit today, has
gam~d funther _co.nfirmatiton. Although in later ,periods .the
Illyrwn ,populatmm. assimilated new ethnical and cul'turru elements, especially under Roman and ByzanrtJ:ine domination as
)Vell as du.ring the Slav colonization, it has .preserved its
- ethnic character as well as its language and culture and
availing itseH of the new historical, social and economi~ conditions, formed the present-day Albanian nation.

The national name of the Albanians
Our \People today call themselves «Shqiptar€>> and their
country <<Shqiperi,» but the foreigners call them Albanians
Al~s, A~aner, Albamese1 and their country Alban:iia, ·Al~
ban;e, Alhamen. Of these two names, the second. is ":tpore
ia;nc1ent and until. the 17,th and 18th .centuries the only nationaJ 111ame of this people.
·
Which is the· historical origin of this name?
In the 2nd 1centucy of our ,era, the ,geographer Ptolemy, .
who lived in Alexandria of . Egypt, notes on his map of the
world a tribe with the narrne Alb.ainoi and a :city with the
name Albanop~lis in an area which corresponds to present-day
Central Albama, between Durr~nd. D~~re are all
reasons to believe that the cityAfbano ~ as sirtuated
on t~e site of 0e. village of ~gerdhesh (riot far away from
the ~ty of XruJa, m the. proximity of which the ruinS af an
ancient Illyriari cify-ar·e still distinguishable). From the name
of this tribe· the Albanian people have i:riihemed their former
na,tional n;:i.me, by _which they are .den0tminaited by the other
peoples of the wocld. In the 11th century· the AlbaniaillS are
mentioned for the second time by the Byza111tine chroniclers
as Albanoi, Albanil:tai, and Albania as Albanon. These names
are met with in all rthe following historical documents of the
Middle Ages.
·
As is known, during ,the ,14th century ta111d especially the
15th· century, follbwing the Tockish invasion, thousands of
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Albani8.!11s emigrated to Greec~ .and Italy, where they founded
Albanian settlements, stubborniJ.y preserving their old mother
tongue until this dlay. These settlers called 1themselves «Arberesh» and 'their country <<Arlp€r».
.
,
The narrnes of .<-<Shqiptar» and <<Shq'iperi» were totally
unknown to them. Hence dne can infer that these rnames were
ndt .yet in use alt lea:st until the 15th century. Even the old
Alb\aniam. au'thors of the 16th and 18th centuries mentiOIIl only
the name of Arber. .This drenomina1ti'OII1. survives to this day
~n the territory of Albania proper, especially in the region
between Vlora and Delvina. Ndt far from Tirana, one finds
today ithe vilJ.:a,ge of Arbana the name of which, ias .can easily
be seen, is but a different fornn of the name Arber. Vntil the
18th century, rthe Afbamd,ans who emigrated to .foreign countries would give this name to their newly founded settlementts. :So the former ;name oif the .Albanians and Albania is
Arber.
The forms in Alb- used by the foreigners are, according
to iflhe scientists who have occupied themselves wi'th this
prdblem, mostly alterations of . Arb- into Alb-.
The new names of «Shqiptar,» <Shqiperi,» .«Shqipni»·
began to appear over the last centuries. Gjon Buzuku (1555),
the earliest known Albanian writer is the first to have used
the word «shqip,» !but this he did to design the language,
while he uses the name «Arben» to denominate the country.
Likewise the. other authors of the l81th century use the ·
· word «Shqip» only for the language. Proceeding from this
word which designed the language, the names «shqiptar» and
<-<Shqiperi·~ subsequent[y emerged and gradually replaced
the ·ancient names of «Arber» and «Arberia».
The etymology of the word «shqip» is explained in
many diiffere:nt ways, but n{)llle of them can be. considered
satisfactory. The widespread opinion prevails that the name
of «shqiptar» derives from the word «shqipe> (eagle), which
the Albanians hold ip. special esteem.

Chapter three
ADMINISTRATIVE DIVISION AND THE MAIN
CITIES
.

The People's Socialist Repub.Uc of Mbania is divided
1
into 26 administrative units, or districts, which are directly
dependetn.t on the central sta1te apparatus. Districts ·in turn
are sub-divided into a number, of locaHties. The locality is an
admi:nistraitive unit made up of a number of villages constitutiing a territorial unit. The regrouped village stands
at the same !level as the locality in the administrative order;
it comprises several V'illages which, on their part, form a
basiic territorial antl economic unit la.part, on the basis of
which the regrouped cooperatives are set up. The village
is the basic unit of the administrative division in the countryside. On the map of today's Afbania there are 62 cirties
and major inhabited <centres, which adrrniinist!'latively are
considered the same ·as :the cities.. The basic unit o[ the
a(J.ministrative .division for the bigger cities is the quarter.
The people's councils are the organs of the state power
in the districts, localities, regrouped villages, villages, cities
and city quarters.
The administrative division of the People's Socialist
Republic o[ Albania serves 'to bring ithe state power as close
to the people · ais posiible, to give the working masses the
possibility of ac'tively participating in the government of
the whole country a;nd of contributing to the suecessful settlement of various problems of a state, economic, cuiturc.1 and
other 1char.acter.
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Antiquity of Albanian cities
According to the historiml epochs in which they were
founded, 'the Albanian cirtie:s belong to several categories:
ancient Illyrian cities: Scodrinon (Shkodra), Epidamnos or ·
Dyrraichium (Durres), A111tipatrea (Berat), Apollonia (today the
village of fPoj.an in the Fier District), iButhroton (Butrint);
cities founded in the epoch of Greek colonization: Lissus
(Lezha), Nyimphaion (Shengjin), Orychorn (in the vicinity of
Pasha Liman, in itlhe Vlora District), 'Phoinike {F1niqi, a
village of Delvin.a), Anexiltllfas (Sarainda); cities founded in the
epoch of the Illyriian states: Byllis {Gradisihte, a place lllninhabited today), Olympe (the village of Marge1li~), etc.; Cities
founded tn. the epoch O'.f Roman occupation: Aulon (Vlora.},
Hadrianopdlis (1n the proximi'ty of Gjirokastra), Albanopolis
(situated within the triangle Durr€&-Efbasan.-Kruja), Soompa
(on the site of presen;f;--day Elbasan), Claudiana (Peqin),
Epic.aria {IPuka); cities foUIIlded during the Byzantine empire:
Kruja and Petrela; finally, cities founded during the Turkish
oocupatio;n: Fier, Lushnja, Kavaja, Tirana, iPogradec, Kor~,
Voskopoja, Vithkuq, Leskovik, iPermet, Elbasan (on the ruins
of ancient Scampa).

The main cities of Albania
'l\he Ca.pi tal of Allba111ia, Tirana which has !been awarded
thE:! Title of Hero City, is the principal economic, administrative and cultural centre o.f ;the People's Socialist Republic
of Albania. ltt is situated in the cen'tre of the country, almost
at an equal distance between its northen and southern, as
well .as eas.1:€rn a1nd western borders. The city is surrounded
by hills on all sides.
Tirana is a relatively new city: It is. not mentioned
in historical documents prior to the 15th· century, the
epoch of th~ wars of Skanderbeg. · Due to its favourable
position, the city develbped rapidly over the 18th century
and, although it never became an admi!nistrative centre,
since 1614 it p1ayed same role in the histor'y of the country.
· In 1920 Tirana became the Capital of Albania. Its population rose from 10,845 in 1923 to. 25,079 on the eve of the
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Second World War. In 1979 the city of Tirana had 192,000
inhalbitanrts.
.
During the nazi-fascist occupation Tiria:na was the centre
of the o:riganization of the National Liberation War. The Communist Parity of Albania, which led the people in the National
Liberation War, was founded in Tirana on November 8, 1841.
Hundreds of actions were carried out against the occupiers in
Tirana.
The battle for the liberati0'11 of Tirana, which lasted three
weeks (from Ootolber 29 to November 17, 1944) was among
the fietcest and the mDst glorious battles of the National
Liberation War. On November 28, 1944, the first democratic
governrment, chaired by Comrade Enver Hoxha, made its
erntry into the Caipital.1
During ,the years after Liberation, the Capital of the
PSR of A~bania has completely changed its appearance.
It has assumed rthe features of a modern city. Along with
big industrial plants and many s.ocio-.cultural buildings, there
are hundreds of shops, thousands of dwelling houses, parks
and gardens, etc.
. Tirana is ·,the first city of the coullitry in regard to industrial output. Compared with 1938, indus·trial production has
increased more than 92 times, the pre-liberation volume of
production of Tirana was reaJ.ized in less than 3 days in
1979. The industrial enterprises of the Capital .turn out motors,
cranes, e:xocavators, turbines, steel pipes and transformers, as
well ,ru;;. textiles, clothing, footwear, ;foodstuffs, furniture
and domestic appliances, glassware, kitchen utensils, medicaments and hundreds of other articles.
Tirana is the main educational and cultural centre of the
countr'y. The nUm'ber of its schools and .educational institutes
has illlcreased rfrom year to year. In Tirana ·are ;the Aoademy
of Sciences of the ffiR of Albania, the University, the
« V. I. Lenin» Higher Party school, sev.eral r.esearch institutes,
the Higher Lnstitute of Agronomy, the ,Higher School orf
Arts, several polytechnical and technical secondary schools,
the Opera and Ballet Theatre, the People's Theatre, the
Puppet Theatre, the ·«New Albania» FHm Studio, the museums of archaeology and ethnography, of natural sciences,
11 At its 2nd Meeting held from 20 to 23 of October 1944 in liberated
Berat, the Anti-fascist National Liberatiori Committee became the Democratic Government of A~bania.
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of the National Li'beration War and the -«Lenin and Sta.Un» Museum, the Museum House of the Party of· Lalbour, the Arts
Gallery, the Palace o~ Culture, the Palace of the Young Pionieers, ias well as several stadiums and many sports grounds. In
the Tirana District one inhabitant out of three goes to school.
There are more doctors in the health insti:tutions of the
Capital today than all the health personnel of Albania in
. 1938. The city of Tirana has 10 hospitals with about 3,000
beds, more than 100 outpatient and dental clinics. in: .city
qual'.ters and work centres, and more than 800 doctors.
While for the entire city of Tirana in 1938 there was
only one kindergarten with 45 1chl1dren and 2 nurses, in
1979 there were more 'than one hundred kindergartens. In
1938 Tirana had not a single creche, wthile it has 70 of tJhem
today.
' of the most ancient cities of Europe,
The city of Durres, one
founded in 627 before our era .lies east of Tirana. Epidamnos
or Dyrralehium, as it was . called in andent times, as an
impOTtant city and porrt on the eastern coast of the Adriatic,
played a very important role in the antiquity. The many
monuments unearthed there testify to the high degree of·
civilization of the city. Frequently devastated by earthquakes
an.d foreign · invasions, Durres was liber,a.ted on November
14, 1944 by the National 'Liberation Army. Durres; the
princLpal seaport of Albania, has more than 60,000 inhabitants.
Mechanical engineering, food precessing and light industries
have great importance there. Besides a broad 1I1etwork of
secondary sibhools, it has several affiliates of the University of
Tirana specialized in training engineers, · mechanicians and
economists, as well as a higher institute of agronomy and a
teacher-training
school.which
·
The Durres beach,
e:xirends to the south of the city,
is one of the largest and 'healthiest of the Adriatic. It.is skirted
with comfortalble hotels, villas . for the working people
and tourists. Its fine sand has a high iodine content.
In 'the northeastern part of the country lies the ancient
city of Shkodra, bounded by the lake of ,the same name and
the Buna river and dominated by tJhe citadel of Roza.fa.
Shkodra is mentioned ten centuries before our era as a city
of the Illyrian tribe of the Labeates, later as the capital of
the great Illyrian state of the Adria.us, who became famous
for their many wars of resistance against the Roman invasion.
It has preserved its importance· in the course of the centuries.

Shkodra was the last Alb .
the Ottoman invaders in ~~1;; city to fall in the hands of
Shkodra was liberated ib the
. .
.
~n November
29, 194 wh· Yh . National Liberation Army
4
liberation o1 A1b.anfa. The a~c is cele_br<:ted as Day of the
cha.nging every day, with aJect of this i~porbant city keeps
which, among others coin r·ever expanding industrial area
p~ant, a copper wires ~lant ~ i~:s a powerful hydro-electric
kiln, ra tobacco rcuring fact~ry ~ent ~actory, a modern brick
factory. The food processin an ~ cigar~ttes manufacturing
the economic activity of thegS~cJies .an. important place in
other t:11ings, a flour mHJ
o ra district. It boasts, amon
prorcessmg factory, etc.
' a noodles factory, a large

mil~

In the Shkodra of old reH io
. . .
i;i.n acute phenomenon and ~o g :rs di:ris10n allJ.d strife was
ion, whereas today it has rgen lived m almost total s·ecluscentre, with a higher teach!c~me <:n. important cultural
secOllldary and eight-year sch rsl trammg institute, many
cultural and artistic institution~o s, as well as about 150
posts of responsibility and exercis~ ~ozens o~ women occupy
. ~he largest dty of eastern Alb e ~o~t diverse professions.
prmcipal economic and cultu 1
ama is Kor<;a, one of the
rated by the Albanian Natio~~l ce:itres .of the country. Libe24, 1944, the city, which had a ~~b~r~tioi:- Anny on October
renowned especialay for i'ts a t' t' dition m cottage industry
modei:n · mdustnes.
·
·
ic carpets
The Korr is d'
.
, now b oasts various'
por~ant rpart of the indust~. istrict a~counts for an im?f the cm'.Altry. The Korea d~ t?d agncultural produetion
m terms _of the area of ~rabl~ ~: ra:iks among the first
bread gram, potatoes -Oat
b d, m the production of
as in the number of dattle' ~ugarh eet, and lucerne, as well
The iKorrn:i distr' t . ' pigs, orses, etc.
.
,,......
ic is also reno
d f
.
p1antations. Vast tracts of 1 d
1 wne
or its fruit-tree
cherry, prune and other fruit t~~e p anted with apple, pear
plantations, especially in th f s have been transformed int;
territories of Dvoran and Ke orn_ierly poor and abandoned
A
t f
.
amen1ca
par rom Tirana another t
.
the title of Hero City.' K .
dw<;. 11~'.ities
have been awarded
Th f
.
. ru1a an v .ora
. ' e . oreig:r: visitors have called
:
.
of ~Je1:gJ Kastr10ti-Skanderbeg «th ~1YJa, the ancient capital
an- t~is r:ot only because fro~ t e a cony. on the Adriatic»,
the city 1S situated one has
h~ mQu~tam-slope on whichSea but also because in thea ;road view of the Adriatic
'
ime of Skanderbeg, Kruja
3 ""'. 117 A
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was the place towards which all the !Peoples of the Balkans
and Europe had turned their eyes, seeing , in it the unconquerable citadel, the centre of the inivicible Albanains. After
. Skanderbeg's death the Ottoman expeditions ·rushed wave
upon wave, wreaking destruction in the ,Albanian cities,
ruining the finest works of architecture - the castles the
cathedrals, the palaces of the ndbles and the public ,buildings. Valuable paintings and sculptures, together with an
inestimable number of· documents and manusicripts were
lost or irreparably damaged. The citadel of Kruja is still
standing stem and majestic on its rocky hilltop, about 600 ·
metres above sea level, despite the destructions of the wars
and the injuri,es of the time.
Kruja is the oentre of the region of the same name.
Today it has become an important industrial and agricultural
area with a. chemical fertilizers plant, a cement factory, a
copper dressmg plant, a wood-working mill, etc. The acreage of
ara_ble land has increased more than 4 fold ·as against 1938,
mamly ldue to the great drainage sclhemes carried out after the
liberation of the country and the breaking-in of new land.
The city of Vlora, likewise honoured with the title of
Hero City, is situated in the southwestern part of the
country. Ptolemy, the Alexandrine geographer of the 2nd
century of our era, mentions it under the name of Aulon. It
is in this city that on November 28, 1912 the natioinal independence of Albania was proclaimed after centuries-long
wars against the Ottoman rule, and an Albanian government
presided by Ismail Qemali was set up. Vlora today is ain· im' portant industrial and cultural centre. What Vlora produces
in less than 12 days is equal to the total production of the
country in 1938. Instead of the 13 small shops and manufacturing units it had in 1938, today ·this district has more than
60 enteprisei, among which ~actories producing soda · ash,
polyvinyl chloride, electric bulbs, cement, canned food, etic.
Vlora has imore than 100 schools of all categories and about
120 cultural and artisrtic institutions~
The acreage of farm land has doulbled _as aga!nst the
pre-war period. Vlora is buillt at the foot of soft-rolling hills
planted with olives and citrus-trees.
Vlora was liberated !by the forces of the National Liberation Army of ,i\.1Jban1a on October 25, 1944. If ·Vlora is
given the title of Hero City this is not only because the
independence of Albani.Ii). was proclaimed on Nov~ber 28,
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1912 there, but also because it was in Vlora that the forces
of the Italian invaders were throw1n out into the sea by the
Albanian patriots in 1920. Vlora is a port of great strategic
importance, which the Khrushchevite revisionists tried in
vain to tu~ into a military base for their plans of socialimperialist aggression in th.e Mediterranean. The firfn stand
of our Party and people on this questioin is well-known. The
foreign reader will find a clear exposition· of this stand in
Volume 19 of Comrade Ertver Hoxha's Works, in Volume
3 of his Selected. Works, or in his work <<T!h:e Khrushchevites,»
alreary translated in several languages.
The itwo museum-towns, Berat and Gjirokastra, are of
particular architectonic interest.
Berat, or as it is still called, the City of a Thousand,
Windows, existed as an important centre as early as the
4th-3rd century before our era. In spite of the destructions
and reconS1tructions carried out over the centuries, t'he city
in the present conditioin preserves fine specimens of -archi tecture belonging ·to the period between the middle of the 18th
century and the end of the 19th century. The dwelling house
of Berat is a great architectural attraction. The typical Berat
house is a large stone-walled, two storied building with an
inner gallery - a characteristic which predominated housebuHding in the 18th century, The ground floor is occupied by
service rooms w:ith a vaulted outer staircase leading to the first
floor gallery which gives access to all ithe. dwelling-rooms. This
type of h.ouse, which is also found in some other cities of ·
our ~untry, represents an improvement oin the peasant
dwellmg, as people from the countryside came to increase
the population of the city in the course of its development.
The Berat houses are rich in woodwork ornaments. Worth
of particular attention are especially the reception rooms
where the Albanian master bu~lders are · in their height in
the beautifully carved ceilings, cupboards and ornarrnents.
Wood carvings of great beauty are found, among others, in
the Berat cathedral.
Berat has large and ·pici:uresque blocks of buildings,
such as that of the Mangalem quarter, which is· a unique
architectonic unit, with its massive character giving the impression of a giant single construction. Berat ·is built with
remarkable architectural equilibrium, achieved through horizontal composition and skilful utilization of the. environment.
The harmonious e:nSembles created by the Albanian master
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builders are a delight to the eye and convey an impression
of serenity. The present-day construction 0f the city tends
to harmonizing new buildings with the museum part of the
city - the quarters of Kala, Mangalem and Gorica. A great
deal of conservation and restauration work is being carried
out in these three quarters.
Industry, also, has e~panded in the Berat distric~, comprising, among others, the oil centre of the Stalin-City and
the textile mills. The Berait district is also a very important
agricultural centre producing cereals, cotton, tobacco, fruits,
oli'ves. A vast plantation of more than 200,000 fig-trees covers
par.t of the hills surrounding the city.
.
Gjirdkiastra, situated in the south of ~e ~ountry, ~s a ·
huge magnificent museu~. The way. the ~it!' is built_ is a
rarity in the town-planmng aspect, its ongmal . r:i~diaevi:l
architecture produces a strong impact. After visitmg t~is
museU1IT1-city, the French pulblidst G. Chantepleure said:
•<Gjirokastra astonishes me. It is unlike any o~her :city I have
seen even in my dreams. . . In whatever direct10n I turn,
I se~ a silvery city capriciously massed around its citadel. ..
I look at it time and again and never feel tired ... »
The original architecture of this stone city built on
rock is delightful in its force, dynamic rhythm, elegance and
organic coalescence with the environment. !he. mass of sto:ie
seems to spring up from the rock on which it r~st:s. In its
present state, the city preserves ens-ernbles of bmldmgs. and
whole quarters belonging to the period from the end of
the 18th century to the end of the 19th century. The ci_ty
stretches on the slope of Mali i Gjere, on bare rocky terram.
The citadel built on a hillock in the centre of the city and
· surrounded' on all sides by dwelling houses, towers imposing
and monumenta!l over the dty. The Gjiro'kastra dwellinghouse with its obvious defensive structure, is a typically
Albanlan creation. It developed to its ultimate form after
a long process which extends over t~ee ·centuries, constantly responding to the needs of the time.
.
The interior of the Gjiro'kastra house ref1ects the creative
spirit and fine taste of the Albanian builders: wood~carved
ceilings, doors, cupboards etc., plaster moulded fire-places
with floreal motifs.
The city, which was liberated by the partisan ~orces in
September 18, 1114:4, i$ rich in museums all .of. which have
been created &fter Li'.be)"p.tion. Worth ment10nmg are the
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MuseUIITl o·f the National Liberation War, the Museum of
the Allbanian Renaissance in the house of the great patriots
<;erc;iz and Bajo Topulli, the Mus·eum of Weapons arrang:ed
in the interior of the citadel, etc There are several factories
of the engineering, light and food processing in?ustrY:. The
region has a highly-developed agriculture, especiaHy m the
Drino valley.
Elbasan, Scampa of the antiquity, initially was an important relay centre which g:r~w ir.ito a prospero:is town,
on the famed Via Egn{atia which lmked Rome with Constantinople. Destroyed by the Got:bs and rebuilt by the
Byzantine emperors, the cit'y owes its existence, as well as
its successive destructions, to the Via Egnatia. In the 15th
century Sultan Mehmed the Conq~eror _reconst~·ct~d the
citadel and made it a base and starting pomt for his mcursions and sieges bf Kruja. It was he who gave it the name
of Elbasan .
Before Liberation, ;Elbasan was a small mediaeval town
of 15,000 inhabitants. Liberated on November 11, 1944 by the
National Liberation Army, it has expanded and developed
in all fields. Population has trebled and industry made great
progress. The oil refinery in Cerrik, the. «Na~o Spiru». woodworking · mill, the ceme:nt and food-processmg factories, as
well as· the big metallurgical comibri.nre - the «Steel of the
Party» Metallurgical Works, have been built t~ere. C::·ereal~,
tolbaoco, fruits, olives, etc. are cvltivat~d extensively m this
region. Elbas.an is also an important cultural. oentre. It has
a filial of the University of Tirana, several middle schools, a
professional theatre, a number of museums .and a very active
artistic life.
I
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THE ALBANIAN PEOPLE HAVE WON THEIR
FREEDOM AN:O INDEPENDENCE WITH. THlt
BLOOD THEY HAVE SHED

Sword in hand through the path of history
~une 29, 19i69. The veterans of the 15th Shock Brigade
are lmed up to commemorate the day of the formation of
their brigade. A young woman stands beside those who have
fought the Italian and German fascists in stern batt1es.
She has come to take the place of her father.
. She was born in 1949, one month after her father, Captam Bektash, fell in battle, defending the rborders of the
Homeland: She represents the fourth successive generation of
sons and daughters who have not known their fathers.
He,r grand-grandfather Be!ktash Medrn was killed in
action, against the Ottoman invaders in the beginning of the
century ...
. . . Panarit, a village in the· mountains of the Korc;a
district, was a refuge for the peasant$ who had revolted
against the beys and foreign oppression. Freedom was for
them the supreme aspiration. They possessed very little land
and bread was often fo sho,rt supply. Nevertheless these
highlan~ers were ready to exchange all the bread th'ey had
for a pistol, a sym!bol, in their eyes, of power and liberty.
~n 1898, the Turks encircled Panarit, ho;ping to force
t~e rnsurgents . to surrender. Stern fighting went on from
hill slope to hill slope, from house to house. The Turkish

.
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artillery shelled the village to ruins, but the insurgents
remained infl.exible.
·
As the Turks withdrew towards Berat, the villag.ers of
Panarit bid the last farewell to itheir sons fallen for the
defence of the Homeland, and to Bektash Merko, the only
male of his family, who was among them.
·
In these same da'ys his wife was delivered of a son. He
was called Bektash, to perpetuate the memory of his father.
Little Bektash gre.w up very quickly ... as if hastening to
take the place of his father am.ong the guerrillas. And the
day came when, still a child, he took the rifle and went
to take the place of his father. From 1911 to 1917 he
{ought in the same guerrilla unit against the Greek chauvinists
who attac~:eP: P;;tnarit and the surrounding areas.. F·ew were
the plac€ef in which he did not fight ... Born in the heat of
battle, he met his death in 'battle at Meleka .
.Some days later, his wife was deliver·ed of a son. The
- history was repeating itself. . . He, too, was called Bektash.
When he. ,grew up he began roaming about the country
in search of work. Young Bektash, the third of this name,
was a skilled mason.
· When the partisan war broke out, Bektash changed his
mason's paper cap with the red-starred cap of the partisan
fighter. After Liberation he completed his studies .at the
Officers' School and was promoted captain.
On August 2, 1949, he fell on the battlefield at the
head of his battalion while defending the Albanian border
against the Greek chauvinist armies.
The third on the Bektash line did not succeed in seeing
his of.fspring, either. A month after his death, a daughter,
his first child, was born to the family.
She w.as born and has grown up in free Albania. She
has on:ly heard about the National Liberation War, but tomorrow, !i.f the Hatmeland calls her, she will fight just as
her father, her grandfather ~d her grand-grandfather did ...
The her·oic history of her family is not a special case.
It is an image of the history of the Allbanian people, who,
generation after generation, have defended their freedom . .
and their land.
.
1:{
Surrounded by rapacious big empires·, which exercised '/ht~
military, economic and political pressure on them, the Alb.a- H~A
nia?s h~ve constantly h:3d to f~ght s.wor.d in hand _to defend
their existence as a nation, their language and- their. cµlture;. · ~
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With their extraordinary vitality and energy, they have
foiled the attempts orf the· invaders to ,,assimilate them,
evict them from their fertile land, drive them away from
the great routes of communication, from the coast, keep them
under their domination, press-gang them into the Roman
legions, the armies of the Byzantine emperqrs, the Turkish
sultans or the Serbian kings.
On the hard road they had to traverse in order to occupy
the place they deserve the Albanian people have developed
and tempered the features which are their own, and the
combativeness and persistence whioh have characterized them
through the ·centuries.
The Albanian people are among the most ancient peoples of Europe. Archaeological finds and scientific research
prove this conclusively.
.
In ancient times, the territory of present-day Albama,
as we have already said, was inhabited by the Illyrians.
They were among the largest populations of Europe. Recent
discoveries by Albanian archaeologists prove that the Illyrians
inhabited the Albanian territory at least as early as the
beginning of the third millennium b.o.e.
·
In the first millennium ib.o.e., t~ Illyri.an society had
already reached a high degree of de~pment. Among other
things, the Illyrians began to work iron, silver, bronze and
produce utensils of baked earth. They were skiUul farmers
and catUe-rais-ers and skilful ·artisans who used the loom. They
built powerful citadels and founded large towns, developed
commerce and minted their own coins. They were good shipbuilders and bold navigators .. Later they s·et Uip states d€fended by s.trong· armies. The more known Illyrian states were
those of the Encheleans, the ~ulr.!ltifl.ns and, above all, the
Ardians.
0\ )VWfl"<W fit&_~
The Il'lyrians had t ade relations with the Greek states. In order to strengt· n these relations, in the 7th century
b.o.e. the Greeks fo ded their colonies on the Albanian
coast; such as Dur ··
Dyrrachium or Epidamnos 627
b.o.e), Pojan in the i r egion (Apollonia, 588 b.o.e.), Butrint
and many others.
es;e centres of a highly developed
civilization came und
the influence of the Illyrian civilization, be it only for the reason that they developed on the
territory of the great Illyrian states whioh put them under
their rule. Valuable monuments of culture have been unearthed at Butrint, · Pojan, Durres, etc. but unfortunately they
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were systematically plundered 'by the foreigners up to the
day of the lilberation of the country.
The further development of this process, which would
have led to the formation of the Illyrian nation, was halted
by the Roman occuipation which lasted from the 2nd century
b.o.e. to the 4th century A.D. The ancestors of the A:lbanians
had to defend their freedom and independence sword in hand
against the foreign invaders. They put up stiff resistance to
the Roman armies of occupation. It was only in 167 b.o.e.,
after three bloody protracted wars, tha't the Romans succeeded
in occup'ying Illyria. The independent Illyrian states were
liquidated. The Romans expelled whole Illyrian populations and transported them as captives or suspects to distant
regions of their empire. They founded powerful Roman colonies
in the territory of pres.2nt-day Albania, while exerd~ing all- .
round pressure through their more advanced culture and
technology. These factors posed the threat of Romanization
of the Illyrian population and of the creation of a Roman
or neo-Latin nationality in place of an Illyrian nationality.
But the Illyrians resisted arms in hand to the invaders.
In 135 b.o.e. the Ardians revolted: Their uiprising .assumed
such extension that the Romans were forced to dispatch
considerab1e forces against them, and eventually transplanted
them to the inner regions of Herzegovina. But even
after that the Illyrians continued to rise in revolt against
Rome. The Roman historian Suetonius writes that the Illyrian uprising of the years 6-9 A.1D. was the most formidable
foreign war Rome had to wage next to the Punic Wars.
· The later events brought out the astonishing vitality of
the Illyrian population. After the division of the Rom8:n
Empire in 395 A;D., the territories of' present-day Albama
were iplaeed under .Byzantium, which for_ two centuries made
no change in the former s~tuation· of these regions: The
slave-owning institutions remained in foroe and Latin remained
the official language, as well as the language of the Church
and culture. During this period the Albanian territory was
invaded by. various barbar.ian tribes - the Visigoths, Ostro-·
goths, Hans, Vandals. The Visigoths; who had settled for
more than 150 years in· Central · A1bania, stayed longest . in
our territory. T~wards the 5th century, the mas:::;· migration
of the Slav populations began, which, in the 7th century,
settled for good in Illyrian territory and tried . to get' the
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upper hand. The Illyrim1 cities or RomanJ.z,e<l colonies, which
were rapidly losing their importanoe to the point of complete
disappearance, could not stem this devastating flood.
Like the Roman occupation, ihe. Slav ·Colonization threatened the Illyrian:s with the danger of assimilation. The IHyrians, who had resisted Romanization, entered a new stage of
struggle d'or their ethnical existence, a struggle which unfortunately it is impossilble to follow closely, as the historical
documents on this dark perioo of the early Middle Ages are
almost totally missing. The extremely rare documents from
this epoch do not even mention the existence of an ancient
Illyrian ·population. But the Illyrians, although driven into
the interior of the territory of present-day Albania, continued to exist and even put up .surprisingly energetic resistance to the Slav and Byzantine pressure. Not only that but
they even. began to regain little by little their lost positions,
breaking out of their shell of tribal and peasant communities
into which the foreign ,pressure had forced them to entrench·
themselves.
In this peribd, feudal relations flourished and became
the main form of rela1tions of production, This enabled the
Albanian feudal lords to strengthen their positions perceptibly.
In 1185, the A]lbanian feudal lords got rid of Byzantine control
and :formed their first state, the Principality of Ar'beria.
Kruja was its capital and its first chi.'ef w~s frogon (11901198).
~~
However this state was short-lived.
t although &~shed by ithe superior fo.rees of the neigh ouring peoples, its
influence made itself f.elt on the futher e olution of Albanian
history. The country woke up with ren
d forcei;; as if to
make up for the lost time. The reborn .it' ' developed and
extended at an uruprecedented rate; agncu ure and animal
husibandry prospered in the fertile plains. A nU:miber of feudal
dynasties, like those of Thopia, Shpata, Balsha, Kastrioti, etc.,
were formed as feudal principalities, which were Gonstantly
warring amongst therri.se1ves for the extension of their respective possessions.
·
. .
By this tiirne the country .was faced with a new threat.
When the ihistorical prooess · ot. centralization, which would
have eventually led to the formation of a single A~banian
state, was well under way, the Ottoman Turks appeared at
the gates of A1bania.
Availing themselves of. the feudal divisions and the
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weakness of the Byzantine Empire, they made reiterated
incursions into Albania; occupying the who~e of the country
with the exception of the mountain regions.
· :::'\
In this period, when the Ottoman hordes. at the apogee '· ·
of their power were pushing on irresistib~y and threaten~ng \
the entire European civilization with destruction, the Al~a:r:1an )
people wrote with their blood. some- of the most bnlhant
pages of the history of the continent.
.

The glorious epic of the Albanian people under the
leadership of Gjergj Kastrioti - Skanderbeg
No more than the preceding invaders - the Romans and
Byzantines, the Visigoths and Os.t~ogoths, th~ ~uns and Sl~vs,
did the Ottomans find in Allbama a subm1ss1ve :population.
In November 1443, under the leadership of Skanderbeg, a general insurrection broke out against the new occupiers. The
insurgents liberated !Kruja and on Novemlber 28 proclaimed
the restoration of the free Principality of A~hania, raising the
Kastrioti flag, the b!lack two-headed eagle on a red ba·ckground
over the white citadel orf Kruja. In December 1443, all the
Turkish garrisons were driven out of Central Albania.
·
Th~.,Q!!_omans would hav~_£OP~'9: ~~Hy_~ith_:th~ in~1:!.r:8"·~J:ltS
were -thes·e · lli:irsolialy united and we}l organi~ed_j~on:t the
pruitical and military standpofo[ Losing no time, S~anderb~g
sef about the primary task - the formation of a umted antiTurkish front arid of a well-organized Albanian army capable
of halting the imminent of.fensive of the Ottoman forces. So
'in .March 1444 he calloo _all f:be Alba.nian_prinoes to a general
assembly vzhich was held in the Albani~n city of_~~hajat
that time a Venitian possession) iri which the dec1s10n was
made. to form a ~mI~_§.L ,and_Jnil~t?LY-.!'llliance.. whkh is
known under the name of th~ __ <-<b.JJ.llni<m Leag~, or the
«League of Lezha», the creation of an Allbanian · army and a
common fund for this purpose. The assembly e_lected Skanderbeg ·chief of the League and supreme c~mmander of the
federated army.
,.
History had assigned to the Albanian :people a . :Uissio£\
which the Balkan princes could not carry out and which the \
Western states, despite their greater wealth, military po- -/.
tential and better organiziation, were unwill'ing to assume. These I
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we~e t~e .stormy years in which the Albanian p.o,.ople, with

heir hrmted human resources .and insufficient economic
means; relying only on their own capacities and experience
of war, the ~pirit of sacrifice which 'eharacterized them under
t~1e leadership of Skanderneg, who was not only .a bold w.ar1
1,
r10.r ibut also a past master in .military art, wrote the Albanian
epw of the 15th century, which for ever will remain one of
1he_JJ1Qg_.glo..r.i?us_ ·c_!1a.__ !_.e~0~!y_o_f_ th<:__~s!(}~_¥_ <?LAJb~pia,
hu~ al~~- ofllie _w-:QQle_ <;!9I].JJ11~!l-f· For a quarter of a century
they foiled 22 major Turkish expeditions, always' coming off
victorious against the «invincible» arms of the Ottomans.
Three times in suocession, Murad II and his son
Me?i:net II, we:~ forced to lift ·the siege of Kruja, th~
poht~ca1 an_d military centre of Albania, in utter disgrace.
JJerQJ~iKruJa was. a brilliant illustration to the whoJe world
of the fact that ag.ainst the gallant res1stance orE a freedomloving ipeople, 8:11 policy of intimidation, buttressed by the
most modern lethal weapons, ·is doomed to shameful failure.
The biggest cannon ever cast in the epoch, the cannon which
intimi?ated. eve~ countries hundreds of kilometres away from
Albama, if.ailed m front of the walls of Kruja. In famous bat~les which .go und:er. the name of. Torvioll, Drin, Uji' i Bardhe,
., J . gJ Kastnoti suceeeded m masterfully combining the
tactics
erriHa warfare, consisting of surprise attacks, sud. etrea · and ambushes, with that of pitched battle. With
the milii:~ry. op~rations he carried out, he turned the valleys
qf the Drm : Zi and. the Upper Shkumlbin into ~graveyard
of the Turkish .armies which were ma~ time ;~perior .in
num'ber.
_LG>'
t09'
· . A great mas~er of the military art, ~rbeg kept
the enemy fomes m a state of constant tensi~~ssed them
with surprise attacks, cut their lines of c:Om~unication .and
supply in order to deal them eventually his lightning !blows
after having drawn them into an ambush. Applying the principle of «defence through att8ck,» Skanderbeg us•ed attacks as
his best defensive weapon.
~c:j;jy_e ·condLtion:s for the long successful war
against the Otto . s com.pris-eci the ecom>tni·c . resources and
e p ular masses, which had long-standing
( the support o
traditions of _
and great ex:perience of warfare.
The pop ar masses were the main driving force of the
struggle fo I.and, freedom .and independence. In fact, the
feud.al l?r
were split. Only some of them showed their
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rea~iness to defend the interests of the ·country arms in hand,
while the others placed themselves in the service of the
Turks.
The secret of Skanderbeg\s victories which astonish the
historians even to this day, lies in the fa~t th.at he knew better than anybody else in hi:s epoch to win the ibro.ad mas8es
of the people over to his cause and give a popular character
to his liberation war.
The 'Albani.ans were obliged to fight single-han
wi~hout aid from .a'bro.ad. In the just war they waged,
lf
reliance 'became a decisive condition for victory. This imp ied
that the leaders h.ad unshakeable confidence in the immense
_energies of the popular masses, confidence which was constantlY: tested and t~mper~d until .it l?.ec~m~ fV;ower1Ml motiv
p.,,,.
force m the Albaman epic.-\,/.<W._)J.AJJ(,w .0\ · ~·~ (;<11
~
Having succeeded in combi¥l.'ing these t o factors Skanderb~g applied them to the Allbanian terrain, and thus 'achiev- ~iJ'> I
ed his victories.
.
1JoV\L
,
<< I d~d not br~ng you the liberty, I found it amongst ~r
you ... I did not ibrmg you your a.rms, Lfound you in .arms»
'
- these memorable words, which the hero addressed the , ,.)
peor:>le of liberated IKruja, ex:press in a nutshell his high eva- V ~
luati~n of .the popular f<f.f_::~s.r•£s\th_~,princ~·R]
tiv~·forc
.LJJ
the liberation struggle. ~ ---;o~
,
fW'}~
And Ska:i~erbeg, _right from the begin mg
his i itary -~~ ~
and state ac~ivity, relied on the popular masses. The popular ;,a.<o~
m.:1sses saw m t~e w.ar -he waged the only w.ay of salvation. ~
His .airmy drew its forces frnm the~, and. i.ts fighters, who:ri fr~
the Turks themselves compared with «tigers of mountam ~':. -~
wa~.are,» knew neither fear nor submission, .and did not~·~
hesitate to ti:rn thei7 country into scorched ~arth for ~hi= ~
1
enemy. In_ this i:ianner Skanderbeg succeedtd m countermg
·
the wavermg attitudes .and the separatist tendencies of th~
feudal chiefs.
·
~
The systematic incursions of the Ottoman hordes, the pillc_i.~e and dev.astatio~ ~hey wrought ruined the once flourishing
cities. In these condit10rrs, the fundamental aim of th~_9ple's
s~rugg_l~ w9ged_E_y .E?~~-~~rbe~?I' a guarte~ury; -con:.~·
sisted m stemmmg mis aram on the economic and human
resources of the ·country, preventing the destruction of the
dev_e~oping production forces .and defending the whole socio_pohhcal and cultural level of devielopment attained in that
epoch. By this policy :he. won the popular masses, which rallied
A

;A -

c-·

.

-

:und him and ugh! unresecvedly beside
Thei"' was a
war to the end; . involved even old- fo
men and
children, who, when
were ot t e victims, rrpres
aTcthiiyse wfoarrceawinakethneedwaanihd.·-- ""
. O<J Cl.A{. ~ °'{ Yf;f""""'~.LIUl.ChJ
""
pe a powerful feeling of ·
patriotism amongst the masses o the people. It assumed the
features of an essen!tialiJ.y popular war. For 2'5 y~ars on end,
c ~ the Al'bania~ popular masses, anonymous heroes, fought under
,Q.
the. leadership of Skanderbeg to defen.d their soU, their freedom
-u--i
and independence, building the solid ~oundations of the edifice
~
· which the future generations were to complete: the union of
<t:)""
the Albanian people in a national state. S!kanderbeg's epoch
is a brilliant illustration of the vital force and the highest
virtues Df the Albanian people.
Of course, the personal qualities of Gjergj !Kastrioti stood
much for his victories. The figure of Sk!anderibeg stood out in
sharp contrast to those of the European princes. When he
went to :Rome in 1466, the masses of the people, that had
turned up in the streets to hail him, expected to see the usual
\)
procession of personages in sumptuous rolbes, but they re~
mained greatly sunprise~ at seeing the Albanian hero of uni\
versal fl§lme «dressed like a pauper». This simplicity of the
~~
Albanian national hero manifested itself in ~11 his activities.
~)on his Telati~ns with the people, With his.co-figh.ter.s, in peace
\-· ~ as well as m war, Skanderibeg was an exam
f modesty,
.
c<?urage and intellig~nce. By his ".irtues he o~he~arts of
his people who rallied around him to a m
·0
.\
Skanderbeg's immortality rests in the ->t
·s work
\ ~ / was not that of a single man, but of an entir
not of
· a single century, but of whole centuries.
The .epoch· of Slkande11beg did not come to an end in 1468,
with his death, because the ratio of social forces and the
historic tasks remained the same for dozens of years after
his death, as long as the struggle went on in an organized manner. The heroic· defence. of Kruj.a, whiclh Jasted
for more than ten years, and the two sieges of :Shkodra in
1474 and 1474-1479, after which the citadel was conquered not
r·.
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«Gjergj Kastrioti will conquer the centuries,» said one of\:<j<
his COliltemporaries, Enea Silvio Piccolomini. Time has con=_}
.
firmed his judgement.
·
~
The wars of the Albanian rpeopfo, under the leadership
of Skanderibeg, for the defence of their· land against the Ottoman Empire had ·great repercussions 'beyond the bounds of \
A]bania and a.ssumed international proportions. The Albanians )
.
nailed .down an important part of the Ottoman army, inflicted
repeated 1osses on it, and wore out a ,good part of its fighting
strength, thus easing the 1burden of t~ngar§"rlS(~;f im- ·
;
peding the passage of the Turks to ltaly.
""~~ -V(f?
~·
«The ·invasion of Europe is certain,» John of Newport, an
English knight who served as a volunteer in Skanderbeg's
~·'·~
army, wrote ~n 1456, «beoause. th.ere is no..f.or.. ce ca.pa.. ble of~ (,;!
resisting the Turks if the Albanian citadel falls.» And in _f~ ~~
hardly had the la~t Al~anian fortress fallen i;;:--HJ~~:wh~~ ~
/
Mehmed .II, feelmg hunself more or less secure m hisp~
..1?'
rear, went immediately over to attacking southern Italy,
\f".(l)J
which he had dreamed of inva. di·n·g. 'for·a·· .quar.terof_a century.
A 10,000 strong Tm1kish army sailed from Vlora · anti
landed in Italy, seizing the citadel of Otranip · (1480). Taking
advantage of the involvement of the Turks in Italy, an a:rJUed
uprising broke out in Albania and in 1481, upon the. calLof
.
th~ chiefs of the insurl'ection, Gjon Kastrioti, Skanderbeg's
son, returned to his country with some hundreds of Albanian
exiles. Caught between two fires, the Ottomans were forced
to .a:bandon Otranto ~eturn to Albania, where they undertook large-scale p~ operations against .the .insurgen.!§,_ It·
·
was only in 1482 that the insurr_~ctional movement succu~bed
under the 1blows of the Turks, and Gjon KastrJoti again w&~. 1,,A'
forced to leave Albania.
r_ll--V tb~ ~ ~-GV>qv..QtCS \;'
Karl Marx made a high assessment of 1the Alibanian epic
of the 15th •century, an epic which the Sons of the Eagle
wrote with their blood. In the wars of the Albanians led ~'
Sk:anderbeg he saw the wars of a people and a country·to
defend their own freedom, as well' a§...a1blow d.€alt at the only
military power of the Middle Ages, whtch could oppose the
historical development of emerging capitalism and universal
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the clandestine press nf the National Liberation War.
ter
Liberation, main'y writern, composers, painters and s·cuipt~l.li.i~~,....
have chosen Skanderbeg as the central figure o:}nany of their _;_ ~
works.
~- ,;.,,,V~ ?·<~!i. 1
.- The FLA and the people's sit.ate :power ~~ 'orga~ \~
various activities to honour the figure of the national hero 'Q\~\k.
of the Albanian people in a worthy manner. _The central \ ,y.,_~J/.,l,
square of Tirana, a military school, a great agricultural enter- ; (.)_,..--..,..._
prise, tile Museum of Kruj1a, etc. 1bear the name_ of Skanderbeg. i /P!The «Order of -Slkanderbeg», one of the highest decorations ,L_ '\
for distinguished service, has been instituted by special law. ··>'C'"t\"~
Everywhere there are monuments . erected fO commemorate. ~
Skandierbeg's great viJCtories in hiiS struggle against the Ottomans. Equesrtrian statues by A:l!banian sculptors dominate l~J,1?:tf./.'
the central places in Tirana and Kruja. And finally, in f.111':
1968, on the occasion of the 500th anniversay of the death : ~.-r
of t~e hero, imp~rtant ad~v.iti-es were organize_cl in Tiranf'. 1 ;-iA · , __ . .
KruJa, Lezha and mother cities of the c;ourtit,
.
~~cU'- ·
1
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The centuries-long .s
of the Albanian people
for freedom and independenceJ~ , ~Ji\IJlV'_
tL~'-~'/J

-) \ji('fnlJ.A\~
--~
The establishment of the Ott an feudat military regime~ 61.
on Albanian territory had disast ou
sequences for the~"
normal .course of the general _ vefop e
of ithe country. 1
The Ottoman administration i ·
to mplant its laws and
customs dn oocupied Al•bania, going the whole length in their
efforts to convert the population into Turks. But the efforts of
the Ottoman invaders to hitch definitively the destiny of
Albania to the chariot of Constantinople ended in failure.
The .Albanians put up ap um.e~mpled resistance to this new
threat. ~ries of Ottoman..r.11le are full of cea.scless
_uprisings of the Albanian ,peo le_tQ_.shakie off the-~al'hls-h
y~
.
The '.live memo of G ·
·o i like all ideas which
strik~--~ep mots a~_on
e ..~~q!~eo:p_le, became s
n10biJ1~lil!K~~}emenL. Hi authority was so great that in the
eighties and nineties
the 15th century, the masses that rose
to regain their lost iberty, this tim~ ,called on his son and
grandson in exil · Italy to return and lead their struggle as
they had done alf
century before, when they went to
4 - 117 A
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to invite Gjergj Kastrioti to take the leadership of
their war. The country again was liberated from Himara to
'/... ~ the northern mountain ranges. The 'Sultans were obliged to
organize new military expeditions to. reoccupy th~ country..
From the 16th to the 18th oentury, a number o:f vwlent up1 .~
~
risings broke out in the mountainous areas of the coun~ry.
~ These upheavals, which were directed both against the foreign
~~ '+{.) occupier and .against the rieinegade feudal lords? s~rengthened
CJ
the national feeling and enhanced the patriotism of the

J'(_

s}J

~~~-

.

The 18th 'C€ntury is marked by important changes m the
ecoiliomic ,and politkal fields: the 1passage from the. s~s~m of
feudal-military landownershi·p to the 'System of ~rfhgs , ~he
cfuvelopment of marked-towns, the development of product~on
and exchange. The development of the forces cl production
of the couirltry brought albout the economk and politi::a1
emariciJpation of the A~banian f.eudal lords and the. format~on
of the great A'.lbanian pashaliks of Shkodra and Jainma, whiclh
waged incessant wars to eS'cape the ~eprnR.e;;i.oe o~, the Suj
blime Porte.
~ li"\;_J11uW- ~l vJ.-"1"7~:;}..
. In the middle of the
t century, the poipulrar n:fovemeI1ts qgainst-.the_ sav_ag~~- _tj;.On:i?-· _-~ccUlp~ tiop. becilll}~ ·?roader
and more frequent. The ba
n-.-the Me1esi:n Moun tam (LeskiQvik) in 1831 and in Shkodr.~ in 1835,in Dibra pind Gjia~~va
in\1844, were the for~aplings _oJ the great peasant upr-1smg
of -li847 When the Albanians, as a folk 1Sang has it, fougb.t
«bafflier iiil hand for ar:h Albani:att., These attempts to gain
freedom, which were 'drowned in blood by the. Turkish pashas,
had important consequences. They were the prolo~ue to a~l
the events that followed from 1878 to 1912 in Alba1rua. In this
period, a whole pleiad of outstan~ing me:i of <<the pen or the
rifle» began to rise •OIIl the Arbanian horizon, they put themselves :at the head of the national movement for complete·
liberation and. i:ndependence, organizing the str~gle to b:reak
the chains of foreign bondage, and to estabhS:h nati~nal
independence, to set up the Albanian state, a state whic~,
however, would be no long.er a feudal state, but a democratic
one. This period, known in the history of the :o.uhtry as the
Albanian Naitional Rell!aissance, is another 'brilliant page of
the history of our people.
The struggle of the Albanian people for freedom an,d

*
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independence entered a new phase
the years 1878-1881. ~U,nder the Treaty of San Stef
in March 1878, many
purely A!l.'bainian territories
re to be annexed to Bulgaria, .Serbia ,and 1Montem.e
. The threat of the dismemberment of the Homeland
came even more imminent after the
Berlin Congress of
8. The Albanian people rose to defend
thamselves, a.n~·
i fa~e .of this new menace, they· set up the
League ~f ~~re whic~ exte~ded its activi~y over the whole
of A!libama.\ii$e
ague issued its •program with cJlaims ranging
from ,autonomy to the complete liberation of Albania from·
the Ottoman yoke!
·
·
The League of Prizren gave a fresh impulse to the movement for national liberation. During this period, the strugg•fo
of the Albania:r: people against Turkey was charact-eriz·ed by
a stronger national awareness. This struggle was also di_rected against the secret colomalist plans of the Great
Powers which, under the Treaty of San Stefano and, moreover
a't the. Berlin Congress, sought to amputate Allbiania· to the
advantage of the neighbouring countries as well as for their
own sinister •e:ndis, attracted as thely were by the strategic
position of Albania on the Adriatic, which made it an important springboard towar~ ph-e41 ,JYieqi,terJi'la.~an, ,as w._e11 as J;>y its
natural resourices.
t)\-~ ~~\ '\,Q"{V\~\O:. W'tfi~::>fll~u.*'.:\
Precisely at · is time the uprisings of the ye~rs 1883, .
1885, 1892
etc. broike out in a series. The movement
gathered tr ngtli nd became better organized especially after
1900. In 19 ;
e first units of freedom fighters carried out
isolated actions combined with large-scale achons engaging
t?e Tur~ish garri~ons. In the Northern Mountains these guerrilla umts comprised about 15,000 armed men in their ranks.
The extension of the libera'tion armed struggle, accompanied with the opening of ALbaniian schools and patriotic
cluibs, th1e pubili'Clation of neiwspa:pers and magazines as well
as hooks wri·tten in Allbarnian serv.ed to enhance the national
awareness of the Albanian people.
The Young Turks, who came to power in 1908, saw that
Albania was bl'.elaking away from Turkey's grip, therefore
they stent their ablest genera], Shefik·et Turgut Pasha, ag:ainst
the Albanian insurgents, in the hope that he would drown Albania in blood. But the Albanians took to arms in 1911 and rose
to a mian .. l.n 1912. th.e Albam··.;:iin .in. s1irrectim..s gg§:'.inst Turkey)
en_tered a new phase, that of _!he ~~ail..-2!.fille.i:i_JJ:prising_led
~Y -icriegton~}_JpswreQ.tiQriiL~ommitree _wbich. had_.i~ntre /1 ·
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the r~ion of K~Qrya ..'J.'.he Ko8?va pa!iriots gave the .f~rst

~1gnal of the general upnsmg which spread over t}!.e_ whole
L-~r Al'b<:J,nia .amd-was crowned ·\Wth the iprocl<unafam <;>f the
i~iependeoce Qf the country in November .28, 1.91.2.:.fill. ~L.the.
formation of ,an Allbanian ·government chaired by the gr~t

/

pa1noClsriiail ·Qeinaili which had its s€at -~n _yior~. <..The flag
ra'ised in 1912,» said Comrade Enver Hoxha, <~crowned the
tita:nilc struggles -0f the ,Allbiandan people, showed that wi'th
their armed struggle, their steel unity for a great aim - tl~e
defence of their Homeland, their honour, their customs, their
language and noble traditions, the Allbanian pioople had vanqui:shed powerful, savage and perfidious enemies. The Albanian people showed their indomitable, intrepid, wise, unflinching and just spirit, thereby vanquishing their enemies, as
they will vanquish in the future any other enemy, n-0 matt~r
how strong ~nd great, attempting to ·encroach upon their
~ rights.»
·
/}
'---Ill the y.ears 1913-1939 the Albanian people str-O'Ve and
}
fought for the consolidalion of their nationial indepe:r:idence
and their existence as a state, for the defence of their territorial integrity agiainst the attacks and intrigues of 'the predatory and chauvinist imperialist powers, for ensuring their
socful, economic and cultural progiress .as .well as for the establishment of a democratic order.
The Grea't Powers did not recognize Albanfu's independence proclaimed in Vlora. They contiinued to hatch new
monstl'ous plans in order to {W]pe Albania off the political
tnlalp of the Bialkans as an independent state and a distinct
nation.
Nevertilieless, -!,_he patrio'tic gov~_r~~! presided 9Y Ismail
Qemali made g1rea t efforts to organlZ'e th~_ A.lbl'lI)JJID. .state
]ii.tern.ally -la.rid ••to" af:Bfrin"its" eXistence in the inrternational
"its ·actfvf1Jies it. gave the whoilie world to under.stand.that the Albanian people were capable of goverming
themselves and living :as a nation.
lt was only on July 29, 1913, after long bargaining,_ that
the Great Powers were forced to recogniz·e the independence
of Albania bu't_unci£r_thelir~..controLan~-'On the other
hanU.-fhe::idelimitaiJion of the 'borders of tihe iile\V ..A1~anian
· :rtiate' 1eft--aif)ouT~lf. Of .the-- :A;lb'anian J;~r:nkrr~~--0'.utsi.ck the
mother-~. Contr.at'y to the will of t'he Allbianian people
.
. and without the approval of the national government of Vlo~~. ra, which tMy .fovced to re<igln, the Great Powers impooed
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on the country a Constitu'tJion they had worked ou:t themselves :r~l~~'{f
and pl.arced a foreign 1prince, Wiilhelm v·on Wied, at the head{'{\". r~ :·111\
of the new state.
, 71 v.;.,v:T}J
During the First World War, ,Allbania was .turned into a~\ ~~ -\µ
battlefield where the armies of the im,periailist and chauvinist ~~11.f,y
powers ,confronted Oln.e another. After serzling Vlor.a, which ~'
·
they 1Pl::nne~ to utilriz~ as a bridge-head for their further · · )
penetratlO'n mto Alibama and the Balkians, at the end of the tJ
war the Italians >5'ta'tionied' their troops, more than 50,000 \ strong, in a great part of the country. Their Yugoslav rivals
who, on their part, had occupied the north-eastern regions,
followed the example of the Italian imperialists. Korc;a
and Gjirolkastra .were under the joint occupation of French
and Italian forees.
After the war, the represer:ntatives of the imperialist Great
Powers - the United States, Britalin, France and rtaly, most
shamelessly tried to sort out their differences at the cost of the
peOfPles. Thus, am-0ng other thdng-s, they worked out a project
for the dismemberment of Allbania. This continued in the
tradition of their ianti-Albanian ,policy, wh\ich found its expression in the infamous Treaty 10f London of April 1915,
as well as .in the des'Picable bargainings :concluded at the Paris
Peace Confe~nce of 1919. But the sons and dlaughters of
Albania did not allow the fate of their Homeland to be decided
by the ,imperialist Grerat lRowers,. which were bus'y working
out the new mlap of .the world. The ipubhcaition and denunciation of the imperialist secret treaties at the end of 1917
by the S.QIVliet Government l<eid ·by Lenin, ,and .among others,
of the London Treaty of April 1915, s:tipulating the dismemberment of Albania, lent powerful support to the anti-imperialiS't national movement of the Alblanian IPeO\)J!le and raised' the
vigilance of the mass of patriotts..
In January 19•20, the imperiaHsrt Great \Powers were
busy planning to give Northern Albania to Yugoslavia and
VUora and i'ts hinterl1and to Itialy, which was ,also to be given
the mandate of the remaining AJrbanfan territories. In January
1920, the Albanian patriots met at Lu:shnj1a in ia congress
which went down in history under the name of that town
and said «no!» to the ba~giainings of the imperialist Great
Powers. The Congress rejected the plans Qf the Piaris ,Pe:ace
Conference for ithe partitioning of Albania and declared that
the ,Albanians woulid not Jilipar·e their bfood to oppose all decisions which endangered the ter:ritorial integrirty of their
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i;ountry and their complete independence. The Congress elected a government chaired by Sulejman Delvina and a Supreme
Council with the .attributes of the :state power.
The Congress af Lushnja was nei'ther a pure~y formal
political act, nor •the •product of politkal combinations of the
_foreign powers. It was the result of the political struggJe of
the masses of ithe people who had risen to defend the freedom
and independence of their Homeland. With its dear-cut national and anti-iilliPer.i:ali:st character it represented an important event in the cerlturies-long history of our -people.
The ·idea ,of the airttned struggle to defend the freedom and
independence of the Homeland, whieh was launched at the
Congress of Lushnjia, expressed the firm determination of -the
people. In June .1920 they ..wrote wi1th their bliood a new epic,
the epic of those valiant fighters who, .as a popular song has
it, ·«fought with swords and daggers and old rifles» against
the Italian divisilons armed to,--~e teeth, until they drove
them into the sea, out of the Vlor region which Rome con.;.
sidered .the «Gibraltar of the A , iatic». With their just war
th~ Al'banians brough't the I1talian Government to .negotiate
with the Tirana Government and sign on August 2, 1920,. a
convention on the withdrawal of th~_It;.alia11 itrooefrnm the
occupied areas and the-recognition of the inCiependenc-e and
territor.ial integrity of the country.
The victory achieved at Vlora, apart from i.ts national
hnpor.t'ance, had also an international significance, beclause
it halted the Italian expansion towards the. East. Had it
maintained. .its ipositions .in Vlora, Ltlalian imperialism would
have endangered. the other BaJik:an poopl€S, too. In this way
the Allbanian viidory in Vlora safeguarded the interests of
the neighlbiouring peoples, too.
The events of 1920 confirmed a great 1€1S:Son of the Albanian hi&tory, 1a truth drawn from the centuries-long battles of
the .ALbanian people, that it is the people themselves, with
th'elir inexhaustible forces, whlo can dischange the missions set
by history.
In the ,ye:ars 1920-1924 the expansion of the .broad antifeud.al movement for the democratization of the country was
crowned with the tri_umph of the ~oluti.oJ:i of
June 1924. It brought i.to power the first d.emocrntic govern( ment af 1a revolutionary character in the Balkans. This government, chaired by fan Noli, had a democr~tic ,program includ..:
ing the apiplioation of a number orprogres_9~~_reforms.
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The enadtment of this program came up against the
.fierce aipposition \of internal and ex•ternal rea·ction. The Noli
Government backed down in face of the resistance of the
reactionary forces. It focussed mainly on the external problems,
and tried to neutralize the hostile attitude of the imperialist
Great Powers and the neighbouring countries by winning
recognition abroad. This government established diplomatic
relations with the Soviet· Union.
·
In the meantime, thie imiperialis't states, and Great Britain
in the ,firs't place, were busy liquidating the irevolutibnary
hotnbeds in the world. Imperialist agents in Allbania, and the
British minister Eyres among them, set everything in motion
in order to organiz·e the internal reaction and to overthrow
the new g.QIVernment as ,quickly as possi\ble. In December
1924L...t]1~_pea.!£tionary gangs ,of the Al:banian feudal lo11ds came
Irm0 Alibania
Yugoslavia iartd. Gteeoe and, "wTtn·tn:e· sup-port of the Yugosliav troops. and the Whi't·e Guards launched
a general assault agctin~t the rev6Juti{:)b,.~,, . OP. becemhe.i: 24,
th~ ~~pJ;~r.:~<1.T!rnn&....T.l~-~:tlUhe support_..Q;Lth~. ,iIP.Jperialist Grieat Plowers, the savage dictatorship of the local landownem andl the bourgeoisie and ,a regime of white terror was
established in Allbania.
,
The defeat of the June revolution was a great loss for 'the
Albanian people and the 1'€'V'Olutionary ,moiV ement in the Balkans. This fact was .to be str·eStSed. some time later by one of
the leaders of the international communist and workers' movement, George Dimitrov, who said that «the counterrevolutionary. tum .in Albania brought about by Ahtmet .Zog,
with the assistance of Yugoslavia and its armed forces, extended the frant o:f the Balkan reaction to the Adriatic.»
Initially Ahmet Zag acoeded to power as president of
the repulblic, bm in 1928 he instituted the mon.arichy and
proclaimed himself- King of theA.1banians. Whethe;r a president or ikinig, ,Zog was a cruel dictator, a despo.t of the oriental type, a <.Jirftle .Sul.tan», as he was ironically called in Albian'ia. His regime had a reactiu:n.ary, anti-democratic and
_anti;..nati'()lila1 character. Having suppress-ed all democratic
freedom and civil rights, he intensifred the qppr.essiion and
exploitation of the masses of .the pebple lby the corrup't
ruling classes.
But this state of ;things ciould. not ,be accepted by the
popular masses of the towns and villages, or by the .progressive elements orf the country. Des?ite the small number •of
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the wor'k1ng class, under ·the influence and leadership of the
communists, a workers' movement (sitrikes, manifestations
and other forrris of resistance against the n~gime) developed in
several Albanian towns in the !thirties. There were revolts,
the most important of which was that of Fier (August 1935),
which was the work of a secret organization rallying diverse
cuuents whose oeommon aim was to overthrow the regime..
Zog's foreign policy was conditioned by the fact that he
owed much of ,its success 1to his ;patrons that had brought him
to ipower by fo11ce of bayonets. So he practised an open door
poliicy with them. As early as 192'5, the Ita:Jlian monopolies
gained a number of concessions for prospecting and exploiting the minerals as well as for controlling the banking,
trading ;and farming sectors of .the country. In 1926, .a <<pact
of friendship and security» was signed in Rome, and a year
later a <<treaty of defensive alliance», under which Italy
acquil"ed the right to intervene milftarily in Allbani.a under
lhe pretext of coping wi.th ,an external or internal menace.
The Italian loans put Albania under the economic tutelage
of Rome. ttalian mil'itary .m1.ssions and fascist ongan'izations
stepped up their activity in the ranks of the Albanian army
and .administtration, carrying out 'Italian peaceful penetration
aocording to instructions from R'ome, thus preparing the
g:round for the April 7, 1939 invasion, when 173 Italian warships and 600 .Planes attacked Albania and more than ,50,000
men landed ·in the ports ·d.f the country. t-0 rob the sons of
Alibania of their lilberty. i%g and .his clique Jled the country,
abandoning it .to its fate . .The Albanian army, which the
Italian miliitary ispecial'ists and the pro-fascist officers had put
out of action, disintegra'ted without reshs.tance. Nevertheless,
isolated groups of patrivts fought heroically against the aggressors at Durres, Saranda, Shengjin, Shkodra and Vlora. The
British newspaper Daily Telegraph wrote about the resistance df the Allbanian !People against the fascist invasion:
«Allbania has spoken in a langua1ge Europe is no longer used
to hear.» ·But being far superior in forces, they crushed this
opposition. In a matter of a few days, the fascists succeeded
i'!"l occupying the whole country. Nevertheless, the Allb~nian
people did not submi't. They expressed their profound hatred
for /,he Italian invaders and never piut up with the regime
of foreign occupa1tiOIIl.
The occupation of Alibania was the logical conclusion of
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. the aggressive policy of Italian fascism and of the anti-national
and anti-popular capitulationist policy pursued by the
Zog regime ,as well as of the «non-interv·entio:n» policy of 1the
imperialist Western powers, which eventually recognized this
occupation. Only the Soviet Union, consistent ,in i'ts policy of
defending the sta1tes ;menac~d by fascism, raised its voice
against this aggression.
A wave of indignation and .protest against the Italian
aggression rose in the A]banian colonies abroad!. ,Progressive
public opinion all over the wodd denounced 1this a:ct of piracy,
The occupation of Albania by Italy marked the beginnirig
of the dark period of fascist slavery for the Albanian people.
When they retained 'the regime of the feudal landlords and
the bourgeoisie, the orce'Upiers set albout carrying out a vast
plan of jpolitical, economic and administrative measures intended to legalize the regime of occupation and Italianize the
country, to plunder its resources and turn it into a base for
aggression against the other Balkan countries · and the
East. They aimed to implement the colonial policy of ancient
Rome, wirth the ambition of turning tihe Adriatic into an
Ifalian lake. This policy involved the Italianiz:atian of the
eastern coast of the Adriatic, just as ancient Rome had tried
to bring about the Romanization of the same area.
.
The efforts to instal a fascist dictatorship in Af'bania were
marked by the hasty convention in Tirana of a «Constituent assemlbly» which ,prroclaimed the «personal union of
Albania with Italy» and offered the crown of Allbiania to the
Kirrg of Italy, Victor Emmanuel III. A puppet Albanian government chaired iby the big landowner Shefqeit Verlaci was set
Ujp. However, state power was concentrated in •the hands of
the ·Halian Generial Lieutenancy. With the suppression of
the Albanian .ministry of foreign affairs its attributes were
takoen over lby i'ts Italian counter-1_Part. The other ministerial
departmen'ts were practically led by Italian «advisers». The
Allbanian armed .forces, inCOJ'.'.porated into the Imperial Army,
were under Italian command. The convention on the
~<equality of civil and political rights of Italian and Allbanian
citizens» was followed by dozens of . thousands of Ita"Iian s€!1;tlers thronging to Albania. The latter, together with
the occupation troops, made up the task force of colonizing
and fiascizing the whole country. Albundantly flowing Italian
capital became the all-powerful master of the economy of the
country, transforming it into a mere source of raw materials
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for Italy .and a market reS'erved e~clu.sively for its products.
The Albanian peop1e were very quickly to see the consequences of the estalblishment of the fascist regime. They
saw thems·elves totall'y deprived of their freedom and independence. Soon hundreds of patriots were sent to jail or deported to concentration camps in Italy. The faS'cists set up
a network of police force to shadow <<people suspect to the
regime». 'I1he civil servants were forced to ta!k.e the oath of.
allegiance to the Italian king under the penalty of being
revoked. The fascist laws created a11 over the country an
atmosphere of uncertainty and terror.

The epic of the National Liberation War
Vlhere is the foe that ever saW'
their back?

Lord Byron
The Albanian people were .ailllong the first victims {)f
fascism and the first in Eur·ope to take U;P arms against it.
They did not stop fighting until they crushed the nazi-fascist
occupiers and the local traitors, thus writing tihe most glorious
epic of their history in their liberation war.
The· Italian fascists invaded Allbania, but never succeeded
in reducing its indomitable spirit. Alone in front of a
savage enemy armed to the teeth, they put up a valiant and_
·bold resistance to the enemy that had trampled their hearths ..
After the bloody events of April 1939, many sons and daughters of Albania, wrth what weapons they could find, began
the partisan war. Despite the terror and the demagogic mano-euvres af the enemy, who did everytihing to break the Albanian resistance, an'ti-fascist manifestations ibroke out in the
towns. The firsit guerrilla units, led by the communists and
enjoying the support of the pqpulation; carried out all sorts
of actions, attacking enemy columns, blowing uip ·military
stores, carrying out surprise attacks on the .enemy, killing
spies and traitors. On the Greek front two battalions of Albanian .soldiers, recruited by force, either desierbed and took
to the mountai'ns or defected to the Greek side.
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With the founding of the Communist Party of Albania
on November 8, 1941 the National Lilberation War entered
a new phase. Very soon it grew in scope and strength and
turned into a true ,popular revolution. The Party worked
a clear political pmgram of the National Liberation War and
made the people aware of the goals of this struggle.
The Communist Party rallied and organized the Allbanian
people in a united front for national liberation, the foundations of which wer·e laid at the Conf.erence of Peza which was
held on September 16, 1942 1. Large-scale partisan warfare
'began in 1942 under its leadership.
The fundamental aim of the war of the Albanian people
was the complete liberation of Albania from the foreign occupiers, the achi€'Vlement of true national independence and
the esta!blishimertt of a regime of peqple's democracy. Partisan
warfare was a form of struggle known and tiested in the
course of centuries both in Albania and other countries. The
Albanian people had an ancient tradition of patriotic struggles, and guerilla wars against the invaders. Availing itsielf of
these traditions, the Communist !Party of Albania gave the
partisan struggle agairnst the fascist occupiers and the local
traitors a profoundly ;popular and revolutionary content.
The National Liberation War of the Albanian people had
a double character: it was an anti-imperialist and anti-fascist
and at the same time an anti-feudal and democratic revolution. The motive forces of this struggle wen~: the working
class, the poor and middle peasantry, tlhe peilty- and middle
bourgeo·isie of the towns, the patriotic in'tellecrtuals. The
working class was the leading force, the other forces !being
its .allies.
The essential social contradictions existing at that time
in Albania consisted of the contradiction between the fascist
occupiern who had enslaved the people, on the one hand, and
the Albanian people who wanted to live free and independent,
on the other, and the contradict1on between the feudal-bourgeois strata which ·supported the forei·gn occupation, and the
broad masses of the people who called for the instauration of
democratic freedoms. The Albanian reaction, represented by the
1 -Peza is a region near Tirana, W'here under th& leadership of the
Party, the anti-fascist movement and the National Liberation War,
had set up strong bases.
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big feudal landlord,g, the big bourgeoisie, etc. who had made
common cause with the occupiers, was forced' to respond to the
national liberation movement, es.pedally following the historic Con:feren·ce orf Peza. In these circumstances, under the
sponsorship of the fas.cist occupier, the Balli Kombetar (the
National Frant) was formed - a traitor organization which
took upon itself to wreck the National Liberation War and to
assist the foreign occujpi·e:rs, even by organizing its own armed
units and throwing them in action against the partisans.
The Party dispatched .a numlber of its members, young
communists and friends, experienced in urban guerilla warfare to the countryside to rally new fighters, mainly from
among the peas an try for the creation of guerilla uni ts. The
countryside became the base and the principal source of suDply of the partisan gueTillas.
. .
!here was no class limitation as to the composition of the
guerillas. _All those wh<;> expressed their readiness to f·ight
the occupier were admitted. Only ,elem~mts orf dubious record, criminals and gangsters who had been branded by the
people as such were barred from joining. A partisan guerilla
unit numlbered 50 to 60 fighters. It was headed by a commander and a political commissar who jointly led its actions
and were answerable for the military training and the political
preparedness of the partisans. Along with their intensive
I:?ilitary a~tivity_ agai;nst the occ:ipiers and traitors, the partisan guerillas did tireless pohtical work to expose the
occupiers and the local 'traitors, organized cultural and educational activities not only among the partisans but also
among the poipulation of the areas in which they operated.
The guerrillas had their b.ases in the liberated regions in
which they had destroyed the organs of the state power of
the occupier and helped the people set up national liberation
councils as organs orf the National Lilberation War. They
assi'Sted the peasants in farm worik and served as guardians
of law and order for the national liberation councils. Besides
partisan guerillas, after the Conference of Peza, territorial
gueril!la units, one for every obig village or for two or ithree
small hamlets were also formed. They were self-defence units
which took up arms to assist the partisan guerillas in important actions or to oppose enemy incursions in the lilberated
areas. The self-defence units served at the same time as a
reserve force to complete and increase the regular partisan
units.
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After the Conference of Peza, the number of uriban gueriHas, partisan guerillas and self-defence guerillas rapidly
increased. Towards the end of 1942, the partisan forces proper numbered about 2,000 men besides thousands oif fighters
incorporated into the uriban and rural guerillas.
In an attempt 1to wipe out the partisan guerillas, the
Italian oocupiers launched a large-scale punitive operation
from September to December 1942 in 27 regions of the country, and a campaign orf terror in the towns, which always
·ended up in failure. In July 1943, the fascist occupiers proclaimed :the whole of Albania a zone of war operations. The
Italian commander-in-chief was forced to adrrriit that «the
Albanian peopl€, in their great majo'Tity and without class
distinctions, have risen against Italy and against the presence
of our troops in their country.»· He demanded reinforcements
from Rome in order to be able to cope with the situation.
The repeated! waves of terror, far from putting out the
fire of the liberation· struggle, fanned it out even more. The
National Liiberafan1 War assumed more and more the form
of a great people's uprising. Most of the Albanian territory
(with the exception qf the main towns) was controlled by the
freedom f1ghters; In these conditions, in thie ibegirnning of
July 1943, the National Liberation General Council was convened. It decided to set up a General Staff and to incorporate all
tJhe partisan guerillas 1and 'battalions into one National Liberaition Army. Afrtei: the creation of the General Staff, of which
Enver Hoxha, the General Secretary of the Communist Party
of Albania, was the political commissar, the armed struggle
entered a new phase characterized by a higher degree of
organization and more vigorous extension - the phase of the
general people's uprising. The General Staff proceeded with
the organization of the National Liberation Army and concentrated in its hands the strategic and operational direction
of the armed struggle against the occuipiers and traitors, while
at the same time working out the tactic of th'!s struggle. At the
moment .when the General Staff was set up, the Albanian
National Lilberation Army numbered in its r.anks about 10,000
fighters incorporated into permanent partisan detachments.
Besides this, seM-def.ence guerillas in the liberated villages
and gueriilla units in 1the occupied towns and regions comprised a number of fighters double that of the year before.
In order to put the enemy under all-round fire, and bring the
outbreak of .the general uprising nearer, the General Staff
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set jibout creating greater, !better organized and equipped
units, capalble of engaging in large-scale fighting. As a result
the lst Shodk Brigade was formed (15 August 1943), followed
by others all over the country.
Another very important step taken by the General Staff
was the organization of military power in the rear. Regional
co:nmands and local .commands were set up as organs of
this power. They carried out the functions of people's police
in the liberated areas and served as support for the national
liberation councils.
Even: after the creatiD'l1 of the General Staff, the National
Li!beration Army continued its tactics of !Partisan warfare as
the main form of activity agia.inst the enemy, and this
because of the numerical superiority of the occupation forces,
and above all, their superiority in armaments, ammunition,
means of transiport and communications, supply and equipment.
In these conditions, to accept battle in open fi.eld would have
spelt death for the people's armed uprising.
The partisan U111its and detachments carried out offensive
operations, harassing the enemy at any unexpected moment,
which they did with rapid manoeuvring and surprise attacks,
with the initiative of the commanders of brigades, groups
and battalions, and an intelligent utilization of the terrain.
The cadres who led the National iLilberation Army, the
commanders and CJommissars came from the rah.ks of the
workers; peasants and patriotic intellectuails, from among the
braver and more capa!ble partisans, and were f<ormed as
such in thie crucilble of the war. The enemy, the army and
depots of the occupiers, which remained until the end
of the war the main source of supply for the partisans in
arms and ammunition, were seized through hard-fought
battles. Food and shelter were provided mainly 'by the urban
and peasant !PQ.Puilatio:n.
Great attention was attached to !keeping the morale in
the army high. With its work of political education the
Communist Party raised an entire generation of fighters,
'ready to 1ay down· their lives for the Homeland and th~
freedom of the people. This moral force had its roots in the
high consciousness of the fighters, who knew what they
were :fighting for, were fulily aware of the difficulties, the
privations and the sacrifices their struggle caned for, and
were· animated 1by an unshakeable faith in the triumph of
their cause.
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From the first day of its formation, the National Libera,.
tion Army was a profoundly democratic army of the revolution. The rank-and-file enjoyed equal rights with the commanders and commissars and complete freedom to !Participate
in the !Political life !Of the country, the solution of the military,
politicail. and organizational problems of the army. Everything
~ including military operations of army units, political ~ork,
the activity of commands and the behaviour of the partisans
and cadres was subject to the judgement and criticism of
the collecti~e. The order of the command was the desire of
the fighters and' the people. To ensure that orders were
executed to the letter, broad debate and exchange of opinions
was organized.
·
Democracy in the Alibaniain National Lilberation Army
was an expression of its popular character and emanated
from the principloe that the masses play the decisive role as
the malrers of history.
This democracy did not weaken rnilitacy discipline in
the slightest, on the contrary, strengthened it, made it· mo.re
conscious, not only did it not effect centralized leadership,
but made its application easier.
In each unit, the party !basic organizations were the
animating spirit of all the activities of the partisan fighters.
Afrter the caipitulation orf fascist Italy, on September 8,
' 1943, Albania came under German occupation. Fifteen t~ous
and Italian soldiers and officers surrendered to the National
Liberation Army and 1,500 of them joined the Albanian
partisan untts, mainly as pairt of the 1st Shoick Brig ade, in
the battaiho111 <<Antonio Gramsci». The rest lived and worked
with the peasants.
.
In the beginning the Hi tlerites tried to deceive the
Albanian people by pretending that they ihad come to
liberate Albania from the Italian yoke. In collusion with the
local traitors, they staged the «Separation of Albania fr?m
Italy» and set up the organs of the «independent Albaman
state>> such as the «Executive Committee», the «Regency»,
the <~lbanian Government», the «Albanian Army», the
«Albanian Gerrdarmerie»', etc. The· Balli Kombetar and the
Legaliteti, two traitor organizations, of which the ~a:tJter
sought to restore Zog's monarchic regime as the «legal>> regime
o:f the country, supported this demagogical campaign. These
two organizations, as well as the other ·reactionary groupin~s
aligned thems€lves openly with the German nazis and parti1
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cipatedl arms in hmi_d in the military operations carried out
by the occupiers against the National Liibetation Army and
the Allbanian people.
. But the Albani~ people were not U> ibe taken in by
this demagogy. _Everywhere they waged fierce lbat~les against
the new oocup1ers. On the Struga-Lilbrazhd road at Dra"'"
shovka near Vlo·ra, at the Kardhiq Bridge near GJiro!kastra,
along the Elbasan-Tirana . road, at Kruja, Konispol, Delvina
and Saranda, at Bilisht, on the Kor~-Leskovik road ·and in
other (places, the detachments of the National Liberation
Army prevented them from occupying the whole Albanian
territory. Most of the liberated regions and a number of
towns remainied fr€€ in the hands of tihe National Liberation
Army. In autumn 1943; the units and detachments orf the
National Liberation Army went over to the offensive against
the Hitlerite troups and the reactionary forces all ov·er the
country. On October 18, a battery of the Afibanian National
Liberation Army shelled the palace in which the quisling
essemlbly was oon:ven€<l on the initiative of the German
command.
The nazi occupation stepp€<l up the process of differentiation of forces in the country. All the reactionary groupings
and tr·ends which had gone over to the armed struggle
against the. National Liberation Movement
.
'. rallied around the
new oocup1ers.
Internal reaction and the traitors felt less and less capable
of coping with the situation on their own. Therefore they
sought the- assistance and (protection of the nazis and openly
plaoed a11 their forces under the command of the latter.
The nazi invaders made desperate efforts to put down
the national liberation movement. During the winter 19431944, the Germans, assisted lby the local traitors, undertook
a larige-scale campaign with the objective of wiping out
the National Li1beration Army. Four. Hitlerite divisions
assisted by many thousands of genda~mes, balli~ts and
Zogits, aibo111t 45,000 men all told, took a direct part in this
operation. By that time the National Liberation Army had
about 20,000 fighters operating all over Allbania.
Both in number and armaments the enemy was far
superior than the partisans who were in great shortage of
weapons, ammunition, supplies and equipment, and, moreover,
were forced to fight in the conditions of the severe winter
of our mountains.

The German occupi•ers backed UiP their large-iSCale offensive against the National Liberation Army with a wave
of terror on a scale never s€€n in Allbania until that· time.
Whole villages were [plundered and burnt down. Thousands
of. men and women, young and old, even children, were
. shot, massacred, iburnt alive, imprisoned or deported to
extermination· camps. At ~my moment of the day or night, '
the German nazis, the gendarmes and ballists broke into
peDple's homes, plundered them, rounded up men and women, young and old, ,beat them or executed them on the
spot with<:mt trial, and threw their corpses into the gutters.
The bodies of partisans killed in battle, or murdered afb~r
their capture or even exhumated from their graves were
often loaded on animals and paraded through streets or
exhibited in taWn squares, in order to strike terror into the
hearts of the peo:ple. «Blood-letting is a radical remedy
against infection. Blood must flow in forrents in the streets
of Tirana if we Want to re-establish peaoe. One day of
terror ensures ten years of peace!» reads an editorial of the
official press of the quisling government on February 4, 1944.
Nevertheless, the peace they wanted was not re-established. With all the efforts of the enemy, their winter operation
proved a disaster for them. More than- 1,000 partisans laid
down their lives on the battlefield, '.but the raniks of the
National Lilberattion Army did not shrink - or weaken, on
the oontrary grew and strengthened with the 4th, 5th, 6th
and 7th 'Brigades which were formed pI'ecisely at this time.
The . fighting, · the difficulties and· privations it had to go
through, tempered the National Liberation Army morally
ancl made it stronger than ever. The commanders, commissars
and the rank-and-file fighters gained rich military and
political . experience. On the other hand, the parti8$n units
and detachments improved their armament through capturing new German weapons in the course of fighting.
Although they ·had ·the advantage of the offensive, the
occupier and the traitors suffered much heavier losses than
the iPartis.an forces. From the political aspect the partisans
gained the greatest victory. By this time most of :the reactiohary forces began to· undm:stand the futility of the fight
against the National Li'beration Front and lost faith in
·vktory.
The enemy · ciid not succeed in destroying either the
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national liberation councils or .paralyzing their activity. These
organisms continU:€d to give the National Liberation Army
considerablre aid lby procuring supplies, equipment, means
of transport, and above all, increasing its ranks with new
volunteers. They carried out a large--s·cale activity to keep
the morale and the fighting spirit of the people high, to
assist the victims of the war and to save the peasant masses
from starvation.
·
In the spring 1944, the Albanian National Lilberation
Army had the initiative of the operations. In April the
partisan units and detachments went over to the offensive
all over the oountry. Almost all the regions south of the
Shkumbi!n River were ltberated, while in Central and Northern Albania operations 'by partisan forces were intensified.
The occupation troops and the reaction:<try fo~ces entren~~ed
themselves in their barracks in the cities or m the fortified
positions al001g the main routes and .the coast.
The situation became even more favourable for the
forces of the National Liberation Army following the series
of the !brilliant victories of the Red Army {)IVer the German
armies.
.
In these circumsfances the firsit Anti-fascist National
Li!heration Congress was held in the lilberated town of
.?ermet. It elected the Anti-fascist NationaJ. 'Liiberatior: Cou;icil as a legislative and executive body and_ the Anti-fascist
National Liberation Committee with the attnbu1Jes of a provisional government, with Comrade Enver Hoxha at the
head.
,
Besides creating the supreme . organs of the peoples
power, the Congress of Permet took_ the follo~ing dec~ions:
to build a new people~s democratic Albama accordmg to
the will of the people as it was solemnly expressed at .t~e
Anti-fascist National Lilberation .council today»·; to proh1b1t'
the return of the ex-King Zog to Albania; to deny recognition
to any other government tha~ might be formed_ in the cou:1'try
or in . exile against the wihl of the Allbai;ian peo:ple, ~o
fight the German oocupier and the local traitors until their
total destruction and' the estalblishment of the state of
peopl€'s 'democracy
over the .·coun!ry.
.
•,
.
At its first session the A:ilti-fascLSt National Llberation
Council took a number of decisions of major importance which
were adopted by the Congress and which constituted the
·first laws of the Albanian state of people's democracy. Of
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particular importance was the revolutionary decision to
annul all the political and economic agreements the Zog
g~)Vernn:ent had ~oncluded with the foreign states as incompatJJble ~Ith the mterests of the Allbianian people, had a
revolutionary character and particular iffiiPortance. The Coun~il s~t _up a special state commission for det•ecting and
identi~ymg the wa_r crimi111ail:s and investigating the crimes
comm1t•ted by the mvader and the traitors.
It was at this Congress that the unification of the High
Command of the National Liberation Army and the introduction of military rank were decided on. Cnmrade
Enver Hoxha was appointed commander-in-chief. The Cong•ress issued the directive to form divisions and army corps.
The General Command announoed the formation of the
1st Shock Division.
. The Co:igress ~eaffirmed its allegiance to the AngloSov1et-Ar:iencan .alliance and tl').e friendship of the Albanian
people with all the peo!J?1es of the world anti-fascist coalition
whil~ at the same time it warned the imperialist powers that
the time when Albania could be used as a token for barter
was gone for ever. From now on Allbania would decide its
own fate. The Congress publicly denounced the attempts of the
A1w1o~Amecri~an allies to interfere in t'he int.ernal political and
mlhtary affairs of Albania .
. The historic decisions. of the Congress were received
with great joy and immediately emlbraced by the broad
people's masses.
Meanwhile the Hitlerite occupiers mounted the second
large-~ale operation against the partisan forces. For this
offensive the enemy threw in four divisions and a half
of the Wehrmacht, and more tlhan 50,000 ·gendarmes ballists
and Zogites. This operation, too, which is known as the June
operation ended in complete defeat for the nazis and the
forces of reaction. It was another proof of the i:nvin~ible
strength of the National Liberation Army and the Albanian
people. From this operntion the people's army emerged stronger c:nd more mature, the people were deeply resolved to
contmue the war till final victory.
The enemy operation was still going on in the South
when on J.une 26, 1944 the forces of National Liberation
Army launched a, general offensive for the liberatkrn of the
territory of Northern_ Albania. The en~II).Y was taken unawares,
unable to face this sudden attack. The German garrisons
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and the gangs of reactionaries, and t?ek routes of communication were subject to daily destructive attacks by the Albanian National Liberation Army. Unabl~ to counter. ~he ~eneral
offensive, the enemy evacuated regions and cities it· had
previously occupied, one after the other. By October 24, the
Hitlerites were driven out of the whole southern part of
the country to the north of the Shkumibin, wher~ in ~une
July 1944, the 1st and 2nd Divisions of the .Albanian Liberation Army had switched over to the offensive,. the Germ~
continued to only hold the cities of Elibasan, Tirana, Durres,
Kukes and :Shlkodra.
One of the more important consequences of the general
offensive of the National Liberation Army 'Yas th~ :omplete
annihilation of internal reaction. The Balli Kom'betar, the
. Legaliteti, their armed gangs and the gendarm d~tachments
were wiiped out under the !blows .of the stor~ brigades and
divisions of the Anti-fascist National Liberation Army, the
RegfilliCy and the quisling government were compl•etely
paralysied.
·
.
T'
The battle for the liberation of the Capital irana,
which went on for 19 days, from Octiolber 29 ~o Nov~mber
17 1944 was among the great battles the National Ll'berati~n Adny fought in the final phase of the war~ Th~ iba~tle
of Tirana had the character of a pitched battle. The H~tlerites
lost 5,000 men besides a consideralble numbe~ of prisoners.
On November 28, 1944, the Democratic Gov~rnment
chaired by Comrade Enver Hoxha enter~d Tirana am1d&t the
indescrilb.alble enthusiasm of the population.
.
.
On November 29, 1944, with the Li!berat~on o~ Shkodra
in the North, the . forces · of the Natiooal Liberation Arm,Y
completed the liberation of Alibania. The sta·te of peoples
democracy was established all over the counrtry.
The heroic S<truggle of the Alibanian pe?ple under . the
leadership of the Communist Party of Al_ban~a w~ crown~d
with complete· victory. The fas:cist domination m Allbama
came to an end; at the same time, all ~€{1?€ndence on. the
impertalii.st great powers was done away wrt:lh, and .ia-11 enslaving ilinlks wilth them. wer~ severed. The Albaman people
achieved tfueir full national mde:pendence, and the rul~ of the
landlords and the ·bourgeoisie was overthrown. Alb~ma broke
away for ever from ·the world capitalist sy~tem. ·ThlS was. the
greatest victory ever achieved by the Albanian people throughout their history.
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· The contribution of the Albanian people to the
great victory over fascism
, In fighting for more than five and a half years against
the occupiers, the Albanian people paid a heavy tribute in
blood and sacrifices to bring about the brililiant victory of the
peoples against the nazi-fascist aggressors. By fighting for
their own national and social liberation, they also fought
.and shed their blood for the common victory of the peo.ples
against the fasci:st plague.
The partisan war waged by the Albanian ·people was,
011 a world scale, a war in the rear of the •enemy. Although
its olbjective was the liberation of the country, the Nat:ional
Liberation War of the A1Jbanian people was· a support for
the anrti-fascis:t war of the peoples. Right from the beginning,
the Communist Party linked the war of the Albanian people
against Italian fascism and German nazism with the great
anti...ifasdst alliance. As a result of this correct policy, in
the coursie of the Second World War, the A'.llbanian people
aligned themselves with the forces of the world anti-fascist
coalition. They fought with une4ampled hero1sm and' won a
place of honour :in the war for the defeat of Italian fascism
and German nazism.
·
The National Liberation War saw the participation of
70,000 fighters incorporated in three army corps, eight divisions and twenty-five ibr:igades. Besides, a great number
of people fought in the ranks of self-ddence units operating
almost in all the villages of Albania. In bloody battles
the enemy suffered heavy losses, the Allbanian soil became
the grave for 26,000 nazi-fascist invaders, another 21,245
were wounded and 20,800 captured. In other words, the
Albanian partisan forces put out of action nearly 70,000
men in active service of the common enemy.
The nazi-fascist occupiers suffered heavy material losses
as well. The Albanian partisan~' destroyed 2,100 enemy tanks,
armoured cars or military vehicles, captured or destroyed
4,000 cannon and mortars, blew up 216 military depots,
destroyed telephone lines, repair shops and other installations
of the enemy.
.
The Albanian people, relative to their numbers, carried
a very heavy tburden on their shoulders. During the Second
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World war, their territory of a little more than 28,000 square
kilometres . was occupied ib'y albout 700,000 fascist soldiers
who caused incredible damage and great d~vastation. With
ils population of 1,200,000 Albania ran!ked among the countries which suffered the heaviest losses during the Seco:Rd
World War. It gave the oommon cause 28;000 martyrs, that
is 2.48 per cent of its population, coming up third among
the nations of the anti-fascist lbloc. Alban:ia's percentage of
killed in relation to its ;population is 3,1 times greater than
that of Britain, and 17.59 times that of the United States.
The pernentage of the wounded is 11 per 1,000 inhabitants,
that is five times more than the average of the weunded in the
countries of the anti-fascist bloc, the Soviet Union excepted,
and 34,500 people, or 3.96 per cent of the population, were
imprisoned or deported.
The material destructions suffe.red by Albania were
colossal: 36.14 per cent of dwel'ling-houses, 850 towns and
villages out_ of 2,500 Albania had at that time, were partially
or totally destroyed; entire regions such as Mallakastr'a,
Kurvelesh, Peza and Skrapar were turned to ashes, many
towns, such as Leskovik, P.ogradec, Saranda, Permet, were
burnt down by the occupiers; all routes of communication,
port facilities, mining equipment and el'€Ctric i1I1stallations
were destroyed;. grain stores and livestock were plundered,
and the national economy was ruined. Total material damage
is estimated at more than 1,603 million dollars, that is 1,410
dollars . per he1ad of population. But these figures fail to
illustrate the sacrific:es the brave partisan fighters and
the whole Albanian people had to make. Ill-clad, barefooted,
poorly armed, often going without bread, in the snow and
storm, they gave the enemy no respite until they liberated
the whole of the Allbanian territory with their own forces.
Fighting side \by side with the other peoples, the Al'banian pEmtisans discharged their internationalist duty honourably and to the end. When the Italian fasieists attadked Greece,
the Albanian people, through bold combat actions, gave the
Greek people important assistance. In the regions of Durres,
Tirana, and Gjirokastra, the Albanian partisans attacked
Italian columns heading for Greece. The fascist chiefs, as
well as the Western press, were forced to admit this. In
a letter addressed to Hitler on November 22, 1940, Mussolini
wrote that the losses of the Italian army on the Italian-;-.
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Greek front weir¢ the result of the -«treason of the Albanians>•.
General Badoglio, who replaced Mussolini in 1943 at
the head of the Italian government, wrote in his memories:
-«The Greek troops are putting up stiff resisfance on the
Kalamas. River of .t~e. Epirus, while the Albanian troops incorporated m our d1v1s1ons have either betrayed by contacting
the Greeks or have defected to theiir side.»
On Decem!ber 22, 1940, the press agencies informed:
«The Albanian soldiers priess-ganged into the Italian armv
have mutinied yesterday in several sectors of the Italia~
rear, inflicting heav'y losses on the enemy before being
captured. Part of them managed to take to the mountains,
where they are carrying on their resistance». On January
4,. 1941 they informed that -<-<in the military circles it is
said that the Allbanians are giving the Greeks important
assistance in their war against the Italians.»
The Albanian people watched the development of the
war and co-ordinated their actions against the enemy with
those of the forces of the anti-fascist coalition. The victories
of Stalin's Red Army in the environs of Moscow, in Stalingrad,
Kursk and elsewhere enthused our partisans who threw themselves into battle wit1hout sparing their lives.
At the moment when the Anglo-American forces ianded
in ~~n~~ and opene~ the second front there, four picked
naz1 d1v1s10ns were nailed down in the mountains of Albania,
engaged in the bloody battles of theiir June operation against the Allbanian National Liberation Army. With their
war the Albanian partisans also did their duty towards the
anti-fascist coalition.
On Ootolber 5, ~944, at the request of the High Command
of the Yugoslav National Liberation Army two brigades (the
3rd and the 5th) of the National Liiberation Army crossed
the state border and carried their war against the nazis
on ~ the. region of Kosova. Moreover, immediately after
the hberatlO'n af the country, two divisions (the 5th and
t?-e 6th) _of .the. Aloonian National Lilberation Army contmued ~he pursuit of th~ Hitlerite invaders into the Yugosl~v territory. The Albaman and Yugoslav partisans, fighting
side by side against th~ nazi hordes in Deeember 1944
and in January-February 1945, liberated Montenegro, Sandjak
and the southern part of Bosnia. In the battles for the li!beration of the peoples of Yugoslavia, handreds of fighters of
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the Albanian National Liberation Army fa.id down' their lives;
The struggle of the Albanian people met with great
r·esponse and' was considered an active C{lritribution ··to the
great anti-'fasdst war. It created the first international
pn~mises for the restoration of Allbania's. independence. It
frustrated the plans of the occupiers who tried to rally
Albania to the fascist bloc, and aligned our country· with
the anti-fascist coalition. In December 1942, acknowledging
the War of the Albanian people, Molotov, Eden and Hu11,
ministers of foreign ·affairs of the Soviet Union, Great
Britain and the United States· res1Pectiw~ly, took·· their
stand towards the Albanian question in offilcia:l declarations.
·Among others, Molotov affirmed: «The Soviet Union, which
folfow:s with .great sympathy the valiant war of the Alba.nian patriots against the Italian occupiers• far the liberation
of their country, recognizes no claim of Italian imperialism
on Albanian territory and wants to see Albania free from
the yoke of fascist occupation and its independence restored.»
For his part, Eden dedared: «The British Government
wants Allbania to be Ii'beraiJed from the Italian yoke and
its independence restored. The form of the state and government that will be established in Albania is up to the
Albanian people themselves to decide and this question will
be resolved at tlhe end of the war.»
These declara'tions could not fai[ to cause great satisfaction and a feeling of legitimate pride among the Albanian
people. The ·official declarations of the three main powers
of the anti-fascist coalition, which recognized the indep.endence and the lilberation war of the Albanian people,
confirmed that from now on Albania was ·recognized not
only de jure but also de facto as an ·active n:ember of. ~he
coalition. The Albanian pe0iple had won this place with
their own heroi'C struggle, showing the entire world that
the true A~bania was not the one which a handful of traitors
had proclaimed - «the aHy of the Axis>>, but the orie w~ic?
the insurgent people had proclaimed - the ally of the' nat10ns
and countri€s members of the great anti-fascist coalition. These
declarations also showed that the hopes of the Albanian
communists and patriots to see their just struggle win the·
support of the anti-fascist forces of the whole world, and·
of the Soviet Union in the .first place, had already become.
a reality.
·
·
··. · · '. · L
The three main powers of the anti:..fasciSt coalition:....,_ ;the
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Soviet Union, the United States and Great Britain, sent military missions to the General Staff of the National Liberation Army.
Eminent Western persO!Ilalities, who have never distingui~
shed themse'lves for their sympathy for Albania, were forced
to. recognize th.e heroic ~truggle of the Albanian peop1e.
Wmston Churchill, answermg an interpellation in the House
of C<Ymmons, declared on November 4, 1943: «Thousands
of Allbanians are fighting in their mountains for the freedom
and independence of their country, and, from the reports
of the British military mission in Albania are carrying
out brilliant actions.»
'
American Secretary of State .Cordel Hull wrote on
November 28, 1943: «The government and people of the
United States are attentively following the struggle of the
Al~anians in def.ence of the integrity and independence of
their country. We have witnessed with admiration their
resistanoe against fascist Ibaly as well as their patriotic determi~ation .to preserve their. national sovereignty. Today these
valiant fighters are carrymg on their struggle against the
nazi enemy ... » His successor Edward Stettinius, in a message
addressed to Comrade Enver Hoxha on May 22, 1945, wrote,
«I .am well informed of th.e relentless struggle the Albanian
people I:a:re waged against aggression and I highly appreciate
the sacrifices they have made to carry out the lilberation of
their country and contrtbute to the· final victory ovier the
common enemy ... »
The commander-in-<chief of the allied forces in the ·
Mediterranean, Maitland Wilson, wrote in a letter· addressed
to Comrade Enver Hoxha on October 12, 1944: <~I have followed witih admiration how your National· Liberation Army
has discharged itsellf of its tasks in its brilliant actions
against the common enemy for the attainment of our common goal.»

Part · two
THE SOCIAL
AND STATE SYSTEM
OF THE PEOPLE'S SOCIALIST
REPUBLIC OF

ALBA~I~

Chapter.one
THE PARTY OF LABOUR OF ALBANIA

November 8, 1941, the day of the founding of the Communist Party of Albania, marks a rlecisive turning-point in
the centuries-long history of our people, as it laid tJhe foundations on which the new, socialist Albania stands.
Tihe forty years of revolutionary activity of the PLA are.
years of heroic struggles and battles at the head of the Albanian working class and people 'for the liberation of the Homeland and the triumph of the revolution, ·to pull Albania out of
its poverty and backwardness and to build a new life, rkh,
just and happy, as the life the Alibanian people acr:e enjoying
today. These years are a period of triumphant battles against
many enemies, internal and exiternal, the·. American-led imperialisrbs and the modern revisionists - Yugoslav, Soviiet, and
Chinese; and reactionaries of all hues. These years are a
period of battles in defence of the right of our people to
live free and independent and macr:ch on the road of true
socialism and communism.
In the report he delivered at. the 8th Congress of the
PLA in Novemlber 1981, Comrade Enver Hoxha said:
«In the future, too, ·the Party of Labour of Alibania will
march determined and unwavering on the brilliant road on
which it has proceeded during the forty years of its existence.
Linked like flesh to bone with its people, at the head of them
and together with them, it will fight with devotion, sparing
no sacrifice, in order to ensure new progress and victories for
our pe!Jple and our socialist Homeland ....
·~In all circumstances and in any situation ourParty and
people will fight to perform their national and international
tasks with honour, to build socialism successfully in Albania,
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and to ardently defend the Tevolutionary cause of the proletariat and the peoples.»
,
The Communist Party of Albania was founded by the
A1banian communists, with Comrade Envier Hoxha at the
head, on the !basis of the worker and communist movement.
It arnse as an absolute historical necessity to lead the
struggle of the people for national liberation and social emancipation.
The .FLA was formed by the amalgamation of the
Albanian communist groups into a revolutionary working
class party of the new type on the basis of the ideological
organizational principles of Marxism-ILeninisrn. The amalgamati<m was achieved thr<mgh the common struggle ;of the
communists of various groups against the enemies of the
people, against ps-eudo-iMarxist political trends and organizations, against alien viewpoints in the ranks of the groups
themsielves, by putting the general interest of the communist
movement albove the narrow interests orf the groups. The
amalgamation was cemented with the working out and
acceptance of a single general line constructed on scientific
Marxist-'Leninist bases.
The PLA was formed in the conditions of a b:a:Ckward
agrarian country. The creation of the Marxist-Leninist Party
of the Albanian working class was not hindered by the faot
that this class was small in numlbers, scatJtered, unformed
as an industrial proletariat, and hrad not achieved a high
level of organizational and political maturity. In these conditions, besides the worker movement, the movement of the·
school youth serv ed as a :powerful support for the formation
of the Party.
'
The Party of· Labour of Allbania has been able to play·
its leading role in the revolution and the so'Cialist construction of the country, because it has worked out and consistently applied a revolutionar'y general line. This line has
always res1ponded to the political, economic, social and
cultural demands of the masses, the fundamental interests
of the people and the .country, the interests of sodalism on
both a national and international level.
In working out this line, the Party of Labour
o-f Albania has relied on· the fundamental principles of
Marxism-ILeninism, the scientific analysis of the internal and
external conditions, of the ratio of class forces within the
country and on the international level; and of the revolution-

ary experience of the.international communist movement. On
this basis it has been alble to disclose and to evaluate
correctly the fundamental contradictions in the various historical stages of the revolution and to define corr-ectly its
own programmatic aims and tasks.
In working out its. political line, the Party of Labour 0f
Albania always proceeded with cautious steps, has not been
hasty, nor has it delayed in taking decisions, has not closed
itself in the narrow shell of national particularlism, nor has
it mechanically copied or used foreign revolutionary experience.
The basic pTinciple on which the Party is built has
· always lbeen democratlic centralism, whlidh ensures the
combination of centiralized leadership with the development
of the broadest possible initiative of the party members. These
are essential conditions absolutely necessary for safeguarding urrity in the party ranks. At all the major historic
turning points, thanks to its steel discipline, its Ma:rxistLeninist program and tactics, the Party of Labour of A1lbania
has always come out :as a monolithic r·evolutionar'y force, and
always avoided manifestation of factionalism and oipportunism.
One of the most outstanding features of the PLA is
that which stems from the very e<;sence of democratic
centralism comlhination of centraliz.ed leadership with
collective leadership.
The joint co--0rdinated work of the delegates to the
supreme organ of the Party - its congress, and in the interval between two congresses, of the members .of the Central
·committee of the Party, i.e., the plenum of the Central Committee, permits the Party to find the correct solutions to all the
fundamental questions of socialiS't construction and the best
ways of implementing the decisions adopted.
At party meetings .and in the party press all the
. communists take an active part in studying these decisions,
in discussing the program of action, in making suggestions
and proposals, in working out and endorsing this program,
and only· after they a-re fully conscious of its correctness
they act to put it into practice. Thus the decisions of the
leading organs express the will of all the communists and
become a guide to action for them.
The whole activity of the Party develops in an atmosphere of principled criticism and self-'Criticism. Being in the
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solicitude, on their part the ·entire people, everyone o:f them,
are boundlessly attached to it. Whenever the country has faced
a critical situation, the Party has addressed itself to the
people and has always found. their active and conscious aid.
The general line of the Party has !been carried out with
success, first of all, because it has been .embraced 1by the
ibroad masses of the people, has !become their line and the
masses, together with the !Party.and under its leadership, have
striven wiith all their might to put it into practice. The Party
has wion the masses by making them conscious of the correctn-ess of its line, by making t!hem conscious of tihe aims of
the struggle, of the difficulties, the obstacles, the sacrifices,
which are necessary to elfSUre victory.
.
The close links of the Party with th-e masses, the convincing of them in the c{)rrectness of the political line of the
Party, the transformation of the line of the Party into th-e
line of the masses, have becom.f reality not only ibecause this
line responds to the demands and interests of the people and
socialism, but also because the 1Party has always carried out
a practical. revolutionary activity for tlhe application of this
line.
To convince the masses of the people, to establish lasting
bonds with them and to mobilize t:hem in struggle and work,
a reliable weapon in the hands of the Party has been the
·concrete, tangible, clear and militant agitation and propaganda, the wide-scale, difrerentiated politieal and ideological
work for the communist and patriotic education of the masses.
Parallel witih the work of agitation and propaganda, in
its revolutionary policy the IParty has always followed the
principle that words must be matched with de-eds. The educative work of the Party has always been associated 'with
actions, with the personal example of the communists, with
their stand in the front ranks in the struggle and at work.
Albout every decision it has taken and in every step of its
activity the Party has consulted the masses, has -encouraged
the criticism. of siho:rtcomings, and the free expression of the
opinions of the masses, has listened carefully to their demands
and proposals, has always kept in tJhe mind the lofty moral
and political values of the people. It has constantly drawn
lessons from the rich revolutionary experience of the masses and has taught them.
.
The links !between the Party and the masses have been
built on sound organizational bases. Only links with the orga0 - 117 A
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nized masses are true and stalble liniks. Th~ Party of Labour
of Albania has set up various political and economic organizations of the masses as links which connect the Party with the
masses, as powerful levers to put into practice the political line of the 'Party. The programs and activities of these
organizations have always been based on 'the political line of
the Party.
A very important aspect of the revolutionary practice of
the Party to maintain and to strengthen its connection with the
masses and to preserve the Part'y itself from destruction under
the attacks of the class enemies is its unyielding revolutionary
stand in the face of the many difficulties it has €il'lcountered
on its way. The Parfy has always prepared itself and the
masses of the people to cope with tlhe most difficult and complicated situations which arise inevitably in the course of the
revolution. Consequently it has never been taken 'by surprise
by the grave situatiOIIlS created by the enemy. In these situations the Party has not lost its bearings, has not been
seized 'by panic or fallen into pessimism and inaction, has not
lost its faith in its own forces and those of the people. At all
critical moments, the Party has acted with: wisdom, courage
and maturity, has told the masses' the truth of the situation,
has addressed itself to them, has relied strongly on them and
has always emerged triumphant.
In difficult situations, the Party has manoeuvred with
great resiliency, but has nev·er lost sight of its main objective
and has not deviated from the principles of Marxism~Leninism. The staibility of the connections between the Party and
the people has ibeen tested in difficult situations, in which
, these connections have been further tempered.
The best representatives of tlhe working masses are admitted to the Party. To this they are not prompted by any
personal interesrt, but by the desire to fight together with
the great army of communists, for the triumph of socialism
and communism. The number and quality of the members and
candidate-members Df the !?LA has ceaselessly increased from
one congress to the other.

Numerical increase of the candidate- memb ers and members of the
Party of Labour of Albania
-----
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The leading role of the Party has been enhanced . and
strengthened from every point of view in every field and in
all directions. This accounts for all the successes achieved
thanks to the revolutionary drive of the -masses. These have,
been endowing the state power with greater leading ai.nd
executive competences, strengthening the social base of the
economy and opening new perspectives -for its rapid develo:pme.nt, strengthening the faith of the mass.es in the possibility
of realizing the tasks of the pltan, raising it'he scientific level
of the marnag€1Ilent of the economy along Marxist-Leninist
lines, development and the correct revolutionary orientation of
cuHur·e and education, of literature and the arts.
The strengthening of the leadership of the !Party has also
raised the defence potential of the country to a higher U.evel.
by iID1Droving from every point of vierw the implementation of the ilVIarxist-'Leninist teachin1g of arming and training the entire people for defence, of strengthening the popular
character of the armed forces.
On the other hand, the leadin~ role of the Party is reflected in the ideological and political class education of the masses for raising the level of their consciousness as closely as
nossible to its own consciousness iri struggle for the implementation of tasks.
However, Comrade Enver Ho:xiha emphasized that the
leading role of the !Party «is not ensured and' affirmed automatically, simply from the fact that the Party is in power.»
This rol<e is enhanced and strengthened «through the persi-stent P<'llitical. ideological and organizational struggle to apply
its general line, its decisions and directives, its principles
and norms.» It is strengthened through stern class struggle
against any violation and distortion of the line and directives
of the Party, against the bourgeois and revisionist ideology.
arminst the activities of the internal and external enemy and
the enemy within its own rank~. ·<This rq_le,» Comrade
Enver Hoxha points out, <<is strernrthened and consolidated in
the daily struggle of the Partv at the head of .the masses for
the ~ocialist construc~ion of the country.»
The party basic organizations play a role of decisiw importance ·in applying the Party leadership in practice. Through
them this role in carried out in every cell of the lif.e of the
country. The bas·ic organizations are fiery revolutionary
hearths where the class thinking, th-e :proletarian ide-0-logy and .
Marxist-Leninist courage prevail in the solutfon of all pro-'
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blems. The life· of the basic organizations is characterized by
debate and confrontation, people are called to report there on
the work they have carried out, ev·erybody criticizes without
fear and reservation all thos·e who ·commit mistakes, regardless
of their posts in the leadership of the Party, the state, the
army, etc. Every higher cadre, be he a minister or enterprise
director, an army commander or party secretary, is dut'y
bound to give detailed account of his activity as a communist"
and a cadre.·

In the van of the struggle against imperialism and
modern revisionism
In the working out of .its political line and in all its
activity, the IPLA has always been guided lby the principle
that the class struggle is the main motiv~ force for the victory
of the revolution, for- the construction of socialist society and
the transition to communism. It has never dissociated the class
struggle on the internal front from the class struggle on the
international arena.
During the forty 'years of its existence, the :PLA has
defended with heroism the principles of Marxism-Leninism
and the interests of the people, spearheading its struggle
against the two main enemies imperialism headed by
American imperialism, and revisionism headed by Khrush-.
ehevite revisionism. It has gained considerable experrience in
the struggle against imperialism and modern revisionism. In
the course of the !National Liberation War an61, especially,
after the establlishment of the people's power and the embarkment of Albania on the socialist road, it has fought with excep~:onal severity against them.
The PLA has always seen Amerkan imperialism and
Soviet social-imperialism as the main enemies and the greatest
danger to the socialist order in Albania, .to the world socialist
revolution, to the freedom and national independence of all
the peoples, to peace in the world. For these reasons it has
spearheaded the class struggle in the international arena against
these enemies. The PLA has waged a fierce struggle against
Chinese revisionism, while fighting at the same time against
the other external enemies, collaborators or tools of tb.e American imperialists and Soviet social-imperialists, enemies not
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against Khrushchevite revisionism, which, presents itseilf in
even more complex forms and whose menace is even more
grave. .
.
Revisionism ibegan to manifest itself in the leadership of
the Communist lParty of the Soviet Union after the death of
Stalin; the line of revisionist betrayal crystallized at the
20th Congress of this party at the time when Khrushchev and
his group put forward a series of t0.eses whi·ch were aimed
at revising Marxism-'Leninism on several ,key probler;:is such
as: the da~s struggle within the country and on an international scale, the dictatorship of the proletariat, the role of the
communist party, peace and war, the roads of carrying o1:t
the revolution and the construcUon of socialism, etc. AntiMarxist theses
the relations between socialist countries
and communist and workers' parties, on the relations with
the imperialist powers and the support to be given .to the
struggle of the peoples were also put forward. ~t this congress,· Stalin and his work were slurred, and this was ~one
with the aim of opening the road for the attacks on Marxism. Leninism. This betra'yal caused great prejudice to the socialist
camp and the international communist movement and posed
a serious threat to them. Even when the situation was not
yet dear, the PLA did not adopt in es sence the the~es of !he
20th Congress ·of the Communist iParty of the Soviet Umon
nor did it approve of the actions of Khrushchev. The PLA
has always stood firm in defence of Marxism-Leninism a:r:d,
in a communist spirit and in a comradely manner, made its
suggestions to t!he Soviet leadership in order .to he1ip it .rectify
its attitude. While giving the enemy no occas10n to profit from
the existing differences, it courageously attacked all deviations from Marxist-Leninist positions. The PLA has courageously d-efended its general line and its correct positions and
made no concessions to the !Khrushchevite theses. It fought
to put the Marxist line throu~h the 1957 Moscow Conf.erence,
it d€nounced the counter-revolutionary role of modern revisionism in the events of Hungary. Stepping up its struggle
against r·evisionism, in 1958 it lau1?"c11;ed the slogan <~Uncom
promising struggle for the denuncia~i?n .and theoret.ical and
political annihilation of modern r~vis10tmsm:'", stressing that
it considered this struggle one of 'lts essential tasks.
Unrtil 1960, when differences in the ranks of the eommunist movement had not 'yet come to light- a very complex
process developed, in wlhich tke a?LA had. to test the nature

on
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of I<,hr~shdh~vite ·r~visi~nism and ·to oppose some of· its more
~Jfagra:r:t mamfestat10ns m the Soviet-Albanian relations. Durmg this period the PLA discovered that the Khrushchevite
revisionists cap~talized ?'17 the theses of «the creative deveiopme:r:t . of 1:1arxism-Le171rusm», «the application of MarxismLemmsm in tlhe particular conditions of each country», as
well as the slogan of the <<struggle ·against the cult of the
personality of Sta1in.»
·
· ·
.
. At the B\lcharest M~etin~ of June 1960 the ·PLA adopted
a firm stand m conformity with the Marxist-Leninist norms
rejected the methods of the Soviet revisionists and denounced
~heir sc~ei:nes. From that time on, the struggle ibetween Marx1sm-Lemmsm and modern revisionism in tihe world communist
movement became even sharper. When Khrushchev and his
group s~epped. up their splitting activity in order to force
the parties which defended Marxism-Leninism to their knees
the PLA remained unflinching, and denounced the manoeuvre~
of the Khrushdhevite traitors. The struggle. waged by the
PLA at the Preparatory Commission of the Moscow Conference
of 196~ a:;id, aibove all.' <;omrade Enver Hoxha's well-argued
and prmc1pled denunc1~tion .of the anti-Marxist theory and
practice of Khrushchev1te modern revisionism, had great importance for the struggle against Khrushchevite revisionism.
At the 22nd Congress, the Khrushchevite revisionists made the
differences publ:ic and openly attacked all the MarxistL~ir:ist~. At that time, the struggle against !Khrushchevite
r~viswmsm entered a new phase, that of its open condemnation by the world proletariat. On this occasion on October
21, 19'61 Zeri i popullit published a declaratio~ of the CC
of the PLA which was an immediate, firm and courageous
reply to the vile aniti-Marxist and anti-Albanian attacks launched pulblidy ~gainst the PLA at the 22nd Congress of the
~PSU. It pomted out that, faced with the assault organized
by !<hrushchev, the PLA «had facts and documents in support
of its theses, and that it would inform the whole communist
and workers.' movement and world public opinion of the truth
of the relations between the PLA and tJhe leadership of the
OPSU, so that they wa:uld k17ow which side was right; it
would denounce the anh-iMarxist and anti-A}banian deals of
Khrushchev and his group.»
·
·
As always, the PLA was in the forefront of this struggle.
It launched iJhe slogan «We should draw once and for all a
line of demarcation with the revisionists in all fields,» and
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continued this struggle uncompromisingly and ceaselessly. The
PIJA has never limited this struggle to- questions concerning
directly and solely the PSR of Aliban;a, but has extended
it to all major problems of tlhe defence of Marxism-Leninism,
socialism, the revolution and the interests of the peoples of
the world.
This 'policy !has contributed to tearing the demagogic mask
off the IKhrushchevite diplomacy. The P'LA has considered
equally opportunist the attitude of those trying to find a
middle line in the struggle against revisionism, the line
of the «golden mean», .because, as long historic experience
has shown, tlhis is a line of conciliation of irrecDncilaible oppooi tes, of concepts which can in no wa'y be recDnciled, and
all such positions are unstable and temporary.
The SDviet leadership extended the ideological differences
with the PLA tD the field of inter-state relations, going frnm
pressure and blackmail Dver to the unilateral and unjustifiable
breaking off of bilateral agreements in the economic, political, military, cultural and other fields; they went so far as
tD call for a counter-revolution in Albania from the tribune
of tJhe 22nd Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet
Union. Worse still, together with the other Warsaw Treaty
members on March 1961 it plotted to dismantle the naval base
of Vlora and leave Albania defenceless· in front of the .6th US
Fleet. In oolluskm with 'that fleet and other enemies of our
country it tri·ed to carry out this dangerous pfot against the
fr.eedom and independence of Allbania.
Confront•ed with such a situation, the PLA bad to cope
with arduDus problems to ensure the intangibility of the
borders and the defence of the sorvereignty of tlhe country. But
its tasiks became more difficult due to the fact that Albania
was the only country in Europe standing firmly Dn sound
Marxist-Leninist positions which it defended wi'th rourage
and abnegation, and following a truly internationalist policy.
Only thanks to the wise and far-sighted policy followed by
the IPLA, headed by Comrade Enver Hoxha, the plans of the
Khrushchevite revisionists were turned to ashes.
Thufl the 'PLA has defended the interests of the Albanian
people, Marxism-Leninism, the world revolutiDn and tihe strug- ·
gle _of the peoples for natibnal and social liberation, and
become a staunch fighter in the struggle against imperialism,
modern revisionism and the coi.lnter-revolutiDnary collusion
between their chiefs. This unflinching struggle enhanced even
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more.the authority of the PLA in the international communist
movement and the prestige of tihe People's Socialist Republic
of Albania in the eyes of the freedom and prDgress-loving
peoples and countries in the world.
The 1PLA has never ceased its struggle against modern
revisionism and especiall'y against Soviet revisionism. · The
PLA continued to wage a consistent ideological struggle Df
principle agaiTuSt modern revisionism; it constantly exposed
the sinister anti-Marxist, chauvinist and counter-revolutionary
activity of the Soviet revisionists and tlheir servants and the
opportunists of all colours.
With their fallacious theses, according to wlhich the
epoch of the revolutions had «gone 'by .. , the process of detente had began, the themy of class struggle was no longer
valid ei'ther in the Soviet Union or abroad; ·«peaceful competition and coexistenoe>-> was /being appli-ed in all fields; it had
bec-0me possible tD go over to socialism in a peaceful way,
etc., the m-0dern revisionists and, in the first place, the
Whrushchevite revisionists not only caused great prejudice
to the WDrld communis't movement '.but also gave .international
capital a pledg.e and assurance which only the traitors and
sworn enemies of the revolution can give. At present, the
-Soviet Union which was once the craddle of the proletarian
revolution and the hope of the oppressed peoples, has been
turned into a country where capitalism is restored in all
fields and an aggressive, m~o-colonialist, war-mongering
capitalist power. On their part, tJhe former socialist countries
of Eastern Europe, which lagged along behind Khrushchev's
bandwaggon ended up a:s mere viassals of the Kremlin. The
revisionis't parties of those countries have become parties of
the national treason. On the other hand there is no longer
anything communist a!bout the pseudo-c-0mmunist parties of
Western Europe, Latin America and Asia which have embraced
revisionism. Their entire program has been reduced to a few
simpl€ reformist demands, which, far from 'threatening the
bourgeois order, are intended to save it from its. profound
upheavals and make it more applicable in the new situations.
Comrade fEnv·er Hoxha's book «Imperialism and the Hevolution» came out in Decemlber 1978. It makes a dialectical and
profound analysis of tlhe fundamental problems of our time,
of the major questions concerning the reVl()lutionary and.
liberation movements in the world. At the same time it is a
clear €xpression of the Marxist-Leninist attitude of the IPLA
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towards all the problems fadng the revolutionary and libera.:.
tion movement today. This work enunciates with sdentifie
arguments the Marxist-Leninist strategy of the revolution as
opposed to the counter-revolutionary sitrategy of American
and world imperialism, and Soviet and Chinese sodal-imperialism as well as the different trends of modern revisionism.
Volume one of Comrade Enver Hoxha's major work ,,Reflections on China» .came out in Junie 1979, followed in October
of the same year iby v·olume two, in Allbanian and several
foreign languages. Extracted from the Political Diary of Comrade Enver Hoxha, the~e reflections are a conrtribution of the
PLA arid Comrade Enver Hoxha to the exposure of modern
revisionism in general and Chi:nese revisionism in particular.
On the occasion of the centenary of the birth of the great
Marxist-Leninist Joseph Vissarionovich Stalin in December
1979, Comrade Enver Hoxha's book· -«With Stalil17> (Memoirs)
came out in A'lbanian and in several foreign languages. A work
with a profound ideological and poli1tical content, this book
deals with a number of major problems of the construction
of socialist sodety, the revoiutionary and communist movement and the struggle against imperialism, op.12-ortunism and
modern revisionism, from the positions of Marxism~Le111inism.
Another work b'y Comrade Enver Hoxha - -<-<'Eurocommunism
Is Anti-'communism» was published in Albanian and several
foreign languages in May 1980. It is an extensive criticism of
the anti-communist theses and concepts of the modern revisionist trend which its capitalist godfathers have called -<-<-Eurocommunism».
Another book in tlhe series of memoirs of Comrade
Enver Hoxha is -«The Khrushchevites», published in Albanian
and several foreign languages in October 1980. It is another
evidence of the struggle of principle of the PLA against revisionism of all hues, in defence of the purity of MarxismLeninism.
These and other works of Comrade Enver Hoxha, such
as -<-<Yugoslav 'Self-administration' Capitalist Theory and
Practice», are a clear confirmation of the principled and
unshakeable· stand of the PL.A. in defence of Marxism-Leninism and proletarian internationalism and represent a valuable
contriibution of the PLA to the treasury of the revolutionary
theory of Marxism-'I,.eninism.
·
In his report to the 8th Congress of the PLA (November
1981), Comrade Enver Homa dealt ·broadly· with the struggle

a

against revisionism and with the revolutionary and liberation
movement at tne present stage.
Comrade Enver tlo::iclla stresses that our Party has ceaselessly waged the struggle against modern revisionism of all
trends. It has dee~neel its ideological and political criticism of
Khrushchevite, Chmese, and Yugoslav revisionism and Eurocomm:1nism, making a more comprehensive description of the
historic ~nd social-economic causes of the emergence and
s~read of iJh~se trends, and delving deeper into the process
of degeneration of those communist parties which have set
o:1t 011: the road of revisionism, of their mistakes and concess10ns m strategy and tactics.
·
.
yugoslav revisionism was the first current of revision~sm m power whi~h set itself .the task of undermining socialism, wher.eas Soviet revisionism has been and remains the
most. dangerous trend o~ modern revisionism. Our Party of
Lab::mr h~ waged 8: ~a~or, open and principled struggle also
against Ohmese_ rev1s1omsrn, the ideology, stands and actions
of th.e Communist .P~ty of China. With the ever deepening of
the mner contrad1c_tions of capitalism and imperialism and
relentlessly mounting revolutionary wave, the revisionist cur- .
rent ?f Eurocommunism has more clearly revealed its antiMarxist ~nd counter-revolutionary features.
.
In his r~p?rt Comrade Enver Hoxha points out that the
idea~ . o.f socialism ha".'e J:ieen and remain a great inspiring,
mob1hzmg and orgamzatmnal force of the revolutionary
struggle of the masses. He says that for the Marxist-Leninist
pal'~i1 e~ the ti~es are revolutionary, that the new MarxistLem~·est p~rtles are growing and temperilllg themselves, enh~ncmg t~ear rol.e and <;tct~vity, and strengthening their lilllks
with and mcreasmg their mfluence on the working class and
the masses. In various countries and zones, new parties have
been created. All the conditions exist to create true revolutiona~y parties of the working class even there where they are
laokmg.
.T?e further str~ngthening of the unity, of the MarxistLemm~t movement is an absolute necessity in face of the
co~rdinated adtivity of the imperialists and the revisionists
agamst Marxism-Leninism and the revolutionary struggle of
the proletariat and the peoples.
·
.
Co11:siste:itly adhering to the principles of proletarian
mt~rnahonahsm, ~he Part~ o~ Labour of Albania has always
striven to make its oontnibutmn to the strengtihening of the
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uni1ty of the MaTxist-Leininist movement and colfaibor:aiti~n
among the sister parties. The Albanian Party and peoiple will
fighrt in any circumstances and situation t.o honourably carry
out their national and international duties, rto successfully
build socialism in Albania and defend the revolutionary cause
of the proletarians and the peo:ples.

Chapter two
THE ALBANIAN STATE - A STATE OF THE
DICTATORSHIP OF THE PROLETARIAT

The revival of the Albanian state

'I

ii

!,1

Albania emerged for the first time in the modern world
as an independent and sovereign .state Oiil November 28,
1912. lit was a great victory for the Allbanian people, but
their new state could not, in the conditions created, stand
firmly on its own feet and develop. For three decades in succession, it was the victim of the rapacious policy of the great
imperialist poweriS and tlhe neighbouring countries. This situation continued -µntil April 7, f 939, when it was militarily occupied by fascist Italy.
Faced with the loss of their independence and subject
to the foreign yoke, the Albanian people once again took up
arms .as they had done several times in th€ course of their
history, and fought to drive the invaders i0ut of their country
and build a free and· independent state.
The first decisive st.eps -for theJ creation of 1Jhe new Albanian state were taken as early as the time of the National
Liberation War. The 1st National Liberation Conference which
was held at Peza on September 16, 1942 elected the National
Liberation General Council and proclaimed that the national
liberat_ion councils were the sole organs . of people's state
power. That was the /beginning of the organization of tlhe
state apparatus. The National Liberation General Council
eme~ged as the sole representative of the :Sovereignty of the
people, both in the liberated regions and in those not yet liberated. The· decisions of the Confer.ence of Peza cr~ated the
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premises n€'Cessary for the recognition on the international
plane of the wair of the Albanian peopfe in all its significance.
The national liberation councils had two aiutributes: on the
one hand, they were set up as organs mobilizing the people
for the armed uprising, .and on the other hand, as 9rgans of
the new people's state power, replacing the overthrown fascist
power and preventing the re-establishment of the former state
power of the bourgeoisie and landowner;s. The national liberation oouncils were the basis of the new democratic state power
until the necessary conditions for the creation of a CO'Ilstituent
Assembly were created after the liberation of the country.
The 2nd National Liberation Conference, which was held
at Labinot from 4-9 September 1943, approved the Constitution and Regulations of tlhe national lilberation CQfUncils.
The Constitution stipulated that these councils «represented
the civil power of the country~> in the liberated areas, that
they were <<the nuclei of the political power of the Albanian
people» and that «the people themselves would choose the
form of regime after the liberation of the country.»
The Regulations stressed that the councils were -«democratic organs and the real people's power», that they were
elected «democratically» and that all citizens above 18 years
of age had the right to equal vote, «irrespective of their
political and religious convictions, with the exception of spies
and traitors. to the country».
The decisions taken at the 1st Anti-fascist Congress of
of Peirmet, on iJ.\/Iay 24, 1944 and those of the Conference of
Berat, in October 1944, had particular importance because they
laid the foundations of the new Albanian state and defined its
international position. At the Congress of Permet, the Albanian people expressed their desire to have «a new r·egi.me
in· Albania which would be a sure guarantee for the future,
would mark rt.he rtriumph of democracy and make impossible
tthe re-establiishment of the Zog regime». It elected the Antifascist National Liberation Council, which repDesented the
sovereignt'y of the people and the state as well as the Antifascist National Liiberation Committee vested with the attriibutes
of a ;provisional government.
The decisions of the Congress of Permet banned e:x-King
Zog from returning to All.bani.a and recognized no other govern. ment which .might ibe f<Ytmed inside the c01Untry or in exile
against the will of thie Albanian people.
·
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Tihe Congress .o.f Permet dealt a <lecisive blow at the
schem.es and ambitwns of . th~ imperialist powers against
.Al~arna. In regard to th~ prmciples to ·be pursued in foreign
policy, :the Congress decided «tb annul all the political and
eco11:omic agreemer:ts the Zog government had concluded with
. fore.ign states, as mcompatible with the interests of the Al~aman people», and «to recogniz.e .no agreement, no internat10n'.1l engagement which may have been concluded in Alibama or. ~broad by the rearctionary cliques either in the name
of a political group, or in the capacity of a government»,
These decisions prodl.airned publicly that only the organs
elected at the Congress of Permet, which had emerged from
the armed.struggle of the people, could represent Albania and
the Albaman people; they. also affirmed the principle that it
· woul? not share l?'ower v:itrh an~ reactionary political group
or ·chque.
· ·
t d In
t the
h field of
. ·mternat10nal. relations , the d ecis10ns
porn e ou , t e Albaman state would defend the interests of
the. people ~nd the Homeland, by pursuing an independent
nat10nal polhcy.
A~ the ~nd Session of the Anti-foocist National Liberation
Council, which w".15 he~d in O~tolber 1944 in the lilberated city
of Berat, .the Anti-fascist Nat10nal Liberation Committee was
cha~gedl mto t~e provisional Democratic Government of Albania. The_ Anti-fasc~st .council and Committee stood firmly
~or resp~ctmg the .-prmcip[e of· equality and mutual benefit in
mternat10nal relations.
.In the ?-eclarat!on m~de at the 2nd Conference of tth.e Antifascist Nat10nal ~beratlon Co.uncil, the government pledged
befor~ the Albaman ~eople. that it would loyally carry on the
funct10n~ of ..the Anti-fascist National Liberation Committee
~lected. m Permet .and fight «for the speedy and complete
hberat10in ?f Albama, for 1Jhe defence of the .independence of
t~~. Alrba.n.ian state», and «reconsider an:d annul all the politic~l, rru~itaTy c:i-n:d economic agreem€!rlts concluded by ex-King
Zog s regime with foreign states.»
. 1:he program of the Democratic Government defined the
principles. of the foreign policy of the new Albanian state
the esta:bhshment of relatfons of collaboration with the othe;
. states.
Thus, l.lpon
Liberation, the Albanian people had
already established their state power, set up the organs of.
state power and administration, buiit at the centre and
1
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at the base a structure which would enable them to better
cope with the tasks of the day and carry out their foreign
policy.

The destruction .of the old state apparatus and the
establishment of the people's state power
, The people's state power was not a power grafted on the
old state powe~ of the bourgeoisie or an ~malgamation of; both.
On the contrary, it was \born and consolidated on the rums of
the old power of oppression and exploitation.
From the first months. after Liberation, the old state
administrGltion was completely liquidlated. A new· apparat~s
was set up from the ministries and central institutions to tne
courts and people's police. Elections to the local org~ns .--:-:- the
people's councils, took place all over the count17 - m villages,
towns and districbs, in May 1945. These counci1s became the
. political organs of the nrew state power, both at the centre and
in the districts. At the same time, all laws, decrees, and rules
promulgated during the Italian or . German occupation were
· abrogated and declared null and void.
;
.
.
On September 26, 1945 the Anti-fascist National Llberation Council adopted the laiw on the Coinstirtutional. Assembly.
T:hil'! law stipulated that the As•semlbly would decide on the
form of the regime and that it would endorse all the acts
approved before its convocation by the Anti-fascist ~ational
Lilberation Council and ibs presidency. At the same time, the
Anti-fascist Nati.ional Liberation Council approved the law ~D
the elections of the representatives of the people to the Constitutional Assembly and the law on the establishment of electoral
lists.On December 2, 1945, for the first time in its history our
country had truly democratic elections based on universal suf- ·
frage, with siec;ret and. direct balliot. The elections demo.nstrated .
that the people endorsed t he policy of _the. Democra~ic Front
and the Communist Party of Albama, its organizer and
guide.
.
.
The Constitutionail Assembly emer.gmg from the elections .
was conVlened on January 10, 1946. Ori January 11, 1946 it
proclaimed Albania a People's Republic.· The questi~ of the
political form of the state was resolved by the Albaman peo1

~l"': themselv~s and the monarchy of Zog was abolished officially, «de JUre>->.
. After the proclamation of the People's Republic of Al.,bama, the Constitutional Assembly met on March 14 194" a d
~dopted the C?nstitution of the People's Republic of Al;anra,
its d_raft . havmg been discussed at large meetings by the
worki:ig people of town and countryside. Its historic task accomph-;>hed, the Constitutional Assembly was turned into the
Peoples Assembly.
.
. T~e proclamation of the. Constitution was an event of
ma~or imp.ortanc.e for the new Albanian state. It sanctioned the
social regime o~ the. People's Repulblic of Albania, the dass
structure ~ society~ :ts economi~ base, the rights and fundamental. duties of citizens, the system of state organs, their
sphere. of competences as well as the electoral system.
. The r:ew s~ate apparatus was built O'Il the basis of the
national ~iberation counci1s, in their capacity as the sole representa~ive org~ns. The administrative apparatus was set up
m comph~nce with the needs of the country. People who had
colJ.aborated w~t~ the enemy or who were notorious for their
anti-people ac.tivity were expelled fr.om 'the ministries and the
other mechanisms of the administration.
. The organization of a modern people's army and the creat1or: of the organs of State Security for the defience of the
achieverr:ents of the peopl~'s .revolution had particular importa:nce. Right from the begmnmg, co-ordinating their activities
with those of the ~eople's Defence (State Security), the armed
forces .fought agamst the remnants of the reactionary bands
and foiled the plots hatched up by the imperialists. The support o~ the broa~ masses of town and countryside for the new
p~o~le s power, its dose links with the masses, enabled it to
mp m the bud. all the attempts of the hostile forces to organize
ce~t~es of resistance: However, the struggle against bands of
cnmmals or subversive agents sent in from abroad went on
for several years.
In .order. to ensure public order, the state power set up,
afte7 L1berat10r:, the people's police and a .new judicial apparatus m the .service of the peop1e. These organs played an important role m the struggle against fascist remnants
th In ithis,period, the-struggle of the forces of reac tion against
• e. peoples power assumed various forms. Along with the
~esistar:ce of the ar~ed lb~nds, which were particularly active
im:rred1at.ely after L1berat10n, the ovierthrown exploiting clas0
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&es increasingly resorted to other forms of struggle, especially
hatching up plots and setting up counter-revolutionary organizatiom; in close collaboration with the espionage agencies of
the imperialist powers, and try'ing to hamper and wrecik the
reoonstruction of the nationail economy, which, besides' the
burden of backwardness inherited from the past anti-popular
regimes, worked to overcome enormous difficulties and cope
with the devastations of the war.
However, suppression of the hostile activity of the overthrown exploiting classes was only one aspect of the policy
of the people's power ·towards them. This aspect was mainly
a refilectioni of the determination of the ·people to defend their
achievements and to ensure that all the attempts at restoring
the former order ·Of things were foiled.- In the meantime, the
principal objective of the people's power was to promote the
revolution, to carry out the radical economic and social transformations whiic:h would pave the wa'y for the construction
of socialism. .
'
Im this way, the new democratic state played a decisive
role in the who1e life of the country. The establishment of
the people's state power marked a radical turning"i)oint in
the history of the Albanian people and the. beginning of a new
stage in its existence. Albania !broke ia:way onoe and foc all
from the imperialist and capitalist :syBtem, and the Albanian
people embatkied on the broad and brilliant road of the
construction of socialism, in which everything is done in the
name of the working people and in their interest.

The essential functions of the Albanian
socialist state
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In the carrying out of the directive of the 6th Congress of
the !Party of Lab-O'ur of Allbania, work began for drafting a
new Constitution of the Republic. To this end, a broad and
deep-going study was carried out of the great transformations
that had taken plaoe d.n Albania in t'he political, ideological,
economic, social and cultural fields after the adoption, in
194·6, of the first Constitution of the People's Republic of Albania, to which in the course of .years a numlber of amendments had been made by the People's Aisse:mlbl'y of the PR
of Albania. The People's t.Ass€'.mbly charged a special com-

mhssii.on, h~cl~d by . Comrade Enver Hoxha, wit'h drafting a
new Constitution. After long 1and fruitful work on January
21, 19_76 ~he commission published the full text of the «DraftConstitut10!1' of t~e People's Socialist Republic of A'lbania». ·
· Referrmg to .it, at the 7th Congress of the PLA Comrade
Enver Hoxha pomted out, «The 6th Congress of the Party
put forward the task of drafting t'he new Constitution and
mstruct~d that it sihould be the continuation of the existing
one, vr:rh1dh wou~dl express the continuity of the revolution in
Albai:1a, the unimterrupted struggle to guarantee the fre.edom
an~ :ndependence of the . Homelrand and the building of
soc1ahsm. 0:11 the other hand, it had to take into account our
~resent reahty, the stage which the development of the revolutioi; has :reac?ed. The new Constftution must sanction the
ma]or rev~lutionary tran.sformations carried out and the succe.sses achieved, mus't refle:t the g~er~l line of the Party
for the complete construction of socialism and the furtheT
development o~ o~r state of the dictatorship of the proletariat.
The old Cor:stitut10n was the Constitution of the buildtng of
th~ foundations of socia.Jism, whereas the new Constitution
"'.11~ be t~e Constitution of the complete construction of sociahst society.»
. . ~lthough the old Col!lstitution contains a number of
JUr1dica1 and '.Political norms whiioh at present have become
too na:i-ow and do not correspond to the development and
deepenm~ of the ::evo~ution on a broad f['ont, still it made
an effective contr:hution to the great achievements of the
country. At iJhe time when the old Constitution came in
fo:ce ~March 1946), the Party an<l the country were faced
with ;mmense and complex prohl~ms. For example, the
peopl: s stat: power had to be consolidated and perfected, the
irei:ziied resistance of the overthrown exploiting classes and
their e:ideavo1:1rs ~<? b:ing back the past smashed, the old
econ?m1c relations hqmdated and replaced with new, .socialist
relations, the s:nall-scale production of commodities controlled and restricted, and the strata of tihe petty-bourgeoisie
of town and countryside, . and first of all the working peasantry, drawn onto the road of sooialism. The centuries-old
backwardness inherited from the past. had to be overcome
the de:fe;nce of t~e Homeland constantly str-engthened and'.
along with all this.' a profound chall:ge in the mentality of
peopl~ on the basis of the proletarian world outlook and
morality \brougiht about.
·
·
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The draft-Constitution was submitted for study to the
working masses all over the :country for several months.
This was the first stage of the active and democ.ratic participation of the people in a question of so great importance. The
second stage was characterized by thousands of contributions
to the discussion, proposals and sugg•estions by the working
masses about the content and the form of the document.
'Dhe1y were recorded and studied with great att<ention iby
the speciail commission. All suggestions improving on the
document, which has fundamental importance, were induded
in the draft-Constitution of the Peopl·e's Socialist Republic
l)f Al'hania ibefore it •was definitiv~ly adopted by the competent
organs of the Party and the state. The Constitution was
em;lorsed by the People's As&embly on December 28, 1976.
This is what Comrade En<ver Hoxha has said in this
respect at the 7th Congr·ess of the iParty: <<About 1,500,000
people, practically all the adult population of the country;
participated in the meetings whioh were held, and about
-000,000 people contributed to the discussion. . . That great
popular discussion, characteriz·ed by a free and fruitful
thrashing out of opinions, by lively and constructive debate,
was a clear expression of our socialist democracy in action
and of the genuine s·overeignt'y of the people. It demonstrated in practice that in socialist Alb\ania the people are the
masters, that nothing is done against their will. «To the
poor», said an ordinary peasant 'during the 'discuS1Sion of the_
draft-Constitution, «the word 'law' once had a terrible
sound. It meant a threat of starvation, a threat of imprisonment, a threat of death. Today, the people malke the law
themselves, and they do so for rtheir own good.»
Obviously, the draft-Constitution was received with great
enthusiasm by all the working masses of the country, because
it reflects the aspirations :and the 'Will of the entire people
who were given the world's moot advanced Constitution.
The Constitution of the People's Socialist Republic of
Albania consists of an Introduction and three main parts of 10
chapters each, and 112 articles.
The Introduction evokes the thousand-years long history
of the Albanian people, characterized by fierce struggles against external and internal ·enemies for freedom and national
independence, for land and for their language, for bread
anQ, social justice. After centuries of bondage they achieved

their first m:ajor victory in 1912, with the creation of the
independent Albanian national state.
Th~ ·Introduction says, «The national .democratic and
re_volut10nar.Y movement was given a new impulse and content
with t~e triumph of the great October· Sooialist Revolution
and with the spread of communist ide:as which marked
a decisive turning-point for the fate of the 'Albanian people,
too.»
In .the grave situation created by the fascist and nazi
occupation, the treachery of the ruling classes, whicih, as
they ~ad always don<~, i:nade c?rnmon cause with the foreign
occupiers, the Intro~uct10n ;pomts out, the Allbanian people,
under the leadership of the Communist Party (today the
Pa~ty of Laibour) of Albania, united in the National 1Libe-:
ration Fron~, rose to their feet, and arms in hand hurled
themsel~es 11:to th~ greatest war of their history for national
and somal liberation in the fire of the war foir freedom
and on the ruins of the old state power, the new Albania~
state emerged as a state of people's democracy ...On Norvember
~9, 1944,» says . the Introduction, «Albania, won genuine
md~pendence and the Albanian people· took their fate into
their own hands. The people's revolution triumplhed and a
new epoch, the epoch of socialism, was opened.»
·
After th~ establishment of the people's state power under
the. leadersh7p of the Rarty of the working class, great
soc1<;>-<econo:n1c changes were camied out. The domination b'y.
foreign :ap7tal and plU;nder of the country's riches was ended;
the c.a~1tahsts and big landowners were expropriated and
the rnam means of production passed into the hands of the
people; the way was opened for the socialist industrialization
of ~he country; the Land Reform and the collectivization of
~gr1cu~ture. set the. Albanian peasantry on the road of socialism. L1k~1se, social ownership over the means of production
~nd the smgle system. of socialist economy, wihich prevails
m town and . countryside, replaced the private ownership
and. ~~e multi-form economy. With the liquidation of the
expl~1ting classes ai:d the es~ablishment of new, socialist,
r~la~1ons of product10n, exploitation of man by man was
hqmdated ono~ and for all: The entire social development
proceeds consc10usly, accordmg to plan, and in the interest
of the people.
·
·
The Introduction has ·it clearly «In socialist Albania,
the working class is the leading cl~s of the state and the
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society. New relations of mutual assistance and cooperation
have been established between the two, friendly classes of
our society - the working class and the cooperativist peasantry,· as well as the stratum of the people's intelligentsia.
The work readily contributed by free people has !become t~e
decisive factor in the flourishing of the socialist Homeland, m
raising the general and individual well-being.» <~Albania has
overcome its age-old backwardness and has been transformed
into a country with advanced industry and agriculture.»
·After mentioning the outburst of the creative energies
of the people, the emancipation of the Albanian. woman, the
great progress made in the field o;f education, culture and
science, the smashing of the foundations of religious obscurantism the moulding of the moral fQgure of the working
man his consciousness and world outlook on the basis of the
prol~tarian ideology which has !hecome the domina~t ideology;
the Introduction points out: «Socialism has shown its absolute
superiority over the old e:xipJoiting order.>>
The gl"eat historic changes have created new conditions
for the continuous development of the revolution and socialis-t
construction:
·
The Introduction says,· «The waging of the class struggle
in favour of· socialism, the continuous strengthening of the
state of the dictatorship of the proletariat and the deepening
of socialist democracy, the development of the productive
forces and the perfectilng of socia[ist relations of production,
the steady raising of the well-being of the wmking masses,
the gradual narrowing of distinctions between industry and
agriculture, town and country, mental and physical, labour,
the a[firmation of the personality of man within the socialist
collectivity, the mastering of contemporary technology and
science the continuous revolutionizati<m of the entire life
of the 6ountry, are the main ways through which the socialist
society is growing stronger and advancing.»
After affirming the determination o[ Alb:anda to face up
to ari.y enemy of the people's state power and the achievements of socialism, in the part dealing with the foreign
policy, the Introduction says: <..Socialist Albania is always
an achlve factor in the struggle for national and social lilberation, for peace, freedom, and the rights of an the peoples
against imperialism, reaction, and revisionism. In its foreign
policy it is guided by the great ideas of socialism and
communism, and fights for their triumph the world over.»
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In conclusion, the Introduction treads: «The Albanian
people have found constant inspiration in the great doctrine
of Mar~ism-Leninism, under the banner of which, united
round the Party of Labour and under its leadership, they
are carrying .forward the construction of socialist society to
pass over, later, gradually to communist society.>>
1

*

*

*

The first part of the Constitution consists of two dhapters. Ohapter One descrilbes the social order of the country;
the, political order, the economic order and education, sdence
and culture.
Th~ Pd~itical

Order

Article One states «Albania is a People's ·socialist Republic», and as a consequence the PSR of Albania is a «state of
the dictatorship of the proletariat, which expresses and
defends the interests of all the woPking people. The PSR of
Albania is bal.S€d on the unity of the people around the
Party of Labour of Albania and it has as its foundation the
alliance of the working class with the cooperativist peasantry,
under the leadership of the working class» (Article 2) ... The
Party of Labour of Albania, the vanguard of the working
class, ds logically the sole leading political force of the state
and society.
·
«In the PSR of Albania the dominant ideology is MarxismLeninism. The entire socialist social order is dev,eloped on
the basis of its principles» (Art. 3).
To understand "the great theor~tical and praotical importance of the fir.sit three ru:tides of the new Constitution,
account must be taken of the narture and role of the state
· in society. In a society consisting of antagonistic classes, the
state is only an organ in the hands of the class in power,
intended to exercise the political, economic, social, ideological
domination and exploitation of this class on the other classes
which are not in power. In other words, it is an' apparatus,
which in terms of its content and form, crushes the resistance
of the oppressed class.es and <<legalizes» the oppression
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exercised lby the dominant class. So it is :an. organ o~ v~olence.
History ·demonstrates very clearly and, m an irrefuta~le
manner that for example, the feudal order was nothing
other thain the domination of the landowning ndbility on
the rest of the society through the monarchy and the church,
it shows that the capitalist order is nothing other th:an the
domination and exploitation of the proletariat, the peasan~ry
and other working masses by the bourgeoisie through «parliamentary democracy». No matter how much it is tru~peted
that a king is such <<by the grace of god>~, that bourgeo:s «democracy» is based on the «freedom, equality and fraterrnty>~ ?f
citizens violence still remains violence. Just as the bourgeoi~1e
overthr~w feudalism and esta1blisihed its power through v1_0lence, so· did it to maintain itself in power and carry out its
exploitation of the working class, the peasantry :and, tl~e
other working people of town and country. The bourg~~is
state is nothing other than the dictatorship of the ibourg-eois:e,
that is, of the minority, over the oppressed class.es, the maJority of the society.
.
..
In A1Jbania too the feudal landlords and the bourge0i1sie
had created their' state in order to exercise through it
their dictatorship over the classes they exploited. Th~ feudal
landlords and the bourgeoisie, instead of defendmg the
freedom and independence of the country, made. common
cause with the nazi-fascist invaders in order to crush the
resistance of the people and strengthen their power, always
through violenc€. It is still through violence, through the
armed struggle that the working class, the most advanced
class of the country, led by its vanguard - the Party, ~nd
in alliance with the working peasantry and t"I:e other .work7ng
people of Albania, all united in the National Liberation
Front, drove out the invaders, crushed the feudal landlords
and the bourgeoisie and established the peopl7's power, thus
o:Pening for the country the !brilliant perspective of a better
future in :all fields. If in the past the feudal landlor?-s ~nd
the bourgeoisie, which constituted only_ a small mmor:ty,
had the right to exercise their dictatorship over the _working
masses of town and country why should ~hen the workmg class,
which together with the peasa:itry constitutes the overwhelming majority of the populat10n, not hav':. the m~re . than
legitimate right to exercise i~s dictatorship over its ove~
thrown enemies? We do not hide the fact, mdeed, we a.dm;t
it openly that the People's Socialist Republic of Albania is
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a ·state of the dictatorship of the proletariat. Why? Because
the dictatorship of the .proletariat expresses and defends
the interests of all the working people of the country. So
it· is the broadest and most profound democracy human
history has ever known. It is the revisionists and capitalists
that are afraid, and they have good Lreason for this, of saying
openly that their power is nothing other than a dictatorship
exercised over the wo·riking people, that is, the overwhelming
majority of the population. 'Such words as «parliamentary
democracy» and «State of the entire people» are only lies.
Hence, the new Constitution does not conceal its . class
character. It proclaims and sanctions very clearly the character of the Albanian state as a state of the dictator$hip
of the proletariat. At the 7th Congress of the Party, Comrade Enver Hoxha points out, «The draft-Constitution is a
vivid reflection of genuine socialist democracy and human.ism.
It is a confirmation of the teachings of Marxism-Leninism
that the dictatorship of the proletariat is inseparable from
the broadest, most thorough-going and complete democracy
for the working people. Ensuring broad socialist democracy
constitutes a fundamental condition for the protection and
strengthening of ·the dktatorshl.p of the proletariat itself,
just as the dictatorship of the proletariat constitutes an
indispensaible and decisive condition for the existence of
genuine democracy for the working people.»
The new Constitution ·recognizes the 'Party of Labour·
of Alibania, the vanguard of the working class, as the sole
political leading force of the state and society (Art. 3). And
this reflects the real state of things in Albania. The Party,
which organized and ·led with great determination and farsightedness the National Liberation War, which is day by
da'y leading the people from victory to victory, which is
the brain and soul of all the working masses, the architect
of socialist Albania, has been and will always be the sole
leading poli.tical force of the. state and society. This is one of
its moot legitimate rights.
The bourgeois ideologists scream themselves hoarse that
in Albania there is no democracy because there is only one
party and not many parties, as in their cou.ntries. We say to
these demagogues that in Albania there are no antagonistic
classes, there are no exploiters and exploited, there are no
groups with opposing interests within the same class, as is
the case with the capitalist countries. The only existing classes
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are the wor!king class and the cooperativist peasantry, !Which
have the same interests and the same aims, and therefore
have no reason to oppose each other.
The existence of many parties in the capitalist countries
does not prove the ·«democratic» character of their regime,
but on the contrary, the existence of many classes and groups
with antagonistic· interests. If in some capitalist countries
there is a party of the working class, this .is only a result
of the struggle of the latter to free itself from the yoke of
the bourgeoisie. It is not the bourgeoisie which donated this
right to it. It is the proletariat that has won it through
fierce struggle.
·
·
The plurality of parties .in the capitalist countries does
not prove in the least the democratic character of the regime,
it only reflects the multiplicity of groups with opposing
interests in the ranks of the bourgeoisie itself. This is even
better understood if we take account of the fact that the
law prevailing in 'the bourgeois society is the law of the
jungle.
.
.
,
In his report to the 7th Congress of the FLA, Comrade
Enver Hoxha pointed out that the new Constitution «is
permeated through and through by the ideology and fundamental principles of Marxism~Leninism, embodies the teachings and the revolutionary experience of our Party of Labour,
and bears the stamp of the creative thinking of the broad
masses of our people. . . The new Constitution also serves
as a program of struggle and work for the future. Its aim
is to give the maximum scope to the development of the
productive forces and the relations of production. of a genuine
socialist society, to open the road to the revolutwnary emancipation and education of our new man, to safe~ard .and
strengthen the socialist order and the dictatorship of the
proletariat still better, to create the best possib~e conditio1:s
for the country on its advance towards communism .... This
document also sanctions the juridical, political, ideological and
economic dispositions to bar the way to revisionism and
the restoration of capitalism. In this respect our Constitution
constitutes a valualble creative contribution of the Party of
Labour of Albania to the the·ory and practice of scientific
socialism.»
In order to attain its goal - the final triumph of the
socialist road over the capitalist road, and to realize the
complete construction of socialism and communism, the
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People's So?ialist Republic of Albania is const.mtly developing·
the revolution, relying on the principle of 'the class struggle.
Article 5 of the new Constitution says:
«~11 st~te power .in the People'.5 Socialist Republic of
Alba.ma denvates from and belongs to the working people.
-<<The w:orking class, the ~ooperativist peasantry and the
other workmg . people exercise their state power through
the representative organs as well as. directly.
«The representative organs are the :People's Assembly
and the people's courts. '
.
«~0 one ~ls~ apart from the Oirgans expressly defined
m this Constitutl{)ln, can exercise the sovereignty of the
peopl<=; and any _of .its attributes in the name of the People's
Soci:ahst RepUJbLk ocf Albania.»
.
Acco~ding to the new Consititution, the represen:tative
organs wield both legislative and executive power. In fact,
a~l t~e state orgians carry out their activity u1I1der their
direction and control. Thus, the state organs are responsible
before the representative organs and render account to. them
for their work. But the representative organs, on their part,
have ~o ~e:r:der account before the people, and in the last
analysis, 1t is the peop!e themselves that govern the country.
J?e electors have the right to recall their representative at any
time when he has lost their political trust when he does
not fulfil the tasks he is charged with or ~hen he acts in
contravention of the laws. (Art. 8)
'
.
«Our ~cialist den:10cr.acy has guaranteed the . working
people_ the important right to have their say in the solution
of social and stat~ problems, to exercise cont'rol over everybody ~nd everyth1;rig, to participate effectively on a broad
soo.le, m an organized way and in the most various forms
in. the a?I?ini~tration .~f the country. The Partly conside~
this pa'rticipat10n and its constant extension as the fundamental dir·ectio_n of the development of socialist democracy,
as a great motive force to promote the socialist construction
and as one of the most important factors to protect our
stat.e. ~d our sod~ty against the danger of lbourgeoisrevi:s10mst . degen:ratlon. This line of the !Party has been
fully sanct101ned m the new Constitution» (E. Hoxha, Report
to the 7th Congress of the PLA).
The ~presentative organs are el·ected by_ the people
through umversal suffrage by equal, direct and secret ballot.
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A special law re·gulates the organiz.atkm and process of
elections.
The new Constitution ·emphasizes that all the functionaries, not only those elected but also those appointed by tJ:e
state, render account before the masses and are under their
direct control. Thus the struggle against the danger of
estrangement of the representative org.ans from ~he people.
the struggle against bureaucracy and the tendencies to plaoe
the executive and administrative organs above the repre~en
tative ocrgans of puwer, i:s sanctioned in the Constitution.
As Article 9 of the Constitution says, the officials serve
the people and render account before them: They par;t.icipa~e
directly in work in production and are paid sal8:n:s in f~1r
ratio with those of the workers and eooperativists, with
the aim of preventing the creation of a privileged stratum.
Article 10 of the Constitution has great importance
because it sanctions the duties of the working class, as the
leading class of the society, the cooperativist peasantry, ~s.
well as the other working people, who under the leadership
of the Party of Labour of Albania e:xoercise «direct a~d
organized control over the activity of state organs, economic
and social organizations and their workers, for the purp?se
of defending the victories of the revolution and strengthening
of the socialist order.»
Another article of the Constitution sanctions the principle of the development of the political _and e~ono:nic li_ne
through a fair combination of the centralized direction with
the creative initiative of the local organs and the masses
of the working people, in struggle against liberalism.
At the 7th Congress of the Party Comrade Enver · Hox_ha
pointed out, «The building and functioning of the e:itire
socialist state and social mechanisms proceed on the basis of
the principle of democratic centralism, the essence of which
i:s the centralized leadership by the working class of the
entire life of the country through its Party and the proletarian
state the comibination of centralized manag.ement with the
creative ~nitiative of the, local organs and the working
masses.»
Article 13 of the Constitution says that <<The state relies
on the social organizations, cooperates with them, and creat:es
conditions for the_ development of their activity. The social
organizations unite the masses and broad strata of the peo-
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ple, draw them, in an organized way, into the running of
the country, the socialist construction and the defence of·
the country, woirk for their communl,st education and take
care of the solution of their individual problems.»
The principal social organizations in Albania are: the
Democratic Front of Albania, a broad political organization
which unites in its ranks all the working mooses of town and
country; the Trade Unions, which envelop the workers and
employees; the Albanian Labour Youth Union; which comprises all young men and women from 15 to 26 years of
age; the Women's Union of Alibania w'hich unit€s in its
ranks the women of town and 'Countryside, both workers
and employees.
Article 14 of the Constitution states that «In the construction of socialism, the People's Socialist Republic of
A~bania relies mainly on its owh forces». At the 7th Congress
of the PLA Comrade Enver Hoxha pointed out in this connection, «Just as the freedom and independence is not donated, neither are the revolution and socialism imported.
They are the outcome of the resolute re:volutionary struggle
of the broad working masses of each country with the working
class at the head, and under the leadership of the MarxistLeninist Party. The principle of self-reliance does not rule out
the internationalist aid of the proletariat, revolutionaries, and
socialist countries. However, the external factor', internationalist solidarity and aid, is an auxiliary and complementary
element, but not the decisive one, despite its great importance.»
«In the National Liberation War as well as in the construction and defence of socialism, our !Party has resolutely
applied the Marxist-Leninist principle of self-reliance. Precisely for this reason our country successfully dealt with
the nazi-fa&eist oooupiers as well as the pressures and blockades of the imperialists· and revisionists, has built a powerful
and independ,ent economy and developed a powerful and
reliable defence potential, and a culture and art of a sound
socialist content. By undeviatingly pursuing the MarxistLeninist course of self-reliance, Albania will attain new, even
greater victories in the complete construction of the socialist
society.»
Article 15 defines the principles of the foreign policy
of our country.
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~<In foreign relations the People's Socialist Republic of
· Albania proceeds from the principles of Mandsm-Leninism
and proletarian internationalism, supports the revolutionary
movement of the working class and the struggle of the peoples
fo[' freedom, independence, social progress and socialism and
relies on their solidarity.
~<The P€0ple's Socialist Republic of Albania is for peace
and good neighbourliness, for :relations with all states on
the basis of equality, respect for sovereignty, non-interference ·
in internal affairs and mutual ben:efit.
«The People's Socialist Republic of Albania opposes
any form of aggression, colonial exploitation, tutelage, dictate
and hegemony, national oppression and racial <discrimination.
It upholds the principle of ·self-determination of the peoples,
the exercise of full national sovereignty and equality of
all countries in international· relations.»
That foreign policy clearly expresses· the nature of the
Albanian state itself - the policy of a genuine s.ocialist country. Socialist Albania supports and will support t'he revolutionary
movements of the working class and the struggle of the peoples
for their freedom, independenoe and social progress. Socialist
Albania has been and will· always be for peace between the
peoples and for the establishment of relations of good neighbourliness with the neighbouring countries, for Telatfons with
all the states on the basis of the principle defined iby Article
15 of the Constitution. Our country has alwa'ys respected
and will respect in ·the future, too, the sovereignty of other
countries; it lhas never int·erfered in their internal affairs;
just as in the past, it will never allow anyone to trample on
its sovereignty and interfer·e in its internal affairs. Socialist
Albania has always energ€tically condemned the acts of
aggressfon perpetrated by the imperialists and social-imperialists and has asked the international organizations· to
;pass severe punishment on the aggressors. Socialist Albania
has always been against the policy of expansion, colonization,
hegemony of the two superpowers ..,..-- the USA and the Soviet
Union, and all the countries whidh follow and pursue that
policy.
Facts have proved exactly what we have said; thanks
to its correct, sure, dear and at the same time energetic,
policy, Albania has won the sympathy of all the peoples of
the world. The authority of socialist Albania in thle in:terna-

tional are~a has. remarka.bly g~ow~, .because the greatness of
a co~ntry.is. measur~d nei.ther m millions of square kilometres,
:ior m .~ill1~ns ?f i:ihaibitants, but in the .first plac€ in the
ideas which mspire it and which it defends.

The. ·eodr!Jamic ·order
. !he ecor:or:iy of the People's Socialist Republic of Albama is a. socialist economy, which is based on the socialist
ownership of .1'.he. means of production. In our country there·
are D:o .e:xploitmg classes, because private property and the
expl?'ltat10n of man by: man have been liquidated and are
forlbidden.
Social.ist '.?ropert~ enjo'ys special protection from the
state, because it constitutes the inviolable base of tihe socialist
or;ier, the source of the well-being of the people and of the
might of the Hoi:iel'7nd. This is sanctioned in, Articles 16 and
17 .of. the Consti tu tlon. In Albania there are two kinds of
soc1ahst property of the means of production:
- state property
- cooperativist property in agriculture
Article 18 of the Constitution says, «State properly
?elongs to the whole people and is the highest form of sociali~t property. The following are property of the state alone:
the ·land and underground riches, the mines, forestS, pastures,
waters, ~atural ~nergy resources, the plants, factories, machine
and tractor statrn:ns, the· banks, the roads of communication
and means of ra~l, wate~ and air transport, post, itelegraph
and telephone offaces, ~ad10. and TV stations, cinematography.
Any other wealth wh1ch is. created in ·the state sector or
which the sta.te: gains according to law, is also state property.»
· <?ooperativist property (Art. 21) belongs to the group of
workmg. people of . the countryside; voluntarily united in
the a~icultural cooperative for the purpose of increasing
production and. wehl ....being, for the construction of socialism
m the countryside and thro~glhout the country. The following
are ~roperty . of the agricultural cooperatives: buildings,
machme~, equipment, means of transport, tools and implements, livestock for work or production fruit trees agricultural and livestock products, as well as other means ~€cessary
for their activity.
·
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Land, which according to Article 18 ,of the Constituti?n
is the exclusive pr~perty of the state, «is granted for social
use to the economic enterpr~es and state institutions, to
the agricultural cooperatives and social organizations, and
for the personal use of individual citizens. Land is granted
for use free of · charge. Agricultural land niy .be uBed for
other purposes only with t:he consent of the respective state
organs.>> (Art. 19) ·
·
As always, the state devotes special attention to the
development and strengthening of the agricultural c<?operatives and their transformation into modern enterprises of
large-scale socialist production. Article 22 of the Constitution
says explidtl'y, <<Under certain 1cir:cumstances) ~e '5tate
suppoa'ts the setting up and develo•pment of ~1gh~r-type
cooperatives in which it participates directly w1ti: mve.stments, especially in the main means of production. The
transition of the ·cooptrativist property into property of the
entire people is. done in conformity with the olbje~t~ve conditions, according to the free will of the cooperat1vists and
with the consent of the state. The state works for the narrowing of distinctions between town and country.>~ · · ·
The personal property of dtizens is recogm.zed and protected by the . state. Personal property are: moome from
worlk and other [awful sources dwelling-houses and other
objects which serve to meet personal and family mat7r~al
and cultural needs; the objects belonging to the cooperat1vist
family on the basis of the constitution of t~e agricult~al
cooperative are also personal proper~y. Ar:ticle. 23, wh1c~
sanctions the personal property, defmes hkew1se that it
cannot ibe used to the detriment of the social interest. On the
other hand, Article 24 stipulates that when the gen:ei:aI'
interest requires it, certain fixed assets of the' cooperat1v1s~
and personal property may be converted into state property.
The criteria of conversion and the method of payment are .
fixed by law.
.
.
As far as foreign trade is concerned, it is the monopoly
of the state, just ·as home trade is exercised by the state,·
wfiich controls all activity in this field.
Articles 25 and 26 define the attributes of tihe state for
the organization and development ·of the economic ~nd social·
life <~by a unified general plan» and for ~he .settmg up of
the enterprises. Article 28 of the Constitu~10n sanct10.ns,
«The granting of concessions to and the creation of foreign
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economic and financial eompanies and other institutions or
ones for::ned jointly with capitalist, bourgeois or revisionist,
monopolies and states, as well as obtaining credits from
them, are prohibited.»
That article assumes great importance for safeguarding
the independence of the country and the socialist order;
In his report to the 7th Congress of the 1f>ILA, Comrade
Enver Hoxha says: «This is an extremely important question
of principle. No country whatsoever, ibig or smail, can build
socialism 'by taking credits and aid from the bourgeoisie
and the revisionists, or by integrating its economy into
the world system of ··the capiitalist economy. Any such linking
of the. economy of a socialist country with the economy of
bourgeois or revisionist countries opens the doors to the ·
action of the economk laws of capitalism and the degeneration of the socialist order. This is the road of ibetrayal and
the restoration of capitalism, which the revisionist cliques
have pursued and are pursuing.»
Article 29 of the Constitution defines work as the foundation of the _entire economic and social life of the country.
«Work is ithe main source from which every citizen ensures the
means of livelihood. The :state works to narrow the differences
between mental and physical labour, 1between work in industry and work in agriculture. The state takes care of and adopts
measures for safety at work and the qualification of the
working people.»
In regard to remuneration for work, Article 30 sanctions
the application of the socialist principle «from each according
to his ability, to each according to his work». Thus equal pay
is guairanteed for equal work. The same article says that,
to encourage work for maximum results «the use of
material stimuli is combined correctly with moral stimuli,
giving priority to the latter». Likewise, it should be borne in
mind that the fund . of social consumption 1s destin~d to
:meet the co~m?n needs of citizens. This fund, which is very
important,. «lS mcreased_ continually in accordance with ·the
possibilities created b'y the development of the country's
.economy». In conclusion that article says that the state
exercises cont<rol. over the amount of .worik: and consumption.
The last article of this chapter, Article 31, states that
«The citizens pay no levies or taxes whatsoever».
Let us recall her·e that Albania is the first country in
1
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the world where taxes and levies have b~en abolished. This
is a very great victory for the working masses of our
country.

Education, science and culture
While expressing and defending the interests of all t.he
working people, the state of the dictatorship of the prbletariat
has the task of moulding the new man, carrying out an
extensive ideological and cultural activity for the communist
education of the working people, especially the younger
generation (Art. 32).
That is why the state organizes and runs education,
which is «open to all and' free of charge», and built «On the
basis of the Marxist-Leninist world outlook» and «com'bines
lessons with productive work and ph'ysical and military
training». At the same time, education <<follows the best
traditions of the Albanian national and eecular school».
Just like education, the state organizes and directs the
development of science and technology in dosie connection
with life and production in the service of the progress of
society and defence of the homeland. At the same time, the
state supports the dissemination of scientific knowledge among
the mass.es and drawing them extensively into sdentific
research activity (Art. 14). Thus it protects the cultural
heritage of the people and cares for the ahl-roUIIld development
of the socialist national culture; it supports the development
of literature and art according to the method of socialist
realism (Art. 35) . as well as the development of physical
culture and sports (Art. 36).
Finally, Article 37 of the Constitution . sanctions the
position of the state in regard to religion: the state recogniz:s
no religion whatsoever; on the contrary, it supports atheist
propaganda for the purpose of inculcating the scientific
materialist world outlook in people. After the first Constitution entered in force (1946), which recognized the freedom
of religion, the !Party ihas. never ceased its scientific propaganda of the materialist world outlook until the working
masses themselves, and especially the younger generation,
rejected religion, as a mental practice and attitude which
gravely damages and hinders the progress of tlhe Albanian
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society. Ten years ago Albania became tlhe first country in rthe
wocld whkh got rid of religion and religious obscurantism.
Chapter Two defines the fundamental rights and duties
of citi~ens.
·
According to Article 39, the rights and duties of ·citiz·ens
are built on the basis of the reconciliation of the interests of
the individual and the socialist society, giving priority to
the general interest. The rights of ci tiziens cannot be
exercised in opposition to the socialist order. This bars the
way to privi'leges and injustices in all fields of life - political,
economic, cultural and ideological. T<hesie great principles can
be proclaimed and applied only in a truly socialist country,
where the dictatorship of the pro'letariat is in power and
which is ba.s€d on the principles of Marxism~Lenillism.
The last paragraph of that article states that the further ·
ex1Jension and deepening of the rights of citizens are closely
linked with the socialist development of the country. Thus
the increase of production and the lowering of costs will
bring aibout the extension of the range of economic rights of
every citizen, with each !being able to acquire a greater
amount to goods art lower prices. And this applies to all other
fields - education, military service, culture, ,etc.
Article 40 says that all citizens are equal before the
law, and that no restriction or privilege is recognized over
the rights and duties of dtizens on account of sex, race,
nationality, education, social position or material situation.
This re:frects the C{)lllcrete reality in our country, where the
socialist system in its entirety allows no violation .of these
principles. No matter how much this equality is puiblidzed
in the capitalist and revisionist countries, life proves each
day that there equality is orrly shameless demagogy. Let
us taik:e into consideratio!Il the economic aspect of the problem:
by what right a person can have an enormous ,income and
live in luxury by e:xiploiting the work of others?
Dealing with the Constitution of the capitalist and
revisionist countries in his speech to the People's Assembly
(December 1976) Comrade ~Enver Hoxha has said: «The
majority of the capitalist countries where the . bourgeoisie
exercises its brutal dictatorship, a.s well as the Constitutions
of the countries where the revisionists rule, distinguish
themselv€s by their democratic phrases; but behind .the fine
words and promises of 'freedom', 'equality', 'jootice', etc
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lurks the violence of the exploiting classes and the ruling
cliques on the working people.
,
«The wocking mass.es all over the world are fighting
. today, as Lenin has said, not for· freedom on paper, but
for real freedom, are fighting to win their democratic
rights and liberties. Each time the masses demand the implementation of the constitutional norms which are proclaimed
only to deceive them, their attempts are immediately labelled
as activities endangering the political order of the state and
suppr€Ssed with fire and steel. This reality confirms the
correct Marxist-Leninist thesis according to which there where
the dictatorship of the proletariat has not yet been established,
or there where it has been abandoned, the. working masses
cannot enjoy true democratic rights and liberties.»
Equality of rights in socialist Albania exists not only
for the citizens of Allbanian -0rigin, but for the national
min-0rities as we.11. In this respect, Article 42 of the Constitution needs no comment: «Protection and development of their
people's culture and traditions, the use of their mother tongue
and teaching of it in school, equal development in all fields
of social life are guaranteed for national minorities. Any
national privilege and inequality and any act which violates
the rights of national minorities is contrary to the Constitution and is rpUIIlishabl>e by law.»
The citizens of the People's Socialist Republic of Albania
who reach the age of 18 years have the right to elect and
be elected to all the organs of state power. The only persons
excluded from electoral rights are those deprived by decision
of the court and those who ·are mentally incompetent and
declared as such by the court. ·
·
A series of Articles of the Constitution defines the
other rights of citizens: the right to work, which is .guaranteed by the state; work is a duty and honour for every ablebodied citizen; the right to choose and exercise their profes:sion according to their capacity and personal inclination, and
in accordance with ti.he needs of the society; the right to rest
after work and paid annual holidays; the rig.ht to pension for
all workers of town and countryside; the right to medical treatment free of charge; the equality of rights bet.ween man and
woman in pay, holidays, social security and education, in
all socio-political activities and in the family; the right
of the mother to paid leav·e prior to and after childbirth,
the same rights and duties for children born out of wedlock
1
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, as children born within marriage; the right of all citizens
to personal property and inheritance; the freedom of scientific work •and artistic creativeness; author's rights; the
right to education; the freedom of speech, the press, o.rganiza-"
ti on ·association', assemibly and public manifestation; the
right of all citizens to join various organizations which
operate in the political, economic, cultural as well as in other
fields of the country's life. However, in thfo connection,
Article 55 defines that the creation of any type of organization of a fascist, anti-demO'cratic, religious, and anti-socialist
character is prohibit>ed; fascist, anti-democratic, religious,
war-·mo.ngering, and anti-socialist activities and propaganda,
as well as the incitement of national and racial hatred are
prohibited.
In order to guarantee the rights of citizens, the state
takes a series of measures and places specific institutions
and facilities at 'their disposal. To this end, rest homes, houses
of culture, heailth institutions, maternity homes, creches and
kindergart'€'US and ·other centres of this kind are created
for and are put in th€ .service of the working people.
In the field of pensions and social insurance, the state
takes under special care the invalids o:f the National Libera-·
tion War and the struggle in .defence of the Homeland and the
invalids from work, and creates the conditions for their
rehabilitation. The young children of those fallen in defence
of the country and in the socialist construction are under
care of the state.
On the question o:f the family, which is the cell o:f the
society, Article 49 says, ~-<Marriage and the family are under
the .care and protection of the state and society. Marriage is
contracted ibefore competent state organs. The parents ·are
responsible for the upbringing and communist education of
the children. The children are duty bound to care for parents
who are disabled and lack the necessary means of livelihood~
Children born out o:f wedlock have the same rights and
duties as children born within the marriage. The children
bereaved of their parents' and without support are brought
up and educated by the state.»
In order to guarantee a sufficient education of the
younger generation, «Eight-grade education. is universal and
compulsory. The state aims at raising the level of compulsory
education for everyibody.» This means that the state is
bound to take the necessary measures to make in the future
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the complete cycle of the general se·condary education co~
pulso'l'y for all, which will mark an important step forward m
this direction, greatly facilitate the construction of· socialism
and place Albania among the advanced countries of the world
in the [ield :of education.
We have mentioned above the freedO!ffi of speech, the
press, organization, etc which is recognized to the citizens of
the People's Socialist Republic of Albania, but the fa~t .of
recognizing a freedom is n~t sufficient in itself. Our sociah~t
state guarantees the implementation of these freedoms, it
creates the necessary. conditions for this purpose and makes
the necessary material means available. Thus, the people's
press in socialist Albania is not the monopoly of a grol\lp o:f
people. Everybody may express his opinions, criticize anybody, make proposals in newspapers, wall-posters, .. at
meetings, etc. Article 59 states that the citizens have the
right to make requests, complaints, remarks and proposals
to the competent organs over personal, social and state affairs
according to the conditions defined by law. Citizens. have
the right to demand compensation from the state or its
officials for the damage caused by the ille.gal activities of the
state organs and its employees in the exercise of their duty.
The state guarantees the inviolability of the iperson, the
home and secrecy of correspondence and other means of
communication (Art. 56, 57, 58).
·
On their part, the citizens are obliged to respect and implement the Constitution and other laws. The preservation
and strengthening of the socialist order and the implementation of the rules of socialist co-existence are .a dufy for all
the citizens: On the other hand, the citizens have the duty
to protect and strengthen socialist property. Violation of
socialist property constitutes a grave cdme. The defence
of the socialist Homeland is the.supreme duty and the greatest
honour for all citizens. Betrayal of the Homeland is the most
serious crime. Military service and the constant training for the
defence of the socialist Homeland are duties for all the citizens.
Article 65, the last article of this chapter, deals with
the right of sanctuary of foreign citizens. It reads, «The right
of sanctuary in the People's Socialist Republic of Albania is
granted to foreign citizens who are persecuted on account •:f
their activity in favour of the revolution and socialism, of
democracy and national liberation, or the progress of science
and culture.»
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1Part Two of the. C-0nstituti-0n is made up of six chapters,
namely the Supreme Organs of the State Power, the Supreme
Organs of the State Administration, the Defence .of the Country and the Armed; Forces, the Local Organs of the State
Power and the State Administration, the People's Courts and
the Attorne'y General's Office.

The People's Assembly of the People's
Socialist Republic of Albania
The !People's Assembly is the supreme organ of state
p-0weT in the People's Socialist Repu1blic of Albania. It is the
bearer of the sovereignty of the people and the state and
the sole law-making organ.
The 'People's Assembly has the following main competences: it defines, in conformity with the general line and the
orientations of the !Party of 'Labour of Albania, the main directfons of the internal and external policies of the state; it
approves and amends the Constitution and the laws., decides
on the conformity -0f the laws with the Constitution and
interprets the laws; it approves the plan for the eco~omic
and cultural development of the country and the state budget;
it pr-O'claims partial and general mobi1izati-0n, the state of
emergency, as well as the state of war in case of armed aggression against the People's. Socialist Republic of Albania
or when this is necessary to fulfli.l the obligations deriving
from international treaties; it rntifies and denounces interna~onal treaties of spedal importance; it grants amnesty; it
decides on popular referendums; it elects, appoints, and dismisses the Presidium .of the People's Assembly, the Council of
Ministers, the Supreme Court, the Attorney General and his
deputies (these organs are responsible before the People's As~
sembly and render account to it); it defines the administrative
territorial structure; it decides on the creation and dissolving
of ministries (Art. 67).
.
'Tthe .People's Assembly is comprised -0f 250 deputies who
are elected in constitm~ncies with an equal number of inha-
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bitants. The deputies come from all walk:;; of life - workers,
cooperativist peasants, 1ntellectuals, state functionaries, cadres
of the army, etc.
.
We mentioned that the Peo:ple's Assembly is ·elected f~r
a term of four years, but according rt:o Article 68 of the Constitution, in case of war or in similar state of emergency, the
People's Assembly may continue its activity beyond the normal term as long as the state . of emergency continues. In
special instances, the !People's Assembly may deci~e it~ dissolution before the completion of the term for whidh it has
been elected.
·
·
·
The !People's Assembly elects its Presidential Council,
which leads its meetings according to the rules approved
'

i
,\

1
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~~

·.

.
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The !People's. Assembly meets in normal session twice per
year by decree of the Presidium of the People's Assembly,
or it may be summoned in extraordinary sessions by decree
of the Presidium of the 'People's Assembly or at the request
of one-third of the deputies. The meetings of the People's
Assembly open when the majority of the deputies are present (Art. 70).
Besides the commission for the examination of the mandates elected at the first session of the Peaple's Assembly and
charged with verifying the validity of the mandates of deputies, the People's Assembly elects from its ranks permanent
and temporary commissions. The permanent commissions have
the duty to examine the bills and decrees olf a normative
character of the Presidium of the People's Assembly, to
observe and control the activity of the state organs according
to their respective sectors and to present problems to the
People's Assembly or the Presidium of the People's Ass~mbly.
The temporary commissfons are created for special questions.
The duties and rigihits of the deputies to the 1People's Assembly are defined in Article 72 of the Constitution.
It is the duty of the deputy to the People's Assembly to
serve the interests of the people and the cause of the Home- .
land arid ·socialism conscientiously and loyally; to maintain
close contact with his electors, and render account to them.
The deputy to the .People's Assembly has the right to demand
explanations from all the state organs and to intervene with
them for the precise implementation of the Constitution and
the laws. The state organs are obliged to examine the requests
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an~ proposals ?Y the deputies and to reply to them within
defmed regulations.
·
The deputy to the People's Assembly enjoys immunity
(Art. 73). !he deput~ cannot be detained, afr·ested, or suffer
penal purns?ment ~1:thout the approval of the People's Ass-e~bly, or its :Presidmm, apart from cases in which a grave
crime has obv10usly been committed.
. . . Accord~ng ~ Article 74 of the Constitution, the right to
mitiate legislation belon~s to the \Presidium of the People's
Assembly, to the Council of Ministers, and the deputies.
The laws and acts of the People's Assembly
considered
approved when the majority of the deputies present have
voted for. them. The laws are proclaimed no later than 15 days
after ther: approval and enter into force 15 days after th-eir
proclamation in the Official Gazette, apart from occasions
when they themselves envisage otherwise.

are

Principal Compet0r1.Ces ,of the Presidiwrn of the Peopk's
Assembly
The Presidium of the 1Peopl~'s Assembly is elected from
the :anks :°f the. l~eople's Assembly at its first session and it
continues its activity till the election qf a new Presidium of
th~ Peaples' Assem.b~y: It is Cl; superior organ of state power
wit~ perm~nent activity. It is comprised of the president,
3 v~ce-<p:e~idents, the oocret;ary and 10 memlbers. Decisions of
~he Presidmm of fue Peopl~ s Assembly are taken on a major1t'y of v_otes when a maJonty of its members is present.
Article 77 of the Constitution states that the Presidium
of the 1P eople's Assembly has these main permanent competences:
It convenes the ~essions of the People's Assembly; it
sets t~e date ?f e.lections to the People's Assembly and the
peoples oauncils; it awards decorations and titles of honour·
it acco~ru;> or ~~o~es Al~anian ci~izenship and accepts th~
renunci~t101: of 1t, ~t. exercises the rights of pardon; it defines
t~e .terr1tor~al-admuustrative divisions; it enters into internationa~ treaties and ratifies and denounces those which are not
exannn~d by the. P€ople's Assembly itself; it accepts the
credei:tials and t~e letters o;f recall of the diplomatic representatives. of foreign states; it proclaims the laws and referendums dec1ded by the People's Assembly.
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According to Article 78 of the Constitution, between sessions of the Peop:J.e's Ass:emlbly, the Presidium of the Petiple's
Assembly exercises these oompetences:
It icontrols the implementation of the laws and decisions
of the People's Assembly; it controls the Council of Ministers,
the Supreme Court, the Attorney General and an'y other state
organ, and summons them to report; it appoints or dismisses
the vice-chairmen of the Council of Ministers or individual
ministers on the proposal of the C'hairman of the Council
of Ministers; it appoints or dismiss.es individual members or
the vice-presidents of the Supreme Court and the deputies

men and the Ministers. As a rule the members of the Council
of Ministers are appointed from among the ranks of the deputies to the 1People's Assembly. The decisiDns of the Council
of Ministers are taken on the majority of votes when the
majority of its members is present.

of the Attorney General. In each case the decrees for their
appointment or dismissal must be approved 1by the People's
Assembly,· it issues decrees and decisions,· the decre.es of a
normative .character are presented for approval to the People's•
Assembly at its next session; it makes interpretations .of laws
and presents them for approval to the People's AS8embly
at its next .session; w'hen the convening of the People's As-'
sembly is impossible, it proclaims partial or general mobilization, the state of emergency _as well as the state of war in
case of armed aggression against the ;people's Socialist Republic of Albania or when this is necessary to fulfil the
obligafams deriving from international treaties. In time of
war, in case the conv~ning of the People's Assembly is impossible, the Presidium of the People's Assembly exercises all the,
competences of the latter apart from changes in the Constitu1

'.
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The Council of Ministers is the supreme executive and
administrative organ appointed at the first session of the
Pe-ople's Assembly; it comprises the Chairman, the Vice-chair-
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tion.Finally, according to Artide 79 the Presidium of the
People's Assembly directs and CQ1Il'trols the activity of the
people's councils; it may disband them, appoint their respective
temporary executive committees as well as decide on the
erection of a new people's council. The Presidium -Of the
People's Assembly aibrogates the unlawful or irregular acts . '.·
of the Council of Ministers, of the people's councils and of
the executive committees.

The Council of Minist.ers of the People's Sodatist Repu,li>lic of
Albania

i
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The main competences of the Council of Ministers
According to Article 81 of the Constitution it directs the
activity for the realization of the internal .and external policies
of the state; promulgates decisions, ordinances and instructions on the basis of the Constitution and the laws and for
their i.mp1lie~~:mtation; it directs and controls the activity of
the mimstnes, other centra!l organs of state administration
an~ the ex:cutive c-ommittees of the people's councils, and
defines their internal organization; it works out the draftplan for the economic and cultural development of the coun.:.
try, the draft-budget of the state, organizes and controls the
implementation of the plan and the budget directs and
orga:iizes the f~nan~es of the state and the ~onetacy and
credit system; it directs the activity for the fulfilment of
d~tie:S in th~ ~ield of defence of the country in conformity
with the dec1s10ns of the Defence Council; it takes the nec€ssary meas~rr~ f~r ~h~ security, protection and strengthening
of the socialist JUnd1cal order and the rights of citizens; it
enters into and approves international agreements and denounces those not subject to ratification.
According to Article 82 of the Constitution the Council
of Ministers abrogates the unlawful or irregula~ acts -of the
ministries and other central organs of the state administration
and of the executive committees of the people's councils. The
Council -of Ministers suspends the implementation of unlawful
or irr:gular dec~sions af the people's council, and presents the
question of. their abrogation to the higher people's council
or to the Presidium of the People's As:sembfly.
'
The Presidium of the Council of Ministers which is
comprised of the Chairman and the Vice-chairmen,' supervises,
controls and takes decisions on the implementation of tasks
set by the Council of Ministers. The Chairman of the Council
?f Minis~rs .represents the Council of Ministers, presides over
its meetings· and directs its activity.

I
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According to Articles ·84, 85 and 86 ,of the Co:is~ituti~n,
the ministries are central organs of the state admm1strat10n
specia1ized in particular branches of activity,. and directed by
members· of the Council of Ministers.
.
The ministers are responsi'ble for the activity of their
respective ministries and of the Council of Ministers, they
direct and control the organs, ente·rprises, institutions and
economic organizations of their sector. On matters within
their competences, the ministers issue orders, rules and ins:tructions according to the laws, ordinances and decisions of
the Council of Ministers, and for their implementation.
The miniistries abrogate the unlawful or irregula!I' ordinances and instructions of the organs, enterprises or institutions
dependent on them and suspend the application of the unlawful or irregular decisions of the executive committees of the
people's councils, which have to do w~th their :respective
sphere of activity, representing the question of their abroga-.
tion to the Council of Ministers.

.• .
The defence of the country and the armed forces
i;

:,i"

tj

i.1

Iltil·

~ j.
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Given their great importance, these questions have been
dealt with in a special chapteT {Chapter Three). The watchword
. of the Party is <<The defence of the country is the duty above
. all duties». The sociaHst state has underta\ken the tasiks of
safeguarding the victories of the people's revolution and the
socialist construction, of defending the freedom, national independence and territorial integrity of the country. «The territory of the People's Socialist Republic of Ailibania,» Article
87 states,· «is inalienable and its borders are inviolable.»
According to Article 88 of the Constitution, «The defence
of the Homeland and of the victories of socialism is ensured
by the armed people, organized in. the armed forces, which
comprise the People's Army, the f9rces of the Ministry of
Internal Affairs and the People's Voluntary Self-defence
Forces. The People's Arm'y, as the main force for the defence
of the Homeland, is .the army of the people and serves the

'I
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peopl€. The armed forces are lied by the Party of Labour of
Albania.»
In the 1People's Socialist Republic of A1bania, the Defence
Council is created to direct, organize and mobilize all the
forces and resources of the country in defence of the Homeland. The First Secretary of the Central Committee of the
Party of Labour of A1bania is the Commander-in-chief of the
Armed Forces and the Chairman of the Defence Council. The
composition of the Defence Council is defined tby the Presidium of the People's Assembly on the proposal of the
Chairman of the Defence Council (Art. 89).
Article 90 sanctions, <-<No one has the right to sign or
accept in the name of the People's Socialist Republic of Albania the capitulation or occupation of the country. Any
such act is condemned as treason to the country». This article
assumes capital importance. An eventual war for the defence
of the People's Socialist Republic of A!lbania will be carried
out through to _the end - the total liquidation of the enemy.
At the 7th Congress of the Party of Labour of Albania,
Comrade Enver Hoxha has pointed out, «Our people always
regard the defence of freedom and national sovereignty as
the duty above an duties. Therefore, the Party and the people's power have adopted a series of very important measures
of a political, ideological, military and other character which
have also been sanctioned in the draft-Constitution for the
organization of a reliable and impregnable defence, capable
of guaranteeing the socialist victories iand coping with· any
enemy aggression, no matter where it comes from. The Constitution also sanctions the great Marxist~Leninist principle 'that
the defence of the Homeland ·and the gains of socialism are
guaranteed by the armed people organized in the armed
forces.
~<It is absolutely possible to ensure the national sovereignty
and political and economic independence and to guarantee. the
defence of the cquntry, because in AlJbania the people are
ill power, sovereignty belongs entirely to the working people
and is exercised by them alone, beaa'use the dictatorship of
the prnletariat led by the Party of Labour is in power here.»
Finally, in connection with Article 91, which states that
«The establishment of foreign military bai&es and the stationing of foreign troops in the _territory of the People's Socialist Republic of Albania is' prohibited», Comrade Enver Hoxha
has pointed out that «this principle is of vital importance for

I
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Albania as it clearly and unequivocally expresses the determinatio~ of the Albanian people and their sovereign right to
defend their Homeland. At the same time, this constitutional
~orm expra&Ses the principled and friendly internationalist
foreign policy of socialist Albania, so that its territory ne".'er
be used as a base for aggression against the other countnes
and peoples.»
. ·
Chapter Four of the Constitution sanctions the local organs of the state power and state administration.

of a lower [evel people's council and order a new election
of the executive committee.
The people's council abrogates the unlawful or irregular
aots of its executive committee, of the lower 1evel people's
council and the reS1pective executive committee.
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The rights and duties of the members of the people's
council
·
. · It is the duty of the members of the people's counciJs to
serv·e the people 'COnscientiously and loyally, to maintain close
ties with the· electors and render account to them. They have
the right to control the state organs, enterprises, institutions
and agricultural cooperatives and demand from them the
precise implementation of the socialist law.
On their part, the respective state organs are obliged to
examine the rem.arks of the members of the people's councils
and take the necessary measures.
The members of the people's councils enjoy immunity
within the territorial unit under the administration of the
people's council. They cannot be detained, arn~sted or subjected to penal prosecution without t:he consent of the
people's council or the executive cornmHtee except in cases
when a grave crime has obviously been committeed.

\'

The people's councils
The People's Councils are organs of the state powe~ which
carry out the governing of the country in the ~esp~ct1ve t:rritoria~ administrative units. The people's councils dll"ec~, w~th
the broad participation of the working masses, all social hf€
in the political, economic, socio-cultural field~, ~he _de~e:ice
of the .country and the protection of the oocmhst JUnd1cal
order, reconciling the local interests with the _general state
interests. The. ipeo1Ple's councils aire elected for a term of
three years (Art. 92).

The competences of the people's council

~
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i·
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The people's council adopts me [~Jical plan. and ibudget;
from its members it elects the executive committee and the
commissions of the council and discbarges them, it appoints
and discharges the chiefs of the sections of the executive
committee; it directs and corrtrols~the activity of the pe?J?le's
councils at lower levels, arn.d issues otrdinances and dec1s10ns
within its competences (Art. 92 and 93).. .
,
Just like the other organs, the meetmgs of the people s
council open when the majority of its members is pres~nt.
The decisions of me people's council are taken on the maJority of votes of its memibers present.
A higher ipeop:le's council may dissolve ~ lower l_evel
people's counchl, appoints the prorvtl.sional execut1v,e co~ttee
and decides on the elections for a new people s council. A
higher $>eople's <:oundl may dismiss the executive committee

The competences of the executive committee

'· '
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The executive commit·tee is the executive and administrative organ orf the people's council. The executive committee
continues its activity even after the expiration of the mandate
of the people's council which has elected it, until the first
meeting of the new people's council.
Between sessions of the people's council, the executive
commitee exercises the rights and duties of the people's
co_un_cil, with the exception of those which, by law, come
w1thm the competence of the people's council alone.
The executive committee renders aecount to the people's
council which has elected it and the nex.t higher administrative
e~ecu~ive organ. The executive committee of a higher people's
council abrogates the unlawful and irregular acts of a lower
level ·executive committee and suspends those of the lower
9 - 117 A
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level people's council, presenting the question of their abrogation to the competent people's council (Art.~ 99).
Finally, the speciaEzed organs created 'l.lllder the e~ecutive
corrnnHtee al'e dependent on the people's council, its executive committee, and the :higher organs of 1Jh.e state administration, they render account to them and to the masses of the
working people (Art. 100).

"'

*

*

The Att/orney Gienerwi's Office

'•

;i

The people's courts
According to Article 101 {Chapter Five); the people's
coUirts arre the organs which administer justiee. They protect
the socialist juridical order, figM for the prevention of crimes,
educate the masses of working people to respect and implement the socialist laws, relying on their active participation.
At the head of the organs of justice is the Supreme
Court which directs and controls the activity of the courts.
· The Supreme Court is elected at the first session of the
People's Assembly. The other peopile's caurts are elec•ted by
the people accordirtg to the method defined by law ..
Court organization and trial procedure are defmed by
law.
Article 102 of the Constitution has it that the courts
judge penal and civil easies and other cases which are within
their competences according to the law.
. Judgement is done with the participati~n of assistant
judges and in public sittings, with the exception of cases on
which it has been decided otherwise by law.
nuring the 'trial the Albanian language iB used. Persons
who do not know Albanian may use their own language and
speak through an interpreter.
The accused enjoy the right of defence.
Finally, Article 103 of the Constitution states that t~e
court is indiependent in its judgement of a case, it takes
deoisfon on the basis of the law alone, and it pronounces its
verdict in the name of the people.
The verdict may be annulled or amended only by the
competent higher court.

:U!
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Ch~~ter Six and last of Part Two of the Constitution
deals with the Attorney General's Office.
· The .duty of the Attorney General's Office is to control
th~ yr~cise and uniform implementation of the laws lby the
mmistries an~ othei; ce?tral and local organs, by the courts,
t~e orga~ ?f mvestigat10n, enterprises, institutions, organizations, officials and citizens.
. The Attor:iey General's· Office · has the right to protest
agamst .every ille~al act and to demand from the respective
organs its abrogation or amendment. The request of the Attorney General .must ~ examined within the period defined
by law, otherwise the implementation of the act is suspended'
(Art. 104).
The Attorney G~:r:eral puts before the People's As.s.embl'y
an~ before the Presidium of the People's Assembly cases in
whic~ th~ laws a~d decrees are not in conformity with the
Consti~ut10n: an~ it also puts before the Council of Ministers
ca:"es m which its decisions and instructions do not conform
with the law (Art. 105).
The A;torney ~eneral. and. his assistants are appointed by
the People s Assembly .at its first s·ession.
The attorneys are appointed · by the Presidium of the
People's Assembly.
. Part T~ree of the Constitution includes two chapters, the
firs~ comprised of 3 artiicles (107, 108, 109), dealing with the
national emblem, the flag, the capital city wh:iich remain
unchanged.
'
T~e second chapter under the title «Final Dispositions»,
com:prises ~he last three articles (110, 111, 112), which have
particular importance. They, read:
~·The C~n~titution is the. fundamental law of the state.
«All activity for the creation of juridical norms is conducted on the basis of the Constitution and in oomplere conformitly with it · (Art. 110).
·
<..tProposals for amendments to the Constitution can be
pres~ted lby. ~he Presidium of the People's Assembly, the
Council of Mmisters or by two-fifths of the totaL
<<Approval of or amendments to the Constitution are
done iby the People's Ass-embly by a majority of two~thirds
of all the deputies•• (Art. 111).
·
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The unaniimous approval of the new Constitution by the

People's~ Assembly on December 28,. 1976, was received with

. great enthusiasm by the entire Albanian people. December
28 1976 will always remain for them a historical date, repr~.senting a fundamental stage in the struggle of the working
class, the cooperativist pe.as.antry and the people's intelligentsia, of the entire Albanian people, for building a better life,
worthy of man in the true meaning of the word, for creating
a genuinely socialist state where the workers are effectively
the masters of their own country and destiny, a new society
without exploiters and exploited, made up of new men living
and working «One for all and all for .one» in a spirit o;f .fraternal
solidarity, inspired by the noblest ideals of mankind and
marching non-stop towards this society whic:h is the
dream of all men - the communist society. Conscious of the
fact· that the ,People's Socialist Republic of Albania is a
country which enjoys the sympathy and support of all the
revolutionaries and progressive people in the world, but which
at the same time arouses the hatred of American imperialism,
Soviet social-imperialism and all the other reactionaries, the
Albanian people, with its wonking class at the head, under
the wise and resolute leadership of the Party of Labour of
A1bania, have been charged with the historic task of making
socialist Albania a b:riilliant ex.ample for the· future of mankind, and an impregnable fortress for .all the sworn enemies
of our country and of all the peoples of the world.
Nothing better than the statement of a group of veterans
of the National Liberation War can illustrate the determination of our people to defend their achievements and their
Homeland.
~Even if we were a hundred years old, if. the !Party
issues its call, we will rise to our feet, making light of the
weight of the years, our bodies straight up like the rifle, and
arm in hand, will defend our country.»
'1n his reports to the 5th Session of the 8th Legislature ·
of the People's Assembly on behalf of the Special Editing ~f
Commission of the draft-Constitution of the PSR of Albania, :,:.t.'.·.
Comrade Enver ·Hoxha has said, ~ur socialist regiime is the ..
regime of the working class, it is its dictatorship, whose

._:.·
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social ~ase rests on t~e. indissoluible alliance of the working
class with the coopera~wist ~easantry, itis a regime of genuine
democra_cy. Under this regime, the people hav·e taken their
dest~y ~n their hands and govern the country. Our new
Constitution reflects, develops and defends these great ideas.
The great strength of our people rests on the fact that
they are imbued with these ideas and carry them out. These
correct and ~olute ideas and actions underlie the correct
policy of the Albanian state in the international arena- which
the progressiv:e peoples and _nations understand and ~espect.
!f !hey pay tn?ute to our policy and respect it, this is because
.1t JS characterized by goodwill towards other states and the
desire to maintain with them good relations ibased on the
known p_rin<:iiple~ of ~quality, respect of s~te sovereiignty
and territorial mtegnty, non-interference in the internal
~ffain:i ~f one anot~:r ~nd mutual benefit. We go against the
impenahst and revrs10mst current. One current is that of the
revolution and the destruction of the capitalist order which
will be replaced by socialism and communism the ~la.ssless
society. This society is the future of mankind and it will be built
only .thro;igh, the class struggle, by bloodshed and s.acrifioes.
But lt will be built. Imperialism and social-imperialism are
in decay. Socialism will triumph, the world and mankind will
get rid of this plague.»
·
.
·
The Albanian people, led by the PLA with Comrade
Enver Hoxh~ at. the head, find in the clearly expressed articles
of the Consmt':1t10n: of the IPSR of Albania fresh inspiration for
ever greater victories, to make Albania ever stronger and more
prosper-ous, to defend socialism and the Homeland from all
dangers, wherever they may come :fiom.
·

Chapter three

THE MASS ORGANIZATIONS

THE MASS ORGANIZATIONS
,·:

The Democratic Front of Albania
The Democratic Front is the direct continuation of the
National Liberation Front created at the Conference of
Peza on September 16, 1942. At this .conferenoe, where
besides the communists, patriots and nationalists of different political trends also took part, the problem of uniting
and organizing the Albanian people in the struggle against
the fascist invaders was raised and discussed. ·The National
Liberation Front wa\S one of the forms through which this
Union.
realized.
The !National Liberation Front was the united front
of the entiire people against the external enemy that had
occupied the country. ·Its line was the union of all true Albanians without discrimination as to class, political conviction,
religion or region, the union of all the patriotic and democratic forces of the country, of all those. who were ready to
fdght the fascist occupier and the local traitors for a free,
independent, democratic and people's A]bania. This was a
correct orientation which res.ponded to the then situation
of the country, where internal class contradictions had passed
to second place, being subordinate to the external contradictions between the Albanian people who were fighting for
freedom, independence and natiional sovereignty, on the one
hand, and the Italian invaders who had enslaved the
country, on the other hand.
lmplementing this line, the Front ramed around itself
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the overwhelming majority of the population. - the working
c1ass, the poor and middle peasantry, the petty- and middle
bourgeoisie of the towns, the patriotic intellectuals and all the
ot?er anti:.Ofascis·t ellements. The alliance of the working class
with the peasantry was at the foundation of the Front. This
alliance is of vital importance for any country that rises
in struggle and revolution, it constitutes the supreme principle
of the dictatorship of the proletariat. However in the conditiooo of A11bania, where the working class ~as small in
number and where the peasantry constituted the overwhelming majority of the population, the participation of the latter
in the struggle, under the leadership of working class and its
revolutionary party, was a decisive factor for the fate of
the struggle and. the revolution. The countryside became
the main base of the struggle for freedom and the peasantry
represented the most important of the forces engaged in
thdis struggle.
As for the foreign policy of the National Liberation
Front, it was based essentially .on the alliance with all the
anti-fascist states and all the peoples fighting against fascism,
in particular, on the alliance with the Soviet Union, which
with its wise policy and heroic war under the masterful
leadership of Stalin embodied the hopes of the peoples to
get rid of the fascist plague, which menaced them with.
extermination.
In fact, the program of the National Liberation Front
was tfue minimum progrnm of the. Party. It was a clear,
understandable, militant and revolutionary program. The
principal tasks of this program were: incessant uncompromis.;
mg struggle against the invaders and traitors for the liberatiOlll of the country, for freedom and national independence,
for a democratic people's government; the general armed
uip:rising and creation of the National Lilberation Army,
organization of p0litical and economic assistance for the
people's struggle, an assistance which had to. be secured, in
the first place, from the popular masses of town and countryside; :destruction of the power of the occupiers and their
collaborators (which represented the interests of the principal
exploiting classes of the cduntry); setting up of the power of
the national liberation councils as the sole p0litical power
of the people; finally, broad political and ideological preparation of the masses for the general people's uprising and for
the ·continuation of the struggle after the liberation of the
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country in defence .of the victories achieved, for the recO'Ilstruction of the country and the implementation of major
socio-economic transfo!'l'Pations in the interest of the people.
The founding of the National L'iberation Front was a
mortal blow at the occupiers and local reaction in general
which had made common cause with them. To cope with
this situation, the forces of reaction created, first, the orga""'
nization of Balli Kombetar, then that of Legaliteti, which
directly opposed the National Liberation Front. These two
organizations, set up with the backing ·of the Italian and
German occupiers and the support and encouragement of the
Anglo-American imperialists, were not political parties, but
heterogenous groupings of the local reactionary forces, of
big landowners and merchants, .bourgeois intellectuals, members of the reactionary clergy and all the dregs of the society
that had made common cause with the occupier.
Adhering to the correct line of uniting all the Albanian
people in the struggle against fascism, <<Without discrimination as to religion, region or political conviction», the Front
called more than once on the forces that had come out
against itself to fight the invaders together, it did everything
to show them the right course, to make them abandon their
road of treason and prevent a civil war. The touchstone
to .aJSsess the real orientation of these groupings would be
their stand towards the enemy that had occupied the country.
The Front demanded from these organizations to launch
themselves in strength and without delay, without waiting
for the «Opportune moment», into stern and uncompromising
struggle against the Italian and German invaders. Consistent
fo their course of betrayal, the Balli Kombetar and Legaliteti not only did not fi!re a single shot against the invaders,
but O'Il the contrary united completely with them in the
struggle against the people. Thus, the struggle against the
fascist occupiers in Albania, the struggle for national liberation, was combined with the struggle against the collaborators
of the occupiers, the principal exploiting classes and their
political . organizations - the ;I3.alli Kombetar and Legaliteti. That had important political r:epercussions for the
development of the National Liberation War of the Albanian
people and gave this war the character of a thorough-going
people's revolution.
.
·
1Likewise, after Liberation, all the attempts of the land~
owners and bourgeois elements, abetted and support<ed by the
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American and !British iirnperiaHsts, to create reactionary
political parties, as a means for the overthrow of the people's
power, were turned to ashes.
The 1Party of Labour of Albania has expressed and
defended not only the interests of the working class but
also those of the labouring peasantry, and the entire Albanian
people united in the Democratic Front, always viewing these
interests from the aqgle of socialism. The historical fact that
. in Albania there were no other political parties apart from
the Party of Laibom of Afhania, was in itself a very favouraible !phenomenon for the working class, for the ;people, the
revolution and socialism. This enabled the Party to fulfil its
mission of the leader o:f the revolution in all its stages, better
and more easily.
The Front has been and remains the broadest support base
of the iParty and the people's state power. It embodies the
moral and political unity of the people round the iParty.
The .alliance of the working class with the labouring peasantry
under the leadership of the working class has underlied the
revolution in all its stages. The labouring peasantry has
constituted its broadest has.e. The Party of Labour of Albania
has always been the sole leading force of the Front and
the sole political party in the country.
In all its stages, the nemocratic Front has been a powerful weapon in the hands of the Party of Labour of Albania·
.for the political union of the broad masses of the people
round itself, for their mobi1ization at war and work to
achieve victory.
Through the Democratic Front, the iParty has succeeded
in uniting the classes, strata as well as isolated groups and
elements, which have become the allies of the working class
in all the stages of the revolution, in a broad political organization. Through the Democratic Front, the proletarian policy
of the Party has lbeen able to exercise its influence on each
of these allies, especially those not ·comprised in the ranks
of the other mass organization.
The Democratic Front is the largest mass organization
participating in the system of the dictatorship of the proletariat. This system also comprises all the other mass organizatiOns, such as the Trade Unions, the Albanian Labour Youth
Uriion and the Women's Union of Albania. Thes~ organizations,
dealing with the particular ;problems of workers, youth and
women, carry out their political, educational and organiza-
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tional work according to their own specific c)laracter. All th~~se
mass organizations carry out their activity in close connection
with each other, but none of them can supplant the functions
of the other. Each organization has its own specific ·character
allld role in the cornstructii.on of socialism. If the other organizations deal with definite strata of the population, the Democratic front is the organization in which the political union of
the entire people is realired. While militating in their ~sp:ect
ive organizations, the members of the other ?rgaruzat1ons
are at the same time members of the Democratic Front and
take an active part in all the debates and activities of its
organizations. The unity of the _people in the Deil_locratic
Front is a unity of classes, strata and persons which are_
not divided by antagonistic contradictions, but on the contrary
are united by .common interests and aims over one or several
historical periOds.. This unify has been created and strengthened in the struggle for freedom and national independence,
in uncompromising struggle against internal and external
class enemies.
The economic and social base of this union today is the
social property of . the means of production, · the soci<7list
relations of production established in town and countryside;
~ts political base is the general line of the party for the co:r:s;t;ruction of socialism and the defence of the country; 1ts
tdeological base is Marxism-Leninism which guides and inspires
all the life in A1bania.
·
The unity of the· people round the Democratic Front
~presents an unsurmountalble wall against which all the
internal and external enemies of our socialist country have
broken their heads.
Since the establis'hment of the people's ;power the Democratic Front has played and continues to play a major role
in the mobilization of the masses for the construction of
socialism, as well as in their patriotic and communist education.
.
The defence of the Homeland has ,always been and
remains a duty of capital importance for ~he De.mocratic
Front. It carries out systematk work of 1:deolog1cal and
political education to inculcate in the 1?asses ever deeper the
love for the Homeland and the devot10n to the country, . to ·
keep always alive and further develop the patriotic and
revolutionary traditions of our forefathers from the legendary
epocih of ouT National Hero ~ G}ergj Kastrioti-Skanderheg,

.the even greater epic -
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the heroic National Liberation War,

,to the just as glorious days of the socialist construction
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of the country. Each organization of the Democratic Front in
.town or countryside is a C€ntre of the patriotic education
of the masses for increasing prosperity and strengi!hen.ing the
defence of the Homeland, for deepening the hatred against
the class enemy.
·Like all the other mass ocganizations, the Democratic
Front has played a major role and carried out all-round
work for the incessant strengthening of the people's power. It
has educated the working masses of town and countryside
in the spirit of love for and devotion to the people's state
power, has mobilized them to implement its •decisions and
laws, has drawn them more and more into participating in
state and social activity.
The Democratic Front has played and still plays an
important role in the struggle against bureaucracy for the
further strengthening and democratization of the ,people's
power. It th.as, on the one :hand, organized and encourage d
the control of the masses over the state organs and the
persons working there, and on the other hand, it has carried
-out all-round· political and ideological educational work so
that the functionaries and employees, the representatives of
the people to the state organs of all levels, are constantly
aware of being the servants of the people.
The organizations of the :Democratic Front carry out allround worik to draw the masses into studyiiig and solving
majo!!' problems· 0 1f the people's power, to !!'aise the consciousness of the masses and ensure their active participation in
governing the country.
· .
In the context of the struggle against bureaucracy the
Democratic Front does great work in order to encourage
people to express their views frankly on any subject, because
tbey are the masters of the country and the people's power,
because their will is a law which no one can infringe. At
their meetings, . the organizations of the Democratic Front
encourage the broad and free debating of problems which
concern and preoccupy them. In particular, they stimulate
open and unrestricted criticism lby the masses of shortcomings
and errors.
The Democratic Front has always played an important
role in the solution of social problems. This role has been
constantly rising, especially in the more recent times. In
1
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all the districts of the country the organizations af the
Democratic Front, in concert with the organizations of the
youth, women and trade- tm'ions, have orgau1faed many large
meetings and popular discussions to discuss major social .problems. There, baekward, feudal and patriarchal customs which
oppress and enslave ithe woman, religious prejudices and
dogmas,. all that is alien to the socialist spirit, all that is
conservative and reactionary, all that hinders the establishment of fair relati>ons in family :and society, all that hampers
the progr.ess of the country, was denounc.ed.
·Another no l'€1SS important field of action for the Democratic Front is its all-round work to promote, especially in the
countryside; a more cultured mode of living, especially . in
regard to hygiene, communal services, spread of education
and culture, improvement of living standards, etc.
Since 'the day of the publication of the draft-Constitu·tion in 1976, in collaboration with the other mass organizati?ns
- the Trade Unions, the Allbanian Labour Youtih Umon,.
the Women's Union of Albania, the organizations of the Front
have organized thousands of meetings at which peopl.e acquainted themselves with the draft-Constitution, discussed its
content' and form, and! made very valuable remarks, suggestions, and proposals which were attentively studied by
the special commission charged with editing the new Constitution. These propositioiiliS were forwarded to the ·commission for the amendment of the final text of the draftConstitution.

dually assumed a politicial character. Through overt and
covert actions, they gathered strength, developed a relatively
high class consciousness which was further enhanced and
deepened with the creation of the communist groups and
the propaganda of communist ideas. These first organizational
elements and the strikes which broke out at Kuc;ova, Korc;a
and other towns, weakened the regime of feudal-bourgeois
oppression and showed that the working class was rising as .
a powerful political and social forc-e in the life of the country.
The Italian fascist aggression raised the struggle of the
AlJbanian woiriking olass to a higher level. Although numerically small, the worrking dass created its political party, which
at the most difficult moments, took the destiny of the country,
the conduct of the war and the :revolution, in its own hands.
The National Liberation War was a great school for the
political education rand :revolutionary tempering of the working
cl.ass, which engaged in it totally, setting a briUiant example
of heroism and abnegation and becoming the backbone of
the alliance with the peasantry and other patriotic and
progressive strata a.f the country.
The Trade Unions of Albania emerged under new historical conditions, when the country was liberated from the
occupiers and the exploited classes were overthrown, when
the working dass, in alliance with· the labouring peasantry,
had come to power and established the people's state power~
The TUA was born as a necessity of the moment which called
for the unity of the working class, as one of the most effective
levers of the Party in the system ofthe dictatorship of the proletariat. Under these circumstances, the TUA developed
according to entirely . new principles, the basic principles of
Marxism-Leninism and t'he revolutionary traditions of the
Albanian and international worker movement.
In the capitalist countries, trade-unions 1have been created
more than a century ago as organizations of the workers
against capitalist exploitation arnd social injustice, but they
could not serve as a model for the Albanian working dass,
because trade-unions in Allibania do not operate in the conditiorus of the capitalist system, where state power is in
the hands of the bourgeoisie, but in new historical conditions,
where the working class and it,s !Party are in power. Thus
in Albania, the Trade UnioiliS and the state are two weapons
of the same class, are led by the IParty of the working class
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The Trade Unions of Albania
The Trade Unions of Albania (TUA) were created on
January 11, 1945. This was an important historic event and
a logical coiliSequence of the many and great efforts of the
Albanian workers to organize themselves.
Before Liberation, the Albanian working class, although
small in number, had a glorious history of class struggle.
But due to the !barbarous oppression it was subject to by the
retrogressive regimes of the past, it was unable to set up
an organization of its own on a national scale. Forced to
protect themselves, the Albanian workers set up their own
associations in some towns and for some crafts, which gra-
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which fights and works for one aim - the construction of
socialism. The Trade Unions in Albania were created as a
weapon in the hands of the working dass and its Par~y •. a
w~apon which sh<mld serve the construction of a . socialist
society, fue continuous devel9pment of ~he revolution, and
the defence of the independence and sove~eignty of the ~ou~try.
Since their creation, they were conceived as orga~izatior:s
of a pronounced political and class char~cber. ':fhus m their
physiognomy, in their aims and tasks, m their ~et~od . of
work and form of organization, they represent an. mstitution
of an enrtirely new type. The place and funchon. of ill;€
Trade Unions in socialist society is directly de~rmme<_i . by
the role of tlle working class itself as the leadmg political
force of th€ country.
. .
The working class constitutes the principal fo~o~. of the
Trade Unions, which also shares greater respons'lbihty for
the organization of the socialist life in the coun:ry. ~fonce,
the great role and significance of t~e Trade Unions m the
People's Socialist Republic of Al.bama.
. . .
In our country, the trade-iurnons do not limit themselves
to only defending tlle rights of the workers, but th:y also
take an active part in the rnanagemen.t ~f pr~duction, in
the building and consolidation o~ th~ soc~ahst r~gime.
The trade ...unions are orgamzat10ns m which dozens. of
thousands of workers assimilate the finst elements ~f o~gamz~
tion of the economic and political lif.e, orgam:z~t10ns m
which the woirkers enhance their cultural and political level,
and through which they accede to t~e directio:i: and management of socialist industry. As Lemn has pomted out, the
trade-.union.s are an 'institution intended to .edu~ate and
organize the workers, they are schools of direction and
management, schools of communisJ?. .
To exercise a leading function m the economy, on,e
need not necessarily hold a managerial post. In the People s
Socialist Republic of Albania, even th:e eommonest ~ork~r
is given the real possi1bility to have his say .and brmg his
influence to bear on the development of production, on correcting mistakes and shortcomings, to 'help improve t_he wora
and management of enterprises, to bring about the introduction of modern technological processes.
.
Production meetings play an importa:i~ role i:i :he development of the creative initiative and political .::i-ctw~ty of the
working class. These meetings, held under the d1rect1on of the
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trade-unions, have becoane an important means for the edu:cation of the working mass.es and their participation in running production. They are held regularly· and deal with important questions, such as:
- production plans of enterprises;
- organization of production and work;
- means of· improving the quality of production and
lowering costs;
probl,ems of investments, technical norms, internal
management, measures of .safety at work, etc.
!Production meetings, at which the workers express their
opinions in all liberty, help to .detect shortcomings and
errors, and make concrete proposals and observations, are
evidence of the broad democracy exercised on all the questiorns. concerning the organization of production. The worker
and the specialist, t'he · engineer and the director of enterprise
are not isolated from each other. They are ahl wollimates
subject to the same proletarian discipline, respecting and
assisting each other in a fraternal spirit. During the working
:time the worker carries out the tasks assigned to him by
the master, engineer or director, while at production_ or
other meetings he criticizes their mistakes or shortcomings.
The control exercised by the trade-unions - control from
below, is the surest guarantee for the elimination of all bureau- cratic distortions. Thus, all the strength Hnd authority of the
managers of production in the conditions of the people's state
power Hes in the masses. And :production meetings serve to
strengthen t!he ties of the executives, Oin the one hand, with
the wonkers and employees, .on the other.
Each year the !bask :1made~union oirganizatti.on of every
enterpris,e signs a collective contract with the management.
The stipulations of the contracting parties also bear on the
working and living conditions of the workers.
The workers and employees participate directly in the
execution of collective contracts. The trade~union · organization controls the execution of the stipulations of the contract
by both the workers and the management.
·
In the [p,eopl€'s Socialist ·Republic of Albania; the interests
of the sfu,te and those of the tirade-'Unions are the same.
Thus, in the struggle against mistakes and shortcomings the
tra<;i,e-union organizations enjoy foil support by the state.
Tihe rights of the trade-unions iJ:?. the struggle for the
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· defence of the material and moral interests of t'he workers
are very !broad. The ,trr:ade-unions:
- participate in the drafting and editing of laws on
labour and wages;
- supervise the application of rules on safety at work
and technical security;
- exercise social ~ntrol on behalf of the masses over
the execution of housing construction plans and participate
in the allocation of hous.es;
control the activity of commercial enterprises and
public catering:
Through the trade-uniions the worlkers e~er~ise their
control over the rates of utilization of state social msurance
funds the accomodation of the workers and their children in
rest-homes, check the execution of plans for the construction
of health and prophylactic institutions, t'he work of health
services, etc.
The trade-unions wield an the necessary means and
funds for the organization of cultural, sports and other
free-time activities.

Socialist emulation
Organizati9n of socialist emulation, which is one of the
main :methods of woiikers' participation in the manageme:r;it
of production and, in general, a vivi~ ~xpression of their
concern about raising labour productivity, has been and
remains one of the main problems of the TU A. .
.
.
The bourgeoisie and its advocates d? everyth1~ m :heir
power to sanction the prejudice accordm~ to v:rhlch private
initiative· and competition are the ideal «mcent1ves» for the
development of society. But in reality things stand the other
way round.
.
Capitalist competition, which rests on the savage e~loita
tion of the workers, brings about ruin and oppression for
most of them, and profit for and domination by_ a ~andfl:ll
of people. On this basis, it causes an ev~r increasmg mtens1fication of labour, aggravates exploitation, ~tilizes people's
talents for puriposes of profit and speculation, ~cour~ges
individualism, egoism, misanthropy and hampers the mtroduction of sdentific and technological innovations.
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Contrary to all this, socialist emulation, which replaces
capitalist competition and rests on the emanc1patibn of workers of capitalist exploitation, constantly stimulates and
develops bold thinking, free initiative, the spirit of creative
innovation, opens the road for the revolutionary drive
and moviements of the masses, educates people by imbuing
·them with a 'high sense of responsiibility for the tasks they
are charged with, a critical attitude towards themselves,
conscious disciplli.ne, an unflinching spirit in front of difficulties, and it serves directly the masses.
Socialist emulation is an important mobilizing and transforming motor force in the general process of the socialist
construction of ·the country, a revolutionary method for
developing and deepening the creative activity of the working
masses, for increasing production and imbuing the cadres
and masses with sound socialist concepts on work and common property.
Socialist emulation is an expression of socialist relations
of production and a product of the socialist system in which
work'. becomes a· question of honour, and mian makes to
society a contribution prop0rtionate to his capacities and is
remunernted bY the latter accovding to the quantity and
quality of his work. As a component element of the socialist
relations of production, socialist emulation gives rise to a
broad socialist movement intended to raise the laggards up
to the level of the more advanced, to assist the advanced
to further progress and to swell their ranks. It strengthens
the IS'entiments of socialist collectivity among the workers
and reduces t'he sphere of influence of petty-bourgeois and
bourgeois indivi~ualism down to the point of its tota'l
dfsappearan.ce; it develops the creative thinking and initiative.
of the waking masses, increases the productivity of labour
and social production and creates gre.ater possibilities for
the development of the economic potential of the country
and the raising of the standard of living of the working masses.
Sodalist emulation in Albania is an expression of the
communist spirit in man's process of active work. As the
masters of the means of production and soci:al production
itself, people in socialism are concerned about bringing the
society the maximum of utility wit'h the minimum of expenditure of monetary means and materials, according to the
principle of <<quantity, rapidity, quality and economy.» Socialist emulation develops the consciousness of man, his orga10 - 117 A
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nizational and productive eapacities, stimulates the laggards
and causes ·everything to dev-elop and -advance. Socialist
emulation is organized on the basis of advanced experience
and the best example, and leads to the generalization of
this experience and the creation of a new, even more advanced
experience.
One of the primary conditions for the organization of
socialist emulation is the effective illustiration of the results
of wo:rk of a given collective or of the individuals that make
it up. These r-esults are determined and illustrated with
great precision. They are popularized in various forms so
that every member of t'he collective is informed of the
results of work of each and compares his results to those of
the others. Discovery, elaboration and propagation of advanced
experience is one of the essential and always actual conditions for the organization of socialist emulation. Great work
has been and continues to· be done in this field. For this
purpose, all-round propaganda work is · carried out, whieh
he1ps ['aise production indioes by making the worikers acquainted with innovations in science and techno~ogy, new technological methods, and the best achievements of advanced workers' collectives and individual workers.
Socialist emulation is a permanent method characteristic
of the people's state power for th€ construction of socialism
and the solution of problems jointly with the masses, a wa'y
intend€d to promote the active participation of the work€rs
in t'he manag€m€nt of work, a powerful incentive for the
development of the cr~tive thinking and initiative of th€
wor'k€rs, a field in which th€ masses make self-criticism,
control and rectify th€ activity of the party and the state
from below, a powerful id€ological movement for the socialist
education of the working people.
Since the esta'blishiment of the people's power, socialist
emulation has been for the working masses a permanent
method of work. Immediately following the liberation of the
country and · the establ1iShmen:t of the people's power, the
Albanian workers, driv-en by the spirit of socialist emulation,
set about working to heal the wounds ·caused by the
war against the occupiers and the local traitors. Blown up
bridg-es and burnt down houses were reconstruct€d, facto-des
and mines were recommissioned in record time. People started
the construction of new factories iand workshops, railways,
roads, the draining of marshes, etc. From the ranks of the
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working classes emerged the first shock workers, and the
Cooperative peasantry produced the first fighters for high
yields.
Socialist emulation developed even more in the successive
five-year periods, in the great battles for socialist industrialization, W:d tne collectivization and modernization of agriculture,. with dozens of thousands of people displaying an incomriara'.ble heroism in building the new Me.
At its present stage, socialist emulation comes out with
some new features. One of the peculiarities of socialist emulation of the recent years is its development in the form of
mass i!litiatives, movements and actions which have made it
more dynamic, more combative and more concrete. Its centre
of gra':'ity has been shifted to the bas€, that is, it has become
more hvely at the level ?f the basic production unit, the brigade, _workshop or enteripnse, whroh gives it a more marked mass
chariact~r, becau~e its value and effectiveness depend, first of
all, on its ca:pacity to set the broad masses of workers and
cadres in movement, to make the laggards advance and.encourag~ the workers of middling capacity, who represent the
mam forc-e of production, to work ever b-etter. In the context
of dev€lopment of s<:icialist emulation, economic factors are
·.ever better combined with moral and political -elements thus
enveloping all activities of people at work and outside 'work.
'.fhe gene.ral aim ?f socialist emulation is to increase production
m quantity a.nd improve it in quality, raise work productivity
and lower pro~ucti~:m costs, strengthen proletarian discipline
at .~ork and sohdanty among workers, encourage the innovative
spirit to pr?duce as many new articles as possible, to construct
new machmes and :pr~duction l,ines, new equipment arid
workshops, protect socialist property, improve the training and
qualification of workers, etc.
The known principl-e of self-reliance has created a revolut~onary atmosphere of mobilization and innovation. This principle repr-esents the very foundation of socialist emulation of
all r~':'olutionary initi.atives and mass movements and gives them
a militant transformrng character which enables them to succes~f7lll~ overcome the consequences of the imperialist and
revis10mst blockade and the difficulties created by it for our
country.
·
Doubtlessly, the future will bring out new forms of soc~alist emulation which will ensure an ever larger participation of the masses and ever greater results at work. · ·,
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The Labour Youth Union of Albania
The Albanian youth are organized in the Aibanian Labour
Youth Union. This organization was founded on November
23, 1941 under the name of· the Communist Youth, only some ,
days after. the founding of the Communist P:arty.
A letter of greeting addressed by Comrade Enver Hoxha
to the Central Committee of the Communist Youth "On behalf
of the .Provisional Central Committee of the Communist Party
of Albania in November 1941, among other things, reads:, «The
Communist ?arty of Albania is confident that the Communist
Youth will be worthy of the trust our young Party' has placed
in it and will know how to carry out, in a revolutionary spirit,
the lofty task it }).as been charged with, ... in indestructible
unity of will and mind with the ~Party, that it will be able to
organize and lead in a revolutionary way the oppressed Albanian youth towards a brilliant future, towards its emancipation ·of the mediaeval chains of fascist slavery, and a new life
of progress, culture and joy.»
Under :the ;Leadership of tJhe Party, the youth organization has played a very important role both in the war for the
liberation of the country and in the long and hard battle for
the. construction of socialism.
The youth stood in the forefront of anti-fascist demonstrations, they were the first to swell the ranks of partisan
detachments. Of· 70,oo·o partisan fighters, 50,000 were young
people, and among them 6,000 girls. Most of the martyrs were
young people, The heroic deeds of the young generation in
the course of the war remain immortal. The life and activity
of Qemal Stafa, Vojo Kushi, Misto Mame, Margarita Tutulani,
Zonja Curre and many others now are part of the inestimable
fund of revolutionary trnditions of the Albanian people.
The triumph of the revolution together with the achievement of liberty and independence have set free immense creative energies which lay dormant among the people and the
youth. The Albanian youth saw boundless perspectives of
work, creativeness and progres$ being opened before them.
Since the establishment of the ipeoiple's power, the new
generation has made a valuable contribution to the work for
the building of socialism. Young workers today account for
more than 40 per cent of the working class, while in some
sectors and enterprises, they represent 75 per cent of the work
1
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force. The same can be said of the countryside, where young
men and women represent the most energetic and, at the
same time, the most numerous force among the cooperativists.
Aware of the fact that everything in this country is done
to ensure them a happy future, the Albanian youth have
always responded with enthusiasm and revolutionary ardour
to the calls to contribute to the reconstruction of t'he country
and the construction of socialism. In 1946, more than 4,000
young people bUlilt the Road of Youth th['ough the rocks
of North Albania; more than 100,000 young volunteers worked
for the construction of the first railways of the country - Durres-Tirana, Durires-Peqin, and Peqin-Elbasan. A iittJle later
another 22,000 young Volunteers were engaged in building the
Road of the Light and the first big hydro-power statioD
of tJhe country - the <~Karl Marx» hydro-power station on
the Mat River. Thousands and thousands of young men and
women flocked to the big building sites of the following fiveyear plans, working on the construction of doz,ens of factories,
plants, etc. Youth brigades, animated by revolutionary optimism, climbed the mountains to open up new land. Within a
short period of time, 40,000 young people tempered themselves . in this mass action. In 1967 and 1968, 85,000 young
people took part in the construction of the Rrogozhina-Fier
railroad and a new highway in _the mountains of North Albania. Thousands of young men and women took part in the
construction of the Elbas.an-'Prrenjas-Guri i Kuq railroad which
pa.ss.es throug? broken terrain and a narrow river gorge, with
original solut10ns of many technical problems, which would
have been difficult to achieve even in countries superior to
ours in technical me.ans and skilled labour force. Millions of
cubic metres of rock and earth had to be· shifted, dozens of
b~idges and via~ucts built and many kilometres of tunnels
pierced for the construction Df this railroad. The Fier-B'allsh
and t_he Lac;-Lezha railways are the work of the youth, too.
Thousands of y<;mng voluntoeers were engaged in such great
projects .as the «Lig'ht of the Party» hydro-power station of
Fierza, the «St.eel of the Party» metallurgical -complex of
Elbasan, etc.
In March 1974, considering the brilliant example of heroism and selflessness set by our young people in their successiVe actions for the extension of the rail network of the
country, and in particular for the construction of the ElbasanPrrenjas-Guri i Kuq 'railroad, the ·Presidium of the People's
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Assembly of the People's Socialist Republic of Albania awarded the organization of the Lalbour Youth 'Union of Allban:ia
the title of Hero of Socialist. Labour. At present the mass
actions of the youth follow one another without interruption.
';I'hese actions of the youth have not only an economic importance, but an educative, political and ideological importance
as well. In the course of these actions, mouldy concepts are
wiped out, the young generation is educated and armed with
the norms and qualities of communist morality. The actions
of the youth have been turned into real schools for their
revolutionary education and physical tempering.
In the course of these actions young people do not limit
themselves to carrying out manual work only, but they also
become good agitators who strive to transmit their knowledge
to their brothers and sisters. In the struggle against the old
and for the triumph of the new, they attack mouldy customs,
bury superstitions once and for good, do large-scale work for _
the clarification and complete emancipation of the Albanian
•young women in order to transform them into a colosal force
for the construction of the new ·society all over the country.
Besides construction work, the young volunteers carry out allround political, 1cultural and Siports activities as well as a military traiining, which makes theiir life at these mass actions
ever more int&esting and entertaining:
While responding with great readiness and in a spirit of
active mobilization to the calls to participate in mass actions
on a national. scale, the Albanian youth do not neglect other
actions undertaken at their own working places, in agricultural
cooperatives, schools, combines, factories, mines, etc., either.
They r·epresent a great force which increases yields in
agriculture and productivity in industry, improves the quality
of products and lowers production costs, spreads new methods
of work, fights for utilization of internal reserves, takes an
active part in the movement for discoveries and rationalizations. And everywhere the Albanian youth distinguish themselves by their revolutionary spirit.
The devotion of the Albanian youth to the 1Party and the
people's state power has its source in the fact that they have
ensured them all their rights and fulfil all their needs. Everything a·chieved in the 1People's Socialist Republic of Albania
belongs to the new generation.
On the other hand,· the Albanian youth, educated in the
Marxist-L€ninist ideology, have clear perspectives ahead of
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them. They reject as alien to
ideological trends which lead
the young, their corruption
which are common to all the
tries of the world.
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them all counter-revolutionary
_to the moral degeneration of
and lbemusem€nt, phenomena
capitalist and revisionist coun-

The Women's Union of Albania
The Anti-fascist Women's Union of Albania, today the
Women's Union of Albania, was born and tempe!'ed in the heat
of the National Liberation War, when under the leadership
of the Part'y, the women 0:£ Albania roEe in the struggle against
the nazi~fasdst ·occupi.ers side by side their husbands, brothers
and children.
At that epoch, the Albanian people were faced with the
urgent task of fighting for their liberty. The Women's Union
of Albania, while having this supreme task foremost in its
program, also '.expressed the most ardent aspirations of women.
As a result, it grew rapidly and became a large and powerful
organization of t'he women's masses.
The first women's anti-fascist councils were set up immediately after the 1st National Liberation Conference
which was held at 1Peza in September 1942, and to which the
women sent their delegates. It was the first time they were
represented to such 'historic meetings of national importance.
In April 1943 was formed in Tirana dhe Provisional Central
Council of the Anti:-fascist Women's Union of Albania, which
started the publishing of its organ The Albanian Woman.
This organization took part in the historic Congress of Permet, held in May 1944, where women were also elected to
the first supreme organs of self-government of the country.
On Novernlber 4, 1944, on the eve of the liberation of the
country, the Albanian Anti-fasdst Women's Union held its
first congress under the slogan «For the complete liberation
of the Homeland, for a fr.ee, democratic people's Albania».
The Women's Union of Albania is a demacratic organization which rallies the large women's masses in order to enable
them, under the leadership of the PLA, to carry on their
activity in all fields for the strengthening of the social and
state regime of the People's Socialist Republic of Alh:;\nia.
It cultivates among the masses of Albanian women the
patriotism which has always characterized them, educates
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them in a spirit of solidarity with all the progressive women
of the world, in struggle against imperialism and modern
revisionism, for the affirmation of the rights of woman and
child.
The Women's Union of Albania, concerned about th~
active participation of women in the political, economic and
social life of the country, about making them resolute fighters
for the building of socialism in Albania, works incessantly for
their ideological, cultural and professional education, tries to
eradicate from their -consciousness all left-overs of fanaticism
and prejudices inherited from the regimes of the past, cultivates in them the socialist attitude towards work and social
property, and strives to make them capable of leading the
diverse sectors of activity in the life of the country.
The Women's Union Df Albania takes particular care of
the education of the young generatiDn, assisting mothers to
n~ar physically healthy children, affectionate and cultivated,
dedicated to work, devoted to the cot.mtry, to peac€ and friendship among the peoples.
·
The Women's Union of Albania plays a first-rate role in
the struggle for the complete emancipatiDn of the Albanian
woman.

their qetrothal or marriage. These matters, which had to do
with the laws of private property, were decided on the basis
of private interest. The sale of girls, covertly or overtly,
betrothals arranged between ,parents at the most tender age
of those interested, and of course without asking for the
subsequent consent of the girls, were the general rule.
Neglected at home by their fathers, husbands and sons
and, outside by the whole society, women were reduced to
ignorant creatures, physically handicapped and morally debased. The law and the custom, the state and religiDn had
raised all sorts of barriers to keep them in a condition orf
slavery.
In the course of dozens of centuries, the state and the
law, ethics and religion, philosophy and art have been used
by the exploiting classes to justify and perpetuate the enslavement of woman. At an times, statesmen and thinkers, sociologists and theologiaro, moralists and writers - all those
influencing public opinion, have vied with each other in essuing the most humiliating judgements on woman and trying
to justify the domination and superiority of man over her.
Some of them base this alleged superiority of man on the
physiological pe<:uliarities of the two sexes. <<The natural
weakness of woman's organism,»: August Comte explained,
«iS an eternal basis of inequality between the two sexes.»
Some others consider «intellectual diversities» the source of
this suppDsed inferiority. Others still explain this state .of
things with the history of development of science, philosophy
and art. Gn;at scientists, philosophers and writers, they claim,
have always and everywhere been men, which according to
them would prove the eternal superiorit'y of man over woma:r:i.
In fact, the more profound causes of the domination O!f
man over woman should be sought not in biological or psychological factors but in social factors, not in the Holy Writ
but in the history of civilization.
At the dawn 0<f human society, when man had just begun
to take his first steps, woman was a respected being, an
active member of the social fabric. The legends Df the proud
amazons perhaps are an echo of this distant epoch in which
women's .work and thinking were held by the society in just
as high regard as man's, if not more. This was the epoch of
what was called the order of matriarchy, a stage all the
peoples of the world have gone through.
Then, after human society, was divided into classes, one

Side by side with men
The three K's (Kinder - children, Kirche - church, and
Kiiche - kitchen) are the three limitE; the German bourgeoisie
had set to the life of woman. Suc;h limits to the free development of the personalit1y of woman exist in all capitalist countries and make her the slave of the home.
The lot of the Allbanian woman before Liberation differed
from that of the WO:n:'.lan of many other countries Dnly in it
that it was even worse. Her existence was made even gloomier
by the combined effects of patriarchal domination, the feudal
yDke ,and capitalist exploitation to which the disastrous consequences of five centuries of Ott·oman rule were added.
Women wer.e deprived of the right of expressiion, they
had no say in- family matters and even less in social affairs.
They lived seduded within the walls of their homes and, in
the regions when~ they worked, they came Dut only to serve
as b€asts of burden. Women and girls were not consulted
even over questions they were mo;!l:.t concerned about, such as '
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finds everywhere the woman fettered, oppressi=d and exploited,
relegated to a secondary role in the affairs of society as well
as family. << ••• Whether at the epoch of the . Gif'eek civilization,» says Comrade :E)nver Hoxha, «Or the Roman dvHization,
in the Middle Ages or in the time of the Renaissance, or even
in modei:n times, in the refined contemporary bourgeois
civilization, woman is the most enslaved and oppresS€d of
human creatures, the most exploited and humiliated in all
ways.» It is clear that the social factor, the emergence of
private ownership, is the basis on which woman's ienslavement by man lt'ests. «The aibolition of maternal right,» Engels
pointed out, «Was the greatest defeat orf the female sex in
history. Man took the reins of power in his hands, and woman
lost her respected position even in her own home, to become
a servant, a slave of the whims of her husband, a simple
means of reproduction. This humiliating position of woman,
whlich appears in all its nakedness especially with the Greeks
of the heroic epoch and, even more markedly, of the classic
epoch, has been aft,erwards embellished with fine word~ and
if, at places, it appears in more softened form, it is not less
real.»
The struggle for the emancipation of woman in Albania
commenced, as early as the first years of the National Liberatli.on War, when women took to arms and, side by side with
their brothers and husbands, fought for the liberation of the
country and their own emancipation. The liberation cf the
country opened boundless perspectives to the Albanian women
in all f,ields of life. It enabled them to profit from all material
and •cultural values and enjoy, the same as men, all. the rights
and liberties -of the citlizens of a socialist state. ·
After LiberatiOn, the people's --state power abrogated the
old laws· which sanctioned the discrimination against wom:in.
In the new legislation, woman 'is proclaimed the equal of
man: she enjoys the same rights in all fields ~ pol!itical,
ec-onomic, social, cultural, etc.
But, as Lenin has pointed out more than once, «equality
before the law does not yet mean equality in life». In order
to achieve equality in life, for the emaneipati<m of woman
to be carried -out in the conditions of the dictatorship of the
proletariat, two conditions must be met: elimination, on the
one hand, of private property and capitalist expl-Oitation and,
on the other, participation of woman in production. The attainment of these objectives, under the people's state power
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represents the greatest victory achieved by woman on the road
~o her emancipatio~. With the suppression of private property,
l~ wa~ made ~ff.ectively possible for woman to enjoy all the
hberh~s and nghts prod.aimed and legaHy guaranteed by the
peo~le s state power, which brought about a new conception of
family, unknown to the bourgeoisie, a union founded on
the purest sentiments and, at the same time, a relationship
of complete freedom between husband and wife and between
parents and children.
Abolition of private property and establishment of social
ownership of the means of production, with the new conditions
they. crea~ed, favoured a large participation of women in product10n, mdeed, made it absolutely necessary. As a result,
the number of women has increased in all the branches of the
economy without exception. In 1!}80 they accounted for 46 per
c.ent of the total of wonkers as against 4 per cent in 1938. In
~980, 45 per cent of the working class were women and girls;
m the sector of agriculture they made up 52 per cent of the
members of agricultural cooperatives.
Exercising their right to work, the Albanian women take
an active part in the creation of material ·and cultur.al values
in all sectors of the life of the country. They also work in
those branches of the economy which until then wer·e considered as r-es€rv-e~ only to men. Through the apphcation of
advanced technology in several production processes, manual
work has heen reduced considera'bly and the number of women
emplo,yed in the sectors of mechaniz·ed production and construct10n ha~ .greatly increased. Likewise, in the countryside,
wom2n participate not only in all farming activities, but also
in ~he mechanized sectors. This shows a radical transformation
in the consciousness of women, their awarenes~ ·of the great
political importance of their partioipation in work. In the
assignment to various jobs only one distinction is made between men and women: when a job may impair the health
· of woman as a mother. The Albanian woman has exposed the
r:iyth of woman's incapacity of participating in social production, Many women today have become brilliant examples of
work. The right to work1in all sectDrs has enabled woman to
occupy a position equal to man's in the economic, political
and social life of the countr~y. The socialiist construction is
a great school which sanctions the equality of the Albanian
woman and caus·es men to see in them their close comrades
and collaborators. Side by side with their menfolk
.
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banian women build factories, plants, new villages and towns,
contribute to the advancement of production, science, technology and culture, thereby occupying the place belonging to
them in the society.
The participation of women in social work has gone hand
in hand with the raising of their level of education. In the
first years following the liberation of the country, their level
of education and profossional skill was very low. About 94
per cent of them were illiterate and most of them had no skill
or profession.
Today 52 per cent of pupils .and 50 per cent of students
are of the female sex.
Thanks to these successes, women have become a great
force in the political life of the country. Today women make
up about 30 per cent of the party membership, and 33 to 46
per cent of tlhose e'lected to the People's Assemlbly, the people's ·
councils, the Supreme Court and the mass organizations.
Along with the constantly •increasing mass character of
the participation of. women in the political _life of the country
· one notiees, especially in the recent years, increasingly more
women in posts of responsabiliity in various sectors of education and culture. Reactionary concepts about the <<natural incapacity of womarl», her «inferiority .. have been smashed
everywhere today and public opinion is accustomed to consider
not only the participation of women in the political and social life, but also their leading work in important sectors,
as in the order of things.
·
With the creation of conditi.ons of equality between
husband and wife :in the family a great step forward was
taken for the emancipation of the Albanian woman. The right
to have their say on family matters has marked for thousands
of women a major transformation of their condition and
played an important political role by preparing them to avail
themselves of their rights and assume their responsibilities
as conscious socialist citizens, fullly and actively participating
in social life.
The }aw on marriage and divorce, the Family Code were
issued in the fi['st years of the people's ipower. AU. bou,rgeois
laws which curtaHed. the rights of women were declared null
and void.
By virtue of the new, socialist law woman enjoys equal
rights with man in regard to family property, she can freely
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choose her profession and her residence; the union of the
consorts rests entirely on mutual understanding.
The two consorts exercise equal parental rights.
Ci;yil marriage is the only recognized by law.
Finally, we must add that the Introduction to the Constitution of the PSR of Albania reads that «In the unceasing
process qf the revolution, the Alb'.lnian woman ~on equa~ity
in all fields, became a great social force and is advancing
towards her complete emancipation.» On the other hand,
Article 41 of the Constitution stresses:
«The worn.an enjoys equal rights with man in work, pay,
holidays, social security, education, in all social-political activity, as well as in the family.»
.
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Chapter four
THE CLASS COMPOSITION OF SOCIETY

Prior to Liberation the Abanian societ'y offered a picture ·
full of contrasts deriving from social inequality. On the one
hand, a handful of .rich and all-powerful people led a life of
luxury, on the other the majority of the population lived in
poverty, deprived of the most elementary rights and condemned to work for the rich all their life. At that time, the
ruling classes consisted of the feudal landowners and the bourgeoisie of town and country. The peasantry represented the
most numerous class; the working class was still young and
small in numbers.
After Liberation, private ownership of the me.ans of production, the main base of the division of the society into antagonistic class.es, was abolished and, along with it, the exploiting classes were also liquidated. As a result; in the ·People's Socialist Republic of Albania a society without exploiters
and exploited was founded.
The Albanian socialist society is composed of two classes
of working people - the workers and the peasants, as well as
the stratum of th'e people's intelligentsia issued mainly from
these two classes.

The working class
In the achievement of the strategic tasks of the \Socialist
revolution in A1bania, at all the stages of its development, the
working class has affirmed itself as the essential motor force
of the revolution, the Class which sets the tone ta the whole
life of the country.

'l'RE CLA$$ COMPOSITION OF SOCIETY

The Albanian working class, led by the Party of Labour
of Albania has tempered itself in revolutionary battles:. In
a highly ~ilitant spirit, although still small in nu:nbers; it
engaged in the National Liberation War and, after Liberati<m,
in the struggle for the development of the revolution and
the construction of socialism. In the process of these battles,
it has radically transformed the country, built the economic
base of socialism liquidated the exploit'ing classes and the
exploitation of m~n by man. It has transformed its~lf in the
process, has not only in~~eased in nu~ber b.ut also and abo:ve
all tempered itself politically and ideologically, fo~ed 1ts
class consciousness and enhanced its role as the leadmg class
of the socialist society.
After Liberation the Albanian working class has ceased
to exist as a class d~prived of the µieans of production, selling its ilabo~ and ,explo~teq by the capitalis;s. It ~as been
transformed mto an entirely new class, which wields the
means of prnduction jointly with the entire people .a:r:d which
now is liberated of all exploitation. It has socialist state
property as its economic base. It is the vanguard class of
the society, the leading force of the development of the
latter. Hence it is to it that the leadership of the state
in Albania appertains. In allianoe wi.t~ the wo~king peasantry, it plays an essential and decisive role m the socialist transformation of the country~ in the ceaseless development of our socialist revolution.
In the present stage of the work for the complete coi;istruction of 1Jhe socialist society, when essential tasks rema.m
to be carried out, such as perfecting of the dictatorship of
the proletariat, complete construction of the materi<:l and technical base .of socialism, elimination of all the ble:rrnshes of the
feudal and bourgeois society, and strengthening of the socialist society, and of communist morality for the formation ?f
the new man of the socialist society, the working class, 'in
alliance with tlhe cooperativist peasantry, plays a leading role,
it is the pillar of the dictatorship of the proletariat.
· The growth iand development of the working class in the
years of the people's state power, represents a great viotory of
historic importanoe._ From the exploited .and: oppressed c~ass
comprising hardly 15,000 .workers, most of .them appr~ntices
and eraftsmen in the artisan and commercial sector, it was
in the past, it !has ince.'>santly increased and numb~rs some
hundreds of thousands in its ranks today. The workmg olass
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has grown in number, which has p~ofoundly modified the
social structure of the whole populatJ.On.
.
The working class has been transformed . botih ~ua:itita
tively and qualitatively. Today the overwhelmmg ma]ority of
workers are €ducated, cultivated and politically tempered.
They have become specialists in advanaed .technolog~. At
present the dominant figure. among th~ workmg class is the
worker with at least a medrnm educatwn.
Through a comprehensive system of schools and courses,
·. the state is coping with the task of forming cadres of working
class extraction. Dozens of thousands of workers tod<:y ~ttend
diverse categoriies of evening schools and higher mstituties
destined for working people. Dozens of thousands of workers
have improved or are improving their teohnical ai;id pro~es
sional skills in qualification courses. A system of .ideologi.cal
Marxist-<Lieninist education of the working class is workmg.
for some years now. A vast network of cultural institut~ons,
cluoo, cinemas, libraries, etc has also been created to widen
the cultural horizon of workers.
The raising of the level of education and technical and
professional skills ihas stimulated the creative thinking of the
working class. As a res-ult, hundreds of thousands of propo~a1s
have, especially in the recient years, been. made by. the working
class for the rationalization of production, the improvement
of the socialist organization of work, the construction ~-f machinery and equipment, the mechanization of mor~ t01lsome
opierations, the production of new articles, the setting up of
n€W production lines and workshops tihrough a m~re rat10nal
exploitation of the internal nesources .. of enterpr~ses, all of
which is aimed to prevent an excessive burdenmg of thie
state budget, to strengthen the savings regime, ietc. Thanks
to the persistent work of thie working class, :nost of these
proposals have been applied and broug~t the national iecoi:omy
considerable profit. The movement of mnovators and rationalizers, wihich today compllises dozer;is ?f thousam.ds of work~rs
and spiecialists, has become a very important factor, which
has allowed to cut down on imports and increase exl?orts, to
'find appropriate solutions to many problems cDncermng .Pr:°duction, the management of the economy and the socialist
organization of work.
.
The numerical increase of the working class, the developm~nt of its political activity and the upflit of its cultural
and technical level have .strengthened the dictatorsihip of the
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proletariat'. c?nsoli?ated the lieading role of the working class,
the monolithic alliance of the working class with the p€asantry.
·
· ·
The working class of Albania is the main force for the
dev·elop.ment. and deepen1ng of the ideological and cultural·
revol~t10n; :t. has wag~d t!he da:ss struggle in the correct,
Marxist-Lenmist road, aimed, above all, against manifestations
of b.ureaucracy for ?eepeniing the line of the masses and promotmg the revolutionary <Class education of working people.
In the class struggle waged against all manifesta'tions Df a·
conservative or liiberal character, against the influence of
bourge.ois aind rev.isionist ideologies, our working class has
stood m the forefro~t of tll'is struggle, leads it and, by its ·
example, by encouragmg an~ inspiring the other working people_ of town and countryside, makes a major contribution
to it.
In the '1P\?R of Alban~a,. the working class, the champion
of tlh~ great ideals of social.ism and communism is the more
revolut~onary and more .prDgressive part of the 'society. It is
the i:nam force, the· backboine of the dictatorship of the proletariat.
The be~t representatives of the working cl.ass are elected
to the lead_mg. organs ~f the Party, of the state power and
mass ·ocgamw.t10ns. Many managers and executives have come
from the ranks of the working class. The ·cadres of the Albam.:ia.n People's Army are in their great majority sons of the
working class. Wo~ker~ coming directly from production are
more and more bemg mtegrated into the organs of the state
the economy, education; culture, etc.
'
. . !he workin~ class ha~· its say on all major ideological,
politic~l, eCDnomic ~nd social problems. It leads broad political
campaigns ~or elect~ng the organs of the people's state power,
puts forth 1ts candidatures, and gives its vote for its finest
sons and da~ghters. The directives of five-year plans are
al:vay~ submitted to broad discussio11 by the working class.
With }ts J?ropo.sals and suggestions, it takes a direct part in
the plarnnmg of the national economy.
The !ofty mi~io~ devolving on the working class in t!he
~onst~uct;on o.f socialism .and communism and the roloe it plays
m this field Jmr:ose on 1t the duty o.f exercising its control
ove"!' all the. penod of the dictatorship ·of the proletariat, a
P.erwd of ceasel~ss development of the class struggle in aU
fields, on a national and international scale.
11 - 117 A
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Control by the working class
The control exercised by the working class is inseparalble
from its leading ro[e and the role of its Party in the entire
life of the country. Immediately following the establislhment
of the people's state power, when it was still small in number
and had not yet attained the ideological and political level it has
today, the working class exercised its control and its leading
·functions mainly through its Party and state, which, in the
final analysis, boilied down to a control by the working class
itself as this control was exercised on its behalf and in its
inter~st. But at the same time the working class also exercised
in various forms its direct ·control, which it has constantly
strengthened and improved.
Worker control has de·veloped and strengthened in the
course of the successive stages of the socialist development
of the country. In the present conditions it is going through
a new development and rising to a ihigher level.
Direct control by the working ·class is a conscious activity
of the latter, a form of its participation in the solution of
problems of socialist construction, a vivid manifestation of
. ·proletarian democracy in action, a weapon of the struggle
against bureaucracy and! bourgeois and petty-bourgeois leftovers in the consciousne~s of people. It is a movement in
which the ideological influence of the working class makes
itself felt on the other strata of the working people, as well
as- a very effective form of education of the workers themselves in the class spirit.
Control by the working class is a perm.anent met!hod
whereby the working class carries out its leading role in the
system of the dictatorship of the proletariat over the period
of construction of social'ism and communism, and this _control
will continue as long as mainifestatiorus of bureaucracy and
ideologies alien to sociaJ:ism continue to exist. The main tar,gets of the struggle of th€ working class are bureaucracy and
differ.ent left-overs of the old ideology in the iconsciousness of
people. Worker control is one of the surest means wielded
by the working class to keep tlhe dictatorship of the proletariat
in its hands and to ensure the carrying out of the line and ·
program of its party. It is not a simpl€ process of ~~ontrol>>
but a component of the revolutionary ideology anti practice, a
process of struggle for the a!Pplication of the line of the Party.
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The struggle against bur-eaucracy, against conc-eptions and
actions alien and hostile to socialism, opposed · to th€ vital
interel'lts of the masses and s:ocia'lism and weakening, no matter how sl:ightly, the dictatorship of tihe proletariat, impose
on th€ working class the duty of exercising its control.
The revolutionization of the whole life of the country, as
Comrade Enver Hoxha has said, cannot be carried out without
the inc-essant enhancement of the leading role of tile working
class, without its control being establish€d and deepened
und€r all circumstances, everywhere and on everybody and
everything. This is a sure guarantee for the successful and
ceaseless development of the socialist revolution to bar the.
road to all possibilitly of revisionist and bourgeois degeneration. Here, direct control by the working class is an objective
necessity.
The working class exercises its control in three main
forms: from above - in th€ form of contr<Yl by th€ 1Party and
~he state; from below in the form of direct control by the
working elass on the activity of administratioin, and parallel in the form of mutual control, as practised by the workers
and oth€r working peopl€. These three forms serve the same
aim. That is why they are not only in perfect unity between
them, but also .iJntertwined, relying .on and completing each
other.
State control, which is exercis€d from above on the activitly of all and everybody, is in its essence control by tile
working class for it is carried ,out 'by the organs of its dictatorship, on its behalf and in its interest. AU underestimation
of this control weakens in fact the dictatorship of the proletariat. Thus the working class ;itself in the PSR of Albania
not only dema:nds that this control be strengthened and perfected, but also th.at it be given an possib1e assistance.
State .control in Albania is riot merely a function incumbent only opon the supervisors and inspectors specialized in
state €conomic and financial control. State eontrol is exercised
by everyl;>ody occupying a post of responsibility in state and
economic organs within t!he limits of his competences, especially by peopl€ electled to these organs by the masses. Everyone
charged with the exel'Cise of state control has also the duty·
to sulbmit its own activity to the control by the working
dass; so he controls but is at the same time controlled by
th'e workrng class, by the working ma.sses, as well as by the
superior state orgpns, or his direct superior.
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Party and state control is, in the final analysis, worker
control, but it can by .ino means replace direct control 1b)r· the
working class. Direct control by the worki;ng class ~~ans
direct participation of workers in i;he solutwn of political,
economic, cultural, sodal and other problems inside and outside the enterprise, in the whole lif.e of the country. By means
of this cvntrol the working dass makes its influence f.elt on
the people's intiellig€ntsia, the cooperativist pe~sa?tr)'.', the
youth, and the administrative apparatus for th~ ellmma~ion of
all the blemish€s of the old society and the 1mplantatmn of
the proletarian ideology and morality. Direct control by the
working class in .all spheres of people's activity is absolute~y
necessary for the preservation of th€ purity of the dictatorship
of the proletariat and its constant strengthening.
Today dii1'1ed control by th€ woriking class has a :nass
character and is multi-form; it has ibeen raised to a new, higher
degree .. It has b€€n transformed into a powerful movement
from below aimed at discovering ways and me.ans for 1fu.e
working class to exercis€ its. s111pervision. directly and everywhere, on everybody and everything. Worker control is on
constant as·cent and being trans.formed from a narrow control
through groups and commissions into a larger and mar~ massive control, going over from petty problems to more im~r
tant problems, from action within the enterprise to act10n
outside it, from the practice of simple campaigns to a more
systematic activity, from ithe mere establishment of facts to
more active action for resolving problems, trom a control
circumscribed within offices to pUiblic confrontations and
debate, from an action organized and inspired from ::ibove to
an action carried out on the initiative of the working class
itsel:f.
Worker control is exer·eised in the first place within each
enterprise, on am its activity, from that of t!he director to
that of the less skill€d worker. The workers work out the
plan of production, control its execution, promote th~ uninterrupted revolutionization of production. At trade-wuon m~et
ings the dir€ctor of the enterprise rendens account fr:>m time
to tim~ .before the workers on various problems which have
to be s·oilved for ·work to ma'ke progress. At the enterprise,
the worker, is not a mere pair of hands, he is above all a
political man interested in t!he success of work, and not only
in questions of an economic order, but in all political, ideological, cultural and social problems; ihe is not interested in
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trifles, but in the furidamerntal problems of work; he does not
confine himself to detecting shortcomings and failures, but
:se€s to it that everything is remedied on time.
On the other hand, the working class does not limit its
activity within the walls of the enterprise. It does not consider
its role of. leadership and c0'11tro1 as limited to problems of
production, w!hich would mean sliding into economism, but
extends "its operation to all spheres of- activity, giving priority
to politics. It sees, to it that works goes on well everywhere,
that its spirit prevails everywhere, that the whoh~ life of the
country· is pervaded by the Ma.rxist-Leninist ideology, the
ideology of its Party; This is best achieved through the largescale participation of tfue workers in the activity of state
organs, political, social and cultural organizations, through
their active participation in broad popular discussions, conferences, consultations, meetings, scientific sessions, literary
and artistic conventions, inquires, etc.
Thanks to its experience, the working class iends an important, effective and concrete support to the peasantry for
the organization of control from below. Hence, as th€ class
in power, it ex ercises its control on the countryside, too. This
control is a means of socialist education of the ·caoperativist
peasantry, serving to strengthen the alliance of. the working
class with the working pea.siantry, to redurn~ tfue ess1entia1
distinctions between th€ city and the countryside, to consolidate coop€rativist democracy even more. This control is
exercised in a spirit of oomradeship and with the broad participation of the mass of cooperativists. Practice has produced
111any forms of direct action and control by the working
class in the countryside. Let us mention, among others, the
contribution of the workers w!ho halve their families or live
themsel-ires in the countryside, the cooperation between work
and production centres, o.n the one. hand, .and agricultural
cooperatives, on the other, the s·ending of workers and cadres
to the ·countryside for a certain time, various mass actions
·and campaigns, etc.
The working class plays an .equally maJjor role in the
field of education and culture. Wrn:-ker control in this sector
assumes great -importance for the education of the people's
inteUigentsia, for tlhe struggle against manif.estations of intel1'ectualism, technocratism, place-seeking and mean ambition,·
which are alien to the spirit of socialism, so that its creative
activity and work be pervaded by the ideology of the working
1
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class, the line of the !Party. But th'is ·control also serves to
make tihe cadres and the intelligentsia even more aware of the
fact t_hat it is t~ working class 11hat is ii11 power in Albania,
that is the le~dmg force in the system of the dictatorship
of the proletanat, to make them even more conscious of their
role a:id. place in the service of the· working class, of the c'ause
of socialism and the revolution. .
Direct control by the working ~lass becomes tihe more
effective by the fact that the latter is becoming ever better
awan::e that the strength€i11ing of the dictatorship of the proletariat, the construction of socialism and communism the
elimination of the danger of the iemergence of revisi~nism
and restorr~tion of ;apitalism depend, in the final analysis,
on the leadmg role it plays in tihe society.
One of the features of worker control is that 'it knows
no 1i.m~ts and i:s 1ex1ercised over ev1erybody and everything,
that it is th€1Pefore very comprehensive. All without exception
- cadres, organs, 00uncils, administrrations commissions or
workers, are subject to direct control by the working ~lass
because nobody, whether a leading cadre, civil servant en.gineer, technician) squad leader, teacher, airtist, worker, 'communist, or other, is immune against bourgeois (Jr petty-bour-'geois [eft-overs. So the idea that worker .control is exercised
over everybody by tihe working clqss as a Whole and not by
some of its membe1rs alone, even over the workers themselves
and that it proceeds from the ideology of the working class'.
from its vital interests, is best expressed.
AH these forms of acti:on illustrate the great and decisive vanguard role played by the working class in Albania.
Conscious of its historic mission, the working class tries to
raise its level of political and ideological formation eyer higher,
to assimilate Marxism-Leninism, the decisions of the Party
and the teachings of Comrade 1Enver Hoxha ever better, to
.. imbue itself with the class ideology ever more deeply, to raise
its rev:olutionary vigour and boldness .. «Our wm:-king class, ..
says Comrade Enver Hoxha, «is in command and it has all
the means and all the possibilities to build a classless society,
to build socialism and communiSIITl. But to be able to carry
out these tasks, it must first temper itself, and then temper
the masses according to its example.>>

·

The cOoperativist peasantry

.
Be~or~ Liberation the peasantry made up the overwhelrnmg maJonty of the Albanian population. Certainly, it was
bac~v:ard cult_ural!y but it preserved valuabl,e revolutionary
tradit10ns,,, which it had created during its ceaseless stTuggle
for freedom and 1and, against the oppression and exploitation
by .the _feudal landlords, the merchants, the money-lenders,
durmg its struggle against the former anti-popular regimes
and, above all, the foreign oppressors. Hence, it became
an essential source and t'he armed force of tihe National
Liberation War, t_he surest support of the working cliass
and. t~e Commumst Party of Albania, displaying a lofty
12atnot:sm and herois_m in the course of the struggle for
~iheration. Only the nch peasantry and the village notables,
m the hope of preserving their privileges, linked themselves
with t:he traitor organizations of the bourgeoisie and landlords
and the foreign invaders, becoming their main support in
the countryside.
.
·
After Liberatitm, the peasantry, which until then had
been a, cl~ss .o~ dispersed small producers based on private
property, md1vidual labour and primitive means of work,
a class exploited by the beys, aghas, kulaks, merchants and
money-lenders, transformed itself into an entirely new class.
The peasantry in Albania is free of exploitation, its work. and
resources res•t on cooperativist social property, collective
labour iand advanced means of work. In close alliance·
with the working class and under its leadership, the working
peasantry · takes an activ•e part in the·. governdng of the
socialist state.
·
The establishment of the people's state power in Albania
htas put· an end to the exploi-t;ation of the countryside by.
the town, to the sikinning of the peasantry iby the exploiting
classes. The town,·· once the centre of exploitation of the
peasantry, ihas 'become today a cent<re of economic, political
and cultural assistance for· tihe countryside. The powerful .
ass'istance the town has given the peasantry to liquidate
the beys, aghas and kulaks, as well as the tractors and
other farming machines it :has systematically ·equipped the
agricultural cooperatives with, have strengthened the alliance
of the peasantry with the working class, its friendship with
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Thanks to the socialist town, the countryside has been
provided with new and powerful 11Tiearis. The liniks of industry
with agriculture are iheing strengthened from day to day.
There is no trace of tihe formeg: mistrust, indeed hostility the
countryside nurtured against the town. The interests of the
workers. and peasants converge on one common goal ----'- the
strengthening of the sociialist regime and the construction of
socialism.
The new working conditions created in agdcultural cooperatives, which are big socialist enterprises, have brought
about radioal transformations in the countryside. The darkness
and ignorance which reigned in the villages in the past were
dispelled' for good. Today all the peasant youth have at least
an eight-:year education, with all young peasants having
finished in.idd1e or higher schools.
The completion of collectivization as well as the uninterrupted development and strengthening of the cooperativist
sys.tern have created new social and material conditions which
have, in turn, brought about the trnnsformation: -of the consciousness of the peasantry. The feeling of collective property
and labour, that is the spirit of socialist collectivity, has
· germinated and g•mwn strong. The peasant, who formerly
pinned his hopes on his individual property and work, now
sees his future only in collective property and work. If at the
moment of the setting up of the cooperative the peasant tried
to retain as much land as possible in his individual possession,
subsequently lhe reduced his indiv,idual plot to the minimum;
in. the ftlltute, when he is fU!lly convince'.d that common property
is capable od' meeting all his needs, he will give it up altogether of his own, free will. If, even yesterday, it dedicated
a good part of his attention and effort. to his own individual
plot, today he devotes himself entirely to common property.
The same process took place in regard to the livestock raised
by· the cooperativists in their individual stables. The d'eeling
of socialist collectivity is more and more pervading the consciousness of the cooperativists according to the principle «All
for one, one for all». The revolutionary movement of the
cooperativists of the plains to assist their fellow cooperativists
in the remote mountain regions with cadres and materials,
as well as the voluntary exchange od' workers for several
months between the cooperatives of the North and those
of the South, were best evidence of this moral evolution. The
formation of new concepts is reflected in several fields of
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the everyday life and activity of the cooperativists, such
as education, culture, health service, way . of life, social
problems, communal services, etc. The collectivization of
agriculture has created large possibilit.ies for the participation
of woman in social production and paved the road for her
economic and oocial emancipation in society and family.
In this way, an uninterrupted r~volution goes ·on in the
consciousness o:f the Albanian peasants.
On the basis of the successes achieved, new tasks are
posed: that of the ever deeper revolutionization of production
and education, with the aim of reducing and then liquidating
· altogether the essential distinctions between the town and the
countryside, between industry and agriculture, between the
working class and the peasantry, as well as inequalities in
the development of the cooperatives of the plains and thos,e
of the mountains; that of deepening the ideological and cultural revolution by promoting · revoluti·onary mov-ements,
developing internal democracy and implementing the line
of the masses, stepping up the struggle against 'backward
customs; religious beliefs, ·conservatism, bureaucracy, etc,
and stepping up ·th¢ process of socialization of the domestic
economy.
The completion of electrification in 1971, which is accompained with the spread of the radio and tel>evision to the
remotest villages, as well as the utilization of electric appliances in the process of production and in the domestic economy,
the further revolutionization of the school, the extension of
the road and telephone network to the remotest villages, etc.
have given a vigorous impulse to the improvement of the
material and socio-cultural lifo in the socialist countryside.
It is characteristic of the present situation in Albania that
·both the ·peasants of the plains and those of the mountains,
those who were the first to join the cooperatives and those
who did it later, are marching side by side on the same road.
Here must'be stressed the great advance made in this direction by the cooperatives of the remote mountain areas, where
the fight against the feeling . of :private property and the
liquidation of the economic and socio-cultural backwardness
are relatively more rapid than in the other areas. This is
explained by tlhe fact that collectivization in these areas has
been realized in particular, and far more favourable, conditions.
Thus the activity of t'he people's power, the assistance of
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the town and the working class, the setting up of large socialist farms are constantly changing the face of our countryside
and the mentality of the cooperativist peasantry.

The unbreakable alliance of the working
class with the peasantry
The alliance of the working class with the peasantry is
a particular form of collaboration between the working clas-s
and the ipeasantry, uµder the leadership of the wmking class,
an alliance forged in the National Liberation V:Tar and ~he
struggle for social emancipation and the construct~cm of soci~l
ism and communism in Albania. It is' the foundatwn on which
the people's state power rests.
·
The alliance of the working class with the peasantry
is the supreme principle of the dictatorship of the proletariat.
The fundamental interests of. the working class coincide fully
with those of the peasantry - both the one and the other
are interested in the disappearance of exploitation and the
construction of the socialist soci<ety. This is the foundation of
their alliance.
·The leading role in this alliance belongs to t-P.e working
class. The working class, with its iparty and its. ideol~gy? is
in a position to lead the whole life of ~he count~y,. is .Just
as interested as the peasantry in reducmg the distmctions
between the town and the countryside, in establishing socialist
relations in the countryside and perfecting them further,
strengthening even more the fraternal friendship uniting these
two classes.
The establishment of a correct relationship between the ·
respective roles of the working class and the labouring peasantry is a questiori of fundamental irrrnportance for the
triumph of the revolution and socialism.
Tihe measures taken by the people's ipower for the
development of the countryside have brought the -peasantry
to -consider the dictatorship of the proletariat its own state
power, because it is the first state power whi~h has fulf~lled
its aspirations and centuries-old dreams, which ~as given
it the land and liberty, has pulled it out of .misery. and
backwardness and guaranteed its rapid progress m· all fields,
on the ro~d to socialism.
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To the aid given by the working cl4ss and to its concern
for the overall development of the countryside, the cooperativist peasantry has responded by mobilizing itself ever better
at work and constantl'y increasing agricultural and livestock
yields, thus ever ibetter fulfilling the needs of the workers
and industry for these products.
This has had its effect on the ever increasing strengthening of the alliance of the peasantry with the working class
and the establishment of a powerful militant unity and a
community of interests between them. The total collectivization of agricuHure and the great work done for the strengthening of cooperatives, for the rapid development of agriculture
and the countryside in general, under the slogan «Agriculture
is the concern of all», have given a new content to the
relations between the town and the countryside and raised
these relations to a higher degree. In these circumstances,
more favourable conditions have been cr·eated for the work~
ing class to give larger and more all-round assistance to
the countryside. The working class, not only through its state,
but also directly, as the leading d::i.ss, is actively contributing to . the solution of problems of a political, ideological,
economic and cultural order, proper of the socialist system
and regarding the countryside. ·
The movement to assist the countrysid~ has taken many ·
forms. One of them is that of the workers going voluntarily
to the remotest mountain regions in order to work and live
there with the peasants. With their example and their attitude
towards work they implant the proletarian ideology among
the peasants, combat petty-bourgeois, feudal, religious, and
patriarchal concepts, thus introducing a new style of work and
a new way of life into these relatively backward areas.
The strengthening of agricultural cooperatives, the expansion of their production, the social and cultural development
of the countryside, thre massive introduction of elements of
the urban way of life, like electric light, cinematography,
hearths of culture, shops, public services, small workshops,
etc. into tlle ruraD. areas have greatly increased the need for
specialists in the countryside. In this direction too, the class
solidarity of the working class with t'he peasantry and its
assistance to the peasantry are very significant. Man'y cooperativists have been welcome gu-ests to thousands of workers
of the town, where they have stayed two or three months
to learn· the skills of electricians, tailors, turners, joiners, etc.
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The actions of the working class to come to the assistance
of agri~ultural. cooperatives dur!ng major seasonal campaigns
have, m particular, a marked mass character. Dozens ·of
: thous~nds of . town_ workers go to agricultural cooperatives
. and, side by side with the cooperativists, wo~k in the fields :e:e:pin~, threshing, as. well as opening up 'new land, bui'lding
irngat10n systems, etc: while their comrades who have
remained in the factories or offices, charge themselves to
complete their tasks.
The sicorpe of activity of the working class in the countryside is. ver~ b~D;<ld. f:. broad ideological struggle is waged
there agamst mdividuahsm to strengthen collective property.
to create a socialist revolutionary attitude towards work. An
active s1Jruggle is also waged against left-overs of vain beliefs
and backward customs to inculcate and consolidate the Marxist-L€ninist world outlook, to bring about the adoption of new
· sociali~t h~'bits conforming to. our. time, to ensure· the complete
emancipat10n of woman, etc. Going to the countryside, the
workers take an. active part in the ide9logical struggle. through
the revolutionary example, vigour, initiativ·e, spirit, and heroism of their class and its lofty moral qua'lities.
,
._,.
Al~ these forms of action have still rriore 'strengthened
the alliance ·of the working class .with the cooperativist pea-·
santry, thus consolidating the political base of the people's
sta,te power.
~he a1l~ance of the working class with the peasantry is
sanctioned m the new Constitution of the PSR of Albania.
The introduction to this Cons·titution reads: <<In socialist Albania, ~he working class is the leading class of the state and
t~e society. New rela~ions of mutual assistance and cooperation hav€ been established between the two friendly classes
of our society - the working class and the cooperativist peasantry, as well as the stratum of the people's intelligentsia.»
Article 2 of the Constitution reads:
«The People's Socialist Republic of Alb~nia is a state of
the dictatorship of the proletariat, which expresses and defends th~ int€rests of all the working people.
«The People's Sociali;st RepUJblic of M:bania is based on
the unity of the people round the Party of Labour of Albania
a~d it has ·as its ~oi.:ndation the alliance of the working class
with the cooperativist peasantry under the leadership of the
working class.»

The people's· intelligentsia

I

l

The intelligentsia in Al'bania does not constitute a clCl\'>S
apart. In fa.ct, most of it is derived directly from the working
class and the labouring peasantry and does not occ~py a
place apart in social production. Before Lib€ration, moot of
the few existing intellectuals were in the service of the
ruling classes to help them enrich themselves and strengthen
their hold over the state. · And this could not be otherwise,
as the overwhelming majority of the intellectuals came from
the ruling dasses of the country.
.
The people's revolution divided the intelligentsia into
two camps: a number of intellectuals lined themselves up
with the foreign occupiers and the local traitors, but their
overwhelming majority joined the working people in their
difficult struggle for the liberation of the country, and then
for the construction of socialism.
However, this part of the former intelligentsia which
chose the road of ,the revolution was very small numerically.
For the tasks of the !building of the country fu b€ carried out,
a new people's intelligentsia, an army of scientists, engineers,
chemists, teachers, writers, artists, etc. had to be created. And
it was precisely this intelligentsia that the working class and
the cooperativist peasantry produced from their ranks; it was
educated b 1y the Party in a revolutionary spirit and it never
ceased to make its contribution to the cause of the construction of the new society.
The revolutionary intelligentsia does not know of exploitation, it serves the working people, the cause of socialism,
and all tne possibilities have been created for it to apply its
knowledge profitably.
The peopl~'s state power_ h:as giv·en primary importance
to the format10n of cadres. In 1939 Albania had only 380
cadres of higher training and about 2,000 cadres of medium
training, of which 1,600 teachers, while today there are 47 500
cadres of higher an!il. 131,500 cadr·es of medium and professi~nal
training, and higher training come out of the Albanian universities each year.• Our ipstitutes of higher education train
cadres of different branches, accortling to the needs of the
C()IUntry.
.
The intelligentsia has alwa'ys been the object of high
appreciation in Albania. It play." an important. role ~n the
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successful development of the process of the cDmplete constructiDn of socialist society. Without its participation, this
process cannot be carried forward successfully. Its world Dutlook, its Dhjectiv.es and its interests determine its links with
the wmking class and the laibDuring peasantry.
Still, if the people's intelligentsia is the intelligentsia of
a sDcialist sDciety, it is not immune against the influences
of the bourgeois ideofogy. These influences threaten to engender intellectualist concepts and stands, which may be expressed. in the tendency Df the intellectual tD ,isolate himself from
the masses, to separate theory from practice, from life, from
the problems of the ·construction of socialism, to overlook the
role and experience of the masses, to overestimate the role
. of intellectual work and those who devote themselv·es to it, and
to look down on manual work and those engag·ed in it. Thus
in the 'People's Socialist Republic of Albania, particular attentiDn is devoted to the education and moulding of the people's intelligentsia.
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oppose thems€lves to their interests, turning gradually into
exploiters of the latter, and thereby the socialist relations of
production are turned into relations between exploiters and
exploiited, in other words, into capitalist relatiDns. This is
what is occurring in the revisionist countries today.
A whole number of measures has been taken in ·order
to prevent the bureaucratization Df the intelligentsia. Such
are, amDng others, rotation of cadres from leading posts tD
the base, and from administratiDn to production, and viceversa, promotion of many productfon workers, especiall'y
elements from the working class, to leading organs, lowering
of higher wages and harmonization of the standlard of living
of the cadres .with that of the masses, deepening of the line
of the masses in the distribution of cadres, strengthening of
the Marxist-Leninist idea-political education of the cadres and
the· struggle ag1ainst manifestations of technocratism, ietc.
Meanwhile, the main measure which prevents the cadres from
isolating themselves from the masses, from counter-posing
themselves to them, from transforming themselves from. the
servants of the people, .as they should be, into their rulers,
consists in their direct participation in production work.
In the People's Socialist Republic of Albania, regular
participation, to a determined degree, in direct production
work of all the cadres of the administration, of the state apparatus and organs, the economy, the tParty, and social organizations, of the army, state enterprises and agricultural cooperatives, and the intelligentsia, with the exception of those
ag-ed or impaired 'by their state of health or physically dis'.""
abled, has been raised to a norm of social lifo. When doing
physical work, the brigade or section leader, the engineer· or
director, the accountant or the manager, whoever they may
be, work side b'y side with the workers, and do not distinguish
themselves from them.
A number of important initiatives have been taken in
this direction by the ·cadres and the intelligentsia. They have
met with broad support all over the country and have been
transformed into a powerful revolutionary mass movement.
«These
commendrable
initiatives,»
says
Comrade
Enver Hoxha, «proceed from a high ideological and political
, awareness, becau,s.e those who taike them up and carry them
out merge with the masses, reduce the gap between mental
and manual work ... These. initiatives revolutionize ev·en more
concepts on leading work, establish norms of a profound

In the crucible of work
One of the more important aspects of the socialist relations of production is the establishment of a correct relationship between leaders and mases in all the fields of life and·
activity.
Historical experience and everyda'y practice have clearly
demonstrated that in the Capitalist society the existence of
contradiotions between the working masses, on the one hand,
and the leading cadres, on the other, is inevitalble; but this
contradiction exists in the socialist sodety as well. But while
in the capitalist society this contradiction assumes an antagonistic character, it is a contradiction in the ranks of the
people, for the cadres s·erv€ the interests of the working
masses, and the relationship between cadres and masses is
built on the 'basis of friendly and fraternal collaboration and
not on the basis of exploitation, as in the capitalist society.
I.t must be stressed, however, that even in the socialist order,
if: the contradiction between the cadres and the masses is not
resolved on the correct road, it transforms itself ineluctably
from a non-antagonisitic contradiction in the ranks of the
people into an antagonistic, hostile, irreductible contradiction,
and the oaqres begin to oppose thems.elves to th~ masses, to
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revolutionary Marxist~Leninist content on the~ qu:<:st~ons. · .»
«The cadres must roll up their sleeves anct dirty tneir shoes
in order to see not only from above but also from below the
problems, needs and tasks o:f everybody, in ord:r to shake
off an ;i..eft-overs of bureaucracy, .. all presumpt:~n andh~rh
rogance the malady of commandeering and d'avour:tism, w ic
more often aUect those who, vested with power,. thmk of th~m
S'elves as being the only ones capable of creatmg everything,
as being indispensable for the progress of WO['k.>~
Participation of the leading cadres and all the mtellectu~~
in direct production work ~presents .an 3:8pect .of. our socia
life of high value of principle, of vital importance for the
cause of socialism.
·
.
·k
'Participation of the intelligentsia in pro?u~tion wor
serves the establishment, defence and perfectio:img of genuinely socialist relations in our society, the creation of a cor
rect relationship between leading cadres a:id the broad wor ing masses of the town and the countryside. .
.
. 'Participation of the leadit;tg oadres an~ mtellect~~ls. \~
roduction work represents an important problem of pFmc1p
~lso because it contributes to the strengthening of the moral
and political unity of the people in. the stru~gle for the con:
struction of socialism; it prevents discrepancies be.tween th~o
ry and practice and is a new, concr·ete a.ind effective road or
the 'Progressive reduction of contrasts b~tween manual and
mental labour.

Chapter five

FEATURES OF A NEW ETHIC

There are phenomena which cannot be caiculated or ex"'
pressed in figures." The features of the. new ethic estabHshed
in Albania are precisely among those phenomena .
In the past there were many kinds of ethics - feudal, patriarchal and bou.irgeois, coexisting in the country. Sanctioned
by the religious ideology, they were widespread and had
struck deep roots among the verious strata of the working
people. They engendered retrogressive and reactionary concepts, traditions and customs, conservative and patriarchal
norms of life. Their impact was such that even today, when
the socio-economic base which gave them birth and fostered
them has been overturned, they are still aotive and now and
then make themselves felt in the life of the working masses.
But in spite of all this and at the same time with the creation of a new, socialist world, a new man imbued with a high
revolutionary spirit and ready to accomplish heroic feats. and .
make any sacrifice for the Homeland and socialism, has been
formed. The main characteristics of our new man are his
spirit of collectivity, his socialist patriotism and internationalism, his new attiitude towards work and socialist property.
The creation of the collective spffit is one of the major
achievements of our people's Tevolution.
At a time when in a world based on savag€ competition
and fierce struggle for existence, all means of enrichment are
permissible and the principles j «Homo homini lupus» and
«Everybody for himself» reigrl supreme, the principles prevailing in rt:he socialist order are totally different. Thus in
Alibania the well-being of each 'depends on the well-being of
12 .- 117 A
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all, the interests of all are placed on the same plane, relations
of friendly mutual aid and comradely collaboration are everyday phenomena. In their mutual relations people act according
to the motto «One for all, and all for one.~
·The collective spirit underlies the militant unity of J:'eople
animated by the same ideals and tending to , the same goal.
But the higher the goal the more powerful unity and the
militant spirit become. The goal of the socialist society in
the PSR of Albania is the construction of socialism, and then
communism. This lofty goal unites the Albanians to a man,
makes them invincible.
The strength of man in the People's Socialist Republic
of Albania rests on his links With the collective. Outside the
socialist society there exists no happiness for the individual.
.on November 30, 1967 a powerful earthquake struck the
districts of Dibra and Librazhd. About 3,500 houses were completely destroyed or made uninhabitable, 41 schools and many
social and cultura~ ibuildings were gravely damaged. In total,
5,865 buildings were destroyed or damaged.
But the Party and the Government stood by the side of
the earthquake victims· right at the first moment; the whole
Albanian people responded to the call with the high sentiment
of patriotism .and revolutionary solidarity which always characterizes them. The Party and Government decided that all
the buildings destroyed or damaged by the earthquake would
be rebuilt or repaired before the end of December 1967, that
is in one month, and that all expenditure for this work would
be met by the state. As well as this, the state gave immediate
material aid to the more gravely affected .families. Thousands
of workers and specialists from all the regions of Albania
formed brigades of volunteers and went to the quake-stricken
'regions to give them their fraternal aid. As a result, qifficulties were overcome and the workers of those districts
continued, together with the rest of our people, their struggle
for the building of socialism.
The !leaders .of the Party and the state, Comrades
Enver Hoxha, First Secretary of the Central Committee of the
Party of Labour, Haxhi Lleshi, President of the Presidium
of the People's Assembly, and other leaders of the Party
and- state went to the spot to express their sympathy with
the victims and discuss the measures to be taken by the
organs of the peoples' !Power.
Struggling against the bitter cold and the deep snow, the
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brave and · patriotic population of the Dibra and .Librazhd
regions, supported by thousands of volunteers who had come
from all the corners of the country, worked with heroism and
rebuilt or repaired their homes ahead of the schedule set by
government decision.
·
.
.
If the earthquake wrecked the buildings it' could do
n?thi!1g to :th~ great h~ar~ of our man moulded' by the Party.
Life ·lll sociahs,t ~lbama is such that, like a huge family,
feel each other s Joys and sorrows. The whole of Albania rose
to the assistance of the quake-stricken areas. More than 19,400
people, o~ whom 5,293 specialists, took part in reconstruction
work, domg a total of 388,500 working days. About 3 200 000
bricks, 1,190,000 tiles, 36,000 square metres of tarred c~rd
board, 24,000 square metres of pressed fibre plates, 16,000
square metres ofasbestos-cement plates, 24,000 square metres ·
of plates of compressed wood shavings, 3,500 square metres
·of agglomerat_ed panels, 9,400 square metres of gla~s sheets,
95 torus of nails, 1,530 tons of limestone, 925 tons of cement
thousands of cubic metres of wood, 3,640 window and doo~
fr~mes, 6,070 concrete beams, 800 iron clamps, 65 pre-fabricated houses, 10,000 square metres of plastic sheets as
well as 1,300 vehicles, 42 tractors were dispatched to' the
quake-ravaged ~reas.
T:vo _years lat~r, in April 1969, the same icalamity struck
t~.e districts of F1er, Tepelena, Vlora, Berat, Skrapar and
Permet. There, to<;>, the damage was considerable. Once again,
all rose to the assistance of the earthquake victims. The same
as in November 1967, thousands of volunteers rushed
from all the corners of the country to these districts to work
th€1['e side by side with their brothers and sisters victims of
the disaster, an~ eliminate the consequences of the' earthquake
as soon as posslible. Thousands of others decid€'d of theilr free
will to produce the materials necessary for the reconstruction
o~ the affected areas. The same solidarity and heroism were
displayed after the earthquake which struck a region of the
Saranda district in December 1975..
'1n April 1979 an eight point-strong earthquake struck
the nort~ern distric:ts of the PSR of Albania, resulting in great
loss of life and disastrous material damage. By decisio.n of
the CC of the PLA and the Council of Ministers of the PSR
of A1bania immediate measures were .taken to · eliminate the
consequences of this calamity within November 1 1979.
However, within the space of 5 months 14,522 hous~s and
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economic and socio-cultural objects were repaired; another
2,441 houses and flats as well as 165 economic and socio-cultural objects were built anew; 47 kilometres of power lines
and 44 kilometres of water pipes were reconstructed. A volume
of building work worth 150 million leks was carried out and
all the eatthquake victims - about lOl'>,000 people, moved
into new or repaired houses, with all expenditure being defrayed by the state. The new dwellings were handed over
to the earthquake victims as their personal property. All ~his
great and expensive work was carried out W!ith our own forces
and means, without asking other countries for . help.
In this case, too, the principle of voluntariness, a feature
characteristic of communist work which has by now become
traditional in our socialist Albania, expressed itself with great
force. No sooner had the Party issued lts call than everybody
rose to his feet and rushed to the assistance of the quakeravaged areas, so much so that the Government and the Central Commission for the elimination of the consequences of
the earthquake had to lay down strict norms and rules for
the volunteers who were leaving from all over the country
for the affected areas, otherwise the whole of Albania would
have assembled there. There were ten times more applications
to go to the Shkodra and Lezha districts than it was necessary.
The militant spirit of collectivity does not manifest itself
only in difficult days. It is a permanent phenomenon of
Albanian life. In 1967, the cooperativists of the Myzeqe plain,
who have reached a relatively high level of production,
decided to assist the remote mountain regions by sending to
them a numb& of heifers and sheep and goats. .
The initiative of the cooperativists of the Myzeqe plain
found an immediate response among all the cooperativists of
the country. It spread with lightening speed from the south
. to the north of the country. This is another major patriotic
action which illustrates fue great principle, «One for all and
ail . for one».
For the Al'ban.ian people there are no . ihigher interests
than those of the whole society, ,of the whole people. In
socialist Albania the concept <<my life, my well-being» is more
and more being pushed aside by the concept «Our life, our
well-being». The ceaseless struggle to eliminate discrepancies
in the life of the country is taking a concrete shape in all
fields. Love and true friendship of citizens, close links between
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villages and towns, between the plains and the mountains
between No!I'th and South - these are the rresults achieved
thanks to the steel unity of the Albanian people around their
Parrty.
Another important link in the chain of initiatives which
prove t~.e vitality of the socialist collective spirit are the
mass actions converged on one target which were started on
D~mib~r ~4, 1969. That day 12,000 working people of the
D1bra d1stn~t ~et ~bout work on a long line to dig a 17 kilometre-long irr1gat10n canal. About 42,0_00 cubic metres of
earth wer~ shift_ed and ~h~ canal was completed in 8 hours.
In this acfaon part1c1pated peasants and townspeople,
men and women of all ages and professitms, united by one
common goal: the rapid develOpment of agriculture which
in Albania is the concern of the whole people.
The mass action of the Dibra district served as an
example for the entire country. In hundreds and thousands
the workers of Tirana, Durres, Gjirokastra, Puka, Kukes, Be~
r~t,. Vlora, .of the who~e Albania, followed suit by organizing
s:m1lar a~t:ons: and even on a larger scale, with more massive participat10ns and with tighter schedules. The strength
of hundreds of thousands of joined hands has made itself
fe!t in all the corners of the country, it has criss-crossed it
with canals of dozens of kilometres, has covered it with millions of fruit trees, with terraces whid:1 rise in . tiers on an
the hills of th.e ~lbanian coast. Everyday and every hour the
map of Albama is .changed by the skilflil hands of its people.In many areas of the country winter months are utilized
for intensive work in opening up new land. Large numbers
of workers are engaged in planting fruit trees. The press has
frequent reports about vast areas planted to olives, orange,
pear and apple trees .
Mass act~ons converged on one target, which are intended
to resolve diverse problems of the · economk and cultural
develo~ment of the cou:itry, have spread to all villages and
work sites. The spark kmdled in the Dibra district has been
transformed into a huge revolutionary flame which has set
the enttre country ablaze.
The new. m~n in Alban~a .is being moulded according to
the lofty prmciples of socialist humanism. Humanism, of
cours~, is a ·term V:hich w?S . also used in the past, but in
A1bama true humamsm, socialist humanism was born at the
same time as the Party. It displayed itself' in the course of
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the poctisan struggle, of the war for liberty; and grew stronger and stronger !hand in hand with the g,rowth of the Hepublic, of the new man. And this humanism, as Comrade
Enver Hoxha teaches us, << ••• is becoming a mass phenomenon
wit'h each passing day. The ardent love of man for the working man is the essential charncteristic of our socia[ist. society.
All that is done in our country through common social work
has one noble goal - the defence of the Homeland, of the
liberty of the people, the well-being of man, his happiness and
moral beauty.»
_
,
There are many examples of this humanism. Such is,
among others, the noble action of 40 workers of different
ag.es of the MTS of the Tirana district. Gene Osmani, a boy
of 16 years, worked as an apprentice at the MTS of Tirana.
He had more than half of his· body ,burnt in an accident.
His life was in danger. His comrades were quick to give him
first aid and carry rhim to the hospital. An operation of
plastic surgery was needed. No sooner had his comrades been
informed of it than they came together and decided to donate
patches of their skin to save t)le .boy's life. This was a clear,
typical manifestation of socialist solidarity, of the spirit of
sacrifice and self-denial of the Albanian· man. These senti. ments hav~ not developed by chance. In the struggle for the
s1;[-engthenmg of the Homeland, in the years when ceaseless
difficulties had to be surmounted, the people of our country
have developed an ardent love for one another, for the Homeland and liberty, sentiments w~ch are indivisible components
of communist morality . .These powerful sentiments prompt
our people to lofty examples of socialist humanism at all
times and in all situations.
The lofty humanism of the workers of the MTS of Tirana became a source of inspiration for the working masses
. qf the capital. It was accompanied by acts of the same kind . mass blood donations for the needs of health institutions. The
trade-union organization of the state zootechnical enterprise
was the first to take this initiative. The same readiness was
displayed by hundreds of workers of other enterprises, tn
particular the Ali Kelmendi food-processing combine, the
state :fur-m.alkin:g enterprise, the MTS, the maternity home,
etc. Thus a~ act. of socialist humanism is followed by others,
and from individual persons this humanism spreads and
envelops the large masses. Their aim is to assist their comrades in need, those who want to partictpate, in the struggle

for the 'building o.f the new life. And om people have always
been unsparing with their assistance to their comrades, even
at the cost of their lives. This is what occurred, to mention
only one case, with the eleven heroes of sociaHst [aibour of
Batra. In a ragirng snowstorm they met their death looking
for a lost comrade.
All those are examples which prove that the lofty feeling
of socialist humanism is widespread among the masses of our
people.
The· new man in the .PSB. of Albania places general interest above everything.
.
· This is one of the essential guarantees for the march of
Albania towards socialism and communism.
In the socialist system, there are three kinds of interests:
~eneral interesit, collective or group interest, and personal
interest. In the Albanian society these interests are dialectically inter-connected. General interest comprises both collective
and personal interest and is the basis on which they develop..
Socialism does not negate personal interest, its existence is
an objective phenomenon. But the important is that fulfilment of this interest should not be in opposition to general
interest. In Albania, e~loitation of man iby mari. and,
along with it the basis on which it rests, have been abolished,
and there is no objective reason for personal interest to be
opposed to general interest. So the premises have been created
for a correct harmonization and combination of general interest with individual interest. This is also reflected in an
economic policy which is aimed at a just sharing of social
production, a just distribution and Tedistr'iibution of the national income.
The harmonization of these different kinds of interests
and the resolution of the comradictions opposing them to
each other is always done on the basis of the priority of general interest over collective or personal interest, of the subordination 'of personal interest to general interest. · This iR
a principle emanating from the very nature of socialism and
characterizing the entire life of the country.- Application of
this principle enables a more correct combination of per!'ional
interest with general interest, of immediate interest with longterm interest in order to ensure a constant improvement of
the well-being of the working people.
In the present stage, the Party of Labour of Albania has
stepped up the struggle in this direction, by combining the
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ideological education of the masses with their practical revolutionary activity.
The relationship between these different types of interests
in the socialist order also determines the relationship between
maiterial and moral incentives. Material incentives for the
working people represent a form of action to promote production, to distriibute the objects of consumption accor-ding to
the work done by each and to make the improvement of the
well-being dependent on, the labour of the working people:
At the same time, they are used as an important means for
the education of the masses with a socialist attitude towards
work, for their active mobilization in the construction of the
socialist society.
Incentives · of a new type, moral incentives, als_g appear
in the socialist society. The moral incentive prompts the
woriker-s to toil in the interest of the society, to constantly
develop their rthought, their energies and their creative talent
for the good of the people. In socialist Albania, the workers
and peasants work and produce for themselves, for their own
and their children's happiness, as well as the prosperity of
the entir-e society. So it is their consciousness, first of. all,
that prompts them to fulfil their tasks. That is why moral
incentives occupy first place, go before material incerutives.
Evidence of this are the many examples of heroism ·at
work, the vigorous development of .the movement for inventions and rationalizations, the initiatives of the workers to
renounce· many additional remunerations. Of more than a
hundred forms of material incentives formerly practised, only
a very small number has remained, and this great reduction
is due to the initiative of the workers themselves. At the
same time, it must ibe stressed that, despite this reduction,
inventions and rationalizations have proliferated, which shows
that in our socialist society moral incentives . are stronger ,
than material incentives. ·
The moral incentive is a factor which strengthens the
features of communist morality among the workers, without
which the socialist society cannot advance.
.
The priority given to' moral incentiyes over material
incentives does not exclude the latter. On the contrary, they
are combined with each other. Parallel with moral incentives,
material incentives, ill other words, remunerations according
to quantity and quality of work done, are also perfected. In
the present stage, this perfecting of material incentives is
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intended to link them better with the quality of work, combining them with the raising of the consciousness of the
workers and their socialist attitude towards work.
Every man loves his country. But the man of socialist
Albania has a much larger conception of the Homeland. To
him Albania is not only the country where he and his forefathers have been bo:rn, but also the· land of sooialism, where
the workers have sEien their dreams of free worik, equality
and social justice, realized.
The main feature of socialist patriotism is its active character. The love of country prompts the Albanian people to
prodtuce new creative works, to perform acts of ever higher
patriotism. Patriotism is a source of mass heroism.
With the birth of the Communist Party of Albania the
heroism of the people, which is fostered by their sentiment
of patriotism, has assumed a new character. In this period
one has seen the emergence of a patriotism inspired by neiw
ideals, of a profound social content.
The heroic patriotism of the masses has continued after
Liberation, irt the battles for the reconstruction of the country
and the construction of socialism, Struggling through furious
storms, coping with complicated and difficult situations, under
the leadership of their tested guide, the Party of Labour of
Albania, the Albanian people have displayed a heroism which
has enabled them to score brilliant victories in the course
of the recent decades.
In the struggle for the construction of socialism, the
heroism of the masses has become ever broader and deeper,
as emanating from the very nature of the economic and social
system under which. the people are in power, under which
they are the masters of their destinies and lead and direct
the whole life of the country.
Patriotism is closely linked with revolutionary vigilance.
With exemplary readiness, ffrmness and military discipline,
with a high Senfie of the sacred duty devolving upon them
for the defence of the Homeland and the victories oLsocialism, an essential not only political but also . moral duty, the
Albanian people are taking all the necessary measures to
strengthen their combat readiness in order that even the
most perfidious ene~y cannot take them unawares.
The revolutionary vigilance of our people manifests itself
in their readiness to def end national independence, in their
struggle to expose the class enemy, in their intransigence
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towards manifestations· of the bourgeois and revisionist ide:.
ology and left-overs of the past, in their stand towarqs any
vfolation of sociali&t legality and moral norms.
The loy::il.ty of our people to the cause of the Homeland,
the cause of the revolution and socialism is closely interconnected. The loyalty to Marxism-Leninism, to the noble
ideals of communism, one of the primary requirements of
communist morality, is apparent in all the activities of the
Albanian people.
·
Socialist patrfotism is intimately linked with internationalism. Conceptions of bourgeois nationalism, revisionism, ~tc.
are alien to our new man. ·He respects all the progressive
working people of other countries and is in solidarity with
them .. One of the essential characteristics of communist morality is, among · other things, the attitude towards work.
Under the socialist system, work is the fundamental measure
of man's worth. Neither riches nor origm dete;rmine the
position of man in our society. This position is dert:€rmined
by the work he does.
·
· The shock workers of five-year plaru, the heroes of socialist labour, the laureates of national prizes are the mosit
. respectfd ·figures of the A~banian society.
Socialism and work are indivisible.
Conscience at work is one of the main features of our
new man. Lt is at work that the consciousness and moral unity
of our people are tempered. Our people are guided }JY the
noble aim of raising the standard of Jiving of the society as
a whole. Socialist emulation has as its first motto: to assist
the laggards, to reach the advanced, and it stimulates the
general increase of production;
.
. .
The advanced- worker is not content with overfulfallmg
production norms himself, but is also interested in the way
his comrades, other sections, other enterprises, etc., do their
work.
Every worker has an interest in the widest possible application of recent technical innov51tions. Without exchange
of advanced experience, without propagation of. the successes
of mJodern technology, no progress is possible.
The socialist state holds in high esteem· the advanced
workers, honours and respects all those who do not spare
their efforts for the construction of the new Albania.
·
The Albanian workers see the meaning of their life in
the utility of their work to the society, to socialism, in the
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value their worik and creative activl.ty have for the people,
for the socialist homeland, for the prosperity of Albania. This
lofty goal cannot be achieved without courageous struggle.
Many and significant examples illustrate this.
In October 1967, a brave girl of the Northern mountains,
Shkurte •Pal Vata, fell carrying out her task in the brigades
of voluntary work for the construction of ;t;he RrogozhinaFier railroad. This is what the father of 6hkurte wrote to
Comrade Enver Hoxha on the day when the dead body of his
·daughter was brought to him: «Here we have held council
again among us. Shkurte was with us. And we have decided
to follow in her footsteps. Her place in the railway construction site is vacant. I, Pal Vata, her father, and Katrina, .her
cousin, are going to occupy it. I regret,, Comrade Enver, that
my sons are still too young to accompany me. But when they
grow up, rest assured· that, just as Shkurte, they will be the
first to respond to the call of the Party, at all times and in all
places.»
This heroic act aroused an unexampled revolutionary drive
all over the country. Dozens of thousands of young men and
.women from the mountains and the plains, from the cities
and villages, peasants with only primary school certificates,
engineers, economists, young artists or constructors of precision instruments, even pensioners expressed their desire to
take the place of the girt New brigades of volunteers set
out towards the railway buildiing site. But not everyone who
wished oouM get there, the worlk front being too narrow
compared to the great number of volunteers. So what had
to be done? .People said to themselves: «Everyone should
multiply his efforts on his own front of work in honour of
Shkurte, to pay tribute, to her deed, to fulfil her last will,
to honour her memory.»
Here is another example of the new attitude of our
pebple towards work. As· a result of an acc~dent, Nuredin
Hoxha, a young man of hardly 18 years of age, had· both
his legs· amputated. However, the misfortune matured him,
gave him the judgement of a fully growri-up man. ·«What
can I do?» he asked himself. He answered: <<For the time
being I can breathe, eat, drink ... Is this enough for a human
being? Man must necessarily have something to look forward
to, otherwise life would be meaningless for him!» This monologue could either plunge him into despair or, on the contrary,
urge him to try a fresh start in life. Nuredin chose the
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second road. For one whole month he trained on his artificial limbs on the rocky river-<bed of Zaranika, near his
native town of Elbasan, and did not rest until he learned how
to walk. Then, on one fine morning he went to the pensions
office handed over his invalid certificate and curtly said:
«I ad not want to be consd.dered an invalid. . . I want to
work!»
He was offered to run a little cigarette shop, as well as
other jobs generally assigned to invalids, but he chose to
work in such a place as to be linked with the everyday struggle, with its excitement and preoccupations. . .
.
.
He did not content himself with accomphshmg his daily
taSlk:. He wanted to do more. He applied some new things to
his work. One need not go through files or refer oneself to
the newspapers to have an idea of his achievements. Everyone
wol['king at the state buillding enterprise of FJlbasan can speak
about them at length .
. . . Once, while walking on his stick past the section ?f
construction materials, he saw dozens of women engaged m
polishing wall tiles. It was a toilsome labour. of ~ow productivity. That day Nuredin spent many hours m. his workshop
and as he came out he had sketched a device. capable of carrying out these orperations which were done by hand until
then.
Today his narrie is linked with a whole series of innovations.
And there are dozens and hundreds of examples of this
kind which illustrate the new, self-denying attitude of the
Alibanians towards work, their determination to spare nothing,
even .their lives, for the good of the people and the Homeland. They have an educative value for the broad people's
masses and inspire them in their everyday activity.
.
Another feature of the new man in the PSR ,of Albama
is his aittitude towards socialist property as the intangible
base of the socialist system, his struggle io protect it as the
apple. of the eye, to strengthen and. expand it incessa_ntly.
Alien attitudes are manifestaitions of the psychology of private
property, which has struck deep roots in the cons-c:iousness of
man in the centuries. The imperialists and react10nary elements try to avail themselves of the psychology of private
property in order to undermine socialist property, the material base of the socialist order. That is· why in the PSR of
Albania a resolute struggle is waged against misuse and

embezzlement of socialist property, its degradation, waste and
mismanagement, against incomplete utilization of productive
capacities and concealment of reserves. This struggle ~as
resulted in the raising of the consciousness of the W?rkmg
people and their mobilization to a· higJ:ier degree, and .m the
expansion of social property, the essential base for the improvement of the well-being of the people. So much so that there
are many people who have laid down their lives to protect
this patrimony.
Such, among others, were Adem Reka, Muhamet Shehu
and Myrteza Kepi, Isuf Emin Pllroc;i; Zeliha Alimeta and Ilia
Dashi.
.
_On November 1966, a storm was raging on the Adriatic.
The high waves threatened to sink the ·floating c~ane. on
which Adem Reka worked. Although he had ended his mght
shift herushed to the assistance of his comrades in the early
hour's of the morning, aware of the danger menacing p~ople's
property. Four hours in succession he and his comrades struggled against the unleashed waves to rescue the crane, and
Adem Reka was killed in the furious fight with the blind
elements of nature.
On February 15, 1967 Muhamet Shehu and Myrteza Kepi
laid down their lives in defence of people's property. That
day, as a result of a leaking tube . in the .heating ~urnace a
violent fire burst out at the pumpmg stat10n of L1nas .. The
engineer Muhamet Shehu and the young technician Myrteza
Kepi, who had worked on the construction of the station,
rushed through the fire to salvage the property of th~ peop~e.
With his garments on fire, Muhamet went on unperturbed ~1th
his woDk. Under his direction the workers of the pumpmg
station averted the danger. Myrteza Kepi, too, displayed heroic
abnegation. Both fell on their post of duty, fi~h~ing to salvage
socialist property, and they have become brilliant exampl:s
for all workers of the country in the accomplishment of their
tasks.
.
In November 1969, another. hero, Isuf Emin Plloc;i, laid
down his life struggling for the protection of socialist property. A forester at Martanesh, he was alone when a viol~nt
fire burst out. He struggled . against a sea of flames to circumscribe the disaster, cutting the flaming branches _:with' ~-is
axe, jumping from one pine tree to the other, digging ditches
to stem the advance of the fire. His resing!cl C()at riske<l to
take fire art any moment. But _:1§1l_f.·.l:>~~y_e_~ the <!aiiger. With
-
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his burnt hands and his garments on fire, he went on with.
his struggle for a long time. Only after he could no longer
control his hands and his body was covered with grave burns
did he go away, but not to the hospital, but to his comrades
and warn them of the foresrt fire. Making light of his suffering, he ran for long minutes. He thought only of saving
his forest. And he accomplished his task as a communist.
Those are some examples characterizing the moral· qualities of the woriking mases, created under the people's state
power in the struggle for the consrtructfon of socialism in
Albania. These examples represent a powerful means of education of the masses with the principles and norms of communist morality.

Part thret
THE ECONOMIC S1'STEM
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Chapter one
BETWEEN TWO EPOCHS
"<".

Ownership

I
I

•L

To determine the social regime of a state one must answer
certain questions: who owns the means of production and the
natural resources of the country, how is production organiZed,
to whom do the products of labour go, to what social groups
or classes do the people who comprise the leadership· of the
state belong, how do the people live and what are the relations :between them?
.
Every social' system is based on its own form of ownership of the means of production. This form of ownership
determines the relations of people in production and the mode
of distribution of the products of labour. It exercises a: decisive influence on the whole structure of society and all its
institutions) from the state down to the family.
Wherever private ownership reigns, a handful of big pro-c
prietors cruelly exploit the vast .majority of the working pe·o;..
ple. 'This is .What occurs today in all the countries where' ca:..
pital rules .and this is what occurred in Albania· before. Libe"ration.
·
In 1938, Albanian industry which consisted of some small
factories and workshops and the existing .mines as well as
the banks we['e all privately owned.·As a result of the «open
door» policy practis€d by the feudal-bourgeois regime of Zog
th~ wea1lth' or·~the country was rapidly concentrated iri, the
hands of foreign capitalists, mainly italians. Suffice it to" -say
that in 1938 Italian investments in -A1bania amounted to 280
million. gold francs, .teh times the total of the budget of ; the
13 - 117 A
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Albanian state. Consequently, 75 per oent of the industrial
enterprises at that time were owned by' foreign capital, 23
per cent 'by joint companies and 2 per cent by the national
bourgeoisie.
Seven big feudal families, representing 0.006 per cent
of the total number of rural families, held 14,554 hectares
of land, or 3. 70 per cent of the total arable land. The wealthy
landowners, 4, 713 families, or 3.034 per cent of the total
number of families ·of the country, held 91,133 hectares, or
23.16 per cent of the .arable land. On the other hand, the
Albanian state of that period was also a big feudal proprietor:
it owned 50,000 hectares, or 12.71 per cent of the land, which
it exploited by means of the feudal system. The poor .and
middle peasants, comprising 128;961 fiamilies, or 83.05 per
cent of the total number of peasant families, held 237,668
hectares or 60.43 per cent of the land, approximately 1,8 hectares per family, while the 21,544 families, which' owned no
land at all, worked as share-croppers on the land of the feudals, landed proprietors of the state, handing over to them a
thir.d or half of the agricultural produce.
Internal and foreign trade was concentrated in the hands
of 50 big merchants.
All these facts show that before Liberation, Albania was
still. between two historical epochs, the epoch of feudalism
which was declining and the epoch of emerging capitalism.
The people's state power which emerged from the National :L'iberation War could not be based on this economic
structure. This structure had to be abolished and the socialist
collective ownership which would respond to the regime in
power and to the interests of the working masses of town
and countryside had to be built upon its foundations. To this
end, the people's state power carried out a series of revolu. fionary r€forms and transformations which overturned the
old system based on private ovinership and created new
relations of production based on socialist ownership.

control by the working class. It was established over the
enterprises owned by national and foreign capital which influenced the entire economy of the country.
- This control was exercised iby its comm'issars appointed
iby the state. Under their guidance, the workers participated
actively in tl:ie organization of IP'fOduction and the management of the enterprises. This gave them the. possibility to test
their abil'ify and to acquire the aptitudes necessary to manage
·production.
In December 1944, the mines and the property of the
political fugitives were nationalized. One month later, a 1aw
was promulgated on the confiscation of Italian and German
owned property and assets in Albania. Under this law, the
National Bank, the other banks and the property -0f 111 shareholder companies, owned by foreign capitalists, passed inte
the hands of the Albanian state, without compensation, and
became the collective property of the Albanian people.
In regard to their form, the measures for the nationalization of 1945 were measures of a general democratic character.
In regard to their . economic and social c<:>ntent, however,
t,hese nationalizations represented transformations which. went
beyond measures of this kind. These nationalizations were in
the interests of the working. masses and the nationalized
means were .placed totally and directly in their service. In
essence, these measures were a socialization of the main n~eans
of production and had a socialist character. It was on this basis
that the state socialist sector of the people's economy was
established.
·
.
In 1946, a new phase of nationalizations began. The power
stations, the building materials industry, and the entire' light
and food industry became the property of the people. At the
end of 1946, the main means of production in the cities had
become social property and the state sector produced 87 per
cent of the total industrial output. One year later, private
capitalist production in industry had been practically eliminated.
The nationalization of the main means of production in
Albania was accomplished at rapid rates and without compensation. It put an ·end to· the economic domination of the
bourgeoisie· and laid the economic foundations for the dictatorship of the proletariat. On these foundations, the social ownership, the socialist relations of pr6(:foction and the socialist
sector in indusfu'y, trade, transport and finance were establish-
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The first transformations
The state control over production and distribution, established in December 1944, served as 1a preliminary measure,
the first step towards the nationalization of the main means
of production. At the same time, this represented a form of
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ed. The nationalized enterprises became s_ocialist enterprises.
The exploitation of man by man was abolished.
In the first years after Liberation the people's state
power took a s·eries ·of measures to limit speculation and set
tip· the socialist trade system. At this time a law was p~o
mulgated on the requisition of food-stUffs and ~aten~ls
necessary for the reconstruction. The stat~ establ~shed its
, control over foreign trade. A system of fixed prices "Yas
established in private wholesale and retail. trade. Tradmg
iff gold .was prohibited; A state monopoly m the purchase
and sak of grain was established. Measures were .taken to
curb infllation; tJhe old baniknotes were o-v.erprinted ai:id
. thus ·control was established over the old paper money ~n
circulation. Of great importance was the law. promulg~ted. m
January 1945, imposing extraordinary taxes on war profits.
Under thiS law, the big cp.pitalists were compelled to hand
over to the state part of the speculative profits they had mad.e
clur~rig the war, so that they could be used for the ~enef1t
of'the'people and the reconstruction of the country. This was
a graduated tax, taking from 50 to 80 per cent of the war
prcifits in ·excess of. 500,000 Albanian francs.. ·
.
·. Commissions to determine the amount of these profits
·and the taxes to be paid were set up in all regions of the
country. They weYe composed of reptes·entatives of the stat·e,
;the armJ and the mass o,rganizaitions. ·
' · All those on whom this tax was. imposed: merchan~s, fact6ry owners .and others, did everything to evade this law,
but the commissions, with the support of the masses! forced
the merchants· and other capitalists to pay the tax. imposed
by the law. Jn 1945, the ..revenue~ from the extraordm~ry tax
on war priofits made up more than half of .the state '.budget
receipts.
·· ·
All the property of the capitalists _who did.<rto~ 'Pay the
'tax was confiscated .. In this way the state gathere? m ·:: large
auantity of merchandise of all k~nd. It .was ·on t~is basis that
the state-run stores were established. The opening of. these
stores. marked the birth of the state social:ist sec;:tor. m Albanian trade. The socialist trade sector also. incl~ded the co:isurrier .cooperatives of the ·cities, . which were first set up ~n
1945. fo those conditions, when the state sector· of trade :did
not exist or· was only taking its first steps; these coope~atives
p1ayed an important role in supplying the people and m the
·struggle against the black market. .
·

The Land Reform
For the establishment of socialist property in the country-·
side. the peopl•e'S"'state power used different ways and methods.
The first task in this field was to abolish the feudal relations
and to impose restrictions on the capitalist elements. in th,e
countryside. This could be realized only through the land
reform. Before the reform was carried out, the people's power
had taken a series of measures in favour of the poor and
middle peasants. A law promulgated in January 1945 annulled rural arrears of rent and reduced rents for the years 1944-:
1945 by 75 per cent. In May the same year, the irrigation system .
was nationalized and became the collective property of the .
peasants. Later, all debts contracted before the war were cancelled. But the most important step of an anti-feudal and democratic character, taken at the time, .was the L.and Reform.
The law on. the ·Land Reform was promu!lgatec:l in August
194'5 ..Under the. terms of this Jaw, the holdings of the state
and relig_ious institutions .and all the :privately-owned Jand in
excess· of the ·area envisaged by the law, were confiscated
without compensation .. The land was given free of charge to
peasants with little. or no land at all. The head of each family
was allotted up to 5 .hectares of land. The alienation and
renting of land were prohibited.
.
Part of the confiscated land was not distributed, but
became state property. It was on this land that the first state
farms were set up. They marked the birth of the state socialist
sector in agriculture. The water resources, forests and underground riches ·became the collective property of the people.
Poor peasants' committees were set up to ensure a just
and .rapid implementation of the Land Reform. They played
an important role in the accurate definition of the 19-nds. of
the state, the big landowners and the enemies of the people
and in compiling. lists of peasant families with little or no
land. They helped in. the division .of the. expropriated land
and especially in mobilizing the labouring peasantry to combat
the hostile activity. of the landlords and other reactionary
forces who rose against the ·Lanld Reform from the very start.
In May 1946. the law on the Land Reform was amend2c:l
in a way which· gave it a profoundly revolutionary content.
The land, vineyards, olive groves, orchards and kitchen gar.,dens, agricultural buildings and tools, i.e'. · all . prop()rty of
1
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people who did not till the la;nd themselves, was confiscated. A maximum of 5 hectares of land was left to those
cultivators or working proprietors who tilled their own land.
These amendments ensured the full application of the principle «the land to those who till it, .. abolished big land ownership and weakened the economic position of the kulaks. In
November 1946, the Land Reform had been carried out
throughout the country. The peasants became the genuine
masters of the land on which they had toiled and poured out
their sweat, generation after generation.
The Land Reform affected almost half the land and the
0live-trees then existing in our country. The reform expropdated 8,714 .latifundists and rich landowners, as well as
480 religious institutions; 10,641 proprietors owning more land
than envisaged by law were partially expropriated. All told,
288,407 hectares of land were surveyed and distributed to
21,544 landless families arid 48,667 land-poor families.
· The democratic transformation of the agrarian relations
in the countryside was the essence of the Land Reform. It
abolished big land owner.ship, and eliminated the vestiges of
feudalism and the class of latifundists once and for·. all. The
restriction of the private ownership of land, the prohibition
of the sale, renting or mortgaging of land were measures
which did much to prevent the differentiation among peasants
and limited to the extreme their exploitation by the kulaks.
Hen·~e the Land Reform had a pronounced anti-capitalist
character.

The socialist transformation of the countryside

,,

The Land Reform was not an aim in itself. It was a transitional measure which was to open the way to the socialist
revolution in the Albanian countryside. The confiscation of
land of the big landowners and its distribution according to
the needs of the peasants brought about a relative equality
among peasants as regards the area of land owned. Such
measures as the prohibition of the sale, renting or inheritance
of land, as well as the prohibition of the exploitation of
another's labour in agriculture, deprived the owners of the
possibility of adding to their property and using it as a
means of oppression and bondage.
The establishment and consolidation of a relative equality
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in the relations of land ownership created the necessary conditions in Albania for the transformation of rural private
property into collective property.
The private property of small rural producers was turned
into social cooperative property through the collectivization
of· agriculture. Collectivization implies the free will of the small
rural proprietors to combine their land and their main means
of work into big agricultural enterprises. The peasants put
their land and their main means of production into the
collective, and thus form the agricultural cooper:ative. The
essential characteristics of the. agricultural cooperative are:
the collective ownership of the main means of production, the
collective labour and the socialist distrilbution of the products
according to the quantity and quality of the work done, as
well as the existence, parallel with the common property, of
the personal plots, the use of which serves to satisfy certain
needs of the cooperativist families.
·
The collectivization of agriculture began in the first years
after Liberation. The Land Reform was still uncompleted
when the first agricultural cooperative was set up in the .village of Krutje, in Myzeqe, the largest plain of Albania. It was
the spark that kindled the flame of collectivization all over
the country.
.
In order to become model, modern, socialist enterprises,
the first agricultural cooperatives needed an advanced material base and equipment. To this end, the first machine and
tractor stations (MTS) were set up in 1947, along with t'he
socialist state enterprises in the sector of agriculture. They
were used as a particularly important form of organized aid
which the state gave the peasants for the CEstablishment and
strengthening of the new system of cooperatives in the countryside; The machine and tractor stations were the foundation stone of the new material and technical base of socialist
agriculture.
The rate of this collectivization was determined by obj.ective and subjective conditions. In the first stage (1946-1955), _
when the· material and moral conditions had still not been
prepared or the necessary experience accumulated, the pace
of collectivization was steady and cautious, This was a preparatory period. In December 1955, when these conditions had
been created, the rates of collectiviiation were accelerated and
developed to collectivization €n masse in the lowland zonets
and partially in the hilly zones.
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·;Thus, in contrast to the 150 cooperatives set up from 1946
to 195·4, 1,679 cooperatives were created "in five years, ·from
1955 to 1959, and at the end of 1960 the collectivized land
covered 86 per cent of the cultivated land area and 7l.3 per
cent of the peasant holdings. The years 1956-1958 were rightly
called the crucial years of the socialist transformation of agriculture and 1957, the year of the great turn.
However, in the remote mountainous and \Semi-mountainous reg.ions, 46, 15'5 sanan peasant holdings sti11 remained to
be· collectivized. They made up 28.6 per cent of the total
number of peasant holdings and cover'ed 14 per cent of the
cultivated land. They .were to be collectivized in ·the third
and final stage of the collectivization, which started in November 1966 and lasted no longer than five months. Thus
in March 1967, the collectivizativn of Albanian agriculture.
was complreted.
.
The · collecttvization of agdculture was guided · lby ·this
principle·:· «Firm reliance on the poor peasants, alliance. with
the middle peasants and restriction of the capitalist ·elements
in the countryside.» As a result of this policy; the strata ·of
the poor peasants became the core of the agricultural coope.;,
ratives.,
The collectivization policy was based on the Leninist
principle of persuasion and free consent which was applied
very· strictly, without permittfog the slightest violation. The
princiiIJie of persuasion and free consent was dictated by the
fact that the peasants wer€ the allies of the working dass
and made up the. ov€rwhelming majority of the population;
any other stand or action of an administrative nature would
have ·had grav€ consequences for the alliance of the working
class: with the p-easants and the construction of socialism.
·•· Thanks to the great amount of political and ideological
work done with the masses of the working peasantry, the
process of the collectivization in Albania was accomplished
without any political upsets. The idea of collectivization had
to penetrate deeply into the heart and mind of every peasant,
oveticome hiS mentality and psychol-Ogy and individualistic
tendencies which were manifested in many ways; but which
were based ·on personal interest, narrowly conceived,· and
constituted the most serious obstacle to the collectivization.
The work of eXIPlanation and persuasioo was accompanied
by· a: series of practical measures in favour of the peasants.
Among these measures were the financial and credit policy,
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the· policy on accumulation of agricultural products, on aid
ih machinery, selected seeds, chemical fertilizers, and cadres,
the· big drainage and irrigation projects, the raising of the
level of education and culture, as well as the development
of agrotechnical knowledge. Cons·equently the agricultural
cooperatives grew stronger from day to day and the peasants
became more convinced of the advantages of collectivization
which gradually won them en . ma.sse, to the agricultural
cooperatives.
·
In the pr-0cess of the collectivization, a number of original forms of management of the cooperatives, of the organization and remuneration of work within them were discovered
and elaborated, forms which found their expression in the
constitution of the agricultural cooperatives approved at their
1st Congress (February 1949), as well as in a number of
government decrees. Later these forms were still further elai:Jorateci anci enricneci with new content in conformity with
the development of the economy of the agricultural cooperatives and the raising of the cultural level and the socialist
consciousness of their members. Care was taken to ensure
a judicious combination of personal interests with the collective interest, of the C'Ol[ective inten~sts with the general
interest, and of the immediate interests with long-term ones,
giving priority to the general interest.
The collectivization of agriculture was aiecOiillplished
through a relentless struggle which had as its objective the
economic restriction and political isolation of th€ kulaks. As
a result, their economic power and political influence were
destroyed, while they were liquidated as a ,class without
recourse to forcoo expropriation of them. Compulsion and
violence were used only against certail?l. individuals or groups
of• kulaks who took the course of crime and did not observe
the laws and ordinances of the state.
·The successful collectivization of agriculture was a major
qualitative leap forward on the road to the establishment of
socialist relations of production in the countryside, to the
transformation of the small-scale private pro.perty into ·collective property. However, the creation of cooperatives is not
the 'final step in t{le construction of socialism in the countryside; it does not rule out all possibility or danger of a
return, a resurgence of individualist tendencies of private
property.
Special care is taken in the People's Socialist Republic
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of Albania also, to ensure the economic and organizational
strengthening of the cooperativt~s, the continuous formation
and strengthening of the socialist consciousness of their
members, the ceaseless improvement, in a revolutionary way,
of the relations of production and distribution, raising the
level of education, culture and agronomical knowledge of the
coopera ti vist peasantry.
Collectivization opened up prospects o.f the realization of
a number of political-ideological· and socio-economic objec:..
tives. In the po1itical field, it contributed g.reatly to strengthening tihe alliance of the woriking class with the peasantry,
drew the peasants into active participation in the construction
of socialist society and strengthened the class base of the
state. In the ideological field, it helped to inculcate in the
rural masses .new s·ocialist concepts of property, work, the
co1Jlectiv·e, the famHy, the individuaJ, ·etc. In the socio-economic fo:~ld, it helped to replace the old relations of producti<m and distribution with new, socialist relations, small private ownership with large~scale collective ownership, and
individual work with collective work; it contributed to the
construction of a unified economic base of the socialist regime
in town and countryside, to barring the way to the appearance
of capitalist tendencies and many obhet social evils, to
ensuring rapid and continuous growth of the productive
forces in the countryside, to the harmonization of the rates
of development of industry and agriculture, to satisfying
the increasing needs of the people for agricultural products,
to increasing the goods for export; it created the conditions
for the gradual narrowing of the essential differences between town and countryside, between the working class and
the peasantry, between industry and agriculture. In the series
of initiatives· taken by the peasantry, the herding together
of the cooperativists' personal livestock, which relieves the
peasants of a number of daily cares and increases their participation in field work, is an important moment towards the
further socialization of wonk in the countryside.
Collectivization was the only way to the socialist development of the countryside and within the space of a few years
it made possible the ·establishment of big, modern agricultural
economies on the ib.asis of advanced agronomical science. From
a country of small-scale rural economies, Albania ihas become
a country of. large-scale modern ·agricultural €Ilterprises, based
on the socialist ownership of the means of production ..
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The people - masters of the country
The revolutionary transformations .carried out under the
people's power changed the face of the ancient land of Albania.
The people, the society, the land have been rejuvenated on
new foundations. The old face of Albania now belongs to the
historical past.
Albania, that had remained a backward agricultural
country, stagnating at the dividing line between the epoch
of declining feudalism and the epoch of the birth of capitalism, has now put an end to its age-old backwardness and
has become an agricultural-industrial country with the prospect of becoming an industrial-agricultural country in the
near future, because the first historic milestone on the road
of socialism, the establishment of the economic 'base of socia'lism, has been attained successfully.

The socialist property
Under the Constitution of the !People's· Socialist Republic
of Albania, the socialist property is the inviolable base of the
socialist order, the source of the well-being of the people and
the strength of the Homeland; the state protects it with the
greatest care~
The socialist property in the means of production comprises the state property and the cooperative property in
agriculture.
The state property belongs to the entire people anq represents the highest form of socialist ownership.
The land and the underground riches, the mines, forests,
pastures, water resources, natural sources of energy, the
plants, factories, the machine and tractor stations, the banks,
communication roads, means of transport by rail, sea, river
and air, the post and telegraph system, the radio and television stations and cinemas are exclusively the property of ~he
state.
All material goods created on the basis of the state property or which the state acquires by law are also state property.
The land is distributed, for social use, to state •enterprises
and institutions, to agriculturaf cooperatives and social orga-
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nizations, as well as to individual citizens for their personal
use.
.
Cultivable land cannot be used for other purposes without
the approval of the competent state organs:
·
.
The cooperative property belongs to. co11ectiv.es of rural
wo~kers voluntaril~ · united ' in the agricultural cooperatives
to :n~reas~ production,· to improve their well-being and build
socialism m the countryside as part of the socialist construction of the entire country.
..
.
.
. . The cool?erative property comprises: ~he 'buildings, ma.,.
chmery, eqmpm:nt, means ·of transport,· working tools and
means, draft ammals and productive livestock, the orchards,
the plant and animal products, as well as all the other means
necessary for the activity of the cooperative:
.
It is y1e duty of the state, the economic organizations
and all citizens· to protect the land, the natural riches, the
water resources and the air from pollution and. damage;.: ..•
O~ these two f?rms of socialist property, the state property is the predommant one, not only beoause it indudes 'the
over:vhelming bulik Of the means.- ~nd · ins.trurn~I).ts_ of produc~ion, but also because it is the principal base of the Albanian state for the construction of .socialism. The state
property is the heritage of the entire people who manage
it through the state. This .is what distinguishes· state property in th~ s?cialist state from what they call state property
m. the. capitalist states, where it is nothing but a for.m o~
pnvate property.
The ~tate property constitutes a single fund of ~hich
the state is the sole owner. The various state institutions and
organs such as the ministries or the other adi:ninistrative offices, tlhe enterprises, comlbines, etc: do not .own the means
and tools at their disposal. These· belong to.· the state but
are e~trusted to these organizations and enterprises to enable
them to accomplish the tasks assi1gned to them. ·
>
;
The .co~perative property is a . form of socialist property
because it is not the property .of any individual but. of a
collective of working people; it· contributes to the elimination
of the exploitation of man by man and is the basis on which
the socialist agricultural cooperative is organized.
However, these two forms of property are not identical.
The state pr?perty is the 'property of the entire people, while
the cooperative property. is the property -of a particular col.;,
lective or group of workers. Whereas in .the state enterprise§
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the me.ans of production without exception are socialized,
m the agricultural cooperatives, part of these means, such as
the personal plots of t\1e cooperative· members and some of
the agricultural equipment, re~ain the personal property of
the members -·i\.nother difference is that the products of the
state enterprises are the property of the socialist state, while
the products of the agricultural cooperatives remain their
own property. From this stems the difference in the mode
of distribution of the social product in the form of wages in
the state enterprises and on the basis of the work days performed in the agricultural cooperatives. There are also differences in their forms of management;
· However, these di'ffor·ences are not .essential. They are
differences between two economies of the same type, within
the framework of socialist relations of production.
.
The state encourages the development and strengthening
of the agricultural cooperatives arid th<i!ir tn~nsformation into
mcidern econ>0mies of large... scale socialist production. In certain conditions, the state encourages the setting up and development of the higher-type cooperatives in which it partiCipates directly with. investments, particula:i;'ly for the main
rriearis of production.
The transition: of the cooperative property· to· property
of the entire people is made in conformity with the objective
conditions, with the free consent of the cooperativist peasants
and the approva:l of the state. The state· works to ensure
that the· distinctions between town and countryside are narrowed.
.In socialist soci~ty, personal property also exists. The
state rec.ognizes and protects it. Under the Constitution it
includes inconie fr.om work and other lawful sources, farpily
homes, as well as other things used to satisfy personal and
family n:iaterial, cultural needs. All the. things. which are
returned to the cooperativist ·family under the constitution
of the agricultural cooperative {grain and other ;produce) are
also personal property. :Personal property ·cannot be used
to the detriment of the social interest. !Particular fixed assets
·which are cooperative or personal property may be transform;ed into state property if the general inter-est requires this.
The criteria for this. transformation and the method of compensation are defined by law. . .
· In our country, the source of personal property is the
people's own work. This form of property does not lead to
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the accumulation of capital, i.e. 'it cannot serv·e as a means of
exploitation.
,
1Pers'()nal property in Albania is closely linked with the
state property, which is the basis of it. With the extension
of. the social property, a continuously increasing ·quantity of
products goes to satisfy the personal needs O·f the working
masses. This close connection between the socialist property
and personal property reflects the harmonization of the interests of society with t~wse of the citizens.

of productivity of social labour, to open the way to the in'tensive complex development of agriculture, to enhance the
well-being of the people and to strengthen the defence of the
country. This line of industrialization was implemented on
the. ba:iis of a Class analysis of all factors, objective and
subJective, material and social-political and economic, internal and external.
The necessity for this industrialization was dictated by
the need to establish an entfrely new material and technical
base for the national economy, to increase the production of
commodities, to prepare the conditions for the reorganization
of agriculture on a socialist basis, to build up the working
class so as to strengthen its positions of leadership and finally
to defend the victories of the revolution and guara~tee th~
construction of socialism.
In implementing this policy of the socialist industrialization of the ~ountry, from the beginning, the people's power
co:~e~tly defa:i:ed the wa~s and possibilities of increasing and
ut1hzi?g the .mtern".1~ socialist accumulation for this purpose.
To this end, it mobilized all the monetary and material means
and all the physical. and intellectual capacit'y of the people.
At the same time, it made wise use of the internationalist
aid of friendly socialist countries.
The main sources of the socialist accumulation in Albania
were ~he expropriation of the bourgeoisie and the big landed
proprietors, the transformation of the private property of
t?e means of production irito social property, the cancellat~on ~f the. debts incurred by Zog, the profits from the nationalized mdustry and foreign and internal trade, as well
as from the banking system and that part of the state budget
allo~ted f?r the ·development of· the national economy.
Relymg mamly on its own internal resource; Albania created
a considerable accumulation which enabled 'it to carr'y out
the industrialization.
The socialist industrialization of the People's ,Socialist
Republic of Albania was characterized by the rapid rate of
industrial expansion, so as to overcome the backwardness
inherited from the ·past in the shortest possible time, to
ensure the independent development of the ~onomy, and
to achieve a considerable raising of the material well-being
and a higher cultural level of the working masses.
The establishment of the socialist owne;rship of the means
of production makes it possible to mobilize all the material
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The development of the socialist property
The socialist property in town and countryside constitutes
the unified economic base of the people's power, the essentfal
factor for the well-being of the working people, and this
is why the state takes all appropriate measures to ex'tend
and develop this type of property to the maximum. The
socialist industrialization is the main way to achieve this
objective. Undertaking this industrialization and its continuous
extension are the only way to guarantee the complete triumph
of large-{lcale mechanized production, not only in industry,
construction and transport, but also in agriculture.

The principal features of the socialist
industrialization of Albania
Immediately after the triumph of the people's revolution,
Albania had to cope with the contradiction existing between
the advanced form of political power, the people's democracy,
on the one hand, and the backward state of the economy,
with the very low level of development of the productive
forces, on the other hand. The most important means to
overcome this contradiction in the economic and social fields
was the socialist industrialization of the country. Since that
time, this. task has been the fundamental general line of the
economic policy of the people's power. The afrn of this policy
has always been to g~adually build up a multi-branched
heav'y and light industry, which would enable the utilization and processing of the· natural riches and agricultural
products of the country; in order to satisfy the needs of the
development of the economy ever better, to raise the level
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and financial m€ans, and use th€m for tli.€ d€velopment of·
industry, heavy industry firs~ of all. Th€ main sources
contributing to th€ industrialization of the country today are :
th€ income from the national industry, and th€ accumulation
from agriculture, for€ign and home trade, the banking syst€m, etc.
The industrialization in Albania brought about tl:i.e growth
and development of the socialist property, the cr€ation of new
towns, and a number of n€W industrial c-entres, th€ numerical growth of the working class and the strengthening of
its role in th€ socialist society.
Th€ development of industry in ALbania gave an impuls€
to th€ creation of new productiV€. forces in agriculture, and
contribut€d to its transformation on a socialist basis and,
consequently, to strength€ning the alliance of the working
class with the cooperativist peasantry.
The direct result of the line of the socialist industrialization of the country was the construction of new industry
with modern technology, which is developing quickly from
one five-year period to another, raising the total industrial
output and production per capita, and playing an ever more
important part in the construction of the material and technical base and the development of the national economy.
In 1he years of the people's pow€r, a ibig qualitative ·
leap forward has been achieved in ·the socialist industrialization of the country. Albania has already been transformed
into an agrarian-industrial country, is rapidly turning into
an industrial-agrarian country, and eventually will become
an industriaJl country with an advanced agricultur€.
During the six five-year plans {1951-1980), industry has
led the development. Each five-year plan has marked a hew
expansion of industry which has distinguished one fiveyear plan from another, not only from the quantitative
aspect, i.e. from the volume of production, but also from
the qualitative aspect, in other words, from the viewpoint
of changes in the structure of' industrial production and
the higiher level of technology, efficiency, etc.
This progress of industry made it possible to liquidate •'
the contradictions between the very advanced form of political power and the backward economic . and technical base
inherited from the past. In this way the country was able .R.·-.:,
to defend its independence and smash all the attempts of '"
the imperialists and r,evisionists. to subjugate socialist. Albania. ·~~;
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A whole s·eries of new branches of heavy and light industrv
have been set up.
Industry in the People's Socialist Republic of Albania
has devieloped at an annual average rate of 10,8 per
cent in the period 1965-1975. This is one of its characteristic
features.

The road of development of the
cooperativist property
In the first stage of the construction of socialism, cooperativist (group) property is an objective necessity. Historically,
however, it has a transitional character. This property is
born, grows, gains strength and is ·inevitably transformed
into the property of the entire people.
The process of the transformation of the cooperntivist
property into property · of the entire people passes through
two essentia~ stages. The first is the stage of its quantitative
and qualitative development and its tendency to gradually
move closer and closer to the property of .the entire people.
The tSecond is that of the fusion of the ,cooperativist propexty
with that of the entire people. These two stages are the
natural road of development of this type of property.
The fusion of 1Jhe cooperntivist property with that of the
entire people is conditioned. by material and subjective, ideological and political, economic and social factors. All these factors are directly linked with the development of the productive forces in agriculture, in each separate cooperative
as well as in the national economy as ,a whole.
The tendency of 1Jhe ,cooperativist property to move closer
and closer -to the property of the entire people, then its
fusion with the latter, entails a long and complicated process.
This cannot be achieved all at once, in a mechanical or
administrative way, because it depends on the development
of the productive foroes. The economic, ideological and political conditions for this must first mature in every cooperative,
in every zone and in the entire country.
. Th~ qualita~irve .develo.~en~ of the cooperntivist property
which is occurrmg m Albama is the beginning of its fusion
with the property of the entire people. The main factor
whic~ has led to the st:en~thening of the collective property
and its subsequent· qualitative transformations is the ceaseless
increase of social production.
H - 117 A
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The rates of development of agricultur§ll production have
been so high as to enable the age-old' backwardness to be
overcome in a few years. The primitive agriculture of the
wooden plough has given. way to an agriculture of largescale socialist economies, in which the cultivation of the
soil and many other processes are nearly all mechanized.
Today, Albania is ranked among the most advanced countries
as ·regards. the quantity of chemical fertilizer used, irrigation
capacity and big Jand imprnvement 1projects.
From 1946 to 1960, the process of collectivization was
stiilil. 'Uiilder way and many cooperatives had just been set
up, but in 1960, agricultural production had increased by
72 per cent against 1938, while from 1961 to 1970, when
the cooperatives were 1enlarged and developed further, agricultural production increased a further 79 per cent. It is
interesting to note that in the two five-year plans (1961-1965
and 1966-1970) most of the increase in production (80 per
cent to 90 per cent) was achieved through higher yields,
although at. the same time the cultivated area was considerably extended. Here we have to do with radical quantitative transformations which are observed in all aspects
of the development of the countryside. In 1978, 77 per cent
of the total agricultural production and about 73 per cent
of the national income realized by the sector of socialist
agriculture (the state and cooperative sectors) was created
by the agricultural cooperatives.
These figures show that inherent in the collective ownership are great possibilities for development of the productive
forces and social production and for raising the yield rates
of different crops.
Cons~derable progress has been made also in other aspects of this collective property. The area of cultivated land
in-creased 2.4 times in 1979, as against 1938. The number of
buildings serving production and. social-cultural purposes
had been increased considerably. The area of orchards, olive
groves and vineyards has been greatly increased as compared
with the pre-war period. More than 52 per cent of the cultivated area is under irrigation. The park of motorized means
has developed beyond any comparison with the past.
The effect of the expansion of production was to increase
the funds of consumption and accumulation. Now it became
posst'ble for the agricultural cooperativ~s to estaibliS1h the most
correct ratio between the funds of consumption and accumula-
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tion and within them, between the portion to be used for the
extension of production and the portion for the development
of the non-productive sphere, including buildings for sociocultural purposes.
.
As a result, ·agriculture today supplies the food for an
urban population which has grown 2.5 fold and whose pur. chasing power has increased greatly since Liberation.
· Another important direction of the development of the
cooperative property is the very marked socialization of
the means bf production within the collective property itself.
This has been achieved through the development of the
fundamental means and the consolidated funds, through joint
construction projects by several cooperatives, through the
progressive regrouping of the agricultural. cooperatives, as
well as through the gradual reduction of the personal plots
and the herding of the personal livestock of the cooperative
members parallel with the development of social production.
The development of the fundamental means and the
consolidated funds is the main factor for the further socialization of the means of production. The fundamental means
and the. consolidated funds are the most concise index of the
quantitative and qualitative d€wlopment of the cooperatives.
They represent the essential content of the collective socialist
property. As regards its nature and content, the consolidated
fund has some features in common with the productive
funds of the state enterprises. Formed by accumulation,
these funds, too, are used to maintain production and satisfy
social-cultural needs, but they differ as regards. their degree
of socialization.
Concern to build up the fundamental means has steadily
·increased. At the present stage of the development of the
collective property a gradual diminution can be seen in the
existing differences between ·the cooperatives of the mountainous zones and the plains in the level of socialization of the
means of production. This process is going well thanks to
the action of many factors, in particular the development
of production . in the mountain cooperatives, the long-term
credits accorded them by the state, the numerous construction
!Projects 'built and donated lby the ipeople, the aid provided
by the ·cooperatives of the plains.
The development of the coopeTativist property and the
raising. of its level, of socialization' at a given period have
made it necessary. for the cooperatives to undertake joint
construction projects. These are carried out jointly by a
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number of cooperatives of the plains or the mountainous
zones, or lboth when they maintain econoillic relations (cooperation in matters of work and production), or ;;ire neighbours. In this fo~ld, the initial stage of manual labour 'has
not yet rbeen left behind, especially in the mass actions
for the construction of irrigation works. Nevertheless, this
path opens up vast prospects.
·
· .
An~ther .important aspect of the improvement of property relations is the eventual regrouping of agricultural cooperatives, which is directly linked with the very pronounced
socialization. df the means of production. This regrouping of
the oooperatives creates the conditions for better concentration,
specialization and cooperation in production and contributes
to a more correct co-ordination of the ivarious branches of
agriculture.
This process of regrouping the cooperatives assumes
particular importance from· the ideological viewpoint, as it
enhances the feeling for the collective property among the
rural workers, enhances its social character and prepares
the cooperativists to gradually raise their property to a higher form, to transform it into property of the whole, society.
Uniting cooperatives of the plains with those of the hilly
and mountainous zones also gradually diminishes the differences in the socio-cultural development between the lowland
zones and the hilly and mountainous zones, and levels out the
disparities in their income and standards of living.
This process of regrouping does not go beyond the con..
text of the collective ownership .. However the superiority
of the regrouped property rests on the fact that it totally
loses the character of individual accumulation, that it is
transformed into social accumulation and prepares the indispensable premises for its tTansformation, when the political,
social, •economic, organi-zational and technical conditions mature,· it is transformed into the property of the whole society.
The regroup'ng . of the cooperatives is a continuous
process, which is carried out in a conscious, organized and
progressive way. This process has. its limitations and is
accomplished· gradually. The transition from one stage to
another requires certain political conditions, a certain level
of economic and technical development, specific territorial
conditions and the ability of the masses and cadres to organize and mariage large-scale socialist enterprises.
This ·process gradually leads to the narrowing of the
essential economic and social distinctions between town and

countr_yside, between work in industry and work in agriculture, m the sense that the latter is raised to the level of
the :former, especially as regards the level of technicai equipment. It tends to level out the income and standards of
living of the rural and city workers, to ensure the rural
workers' income equa1 to 1Jhe wages the wm~ers of the state
enterprises receive.
-
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The higher-type cooperatives - a new stage in
the socialization ofthe group property

-:
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The d~velopment of the agricultural cooperatives stimulates the important process of narrowing the essential differences b~tw~en· town and countryside and the preparation
of the obJ:ctive and subjective conditions for the gradual
tra~sformat10n of the ~roup . property into property of the
e_ntITe. people. The groupmg of the separate cooperativ€ properties mto mor~ pow€Tful units, the consolidation and
irr;i-pro:vement of the relations of work, exchange and distribution, _the be~ter distribution of the net income, especially
of th: different~al ren_t. the gradual levelling out of the
essential economic, - social and cultural differences between
town and coun~r~side, and within . the countryside itself.
the ceaseless raising of . the socialist consciousness of the
cooperative members and the revolutionization of their whole
life-style, are the most important factQrs which are brini?ing
the. group oro:perty c;loser and closer to the property of the
entire people.
.
·
_
.
The setting up of nigher-type cooperativ·es in the five-year
p~an. of 1971-1975 was an important economic and orgamz~t~onal measure for the increase of state aid to the coope- ·
rat~vist sector and the gradual raising of agricultural cooperatives to the level, and when the necessary conditfons have
n:atured, to ~he status, of agricultural enterprises. The setting .up ?f higher-t;Ype cooperatives was a step forward in
all direct10ns. The first cooperatives of this type were set up
at the end. of 19?1. T?ey were the pioneers of this great
transforma_ti~n which will be one of the most important ways
of the sociahst development of the Albanian countryside.
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These cooperatives were set up with the consent of their
members. They remain owners of the work tools and all the
other belongings which they bring to these new cooperatives;
they have the right to retain their personal plots as in all
other cooperatives.1
Naturally they also enjoy other rights, such as the
right to work, to elect and be elected in leading organs,
to express their opinions on and discuss all the, problems of
the cooperative, to demand answers to the suggestions and
ideas they raise, to criticize and demand a rendering of
account on the activity of their cooperatives. It is on this
basis also that the question of pensions and other social
insurance benefits has been settled.
The foundations of the higher-type cooperatives are
their own material and monetary means, the joint labour
of their members and the participation of the state, .which
provides them with supplementary means and all-round aid.
!he financial aid_ of the state to the higher-type cooperatives
is not ac~orded m the form of long-term loans, but in the
form of investments of budget funds, with the objective of
developing the productive forces. In this connection Article
22 of the ·constitution of the PSRA says; <<Unde; certain
circumstanc.es, the ·state supports the setting up and developn;ent of ~igh~r-type cooperatives, in which it participates
directly with mvestments, especially in the main means of
production.» Otherwise, these cooperatives receive long~term
cre?its and oth~r aid in the same ways as the other cooperatives, depen<;img on their needs.
From the early years of their ·activity the .state put at
their disposal, as a supplementary contribution, a sum of
millions of leks to be invested in the construction of stables .
hot houses, implement she'ds and repair shops, _for · land
development, etc~ In these conditions, the amount of invest- \ _>_·,·1'
ments and accumulation per hectare of arable land in these
.
cooperatives is greater than in the other cooperatives and
nearly at the level of investments in the agricultural enterprises.
-...
With the passage of time, the state investments have
increased and this form of financing has brought the group
1

,
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1 According to the Constitution of the PSR of Albania, land is the
exclusive property of the state (Article 17). It is allocated to state institutions and enterprises for social use and to individual citizens for personal use. Land is allooated for-use free of charge· (Article 19); ·
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property closer and closer to the property of the entire
people both in form and in content .. This increase in invest. ments by the state constitutes one of the concrete forms of
action which assist the transformation of the group property
into property of the entire people.
.
Along with the direct investments by the state m the
higher-type cooperatives, specia1 machine and tr~ctor s~ti<;>X:s
·have been set up for their benefit. They contribute s1gmficantly to augmenting the motor power and the machinery
base of these cooperatives, bringing them to the same level
as the agricultural enterprises.
. The members of these cooperatives are paid a guaranteed
wage in. proportion to the production. For each work norm
accomplished, they are paid twice per month at a rate of
90 per cent of the salary envisaged in 'the p!J.an. At the
end of the year, if the plan is realized, they get the additional
10 per cent of their salary and 20 rper cent when the plan
has been overfulfilled; on the other hand, when the plan
is not realized, they do not get the remaining 10 pe;r cent,
but this hardly ever happens. The members of higher-type
cooperatives also have the right to get 30 per cent of their
salary when bad weather makes work in the fiel~s impossible. It should be pointed out that, although the higher-type
cooperatives pay their members a guaranteed wage, its level
is determined on the basis of the economic capacity of each
cooperative. He!lce it differs from one cooperative to another.
Thus 'the higher-type cooperatives are big socialist collectiv•e enterprises in which the relations of property, exchang~e and distribution are raised to a higher, more advanced
level. This constitutes a new advance in the field of perfecting the relations of productiOn, a step forwar~ of pr~four:d
political, economic and social importance. This question . is
linked with the development of the productive forces, with
a better harmonization of the interests of the group with
the interests of society, with a more efficient ,,tilization
of the material and technical base and the fund of accumulation with the accentuation of the rprocess of concentration.
spe~ialization and cooperation in agriculture, with the grad1;1-al
transformation of group property into property of the entire
people and with the reduction of the essential differences
between town and countryside.
. The setting up of these cooperatives ·tends to accelerate
the rates of agricultural production. Important material,
technical and financial means have been placed at their dis-
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posal; they. utilize the human and material possibilities and
the climatic conditions better,·. and the , organization and.
management of production are strengthened and perfected. ·
The bulk of the production of bread grain, cotton, sun-flower,
milk and meat needed by the country h~s been concentrated
in these important modern agricultural. economies and the
agricultural enterprises.
.
·
·.
For instance, the higher-type cooperatives have ensured
higher yields than the ordinary cooperative~ in t~e produ~
tion of bread grain, sunflower, sugar-beet, ohves, citrus fruit,
milk, meat, etc.
.
The setting up of these cooperatives also marks a new,
higher sfage in the development of the group property and
all the relations linked with it, in the course of bringing it
c.:loser to the property of the entir·e people. This is a new
intermediate road which leads to 'the gradual elimination
of the differences existing today between the two forms of
socialist property.
The setting up of the higher-type cooperatives has also
had the affect of. consolidating the relations in the field
of organization and management of production. While preser'ving the principles of cooperative democracy, the forms
of organization and management and the structure of the
leading apparatus of these cooperatives are becoming more
and more like those· of the agricultural enterprises. The
system of finance and accounting, provision and distribution
has been perfected in these cooperatives, and all the new
conditions created permit more rapid concentration, specialization and cooperation of production, gaining the advantages
or large-scale socialist enterprises.
.
The creation of the higher-~ype cooperatives is based
on a better harmonization of the interests of the cooperativists
with those of ·the whole society. Their creation is based on
the harmonious and proportional development not just of
agriculture only, but of the •entire economy of the country.
The extension and consolidation of the material and technical
base of production, the ever more solid and better organized
scientific management of this production, the increase and
stability of production, the improvement of the material :ivellbeing of the cooperativists, the strengthening of the alliance
of the' working class with the cooperativist peasantry, the
search for new ways to reach a higher level of the socialization of the group property - thes·e are all essential aspects
of an improved ·concrete co-ordination of the individuail. and
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group interests with the general interest in this new form
of organization. The institution of regular payments of
wages, linked with the results of production, is an important
step forward which dir€Ctly favours the cooperativists. It tends
to eliminate the existing differences between the state
sector and the cooperative sector in the system of distribution and to convince the cooperativists that this collective
econom'y is their guarantee of more stable incomes.
While retaining the small peasant ownership, the ·collectivization of agriculture, through the organization of collective
producU.on, has transformed it into group ownership. However,
the cooperative ownership, and together with it, the cooperative system in the countryside, have a transitional character.
In the process of the construction of the socialist and communist society, the group ownership must be transformed
into ownership of the entire people. The higher-type cooperatives are a step towards this objective.
· From the viewpoint of property relations, what is new i_n
this form of coll<:~ctive organization and management of agricultural production is that it permits the gradual development
of the group property in a way that is completely natural to
the peasantry. The participation of the state in these cool?eratives enables the state property, the property of the entire
people, to be gradually built within the framework of the
group property. It is clear that this process responds to the
collective interests of the cooperativists and, at the same time,
to the interests of the entire sodety.
The experience of the 6th Five-year Plan (1976-198.0)
further strengthened the conviction of the masses on .the
correctness of the line followed by the Party for the establishment of higher-type cooperatives as the appropriate me.ans
for the growth and intensification of agricultural product10n,
for bringing the groUip 1property closer to the property of the
entire people.
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Chapter two

ESS.ENTIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
ECONOMIC SYSTEM OF THE PSR OF ALBANIA

The fundamental aim of socialism is to develop the
forces of production to such a level as to satisfy the ever
increasing needs of society and open the way for the future.
application of the communist principle "of dist;ribution. This
objective can be achieved only through the continuous growth
and perf.ecting of socialist production .on ~he basis of mo?~rn
technology and an unprecedented nse m the product1v1ty'
of social labour.
The process of socialist production in the People's Socialist RepubUic of Albania is based on three essential principles'
and methods. which ensure its rapid, harmonious _and continuous
deve1opment: democratic centralism, self-reliance and planning.

Democratic centralism - a fundamental
principle of the organization and management
of the national economy
Article 11 of the Constitution of the PSR of Albania says:
the organization of the state and state activity, all the'
political and economic life in the People's Socialist Republic
of Albania are based on the principle of democratic centralism
and develop according to it, combining the centralized direction with the creative initiative of local organs and the masses of the working people, in struggle against bureaucracy and
liberalism.»· ·
The essence of democratic centralism is therefore a judicious combination of the centralized organization and direc-·
« ...

tion of the economy by the socialist state with the conscious,
general and direct participati<m of the working masses in the
management of this economy.
'The centralized organization and direction of the socialist
economy .are dictated by the level of the productive forces
and by the conditi-ons created for their development, by the
degree of socialization of production and the means of production, iby the necessity for a harmonious development of the
economy in the interest of the whole society. Social and cooperative ownership of the means of production creates the
objective possibility to -organize and manage the economy on
this single basis through an overall sta'te plan in which the
·productive activities of all the enterprises and the different
branches of .the economy in all. districts of the country are
completely co-ordinat€d. This function fully conforms with
the social character of production and appropriation. The
organization and management of the economy on this basis
ensure an appropriate and rapid development in conformity
with the needs of socialist production, increase the efficiency
of production, and save the society a great deal of energy
and other material losses which can have harmful consequen,..
ces in organization and management.
Centralism in the economy presupposes the organization.
and management of the economy by a centre, by the socialist
state, its development in conformity with economic laws and,
first of all, with the fundamental economic law of socialism,
its harmonious development on the basis of an overall state
plan, exereise of control by society over work, producti-on and
the utili:zation of material means, the application of a consc-ious
proletarian discipline in the accomplishment of each task by
each link of the econ-omy, the responsibility of the lower
organs to the central organs of the state and the economy, as
well as the application of a revolutionary style and method
in the organization and management of the socialist economy.
At the same time the social ownership, the social character of production and appropriation imply not only that this
process is managed in a centralized way but also that the
working masses, the owners of the means of production take
part in this management. This form of production also absolutely demands the. application of socialist democrac'y in the
leadership and manag.ement of the economy. It follows that
centralism_ and socialist democracy in the organization and
management of. the economy are_ two aspects of the same
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phenomenon; they presuppose one another _and constitute the
fundamental requirements of democratic centralism.
Democratic centralism is the best combination of the
unified leadership of the state with the initiative and organized participation of the masses. It enab:~s the co-ordinati~n
and accomplishment of the primary political and economic
tasks in the fields of production, distribution and exchange
and fulfilment of material needs on the scale of the whole
society,' while it ensures the organized control of society over
the proper accomplishment of these tasks. ·
Democratic centralism is the highest form of democracy,
not only because it implies the active participation of the
masses in the discussion, examination, and approval of economic plans, as well as in check upon and application of
these plans, but also because it presupposes that it is the
masses who put these plans into practice, who verify the
cmr-ectness of these plans in their productiv-e activity, who
modify and correct th-em. This centralism does not paralyze
the initiative of the workers. On th-e contrary, it encourages
the collectives to carry out their tapks in social production
in the best and most efficient way. Herein lies the profoundly
democratic, social arid popular character of socialist centralism.
Th-e socialist democracy in economic management has become
more and more d-eeply implanted. Socialism is the deed of the
working masses, and the socialist mode of production itself
creates the necessary conditions for this deepening of socialist democracy. In the course of the construction of socialism,
the working masses thoroughly mast-er the art of organization
and management, and acquire ever more profound scientific
knowledge about the laws of social development.
Consequently, ·the irritative of the masses and their participation in the study and discussion of various problems have
increased; the leading organs listen more· attentively to the
voice of the masses and the control of the working class has
become more and more extensive and thorough in all directions.
In order to develop the line of the masses further in the
management of the people's economy, an all-round struggle is
waged in the iPSR of Albania to eradicate bureaucracy in. the
method of management, against domineering practices, against
tendencies to underrate or not listen to the voice of the mas.ses. This is a struggle for the cont.inuous perfecting of the
method of organization of work and the management of social
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production. This perfecting constitutes a permanent task and
it is conditioned by the development and perfecting of the
mode of socialist production itself, by the necessity of enhancing the role of the working class in the management of the
economy.
.
Improvement of the methop and forms of management of
the economy includes both the centralized management of
th€ economy and the socialist democracy in the organization
and management of the economy. This can be achi€ved, first
of all, through strengthening the centralized management,
which cannot yield the desired results if control is not exercised from b€low as well as from· above. Socialism implies
both contro~ and accounting, and the forms in which they can
.be rput into practic-e are perfected along with the development
of the economy.
In the corr·ect application of the principle of democratic
centralism, in perfecting th€ method .of the organization of
work and the management of production, special attention
has he€n paid to the deepening and extension of s·ocialist
democracy in the management of the economy. The working
masses take part extensively in all the economic and social
activity of each enterprise. All the activity of the economic.
enterprises, and agricultural cooperatives is subject to the
judgement and control of the working masses, who exercise
these rights not in a purely formal way but actively.
In this matter, the question of es.tablishing the most correct relations possible between the leaders and the wmking
masses assumes special importance. These relations which
ensure the cor.rect direction of the economy and give it the
correct orientation are considered an important aspect of the
relations of socialist production. The deepening of the socialist
democracy i:n the organization a;pd management of the economy is particularly manifested in the merging of the cadres
with the masses. In regard to the organization of work, the
management of the economy, the development.· of social
production, etc., the cadres are ready to listen to the voice orf
the masses, learn from them and participate together with
them in production and scientific research. Such a practice
is obligatory in the. state ent€rprises, in the agricultural cooperatives and at all levels of the national economy.
The deepening of socialist democracy in the economy
presupposes abandonment of the old forms and adoption of new
onesr to make it possible for the masses to manage production
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of the centralized planned direction, to the further deepening
of the socialist· democracy in the management of the economy
and the perfecting of the relations between the cadres and
working masses in a revolutionary way.
·
· The control, organization and management of the economy
by the working class, by the working masses, are not purely
formal, do not have the character of a simple campaign and
are not carried out spontaneously; on the contrary, they have
a permanent ·character and are consciously applied under the
guidance of the a?arty. The working masses are engaged €Very
day, €Very hour in 'this control, organization and manag€ment of
social production. and am ceaselessly perf€cting th€rn.

Self-reliance-. the principal
road of the construction of socialism in
our country .
«In the construction of socialism, the :People's Socialist
Republic of Albania relies mainly on its own forces.» (Article
14 of the Constitution of the PSR of Albania.)
Th€Or€tically, this principle and its importance for the
construction of socialism stern from the Marxist-Leninist theses
on the determining role of the internal factor and the decisive
function of the masses in the work of construction. Like the
people's r€volution, the construction of socialism in Albania
is the work of the . masses. This,· however, does not exclude
the role of the external factor during the national liberation
war or the internationalist aid of other socialist countries
during the socialist construction of the country.
In his report to the 7th Congress of the PLA (November
1976) Comrade Enver Hoxha pointed out, <<the complete construction of the socialist society is closely linked with the
understanding and implementation of the principle of selfreliance in every step and every field of life. Thi.".? great Marxl.st-Leninist principle of profound revolutionary content is not
only a law for the construction of socialism but also, .in the
present conditions, .an urgent necessity for our country to cope
successfully with enemy rblockad€S and eneirdernent.» The
Party of Labour of Albania considers that the principle of
s€lf-reliance is not a temporary policy dictated by particular
circumstances, but an objective necessity for each country,
big or small, backward or developed, a principle applicable
in the liberation struggle, in the proletarian revolution, as
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well as in the co~struction of socialism and the defence of
the country. <<The implementation of this principle,» Comrade
Enver Hoxha goes on, «bars all paths to the inflow of bank
credits from !bourgeois and !l.'.'evisionist states, 1by means .of
which the imperialists and social-imperialists enslave countri:es
and nations,. and fatten on their bloo~ a~1d sVl.'.'e-8:t. The socalled aid of the imperialists and social-imperialist~ to. the
developing countries constitutes a great fra~d and is. ain:ed
at exploiting the economies of these countries and dictatmg
their imperialist policy to them.>>
,
.
The principle of self-reliance presuppose~ the contmuows
reliance on the strength, the ideas and creat~ve .work of the , '
working masses, the mobilization and organization of ~he.se
masses for the material and social progress of the socialist
society, it presupposes reliance on the material resourc~s of
the country and their discovery, developm~nt and r~ti~ma:
utilization to the benefit of the construction of socialism,
reliance on the internal ae:cumulation of the country, the m?st
rational utilization of it in accordance with a gener~l l~ne
of a regime of savings, on the accumulation and generalization
of the country's internal experience, as w_ell as on the prudent
and creative utilization of foreign expenence, ad~pted to the.
conditions of the country; the .setting up of an mde~nd€nt,
multi-branched, modern national economic system which responds· to the conditions and needs of the :country.
.
Immediately after Liberation, the quest10n of the economic
and cultural development of the country became the concern
of the entire people. Under the leadership of the. Party,
workers, peasants, intellectuals and women, set up umts, detachments, battalions and brigades for voluntary work. An
unprecedented enthusiasm for work swept the whole country.
.
.
.
In those very difficult conditions and despite a terrible
shortage of machinery and experienced cadres, . everybody
worked self-sacrificingly to repair all the damaged roads and
bridges and restore the communications network.
Thanks 'to the unsparing efforts of the workers,. some of
the . factories, power stations and mines were repai~ and
recommenced their operation in the first year aft~r Liberation. The peasants were mobilized to ensure the sowmg of the
arable land and, with state aid, to rebuild the burnt-~ut ho.u~es.
The educational and cultural institutions ~egan th~ir activity,
and new schools were opened, especially m the villages.

The entire develOpment of the economy of the PSR of
Albania is based on the utilizatio:p. of the internal, human,
material and monetary resources. Immense investments have
been made in order to increase the fundamental production
funds, to re-equip and modernize the existing branches of
the economy, to develop the natural assets of the country and
utilize them more and more for the 'benefit of the economy.
Through consistent implementation of the principle of
self-reliance considerable results have been achieved in Albania in the development of the national economy and the
fulfilment of the needs of many branches. Thus, today our
industry fulfils all the needs of the country for electric power,
liquid and solid fuels and chemical fertilizers. It also satisfies
all the needs for building materials (cement, timber, bricks,
window glass, etc). Our engineering industry is capable of
producing most of the spare parts needed for our economy
and has begun to turn out many types of machinery and
equipment, up to complete production lines, for factories and
whole industrial complexes. Light industry fulfils the needs
of the people for textiles, shoes, etc, the food industry also
fulfils the greater part of the need~ for various products,
especially oil, sugar, etc.
The advance of our socialist agriculture enables it to
ensure ever better supplies of other food products for the
needs of the population and to provide industry with raw
materials of pla1I1t or animal origin. In 1976, our agriculture
achieved a great success: it .produced all tihe bread grain needed
by the country.
·
The complex plants designed and built in Albania, today,
rank with the most advanced in the world as to their size
and technical level. A complete educational system, which
satisfies the needs of the country for middle and higner
cadres of all specialities, has been established. Today Albania
has an extensive network of research institutions engaged
. in fruitful studies and research for the benefit of produetiol'l..
The coming into production of new, powerful industrial
complexes will fulfil the needs of industry for steel, for iron
profiles, tubes and plates, for high-quality liquid fuels, raw
materials for the chemical industry, fibre-cement products,
glass, and other products required by the engineering industry.
This vigorous development has resulted in the build-up
of the internal resources in the functioning of the national
economy.
15 - 117 A
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Self-reliance means that the working masses play an ever
·greater role in lhe solution of the economic problems of the
country. The motto ..,Rely on our own forces» has become. a
source. or inspiration in Albania. When the IKhrushchevi~e
revisionists, and later, the Chinese revisionists, recaUed their
specialists and organized the blockade against. our count~,
the Albanian workers themselves started to design and build
machinery and equipment and even whole industrial complexes with their own forces. The A1banian cadres. and s:pecialists discovered important mineral resources, thus mcreasmg
the potential and independence of the national economy.
The working class, the innovators and rationalizers, the
engineers and technicians, the cadres, specialists and all t~e
other working people of Albania have mobilized their physical mental and creative abilities to fulfil the state plan ahead
of 'schedule, to increase the productivity of labour, and to
produce within the country machinery, equipment or other
products which were imported in the past. .
.. .
The principle o'f self-reliance, the maximum utilization
of all the internal resources and reserves, as well as the construction· of a powerful national economy, enable t~e coun~y
to obtain the necessary machinery and equipment m foreign
markets through trade on the basis of mutual benefit.
The principle of self-reliance does not deny the role of
the external factor.
. ·
On this subject; Comrade Enver Hoxha has pointed out:
«While working for the construction of socialism according
to the principle of self-reliance, our '.f'arty has .neyer. dreamed
of creating an autarchic economy, ISola_ted wi~hm .its:elf. At
the same time, while combating any feelmg of mfenonty and
worshipping everything foreign, it has not negated the ~alue
of. progressive world thinking, the achievements of. science
and technology in other countries. It has alwa~s prized the
revolutionary experience of all peoples, everythmg t~t serves
the· cause of the emancipation and progress of manlkmd. .
...Far from excluding reciprocal collaboration and aid
among the revolutionary and socialist forces, se~-reli<1;hce
presupposes it. The aid which the victo1:'i.ous revoluti~n g~ves
the countries and peoples fighting for national and social liberation, the mutual aid among countries building socialism,, is
an internationalist duty. It is devoid of ooy sort. of self:sh
interest and inspired 'by the lofty interests of Marxism-Leninism. This aid is to the advantag·e not only of the country

which receives it but also of the country which gives it, because the triumph of socialism in any country serves the
triumph ·Of the revolution in the other countries, too, its
triumph over capitalism and revisionism.»
11:1 t.he fut~re. too, Albania will adhere firmly to the line
of bmldmg socialism by relying on its own forces.
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The planned managem~nt of the economy
The mode of production in the 1People's Socialist Republic
of ~lrbania is characterized by the planned development of the
national economy.
T_his .Principle is sancti~ned by Articles 25 and 26 of the
Constitution:
·
«Th.e st~te organi~es, manages and develops all economic
and s:>cial hfe acco~dmg t? a unified general plan, in order
to satisfy the ever mcreasmg material and cultural needs of
the society' to strengthen the independence and defence of
the country, b'y constantly increasing and perfecting socialist
production on the basis of advanced technology.»
~-<For the administration of means which are property of
the whole people, the state creates economic enterprises which
carry on their activity guided by the general interests of the
society, expressed in the state plan.»
The necessity .and possibility of this planned development
stem from the social character of the ownership of the means
of production, the various enterprises being considered as
forming a single economic entity. Therefore large-scale socialist production cannot develop without a general plan. ·
The planned development of the economy in the People's
Socialist Republic of Albania is carried out by the people's
power.
,
The state plans the development of the country's economy; it administers the material, human and financial resources, determines the volume and structure of production
and major projects to develop the economy, establishes the
rates of increase of labour productivity, the volume of g0ods
in circulation in interna1l and foreign trade, fixes the. prices
of goods, the levels of pay for workers and officials, etc. The
Albanian state also directs the economic life of the agricultural
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cooperatives always taking account of their special characteristics as cooperative enterprises.
"
Because of the great importance of planning in the accomplishment, by the socialist state, of its principal function
in the economic, organizational, cultural and educational :fields,
the Constitution of the People's Socialist Republic of Albania,
as was mentioned above, gives explicit legislative sanction to
the planning of the national economy as a constitutional principle.
The planning of the economy develops along with the essential stages of the conversion of private property of 1Jhe
means of production into social property .. In the first stage,
at the commencement of. social ownership of the means of
production, when this form of ownership is not yet pr:ciominant the planning of the people's economy has a partial and
limited character. In the second stage when the socialization
of the means of production has been achieved, in general, and
social ownership has become predominant, the people's economy begins to develop according to a unified general state
plan. In the third stage, when the social ownership of the
means of production is totally predominant, when the economic base of socialism has been built and the socialist relations of production have triumphed both in town and countryside, the planning of the econemy <enters a new high~r stage
of development. At this stage it is applied in the entire eco-.
nomy.
The establishment and development of a planned economy
demand the establishment and organization of an adequate
system of organs for the management and planning <;>f the
. national economy, from the centre to the· base, accordmg to
the principle of democratic centralism. This has been and
remains the fundam<ental principle of the planned management
of the na'tional ieconomy. The drafting of a unified state plan
on a broad, democratic basis cannot be conceived without
this principle. The system of state organs ~or the. n:anagement and planning of national economy m Albama' was
established and has gradually developed, starting from initial,
simple forms of organization, to reach the highly perfected
form it has today.
The state plans in the People's Socialist Republic of
Albania bear ·«the seal of the people». Both drafting them
and carrying them out are the collective work of the working
people. Wherever they are, at work, at meetings of their city
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quarter, .in the. cultural institutions, etc, the working masses
never fail to discuss the draft plans, to make their criticisms
and sugg:stions. On the basis of the many suggestions put
forward m these popular debates, the initial figures always
undergo changes and modifications. The worlking masses
have frequently modified the plan during its execution have
set higher targets and accelerated the rates of develo~ment.
All plans undergo such modifications.
. .~Upward of 13,500 commissions and planning groups, ~on
s1stmg of more than 82,000 members, 78 of them workers
and cooperativists were set up and functioned all over the
homeland to draft the directives of the 6th Five-year Plan.
A/bout 160,000 working people contributed to the discussion
in the course of the examination of the draft directives advancing about 45,000 proposals, of which over 30,000 'were
found valuable and endorsed. The same ;procedure was fo1'lowed
for the 7th Five-year Plan (1981-1985), too.
It should 'be pointed out that in the course of the
debate, thanks to their very powerful ,spirit of initiative and
revolutionary enthusiasm, the working masses expressed their
determination to un~ertake bold tasks, considerably greater
tasks than those envisaged in the draft-directives. Thus, the
working masses themselves raised almost all the main targets
presented in tlhe draft-directives of the 6th and 7th Five-·
year Plans. The revolutionary ardour of the agricultural workers is also note-worthy.
·

From one five-year plan

to the other

Albania embarked on the road of the . develop~ent of a
plann:d economy with a burden of great social, economic,
techmcal and cultural backwardness inherited fr.om the past
at a time when the country had suffered great materiai
damage and loss of life at the hands of the fascist occupiers.
The planned organization and development of the life of
~he co~ntry, of course on the basis of partial plans,· began
immediately after the triumph of the people's revolution.
Sue~ were the plans of. 1945 and 1946. These annual plans
envisaged the accomplishment of concrete taslks for the
revival and organization of the national economy immediately
after Liberation. The indices of these plans were naturally
relatively restricted, but no small effort was requfoed to
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accomplish them. The aim was to reconstruct the ravaged and
paralysed economy, to
get the mines and ·certain smal'l
industrial units back into operation, to rebuild bridges and
communication routes, to rebuild the damaged houses, etc.
The first unified state plan of the national economy
was that of 194.7. It mariked the beginning of the development of the economy on a national scale, on the basis of
unified state plans. It enabled certain concrete and urgent
tasks conce~ing the reconstruction and •equipment of the
economy to be carried out. The plan of 1948 completed the
restoration of different branches of the national economy
and ensured their subsequent development. Total industrial
output that year was twice that of 1938. At this stage communications were completely . restored, the bridges and roads
were repaired, the burnt-out houses were reconstructed
and a great .number of new projects were completed.
After the accomplishment of the -two annual plans, the
drafting of the two-year state plan for-1949-1950 began. This
plan marked a new, higher stage in the planning and develop·ment Qf the Albanian people's economy. This plan envisaged
the creation of new branches and new indices which, with
reason, did not figure in the preceding plans. The accomplishment of the two-year plan brought about many modifications
in the structure of total industrial and agricultural production.
The development of the people's economy on the basis
of short-term state plans was necessary in the first years
after !Liberation, in order to accomplish some very urgent
tasks, for the reconstruction, management and organization
of the economy, to acquire the necessary experience to go on
to five-year plans of the development of the economy and
culture, without .which the construction of socialism and
communism was inconceivable.
The 1st Five-year Plan (1951-1955)

As a result of the accomplishment of the first plans, in
1950, total industrial and agricultural output were :respectively
4 times and 30 per cent above the pre-war figures. Therefore,
in 1951, the conditions had been created for the planning
. of the people's economy to enter a new phase of development,
that of long~term plans. Thus a new period began, a· period
of development at high rates. New, rational, well-harmonized
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proportions were established between the various branches
of the economy, planning was established on a more scientific
basis and corresponded better to our possibilities, the MarxistLeninist principles of socialist planning of the people's economy were applied in a more complete and better organized
way.
The long-term plans in Albania are unified five-year
plans for the entire national economy. Up till 1980, six such
plans had been successfully accomplished. Now the Albanian
people are engaged in ca[';rying out the 7th Five-year Plan
(1981-1985).
'
The effect of the successful completion of the 1st Fiveyear Plan was to transform, Albania from a backward agricultural country into an agricultural-industrial country. The
basis of the new socialist economy was iaid and the socialist
sector of agriculture was extended. The necessary conditions
were created for the rate of the collectivization of agriculture to be aecelerated, and for the construction of the economic base of socialism to be completed in the next fiveyear plan. In 1955, the total volume of industrial production
was 179 per cent higher than in 1950 and 11.5 times that
of 1939. The rate of growth of industrial production was
22 per cent a year. In certain branches of industry, such as
the extraction of chromium ore, the engineering industry,
the timber industry, local industry, etc, the targets of the
plan were overfulfilled. The handicraft cooperatives fulfilled
the five-year plan 10 months ahead of schedule. Ahout 150
factories and other new state-owned enterprises were comm~ioned during the 1st Five-year iPlan.
Agriculture made great progress also. The production of
bread grain in 1955 was 53 per cent higher than in 1950.
The vigorous development of the economy and the
growth of industrial and ·agricultural production made possible
the improvement of the material situation of the working
people and the raising of their cultural level. The circulation
o:f goods in 1955 was 105 per cent greater than in 1950.
The national income had increased by 70 per ·cent, the real
wag€S of the workers and employees by 20 per cent, the
income of the peasantry by 35 rper cent.
Great successes we'I"e recorded also in the development
of culture and education. The network of schools was extended
and the number of schools and students increased. Illiteracy
was completely abolished among people under. 40 years of age.
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The 2nd Five-year Plan (1956-1960)
The 2nd Five-year Plan was overfulfilled.- This plan
was characterized by the construction of the economic base
of socialism. The total industrial output which was to be
realized in five years was riealized in four years and nine
months, hence the industrial output envisaged for 1960 was
realized in 1959. In 1960, the total industrial output was
2.2 times above that of 1955 and 25 times that of 1938. The
mining, ~lectrical, engineiering and building materials industry
had the highest development rates. The branches of the
light and food industries developed in parallel fashion.
Consequently, the structure of industry was· much improved.
In 1960, industry's contribution to the national income reached
40 per cent.
During the 2nd Five-year Plan, 250 big economic and
· cultural projects were comp1eted. New ohl.-fields and new
iron nickel, chromium, copper and coal mines came into
production. New workers' towns sprang up alongside.
The most important victory in agriculture,· a historic
victory, was the large-scale collectivization of agriculture.
In 1960, the socialist sector in agriculture covered 87 per cent
of the arable land. Despite bad weather, especially in the
two last 'years of the five-year plan, the agricultural output
of 1960 was 25 per cent higher than that of 1955. The area
of cultivated land was increased by 13 per cent. Yields of all
agricultural products, including grain, increased, Tobacco,
cotton and sugar-beet had the highest rates of increase.
The growth of industrial and agricultural production,
the big productivity of labour and the fal'.1 in the cost of·
production were the main factors which r·esulted in an
appreciable rise in the level· of the material and cultural ·
life of the people. In comparison with 1955, in 1960, the
national income increased by 48 per cent, the real wages of
the workers and employees by 29 per cent, while the real
income of the peasants increased by 35 per cent. During the
2nd iFive-year Plan, 6 major reductions in the retai[ prices
of. Consumer goods were decreed. These reductions represented
a gain of 7 billion 200 million (old) leks for the population.
The rates of increase in the circulation of goods were 2
to 3 times higher than those of the increase of population.
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· Considerable progress was recorded, also, in the development of education and culture, as well as in the protection
of the people's health. In 1960, one person out of five went
to schoOll. The number of higher cadres tre'biled in comparison
with 1955. Average life expectancy rose to 62 years.
The 3rd Five-year Plan (1961-1965)
Despite the savage imperialist-revisionist blockade imposed on the country, the tasks of the 3rd Five-year 'Plan
were successfully accomplished on the whole. This plan marked an important step forward in the construction of the
material and technjcal base of socialism.
The plan of total industrial production was fulfilled 97
per cent. In the chromium, copper, electrical and engineering
industry, the targets were overfulfilled by satisfactory margins. The oil, coal, building materials, and light and food industries made further progress. The foundations of the chemical industry were laid. In the five years, 430 industrial, agricultural and socio-cultural projects were built and brought
into service. Total industrial production in 1965 was 39 per
cent higher than in 1960, or 34.8 times higher than in 1938.
The total agricultural output in 1966 was 36 per cent
higher than that of 1960, and 2.3 times that of 1938. The
production of bread grain increased by 51 per cent, the
irrigation capacity by 52 per cent. The volume of mechanized
work increased by 82 per cent, while the necessary base
for the establishment of an intensive agriculture was strengthened.
·
In comparison with the 2nd Five-year ·Plan, the national
income increased by 44 per cent. The part of this income
allocated to consumption, the circulation of" the goods in
socialist trade and the total housing floor space increased
likewise. The number of pupils and students envisaged in the
plan was surpassed. The number of middle cadres doubled
while the number of higher cadres more than doubled.
The successful achievement of the objeetives of the 3rd
Five-year Plan was a testimony to the revolutionary spirit
of the Albanian Workers, and their great moral and political
strength. The accomplishment of this five-year plan showed
that the base on which the Albanian socialist economy was
built was invulnerable and that the road followed by the
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people's power for the socialist construction" of the country
was correct. The experience of these five years also proved
. that the socialist construction of a country can continue
successfully even under the difficult conditions of the imperialist-revisionist encirclement and pressure.
The 4th Five-year Plan (1966-1970)

The 4th Five-year ·Plan marked an important step forward in the construction Df the material and technical ibase
of socialism by means of the socialist industrialization o;f
the country, the strengthening of the cooperative system in
the countryside, the rapid development of agricultural production, mainly of bread grain, and the deepening of the
technical and scientific revolution. On this bas.is the wellbeing of the people and their ·cultural level were raised and
the defence potential of the socialist Homeland increased.
The 4th Five-year Plan was accomplished in 4 years
and 7 months. The targets for the growth of total industrial
production were overfulfilled and the level fixed for 1970
was achieved in 1968.
.
Because of a more complete exploitation of the existing
pro~uctive capacities and the construction of new projects,
durmg this plan the socialist industrialization of the country
d€veloped in extension and depth. Instead of 'the 50-54
per cent increase envisaged by the plan, total industrial
production in 1970 was 83 per cent higher than that of 1965.
The average rate of annual growth of industrial production
was 12.9 per cent, or 4.2 per cent higher than envisaged.
The production of the means of production (group A)
in 1970 was 108 per cent higher than that of 1965, instead
o:f the 65-69 per cel)t increase envisaged. In the sector of
the geological service, the objectives set for the increase
of industrial reserves wePe surpassed. Instead of the envisaged
46 per cent increase, crude oil production in 1970 increased
b'y 81 per cent in comparison with 1965. The targets were
overfulfilled also in mineral extraction, oil refining, production of blister copper, etc. Th~ production of electric power
increased 2.8 fold in OQmparison with 1965, instead of the
2.3 fold envisag·ed. The 4th Five-year ·Plan laid the foundations. of the chemical industry, which has made an important
contril:rntion tQ the continuous increase in production, es-
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pecially in agriculture. 'The engineering industry also made
considerable progress through the creation of new productive
capacities and a better utilization of its internal reserves .
This branch of the economy successfully accomplished all
the tasks assigned to it. The total output of the engineering
industry in 1970 was more than 3 times greater than in
1965.
The advance in the production of the means of production was accomplished in harmony with the equally necessary
increase in the production of goods for current consumption
(group B). Instead of the envisaged 33-38 percentage increase,
the production of consumer goods in 1970 increa:sed by 58 per
cent in comparison with 1965. The average rate of annual
growth was 9.5 per cent instead of the envisaged 6.7 per
cent.
·:Jn 1970, total agricultural output had increased b'y 33
per cent in comparison with 1965, representing a 5.8 per cent
annual increase. The production of field crops increased by
55 per cent and bread grain by 65 per cent. The production
of milk, meat and other animal products also increased
eonsiderably.
The plan for breaking in new land by the cooperativist
peasantry was overfulfilled. The irrigation capacity grew
by 33 per cent to cover 54 per cent of the arable land as
against 46 per cent in · 1965. The volume of mechanized
work increased by 90 per cent instead of the 36 per cent
increase enrvisaged 1by the 4th F:Lve-year Plan. Agriculture was
provided with 6 times more chemical fertilizers than in
the 3rd Five-year Plan.
In the course o:f the 4th Five-'year Plan, the volume of
investments increased by 55 per cent and that of construction
work by 46 per cent instead of the envisaged 34 and 18
per cent, respectively. The purpose of the investments and
construction work was to ensure the rapid development of
the extended socialislj; reproduction, the development of the ·
social and cultural sectors, in particular, for the construction of
houses:, and especially to overcome the heavy damage caused
by several earthquakes which the country_ experienced during
that period. ·
Satisfactory results were also achieved in the development of transport. In comparison with 1965, the volume of
goods transport had increased in 1970 by 53 per cent instead
o:f the envisaged 41-46 per cent. :Passenger transport increased
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by 108 per cent instead of ithe envisaged 83 per cent. The
nailwa'y network was extended and the merchant fleet
expanded.
Thanks to the continuous development of social production, the national income in 1970 increased by 55 per cent
in comparison with 1965, insrtead of the envisaged 45-50
per cent.
During the 4th Five-year !Plan, the lev€l of accumulation
achi€ved was rais€d to 34 per cent. This' increase was
accompanied with the continuous general growth of consumption by the population. In comparison with 1965, the
fund of consumption in 1970 had increased 30 per cent, or
2.1 times mor€ rapidly than the growth of the population.
Important measures were taken during this five-year plan to
raise the standard of living of the working people. All taxes
on the working people's incomes were abolish€d. The prices
of a series of mass consumer goods were reduced, and a
number of measures favouring the agricultural cooperatives
were taken. The turnover of retail trade goods in 1970 had
increased by 45 per cent as against 1965, instead of the
envisaged 25-27 per cent.
The network of health institutions was extended during
the 4th Five-year Plan, and the number of hospital beds
increased by mor€ than the envisaged 8 per cent.
All these figures show that ~he targets set by the 5th
Congress of the ·Party of :j:.,abour of Albania for the 4th
Five-year iPlan were, on the whole, accomplished with success.

table below presents the main figures characterizing the
development of our people's econ-Omy in the 5th Five-year
!Plan:
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The 5th Five-yea;r Plan (1971-1975)
The 5th Five-year Plan was marked. iby a more vigorous
growth and strengthening of all branches of the economy.
The figures show that in 1975, in comparison with 1970,
social production increased by 37 per cent and the natio_nal
income by 38 ,per cent, or at an average rate 3. times higher
than the rate of increase of the population. Industrial production now repre&ented 65 per cent of the total industrial
and agricultural production. In comparison with 1970, in 1975
it had increased by 52 per cent, at an average annual rate
of 8. 7 per cent. Agricultural production had increased by
33 per cent, at an average· annual rate of 5.9 per cent. The
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In per cent
Principal indices
-

Total social production
National income
Total industrial production
Total agricultural production
Volume of goods transported
Volume of investments (for the 5
years taken together)
Productivity of labour in industry
Productivity of labour in construction
Volume of exports (for the 5 years
taken together)
Goods turnover in retail trade
Real income per capita of population

Increase in 1975
as against 1970
37
38

52
33
45

50
21
28
75
35
14.5

During the 5th Five-year Plan, the people's economy
continued to develop at relatively rapid rates. The average
rate of growth of total social production was 6.5 per cent
(8.7 iper cent for industrial production, 5.9 per cent for agri. cultural production). As was stressed above, these rates
were two to three times higher than the rate of increase ·
of the population. This shows clearly that the economy of
socialist Albania is developing mor·e rapidly than the economies of the capitalist ·countries or those countries where
the revisionists have come to power. Unlike the capitalist
and revisionist countries, socialist Albania knows no rises in
the prices of mass consumer goods, no inflation, no unemploytnent.
.
'11he piroductive forces have developed rapid1y in an allround . way, ·the material and technical base .of socialism
was raised to a new higher stag€, and an important step
forward was taken in the transformati0n of Albania into
an industrial-agricultural country. The share of national
income allocated to the development of the economy and
culture was 36 per cent. The industrialization of the country
continued to develop and the role of industry as the
leading branch of the people's economy grew considerably.
In 1975, the production of means of production (Group A)
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accounted for 58.5 per cent of the total industrial output.
Important steps were also made in the rap!d development
and intensi:fil.cation of all branches of agriculture, especially
the production of bread grain. This made it possible for the
1
untiring agricultural workers to achieve a brilliant victory :
in 1976 they succeeded in producing all the grain required
to ensure the p€Ople's bread supplies.
·The well-being of the masses as a whole steadily improved, and the essential differences between town and countryside were further reduced. The state US€d important
aocumuilated ,funds to cope with the uncontrolla1ble rise in
the prices of imported goods and has not permitted this
~henomenon to .affect .the purchasin!$ powe_r of the population. In cbmparison with 1970, the production of mass consumer goods (Group B) increa:sed by 45 IP€[' cent 1n 1975.
Thus the rate of growth of the fund of consumption was
higher than the rate of growth of the population, while
the real income of the peasantry increased much more rapidly
than that of the urban population. Improvements were
made in the management of the economy, in the s'ystem of
wholesale purchases, supplies· of goods and distribution. The
improvement of all the links of the superstructure during the
5th Five-year !Plan opened the way to the continuous development of the productive forces, released great forces and.
energies and warded off the danger of the bourgeois and
revisionist degeneration of our social, political and economic
order.

Achievements in the field of production

1. Industrial production

ln 197•5, total industrial output made up 57 per cent of
the total social product, as against 52 per cent in 1970. In
comparison with 1970, in 1975, the production of means of
production had increased by 57 per cent and the production of
consumer goods by 45 per cent. Great successes were achieved
in increasing the industrial reserves of minerals; the targets
in this sector were accomplished and overfulfilled, opening
up surer prospects for the c0ntinuous socialist industrialization
of the country, for the exploitation of the natural resources

j
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and the long-term development of the various branches of
industry.
The light and food industry also achieved considerable
successes: In comparison with 1970, production of the food
industry in 1975 increased by 51 per c-ent and that of light
industry by 34 per cent. To illustrate the importance of these
results, it suffices to mention that in 1975 our eoonomy
fulfilled 85 per cent of our needs for consumer goods with
local products. This is a great victory.

2. Agricultural production
Thanks to the particular concern of the Party for
the socialist economic, social and cultural development of
the c-ountryside, important successes were achieved in agr-icultural production and the development of the countryside in
general.
In 1975, the agricultural enterprises and the higher-type
cooperatives ·alone ensured 37 per cent of the bread grain
of the Republic and their contribution to the other crops
was about 57 per cent for cotton, 58 per cent for sunflower;
68 per cent for sugar-beet, 39 per cent for olives, 60 per cent
for citrus fruit, 62 per cent for milk, 49 per cent for
meat, etc.
During the 5th Five-year Plan, the mimber of tractors
·(calculated in 15 horse-power units) increased by 54 per
·cent; the irrigated area now covers 50 per oon't Of the
arable land. In 197·5, the quantity of chemical fertilizers
used was 41 per cent higher than that of 1970. During
this same period 90;000 hectares of the new land were planted ·
to crops.
The production of 1975, as against 1970, increased as
follows:
..,..-

total field crops
bread grain
sugar-beet
sunflower
cotton
haricot beans
livestodk. products

30 per cent
35 »
»
76 »
»
70 »
»
48 »
»
47 »
»
35 »
»

I,
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3. Investments and fundamental constructions
,The important and complex investments for the rapid
and many-sided development of the different branches of
the economy and culture, made especially in heavy extracting
and processing industry and agriculture, were one of the
main . characteristics of the 5th Five-year P1an.
The investments made during the 5th Five-year Plan
were 50 per cent higher than those made during the preceding
five-year plan and the volume of fundamental constructions
increased by 49 per cent.
.
In the 5th Five-year \Plan, 155 important new econom1<:
and socio-cultural projects were constructed and· put into
service. During this period, a considerable amount of work
was done in several major projects such as the metallurgical
combine (which has now turned out the first Albanian iron
and steel), the hydro-power station at Fierza, the oil refinery
in Ballsh, the urea plant, the PVC and soda plant, the
Gjanc; ilrrigation ireservoir, etc.
4. Tnansport and aommunications
The road, railway and telecommunications network was
extended. This facilitated and improved economic and social
relations and further animated the life of the country. The
volume of goods transport increased 'by 45 per cent and
passanger transport b'y 38 per cent. The volume of rail transport of goods was doubled. Sea transport :r:nade progr:ss,
and the capacity of the sea ports increased. The. commumcations sector satisfied the needs of the economy and the population of the city and the countryside ?etter, doing a volume
of work in 1975, 61 per cent greater than in 1970.

II. The accomplishment of tasks for the· distribwtion of
the social pl".oduct, for :riaising the level of well-being
and the clllltural development of the people
1. Distribution and ut,ilizati{on of the national income

During the 5th Five-year Plan, the distribution and
utmzation of the national income were carried out in con-
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formity with the policy of the Party, mantaining a high
level of accumulation with the aim of ac-celerating the
development of the productive forces, ensuring the build-up
of the defence capacity of the country and improving the
general well-being of the people.
The part of the national income allocated to the fund of
accumulation was 36 per cent tl.nstead of the 34-37 per cent
envisaged hy the 6th Congress of the Party, while 64 per cent,
as against the envisaged 63-66 per cent of the national income
was allocated to the fund of consumption. The target set by
the 6th Congress of the !Party for the growth of the real
in<:ome of the population was successfully achieved and the
difference in ihcomes between the urban· and rural population was further reduced. The real income of the city
dweller increased by 8.7 per cent while that of the peasant
increased by 20.5 per cent. It should be noted that the
primary factor in the well-heing and increased real per
capita income has been and remains the growing participation of the active population in useful social work. In fact,
the number of workers in 1975 increased by 21 per cent as
against 1970. In the countryside, too, the participation in
work contributed directly to raising the well-being of the
peasants. The fact that the average income per member in
the agricultural cooperatives in 1975 had increased by 29
per cent, as against 1970, was a great success.
During the 5th Five-year Plan, a series of measures
were taken favouring the <:ooperative peasantry, especially in
the hilly and mountain zones, in order to reduce the essential
differen<:es between city and countryside. He.re are some
of them: the establishment of a unified, centralized system
of pensions and oocial se<:urity benefits for mother and child;
reductions in the process of certain means of production sold
to the agricultural cooperatives by the state; increas·ed prices
for <:ertain agricultural and livest0<:k ·products bought by the
state; the undertaking by the state o:f part of the investments
made for breaking i.n new land, irrigation works and the
devdlopment of fruit-grnwing. Besides reducing the essential
differences be,tween city and countryside, those measures
have helped to increase agri<:uiltura1 production and strengthen the alHan<:e of the working class with the .co0iperativist
peasantry.
In fighting to raise the living standards of the. working
masses, the Party has always pursued a correct policy in the
16 - 117 A
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field of distribution, alfowing no great d~fferentia~ion in·
the levels of income and living standards between different
classes and groups of the population. This . is .not pettybourgeois egalitarianism, but 8: correct ~pphcat10n of the
socialist principle of remuneration accordm~ to work. d~me,
antl an ·effective measure to prevent the cr·eat10n of a pn_v1leged and favoured stratum which might become ~he car~ier of
bourgeois and ·revisionist ideology and a social basis ~or
the restorat~on of capitalism in <rnr country .. ~t was with
this purpose in mind that . the Central Committee. ?f the
Party .and the Council of Ministers. took the .decision. in
April 1976 «On the reduction of higher salaries,. on improvement; in the pay sy~te:n f:dr the worker~ and on th:
further nar:rowing o.f the distmct10n.s between city and coun
tryside.» Thanks t~ ~hese measures, the pe~sa.ntry . has a net
gain of 140-160 million leks per yec:r. This is gre~ter than
the total gain to our whole population from the important
reductions in the prices of consumer goods made in our
country up to date.
.
.
Thus in the ;psR of Albama, the ratio between the
average pay of a worker and_ the pay of a dfre_cto.r of an
enterprise in a given s-ector is . 1. to 1. 7; the ratio between
the average pay D·f the workers m general ~nd the pay of
a director or minister is about 1 to 2; the .ratio b:tween the
lowest and highest pay of the workers m a ~iven . se_ctor
is about 1 tD 1.5-1.65. Because of its importan_ce :n principle,
the pay ratio has become a · juridic~l. c~nstit~t10nal nor~.
In the countries where the revisionist cliques are ~n
power, not to speak of the capitalist . countries, . th: ratw
between the lowest and highest pay van~s betwee:i: 1.10 and
1 :30, without counting the bonuses . v:hich t~e directors of
enterprises, the engineers and techmci~ns _enJOY as a. ~s1:1lt
of the capitalist distr.ibution of profits m the revis10mst
enterprises.

2. Improvgment of the well-being of the .massies
The improvement of the well-being of the 'Yorking
masses also depends on. the circulation of go?ds. Durmg the
5th Five-year Plan, the circulation of goods .mcrea~ed by 35
per cent. Supplies. for the people in 1975, ~ ag17mst 1970,
increased as follows: sugar 30 per cent, edible oils 27 per
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cent, meat 27 per cent, vegetables 22 _per cent, milk 43 per
cent, cheese 60 per cent, eggs 180 per cent; shoes 25 per cent,
hosiery 51 per c-ent, furniture and household goods 26 per
cent, etc.
_
The health service in the PSR of Albania was greatly
extended during the 5th Five-year Plan, especially in the
countryside. Health service institutions have been set up in
almost all cooperatives. In 1970 there was one doctor for
1.180 people, while in 1975 there was one doctor for 870
people. It should be noted that in Albania medical care is
provi:ded by the state free of charge for the entire population.
Ailbania Js the country with the lowest death-rate in Europe
an~ iaver~ge life expectancy has reached 69 years, as
agamst 38 years in 1938.

3. Edu.cation 'and culture
Important successes have been achieved in the fields
of education and culture. In 1975, 30 people out of every 100
went to school. In the. :vork of education and teaching in
our ne_w school? .the spin t of the class, the proletarian and
revolut10.nary spirit of education have been strengthened through
the application of the three components of our new education
system: study, productive labour, physical and military education.
On the other hand, cultural and artistic activity assumed
a more p~onounced ma~s character. This activity was purged
of the hber,al-bourgeois and revisionist influences which
were the result of the hostile activity of the traitors
Fadil iPa~rami, Todi Lubonja and others in this field. The
founding of the Acad~n:Y: ?f Sciences was of· great importance.
It created greater poss1b1hhes for the further extension and better organization of Tesearch work, as well as for the perf.ecting
of the method of study and scientific res·earch. The arts and
~iterat1:1re also ::nade progress both in quantity and quality,
m their revolutionary content and in their artis'tic form.
The marked raising of the well-being of the entire
people is a great victory for the general line and the economic
policy of _th~ P~, which <?nee again shows the superiority
of the socialist socio-economic order over the capitalist order
whether bourgeois or revisionist, in such ·a vital and decisiv~
sphere as that of the care shown for man and alf his needs.
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In the P&R of Albania, despite the blockade imposed
by the external enemies and the hostile, activity in th~
economic field of the traitors Abdyl KeHezi, Ko90 Theodhosi
and Ki~o Ngjela, despite the pressure of the great economic
and financial crisis of the capitalist-revisionist world, the
prices of consumer goods have always remained stable and
correspond to the needs and purchasing powe~ of the ~ple,
whereas in the capitalist and revisionist countries the prices of
consumer goods are c.onstantly rising.
In conclusion, . it oan be said that the targets for the
economic and cultural 'development of the country during
the 5th Five-year 1Plan, on the whole, were successfully
attained and that the fundamental political, economic and
social obj>ectives set by the 6th Congress of the PLA were
achieved.
For the ALbanian people these results were a solid basis
for their efforts to carry out the 6th Five-year Plan san:ctioned by the 7th Congn~ss of the PLA.
The 6th Five-year Plan (1976:-!980)
.t
The economy and culture of our country reached a higher
stage of development in the 6th Five-year f'U:n. ~he volume of
production was further increased. and .maJ°:r improvements
were made in the structure of social production.
.
Although the Chinese revisionists cut off credits an?- mterrupted economic relations with our country, on w1:ich the
achievement of important objectives of the 6th Five-year
Plan depended, the Party called on the people, mobilized and
led the working masses to fulfil the main targets of the state
~an.
.
In 1980, as against 1975, the total social product had
increased 24.4 per cent, or more than twice the increase of the
population. The industrial output of 1980 was 131 times that
of 193'8.
·
·
1' ... :
As a result of the consistent implementation of the economic policy of the Party for the further devel?pmen~ of the
socialist industrialization of the country, total mdustnal pro...
duction increased at an averag€ annual rate of 6.1 per cent
during the last five-year plan. New branches of industry w~re
set :up, such as that of ferrous metallurgy, deep pro7essmg
of oi1, the ferro-chrome industry, etc. AQong with this, the
material and technical basis of the existing branches of the

1
.
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extracting and· processing industry was further extended.
Priority was given in the 6th Five-year iPlan to the development of branches which produce means of production. In
1980, the proportion of Group A in total industrial production
reached 64 per cent as against 56.8 per cent in 1975. The
energy industry was further strengthened, thus fulfil'ling the
growing needs of the country and becoming one of the ma~n
sources for the increase of exports. Major succ€Sses were also
achieved in the discovery .of new oil- rand gas fields which
resulted in the increase of industrial reserves. In 1980 the
quantity of coa.l extracted was 63 per cent greater than in
1975, while the production of electric enerigy 'by the hydropower stations increased by 3 times.
The engineering industry ha:d high rates of development,
too, and it fulfilled the target of ensuring 95 per cent of the
needs of the economy for spare parts locally. Major steps were
also made in the increase of the production of various machinery and equ~pment. In 1980 the production of this branch
of industry was 57.7 per cent great·er than in 1975. Marked
progress was also made in the other branches of the heavy
extracting and processing industry, such as that of chrome,
copper, the chem~cal industry, the building materials industry,
the timber and paper industry, etc.
The production of consumer ,goods was further inc;reased
during the 6th Five-year Plan. The annual average growth
rate of many of the main products of the light and food
industry was 2.2 to 6.5 times the annual rate of the population
incr•ease.
Our socialist agriculture ft.lrther dev·eloped in the 6th
Five-year Plan on the basis of the intensification of the production of its various branches. In comparison with the 5th
Five-year IPlan, agricultural production for the five years of
the 6th Five-year Plan taken tog·ether was 21.4 per cent
greater. The cooperativist peasantry and the other working
people of agriculture consolidated their great victory, the
fulfilment. of the needs of the ·economy and the people for
bread grain through the production of all the grain ne~ded
within the country. This, along with the increase of other
agricultura·l and livestock products, resulted in the further
enhancement of the role of agriculture, in the strengthening
of the independence of the country and in the ever better
fulfilment of the needs of the people, industry and exports.
These achievements were also the result of the further
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strengthening of the material-technical baS•? of agrkulture.
Along with the increase in the number of tractors and other
agricultura<l machines, ~rrigation was extended to another
40,000 hectares and in 1980 the quantity of chemical fertilizers
was 50 per cent greater than in 1975. Marked progress was
also made in the more rational utilization of the material technical base through the application of advanced techniques and
technology for increasing the fertility of the soil and management of livestock.
The volume of investments made in the 6th Five-year
Plan for the development of the economy and culture was
15 per cent greater than in the 5th Five-year Plan. Important
economic and social-cultural projects were built and commissioned during this plan. They ibrought about the further
strengthening of the materia[-technical 'base of the economy
as a whole and of its separate branches, of industry and
agriculture in particular.
The other ibranches and sectors of the economy and culture were also further developed. The volume of products
and goods transported during the past five-year plan increased by 30 per cent, thus fulfilling the requirements of the
economy for the timely transport ·of goods.
INew markets for the export goods were ensured by the
foreign trade and the volume of export and import was
increased as a whole.
All these achievements were another major step forward
on the road of the transformation of Albania into an industrial-agricultural country.
As a r-esu'lt of the care of the Party and the measur-es it
took, the living standards of the working masses were further
improved. The real per capita income and the purchasing
power of the population were further increased and the
socialist commerce fulfilled the needs of the people for consumer goods better, in quantity, quality and structure. The
sector of communal services was also rapidly extended.
Socialist education and culture were further developed.
Their role in the communist education of the working masses
was further enhanced. Twenty thousand higher cadres of
difforent specialities, or 57 per cent more than in the previous
five-year pJan, were trained in the 6th FTue-year :Plan. The
quality of teaching was raised in higher schools turning out
higher specialists and in secon-dary schools turning out qualified workers and middle specialists. Over 730,000 pupils and
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students are nowadays attending secondary and higher schools.
Fourteen feature films, 10 animated cartoon films, 26 documentary films and 40 newsreels are annual,ly produced in
Albania.
The health service was further developed in the direction
of the protection and improvement of the health of the people.
Another achievement was the adoption of further and more
complete hygiene measures in cities, villages, work arid produdion centres and the protection of the environment from
pollution. There are 3,89fl health_ institutions in Nbania with
5,140 higher cadres serving in them.-Tliere is one doctor for
every 738 residents without counting dentists.
The sociaEst reaations of production were fiurther perfected on the basis of the directives of tne 7th Congress of the
Party. The measures taken for the constant strengthening of
the socialist property, the improvement of the forms of re:muneration according to the quantity and quality of the work
done, ·encouragement of revolutionary initiatives, especially of
that for tJhe ·creation of joint herds from -the cooperativists'
personal livestock as well as the 1mprovem:ent of the scientific
and planned m;anagement of the economy, became major factors for the further development of the economy and culture
and the socialist construction in our country.
The uninterrupted development and deepening of the
technica1-sdentific .revolution, whiich has suocessfully solved
many problems of the development of the economy, culture
and the renlhancement of the defence potential of the cauntry,
has also made a vaJuable contribution to the general development of the country.
The 7th Five-year. Plan (1981-1985)

The main indicators of the development of the ·economy
during this five-year plan are ito rise as follows:
Increase in per cent
198~ against 1980
-

Total social product
National income
Total industrial production
Total agricultural production (in the 7th Five-

34-36
35-37
36-38
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--------------------------------------------------------------------~--year Plan as against the 6th Five-year Pl~n,
30-32
for the five years taken together)
- Fundamental investments (in the 7th Fiveyear Plan as against the 6th Five-year Pian,
22-24
for the five years taken together)
34-36
~ Transport of goods (ton/kllometres)
22-24
- Circulation of retail goods in state trade
58-60
- Exports
12-14
- Productivity of -social labour
8-10
- Real income. per head o-f po;pula tion
34-36 .
Total financial income

In industry geological prospecting for minerals will be
stepped up. Priority will be given to the development of the
energy industry. In 1985, as against 19<80, oil extraction will
increase 58-60 per cent, coal extraction will increase about
48 per cent and the production of electric power about 16
per cent.
The mineral extracting industry will rpe developed at
rapid rates. In 1985 as against 19<80, extraction of chromium
ore will increase about 29 per cent, of copper ore about 53
per cent, and iron-nickel about 2.5 times. The extraction of
phosphorites, quartzite, rock salt, marble blocks, dolomite.
olivfnite, bauxite, . magnesium, nicker-silicate, alabaster, etc;
will also be increased.
Ferrous and non-ferrous metallurgy will be developed
rapidly; in l985 as against 1980 production of rolled steels
will .increase 76 per cent, carbonic ferro-chrome about 3 fold
and blister copper about 28 per cent.
The total production of the engineering industry will
increase 43-45 per cent, reconditioning of spare parts 54-56
per cent and the production of machinery and equipment 5658 per cent.
In 1985 the production of the chemical industry will be
62-65 gr·eater than in 1980, that of the building materials industry 20-22 per cent, of the timber and paper industry 22-24
per cent, of the light industry 38-40 per cent, of the food
industry 23-25 per cent.
Agriculture will proceed more rapidly on the road of
intensification of production. .Production of bread grain remains the principal task in this five-year plan, too. Over the
5 years it will increase about 20 per cent in comparison with
the 6th Five-year Plan. Produdion ·of i:Q.dustrial crops will
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also increase rapidly. Average annual production of sugar-beet
will increase 41-44 per cent, sun-flower 56-58 per cent, cotton
55=58, and tdbacco 46-49 per cent. Special importance will be
given to increasing production of potatoes, vegetables and dry
beans.
Animal products will also increase at rapid rates. In
198'5 as against 19:80 mmk production will increase 30-32 per
cent, meat 53-55 per cent, eggs 50-52 per cent and wool 3436 per oent.
The area planted to fruit trees will be further extended.
Over the five years of the 7th Five-year Plan the production
of pip and stone fruit will increase 38-40 per cent, grapes 4144 per cent, citrus fruit 43-45 per cent and olives 68-70 per
cent as against the ·6th Five-year Plan.
Another 50-51 · thousand hectares will be added to the
area under irrigation and 26 thousand hectares of virgin land
will, be broken in.
The national income will increase at rapid rates. In 1985
the .fund of accumulation will increase 74-76 per cent as
against 1980. The volume of investments during the 7th Fivevear Plan wrn increase 22-24 iPer c2nt. Albout 74 ner cent of
the total voJ.ume of investments will be used for the development of industry and agriculture.
·
During the 7th Five-year Plan 46-48 per cent of the
increase of industrial production and 42-44 per ·cent of the
increase of the volume of construction-installation work will
~ secured from the increase in labour productivity.
About 50 thousand flats will be built bv the state durin!!
the 7th Five-vear Plan. Likewise. construction materials will
be made availaible for the cooperativist peasantry to build
31 thousand houses.
In 19'85 as against 1980, the number of students attending
the higher schools will increase 24 per cent, while the number
of pupils attending f.ull-time secondary school will increase
about 46 per cent.
Art, physical culture and sports will be further developed
with greater mass participation in them.
The health service will also be further developed.
The technlical-scientific revolution wiH ibe developed and
deepened in all branch€S of the economy and culture on the
basis of the Marxist-Leninist policy and wodd outlook of the
Party.
The socialist relations of production .will be further im-
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proved. The ·socialist property will be further strengthened,
especially in the countryside. Tihe_ .relations of distribution
will be further improved through the application of the socialist principle of remuneration according to the quantity and
quality of the work Clone.

rate of natural increase Df the populatiDn, which is one of
the highest in the world, is the main characteristic of the
industrial development of Albania.
Such high rates Di development naturally have the
effect of pushing Albanian industrial production to proportions beyond any comparison with the past.
'1t should be mentioned that Albania surpasses a good
number of countries in the rate of industrial expansion.
Under the people's power, industrial expansion rates have
been double the average annual world rate and three times
higher than the rates of certain developed capitalist countries.
During this same period, sodalist agriculture also developed rapidly. It is note-worthy ·that, despite the e~treme
backwardness Albania inherited from the past, today it has
surpassed the average world development rates.
.
Historical. experi•ence has refuted the theses that high
rates of development are typical of the first stage of industrialization, and gradually decline in the subsequent stages.
The rapid develDpment rec-ord·ed in soc~alist Al_bania is
proof of the superiority of the socialist regime. This ~upe
riority will make it possible in the future for Albania to
attain higher and higher peaks in its economic and cultural
development.

Advantages of the planned management
of the economy
The planned development ensures the national economy
a marked superiority not only Dver the semi-feudal economy
our cDuntry had in the past, but also over that of the most
developed capitalist countries.
The people's 'economy is directed to satisfying the needs
of societ'y as a whole and nDt fo seeking profit. CompetitiDn
and anarchy Df production being non-existent, the planned
development of the economy in Albania is based on the development of science and technolDgy serving the needs of the
national economy.
Planning., as a method of management, -ensures a continuous development of the people's economy at accelerated
rates. The people's economy does not experience the economic
crises which ravage the ecDnomies of other countries periodically drawing them into regression and inflicting great material damage on society. Unlike what happens in the capitalist countries where there is a cyclical development of the
economy and crises recur periodically, the people's economy
in Albania develops at high rates according to the proportion fixed by the state, in cDnformity with the law of the
planned development of the national economy and the fundamental economic law of socialism.
The high rates of development are an objective necessity dictated by the need to eliminate the technical and
economic backwardness inherited from the past as quickly
as possible, to accelerate the rate of develDpment of the
productive forces and bring it into conformity with the socialist relatiDns Df productfon SD .as to ensure the raising
of the well-being of the working masses.
Even in recent years when Albania has built a pow€rful
econDmic base, the rates of development have remained high.
Average annual grnwth rates 2- to 3 times higher than the

The harmonious development of the
national economy
The socialization of the means of production in Albania
resulted in the liquidation of the elements of the economic
life characteristic of bourgeois sodety, spontaneous Huctuations of market prices, the rate of prnfit, the value of
shares, etc. which ga'Ve way to ~he harmonious development
of tne socialist economy. Under capitalism, where all processes develop spontaneously, harmony is conceived in no
other form than as a blind means to be obtained and established temporarily through foe crises, dispropotrtions, anarchy, competition and disruption which are characteristic of
this system. In the socialist regime, the social ownership
of the means Df produCtion makes pc.ssible the conscious
preservation of the stability, continuity and dynamism of
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these proportions. This is achieved, first and fpremost, through
the planning of the people's economy.
The five-year plans ensure the proportional development
of the various branches of the people's economy as well as
of all the districts of the country. This is not just a static
balance, established through the various elements of reproduction, but an interlinking of these elements adapted to
the conditions and requirements of a given stage. Hence the
five-year plans comprise a dynamic balance. Consequently,
under the people's power, production of means of production
has increased more rapidly than that of goods for consumption, accumulation more quickly than consumption, ~n
dustry has developed more quickly than agriculture, the
development of certain elements and sectors of social reproduction is accomplished more rapidly than that of certain others .. All these factDrs cDnstitute an objective necessity for the harmonious devefopment of the people's ecDnDmy at the given stage.
. The successes .achieved in the development of industry
testify to the creation of a powerful material base and make
possible the transformation of Albania from an agriculturalindustrial country tD an industrial-agricultural country, then
to an industrial cDuntry with advanced agriculture. Along
with the increase of the productive capaeities, these successes also enable emphasis to be placed on the intensification of agriculture based on modern technique and technDlDgical processes.
The main ·..~sk in regard to industrial devefopment in
the future remams the development of industrial productiDn
and improv•ement of its structure, s0 that a multi-branched
industry ~elying mainly on advanced technology and a stable
local basis as regards the provision with raw materials is
created. Only such an industry can make possible the achievement of short-term and long-term obj-ectives of the industrializa.tion, the uti~ization, stage by stage, in a rational. way
and with the maximum economic efficiency, of the various
natural resDurces of the cDuntry; the fulfilment of the essential a?d n:~st urgent needs Df the national economy; the
system<;1tic raismg of the standard of living of the people and
the build-up ?f the defence capacity of the country.
The pnority development of the means of production is
based on the . process of con~nuous technical dev•elopment,
on the expansion of the material and technical base, on the
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quantitative growth of the means of production used; on the
gradual modification of their structure and the multiplication
and renovation of their forms. This process has contributed
to the accelerated growth of the volume of production of
means of production compared to that of consumer goods.
The more rapid growth of means of production as compared with consumer goods has been achieved in Albania as
a result of the increase «Jf the share of material expenditure
in production.
·
·The rapid growth of productive accumulation remains
another factor of the ihigh level of dynamism of socialist
reproduction and the priority development of means of production.
Starting from the 3rd Five-year Plan, the fund of accumulation has increased not only in absolute value but also in
relation to the fund of consumption. In the historical conditions of the construction of socialism in the PSR of Albania, the maintenance of a relatively high level of accumulation is dictated by the need to accomplish as quickly as
possible the tasks emerging from the stage of the completion
. of the construction of the material and technical base of
socialism, as well as the circumstances created by the imperialist and revisionist economic blockade.
This is a revolutionary line in the distribution and use
of the national income. It fully responds to the necessity of
achieving the highest possible rates of development by carefully harmonizing the long-term objectives with the immediate
tasks. This . line is closely linked with the vital i:i.ecessity of
establishing an -economy as self~ufficient as possible, capable
of coping with all circumstances which may arise from the
imperialist and revisionist encirclement. The growth of the
fund of accumulation and first of all its increase as a percentage of the national income are also dictated by the need,
to overcome the economic backwardness inherited from the
past as ·quickly as. possible. This is indispensable if the
program of the socialist industrialization, the collectivization
and intensification of agriculture, the program of the complete
construction of the socialist society, is to be carried out.
The increase in accumulation, the maintenance of high
rates of this increase, constitute an objective process dictated
by the development in depth of the technical-scientific
revolution which is going on in the People's Socialist Republic of Albania today, by the acceleration of the rates of
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construction of the material and technical base of socialism,
and by the need for a mark€d incr€ase in, t~e p:oductivi~y
of labour. That is why the norm of accumulation m Albama
is so high.
It is the rapid development of soeialist production which
has made the growth in volume and the rate of increase of
accumulation both necessary and possible. The n€ed for
funds, especially for productive funds has increased considerably. And as we have p9inted out in previous ch::iprers,
this can be seen in the increase in the fundamental mvestments made in our national economy.
This increas€d accumulation constitutes a mat€rial and
financial base, not -0nly for th€ increase of proouction but
also for the growth of consumption, a growth which results
in the improvement of the well-being of the people. In
fact, if accumulation and consumption are considered from
the angle of their reciprocal connection and not only for one
year but for a 1-0nger time, it turns out that the fund of
acoumulation used in the course of several years is materialiZ€d in the growth of production and the national income,
consequently in the growth of material an? fiI:1ancial values. in
the successive years, a large part of which is used to raise
the material standard of living and the cultural level of the
prop le.
.
The question of proportiDn between the c~nsumpti~n
and accumulation funds has been always solved m Albama
through a judicious harmonization of the immediate and
lDng-term interests of the individual and general interests.
As a result of this policy, the big increase in the fund of
accumulation from Dne p€riod to another and the rate of
accumulation have not entailed reduction of the fund Df
consumption in absolute value or per hea? of. population. ~n
the contrary, the increase in accumulat1on JS accompan~ed
by the increase of the fund of consumption at a rate twice
as high as the rate of incr€ase of the population and has
exerted a favourable influence in this direction.
The accumulation in itself is dictated by the long-term
interest and the general interest; this is why it is given
priority over increase in the fund of consu~ption.
.
The raising of the level of the material and cultural
life -0f the people is reflected in the increas€ of the real per
capita income which in 1970 was 20' per oent higher than
in 1960 and 17 pe.r cent higher than in 1965. As regards the
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year 1975, it can be said that the target set by the 6th Congress of the Party was successfully achiev•ed and the diff~rence in the incomes of the peasantry and the urban populat~o:i w_as further r·educed. The real per capita income in the
cities increased by 8. 7 per cent, while in the countryside it
increased by 20.5 per cent.
During the 6th Five-year Plan {1976-1980), when the
greatest eco:i-0mic, pDlitkal, financial and energy crisis came
to a head m the bDurgeois-revisiDnist countries when the
rates. "?f industrial pro~uction and utHization or' productive
capacities s_howe? a contmuous fall and when price rises, unempl?yment~ mflat10~, ek. ~ad reached unheard of propor,tions,
with us, m Albama, despite the savage imperialist-revisionist
~lockade, the economy .developed with success, always on the
ns.e, our currency rema1ned strong, whereas prices never were
raised an? never will;. they remained stable even though
the state 1mported a series of articles at continuously higher
prices and the living standards of the people were not only
not affected hut were improved to the degree the development of the economy allowed.
The planned development of the economy ·in the PSR
of Al'b<:nia ensures a gradual and proportional growth in
the mam ?ranches. The .cDrrect proportions must be preservoo mamly between mdustry and agriculture, because
the development Of the other branches of our natiDnal econ-Omy als-0 depends on their successful development.
A close interdependence exists between industry and
agriculture. '!'he. development of ·the ecDnomy further accentuates t~eir mterCDnnection and interdependence and at
the. same ~1me makes them more complex as they tend to
~atisfy their mutual needs ever better. In these conditions,
it becomes even more necessary to set the· highest possible
rates of development of industry and agriculture as well as
sou_nd propDrtions between them, so that they can satisfy
their own needs and thDse Of the other branches of the
economy.
Und~r the people's power, industry develops more quickly
tha:i agriculture, and this is explained by the leading role
of :mdustry as the essential source of production Df the maternal goods which maintain the extended socialist reprooucti-On.
~he plann~d derv~lop.me:z:t of the national econDmy
permits the rat10nal d1stnbution of the productive forces,
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which makes it possible to satisfy the ma~erial needs ever
more completely.
·
The rational distribution of the productive forces~ has
as its objective the ever more ·complete satisfaction of the
ever inoreasing material and cultural needs of al~ the working people of Albania: «Only a society which is ~apable of
establishing a harmonious union of the productive forces
in conformity with a unified, overall plan,» says Engels,
«makes possible the distribution of industry all over the
country, which is capalble of enhancing its o.wn development
and strength as well as the development of the other elements of production.»· .
Before Liberation the situation in this field was deplorable. For instance in 1938 the districts of Korc;a, Shkodra
and Tirana provided 45 per cent of the entire !industrial and
agricultural production, while the distric~s of Dibr~, Elbasan Fier, Kukes and Mat, the population of whwh was
equ'al to that of the three above-mentioned districts, provided
only 14 per cent of this production, or one third as much
as those three districts.
The construction of many new industrial establishments
during suocessive five-year plans permitted the harm~>ni?us
and proportional distribution of industry to all the districts
of the country.
Districts which were purely ag:riicultural in the past are
now well known for their various industrial products.
In the district of Fier (southern Albania), Albanian geologists have discovered important oil resources. Big plants
to refine oil, to produce nitrogenous fertilizers and l;ITea for
use .in agriculture; an important thermal pow~r ~tatioi; a~d
other industrial establishments have been built m this district.
·
Iri the district of Kruja (Central Albania), where the
only industry ,in th~ past was an oil press, such import:=tnt
projects as a timber combine, a c:ement works, a . chemi~al
fertiHzer plant, etc. ihave been built. In the· new mdustnal
toWn of La<;, work was completed on a copper smelting plant
and the extension of the granulated superphosphate plant.
Kukes a mountainous district of Northern Albania, which
was one ~f· the most backward districts of the country dn
the past, has become well known for a.ts wealth of .minerals,
especially copper, which are utilized for the benefit of the
national economy.

:~

The need to gradually liquidate the great te7hnical and
eoonomic ba·ckwardness inhedted from the past m most of
the districts of the country has been taken :into account in
the geographical distribution· of industry. '.1'his is why the
industrial output of the most backward regions of the country has increased at rates higher thai; the average for the
whole country, in the couree of the frye-~ea~ plans.. .
The development of industry and its JUdwiou_s distribution over the whole country have changed the ratio between
the urban and rural populations. Today. there are three ~i~es
as many towns as in 1938. 6uch new towns as La<;, cernk,
Patos, Maliq, Memaliaj, Fushe-Kruja, 'Rubik? lBulq~~a, Kurbnesh, Ballsh, Eajram Curri, <;orovoda, PrrenJas, Rreshen, etc.
hav·e sprang up under the people's pow;er.
The competent organs bave paid special a~tention to the
rational distni.bution of agricultural crops ;md livestock breeding in all the districts <;>f. the country, in conformity with t~e
climatic and soil conditions and the needs of the peoples
economy. Special importance is attached to the liquidation
of the monoculture character in agriculture. Nowadays, wheat,
maize, potatoes, different vegetables, lucerne, fodder and
industrial crops are cultivated in all districts. of .the countr~r.
Scores of factories and plants have been built m many districts on the basis of agricultural raw materials. This road
will be followed in the future, too, according to the criterion
of building factocies near the sites where agric~ltural raw
materials are produced and the centres where their products
are consumed.
The complex development of the productive forces .in
the variou..s districts of the country is one of the essent;ial
charactevistics of the development of the economy. The mvestments envisaged by the state ensure a still better distribution of industry in all the regions of the country.

:\·

\

Socialist cooperation
The planned management of i!he economy requires the
establishment of close collaboration between the various enterprises and between the various branches of the economy,· in
order to realize socialist cooperation. Cooperation exists in the
capitalist countries, too, but its scope is very liplited there
because of the domination of private ownership of the means
17 - 117 ~
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of production and the struggle of competition. Hence in
those countries, cooperation h.as a spontaneous character. In
Albania, however, where sooial ownership of the means of
production prevails, and the people's economy develops according to a plan, all the conditions have been created for
the establishment -0f dose links of production between the
various €nterprises and even ·whole branches of the economy:
All the enterprises and branches of the ec-0nomy are linked
with one another through a dense netw-0rk of relations of
cooperation, without which the harmonioUJS development and
progress of the economy are dnconceivable.
.
.
Socia!list cooperation in Albania is devefoped and strengthened along with the development of the people's economy.
It has been applied in· diflferent forms in industry, as well
as in handicraft, between one and the other, between industry,
agriculture and other sectors. These forms of cooperation
have already advanced greatly. Aft€r 1967, they_ developed to
a higher stage of cooperaHon, to a complex cooperation
which made possible the local productiO!Il of many complicated machines, assembly lines and even factories and plants.
The present stage of cooperation is characterized by a higher
lev>el of connedion, not only within the various branches
of industry but also b>etween all the sectors of th>e nation;:i.l
economy: of industry with agriculture, transport, construction, with the sectors of t>ea!ching and education, etc.
In the y>ears of .the peopl>e's power, the coll>ectivization of
agriculture is reflected by the establishment of big agricul- ,
tural >enterprises in the Albanian countryside, creating the
premises for cooperation in this branch of the economy also.
In the agricultural cooperatives, the means of production are
common property, and it is on this 'basis that cooperation anq
collaboration is carried on in a comradely spirit. Socialist cooperation in the agricultural cooperatives is based on the common labour and the common ownership of the means of production. Thanks to this· cooperation, Albanian agriculture has
advanc€d, the people have been revolutionized, the old relations and methods of work used in backward, fragmented
peasant holdings in which the petty-bourgeois sentimen'ts of
small-scale ownership, anarchy in production and the fluctuation of a capitalist market predominated, have b€en
liquidated; in a word, the narrow interests of the family economy, the interests of private capital with a~l its inherent evils,

have been replaced by cooperation between the various
branches of the agricultural economy.
The development of cooperation wHhin the different
sectors of the agricultural cooperatives parallels the development of their economy, the raising of the living standards of
the cooperative members, the narrowing of differences between the city and the countryside. The united cooperatives,
as big agricultural economies, are gradually organizing the
local production of a series of products urgently needed in
rural life, based on residues from crop production, developing
handicrafts to ensure not only r:.epairs to work tools but also
the manufacture of clothing, furniture, the production of
'building materia'ls, etc. This cooperation gives a new impulse
to material, cultural and moral life in the socialist countryside.
.
Apart from this, in the years of the people's power, the
cooperati-0n between agriculture and animal husbandry has
been strengthened. They are branches of the same economic
trunk and one cannot do without the other. This. c.ooperation
existed previously ,in the small private economies but the
collectivization of agriculture developed it to a higher level,
put it on a scientific course on the basis of the respective laws
of developmet and organization, on the basis of new socialist
norms.
Only the socialist system creates the possibilities for
larger-scale, proper cooperation between ·industry and agriculture. These two main branches of material production are
interdependent. With the development of the economy, the
links and relations of interdependence between industry and
agriculture become more evident and mor-e complex, because
of the development of these two branches themselves and
their activity to satisfy their constantly growing needs better.
If in the past Albania:h industry provided agricul'ture with only
a few simple toolS, and those in insufficient quantities, in
these recent 20 yearn especially, the consolidation of its leading
role ienaJbled industry to ensure more adequate supplies of
implements, chemical fertilizers, fuel, building materials, etc.
for agriculture. On the other hand, the accomplishment of the
tasks of agriculture enabled it to provide larger quantities
of raw materials for the light and food industry and satisfy
the needs of the population better.
·
Tihe socialist cooperation in Albania has had a favourable
influence on the progress of technique, on the introduction of
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modern thachfuery on an ever larger scale, on the application
of advanced technology and the mechanization of production.
It makes possible a more rational ·exploitation of theindustrial
resources of various· regions, the reduction of transport costs
and increas~:d productivity ·of social labour.

The increase of the economic potential of
the natural resources
.Since the first years of the •establishment .of the pe<:iple's
power, the plans for the development of the people's economy were aimed at eliminating the baneful consequences of
the activiity of the foreign monopolies which had turned Albania into an economic appendage of their metropolises and
a source of raw materials. One of the principal obj•ectives of
these plans has been and remains the establishment and
consolidation of a powerful, independent economy as a result
of the raising of the level of processing, and consequently,
the value of industrial products .and mineral and agricultural
raw materials, through extension of the treatment of natural
r€sources. The rational utilization of natural resources and
agricultural products in Albania is carried out in a planned
way. The long-term plans of •economic development envisage
the di:scov.ery of new ore and fuel deposits, the introduction
of these products as well as new agricultural products. in the
economic circulation and ·enhancing their value by processing them within the countr.y. Within three decades, a
new processing industry has been bunt on the basis of the
abundant ·natural underground riches of Albania an<l the
agricultural raw materials of the country.
.
The development of the processing industry, in. harmony
with that of the e:xitracting industry, has considerably increased
the economic effectiveness of investments in equipment and
the .activity of the various branches of production.
The higher level of processing primary products locally
is reflected first of all in the Albanian market. Whereas in
the past Albania imported almost all types of industrial goods
from abroad, nowadays we see the list of its exports growing
longer and longer. The build-up of the economic· capacity and
greater utilization of the national resources serv·e to support the
policy of the people's power of increasing exports and reducing
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imports to the degree permitted by the concrete conditions
of the economic development of the country.
The establishment of the processing industry and, consequently, the raising of the level of processing industrial products and primary products of mineral and agricultural origin
has resulted in a considerable increase in foe value of these
products. At the same time, this policy guarantoees a long
period of rapid and continuous dev·elopment of the national
economy in general and the processing industry in particular.
Thanks to :the coru;truction of new industrial projects and
the improvement of the existing ones, the rational utilization
of natural . resources and agricultural ;primary products will
be raised to an even higher level in the fUture stages of the
socialist construction in Albania.· The development of ·the
heavy extracting and processi.ng industry in extension and
depth remains one of the essential characteristics of the
industrial development of Albania for the future, too.
On this basis, a wide-ranging program of measures aimed
at exploiiling and processing the mineral. resources, fuels and
the hydro-power resources of the country, in the most complete and advantageous way possible with the aim of increasing their economic effectiveness, by processing them
within the country, has been applied.
A big metallurgical combine has been built in Elbasan.
With the commissioning of this combine, considerable quantities of iron-nickel ore for the p~oduction of rolled steel and
other valuable products are processed within the country~
A modern oil refinery has been built in Ballsh. This plant
enables us to go over to deep, complex processing and refining
of oil by-products by complicated chemical processes.
The chemical industry is a typical example of the higher
level of utilization iand processing of the natural resources
of the country. Based on the raw materials and natural resources of the country, the chemical industry provides the
economy with sulphuric acid, chemical, fertilizers, soda ash
and caustic soda, oil plants, pharmaceutical ;products, urea, etc.
The PVC, the pesticides, etc. increased their range of products.
The vigorous development of heavy industry and esp7cially of the branches which use large amounts ·of electnc
power for their technofogical processes, requir•es considerable
amounts of electric power. This is the road which ensures a
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more complete and efficient utilization of Albanian natural resouDces of useful minerals and hydro power.
·
The development of the chemical industry and of ferrous
and non-ferrous metallurgy 00nstitutes one of the essential
dir·ections for the intensive development of industry and the
socialist economy; not only d{)es it permit the bringing into
economic circulatioon of a larger quantity of the riatural reS{)UI'C€1S of the country, but it also leads to m{)re complete
and efficient realization of their economic value with a vi-ew
to increasing production, impr{)ving the structure of industry
arid augmenting the income of the state, The development of
these branches of heavy industry has had' a positive influence
on our trade balance, freeing the Albanian economy from the
need to import a series of essential products. On the other
hand, by improving the structure and increasing the effectiveness of our exports, it opens up new prospects for increa~ed
agricultural production, for the advance of the construction
and transport industries and, m{)re generally, of the branches
of industry producing consumer goods.
The successes achieved in Albania 'in the rational utilization of natural resources and agricultural raw materials testify
to the great possibilities created by the socialist regime :for a
.>mall country, which, relying on its own forces, vigorously
dev€lops its ·ever more independent national ·economy serving
as a basis for the continuous raising of the standard of living
of the masses.
·

The planned development of. new technology
Befon~ Liberation, the number of enter;prises with oome
lev€1 of modern technical equipment repres€nted no more than
1.39 per cent of th1e total number of handicraft enterprises
and workshops, while the number of workers employed there
comprised only 6.62 per cent of the total number of workers.
This was inevitable. Imports of machinery in the period 19291938 repr€Senbed only 2.46 p-er cent of the total value of imports. On the other hand, the production of machin€ry and
equipment within the country was out of the question. This
deplorable 'situation is explained by the fact that the bourgeoisie, both local and foreign; which controlled the national
economy ~ade great prnfits out of. the exploitation of the very
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cheap labour force and showed not the least interest in techni-cal development.
UndeT capitalism, machinery is used, as Marx has said,
«as a means to produce surplus value», and consequently its
sphere of application and the efficiency of its utilization are
determined by the role it plays in increasing the surplus
value and profit.
!Bes-ides, the introduction of new equipment in the capitalist system entails drastic consequences for the ordinary workers, raising the level of unemployment, interrsifying the
exploitation of the workers, deepening the general impoverishment of the working class. Thus under capitalism, the workers
themselves are n9t at all interested in the ,introduction of machinery.
·
The .introduction of advanced technical equipment in socialist Albania has effects of a totally different character
from those it has in the capitalist economy. The dev-elopment
and constant imprqvement of the technical equipment in our
national economy eonstitutes the material basis for the rapid
increase of productivity, for the expansion of production and
the irnprovement of working conditions, for the gradual
freeing {)f workers and peasants frnm heavy manual work.
It is the basis for the future elimination of unqualified work,
for the introduction on an ever larger scale of elements of
intellectual work into manual work, which will result in the
reduction of the ess.ential differences between intellectual and
manual work, betw€en industry and agriculture, between town
and oountryside.
·
The development and improvement of techni'Cal equipment in the !People's Socialist Republic of Albania are planned. The state plan for the development of the people's economy defines both the lev€l of production for the given period,
and the means which. will help achieve this level of produc- ·
tion.
·
The plans for technological development envisage the application of new equipment, raising the level of mechanization, the introduction of new technological processes, mastering
the production of new products, scientific research work, etc.
The plan for the production of new products includes a
list of new types of machinery, equipment, spare parts, mechanisms, consumer goods and other materials which the
enterprises and each branch of industry, in particular, are to
produce on the basis of the tasks assigned 'to them by the
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higher organs, as W€ll as the list of products to be improved,
th€ time-limits with which practical production of th€Se new
products is to comm~mce, their effici€ncy and the measures
to be taken to ensun~ that thes:e obj,ectives ar€ achieved.
The plan of scientific-research· work is of the greatest
importance in technical development. and special attention
is paid in this plan to the progressiv€ introduction of the new
technology.
The perfecting of technology in Albania is achi€ved in
two main ways: first, the construction and commissioning of
new enterprises and projects on the basis of advanced equipment and technology, second, expansion of the productive capacities, the mod,ernization and re-equipment of existing
plants, factories and workshops.
The planned development of technical progress. in Albania is 'carried out in two ma-in directions: the mechanization and automation of work processes, the electrification of
production, and the greatest possible utilization of various
chemical process·es in production, etc.
The high rates of technical progress in the People's Socialist' Republic of Albania have made it possible to replace
manual work with simple machinery and systems of machinery. Simple and complex mechanization have been applied
in various sectors; production has been automated in many
enterprises, where the role of the worker is limited to supervising and contro11ing the functioning of the machines and
ensuring their technical efficiency.
The large-scale mechanization of principal and auxiliary
processes in the oil industry is an example which reflects the
continuous technical progress of our national economy. Considerable successes have been a·chieved in this field in the
mining sector in general where all sorts of machinery are
used (electric drills, jack hammers, oonveyers, electric transport, automatic loaders), and many other .types of equipment
and machinery.
The high rates of construction work and the construction
·of giant modern projects is inconceivable without a V€ry high
level of mechanization in construction and installation pro:..
cesses. Instruments, machinery and equipment of the most
modern technology are. used in the different construction sites
around the country. Several processes are completely mechanized. The expansion of mechanization of production is

j
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aimed at reducing the number of jo1is ;requiring heayy manual
labour and increasing those linked with the use of machinery.
Th€ collectivization of agriculture, the great expansion of
the machine and tractor. stations, the equipping of them and
the agricultural enterprises with modern machinery are important factors which led to the planned growth of the traction power in agriculture. The number of tractors and other
agricultural machines has increased from year to year.
The marked rise in the technical level of large-scale
mechanized production, the introduction of new advanced
technology in all brap.ches of the people's €conomy, the
vigorous dev,elopment of the productive forces are illustrated
·by the increase in the installed capacity of the power stations
and the production of electric power.
The rates of growth of the production of electric pdwer
in the course of successiv€ five~year plans have been constantly higher than the rate of growth of total industrial
production. The construction of major power projects has. resulted in a considerable increase in electric power production
as compar€d with the past. In 1979, the electric power produced was 322 times greater than in 1938.
The bulk of the electric ipower has been and always will
be used for productive purposes. It should be stressed that
electric power is used not only to drive the machines and
other equipment of industry and other branches of the '€conomy, but more and more in the technological processes, and
this tends to raise the technical level of production.
. The electrification of the entire country operrs up broad
prospects for ·the utilization of electric power in agriculture
especially.
The chemical industry, a new branch of the Albanian national economy, is taking its initial, but confident steps.. Production incrieased by 493 ;per cent in 1979, as against 1938. This
industry has broad prospects for development. In order to
meet the ever-increasing needs of the Albanian economy for
chemical products, a whole series of new chemical plan.ts has
been and will be 'built. The development of the chemical
industry enables the ever moJ:\e extensive use of chemical
methods in the oil refining industry, in the timber, copper,
light and food industries.
·
Plants for the enrichment of copper, chromium,· phosphorites and other minerals have also been built. Some plants for
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the production of chemicals to be used in ,the production of
plastic products, .ani1ine dyes, lacquers, pharmaceutical products, etc. have ibeen built.
The suoceS.Ses .of the chemical industry open up broad
prospects for a more complete utilization of primary ]!)roducts
of animal or plant origin and increased production of them.
The development of the chemical industry opened the
way to the oextensive use of chemical products in agriculture.
In 1979, the production of phosiphatic fertilizers was 1.6 times
greater and that of amonium nitrate fertilizers was 6.4 times
greater than in 1967. Chemicals are employed for the protection of harvested and standing crops, as well as forest assets
against various dis-eases and pests.
One of the characteristics of the technical progress of the
Albanian people's economy is that Lt is based more and more
on the country's own forces. To this end, great importance
has been attached to the development of the engineering industry which is first of all required to produce spare parts
and repair the many machines used in fodustry, agriculture,
transport, construction, e1lc. and which has now been charged
with the oorial ;production of machines, implements and
equipment required by various branches of the national economy. The establishment of this solid base of the engineering
industry made it possible for Albania to turn out in 1979
444 times as much machinery, instruments and spare parts
as in 1938. And the output of the engineering industry i~
1979 was 19.4 times greater than in 1960 as regards spare
parts and 206 ·times greater as regards machines and equipment. Thus 95 per cent of the needs of the national economy
for spare.parts were met with focal products. The engineering
industry produces almost all the necessary implements· for
agricuitlire. It produc:es tractors and supplies nearly all types
of spare par.ts for them in the required quantities, produces
vadous agricultural machinery, harvesting and threshing machines, blowers, cultivators, maize husking machines, manure
spreaders, pumps, e1Jc.
The deepening of the technioal~scientific revolution has
given a new impulse to technical progress. The larg€.,.scale
participation of the mass€s of the people in this field, the
many innovations and rationalizations they have made indicate
their great interest in everything fo do with the application
of new technology. This inter.est is understandable, because
this progressive process, far from threatening them with being

t:n'rown out of work, as occurs in the capitalist countries,
increa.s€s the social product and conooquently raises the standard of living of the population and improves working conditions.
~·
·
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The concentration of production and
its advantages
The development of the socialist economy in the People's
Socialist Republic of Albania is based on large-scale production which, as is known, offers a number of advantages
.over smaller-scale production.
In the capitalist countries, the concentration of production brings big suppl€mentary profits to the millionaires and
billionaires, and operates spontaneously through the rate of
profit and the s.truggle of competition. This process is int€nsified especially during economic crises, when thousands of
small, middle-size, and even· large enterprises go.. bankrupt
and are gobbled 'UP by the big monopolies.
One of the characteristics of the development of the
economy in the PSRA is the high level of the concentration
of production, the accentuated specialization as well as. the
establishment of rational oeconomic and productive links
between the various enterprises and branches of the economy. As a result, the level vf socialization of production is
raisoed, the working class is concentrated in larg€r economic
and productive units and the workers are united by relations
of mutual help and s-0cialist cooperation.
In the IPeople's Socialist Republic of Albania, the steady
ris·e in the level of concentration of production which is
basoed on the continuous technical progr.ess, the extension of
mecha~ization arid electrification, is brought about in a planned way. Notable successes have been achiev·ed in this field.
Immediately after Liberation, the people's state power
took important m€asur•es to ·revive what litU.e industry was
inherited from. the past; in a relatively short time, small units
were grouped into· larger units, especially the oil-presses,
weaving millls, small hosiery shops, engineering workshops,
etc. Later, by special decisions of the government, direct
concentrations or transfers of various activities from one
enterprise to another, for the same aim of concentration, were
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carried out. Concentrations of this kind were carried out in
the period 1954-1955, when a certain· number of small industrial enterprises such as printing shops, mechanical re.pair
workshoips, etc. were grouped into larger units. The :refurnishing
of the existing enterprises and supplying them with technical
equipment likewise contributed to the industrial concentration. ~hese measures. resulted in the growth of the productive
capacity of these enterprises. The volume ·of production and
the number of workers increased many times over. The
people's economy benefited greatly from these changes.
However, the concentration of production in Albania
increased mainly as a result of the construetion of new industrial. enterprises. The new establishments were characterized by a high level of concentration of production. Some
examples . will suffice to illustrate this: the output of the
textile combine in Berat alone is higher than the total industrial output of 1938.
Today, the Memaliaj mine. supplies more coal in one
week than the whole country produced in 1938. The production of the building materials oombine in Tirana exceeds the
total quantity of building materials produced in 1938.
The complete collectivizartion of agriculture resulted in
the liquidation of small-scale production in this sector, too,
and in its replacement with big advanced economies. Now there
are more than 50 agricultural enterprises with over 3,000
hectares· each. In the cooperativist S€ctor, the process of regrouping agricultural cooperatives for the establishment of
big economic units is followed. The united cooperatives today
have nearly 1,100 .hectares of land each. The area they cultivated in 1979 cover€d 75.8 per cent of the arable land ..
The higher degrne of concentration and specialization of
production is accompanied by higher output, as a r€sult of
the more rational utilization of working means, implements,
and the labour force in the processes of production and in
services.

The productivity of labour
The short- or long-term plans of development constitute
.the program of the COJ}Centration of th€ forC€S and resources
of the society with a view to the development of the productiv·e forces. How€ver, the people involved are the de-
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cis. iv•e factor. d. etermining the kind of development o.f these
forces and the success of these plans. The successful fulfilment 9f the five-year plans in Albania is condiu.oned by the
continuous increase in the productivity of social labour.
As Lenin has pointed out,_ in the fi;nal. an~lysis, the pro. ductivity of labour is the most important and essential factor for the, triumph of socialism. It is the index of the effidency and usefulness of the work done by each worker,
and of ·the quantity of products this .worker turns out in a
given time.
· All oocial systems aim at increasing production. Its constant growth is an €conomic necessity. The fate of the system
itself depends on it The problem .of the increase in the productivity of labour arises in the capitalist countries too.
However, the rate of growth of this productivity and ibs level
depend not only on the 1evel .of development of the productive forces, but also on the character of the relations of
production. The capitalist is not interested in the increase in
the productivity of labour when this is not accompanied by
an increase in his profits. The increase of the productivity
of labour in the capitalist countries is largely the result of
the expansion of forms 01f inteooive labour, in .other words,
the intensive exploitation of the workers.
In Albania, on the contrary, the increas·e of the productivity of labour has a different purpose and a very different character. The high rates of development of the economy and the improvement of living standards of the working
masses ·in the P·eople's Socialist Republic of Albania are directly dependent on the increase on the productivity of labour.
The increase of productivity permits increas.ed accumulation
to be allocated to the construction of new projects and improvement of the technology of production.
The working masses are interested in systematically
raising the productivity of labour, because this increase permits society to produce greater quantities of goods per head
of population, and consequently to satisfy the ever growing
needs of the people better.
The prnvailing social system in Albania creates UJnlimited
possibilities for the continuous increase of labour productivity.
The level of labour productivity also has a direct influence on other technical and economic indices of production and first of all directly on reducing the cost of productiD'Il, which results in the increase of the fund of accumula-
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tion and, consequently, in acceleration of th~ rates of socialist construction, on the one hand, and: reduction of prices
of consumer goods, as well as in raising the standard of
living of the working masses; on the other hand.
The socialist system creates the possibilities for an uninterrupted rise -in this productivity. This is of vital importance for the fate of the system of the People's Socialist Republic of Albania. Albania is advancing on the_ road of socialism
and communism and the rapidity with which it forgQs ahead
depends on the level of efficiency of labour, consequently on
the rate of increase of· its productivity.
In 1985 as against 1980, the productivity of labour in
industry and constuction will increase 13-15 per cent and
14-16 per cent respectively.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF INDUSTRY

The fruits of creative work
Albania has favourable conditions for the development
of industry. ·In the past, however, the political and social
conditions of the country hindered this development. If we
go back to ancient times it appears that a mining industry
existed in our country then. This emerges from the testimony
of many historians of antiquity,- notably Herodotus, Strabo,
and Pliny Ir. Thieir woriks inform us that the Illyrians and
the Pirusts in particular, (an fHyrian tribe living in Mirdita
an:d •Dukagjin) were very skilful in quarrying and working
metals. Under the Ottoman occupation however, the mining
industry declined to the point of complete extinction. It was
on1y near the end of the 19th century that the Ottoman government granted a French capitalist comp.any a concession to
exploit the bitumen mines of Selenica (V:lora).
After the procilamation of independence (1912) the exploitation of a few small mines began and in the same
period, especially during the First World War, the first :pro~
specting work was undertaken by foreign geologists.
Without the least hesitation the feudal-bourgeois regime
granted concessions for the prospecting and exploitation o:fi
the mineral resources of the country to foreign capital, whic]l:
grabbed large areas of land with the aim of exploiting its
riches. The objective of the foreign capitalists was not only
to exploit the underground resources of Albania and to reap
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the greatest possible profits, but also to colonize the entire
country.
In 1925 a secret struggle was wag€d between the foreign
companies for the seizure of all the mineral resources of ~he
country, especially oil. Two years later, just two compames,
the Italian oil company AiiP A and the bitumen company
SI1MSA (Italian Mineral Company of Selenica, Albania) remained masters of the terrain. Concessions were granted to
various Italian companies for the exploitation of other mines;
including coal, copper, chromium, and other mines. After ~he
occupation of Albania by Italian .fascism, these compames ,
became the masters of the entire economic life of the coun- '
try.
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The other branches of industry developed much later m
Albania. During the centuries of Ottoman occupation, Albania remained very backward with only handicraft industry;
the peasant produced for himself nearly everything necessary to him and his family. It was only about the end of the
19th century that a flour mill was built in Duires, and. a
weaving mill for belts in Shkodra. Later, many small tanneries
and soap factories, as well as water-driven flour mills and
a few primitive presses to p11oduce olive oil were built.
Industry made some progress in Albania after the proclamation of independenoe and especially after the First World
War. Some small factories of a local character such as small
flour mills, soap-works, tanneries and cigar,ette factories were
built during this period. When the co1tntry was occupied,
there were 100 small- or medium- sized factories in Alibania and
a few small power-stations. The factories produced mainly
food-stuHs, some clothfog and building materials. It goes
without saying that the industry of this period was far from
ab1e to satisfy the needs of the country.
The situation in industry deteriorated during the fascist occupation. The influx of goods from overseas further
weakened industry, and it fell into almost comp1ete stagnation. A good number of the existing factori.es were destroyed,
while the remainder were gravely damaged.
After Liberation, all branches of the national economy,
including industry,- made rapid progress.

Growth of total industrial output
(in times)

64

131

A_lbania a mosaic of lights
Fifty years ago, on April 20, 1930, the newspaper, ~<Arbe
ria» wrote: «According to local opinion the lighting of Shkodra with electricity, judging from the way this problem has
been treated and its vicissitudes, is virtually imp~ssible.»
Similar opinfons existed all over the country.
Albania is rich in hydro-power resources; the annual
run-off of water per square kilometre is 1,120,000 m 3 or 35.6
litres a s.econd per km 2, while in Norway, which ranks first
in the world as regards its hydro potential, the annual flow
is 1,130,000 m 3 or 36 litres a second per km2. The exploitable
potential of the two main rivers of the country, the Drin and
the Vjosa, is 10 billion of kW hours, or 5,000 kW hours per
head of population and 360,000 kW hours per square kilometre.
As a comparison tJhe total hydro~power potentlial of the rivers
of France is 1,400 kW hours per head of population and
110,000 kW hours per square kilometre, in Italy it is 1,100
kW hours per hea:l of population and 182,500 kW hours
per square kilometre, in Bulgaria it is 2,600 kW hours per
head of population and 191,000 kW hours per square kilometre.
,
The · abundance of hydro-power resources in Albania
creates favourable conditions for their exploitation with
technico-economic indices, such as cost per kW of installed
capacity, cost per kW of power pro<luced, construction and
installation costs, etc., much more advantageous than those
of many other countries of the world. Despite these favourable
conditions, before Liberation Albania was a country where
the pine torch and the candle prevailed. The first power
station in Albania was built by a foreign company in Tirruia
in 1927. Ten years later, on the eve of~the occupation of the
18 - 117 A
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country by fascist Italy, Albania had 12 power s~~ons in
all with a total capacity of 3,391 kW. Only ten cit'l.es had
el~ctric power supplies, while the electrification of the cou?tryside was not even: dreamed. of. In 1~38 the total quantity.
of electric power generated m Albama was 9,31'5,000 k'W_
hounc;. After the Liberation the electrification of the country
was given special importa:r;ice. An ~lectric power industry
was built in a very short per1od.-A series of hydro an~ thermopower stations were built and commenced generation
The characteristic feature of the development and consolidation of the energy base of the country is that in all the
five-y€ar plans of the economlic and cult:iral dev~lopment of
the country the average annual rate of increase m the p~o
duction of electric power has been higher than that of .industrial production. Thus, while electric power . product10.n
in 1960 had increased 20.9 fold against 1938, m 1979 it
increased 322 fold.
During these years, the cadr:es for the tel~trlc power sector who are now capably runnmg the electric power enterpri~es and leading the construction of .new projects ha.ve been
taught, specialized and train~d, both m schools and m 'practice.

l' t'
The socialist system has made possible the app ica ~on
of a series of dmportant principles, the influence of which
has been to accelerate the rate of development -0f the production of electric power. These principles are: the pl~nD:ed
de\relopment of the electric p.ower ~ector and the pnonty
given to this sector in <:ompanson ~th the other sect_ors ?f
industry; the concentration of electr~c .po'Yer generation i.n
relatively powerful stations and the eliimmat10n ~f uneconomic
small-scale production of power; the construction of power
stations using locally produced fuels such as coal, gas and
furnace oil; the exploitation of hyd~o-power resou~ces.; .,the
regrouping of power stations in.a unified system;
JUd1c1ou~
harmonization of the construction of hydro-electric and ther
mal-statiens, which, functioning. in a unified energy system,
complement one another, ensure ~inteITUpted pow~r supplies, and 'bring indisputable advantages to the peoples econ-

t?e

omy.On the !basis of ,the'1e successes, it was decided in 1967
that the electrification of the country would be completed,
n-0t in 198'5, as envisaged in the long-term plan, but .on November a, 1971. This decision, which reflected the wishes of
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the entire people, impelled the masses to mobilize their forces
in a self-sacrificing project of gigantic proportions. This task
was completed ahead of schedule and socialist Albania was
transformed into a mosaic of li&hts.on October 20, 1970. <<The
march of the light» during these three years was carried on
at an unprecedented pace. In three, yeai:..s (196'8-1970), electric
power supplies were extended to 1,759 villages. In this period
1,995 transformer cabins, 37 hydro-power stations, and 14
diesel stations were built. Internal installaHons were made in
140,768 houses and socio-cultural institutions, while 20,574
kilometres of high and low tension lines were installed. For
this pUYlpOSe, 4.198 tons of wire for external lines, 51,200
reinforoed concrete poles and 433, 770 timber ,poiJ.es were used.
The electrification of the enhrre country is a great victory
for the Albanian people. Albania has left behind many countries which have been using electric power for more than a
century.
The rural electrification creates great possibilities for
large-scale use of this form of energy in agriculture.
The electrification of the country and the vigorous development of ,the electric power industry are not only useful,
but indispensable. The development of the productive forces
and the material ,and technical base of socialism, and later
of communism, are inconceivable without the electrification
of the comtry. Hence the Party of Labour of Albania has attached great importance to the rapid development of the
power industry in Albania.
The increased number of genernting stations has given
rise to the need for linking these stations together in order
to co-ordinate their activity through the creation of a single
control system. Today the network of ·6 kilovolt high tension·
lines covers the rwhole territory of Albania with a density
of one kilometre of line per square !kilometre. A modern
distribution centre with advanced equipment has been built
to regulate the supply of powe<r over the whole system.
Today, the electric power system extends over almost the
entire territory of the country and supplies energy not only
to the important industrial oentres but. also to the most
remote regions. This energy which is an indispensable and
vital element for economic and cultural development, is not
only distribu'ted to every corner of the country to enliven
the activity of man and to lessen the burden of hard work,
but is also exported to other countries.
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of bitumen and later, the refinery at Cerrik and the oil refineries at Stalin City and Fier as well as the de€p oil-processing plant of Ballsh, were ibuilt.
·
Today the modern oil-processing plants with advanced
t.E;chnology turn out petrol, d1eziel oil, lubricating oils, various
,kmds of refined petroleum }>['Oducts, fuels, solvents, a whole
range of bitumen products and many others. Thus · from an
importer of oil iby-products in the past, Albania h~s become
an exporter of these products.
The construction and commissioning of th€ plant for the
complete processing of oil at (Ballsh marked a new important
qu~ntitative :and qualitative advance in the oil processing industry. This plant, wdth its modem cracking and . catalysis
equipment, turns out products of high quality. On the other
hand, this plant provides important basic materials for the
development of the petrochemical industry- in the near future.
In our country the development of the oil industry is
in h:arn;ony wi!h the continuous development .of the economy,
and this contnbutes to the transformation of Albania from
an agricultural~industrial country into an industrial-agricul..:
tural country, as well as to strengthening the independence
of our economy. This is precisely one of the characteristics
of the development of the Albanian economy, and of the oil
industry in particular, which ensures the stability of our
economy and prevents it from suffering fluctuations in its
continuous development. This is why, even in the conditions
when the energy and economic-financial crisis has the capitalist world in its grip, our economy is developing as planned.
Albania has rich deposits of coal. In recent years new
deposits have been discover,ed and new mines have been
brought into production especially in Central Albania. Like
all the other branches of the economy, the coal industry ha~
also made considerable progress. Here are some significant
figures:

The development of the fuel industry
Albania is rich in oil, natural gas and coal. In the years
after Liberation this important branch of industry has made
great progress in the context of the policy of building an· economy as independent as possible, which aims at ensuring within
the country everything possible that can be taken from its
natural resources and which is necessary for the construction
of socialism.
The most importanrt oil fields were those of Ku~ova
(today '8tali:n City) and IPatos. The former had been exploited
for a long time. In the flatos field, on the contrary, prospect
work started in 1939. After 1Liberation, in orde'.r to· increase
oil production, new rwells were drilled, modern equipment
was intrnduced for well drilling and refini:ng oil and at the
same time research work and prospecting for new oil-fi.elds
were in'tensified.
1Prospecting for new oil and natural gas fields has now
been established on completely scientific foundations. Widescale use is made of advanced and efficient methods based
on seismology and gravimetry, and . studies on various subjects have been conduct.ed. Drilling technology has been
mastered and deep wells have 'been drilled, while the industry
has been Te-equipped rwi th powerful modern <killing rigs.
As a result, new oil-fields have .been discovered and the
proven industrial reserves of oil and natural gas have considernbly increased. Thus the hindering co:ncepts of the
foreign specialists, who denied that our oil industry had any
prospects for development, abov·e all, that reserves in the
form of fields of an older origin could exist, have been refuted.
Geological research has also resulted in the discovery of
Iii.ch deposits of methane gas, which, when used extensively
in industry creates possibilities for making considerable savings
in the use of oil and coal.
Before Liberation our oil was refined abroad. The Italian
clipitalist company AIPA processed all the crude oil extracted
in Albania in Italian refineries, mainly at Ll.vorno. During
the occupation, the invaders built three small distilleries in
Albania for their military needs, ibut they seriously damaged
them before their military defeat by the National Liberation. Army, in November 1944.
· After Liberation, the oil· workers quickly restored the
damaged distilleries. In 1947, two plants for the e::ioploitation

Growth of the coal Industry·
(in times)
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UndeT the people's power more and ~o!I'e mechanized
means have •been introduced in all the coal mdnes.

nian metallurgical industry today. Copper has been known
and worked in Albania since ancient times. However, the
first systematic prospec'ting for this mineral was undertaken
in 193•8 by an Italian company, while mining started at
Rubik immediately after the occupation· of the country. After
Liberation, important geological prospecting work was undertaken and this resulted in the disroveil:'y of big reserves of
copper ore in Northern Ailbania.
Under the people's power, Albania has set up its own
copper prooessing industry, in place of the single smelter
that existed for the production of blister copper.
A plant for the enrichment of copper ore and a copper
processing plant were commissioned in 1960. Later another
plant for the enrichment of copper ore, a copper smelting plant
and a plant for the prncessing and refining of this metal
which produces blister copper and refines copper were also
constructed. A wiTe drawing plant w:as built in Shkodra,
and it produces thousands of tons of copper · wi:re of different types (unsheathed wire, plastic insulated wire, vecy
fine wire, etc.), which ful:fil the needs of the country and
are also exported. With the ·commissioning of these new
plants, all the ore extracted f!rom the copper mines is proces,..
sed to a high levell. Today Albania is :an exporter not only of
blister copper but also of first quality cathode copper and
electrical wires and cables of nearly 600 different types.
Production of the copper industry in 1979 was 336 times
greater than ·that of 1946 and 12 tim~s greater than that of
19'60.
Albania possesses reserves of iron-nickel. The ore discovered is of good quality and contains 1 to 2 per cent nickel.
Investigations conoerning this mineral were begun lbefoTe
Liberation by the ItaJ.ian company AMMI (Italian Metallic
Minera1s Company) wlhich was already exiploiting the copper
ore. i[)uring the occupation it :was preparing to e:Xp[oit the
iron-nickel o!I'e, too, ibut the Uberation of Albania prevented
this.
.
'The industrial exploitation of iron nickel ore began in
1·958 in the regions of Librazhd and IPogradec. The extraction
o:f the mineral in these regions is very advantageous because
open cast mining is possible. The extraction of iron-nickel
ore has increased from year to year.
It is on this basis that the iron and steel industry has
~en established in Albania. A .steel rolling plant was built
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The development of the mining industry
Albania is rich in metallic minerals. fo the past, however,
these :reoources were very little e:Xploited and then madnly
for the 'benefit of foreign monopolies.
Si:i:ice the ld.beration of the country, the mining industry
has made considerable progress. Today Albania has many
more mines than before the war and the · mindng industry
con.s'titutes the main branch of Allbanian heavy industry.
Under the anti-popular reg.imes and the foreign occ\,lpation
the underground wealth of Albania was processed overseas·
whereas today, the mining industry, !based on the industrial
reserves of the country and the prospects of new discoveries
has entered a new higher stage:

Chromium ore is one of the most important minerals
found in Albania. Prospecting began in· 1937 and exploitation
of the first deposits discov·ered started in 1938. The chromium-bearing regions o_f Kukes-Tropoje, Bulqize-'Klos and
Pogradec were exploited lby !both the Italian fascists and the
German nazis. After the liberation of 'the coimtry, production increased as the mining of further deposits got under
way. The extraction of chromium ore has increased rapidly
during the years of the people's power. Tn 1979 chromium
production was 176 times greater ·than in 1938 and 38.7
times greater than in 1960.
Today Albania ranks fourth in the world for 'the total
output ·of chromium ore :and first for production per head
of population.
Along with the increase in the amount of chromiurp ore
extracted, during this period the first pfants for processing
this mineral have been built. In 1979 the plant for the production of ferro-chrome came into production in Burrel. A
plant for the enrichment of low-gTade chromium ore and a
ferro-chromium plant which 'Smelts high-grade ore are now
functioning. in Airhania. The .establishment of forro-•chromium
metallurgy which is a new branch for our industry, is of
great impmtance because it greatly increases the value of
the CiI"Ude ore.
The copper industry plays the principal role in the Alba-.
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in '1966 in Elbasan. A metallurgica[ combine for smelting and
processing of iron-nickel ore has been built close to this
plant. In 1976 it poured the first Albanian-made p~g-iron,
only to continue later with the production of steel billets,
sheet steels, etc. In 1978 it was named the -<-<Steel of the
Party» Cornlbine.
The· bright prospects for the development of metallurgy
in Albania are based on the impo:rtan:t geologica[ reserves
discovered iby Albanian geologists, especially in recent years.
Thus the reserves of a number of important minerals which,
up till now, could not satisfy the. country's needs for raw
materials, will be able to do· so in the future five-year plans.
1

The chemical lndustry - the youngest branch
of Albanian industry
The development of the chemical industry in Alibaniq
is closely [inked with the development of other impo!I'tant
branches of industry, such as the oil industry, the building
materials industry and the branches producing consumer
goods, as well as the development of inte::\lsive agriculture.
It is only in recent years that this industry has developed rapidly in· Albania.
In quick succession big plants were commissioned to
produce superiphosphate, nitrogenous f ertiiizers, soda ash and
caustic soda, a8 well as a modern oil paint factory, plastic
goods plant, and a plant for the production of polyvinylchloride. The technology of production in the Albanian chemical
plants is modern and largely automated. Apart from their
main produc'ts, these plants also turn out many others which
fulfil the needs of the people's economy. Albania exports
certain products of the chemical industry such as ammonium
nitrate, soda ash, sodium fluosilicate, etc.
Development of the chemical Industry

(in times}
Year
Growth of production of
the chemical industry

1950

1960

1979

9.7

493

The Vau i Dejes 250 kW hydro-power station.

View of a shop at the «Enver Hoxha» automobile
and tractor combine, Tirana.
The «Steel of the Party» metallurgical complex in Elbasan
produces «the bread» of our. industry.

New industrial landscape.

View of the textile combine, Berat.
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A new, important step forward has been taken in recent
years in the development of the Albanian chemica[ industry,
The existing plants for the production of chemical fertilizers
have been enlarged, a new plant for the production of urea
and a combine for the production of 'pesticides have been
built. The production of chemical fertilizers has doubled in
just a few years and this provides an even more solid base
and support for the intensification of agriculture. The new
.plants producing PVC and such very useful products as
caustic soda, liquid chlorine, hydrochloric acid and calcium
caribide, are of great importanioe for the economy of the
country. A new plastic materials factory, which has been
built, fulfills the needs of the economy and supplies the
population with consumer goods.
produces plastic sheeting
slabs and tubes as well as consumer goods, kitchenware
furniture, etc.

n

The engineering industry
The oil refinery, Ballsh.

-

The «Gogo Nushi» nitrate ammonium plant, Fier.

This is an ·essential branch for the industrial development
of the country. In the period from Liberation till 1948, which
has gone down in the history of the development of our
national economy as the phase of the reconstruction of the
war devastated economy, the engineering base of the countiry
was made up of a few small auxiliary workshops tn the
principal cities, E!ngaged in the maintenance of the mach\nery
and vehicles of the different enterprises to which they were
attached. Despite its relatively low level, this engineering
base played an important role in the restoration and return
to production of the industry ruined by the war. With the
development of the people's economy, the engineering industry .became more and more important and its development
was accelerated. In 1948 the <<Enver» plant was built in
Tirana; it made srpare .parts as well as implements and machines for agriculture. Later, a large num!ber of engineering
plants were ibufit attached to the big combines and plants,
such a~ the engineering plant of the «Stalin» textile combine,
the engineering plants at Stalin City and the oil-processing
plant in Cfurik, ·the agricultural machinery plant in DUITes,
the <<Partizani» plant and the «Dinamo» plant in Tirana.
These enterprises are a solid base for the fulfilment of the ·
country's requirements for spare parts .. A nail and bolt plant
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in Kavaja, a plant pTOducing metaillic products for mass
consumption in Gjirokastra, plants for the general overhaul
oI tractors in Shkodra, Fier, Gjirokastra, etc. were built in the
60's. :During this period the most important engineering plant,
the <<TraktDri» plant which, after extension, · was named the
<&ver Hoxha» automobile and tractor plant and in 1978
prod<uoed the first A1lbani:an~made tractor, the <.-Petro Papi»
precision instruments plant in KoI'1Qa W€Te built. In 1980 the
engineering industry in A1lbania included .scOII'es of plants of a
national level and hundreds of workshops spread aU over
the country. This .industry provides more than 95 per cent of
the spare parts tlie national economy needs, numerous agricultural machines, relatively simple ·equipment, various machines and .a,ppliances needed 'by the different sectors of the
economy as well as a num!her of consumer products which
satisfy the ever-growing demands of the population.

l
1

Development of the engineering. industry
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ducing high quality cement. were built at Vlora, Tirana, Kruja
and ~lbasan. They u&e limestone and clay from nearby
quames.
,
.. Under the pe©ple's power,. the cement products industry,
which .produces sla?s and p1pes of different dimensions.,
prefabncated materials, spun concrete poles, fiber-cement
sheets and tubes, etc. has also developed.
In the past, the brick and tile industry did not satisfy
the n~eds of the country. After Liberation, numerous brick
and ti~e :'?rks went up in Tirana, Durres, Shkodra; E1basan,
LushnJ;;t, 'Fie_r, Vlora, Kor~, etc. to meet the increasing ·needs
of constr~ctlon. The 3rd Five-year Plan saw the construction
of two big modern factories: the brick and tile works of
Vora {Tiran~ d.istrict) a~d the si.ficate brick factory in Tirana.
The bu1ldmg materials industry in AQbania also uses
many other materials which are found in abundance· in the
country, ~uch as m~rble of different types and colours,
gypsu~, limestone, e~. The p.roduction of this industry in
1979 mc~eased ~63 times, while the production of cement
- 93.3 times, bricks and tiles - 83.8 times against 1938.

(in times)

1939

Ye a r
Growth of the production. of
the engineering industry

I

1

I

1979

1950

Glassware and crockery
'

21.4

\

444

--

New prospects have been opened up for the engineering
industry in recent years when numerous production lines,
wholie :factories and plants have been designed and production of them has begun.

The building materials industry
Since 'Liberation, the expansion of construclion · work has
been accompanied by a great development o:f the building
materials industry.
.
The main branch of the building materials industry in
Albania is cement production. Before the Liberation this'
industry was represented by· a single cement fac'tory at Sh!kodra. During . successive five-year plans, modern plants pro-

.

Th~

glass ind1:18t:r>y in Albania was established only after
was
built m Ko~ durmg the 1st Five-year Plan. At the end
of :tJie. 2nd Five-year Plan another one was built in Tirana,
w~ile .m the 4th Fi~e-year Plan a s·econd glass factory was
built m. Korya, a wmdow glass plant was built in Kavaja
and a light bulbs factory in Vlora.
·
The porcelain and ceramics industry existed in the· country even before :the liberation. Earthenware vessels, jugs,
pots. and oth::r sn:np.l~ crockery, in small quantities, were
mamfactured m primitive potteries.
Af~r U?eration,. with the construction o:f the porcelain
facto~y m Tirana, this branch of industry passed from the
handicraft to the industrial stage. Previously imported articles
s:ich, a~ crockerY. :and ~anitary ·ware, toys, lamps, ornaments,
fire. bricks for ilmmg high temperature furnaces etc. are now
produced focally.
'
Ui~era:t10n. The far~t glas'S f~ctory, of small capadty,

r
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The paper and timber industry
Despite the great forests of Albania, 'the timber processing industry was non-existent. At this period, the timb€r
industry was limited to logging and sawing timber which was
exported in balks and then partly re-imported in worked-up
form.
Many wood-working factories and combines were built
after the Liberation. They turn out processed timber and
consumer goods.
Under the people's power, the prii.mitive saw-mills were
transformed and equipped Wiith modern, high pro~uction
motor-driven saws and their distrtbution within the country
was made on the basis of sounder criteria. At the same time,
the big saw-nnil1s were built at Fushe-Arrez (Puka) where
the overwhelming bulk of the industrial timber for the whole
country is produced. The biggest centres for the processin~ of
industrial timber are the <~ako Spiru» combine in Elbasan
and its counterpart at 4~ (Kruja). They turn out dried
and 1mpregnated timber, ip1ywood and chipboard sheets,
parquet blocks, etc.
.
.
The fUrniture industry especially has developed greatly
in recent years. The former small, primitive, cabinet-making
shops have been transformed into big enterprises turning out
a wide range of joinery and furniture. There are modern
joinery factories in .Shkodra, Durres, Vlora, Gjirokastra, Kor~a, Pogradec, etc. The biggest and most modern of them all
is the <~Mis.to Mame» enterprdse dn Tirana, which has an
output 6 times that of the whole timber industry of 1938.
Factories for processing timber residues have also been
built. They turn out core board, hardboard and chipboard.
These residues are also used by the paper industry which has
been greatly development during the successive five-year
plans.
The paper and cardboard mills built at Kor~, Shkodra,
Kavaja and Lushnja, Lezha and Tirana have ~olved. a .major
problem of the national economy: the production w1thm the
country of different kinds of pa.per.
In 1979, under the people's power, the production of the
timber and paper industry had increased to 169 times the
pre-war figure.
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The light industry
Before Liberation, the light industry, ranked second after
the food industry, as :regards its share in tota1 industrial
production. However, it satisfied only a small part of the
needs of the population. Under the people's power, this
important branch of industry has developed continuously.
In the context of the industrialization of the country, a number of new modern combines and factories have been built
and the e::kisting factories have been extended and :modernized.
The tex'tile industry is the most important branch of
light industry. It com;prises the weaving miHs in Sh!kodra,
the knitwear combine in K.Qr~a and the two textile combines
in Tirana and Berat.
The development of the textile industry goes hand in
hand with the development of the garment industry. Factories
turning out ready-made, cotton or woollen clothing for men,
women and children, have been established in the big cities.
Development of the light industry
(in times)

Ye a r
G.rowth of production

1938

1960

1979

1

23.2

89.6

.
The leather industry has tanneries in Vlora, Durres,
Shkodta, Kor~ and Gjirnkastra. These factories process local
hides. On this ibasis the footwear industry was set up after
Liberation. '1t inCludes the footwear plants of Tirana, Kor~a
and Gjirokastra as well as the rubber products factory in
Durres.
·
.
lll1.. 1979 production of footwear increased 2'5 fold against
1950, the production of consumer goods increased 90 fold
against 1938; that of different stuffs 11.5 fold against
1950, ,cotton cloth - 134 fold, knitwear - 129.3 fold against
1938,
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The food industry
The concern the people's power shows for t4is branch
of industry stems from the fact that its supreme objeetive
is precisely to raise the standard of living of the working
masses. That is why, immediately after Liberation, the extension and modernization of the existing food-stuff entreprises
was accompanied . by the construction of new ones in all
the districts of the Republic. Thus the sugar industry, the
fruit, vegetable, meat and fish preserving industry, the
industry of wines, alcoholic and non-alcohoHc ibeverages, fruit
juices and oils, the infant foods industry, ·the Hour, bread
and noodles indu.Stry, the potato processing industry, the
rice husking industry, the oil and soaip industry, the milk
products industry, the confectionary industry, the cigarette
and tobacco industry, etc. were set up.
Today there is no district in Albania which does not
possess a number of new food-stuffs factories. All have been
built near the sources of raw materials. For instance, the
sugar combine was bui1t d.n :Maliq, where suga:r-beet is
grown in the plains reclaimed from the former Maliq marsh
(in the south-east of the country), a fish cannery was built
in the coastal city of Vlora, fruit and vegetable ;preserving
plants were built in the cities of •Elbasan, Kor~, Shkodra,
Bernt, Peshkopia, Permet, and other centres of districts noted
for their vegetable and fruit production. The «Ali Kelmendi»
food-Sltufd's. combine, one of the most important enterprises orf
the Albanian food industry and well known for its wide
range ()f products,. was built in Tirana. Tobacco and cigarette
factories were built in ithe tobacco producing regions.
To give an idea of the development of the food industry
in Albania, iJ.et us point out that in 1975, its weekly outplit
was equal to the annual output of 1938. In 1979 the output
of 'this industry increased 70 fold against 1938.
The production of certain articles such as edible oil and
fats in 1979 increased 7.'8 times, cheese - 1'6.6 times, noodles
- 55 times, sugar - 57 times, etc. against 1938.
The Albanian food industry supplies. the home market
with a wide range of products and in recent years some
of them have won acceptance on foreign markets. Albania
has become an expor'ter of aH kinds of preserved· food, wines,
brandy, dried fruit and medicinal herbs. The export of.
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such traditional export goods as tobacco and cigarett.es has
increased considerably.
. ·Finally, let us stress that t:fianks to the Hght and food
processi~g industry, Albania, which up till yesterday was
obliged to import the vast majority of the industrial products
it needed, today fulfils over 86 per cent of its needs for mass
consumer goods with local producits. This is the outcome of
the wise economic policy of the Party of Labour_ of Albania.

I
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four
The state farms

THE DEVELOPMENT OF SOCIALIST
AGRICULTURE

a~~~lt~~2

i~e: ~~te{~

Before Liberati9n .1?-1Jbanian
w;:r
backward, even pnm1tte state. ultiv~ted while 31 per cent
total area of the coun ryd ~~~ crest con;isted of fores ts (45
was used as pastures dan
-productive land (more. than 13
per ce11:t), marshes an non
per cent).
·
f a mented into thousands
The agricultural economy ;.a~ ;h: most primitive means
of small individual plots o~e~i~~l fertilizers were practic'.3-lly
were used. TractoTs and c .
.
nd oats were cultivaunknown. Cereal crops, maml~ ~a~~ asoiwn a;ea The yields
ted in more than 96 iper ~en o w eand never ~xceeded 10
of these crops were relatiyely. 10
better in livestock
quintals per he:ctare. The s1tua~1~fs w::d~~inated.
farming in which sheep an~ g t pf a backward, extensive
These ti:en we7e the e ere~efat~ons predominated. The
agriculture m whJ.ch feu~a
ed the whole economy
fascists, nazis and local traitor~ rav:sg in the occuipa'tion and
of the countr~ to fu~th~r . th~1r t~~ most lamentable situation.
the war, red_ucmg _agr1cu u:e to the land reform and collectiAfter ifoberation, ~han s 0
di ally transformed and
vization Albanian agriculture was ra c
took on' an adva~ced soci8:list. cha~:~=~· in tiwo sectors: the
Agriculture m Albania ..1s d to The state sector constate sector and the cooperaht1ve sech1"nr.e and tractor stations
sis ts of the s tate farms
.
' t e mac
ds en teriprise and 1·ts
{SMT), the region~l ~I.ants, t~~a : e ibody of ·the irrigatio?
branches in each district, _the m d t~e ~cientific research instisystem, the forest enterprises, an
.
.
tutes, stations and centres.

,The state farms were the first socialist agricultural
enterprises and were created immediately after Liberation .
.They were set up on the basis of land confiscated from
. foreign companies, big feudal estate owners and other big
local capitalist landowners, and the big flocks of animals
and olive plantations which were nationalized. The state
agricultural and livestock farms have grown steadily bigger
and stronger. A good number of new state farms were set up
on the land reclaimed by draining the swamps of Maliq,
Terbuf, Vurgu, Vrina, Thumana, Durres, Lezhe-1Mat, Hoxhara,
et<:. New prospects will be opened up to this sector pi the
future with the establishment of state farms in the hilly
and ·mountainous zones.
The state farms have played an important role because
they have applied the most advanced methods of agricultural
·cedhnology and mechanized almost all the various processes
of work. From the vety beginning, these enterprises have
served as a support for socialism in the countryside, as
examples for the cooperativist and individual peasantry
demonstrating in practice all the advantages of large-scale
economies with planned and mechanized production. The state
farms have successfully accomplished this task. In 1979 the
state farms accounted for 25 per cent of the agricultural
production, occupying 20.5 per cent of the sown area. The
state farms not only provide high yields of good quality
agricultural and Hvestock products for the cities and industry,
but they also provide an excellent example for the agricultural cooperatives so that they can benefit from their advanced eXiperience. These enterprises are also important centres
for the distribution of selected seeds, fruit tree sapplings and
pedigree livestock.
The centres of many state farms have been transformed
into real, properly planned agrarian towns.

The machine and tractor stations
The establishment of the stat,e and cooperative sectors
in agriculture brought out the contradiction bet.ween 'the
new socialist relati,ons of production and the relatively low
19 ... 117 A

I
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f h
roductive forces. This contradiclevel of development ~ ~ ~lthout the introduction of adv~n
tion could not be reso ve
this end the first mach~e
ced agricultural. technology. To in M z.eqe at the beginmng
and tractor station was s~t u~ 11 ~ all ove<r the country.
April 1947. Other stations '! ow f ""he agricultural sector
· Of
,~,· ·t t t
enterprises o '~
d
These are soc~is ~a e 1 t
tors harvester"'."threshers a~ .
having at their d~sp~::rnl r:achi~ery which they . put i:i
other complex agncu .
1
. ratives on the basis
the service of the agriculturad ci°o~or stations constitute
of contracts. The m~ch::--ie a~ th:amaterial base of largea form of the org~ni~ 10~ o . ulture under the guidance
scale collective production m agr~cf these' stations is to p_romote
and aid of the state. The I?ur~ose 1 work the rapid and conthe mechanization of agncu\ur:a d tio~ the increase in the
tinuous growth of agricult~ath~r~o~~inu~us reduction of. the
productivity of ~abour, an
ver beginning. of the process
costs of production. From th~
y
'took care to help the
of collectivization, th~ peo!ir; ~~~=~n machinery and took
agricultural cooperat1v~.
d It is understandable that the
concrete measures to. is en . 1 es were unable to cover
agricultural cooperatives th~~s~ v these machines. Thus the
the very high cost of acqmrm t for new technical means
state undertook to defray the cos s vailable to the collective
.
and make these means a
of pro duct ion
enterprises.
.
d t t r stations have steadily inc.reas~d
The machme an ~ac o
e of machinery at their ~.isin numbers, have a wi~e-~~~g accomplishment of all k1nds
posal and have ensure
.
,
of important work: .
d 'tractor stations which existed m
The 10 machme an
1 . the plains have now
. the country in 1947, an~o the~~ ~~rv:extended their activi.ty
increased to more than
' w ic
t such mountainous disto all corners of the .countr~? e~~~rao Mirdita, Mat, Librazhd,
tricts as Puka, TropoJa, Kuk;s, ell
'etc They have powerful
Pogradec, Kdlo.nja, Permet, f ep ri~~i typ~s: tractors, different
machines and implements o ilva choppers harvesters, th'retypes of plou~hs, so~~rs, s :Jeblowers, spray pumps, sh~
shers winnowmg mac mes .a
Thanks to the expansion
ing diachines, milkingdm~~?i.n~~' :!~loitation of their material
and more rational an e ic1e
r 'the machine and tractor
and technical ~ase, from year to
'of mechanized process~s
stations have increased. the 1:.rs of their existence they did
they perform. In the first Y
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only 10 types of work, mainly ploughing, whereas today
they perform more than 70 different types including ordinary
and deep ploughing, mowing, mechanized sheep shearing, etc .
The machine and tractor statiOills come to the aid of the
agricultural cooperatives with aH ·their means for breaking
in new land, have done the bulk of the work for the planting
of thousands of hectares of vineyard, the digging of irrigation
ap.d drainage canals, and the construction of big reservoirs.
The MTS assist the cooperativists in various kinds
of work on the basis of contracts between them. In the terms
of the contract, the cooperatives pay the stations for the
work they do in !kind or in oash. The state transforms the
agricultural products accumulated by way of these deliveries
in kind into monetary funds and uses them to renew the
means orf production of the MTS and to pay the wages of
their workers. ·
The MTS workers and the cooperativiists take part together in agricultural ;pa-oduction, through the utilization of
modern means of production which are the common property
of the ·entire people. Thus the machine and tractor stations constitute one of the highest forms· of linking the working class
with the cooperative peasantry; they play a decisive role
in strengthening the alliance of the working class with th<e
peasants. The MTS are a particular form of the important
organized financial and economic aid which our state gives
the peasantry with the aim of building up and strengthening
the new cooperative system in agriculture.
On the o1Jh& hand, the, MTS help the agricultural cooperatives in different ways in the ocganization of work, the
planning of production, the introduction of advanced agricultural methods, the strengthening of the accountancy sector,
and in training specialists in mechanization, etc.
. The machine and tractor stations are ·indispensable for the
deve!J.opment and strengthening of socialist agriculture and
ensuring the adoption of more and more intensive methods.
This necessity is dictated by three· essential factors. First,
?ecause the main means of production in agriculture, as
rn the other branches of production, must remain in the hands
of the state which represents the int-erests of the whole society. Second, because equirpment does not remain at a given
ley;el, but is ·continuously developed and perfected. The old
equipment is replaced with new and this involves heavy
expenditure, the investment of considerable sums. Only the
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state .is able to make such big investments for the benefit of
agricultural production. Finally, the faCt that the main means
of production are in the hands of the state, enables it to
provide the proper aid for the agricultural cooperatives 'in
the districts and zones where agricultural machinery cari be
used and, at the same time, to pay special attention to the
economically weaker cooperatives.
In 1938 draught animals made up 99 per ,cent of the
motor power potential of agriculture, whereas in 1979, 92
per oent of it was mainly motor powered.

The agricultural cooperatives
The agricultural cooperatives constitute the . base fair
both agricultural and livestock production. These cooperatives
are a voluntary association of peasant producers, based on
the social ownership of the means of production and collective
work, and which exclude the exploitation of man by man.
The agricultural cooperative correctly combines the individual
interests, the day to day interests of the cooperativists, with
the general interest of the cooperative.
·
.
Joining iby free consent constitutes one of the fundamental
princi.ples of the establishment of the agricultural cooperatives, and this principle has been rigorously respected all
through the long process of the collectivization of agriculture
in Albania. All the land included in the cooperative, from
which the old divisions between separa.te fields have been
eliminated, fo:rms the common land of the cooperative. Under
the new Constitution, the land is :no longer the property of·
the group. Now it is the property of the state and it is given
to the cooperativists for their use. In the terms of the Constitution of the People's Socialist Republic of Albania (Article
18), the land belongs exclusively to the state whio1:1 grants it
for social use to the state enterprises and institutions, to.
the agricultural cooperatives and social organizations and
to individual citizens for their personal use. The use of the
land is granted free of charge (Article Hl).
Each cooperati:vist family is alloted a private ' plot
(without -counting the area occupied by the house). The ·
size of these plots is decided by the general assembly ~f
the cooperativists. However, the model constitutions st1pulate
that for the lowland cooperatives, they should not exceed

10 acres and f?r th; newly formed mountainous cooperatives
15 .acres. I:i his private plot, the cooperative peasant grows
i:iamly fnut and veg:tables, fodder, etc. The vegetable and
hv~stoc~ products which the cooperativist families take from
their private p!ots serve to satisfy their personal needs more
adequa~ely. This form of property, however, tends to diminish
and, wit.h .th; passag~ of ~ime, i~ is disappearing not only
because it is mcompatible with social ownership, but alsD cind
above. all beeause the peasant himself, sees from his own
exp;enence that the cost of production of agricultural products from his private plot is much higher than that of products :from the cooperative. Therefore it is in his interest to
buy the~e products at much lower prices at the shops of the
cooperative an? devote the time spent working his priva'te
plot,. to :work m the cooperative fields, with greater benefit
to himself ..
· . ~e - cooperativists are the joint owners of all the
a~icultural machinery and means of transport of the cooperative, the. pacik a!;1d draught animals, the productive animals
and be_e-~iv:s: with the exception of those left to families
for their mdiv1dual use, the seed necessary for the cooperative
cr~ps; the fodder for the cooperative's lives'tock, the necessary
bmldmgs for the management of the cooperative as well a:s
the estabhshm:nts in which products are !handled or processed.
The dwellmg-houses, the agricultural implements needed
. to _:vork the personal plot, are not collectivized. The consti~u~o~ of .the. cooperative allows each cooperativist family a
d~fmite n;.imber ?f cat!le, sheep and goats, pigs and bee..;
?wes, which: ;ivhile be~ng used for the personal needs of
the cooJ?€rativists,, are tended, herded and housed by the
cooperative.
·
. The P.easants iointlv perform all the altricultural tasks
envisaged m the plan of the cooperative, ,which is an integral
par.t of. the gen~ral state plan for agriculture. The income
:from t_!11s collective work is divided among the coope:rativists
accordmg to the quantity and quality of work done by each
of them. Such an organization of agricultural production
ensu:es the best possible utilization of the productive forces
and mcreases and improves production.
.
'
'Democracy is one of the fundamental principles of the
structure . of agri.cultura1 cooperatives. This democracy is
re:flect~d m ~he :right of the cooperativists to participate-directly m solvmg all the problems of the coopera'tive economy,

. - ·.
~
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fo their right to elect and be elected to the [eading .organs
of the cooperative; in their right to exercise control over
and to demand that the leading organs and functionaries of
the cooperative render account of their management, in
their :right to dismiss before the >expiry of th>eir term 1 OT at
any time, those people elected to leading organs or posts who
do not justify the confidence of the people and do not perform
their tasks ·well.
The supreme organ of the agricultural cooperative is
the general assembly in which all the members take part.
The en~ire activity of the cooperative is run by the assembly
and in intervals betweien sessions, by the presidium of the
cooperative itself elected by· the assembly. To ensure the
handling of the day to day activities the assembly elects
a president who is simultaneously chairman of the cooperative and chairman of the management committee, called the
presidium. 1Let us stress once again that the cooperatives
conduct all their activity in conformity with their constitl:ltions, and with the laws, decisions, ins'.tructions and directives
of the state organs, combining their interests with tho~e of
the national economy, to the benefit of the socialist construction and the continuous improvement of living-standards.

socie'ty. Consequently, not only has the Albanhm peasant
-escaped from oppression and exploitation onc-e and for all,
but brilliant prospects have been opened up for him to
improve his economic and social situation. The coopera'tive
system has eliminated the possibility of the appearanc-e of
inequalities among the peasantry, and rural poverty and
want along with it. The oollective ownership has placed the
peasants in conditions of -equality as regards the utilization
of the means of production which belong to the entire collective. The conditions of ith-e collective economy exclude
the exploitation of another's labour. As regards work and
remuneration for it, the· agricultural cooperatives apply the
principle «from each according to his ability, to each according to his work». The cooperative members are paid on the
basis of workdays puit in during the agricultural year. The
differences in their incomes do not deriv·e from their economic
and social position before joining the cooperativ,e, but from
the amount of work done in the collective economy, from
the value of the workday ".Vhich is continuously increasing,
parallel with the economic strengthening of the cooperatives.
The establishment of the cooperative system has guaranteed the Albanian peasantry the necessary conditions for a
more prosperous and cultured life. tBefore Liberation, the
Albanian countryside was made up of small, very scattered
villages, whereas the collectivizartio,n and parlicularly the
creation of big cooperatives uniting several cooperatives in
one led to the creation of new economic and administrative
centres with their own social-cultural and educational institutions, which are becoming more and more like small towns.
More 'than half the peasant families live in new houses,
mostly built after the collectivization; thousands of educational and social--cultural institutions have been builit in the
agricultU'ral cooperatives, including creches and kinderga:i:lens,
eight-year and secondary schools, houses of culture; hospitals,
maternity homes, out-patient clinics; new roads link the
villages with the national mad network, and even the most
remote mountainous villages have electric light. In the
countryside as in the cities the state provides free medical
services. The members of the agricultural cooperativ>es are
entitled to invalidity and old age pensions.
·
New moral norms, the spirit of socialist collectivism,
+,he predominance of the gen~ral interest over personal interests,
characterize the activity of the Albanian cooperativists. They
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The advantages of the cooperativist system
The cooperartivist system in Albania combines the advantages of the large-scale modern en'terprise over the ~m:ill
primitive enterprise, and, at the same time, the supenor1ty
o:f the socialist -economy ov-er the capitalist economy. If before
Liberation Albanian agriculture comprised mor-e 'than 155,000
p-easant holdings, averaging 2.5 hectares each, some belonging
to those who work-ed them and som-e owned by others, on
which the peasants could not subsist by their own resources,
in 1979 there were 423 .economies with an average area
of 1150 h-ectar-es of cultivated land in which 'the ar-ea of
land 'under crops and their production of plant and liv-estock
products are steadily increasing.
.
.
'Dh.e proc-ess of the -establishm-ent of large-scale agncultural economies in Albania has not been carded out at the
expense of the peasants, spelling ruin fo~ them, . as is the
case in the capitalist countries, but to their benefit through
the co-ord!ination of their interes\ts with those of the whole
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see the basis of their well-being in the comm,0n property. The
experience of the consitruction of socialism in Albania shows
that the only way to build socialism in the countryside, in
the countries with fragmented rural economies, is the collectivization of agriculture. All other ways lead to the development of capitalism in !the countryside. The .establishment of
big collective economies led to removal of all the hedges and
ditches which divided up 'the cultivated land, and thus created
lacr:ge areas on which it is possible to use agricultural machinery and apply modern agricultural methods. In the united
agricultural cooperatives agriculrtural and livestock production
is even •be'tter ·organized on a sdentific-technical 'basis. The
socialist transformation of the AlJbanian countryside created
very favouralble conditions for the planned development of
agricultural production on the basis of advanC€d methods.
Under capitalism, the use of modern equipment by the
rich farmers intensifies competition and leads, finally, to the
ruin of the small peasants. On the contrary, the introduction
of the tractor and the leader-harvester in the Albanian countryside has Hghitened the work o:f the cooperativists and
helped to i:m[)rove their well.:.ibeing.
With the setting up of the big collective economies, the
working peasantry has the possibility to booefit greatly :from
the drainage :and irrigation projects built by lthe state, as' well
as f['om the state aid in credits :for increasing agricultural
production, the use of selected seeds, chemical fertilizers, etc.
Today Albania ranks among the most advanced countries of
the world as regards the amount of chemical feritiHzers used,
the irrigation capacity and big land improvement projects.
The cooperative system has ensured :a considerable incrrease of agricultural production, so that agriculture provides
the ma<tket with increased products, a fact o:f greait importance
for srupplyling the country with rood-stuffs and agricultural
primary products.
The figures show that agricultural output in Albania has
increased 5 :fold in comparison with the p.Te-war period. This
increase is over 50 per cent greater !than the increase of the
population. Tota! agricultural output in 1975 was 33 per cent
higher than in 1970. The growth of production of certain products .was .as follows: bread grain 35 per cent, sugar-1beet
76 per cent, milk 47 per cent, eggs 68 per cent, etc.
As to the .rnte of growth of agricultural production it
is noteworthy that Albania has surpassed the world average.

Harvesting.

Hills transformed into orchards.

Vegetables and fruit all the year round,

Agriculture, the concern of the entire people.
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The port of Durres.

Ready for the market.
1
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Collectivization has put an end to the quasi-monoculture
character of Albanian agriculture. While. bread grains occupied 96.5 per cent o:f the cultivated area in 1938, today they
occupy abourt 50 per cent o:f it, at a time when the production
of bread grain has increased incomparably with 1938. In 1980
its production increas·ed 5 fold and its yields about 3 fold
against 1938. Whereas irn 1938 the ratio in the area sown wi'th
maize and wheat was 70 per cent maize against 30 per cent
wheat, in 1979 it was 35 per cent maize against 65 per cent
wheat. M the same time the area sown with industrial crops
was extended. In comparison with 1950, in 1979 production o:f
cotton increased 3.5 fold, sUJgar-.beet 50.5 fold, sun-f'1ower 10:6
times, that o:f tobacco, against 1938, increased 10 fold, and so
on. Compared with 1938, production of vegetables in 1979 was
11.2 times greater, fruit production in 1978 increased 6.4 :fold,
citruses - 11.8 :fold, e'tc.
·
This increase in rthe agricultural production is due, to
a great .extent, to the , increase of various yields. There are
many agricultural economies in our country which take in 70
quintals of wheat and 70-80 quintals of maize per hectare,
more than 50 quintals of rice, abourt 20 quiritals of cotton,
24 quintals of sun-flower per hectare, etc.
The establishment of big agricultural economies has
created the ~onditions irequired for a radical change of the
character ef Albanian agriculture: from an extensive agriculture in which the increase of production was achieved by
expansion of the cultivated area, it is more and more tending
.to become an intensive agriculture which is characterized by
the continuous increase in investments and the work done per
hectare of cultivated land, and this has resulted in a considerable rise in the yield rates of agricultural crops.
Collectivization crea'ted the premises for regionalization,
cooperation and specialization in agriculture. These phenomena are encountered in the capitalist countries too, but they
differ fundamentally in regard to their aims and methods.
Thus, while the distribution of crops, the specialization and
development of the productive forces in the capitalist agriculture constitute a spontaneous process, aimed at achieving
'the maximum profit and the absorbtion of the smaller economies by the bigger ones, in accordance With the <<law of the
jungle», in the f'eople's Socialist Republic of Albania these
phenomena constitute a process which is developed consciously for the benefit of-the workers. The planned develop-
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ment of the productive forces serves to h1crease production
and productivity, 'to reduce cosits and to raise the level of t.he
material and cultural life of the masses. In Albania, the Teg10nalization and specialization of crops, in other words, deciding
on what crops will be grown in the different regions Of the
country, ~md the_ co~centration of agricultural production. in
the specified cooperatives, farms or zones, are measur.c::s which
are closely linked together and respond to the general interests
of the national economy. They are two links of· the same
chain.
Advancing on the road of intensive cropping, Alibanian
agriculture is further perfecting thie regi<~mali~tion arn;l sp~
cialization of crops, guided not by profit as is the case m
the capitalist countries, but by the ·needs of the national
economy, by the needs of the working massies, at the sam.e
time taking into consideration the climatic and soil cond1"tio:ns. So the ,geographical distribution of crops and the specialization of 1Jhe agricultural economy in Mbania are based
on the state plan which is drafted in accordance with the
economic laws of socialism and reflects the reality of the
country. This harmonious development which makes the best
possible use of the soil and weather conditions and all the
material and moral resources of the country serves the achievement of the supreme objective of the !Party, the construction
of socialism and the continuous raising of the level of material and cultural well-being of the people.
The combination of forces creates immense possibilities
to undertake mass actions, unrealizable in the conditions of
small privat·e economies, because such undertakings require
large-scale work and big investments. Undertakings of _this
type were ihe actions for breaking in new la.nd, for the terracing, irrigation and draining of land, planting large blociks
of fruit trees, etc.
The cooperativist system opens, up great possibilities for
the scientific experimentation, the rota'tion of crops, the dissemination of advanced experience, which are indispensable
conditions for the rapid development of agricultural production. Research work in Albania .has already gone beyond the
confines of laborato'lies to spread almost everywhere, in the
state farms and the agricultural cooperatives. A series of
factors have contributed to this, above all, the raising of the
cultural level of the cooperativists and the other agriGultural
w<;>rkers. Whereas before Liberation there was only one low

.1--

level agricul~ural sch~ol, i:owadays there are two higher institutes of agrtl.oultur·e (m Tirana anlcl Korga, which have trained
hund:eds. of hig?er specialists: agronomists, zootechnicians,
veterin.anans, agr11Cultural economists, foresitry speciaHsts, etc.).
Th~re is 8:1so a vast netwoiTk of agricultural secondary schools
whic~ ~r8:i:1 hundreds .o~ ~iddle-level specialists ·each year ..
Speci:ahzation and quahf1cat10n courses are run continually in
the agricultural cooperatives and state farms. Thus efforts are
,made to ensure mass participation in agricultural schooling.
C?~ the other J:an~ Albania has an extensive system of scienhfic research mshtutes, engaged in research in the field of
agricul~ural production, zootechny, pedological studies, plant
protection, the development of fruits crops, the mechanization
of agriculture, hybridization of maize, etc. Equipped with mod;~n labo~8:t?ries.' these. institu_tes engage in wide-ranging aCti~ihes assisting mcreased agricultural and livestock production.
,
Scientific e~periments are carded out even in the small
production units in_ the agricultural cooperatives. Thousands
of workers o~ all categories and levels of qualification are
devoted to this work. The scientific experimentation iby the
masses has now become a school which stimulates agricultural and livestock production.
The_ study of the agricultural land in Albania was complete~ in 1973. A s~rvey was carried out and a land registry
compiled of the entire arable aiJ:'ea of the Republic. Pedological
and agrochemical studies involving hundreds of thousands of
soil analyses were conducted in all the agricultural economies.
.
As .a result of these pedological and agrochemical studies,
the agricultural workers now have at their disposal pedological and agrochemical ~aps which show the different types
and su~types of t~e. s01l, the depth of -the active layer, its
mechanical composition, the quantities of humus nitrogen
phosph~~us and potash it contains, and other ag~otechnical
mformat10n.
Thanks to a good knowledge of the soil all the tech?-i~al i::rocesses in agricult~re, ploughing, fertiiizing, draining,
~rr11?'.at10n, the regular rotation of agricultural crops, the breakmg m of niew land, are carried out in accord with the chemical, physical and biologicru properties of the soil; and consequently, they ha_ve a more marked effect i~ increasing yields.
The I?edological and agrochemical field studies, performing
the chemical analyses of the soil, the compiling of maps and
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the respective suppl1ement rep?r~s in ge:ieJ,"al have become a
great school in which the specialists, agncu~tural workers, th.e
chemists and laboratory workers have studied the characteristics of the soil and with the aid of the supplementary reports,
have taken concrete measures .to preser~e. and increase. the
fertility of the soil. In courses and seminars, and especially
during the work itself, a il.arge number ?f cadres have been
trained and specialized in the field of soil 3:nalyses, J?edology
and agricultural chemistry. Attached to the district agricultura~.
stations, pedology laiborator.ies have been set up, as wel}- as
a number of simpler ones attached directly to cooperatives.
Th€se laboratories play a major role in ffie. dev:lopment of
scientific-research work in ag,riiculture, especiany m pedofogy
and agricultµral chemistry.
.
. .
!So having overcome its age-old backwardness an.d bemg
freed ;:f the old relations o:f production, Alb:ani~n :agriculture,
now completely collectivized, is advancing confidently on the
road of intensification and .modernization:. As a res~lt of these
measures, the total agricultural output mcreas::c111: 1980 by
500 per cent against 193~,. Agricultural production m the 7th
Five-year Plan 1981-1985 will . increase by. 30-32 per cent
against the 6th Five-_yea! Plan for ~he :five years taken
together.
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engineering plants of the country, studied :the possibilities of
further extending the mechanization, of working sprinkler
irrigation plants not only by motor driven pumps, but also
by util1zing the natural conditions, the extension of precis€
seed sowing, the utilization of certain groups of implements
simultaneously, 1etc.
•
Parallel with the moderniziation of the machinery used
in the agricuJ.tural sector, work· is going on to train many
specialists in this branch of mechanics so that they acquire
a high degree of qualification. The machine and tractor stations hav e at their disposal a whole army of highly trained
cadres and mechanics.
Unlike the capitalist countries where the machinery
belongs .to the wealthy capitalist landowners or financiers, who
exploit the farm hands 1by €mployir\.g them as day !labourers
or by charging excessive rates for the hire of their machinery,
in Albania this machinery is used extensively by all the cooperative peasantry. The machine and tractor stations put
1their machinery at the disposal of the coopera.tive for a very
moderate charge. These practices iHustrate the gireat interest
of the state in the development of agricultural production.
1

Breaking in of new land

The mechanization of agriculture
Mechaniza'tion is one of the main :facto;s i1: the rapid
progress of agriculture. Therefore, from .the time 1t was. established the people's power has given this problem particular
importance and care. In 1977 the volume o:f mechanized work
was more than 15 times greater than. in 1950; compared
with 1938, when motor power constituted only 1 per cent
of the total power potential, in 1979 motor power accounted .~
. '··
for 92 per cent o:f it.·
. .
As a result o:f the implementation of the prmc1ple of '
sel!f-reliance, nowadays a whole series of processes ar~ accomplished with machinery made in Albania, suci: as tfireshing-mac!hines, seed drillls, ferti1iz~r spr.eaders, mills, silage
choppers, winnowing machines, gram driers and other machinerv, all manufactured locally.
.
As regards mechanization, the central rese~rch stations,
in collaboration with the agricultural enterprises and · the
'V'

The grea'ter part of Albania is mountainous and hilly. The
area sown to crops occupies only 42 per cent· of the total
territory of th€ country. After the establishment of the people's state power, continuous attention was given to increasing
the production of bread grain and the development of all the
branches of agriculture by harmonizing the development of
intensive cropping with the breaking in of new land.
.Jn the years since Liberation, the main efforts were directed to breaking in new land in the plains through river
control :and drainage, the clearing of degraded forests, etc.
However, the greatest res€1I'V€s of this kind were situated in
the mountains and remote areas, therefore in recent years the
Party issued the call: <<Let us take to the mountains and hills
to make them as beautiful and fertile as the plains!» a call
which mobi!li'zed all the agricuiltural wonk.em as well as the
youth of the cities and the countryside. This call was .the
signal for the launching of a vigorous drive which made possible the realization of the most d.aring forecasts. Today the
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hills are covered with terraces plant€d t? crops and fruit
trees.
The peasants of the mountainous districts proclaimed
win'ter a season of work like the other seasons, in order to
wrest from the mountains and degraded forests the fertile
land unutilized up till that time. Battling the rocks, ithe snow
and the cold, imbued with a lofty revolutionary spiri't; the
peasants wrested the precious land from nature, inch by inch.
As a result the hills and the mountains .have changed their
former appearance. On their slopes thousands and thousands
of hectares of land have beoo shaped in terraces, This invohi'ed
the excavation of hundr,eds and thousands of cubic metres of
stone and earth in forming the terraces and the building of
dams to control the torn~nts and protect the soil from erosion
damage. Entilre zones wel'e transformed into big orchards and
vineyards.
The breaking in of new land in the hilly and mountainous
areas was made much eaS'ier as a result of the great help
provided by the machine and tractor stations and .the state
farms in lending machinery. Overcoming the difficulties with a
lofty revolutionary spirit the young people of town and countcyside have transformed immense areas of mountainous terrain and degraded forests into cultivable land. In tens of
thousands, they rushed to the aid of the pe_asants of the
mountainous regions to respond in deeds to the call of the
Party to make the hins and the mountains as fertne as the
plains. As a result of this great work, the arable land area
in 1979 had increased by 2.4 times as_ against 1938 when it
covered only 292,100 hectares.

Drainage and irrigation of the land
This problem assumes great importance for the development ot the Albanian agriculture, if account is taken of the
fact that before Liberation thousands of hectares of land were
covered by water or periodically flooded, while whole regions
suffered from drought in summer. At 'that time the feudal
owners were not interested in undertaking water control pro}ects and they were not in a position to do so. On the other
hand, the anti-popular state power displayed no concern at all
over this problem.
This very important task was fulfiJled only under the
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people's state power. Within 25 years the «black spots» design~tmg -t~e -swamps o~ !Maliq ~Kol'\!a district), of Vurgu (Delvma), Terbuf. (LushnJa), Thumana (Kruja), Roskovec (Fier),
etc. were erased from the map. From the araining of tht>
swamps 50,000 hectares of very fertile land were gained and
a further 188,000 hectares were improved. up to 1979.
J>umping stations with a total capacity of 160 cubic
metres of wate1r per second were built for drainage of the
flat coastal r€gions. The, pumping station of Hoxhara (Fier)
with a capacity of 35 cubic metres per second ranks among
the most powerful in 1Europe. A dense network of drainage
canals extends over 200,000 hectares of land which comprise
over 90 per cent of the total al'ea of plains in the· country.
Within the same period, stop-banks built along all the main
rivers prevented overflowing. Thus water control work in the
plains has now enter,ed ti.ts final stage.
·
In the years of the people's power more than 230,000
hectares of_ land ill: the plains have been completely prot,ected
from fl<;>odmg, dramed, and placed under irrigation.
IMaJor works have been carried out to achieve this. Today
t~,e an:a unde7 irrigation is much greater than in the preLiberat10n period. Hundreds of reservoirs have been built,
some of them of considerable capacities. The Thana reservoir
~Lushnja) contains 65 million cubic metr,es of water and is
capable of irrigating more than 25,000 hectares.
The continuous growth of the economic potential of the
c~mntiry and the completion of collectivization have made possible the Jarg,e-scale construction of irrigation projects in the
mountainous regions afao. Reservoirs, irrigation canals and
other structures have been and are being built in difficult
terrain in the mountainous regions.
In 1980 the irrigation system covered 53 per cent of the
total cultivated land or 366,000 hectares, against 29,000 hectares in 1938. Sprinkler irrigation in 1979 extended to 70,000
hectares.
. . T~e state does not ~imit itself to .building the reseirVoirs,
irrigation canals, electric pumping stations, ek. which are
required for the r·eclamation of .swamps and land improvement and irrigation schemes with its own means, but it provides every sort of aid for 1Jhe cooperative peasantry to build
relatively simp~e projects with their own forces. The state
provides thei:n with .materials and specialists free of charge,
as well as with credits of very favourable terms.

............
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The cartrying out of land improvement projects has a
double advantage: on the one hand. new a:gricultural land has
been gained, and on the other hand a more ~avourable_ regin:e
has been established for the crops, because m the mam agr:icultural regions of the country they . suffer firom drought m
summer and excess humidity in winter.
After four years of persisltent work, in 1973, the Institu~e
of the Study and Design of Land Improiveill:ent scherr_ies'. m
close cooperation with specialists from the different d1stncts
and ·the agricultural cooperatives, completed the study of
schemes for the complete irrigation of the 26 districts of the
country, on the basis of which the irrigation map of the
Republic, which envisag,es hundreds of projects (reservoirs,
canals, tunnels, etc.) was drafted.
The state allocates considerable sums for the construction
of these projects. On its part, the cooperative peasantry,
assisted by the city workers, gave effective assi~tance th::o~gh
voluntarry labour performing a great many tasks in the bmlding
of irrigation and drainage projects, etc. Large-scale mass actions are giving exoellent results in reducing the time needed
to build these projects.
The irrigation system schemes have served as a basis
to study the possii:bilites of harnessing the imgation projects
(which fulfil the necessary conditions) for the production of
electric power.

The use of chemicals in agriculture
In .the past, only natural manure was known and used
in Albania, and this to a totailly inadequate extent. Artificial
fertilirers were corhple.tely unknown. After Liberation great
importance was giiven to chemical f.ertilizers. The two big
plants built in Fier and La(; ensured the necessary amount of
chemical fertilizers for Albanian agriculture. The quantity of
chemical fertilizers distributed to the agricultural economies
in 1980 had increased 50 per cent as against 1975. Today Albania is ahead of many countries as regards the utilization of
chemical fertilizers.
The amount of chemical fertilizers used in our agriculture
in 1977 was 6.3 times greater than that of 1970 and 11.6 times
greater than in 1970.
·
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Parallel wiith the increased production of chemical fertilizers, the utilization of organic manure has never been underrated. Chemical fertilizers are combined with the organic
manure or they will damage the structure and the microorganisms of the soil. Therefore, the gathering and preparntion
of organic manure ii.s a decisive prerequisite for increasing
crop yields and the fertility of the soil. Every agricultural
economy has now turned each of its sectors into a real «facto.ry» of organic nitrate through the collection and scientific
processing of alJ organic manure. To this end, special brigades
have been set up with the task of finding, collecting and
processing organic manure.
Spedal attention is paid to the protection of plants from
diseases and pests. To this end, the state regularly supplies
the agricultural e1conomies with large quantities of fungicides,
insecticides and herbicides at fixed low prices. The state also
provides technical assistance for the peasants by putting at
their disposal specialists tD cope with this problem.

The selection of seeds
. In the past seeds were of poor quality and produced low
yields, so under the people's power, in conformity with the
requirements of agricuJ.tural technology and with the aim of
increasing production, great importance was attached to the
selection and distribution of high productivity seeds. Every
year the state diskibutes ·thousands of. quintals of selected
seeds, in wheat, maize, tobacco, sugar-beet, etc. Great work
has been done to secure high-yield seeds and the optimal
number of plants per hectare.
·

Variety of crops
. Before Libe!J:'ation, Albanian. agriculture developed in a:
unilateral way. Field. crops were predominant, while fruit
growing and forestry taken together represented only 6 per
cent of the total agricultural output.
Under the people's state power, great efforts have· be€n
made to diversify agriculture, to improve and transform the
structur.e of agricultural production.
20 - 117 A
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The proportion of field crops to fruit and livestock p!l."oducts has been gradually modified and improved in favour .of
the latter. The continuous improvement of the proportion between the three fundamental branches of agriculture is accomplished without reducing the production of field crops.
It is achieved by giving a certain priority to livestock and
frwt production, by the.. relatively mor.e rapid development
of these two branches.
At the same time, the proportions between the fi~ld crops
themselves have been improved, giving relative priority to
production of certain plants which should play a larger part
in the people's diet, such as vegetab1es, potatoes and oilbearing plants.
Greiat efforts have been made to increase the varieties
of fruit, particularly grapes. Thus today !fruits which· ·are
especially appreciated by the consumers, which can be processed and are in greater demand on the foreign market, are
planted on a larger scale. Another objective is to prolong the
period of availability of fr:iesh fruit in orde:r to avoid big
fluctuations in supplies of these products, to organize consumption ibetter .and facilitate their utilization by the food
ind~stiry.

Speeial importance is given to industrial crops.
The main cereal crops grown in Albania are: whieat, maize,
rye, barley, and rice; the main industrial crops are cofton,
tobacco, sugar-beet, aoo sun:f~ower. Vegetables include green
beans, haricot 1beans, peas, onions, tomatoes, cabbage, spinach, egg-plant, lady's fingers, courgette paprika, lieeks, carrots, . etc. The climate ibeing suitable, fruit growing has
progr1essed greatly in Albania. The most widely grown fruits
are: apples, pe<!-rs, ·plums, chierries, peaches, apricots, figs,
walnuts, per.simmons, or<!-nges, mandarins and lemons. A good
part of the fruit produced is exported fresh or prie&erved.
Fruit production in 1978 increased 6.4 fold, citrus produc~
tion - 11.8 fold against 1938.
Viticulture is also greatly developed. Very high quality
table grapes and grapes for wine are produced in Albania.
A1banian table grapes and for wines are in keen demand o:h
the international mar-ket.
Broad pro.sipects open up for fruit growing. It is envisaged
that in 1985 as against 1980 the number of pip and stone fruit
trees will increase 'by 41 per cent, of citrus trees 47 per cent,
of O'live-trees 33 per cent and vine plants 40 iper cent.
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breeds. In the past 'the ~ocal breed of CfYY" with ~ow productivity for herd p;redomirtated rin Albama. S~tmg from
the 60's a campaign was undertaken for herd improvem7nt
in cattle iby icross-brneding with pedigree st~ck and by 1:1-smg
artificial insemination. This activiity was gmded iby a smgle
centre, the State Zootechny Enterprise, and now by. the
central breed improvement station attached to ~IE! I~stitute
of Zootechny Resea<rch. The actiyity of _this ir:s~1tute 1s continually increasing. In 1974 it extended its ac.~1yi:y ~o q.ll_the
districts of the country and carried out the art1fic1al msemmation of more than 60 per cent of the total number of cows,
a figure higher than the world average.
,
.
Along with the spread of artificial insemination, continuous work has been done also 'to ensure the . req;iiired
pedigree bulls. To this .end, a state f~~ has been established
at Lezha which contributes to prov1dmg the neoessary pedigree: animals. Each year this enterprise ~r~ds. a large
,.
number of animals specially for high productivity lmes.
Another impo;rtant orientation for herd improveme~t. is
'the increase in the number of pedigree cows and the raismg
of female .calves; In this way, many cooperatives and state
farms have built up their own large herds of pedigpee ·cows. ·
While their influence is ~o increase production, these herds
also provide pedigree breeding stock, especially young bulls,
supplying thousands of head each year.
As a result of the measures taken for the development
of cattle breeding, the composition of dairy herds has unde~
. gone a profound quali'tative and quantitative change. It is
calcul:atied that more than 70 per cent of the cows are of
improved breed and 20 per cent of them a;re purebred.·
Work in this direction has also made possible the improvement of all the pigs and poultry, almost J:ialf. of the number
of sheep, etc. On the state farms all the hvestock. are of ,
improved breeds, while in the agricultural co?p.eratives. ~he
animals of unimproved breed occupy a negligible position
and will soon be entirely replaced.
.Radical chang·es are taking place to ensu~e the provi~ion
of adeqµate fodder. The application of a. series of ?rgamza_.·,"
.,
tional and technical measures has contributed to .~ncreased
production of fodder crops concentrates, etc. and this has ensured adequate supplies of stock food ~htou~hout . the year.
and consequently, the seasonal f'].uctuations m ammal pro-
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ducts have been eliminated, ensuring the requi;ed amount of
production and regular supplies for the market. All these
measures have resulted in the steady increase of livestock
products and consequently, of consumption per head of population, from y€ar to yea.r.
Compared with 1938, the number of cattle in 1979 increased 2 fold, pigs ~ 11.2 fold, poultry -- 4 fold, etc. Animal
products have increased at high rates. The production of milk
in 1977 increased 3 fold, meat - 2 fold, eggs - 4 fold, etc.
against 1950.

Science in the service of agriculture
The door was opened to ·science in Albanian agriculture
only under the people's state power. The firnt nuclei for
s~ie~tif~c activity were set up in the first years following
LJJberat10n. In thes·e last decades however, agricultural science
has developed vigorously. A large number of central research
establishments are. functioning today and they guide experimental work over the whole country according to their orientation and the . tasks assigned to them. A vast amount of
activity is conducted by the Institute of Soil Studies, the
Agrarian Research Institute in Lushnja, the Institute of Veterinary Research in Tirana. Besides these, a large number of
central stations specializing in maize, vegetables and potatoes,
fod~er crops, plant protection, mechanization, fruit growing,
forestry, etc. have been set up ~n different regions of the
country. A vast amount of research work is also conducted by
the. Higher Ins~itute of. Agriculture in Tirana, the Higher
Institute of Agriculture m iKorc;a, by certain faculties of the
University of Tirana, as well as by the Institutes of the Academy of Sciences of the People's SocTalisf Republic of Albania.
The policy followed in this direction in Albania is aimed
at ensuring mass participation in scientific activity· the sdentific institu'tes are only links in the large network ~f scientific
organisms spread 1over the whole country. Scientifiic nuclei .
made up of vanguard workers, experimental centres and
scientific councils of the cooperative or state farm, function
in every state farm or agricultural cooperative, in ea.ch work
brigade and in all units of agricultural and lives't<:ick production.
·
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'Dhis mass participation in agricultural science has made
possible the accomplishment of thousands of progr~mmed
agricultural experiments each year. Almost all the studies and
scientific experiments are carried. out mainly on the produ~
tion fidds and livestock herds of the state farms or the agricultural cooperatives~ On the other hand, the central rese~rch
stations study and define the essential piroblems of agriculture which y.equire more P,ighly qualified work, while the
agricultural stations of the distriCts and the agricultural economies solve problems of a local character and sum up the
results obtained in iproduction.
The mass parrticipation in agricultural scientific·. work
organized in a system of many levels and the extension <?f
this woY.k 'to the entire territory of the country have contributed significantly to the achievement of good results, to the
increase of the yields of plant and livestock products. Among
the achievements so far in the modernization of. agriculture
aJre 'the prod_uction of a genetic material of hig~ valu~, .in
seeds, plants and animals for breeding purposes, 'high quality
biopreparations, studies on the most advanced technology, the
application of a program for the long-term development of
agriculture, etc. The studies and experiments have l~ to
better knowledge of 'the characteristics of plia:nts and animal~,
to their improvement and adaptation to the differei;it economic
zones to the introduction of measures for tJhe mcrease of
the f~rtility of the soil, e'tc. At the same time, they are used
in improving agricultural technology, zootechnology. and ~he
genetics of the main m-ops and animals, for the mor.e m~.ensive
build-up of the fertility of the soil and increased effectiveness
of the use of fertilizers and wat.er, in elaborating the methods
and technology of production, etc.
.
kgricultural science in A~b:ania is dev.elop.ed on tlhe basis
of plans and programs covering a p~iod. of 10 or 1~ years,
which by indicating the general d:rec~10n of s~udies a?d
e:xiperiments ensure a better co-ordmation of science ~1th
production and the national economy as a whole. The sc1en'tific plans ar.e combined and harmonized ·with the activity
of diff&ent s.ectors of Tesoearch groups or institutions, with
that of the sectors of large-scale agricultural production and
the economy and science of the country as a whole. The
th.emes-included in the plans of scientific work are such as
to serve the plan of agriculturnl production.
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Agricultural credit
The people's state power has always given agriculture
considerable assistance by means of the agricultural credit
whkh has played .an important role in the development of the
productive forces, the growth of production, the intensi.fication
of agriculture and the economic and financial strengthening
of the agricultural cooperatives. The funds allocated- to agricultural credits have increased from Y·ear to year.
In the first ye~s aft& the establishment of the people's
state power, almost the total sum of agricultural credits went
to the benefit of individual ecDnomies, while nowadays, with
the complet.e collectivization of agriculture, it is entirely used
by the agricultural cooperatives.
As a result of 'the continuous strengthening of the older
cooperatives, especially those o:f the plains, the lbulk of the
long-term credits for inv,estments in equipment have been
allocated to th.e hilly and mountainous cooperatives, and this
has contributed to reducing 'the economic disparities between
the cooperatives of the plains and t'hose of the hilly and
mountanious zones.
The rates of interest charged on credHs from the agricultural bank are so moderate as to be almost symbolic. For
instance, the in'terest rnte for long-term credits is 1.3 per
cent, for short-term credits 2 per cent, for long-term credits
accorded to individual peasants for the repaiir or construction
of their houses 0.5 per cent. The cooperatives of the mountainous zones with modes:t incomes and the cooperatives set
up aft.er the 1st of January 1967 enjoy credits free of all
interest.
·
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Chapter five

ALBANIA -

A CONSTRUCTION SITE

The construction work carried out in the years of the
people's state power illustrates the colossal progress made by
SO'Cialist Albania which has caught up centuries of backwardness in this field. Thus the volume of construction in 1950 as
against 1938 had increased 8.6 fold, in 1955 more than 20 fold
and in 1960 3·6 fold. The subsequent five-year plans were
marked by even more rapid growbh rates. During the 3rd'
Five-year Plari (1961-1966), the volume of construction work
was equal to that canied out in the first 15 years after Liberation, while the 5th Five-year Plan envisaged a volume of
construction work equal to that carried out from Liberation
to 1965.
·
The volume of construction work in the 5th Five-year
Plan {1971-1975) was 53 pe:r cent greater than in the 4th
Five-year Plan (1965-1970). During this period 155 important
riew projects were built and put into service.
In four· decades the Albanian construction workers have
given the Hom~land more than a thousand projects of great
importance for the development of the economy, education
and culture. They have built 13 entirely new industrial towns.
Aibout 300,000 flats had been built up to the end of 1979 both
in the city and the countryside. In the distribution of construction work among the different sectors of the economy, priority
has been given to the development of the productive forces.
Since -Liberation, our building workers hav~ ceaselessly
raised the level of mechanization and the building enterprises
have been equipped with many different kinds of maohinery.
Manual labour and artisan methods are o.n the way out. Pre~
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fabricated reinforced concrete components are used extensively
in all kinds of constructions, in industrial projects, in culverts,
aqueduc'ts, etc., in land improvement and irri.giation schemes,
the decks of bridges, in housing and social cultural buildings,
in high-tension lines, etc. Likewise, various kinds of ·equipment
and machinery are used •in construction sites, from simplest
types manufactured ,in our country to large modern equipment and .heavy machinery, excavators and mechanical
shovels, large capacity trucks, cranes of different kinds and
capacities up to 150 tons, modern machinery for the drilling
and concreting of tunnels, bulldozers, scrapers and many other
machines.
·
J?rogress. has been made also in the construction of machinery and. equipment and the production of spare parts
which provide a powerful base for the setting up of new
workshops and production lines, for the further mechanization of construction and production processes.
One of the principal factors which has contributed to
these suacesses is the fact that in Albania investments in
equipment are centralized in the hands of the state, which
guarantees the c·entralized financing of projects requiring
considerable expenditure.
The investments made by the state today in the economic and cultural. development of the country are of proportions beyond any comparison with those made under the
feudal-:bourigeois r·egime.
In socialist Albania, construction work serv·2s the immediate and long-term interests of the country. Hundreds of
industrial proj-eds built in the various districts of the Republic have brought about a rapid development of heavy and
light industries.
Thanks to the draining of swamps and the construction
of irrigation canals and reservoirs, which are now being built
even in the remote mountainous zones, the area of cultivated
land has greatly increased. At the same time, new dwelilinghouses, schools, houses of culture, hospitals, creches and kinder~artens have .been and ar·e being built a'll over the country,
while ,new roads ar.e ,being opened up in the remote mountainous zones.
A great victory in the field of construction is the creation of a whole army of higher and medium-trained cadres,
as well as t'he training of qualified construction workers and
specialists who are capable of building big complex projects
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and solving diffdcult problems of constru9tion. Albania inherited a limited number of construction specialists and workers
from the past, while nowadays thlousands of higlier and
medium-trained specialists trained in Albanian schools are
working in every part of the country. Numerous specialized
study and design institutes have been founded and are engaged
in designing industrial ;Projects, hydro·-power stations, hightension lines, bridges and roads, railways, sea iports, dwellinghouses, hotels, hospitals, etc.
The development of the economy and culture of the country, the development of the creative scientific thought of the
building workers, specialists and engineers, have greatly assisted the construction workers in the iaccomplishment of the
major tasks assigned to them. Preliminary studies and experimental work have made possible the designing and constructilon of important technically complicated projects fur
hydro-power stations, which rank as big ones by world
standards, railways built in difficult terrain, large land improvement and irrigation systems, industrial projects, social
cultural and health establishments, housing blocks, etc.
Advanced technique has been applied in the construction
of big projects and thorough studies have been made of the
technological processes iand the scientific organization of work,
leading to the C'Ompletion of the construction of many daring
projects ahead of schedule.
The rapid development and the deepening of the technicalscientific revolution in the field of construction must necessarily col'T€spond to the rapid rate of the construction of
socialism in A1bania. Efforts are being made in a1.il directions,
especially for the continuous iraising of the professional, cult-aral, .technical and scientific level of the workers, and for
the establishment of strict technical and scientific diSICipline
everywhere.

---------------

Ch apt e·r six
THE ARTERIES OF THE REPUBLIC

In the field of communication, too, Albania inherited
great backwardness from the anti-popular regime t>f the
past .. The few roads, a smalQ num'ber of automobiles and some
wooden boats were all that Alibania inherited from the past.
Apart from Iceland, Albania was the only European country
without a .railway. All the transport of import-export goods
was carried out by iltalian shipping companies. The main
sea-port of the country, Durres, could handle only two small
ships at a time and possessed only one hand-winch of 200
kilograms capacity.
The situation iwas further aggravated with the occupation
of the country by fascist Italy, and later by Hitlerite Germany.
In November 1944 aH forms of transport were paralysed.
To overcome this situation, in 1947, just three years
after the liberation of the country, despite the great difficulties it had to 'Overcome in the different brancheS of the
economy, the people's state power allocated 44 per cent of
the total investments envisag'ed for the entire economy to
the development of communications. It was n'Ot long before
the results of there efforts began to !be felt. Transport in
Albania developed rapidly. The volume of goods transported
today in less than two days is equa[ to the total volume of
goods transported in 1938. The total length of roads has more
than doubled. Numerous new roads have been opened up
in the mountains, to distant villages and remote mountainous
zones to contribute to the aH~round d.evelopment of the new
cooperatives. The passanger transport in 1979 was 2,863 times
greater and goods traooport 163 times greater than in 1938.
In the years of the people's state power. the volume of trans-
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port iby coastal shipping increased 17 fold, while that by longdistance shipping increased 9 fold as against 1960. The tonnage of the merchant fleet has increasea- nearly 20 times and
today its modern ships plough the oceans, while the ports of
the ·country have been equipped with powerful modern ma-,
chinery. Today the shipyard at Durres is an important base
for repairing ships of big tonnages, as well as for the cons.:.
truction of various vessels for maritime transport.
The first railway in Allbania was built in 1947 and since
then the railway network has been extended year by year.
·Today, 'this network transports a volume of goods· 30 times
greater than the total volume of goods transported in 1938.
In the years of the people's state power, the number of
telephone lines and call-boxes has increased considerably.
Now aJl the viillagies are linked with the telephone network.
Today Albania is in a position to produce trucks, buses,
freight cars, passanger cars, etc.
Major tasks are envisaged for the extension of transport
in the 7th Five-year Plan (1981-1985). Priority will be given
to railway transport the transport capacity of which wHl be
doubled.
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Chapter one
,DISTRIBUTION OF THE NATIONAL INCOME
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In all social regimes, the aim of production is determined
by the relations of ownership of the means of production.
When the means of production are owned iby the bourgeoisie,
the aim of production is to enrich the owners of capital, through
the exploitation pf the workers of their own country and the
peoples of the colonial and dependant countries. When these
means of production are social property and the exploitation
of man by m:an has been abolished, the aim of proc;luction is
to continuously raise the level of the material and cultural
well-being of the working people. This is the case in the
People's Socialist Re.public of Albania, where the state power
is in the hands of the working class led by its vanguard, the
Party of Labour of Albania.
Every product in the People's Socialist Republic of Albania is destined to satisfy the needs of the people and the
economy.
Therefore there is extended production to which the
response is ever increasing consumption. This whole process
develops without exploiters or exploited. Under the capitalist
regime, such a state of things is inconceivable.
The establishment of the socialist economic and social
system· brought. about the elimination of the fundamental contradiction of capitalism, that between the social character of
production and the capitalist, private form of appropriation.
Consequently, one of the forms in which this contradiction is
manifested - between production and consumption, has also
b~en eliminated. Production in Albania is organized . in such
a way as to fulfil the needs of the working people. Its continuous growth is an objective necessity which conditions the
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constantly growing consumption by the working people. The'
degree . to which the needs of the population are satisfied
depends first of all .on the degree of development of production. Its continuous e~ansion not only ensures the quantify of
products necessary to satisfy the growing needs of the population but also constitutes an. indispensable condition to ensure
the progress of production.
The rapid and contin(10us increase of the needs of the
people in Albania results not only from the rapid growth of
production, the technical progress, but also from the radical
transformations in the life of the working masses, tt1eir higher
material and cultural standards. For their part, these increasing
demands exert a very stimulating influence on the development of production.
I
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The increase and distribution of
the national income
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,
Each year the Albanian workers produce material and
spiritual values of the most· diverse kinds, which, in total,
constitute the social product. After the means of production
consumed in the process of production have been replaced,
the remainder of the national income is at the disposal of
the society, and from this each worker receives the share that
belongs to him. Thus distribution is one of the stages of the
reproduction of the social product which links consumption
with production. Distribution itself is divided into two branches: that of means of production and that of means of
consumption. The character of the distribution of means of
production betweeq rthe diffierenlt classes ts determined by the
form of ownership prevailing in the society, while the distribution of the total social product among the different classes
depends entirely on the distribution of the means of production, the ownership of the means of production determines
the relations between the social groups in production.
In the capitalist system, the distribution of the social
product has an antagonistic character, as it does not go to
the producers but is appropriated by a handful of exploiters
who possess the overwhelming bulk of the means of production. Under this system, the capitalis~ and the big landowners,
who make up a minority of the population, appropriate more
than half the social product.

l.
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. ~n c.ontrast to t~is, in Albania the socialist principle of
distnbut10n of ~atenal blessings «according to the work done-•
has bee_n ~sta:bhshed_ on the basis of the social ownership and
t~e so~iahst ec_opomi_c system. This means that each member
of society re~eives his sh~re of the common wealth according
to the quantit_Y and qual_ity _of the work he has performed.
, The consistent applicat10n of this principle encourages
tne workers to perfect themselves in their jobs and to achieve
ev~r better results in ~h~ir work. Otherwise, it is impossible
to mcrease the productivity of Laibour rapidly amd continually
a~d t<;> advance eventually to the communist principle of dis~ribut10n~ •<from each according to his ability, to each accordmg to his needs.»
1'.he . cha~acter of distribution is reflected first of all in
the distribut10n of the national income.
!3efore t~e war, the rate of increase of the national income. m A!bama was very low. In the period 1927-1938, the
nat10nal mcome increased by only 12 per cent or an average
of 1 per cent annually. On the contrary, since the establishment of the people's state power, the national income has been
characteriz~d by consistently high and steady rates of growth.
In the period 1960-1970, when the average annual rate of
growth o_f national income for Europe was 4.6 per cent, that
of ~1b_ama was 7.2 per cent. Particularly high rates of increase m mcome .have been recorded in the sectors of industry
an~ construction. In foe period 1950-1970 the average rates
of mcrease ~or these sectors were 15.5 per cent and 12.5 per
cent respectively.
. It _should be repeated that the rat~ of increase of the natwn~l mcome of Albania is constantly increasing. The national mc?me ir_i 1975 1incr·eased 13.3 fold as againS1t 1938 while
the nat10nal mcome per capita increased 5.6 fold.
.
To ~mt it in another way, from 1971 to 1975 the national
mcome i11;creased by. 38 per ~ent_ (the an;nual average: 6.7 per
cent), while the real per capita mcome mcreased by 14.5 per
cent (8.7 per cent for the city workers, and 20.5 per cent for
those of the e-0untryside).
The increase of the national income has been the result
of ~he har~onization and judicious utilization of all factors
which contribute to its growth, such as: the increase in the
num?er of "".orkers employed in the sector of material product10n, :he increase of the productivity of social labour and
the fall m the cost of production.

'.
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DISTRIBUTION OF THE NATIONAL INCOME

Before Liberation, 90 per cent of the nat.ional income in
Albania was supplied by agriculture alone; while today alm?st
the whole of the national income is create~ by the two pri:i:cipal branches of the national economy: mdustry and agriculture. The general tendency has been the. conti~uous growth
in the contribution of industry to the nat10nal i:icome.
.
Albania has succeeded not only in achie':m~ ~ .rapid
growth of the national income b1:1t also in using it JU~hc10usl~
in the immediate and long-term m~erests of t~e workn~g mas
ses. There are no exploiting parasite classe~ m Albama. The
entire national incom~ belongs to the V".orkmg people and is
used to raise the wellbeing of the workmg people.
The national income is used first of all t~ e:isure the
development of production and the creation of mdis-pensable
reserves. This part comprises the fun~ o~ .accumulation.
rest of the national income goes to md1v1dual consumpL10n
and constitutes the fund of consumption.

will be transformed tomorrow into the fund of consumption.
It reflects the growth of the national wealth, the wealth of
the entire ·society, that is, of each of its members.
The policy of the distribution and utilization of the national income of the People's Socialist Republic of Albania
has always tbeen in a1ccord with the fundamental in'teriests of
the people, it has correctly harmonized the general needs of
society with those of specific groups, the current needs with
long-term needs.
The establishment and maintenance of the fairest proportions in the division of the national income into accumulation and consumption funds has been and still is a matter
of particular concern, as well as one of the essential principles
of the people's economy. Under the people's state power,
(starting from 1950) the national income has been divided each
year in this way: from 26 to about 35 per cent to the fund
of accumulation and 65 to 74 per ·cent to the fund of consumption.
The division of the national income into accumulation
and consumption funds is character·ized by the gradual increase
of the norm of accumulation. This process has passed
through several stages, in conformity with the general conditions, the possibilities and the. needs of the country.
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!he

Distribution of the national income· in the People's
Socialist Republic of Albania
National Income
Accumulation Fund
Consumption fund
Social Consumption
Individual Consumption

I'

The individual consumption of the national i~come consists of the pay of_ workers and employees, the mcomes of
cooperativists and the incomes of the other strata of the population.
The social consumption of the natio1IJ.al income consists
of the expenditure for the mai:itenance and .devel~pment~ of
the education system, the public health service, science d1.d
culture, for the improvement of the living stan~ards of the
working people and for social insurance. It ~ls? mc.ludes the
expenditure for the maintenance of the admmistrative apparatus, the strengthening of ithe defence of ~h~ countrJ'.', ~tc.
In this way, the total income of the sociah,st stat~ is used
to satisfy the social and individual needs of the workm~ people; the current accumulation allo~ted to the .construct10n of
economic enterprises, schools, hospitals, dweUmg houses etc.
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Utilization of the national income
in percentage

I rn51-rn55 j rn56-196o / 1961-1955
Utilized national
income
1. Consumption
2. Accumulation

100.0
74.4
25.6

100.0
73.0
27.0

100.0
71.2
28.8

I

1966-1970 / 1971-1975
100.0
66.1
33.9

100.0
64
36

It should be mentioned that during the 5th Five-year Plan
(1971-1975) the productive accumulation funds allocated to the
priority development of the branches of material production,
made up the preponderant part in the division of the total
fund of accumulation.

The increase of the fund of accumulation has been dictated by the necessity to make large fundamental investments
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in industry, agriculture and communications, to develop
deepen the technical scientific revolution, to achieve the so- .•.
cialist transformation of agriculture, to carry out the program•:
for the electrification of the country in a very short time, to ;
improve the working and living conditions of the working-,
people, to promote the ideological and cultural revolution, etc.'
All this required major material and financial resources which
could be ensured only by increasing the fund of accumulation.
At the same time it should be pointed out that the effect 1·
of the increase in the norm of accumulation on raising the
standard of living of the people will b2 even more marked in
the future, because the increased accumulation and the deve- ..,
lopment of production in the People's Socialist Republic of
Albania do not constitute an aim in themselves, but are directly linked with the fulfilment of the ever growing needs
·of the working masses of town and countryside.
\'
The increase in the national income is accompanied· by·
the increase in the fund of consumption, qnd the immediate
and future interests have been harmonized in the most judicious way possible.
The people's state power has followed a wise policy as
regards the inorease im the fu11ld of consumption, making it
contribute to the continuous and general raising of the people't3
standard of living, according to the possibilities and conditions of the- country. The fund of consumption has increased
more rapidly than the population. In the past decades the
fund of consumption has increased about 4.2 fold and the
population only 1.7 fold. During tFie 5th Five-year Plan
the rate of growth of the fund of consumption was two to
three times. greater than the rate of growth of the population.
The policy of the people's state power as regards the improvement of the well-being of the people, and linked with.,
this, the policy on the utilization of the fund of consumption,
have been based on the continuous increase in the number of
workers in all the sectors of economic and social activity; the
institution, implementation and perfecting of a just system of
remuneration; the steady reduction of prices and the adoption of •a series of other measur>es precisely to raise the living
standards of the masses.
Parallel with individual consumption, social consumption
has also increased at high rates. From 1961 to 1970, while
the total fund of consumption increased by 60 per cent, the
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fund of individual consumption increased by 56 per cent and
that of social consumption by 98 per cent.
Utilization of the fund of consumption
The year
Total consumption
Individual consumption
Soci<1l consumption

_1_95_0_-_55_!___1_9_5_6_-6_0__,__ _
1961-65_ _1~66-70
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
88.1
89.l
88.7
88.7
11.9
10.9
11.3
11.3

In the 5th Five-year Plan, 64 per cent of the national
income went to the fund of ,consumption and the growth rate
of this fund was higher than the rate of the increase of the
population.
In 1980, as against 1975, the fund .of social consumption
had ,increased by 18 per cent while the increase of the norm of
accumulation was kept at an average of 30 per cent in aB
five years of the 6th Five-year Plan. In the 7th Five-year
Plan (1981-1985) total social output will increase by 34-36 per
cent, the national income will increase by 35-37 per cent, and
the real per capita income by 8-10 per cent.
Social consumption contains in itself the embryo of communist distribution, because the material blessings and services are provided for all the working masses free of charge.
The increase of the fund of consumption offers the possibility
of raising the wellbeing of the people and enhancing the spirit of collectivism in ithe fulfilment of needs, on the basis of
sound idea-political principles. The free education, free medical service for the entire population, including the peasantry, pensions in town and countryside, other subsidies at the
level of social insurance for temporary incapacity to work,
paid maternity leave, school bursaries, holidays in rest homes,
· etc. come within this context.
The rapid growth of the fund of consumption has resulted in a further rise, not only in the material wellbeing of
the people, but also in the standard of living and level of
culture of the masses.
The rapid •expansion of the productive forces, the perd'ecting of 1Jhe refations of iprodu:otion, the oeaseless improvement in the wellbeing of the working masses of town and
;eountryside, r,equi1re a higher norm of accumulation in the
future too, and linked with this, the rapid development .of so-
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cial production, first of all of the production of means of
production. At the same time, the continuous and general raising of the wellbeing of the people and the gradual application
of the line aimed at reducing the differences in income and
living standards between town and countryside as. well as
within the town and the countryside themselves, has been a
point of special concern in the distribution, redistributfon and
utilization of the national income.
<:
The 6th Congress of the PLA issued the directive that
in the utilisation of the fund consumption in the future'
priority should be given to improving the living standards i~
rural areas while not reducing, but rising, the level of wellbeing in the cities and without compromising the development
of the l~wl'.lnd areas or the living standards of the people
~here; priority should also be given to the dev·elopment and ;~
improvement of the living conditions of the villages of the ''
mountainous zones.
In applying this directive of the 6th Congress of the PLA,
the Central Committee of the Party of Labour of Albania and
the Council of Ministers of the People's Socialist Republic of
Alb8;nia issued their decision on April 1st, 1976 <<On the reduction of high. salaries, on some improvements in the pay
sy~te~ of workmg people and on the further narrowing of \.~
the differences between town and country.»
The preamble to this historic decision points out, among
other things, that during more than three decades of socialist
construction Albania has realized deep-going revolutionary
transformations in every field of life. <-<The dictatorship of
the proletariat and its social basis, the main pillar of which ·
is the alliance of the working class and the cooperativist peasantry, have been further consolidated,» says the preamble.
The socialist economy has been developed and strengthened
unceasingly as a multi-branched, complex, stable, economy,
which is growing steadily stronger and to which the crises or
any other ills, characteristic of the capitalist-revisionist economy are unknown. The defence of the Homeland and the
socialist victories have been further reinforced. . . The continuous increase in social production has led to the uninterrupted raising of the general wellbeing and the cultural level of
the people, and the gradual reduction of the essential differences between country and town, mental and physical labour.
«In the unceasing process of the development and deepening of the socialist revolution, the Party of Labour has always
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consistently applied the line of struggle against manifestati~!l_s
and infJuences of bourgeois and revisionist ideology and liberal attitudes towards them, the line. of class struggle against
liberalism, bureaucracy, technocratism and intellectualism ...
«In the present stage of the struggle for the complete
construction of socialism, the perfecting and constant revolutionization of socialist relations of distribution are of great
importance. . . The Party has followed the line of t~e gradual narrowing of differences qetween the levels of mcon:e
and the ways of life of the working class and the cooperativist peasantry and the different 'categories within those classes,
as well as between town and country. It has always taken
care to maintain as fair a ratio as possible between the salaries of the cadres and the incomes of the w-orkers and cooperativist~ not to allow marked differences in incomes, which
give ris~ to the birth of degenerate elements and privileg.ed
strata and directly endanger the dictatorship of the proletariat
and the construction of socialism. At the same time, the Party
has always combated tendencies to petty-bourgeois equalitariaillism in the field of Temuneration, which. is alien and
harmful to socialism.»
lt is beyond any doubt that the application of the pay
system for workers and officials and the system of remuneration of the work of cooperativists, a system which has been
built and improved from time to time, always on the basis
of the socialist law of distribution according to the work done,
has made possible· the narrowing of the differences between
low and high wages, between dhe incomes of offici~ls, workers and cooperativists and the establishment of fairer proportions between them.
.
.
It goes without •say~ng that quite the oppos1;te occur.s m
the cap'italist and revisionist countries. where the pay system
is based on the enrichment of the minority which oppresses
and exploits the majority.
.·
. .
.
.
To further develop the correct Marx1st-Lenmi.st lme m
the field of distribution, it was decided:
A. To reduce the higher salaries and make certain improvements in the system of wages and remuneration of the
working people.

~-.,

This subject will be dealt with in another chapter of
this volume.
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B. To reduce the essential differences between town and
country.

'"
The concrete measures taken in this direction need no
comment. We shall mention the essential elements of these
measures which the entire Albanian people and especially the
peasantry, hailed with great enthusiasm.
1. The state will take upon itself, in the countryside too,
expenditure for outpatient clinics,· mother and child consultation centres, maternity homes, kindergartens and nurseries,
the wages of the staffs of the houses of culture and health
institutions in the centres Qf enlarged cooperatives, investments
for the construction of schools, kindergartens and nurseries in
the villages, as well as of houses of culture and health establishments in the centres of agricultural cooperatives, the
maintenanoe costs of the internaJ power system in the villages
and the telephone network linking the district centres with
the centres of enlarged cooperatives.
The peasantry will continue to contribute as much as
possible to these projects through voluntary work and S€CUring local materials.
2. To raise the percentage of pensions of cooperativists,
equalising them with those of the city workers, to raise the
minimum pensions of cooperativists; to meet the expenditure
for maternity l~ave for women cooperativists from state social security funds, to unify the percentage of maternity paid
leave and childbirth benefits in town and countryside.
3. State investments will be increased in the hilly and
mountainous areas, for the construction of irrigation projects,
for the opening of secondary canals, and for the extension of
the existing irrigation network, to partially or totally cover
the values of the work day for the opening and systematisation of new fand and for the creation of new plantations of
fruit trees and vineyards, for the financing by the state, up
to 50 per cent of the value of the work days spent on the
heavy pruning of olive trees, for building retaining walls
round olive trees and planting olive saplings.
With the aim of increasing draught animals, the state will
help the cooperatives of the hilly and mountainous areas with
financial means for the purchase of these animals.
4. The price of nitrogenous fertilizers will be reduced by
9-15 per cent for the agricultural cooperatives of the hilly and
mountainous regions.

:'?
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5. The machine and tractor stations will defray all the
costs of the agricultural cooperatives for the transport and
storage of fuel and agricultural machinery. Investments for
the construction of sheds for the machine and tractor stations
within the cooperatives will be financed by the state.
6. The agricultural cooperatives of the hilly and mountainous areas will be exempted from paying interest on all
the loans they have! received and will receive in the future,
and the percentage of ithis interest for the other cooperatives
will be reduced.
The premiums for state insurance of agricultural crops,
livestock and the other assets of the agricultural cooperatives
will be reduced to such a level as to merely cover the costs.
It suffices to say that all these measures and other dispositions to the benefit of the countryside cost the state·
about 140 million leks, a sum greatly in excess of the biggest
price cut decreed in our country in past years.
Finally, let us quote some extracts from the editorial of·
"Zeri i popullit» of April 2, 1976:
«The entire structure and superstructure of the capitalistrevisionist world has been shaken to its foundations, it has·
badly lost its equilibrium and is sliding relentlessly and irresistably towards disaster, making the situation of the working
masses more and more serious;
<<Our reality knows only the road of development .and
great achievements. Here, industrial and agricultural production, the total social product and the national income, the
fund of accumulation and that of consumption are in continuous.
growth. Withi.n the last five years total industrial production
in our country increased 51 per cent, and agricultural production 30 per cent. The national income in 1974, as against that
of 1950, increased about 2.8 fold. It is precisely the general
upsurge of our economy that has made it possible to take the
measures envisaged in the decision of the Central Committee
or the PLA and the Council of Ministers of the PRA. . . In our
country his monthly pay ·is not all the real income that the
working man receives from society, whoever he may be,
whether a cadre or a simple working man. There is also a
whole fund which society outlays in favour of the individual
through other channels. Thus, in 1975, as against 1960, the
fond of consumption morie than doubled, whHe that part of it
which is used to defray the costs of social and cultural measures, education, health. and social insurance, increased 2.T
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times over. For financing these ex.penditures, which go directly to the advantage of 'the people, the state spends one quarter~ of its budget each year. On the average, each family benefits to the extent of about 4,000 leks per year from the state
expenditure on social and cultural measures.
•<ln 1974 ithe E.umber of people employed in the state
sector alone in our country had increased 2.5 times over 1960,
and on this basis the incomes of every family have increased
and continue to do so ... Precisely because of this, the standard of living here knows only rises. The facts speak. clearly:
In 1975, as compared with 1970, the real income per head of
the population increased about 15 per cent. Quite the opposite
is happening in the capitalist and revisionist countries where
living standards are falaing ·continually.

expenditure, and was adapted to the nature and character of
the new srtate power. The establishment of social ownership
of the means of production was accompanied by a transformation in the field of the distribution of the social product,
now carried out on a socialist basis; in other words, the
structure of the state budget was radically altered.
In 1947, with the establishment of the state economic
·enterprises run on the basis of balancing income against
expenditure, part of the s9cial product was channell@d into
the state budget in two ways: the revenue from the turnover
tax and that from the tax on profits. This enabled the state
to concentrate in its hands the funds necessary for the
-€Xtended socialfat reproduction, the fulfilment of sociocultural needs, and the defence of the country, while on
the other hand, it provided the monetary means to ensure
finance for the projects envisaged in the plan for the development of the economy and culture when required, regardless
of the results achieved by particular enterprises in the realisation of the production in given sectors. The system of two
channels ensures better harmonization of the general interests
of the state with the interests of the economic enterprises
and organizations run on the principle of balancing income
against expenditure. The total budget revenue of the state
has been constantly increasing.
Unlike in the capitalist countries, the taxes payed by
the populativn in Albania repr.esented only a small part
of the budget revenue, and now these taxes have been
completely abolished.
The budget income is destined, first of all to fulfil the
needs of extended socialist reproduction. This income is
used to finance the national economy in the form of investments, sums allocated to increase the funds in circulation
and to cover the losses envisaged in the activity of certain
enterprises.
The sums allocated in the state budget for the development of the people's economy have increased from one fiveyear plan to another. These sums are used for the development of heavy industry, the production of mass consumer
goods and agriculture. The budget of the People'-s Socialist
Republic .of Albania includes large investments for the construction of various new projects and establishments, plants,
mines, factories, power stations, state farms, schools, hospitals,
sanat.oriums, etc.

.·
·.«
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The state budget - an instrument for the distribution of the national income
The socio-economic character of the budget of a given
state is determined by the form of ownership and the social
regime that prevails. In Albania the budget constitutes the
essential form of the planned creation and utilization of the
centralized fund of financial resources for the extension of
sociali~t production and the fulfilment of the growing .needs · ·
of society. The state budget is made up of re~eipts which · I .
represent the monetary resources collected by the state. and
expenditure which corresponds ito the use of these resources
for the needs of society.
In the capitalist countries, the budget is another weapon
for the. exploitation of the workers and the enrichment of the
capitalist monopolies, through the armaments race and the
militarization of the economy. The budget income is derived
essentially from direct and indirect taxes imposed on the working people and is used for the benefit of the exploiting clas- ·
ses. In the People's Socialist Republic of Albania, on the con- · 1
trary, the budget is an essential instrument for the distribution of the national income to the benefit of the working '
people, and is intimately linked with the whole national economy; it serves its planned development and the rational utilization of financial resources in all branches of production.
Immediately after Liberation, the political-economic con-. :}~~;;
tent of the budget changed, both in its income and in its ~;~ 1 ,
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The budgetary system in the People's Socialist Republic
of Mbania ensures the territoria[ distribution of the national
income and the financial means indispensable for the harmonious development of the economy and culture in all
districts of the country. To this end the budget allocates
considerable sums to the development of all the branches
of the economy, while maintaining fair and harmonious
proportions in the distribution of its funds among the districts.
These tasks are partially ·realized also, through the investment
funds of the budgets of the district people's rcouncils.
However, it should be mentioned that the local resources
do not cover even the requirements for the sectors of
education and public health in the budgets of the district
people's councils. This being the case, the bulk of the investments necessary for the development of the focal economy are
provided by the state budget.
The re-distribution of a part of the national income to
meet the needs of the social order is also brought about by
means of the budget.
In the ~odalist regime, the wages of the working people
are the mam fund for the fulfilment of their material and
cultural needs. On the other hand, however, by means of foe
budget, the state provides the working masses with different
ser:rices an~ benefits which have a direct influence on raising
their material and cultural standard of living.
A la,rge. part of the b.udget funds is spent on the development of science, educat10n, public health, physical culture
and_ sports, pensions and all kinds of social security benefits.
These funds constitute an important factor in the continuous
rise in the standard of living of the population.
. Afl the credits allocated by the state budget to different
social-cultural sectors, school bursaries different kinds of assistance granted through social insura~ce, family allowances
the car~ for children in creches and kindergartens as well a~
~he low hous~ rents in Albania, contribute directly t,o increasmg the real mcomes of the working people.
T~e . state budg~t of the People's Socialist Republic of
Albania is characterized by the fact that income is always in
excess of expenditure. This is the basic factor which contributes to the strengthening of the monetary system of the
country.
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Albania - the first country in the world
without taxes
The tax system was abolished in Albania un November 6,
1969. In other words, the last remnants of the system of taxes
and levies on the working masses of town and countryside
were swept away once and for all. The development of the
socialist economy ·and the extension of socialist relations of
production automatically brought about the abolition of some
taxes as a consequence of the elimination of the basis for
them. On the other hand, the taxes levied on the incomes of
urban and rural working people were gradually rescinded
until they were completely abolished. Thus the incomes of
the people are exempt from any deductions and Albania has
become the first countiry in the world where the population
pays no taxes or levies whatsoever.
,
Taxes appeared in history at the same time as the division of society into antagonistic classes and the creation of
states. AH states, whatever their social system, always have
a tax system appropriate to them.
The bourgeois state uses taxes to exercise its function
of oppression and coercion. In that economic and social system, the taxes imposed on the population, and first of all
on the working masses, are the main source of income of
the stat€ budget, without which the very existence of the
state is inconceivable.
During the 20th ·century, taxes in the capitalist countries,
where they make up 90 per cent of the financial resources
of those states, have been increasing at unprecedented rates .
In th.? five decades (1917-1967), the total amount of taxes
collected, calculated at 1913 price levels, had increased in the
United States of America 22 fold, in the German Federal
Repubiic 12 fold, in Italy and Great Britain 7 fold, in France
6 fold and so on.
In the capitalist countries the whole burden of taxes
weighs on the backs of the working masses and is becominr1.
heavier and heavier resulting in reduction of the workers'
standard of living. Taxes imposed on the working . families
of the United States and West Germany represent more
than 30 per cent of their incomes, while in France and
Great Britain more than 25 per cent.
Taxes in the capitalist countries are an integral part
of the system of capitalist exploitation and the re-distribution
1
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of incomes in favour of the bourgeoisie. It is no secret that
most of the colossal sums squeezed from, the people in the
form of t~xes are allocated by ~he governments to military
orders which are extremely profitable to the big monopoHes.
. In .the year~ following Liberation the tax system was retamed m Albania as this was indispensable but its character
was the opposite of that of the past.
'
At that period, th~ people's state power used graduated
taxes to gradually strip the exploiting classes of economic
power and concentrate the principal means of production in
the hands of the sociaiist state.
Taxes have played an important role in the extension of
the .basis of the socialist relations of production. In the countryside, wh:re small~scale private economies predominated,
the tax policy . w'.1-s directe.d. to setting the peasantry on the
road to the ~o~iahst collectivization of agriculture. This policy
helped to ehmmate the kulaks as a class by imposing increased taxes ~n them. On t~e. other hand, it served to support
the extens10n of collectivization by exempting the newlv
crea!ed cooperatives from payment of taxes and by the re"..
duchon o_f taxes and levies in general.
Despite the growth of agricultural production the total
amo:int of taxes rei:iained unchanged in the period' 1950-1968,
UJ? till 1969 when it was reduced by one third as compared
with 1950.
Since. it is the owner . of the main means of production,
the Albanian state has as its financial base the accumulation
created. by the state economic enterprises and the cooperative
economies.
The gradual reduction and, finally, the abolition of taxes
imposed on the population, result from the extension of the
basis of the socialist relations of production and the develop. ment of the productive forces of the country. The share of
taxes in the total budget income was 92 •per cent for the
fiscal year 1945-194·6, 12.6 per cent for 1950, 2.7 per cent for
1960, 0.1 per cent for 1969 and zero for 1970.

'I

{in millions of leks)

I,

·)Total amount of (direct
and indirect) taxes

These figures show that in the first years after Uberation when the socialist state was not yet the owner of the
principa:l means of pro~uction, taxes constitut.ed it_s f~nancial
base. However, immediately after the nat10nahzartions of
1946-1947, the tax contribution diminished by nearly three
times while later, with the development and strengthening
of th~ socialist economy, taxes were reduced appreciably until
finally, they were totally abolished.
.
The financial policy of Arbania shows that the socialist
regime creates objective possibilities for the abolition of taxes
and the elimination of any deductions from the incomes which
the working people of the country, including the cooperative
peasantry, earn by their work.

i,i '1

Tax contribution to the budget
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Chapter two

cCOMMERCE IN THE SERVICE OF THE PEOPLE

Socialist commerce
By its very· nature, commerce in the People's Socialist
=Republic of Albania is fundamentally different from capitalist commer·ce. It is commerce wirthout capitalists or speculators. Before Liberation Albanian internal and foreign trade
was the monopoly of a handful of rich merchants who speculated without control at the e~pense of the working masses,
The products of agriculture and livestock . farming, the main
commodHies traded, were monopolised by some 200 big merchants who had concentrated an wholesale trade in their •·
hands; about 50 of them had direct links with foreign markets from which they imported almost all industrial products.
They fi~ea the wholesale prices at which they bought
agricultural ;products at very 'low levels, but charged the
"consumer prices many times higher. In their activity, they
were not impelrred by concern to fulfrl the needs of the people
but solely by the desire to add to their capital. Maximum
profits being their sole purpose, the capitalis•t merchants paralyzed the material and technical development of commerce. , i •.
Commercial activities were confined, for the most part, to ,
the main towns. There were only a few stores in the country. side, and none at all in the remote mountainous regions, so
that the peasants had to walk for days to reach a town where
they could get salt, kerosene or a pair of shoes.
After Liberation, the establishment of common ownership
of the means of production was necessarily accompanied by
. corresponding transformations in the mode of distribution of

material goods. The goods turned out by the socia'list enterprises were not to be sctld by the private merchants. This is
how the socialist trade network was born. The means it
uses are socialist property.
Commerce Was placed in ·the service of the people and
it devefops in conformity with the fundamental economic
law of socialism on the ever better fulfilment of the constantly
growing needs of society. Through the function of redistribution by means of the trade network, the bulk of the goods
produced by society are distributed to the consumers according to the quantity and quality of the work they have done.
Hence, commerce in Afoania is the principal form of the distribution of consumer goods among rthe members of sodety,
the principal form of the satisfaction of the growing personal
needs of the working people.
.
Profit is not the objective of Allbanian commerce; its
purpose is to ensure continuous supplies of various goods for
the population and to serve the people in rthe best possible
way.
The strengthening and development of socialist trade are
based essential[y on socialist production, but trade itself is
an indispensable condition for the development of production.
The ·!irade network, being in direct daily contact with the
consumers and acting as a link between them and production,
struggles to raise the living standards of the people and to
fulfil their material and ·cu[tural needs; in other words, it
serves as a catailyst aru:l stimuilant for the expansaon of
production.
·
Commerce links production with large-scale consumption.
In capitalist society this connection is achieved through free
competition; while in Afbania, thanks to the law of t1!,e
planned development, commerce is· in a position to co-ordinate production with ·consumption in a planned way.
Commerce in Albania is based part'ly on the continuous
expansion of the demands and purchasing power of the masses. The planned development of socialist produetion, the
increase of the reail incomes of the working people and the
·continual reductions in prices result in the growth in the
demand for goods. These factors ensure a proper distribution
of the goods available so that Albanian commerce Khows no
crises or difficulties from lack of sales.
ir
.1
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The development of commerce
. .In~ernal 'trade in the People's Socialist Republic of Alba~ua is ~n the han~s of the state. It has developed along with
~ndustnal and agricultural production. The turnover of goods
m ~9'.9 was 10.4 times greater than in 1950. The network of
socialist tr.ade which extends alil over the country was in
1979 6.8 times. greater than in 1950. Every village has its
store or shoppmg_ centre, each with two or three sectors
The trade n.etwor~ has undergone an unprecedented develop~
n:ent, especially m the 60's. In thr~e years during the 4th
Five-year 'Plan 1,000 ~hops were built in the countryside,
as many as those built m the two previous five-year plans
taken together.
The state tr~d~ e~terprises regularly distribute the goods
produced by soc1a;lrnt mdustry and the handicraft cooperatives
as wen as the daily necessities from the state agricultural
sector, and the special wholesale purchase organizations.
In. the years of the people's state power; along with the
extension of the trade network and 'the materdal and technical
base, the structure of the network of shops has been improved
a'?d ~eat progress has been a_chieved in its ·extension, modermzat10n and specialization.
f\. great effo;t has been made to extend and improve the
p7o:v1s1on. of social ea'ting facilities. The buffets are already
grvmg way to. restaurants, grill-rooms, numerous kinds of
canteens open I~ the mornings or Cl,t meal times, to dinin
r~>0ms, shops seNmg. ;pre-:-cooked dishes etc., which are a con~
s1derable aid .to feedmg the working class and all the working
~eople and. hgpten th.e burden of domestic work. There one
fmds a satisfyi.ng van~ty of meals and high quality service.
The techmcal equipment provided for the network of
shops, restaurants, etc. has extended unpre.cedently. A network of cool-stores and freezers enables food products to be
stored an? used over longer periods, h~lps assure uninterrµpted supp!1es for. the consumers and raises the quality of the
commercial service.
· ·
The. retail goods turnover, too, has increased rapidry
a.long with the. gr~wth of industrial and agricultural produc~
tion and the rise m the well-being of the people.
The products destined for the market and their structure
have also altered from year to year. Before Liberation, the

.·,':_
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purchasing power of the working masses was '1ow. In those
conditions, the volume and variety of goods purchased by
the people were very limited; they were reduced to a few
essential products such as bread, salt, cloth, «Opinga» (leather
sandals), which could not satisfy even the minimal needs for
exis'tence.
Since Liberation, the range of articles on sale has
been greatly extended. Nowadays, besides the daily necessities,
the shops offer more and more cultural articles, furniture,
electrical appliances, radios, washing machines, refrigerators,
TV sets, school requisites, etc. The complete electrification of
the country took electrk light to the most remote mountainous
regions and the torch and candle disappeared once and for
all. This progress, along with other factors inherent in the
struggle for the elimination of backward customs, for the
complete emancipation of women and the narrowing of differences between city and countryside have resulted in radical changes in the structure of the circu'la!tion of goods in
the countryside, bringing it closer to that of the cities.
As a result of the :impetuous development of the economy, Albania today fulfils its needs for industrial products
and increases continuously its exports of a wide range of
. goods to different countries of the wodd.
Albania today realizes in less than one month double
the amount of exports carried out in 1938. About 70 per
cent of the Albanian exports consist of finished products,
against 46 per cent in 1960 and only 13 per cent in 1938.
Albania exports minerals and oil by--products, blister
copper and cathodic copper, different kinds of copper wires
and cables, electnic power, chemical products, handicrafts
articles, textiles and knitwear, construction materials, articles
of the wood-working industry, foodstuffs, fresh and preserved
vegetables fruits, medicinal plants, etc.

The unified system of prices
Socialist Albania is one of the rare countries of the world
which has not been hit by •the financial crisis or fluctuations
of prices. Without doubt this is a consequence of the economic
order which has established and consolidated a unified system
of pri:ces on a national scale. The application of a policy of
unified prices over the entire country is a universal principle
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for the successful construction of socialism and communist
society; 'this policy exdudes au fluctuations ·of prices, guarantees stability and establishes socialist discipline in production
and distribution. Its characterisrtic feature is to promote the
setting of prices in a conscious, organized, centralized way,
and conforming to a plan. It is uniform over the entire
economy of the country, and this is an essential condition to
prevent the ·free play o~· prices and the transformation of
the market and of its relations into spontaneous regulators of
production as is the case in the capitalist and revisionist
countries.
The origin of this policy goes back to the first days of
the establishment of the people's state power. Along with
other revolutionary measures which were taken during that
period, important dispositions were passed to prevent price
Tises, to stabilize the market, the money in circulation, etc.
These measures made possible the subsequent application
of a unified and centralized policy in fixing prices, a policy
guided by the predominant interests of the working masses
and the people's economy.
Thanks to this policy, in the past three decades, 14
important general reductions in prices have been made in
Albania. As a result, the prices of certain mass consumer
goods were 8.1 per cent to 24.5 per cent lower in 1968
than in 1958. At the same time the purchase prices
paid for compulsory deliveries of products are 6 to 6.5 times
higher today ·than those paid up till 1956.
As a result of the sharpening of the economic and financial crisis, in recent years prices of many products have risen
to unprecedented levels in the capitalist countries. Consequently, Albania has to pay prices 2, 3,, 4 and more times
higher for the machinery, raw materiaj.s and other products
it imports from those countries. Nevertheless, the Albanian
economy has not exper1enced the fluctuation of prices according to the spontaneous mechanism of the market. On the
contrary, the prices of the market have been kept perfectly
stable.
On the basis of the complete stability of prices and the
continuous growth in the supply of commodities, the purchasing power of the lek has increased.
The main factor which contributes to the decline in prices in Albania is the rise in the productivity of labour. It

is precisely this increase which determines the size of the
price reductions for different products.
· In Albania, -the price of any particular commodity is not
always the expression in money of, the value of the goods
on the market. It is not fixed on the basis of supply and
demand on the market. The price policy of the people's
state p.ower is determined by the interests of the bulk of
the working masses of the country iand, first of alil, it
concerns the products essential to the life of the. working
masses of town and countryside. The enterprises do not have
the right to fix prices themselves.
In socialist Albania, the calculation of prices in money
is not a simple technical calculation, a matter of accountancy,
but above all a social calculation. which has as its aim the
interests of society, the development of production and the
improvement of the living conditions of the working masses.
Thus the prices paid by the state for bread grain purchased
from the mountain cooperatives (where the yields are lower),
are h~gher than those paid to the lowland cooperatives. This
allows the peasants of the mountainous regions· to increase
their incomes and gradually attain the standard of living
of the plains. Here is another example: in order to encourage
the sale of locally made products, their prices are set lower
than those of similar imported products.
Prices are used as a means to partiy adjust the differences between various groups of the population. That is why
the retail prices for children's shoes, sandals and clothing
are set in a way favourable to the parents of many children.
Likewise, advantageous prices have been fixed for work tools
and other implements destined for the countryside and
especially for the mountainous regions. The purpose of the
particular commodity is also taken into consideration in
fixing prices. Preserving a proprotion, the priices of 1uxury
goods are set somewhat higher and those of daily necessities
lower.
Thus, the application of a unified, centralized policy in
fixing prices is a universal law to be observed for the successful construction of socialism, for the just distribution and .
redistribution of the national income in the interests of the
development of the productive forces arrd raising the level
of the material and cultural life of the working masses. SuCli
a policy is an indispensable condition for strengthening the
alliance of the working class with the working peasantry, for
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estal:Jlishing the fairest possible economic links between town
and countryside, and the gradual reduction of the differences
between tµe living standards of the urban population and the
working peasantry. The price policy followed by the !People's
state power has contributed to the planned and centralized
creation of the necessary accumulation of finance.
The fixing of prices in a planned and centralized way is
a very important factor for the stabilization of the market
and the circulation of money, for increasing the purchasing
power of the Albanian currency, for strengthening the domi'."
nant positions of the socialist elements in the economy. On
the . other hand, this practice prevents the emergence of
capitalist and revisionist elements.
'
The policy of fixing prices has been applied by the people's state power with the aim of consciously harmonizing
the general and long-term interests with individual and
immediate interests, of harmonizing the general and indi~idual needs, of creating and increasing the accumulation of
finance, of continuously increasing the people's consumption and raising the material and cultural level of the life of
the working masses.
The correct price policy applied in Albania has contributed and will continue to contribute to the development of
industrial and agricultural production and to the constant
improvement of the living st,andards of the working masses.
\
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EVERYTHING FOR MAN

Work is the foundation on which society exists; it makes
man the master of the riches and inexhaustible forces of
nature.

Unemployment has been abolished in Albania
Albanian emigrants can b.e found in many countries of
the world. Before the liberation of the country, they were
forced to leave their homes to seek a livelihood in foreign
lands. Nearly 59 per cent of the Albanian workers were
unemployed. Today, this 'long-standing social evH which
afflicts all the capitalist and revisionist countries wlthout
exception, has been done away with forever in Albania. The
disappearance of unemployment and the realization in practice of the right to work result from the abolition of private
ownership of the means of production and the establishment
of sociaiJ. ownership of these means, from the liquidation of
the e~ploiting classes and the abolition of the e~ploitation
of man by man.
The right to work is the most important social and
economic right which has been guaranteed to the Albanian
workers with the establishment of the people's state power.
Article 44 of the Constitution states: «In the People's Socialist Republic of Albania cltizens have the right to work,
which is guarant~ed by the state. Work is a duty and honour
for every able-bodied citizen. Citizens have the right to
choose and exercise their profession according to their capacity and personal inclination, and in accordance with the
needs of society.»
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. . 1:his triump~ is closely linked with the nature of the
~ciahs.t system itself. The working masses in Albania have
m. t~eir hands not only the political power, but also the
prmcipal means and instruments of production.
AH 1persons who have reached the minimum age envisaged
by the Jalbour legislation (15 yiears) are eligi!ble ifor empioyment .. Ai:ny agr~ement to employ a person who has not
reached the .age envisaged by the law is illegal and considered
null and void.
The Jabour legiSilation envisages a ser,ies oL restrictions
on the emploY_ement of juveniles in all kinds of work, which
are of a particularly 1arduous nature and harmful to their
health.
In this context, the labour legislation shows special con~ern for women workers. It is prohibited to employ women
m. h~avy .work harmful to their health, such as in the mines,
drilling 011 wells, on blast furnaces, digging wells and pits of
great depth, diving operations, etc.
.Ci!izens enjoy the right to .work in their· own professfo'q.,
s~e:iah~y or th~ b:ar:ch ~or which they are qualified without
distmct10n or discriminat10n. The state is greatly interested to
ensu~e. tha~ people are employed at tasks in which their produ:tivi!y is gre~test in quantity and quality. The .Jabour
legis1at10n also mcludes special dispositions which clearly
regulate t~e transf<;r of. cadres. These regulations are aimed
at .pre.v~nting the irrational utilization of the labour fol'Ce
unJusti:fliable transfers, etc.
'
At the samf'. time the labour legislation gives the management of the diMerent enterprises or organizations the right
~o aNocate workers to other jobs when the needs and the
mterests of productio~ require it'. Such a practise is permitted
not only when the interests of production demand it but
also when it is ·c~nsidered necessary to find easier job~ for
work~rs. who are sICk or for those who are focapable of doing
certain Jobs.
The socialist system creates the economic conditions
nec.essary to make the ri~ht to work a reality, something
whtich does not happen in the capitalist countries. As is
knowi:, the Albanian socialist economy experiences neither
the crises nor the anarchy in production which bring about
the close-down of factories and enterprises and the dismissal
~f. hundreds of ~housands of workers in the capitalist counLries. The Albanian economy develops in conformity with a
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plan, in a continuous and harmonious way, in. conformity
with the interests of the nation and the wotkmg masses~
Sm:!h a development not only opens up new jobs f?r all ablebodied people, but a~so responds to the natural. mcrease of
the population. In 1980 the socialist state sector an~ Jhe
cooperativist sector of the economy employed over. 1 milhon
people, or the equal· :number of the whole populat10n of the
country in 1945.
·
.
The continuous rise in the productivity of labour which
is based on improved equtpment aµd organization, of course
frees part of the labour force in certain ente~prises b:it new
jobs are opened up for them 1in the new proJects which the
people's state power buHds.
.
.
The planning of the economy makes it possible to gua.rantee work for all aible-bodied citizens in their own occupat10ns.
New occupations are created along with the development,
extension and esta:blishment of other branches of the ecoi:iomy. While the law on the classification of workers in
1947 envisaged 85. occupations, mostly manual, today. the
new classification tables include more than 3,000 occupations.
During the process of extended socialist r.eproduction a correct and harmonious proportion is established between the
growth . of the labour for7e and. the needs of the :conopiy
of the entire country, whi1e takmg account of the interests
of the development of the people's economy in each separate
region of the coul?"try.
. .
.
. . .
The construction of sociahsm is also accompanied by the
elimination of the marked inequality in development b7tween
different regions of the country, This is of particular N:iportance for ensuring full employment of the labour f~rce ~ ~1
regions of the country. Each district of the Peoples. Socialist
Republk of Albania has its own ~tate .and cooperntive ~coi:
omic enterprises, its own construct10n sites and cultural institutions.

The Albanian worker cannot be arbitrarily
dismissed

i

I

I
11

I
I

In the capitalist countries the employer has the power
to throw the worker out on the street, while in Albania this
is only a bitter memory. The illegal dismissal of a worker
is considered a grave violation of the labour code. In such

'
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cases, the organs dealing with labour conflicts rein.state the
work-er to his former position, and when there are particularily grave violations of the il:abour code, they take disciplinary
. or penal measures appropriate to the case against the guilty
person.
The clear def~nition of cases in which the management
is entitled to dismiss a worker guarantees the stability of
relations of employment according to the law. Every worker
or employee knows that hiis right to work is protected by law
against any bureaucratic action.
Under the law, the management of an enterprise or
organization can dismiss a worker or employee only when the
latter has the right to retirement, in other words, when he
has fulfilled both conditions required by law on social insurance, length of service at work and the age of retirement.
A worker or employee can also be dismissed when he proves
unfit to diS'charge the task or function assigned to him,
especially when he lacks the requir€d professional qualifications or the health, moral and political conditions.
According to the law, dismissal on grounds of incapability
can be carried· out only when the non-realization of the objectives of production or other tasks is the result of the objective
incapacity of the worker in normal working conditions. When
this stems from the fact that the management of the enterprise has not created the normal working conditions, the
worker cannot be dismissed. It should be mentioned that
the dismissed worker is guaranteed another job according
to his abilities.
In many 1cases the non-fuHhlmeni of the tasks set can
be the result of the worker's state of health. The managements of enterprises very rarely dismiss workers on these
grounds, and when they do so it is with great circumspection.
In such cases, they are obliged to find the dismissed worker
another job suitable to his state of health. If a worker,
even though sick, fulfils the tasks assigned to him, he cannot be dismissed. Those working in food-handling establishm·ents, kindergartens, prophylactic establishments, etc. in
which their illness might have consequences for the health
of the population, are an exception to this regulation.
Incapacity to work for health reasons can be declared
only by the competent medical organ, in conformity with
the regulations laid down on this question.
Many functions in the activity of the various enterprises,
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institutions or organs require perfect moral and polit~c!ll purity. For example, a teacher can be very highly quahfled, b~t
he cannot educate the younger generation as he should, if
he is not morally ·and politically sound, if, for instance he
steals, engages in morally condemrn:1.ble activities, etc. At
first sight, it may seem that such conduct does not concern
his professional activities, but in fact such a teacher cannot
satisfactorily fulfil the task .of educating ~he . yout~ and the
organ he be'longs to has the right to dismiss hlm. Other
requirements of this ~ind have to be met for numerous
other functions.
In such cases, the dismissal of the worker, according to
the Labour Code, is carried out when the latter d?es not
fulfil the necessary conditions for the proper accomphshment
of the task assigned to him.
.
.
The managements of the di.fferent employing estabhshments or organs have the right to dismiss a w~rker or e:xiployee lif he has been absent from work for six successive
months. However, they have not the right to do so if the
worker is absent intermittantly because of illness, even if
this period is longer than six months. Anoth:r stipu~ation
of the law is that the dismissal cannot be earned out if the ·
worker continues to be ill and in no way after he has
recovered and resumed his 'work. Another e~ception to this
rule is a further concession made to mothers after childbirth. Under the law, a woman worker cannot be dismis~ed
for failing to go to work until she has used her materm~y
leav,e, another three months' unpaid leave, plus another six
months stipulated by Article 65 of the Labour Code.
It should be said that in such cases, the managements
have the right but not the obligation to dismiss the sic_k
worker or employee. This means that they can keep his
job open during the whole period of his illness if t?is does
not hinder the normal functioning of the enterpn~e. ~he
organs charged with adjudicating in disput~s of this kmd
always refer to the provisions of the faw ana carefully analyse whether the absence from work of the_ per~on _con~erned
.influences the functioning of the enterprise, mstitu_t10n or
organ. In practice this provision is very rarely apphed.
The rigorous definition of the cases when the ma:iagement has the right to dismiss workers, excludes all arbitrary
action in this field and guarantees the workers' emplo~eme:it.
On the other hand, if the management of the· enterprise dis-
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misses a worker according to the law it is obliged to find
him another appropriate job.
'
. It is very rare in Albania for an enterprise OT organizat10n to close its activities or make major reductions in
st~ff. In such cases the management has the right to dismiss the worker on its own initiative, but it has to find him
another job in the same establishment or somewhere else.
The s'.'lme .occurs .when a reorganization of the enterprise or
orgam~m 1s ca~ri~ out. In this case, the management is
a~thorized to .dismiss the workers whose jobs have been elimmated but it has the right to transfer them to the new
enterprise or organization created as a result of the reorganisation.

hours, the workers receive full pay corresponding to an
eight hour working day .
The labour legislation of the P .S.R. of Albania envisages
that in special cases, the worker? by their own consent may
work overtime hours, especially to meet the urgent needs
of the enterprise or production. In order to protect the health
of the workers, the law sets a limit of 180 hours of overtime
work per year.
The legal -sanctioning of fixed working hours is aimed,
on the one hand, at ensuring that the indispensable social
work -is done and, on the other hand, at guaranteeing the
workers protection at work as well as the necessary conditions
for a more active participation in the political, cultural and
social life.

Working hours
Paid holidays for the workers and their families
In Albania work is not a heavy burden as it was in the
pa.st. Under the anti-popular regime$ the A,lbanian worker
toiled 12 hours a day and in certain enterprises, such as
those. of ~m:;ov~ and Selenica, 14 to 16 hours a day. Those
~orkmg m. cafes, restaurants, bakeries, etc. far from having
fixed workmg hours did not have even one day off per
week.
After Liberation, the right to a fixed working day with
reduced hours was sanctioned by law.
The labour legisl'.'ltion fixes the working_ day at 8
hours and .7 ho1:1rs' without reduction in pay for night shift
work; for JUvemle workers and certain categories of workers
employed underground or in particularly arduous work harmful .to the health, as well as those engaged in certain kinds
of intellectual work (education, the public health service
etc.) the working day is reduced to 5 hours without reductio~
in pay.
.Workers pursuing their secondary school studies parttime in evening schools work 45 hours a week; those atten?ing evening cla~ses in higher studies work 7 hours a day
while ~ho~e preparing to take a doctorate while continuing
on their Jobs work only 6 hours a day. A nursing mother
is entitled to be absent from work for half an hour each
three or four hours to feed her baby until it reaches the age
of 9 months. In all these cases, despit~ the reduc"!d working

Along with the right to work, the state guarantees the
workers the right to rest. All workers and employees are
entitled tq days of rest on civil holidays such as the Proclamation of Indepen{ience (28 November, 19i:2), the Proclamation of the Republic (January 11, 1946), May Day, the Day
of the Liberation of the Homeland (November 29, 1944) and
New Year's Day.
The workers are also entitled .to annual leave of 12 working days while juvenile workers, under 16 years of age, are
entitled to 24 days annual leave. The workers employed on
more than 70 different particularly hazardous jobs, such as
miners, steel workers, tannery workers, workers in the tobacco, oil, cement, glass, brick and printing industries, as
well as those of the ·public health service working in establishments for the treatment of infectious or mental diseases,
public education, culture and science, etc. are entitled _to
longer annual holldays ranging from 6 to 36 supplementary
- days.
The social insurance law envisages aid for people who
need to stay for longer periods in the hea~th resorts, sanatoriums, therma1l spas, etc. Such aid is gran<ted to people suffering _from tuberculosis, mental disorders, rheumatism or
renal diseases.
The worker or employee is entitled to }lis fulil leave even
1
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drama festivaA.s, etc. are organized in ali districts of the coun~ .
try and on a national scale.
.
.
·
The Trade Unions are particularly interested m tJ:ie physical education of the masses and organize mass sportm~ and
physical culture activities. The Tra~e Unions have esta'bhshed
tourist resorts in the most beautiful spots of the cou~1'.1'Y
which attract thousands of working pe_ople ~rom ~he ~ities.
in all seasons. The right to work and paid holidays is a oreat
victory which the working class has achieved thanks to the
establishment of the people's state power. .

when he is transferred from one enterprrisi; or institution to
another.
The Albanian workers enjoy the best of conditions to
spend the holidays in an active and cultured way. Our country
abounds in beauty spots. Amidst some of these beautiful
landscapes the state has set up sanatoriums, holiday and
tourist resorts and young pioneers' camps, where the workers
and their children can pass their holidays.
The number of such resorts, unheard of before Liberation, has increased from year to year. It should be pointed
out that the number of people enjoying these facilities has
also increased in similar proportions and other rest homes
have been ·built since then.
Each year, thousands of workers, children and retired
people pass their annual holidays in the holiday hostels
administered by the Trade Unions. For their stay in these
places (15 or 25 days depending. on the 'nature of their jobs)
the workers pay only one third of the real cos•t. The remainder
is covered by the state. To put this another way, the total
sum the worker pays for his holiday is equal to one sixth
of his monthly pay (annual holidays are on full pay).
The holiday hostels in Albania are not simply rest homes,
but also centres of education and recreation where numerous
cultural, sporting and sight-seeing activities are organized.
Health clinics attached to each holiday hostel keep the health
of adults and children under superv.IBon.
Chiadren may pass their holidays in the young pioneers'
camps. Besides this, under the care of the state and the mass
organizations, the different enterprises, the agricultural cooperatives, the schoolE; and city quarters, daily holiday centres
for children have been set up in appropriate places in town
and countryside, where the children can have their lunch and
enjoy playground facilities.
Hotels, villas and bungalows have been put at the disposal
of the workers in all the health resorts of the country. All
workers, even the least qualified, can pass their holidays,
alone or with their families, in these centres, which include
the numerous hotels of the Durres beach.
Cultural centres, houses of culture and different clubs,
libraries, lecture-halls, cinemas, etc. are at the disposal of
the workers in their leisure time. Mass participation is a
distinctive feature of the workers' amateur artistic movement
in Albania which includes all genres of art. Song festivals,

.
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Labour protection
Before i.iberation there was no labour protection legislation in Albania. ·Accidents were especially frequent and grm.~e
in the mines. Many workers were afflicted by tuberculosis
or rheumatism only after a short period of em~loy_ment.
·
A similar situation exists today in the capitalist coun~
tries. There the worker is considered a mechanism, an appendage to the machines, «a Hvring automaton». The sp~ed-up and
intensification of work transforms the workers mto slayes
of the machines. Instead of improving the workers' workmg
and living conditions the mechanization of industry has made·
them worse.
l"
f
On the contrary, in the People'.s Sociali~t Repub ic o
Albania, labour protection, safeguardmg the hf~ and. h7alth
of the workers, constitutes one of. th~ essential prmcipl~s.
which regulates the socialist organization of labour and. is
an integral part of the econom~c plans <;>f. the state. The prmciple is to improve the workmg condit10ns, to _prevent ~c
cidents and occupational disease~. Our ~tate rpro_vides the difforent enterprises or organizations with special funds for
labour protection measures. All breaches of the s.afetY: regulations on the part of .those who_ have been c_harged with the
task of ensuring their application are punishable by__law.
The right to work, the Labour Code and other prov_is10:r:s,
make it the duty of management to organize production m
such a way as to avoid damage to the health of_ the ~orkers.
The rapid industrialization of the country is earned out
according to up-to-date scientifi~ me~hods a_nd technol?gy,
and consequently, all the factories, mstallat10ns, est_abhshments and other projects already constructed or m the
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course of construction are provided with all the · necessary
equipment for safety a-!; work and labour protection. As
regards accidents at work, the situation in Albania is much
better than that of many other countries of Europe, and
thanks to the measures taken, occupational diseases do not
constitute any problem.
·
Regardless of this progress, with the aim of guaranteeing
the appropriate technical and hygienic conditions, the Labour Code stipulates the following provisions:
Enterprises cannot build, bring into service, or alter their
premises without the authorization of the State Health Inspectorate, the Labour Inspectorate and the Trade Unions.
The production, sale and commissioning of new machinery
and equipment are not authorized if they are not provided
with safety devices, do not satisfy the requirements of safety
at work or are hazardous to the health of the workers.
The managements of enterprises are obliged to take measures to crea•te good teCilmical and hygienic conditions in their
establishments. Thus, they have to take care to eliminate
-dust and toxic gases, to instal an appropriate ventilation
system and to ensure normal temperature and lighting.
Tens of thousands of workers engaged in particulartly
difficult processes, harmful to their health and causing heavy
wear and tear of clothing, receive free working clothes and
soap. Thus, workers in the oil industry and the mines, receive
issues of special clothing two or three times a year.
Those working in an atmosphere polluted by harmful
gases or vapours receive half a litre of milk daily. Those
working in very high temperatures are provided with aerated
water containing salt.
·
State organs with wide powers to inspect health and
hygiene and safety conditions on the job have been set up
to ensure that the provisions on labour protection, safety
at work and the health and hygiene regulations are applied.
On the other hand, the workers themselves, the mass organizations and the trade unions in particular, have the right
and the duty to exercise control over the application of the
Jabour protection regulations and to demand that the persons
charged with this task, strictly adhere to the standards laid
down.
The protection of Labour in the People's Socialist Republic of Albania is characterized by a series of measures taken
to make work as light as possible and with the least danger
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' for the . workers. The most important means used to achieve
this objective are the mechanization and automation of
production.
,,,

'!

Remuneration according to work done
In the PeopJ.e's Socialist Republic of Albania the principle of equal pay for equal work is fully .applied ~or ~11
workers without distinction. This principle is embodied m
Article 30 of the Constitution of the Republic: «In the
. People's 'Socialist Republic of Albania the socialist princip~e
'from each according to his ability, to each according to his
work' is implemented.»
The effect of the correct application of the principle of
remuneration in proportion to the quality and quantity of
work done is to interest the workers in increasing production
and improving its quality, in increasing the productivi~y. of
labour and reducing its cost, which are the determmmg
factors for the continuous rise in the standard. of living of
the working masses.
.
The law of remuneration according to work done is
applied mainly through the pay system, In Albania wages
and salaries are the monetary expression of the part of the
social product distributed to the workers and emplo~ees by
the state, in conformity with the law of remuneration according to the quantity and quality of work done, for the
satisfaction of their material and cultural needs.
In conformity with the requirements of the fundamental
economic law of socialism and the law of distribution according to the quantity and quality of work done, t~e Albanian
state determines the total wages fund and the different pay
levels of all categories of workers in the different branches
of the economy, in a planned way. The size of this fund
for each given period depends on the level achieved in_ ~he
development of the productive forces and the pro~u~tivity
of social labour. With the increase of the. productivity of
labour both the part of total production destined for the
e~n~ion of production and the part destined f?r consumption increase. Thus the level of pay goes up m the same
measure as the productivity of labour rises. The increase in
the productivity of labour must always be ~reater t~an the
rise, in pay. This is the only way to achieve an mcrease
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in production sufficient to_ ensure the syst,ematic _incre~se
of that part of social production allocated to the satisfaction
of the needs of the working masses.
i
The pay system has be7n built in such. a way as .to
. correspond as exactly as possible to the quantity and qua~ity
of the work done by each worker. The method of calculating
the pay of workers and employees for the different kinds. of
work is left to the competence of the government, which
takes account not only of the quantity and quality of the
work done, but also ·of the kind, the category and . the
degree of difficulty of each job, as well as ?~ t~e level
of qualification it calls for. The level of qualification. ~nd
education of the workers, their active contribution to _raising
the productivity of labour and their participation in inc~easing
production are likewise taken d.nto account in elaboratmg the
pay system.
The labour legislation envisages special treatment for
juveniles under 16 years of age. Besides the pay they earn
for the work they do, they are entitled to a supplement
equivalent to two· working hours.
When the worker or the employee is detached from his
place of work for any justifiable reason for a given period,
he continues to be paid by the enterprise or organization
in which he is normally employed. This right is invoked
when he takes part in the meetings of the People's Assembly
or the people's council as a representative of the people,
when he exercises the function of an assistant judge, when
he is called as a witness or expert by a law court or by the
organs of justice and when he is a delegate to a congress,
conference or plenum. In case the worker or the employee
is left without work as a result of the interruption of production of which· he is not the cause, the enterprise, .institution or' organization that employs him, is obliged to pay him
half the usual pay if it does not find him another job according to_ the provisions in force.
Those sent on service away from their normal places of
residence have the right to be reimbursed for this travel
e~penditure. They also receive another daily allowance ~o
cover board lodging and other costs. In case a worker is
unjustly left without employm,ent as a result of a breach of
contract on the part of the enterprise or organization to
which he is attached, he .is entitled to il'emuneration which
must not exceed his normal monthly pay.
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The salary, remuneration or any other form of allowance
which the worker or the employee receives from the enterprise or organization where he is employed is the fruit of the
work he has done to accomplish the task to which he has been
assigned and is not subject to any deductions.
The aim of the labour legislation of the P.S.R. of Albania,
through the standards which it prescribes setting the payscale
for the worker or the employee, is to effectively guarantee
the just remuneration of all workers on the one hand and
on the ?ther han~, to combat in an organized way the petty~
bourgeois tendencies to take the maximum from society and
contribute the minimum, to combat laziness, hankering after
an easy life, and all kinds of formalism and official rigidity
in social relations, which hinder the progress of society.
. In recent years, many urban and rural enterprises have
applied collective production norms. This form represents a
more advanced stage in the socialist organization of work,
because - it develops the collective spirit, enhances the role
of the masses in the solution of the organizational, technical
and economic problems of production and contributes to the
revolutionization of the consciousness of the workers, etc.
This form of remuneration favours- closer cooperation among
the workers, links the individual interest more correctly with
the collective interest.
All workers are interested in the growth of .production
on both the enterprise and the national scale. To the extent
that the social wealth increases, the well-being of the working
people improves through higher pay and lower prices.

For a more correct ratio between high and
average salaries

1
I

The establishment of a correct ratio between the salaries
of the working people, without absolutely levelling them,
is of great importance and a condition for the establishment
of correct relations between the workers and the leading
cadres. Great inequalities in pay cut the leading cadres- and
the intelligentsia off from the masses, encourage office work
and foster contempt for work in production, revive tendencies
to seek personal ease, to put personal interests above the
. general interest, and create a favourable terrain for bour-

,.
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geois and revisionist degeneration. That is why ,the pay system
has been reviewed, completed and improved six times in
the period 1947-1967. Consequently a system which exists in
no other country without great differentials between high
and average salaries has been established in Albania.
.
However, until recent years certain anomalies which
were mainly the result of historical circumstances, still remained in this field.
In order to eliminate these anomalies, a series of measures
have been taken to improve the ratio between salaries, by
further reducing the differences between high and '1ow salaries and by improving the socialist relations of distribution.
To this end, the road of reducing the salaries of the top
functionaries, beginning from the leaders of the Party and
the state was adopted. At the same time, the low salaries
for certain categories of workers and the lowest pensions
were raised, the maximum level of pensions was set, etc.
The new pay system which came into force in September
I, 1967, was relieved of certain excesses in incentive payments.
The funds saved by the elimination of incentive payments
were completely redistributed with rthie aim of adjusting
the salaries of workers of. certain branches of the economy
and generally speaking, of those branches in which the incentive payments were eliminated. Along with these measures
reducing pay differentials and the abolition of taxes, the
differences in pay according to the various degress of qualification and categories of work were also reduced, the pay
ratio between the different categories of workers was improved and the wages at the lower end of the payscales in
different branches of the economy were raised. As a result
of these measures, the lower wages in Albania were increased
8 per cent, while in certain branches of the economy, this
figure was 20 per cent. Thus the ratio bebween the lowest
and highest pay ranged from 1: 2.5 to 1 :3. The ratio between
the wages of workers of the former and the latter categories
varied for workers of different branches from 1 :1.55. Likewise, thie ratio between the pay of the workers and that of the
technical and engineering staff varied, in different branches of
the ec;,onomy, from 1 : 1.7 and in some cases from 1 : 1.86.
The pay system in Albania is a powerful factor whicfi
stimulates social production and increas•es productivity of
labour, which encourages the workers to constantly raise
their level of technical-professional qualification.

In elaborating and applying the pay system in Albania,
the close connections between the political, economic, technical, organizational and social factors which impel and
directly influence the planned distribution, the organization
of work, its productive potential, the development of the
productive forces, as well as the orientations on raising the
weH-being of the people and the extent to which this is
affected, have always been taken into consideration. This
system is founded on the Marxist-Leninist principles and
responds to the requirements of the objective economic law
of distribution according to work done.,
The people's state power does not proceed from egalitarian tendencies in dealing with the problem of the liquidation of anomalies in the pay system. In the first place the
different rates of pay permit an acceptable differentiation
between the pay for an arduous job and that for an easy
job. ·Likewise, work in difficult conditions, (underground, in
wet places or high-temperatures, etc.) is better paid than work
in more or less normal conditions. Particular care is taken
to have a fair differentiation in pay for work of greater
responsibility and requiring a higher level of qualification.
Thus a job which cahls for a higher level of qualification,
which is particularly complex, entails great responsibility ana
demands a great concentration of the intellectual capacities,
is better paid than a simple job requiring lower qualifications.
At the same time, in drawing up and applying the salary
scales, the practice has been followed that, in general,. jobs
in the most important branches and sectors of the natwnal
economy are better paid than those in the other sectors and
branches of the economy. Parallel with this, the pay system
in Albania is guided by the principle that the raising of
the well-being of each member of the socialist society is the
reslli.t of the ·rise in the genera~ well-being and is totally
dependent on it.
·
.
So without falling into the equalization of salaries, great
differe~ces were eliminated and the socialist law of remu,neration according to work done is applied.
,
. .
The real wages of the workers in the People s Socialist
Republic of Albania have been increasing as a result of the
successive reductions of prices, the abolition of taxes, the
liquidation of unemployment, ;etc. So if we take the index
of average wages as 100 in 1950, in 1969 it had mounted
to 163. Today it is much higher.
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Wages and allowances do not constitute the only source
of income for the workers. The state ensures them other
advantages through different channels, for example social
insurance benefits, bursaries, paid holidays, educational services and the health service, all of which function free of
charge to their advantage.
These benefits represent an effective addition to their
wages of nearly one third.
To end this chapter, let us remind the reader of the
decision of the Central Committee of the PLA and the Council
of Ministers of the P.18.R. of Albania, published on April
1, 1976 «On the reduction of high salaries, on some improvements in the pay system of working people and the further
narrowing of differences between town and countryside»,
which we mentioned in the chapter concerning agriculture
and the cooperativist peasantry.
In the space of about one decade, from September 1, 1967,
the day when the new pay system came int2.__force, up till
April 1, 1976, Albania has realized deep-going revolutionary
transformations in every field of life. Taking account of the
fact that in the present stage of the struggle for the complete
construction of socialism the perfecting and constant revolutionization ·of socialist relations of distribution are of great
importance, the Party, without ever deviating from the correct Marxist-Leninist revolutionary concept of the role and
importance of these relations, has followed the line of the
gradual narrowing of differences between the levels of income
and the ways of life of ihe working class and cooperativist
peasantry and among the different categories within each of
these classes, while simultaneously waging a ceaseless fight
against tendencies to petty-bourgeois equalitarianism in this
field.
To further develop this correct Marxist-'Leninist line, and
in conformity with the directives of the 6th Congress of
the PLA and the teachings of Comrade Enwr H r:>xha, as
well as supporting and approving the revolutionary initiatives
of the working people for the improvement of the system of
pay and remuneration .for work don~, to further narrow the
differences between mental and physical labour and between
town and countryside according to the conditions and possibilities which the socialist development of the people's
economy has created, the Central Committee of the PLA and
the Council of Ministers of the P .S.R. of Albania took the
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historic decision, the essential prov1s10ns of which follow:
1. ·« •••to reduce the high salaries of leading cadres, the
intelligentsia, and cadres of the armed forces, in excess of
900 leks per month, without affecting low and medium wages,
e~oopt in certarin cases, in order to preserve the necessary
proportions. The reductions of high salaries will be from 4 to
25 per cent of the present salaries ...»
·
2. «, ••to reduce the salaries of teaching staff and scientific workers of the higher schools and scientific research
institutions from 14 to 22 per cent, to reduce the bonuses
for scientific titles and degrees up to 50 p~r cent and the
bonuses for creative literary, artistic and scientific works 3050 per cent, and in certain branches of the economy to .abolish
a number of bonuses and other extra payments which are
unjustifiable in the present conditions...»
3. <<To raise the wages of the workers of agriculture
and fruit-growing on the sta·te farms, by linking the rewards
for their work with .realization of the targets of the production plan.»
·
.
4. «To achieve an even better appreciation of the Jobs
where material blessings are produced, so that people work
and live wherever the interests of the Homeland require
and to combat any manifestation of careerism and bureaucracy, the salaries of specialists working in the same economic branch will be unified, irrespective of the category
of the district or enterprise where they work. Likewise, these
measures are aimed at unifying the salaries of specialists
working in production with those of specialists in the administration of enterprises and cooperatives of the same economic branch or the apparatus of the executive committees
of the district people's councils.
,
-«For the purpose of improving the ratio between the
salaries of higher and middle specialists with those of the
most high:ly qualified workers with long working experience,
beginning from April 1, 1976, the young specialists, after
graduating from the higher schools, for the first two years
at work Will receive a salary. close to that of the workers
·with the highest level of qualification in the same branch,
while the young specialists trained in the vocational mid?le
schools and appointed as S'taff officials will, as a rule, rece1Ve
a salary. one grade lower down the scale.
·
5. «To further stimulate the interest of the workers and
specialists of enterprises, executive committees of the district

. I
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people's councils, ministries and other central ins•titutions, in
raising their ideo-political, cultural and technical-professional
level, a system of determining the level of qualification of
the workers and specialists through cultural-professional certification will be applied.
·
·
«This system is designed to respond to the vital necessity
that the working class must not only produce material goods
ever more abundantly and of better quality, but first and
foremost, as the class in power it must ceaselessJ.y raise its .
lev€1 of qualifica·tion, so that under the leadership of the
Party, it will play its role more actively in running the
entire life of the country. The cultural-professional certification should. also help to bring about that the workers
and specialists respond better to •the tasks incumbent on
them for the development and deepening of the t€chnical
and scientific r~volution, by applying sci€nce and technology
more extensively in production and placing the organization
and management of the people's economy on a sounder scientific basis».
6. «To improve the implementation of the principle of
remuneration according to quantity and quality of the work
done, as well as the socialist organization of the work, changes
will be effected in the classification of work processes and
jobs and the practice of payment on the basis of the category
of the job will be extend€d.»
7. «To further improve the proportions between the
wages of workers in different branches of the economy,
certain disproportions which have been observed in the
wages of workers in the fishing industry and those of
maritime transport will be adjusted.»
8. «Parallel with. the changes and improvements in the
system of wages and remuneration, the Central Committee
and the Council of Ministers recommend that high retirement, invalidity and long-service pensions for militarymen,
should be reduced proportionately with the· reduction of
high salaries.
«Thus fairer proportions will be established between the
remuneration of the working people employed in production
and other social activiti€s, on the one hand, and old age
or other pensions which the working people enjoy, on the
other hand. This is also aimed at narrowing differences in
incomes between various ca•tegories of pensioners.
9. ~.-It is recommended to the agricultural cooperatives
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that they, too, should apply the above measures in the field
of the organization and remuneration of work.>>
In the final part of this decision, the Central Commirttee of the Party of Labour of Albania and the Council
of Ministers of the · People's Socialist Republic of Albania
express their full conviction that the. measures adopted
«express the desires, will, and interests of th; v-;orkii;g cla~s,
the coopewtivist peasantry, and the peopl€ s mtelhgentsia. ·
These measures,» says the document, «Win give a new impulse to the revolutionization of the life of our country and will
become a fresh source of inspiration to achieve further, even
greater victories in all fields of socialist construction.»
Thus, in our country today, the rartio between the average
pay of the workers of a given branch, and the salary of a
director of an enterprise is 1 : 1. 7; the ratio between the
average pay of the workers in general and the salary of a
director of a ministry is 1 : 2; the ratio ]Jetween the lowest
and the highest wages of the workers in a given branch,
is about 1.5 : 1.65, etc.
-«Zeri i popullit», in its editorial of April 2, 1976 .entitled,
«A new victory o.f the policy of the Party ·~ of Labour of
Albania for raising the general well-being of the people»,
stresses the great political, ideological and social importance
of this decision: «The classics of Marxism-Leninism teach us
that the distribution of the product in socialism should be
based on the principles, 'from each according to his ability,
to each according to his work', and 'equal pay for equal
work'. However, they have also pointed out that the diff€rences in pay should be as small as possible, so that the
pay of an official, as Lenin said, 'shouil<l not be higher than
the average. pay of a good worker!' ... Thus, in our country
the ratio be.tween the average pay of the workers and the
higher salaries of officials at the moment is 1 : 2.5. The ne~'
decision of the Central Committee of the J?LA and the Council
of Ministers of the P.S.R. of Albania brings this ratio down
to 1 : 2. . . Our course,» says «Zeri i popullit», «it is diametrically opposed to that of the revisionists. At the 25th
Congress of the Soviet revisionist party they openly de~la
red that their policy in the field of incomes and consumpt10n,
is based as in the past, on the principle that the main way
to increase revenues is to increase salaries, in the first place
to increase ithe salaries of leading cadres and specialists, who
have already degenerated into bourgeois of the new type.

I
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In the revisifon~st countries, where savage oppression and
exploitation reign and where the class polarization is becoming more and more marked, those of rt:he revisionist caste,
through their salaries and legal bonuses alone, secure incomes 20 and more ;times greater than those of the workers,
without counting what they get by other speculative methods. . . The measures which the decisions envisage are an
expression of the superiorirt:y of our socialist economic and
social system and of the rapid and continuous progiress of
our planned economy.»
~zeri i popullit,.. then goes on to quote figures to show
the rise in the well-being of the people in the P.S.R. of
Albania: «What a great contrast between the situation of
the working people in our country and that of rthe workers
in the capitaiJ.ist and revisionist countries, where unemployment d.s hanging over their heads like the sword of Damocles! In ;tihese countries today, there are about 20 million
such people, deprived of the necessary means of livelihood.
But this is not all. An unbridled and unprecedented inflation
is rampaging throughout the entire capitalist-revisionist
world. The prices of consumer goods had increased last year
(1975) as compared with 1970, as follows: In the USA 140
per cent, Britain 190.5 per cent, Italy 171,4 per cent, Greece
182 ..5 per cent, and Yugoslavia 252.1 per cent. A similar
situation prevails dn rthe other revisionist countries. Let us
take as an exami;le Poland, where large-scale strikes and
~mo!lstrations by the workers erupted in July 1975 against
the ir'ise in prices of consumer goods.
«'I'he gloomy picture of the reality of the 'consumer
society'», continues «Zeri i popullit», «becom.es srtill more complete if account is taken of the fact that in ihose countries, 60
per cent of the family income goes to pay house rent, rates
and taxes, the consumption of electric power, insurance,
medical expenses and other things of this nature. The working people of our country are the first in the world who pay
no taxes or levies. A working man's income for 1-2 days
work is sufficient to pay his house rent for one month. The
charges for drinking water, light and o1Jher services of this
category are extremely modest if not merely symbolic. Thus
the working people of our 'Country have almost all their income
availabll€ to fulfill their needs for food, clothing ahd household
equipment at stable or downward-mov,ing prices. This is why
th~ standard of living in ou:r country is rising steadily.»

Chapter Four

SOCIAL ·SECURITY

In the Albania of the past, there was no greater misfortune for a worker than to lose his abHity to work because
of advanoed age or sickness. He may have toiled all his
life and created ihe most valuable things with his own hands,
but ·he was condemned to pass his last years in poverty
and sufrfering. He became a heavy burden even for his own
family.
Before Liberation, Albania was the only country in Europe
without any system of social insurance. Iri. case of illness
or accident ·at work, far from receiving any compensation,
the worker had to pay ·all the costs of treatment in hospital
or any other health establishment out of his own pocket.
His family was left without any ass~stance. Regardless of
his years of service, the worker received not the slightest
compensation when he was old or no longer fit to work.
A social insurance system was established in Albania
immediately after the Liberation of the country. This system
developed along with the development and strengthening of
the nationaiJ. economy and today constitutes one of the world's
m,ost complete and diversified systems in this field.
The social insurance system in Albania is based on the
principles of socialist humanism and it contributes to the development of the productive activi'ty of the working people.

All working people are ensured
The state social insurance system of the People's Socialist Republic of Albania is explicitly sanctioned in the Con·
stitution, and its appiJ.ica'tion is compulsory to all wage and
salary earrn~rs without exception or limitation, regardless of

·- ·1
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the branch of the economy or sector in, which they work,
whether their jobs are of a permanent or seasonal nature
and regardless of the method of paying them or the ,form
of the payment they receive.
The worker has the right to benefit from social insurance
as soon as he has a job.
·
This Tight canr:ot he ~enied to the worker or employee
for any reason while he is working and it is retained for
a certain period even after his employment has ended.
/
The insured person who has stopped work to attend
s~hool, a. qualifica_tion course or a higher education institution retarr~s all h1? right~ to insurance benefits during the
whole per10d of his studies as well as for a certain period
after he has completed his military service or his studies.
. The la~ on state social insurance of the People's Socia!1st Rep:ibhc of AI•bania envisages the payment of various
mdemruties not only to the insumd person himself but also
to the members of his family, who are also entitied to an
allowance in case of death of the family's breadwinner. According to this disposition those who are entitled to this
allowance are the children, the grandchildren, · the brothers
and ~isters, the spouse, the parents, or adoptive parents, the
grandparents, <the father-in-faw and the mother-in-law (joined
by a new marriage of the father or mother) the children
from a first marriage or those from the se~ond one
Retired persons and their families are also entitled to
soeial insurance benefits, irrespective of the pension they
receive.

the law, the state defrays the cost of social insurance benefits.
Thus, the :rights of the insured persons are fully guaranteed.
Each year the expenditure on social insurance increases
by 10 per cent. This is the !result not only of .. the in~i:'ease
of the number of insured persons and the constant nse of
their salaries, 'but also of the increases in allowances and
pensions as well as of the intensification and extension of preventive measures taken for the protection of the people's health,
the extension of the network -of holiday homes for workers
and young pioneers, health reSOII"ts and other such centres.
Social security fonds increas·ed 43 times in 1979 as against
·1945 while the number of retired persons has increased 108
times.

The benefits available to workers
under social ensurance

The working people benefit from the social
insurance without paying any premiums
The ~lb~ian workers have no financial obligation as regards social msurance; no deductions are made from: their
incomes and they pay no kind of contributions towards their
reti_rement pensions. The pensions the insured persons· benefit from are drawn from the social insurance fund. In the
terms of law No. 4171 of · September 13 1966 which is
still ~n f?rce, t~e social insurance fund is b~ilt u~ from the
coi::tnbution paid _by . the state and social enterprises, instituti0111s and orgamzat10ns as well as from the state budget.
If the fund created is inadequate, then, under Article 3 of
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Social insurance in Albania constitutes a111 important factor for raising the material and cultural well-being of the
people of town and countryside as well as for the protection
of their health. The law on the social insuranoe reflects the
gTeat concern of the people's state power to create for the
working people the necessary conditions for the most prosperous and cultivated existence possible.
·
The social insurance system is distinguished by its many
forms of insurance, allowances, pensions and various services to the benefit of the insured and their families. Under
Article 2 of the legislation, besides the free medical service
which is guaranteed to all citizens of the People's Socialist
Republic of Albania, the insured is entitled to:
a) allowances for temporary incapacity to work, in cases
of illness, quarantine accident, maternity or childbirt~ leavz;
b) aid in the form of treatment in the sanatoriums or
prophylactic establishments, special ~are in ~he h~alth n~s
orts or spas, and in the form of diets provided m special
restaurants; holidays for the insured person himself and
children in the holiday hostels and camps, help for the deve~
lopment of physical culture and tourism, as well as allowances
for occupational retraining for the partially disabled, for
childbirth and funeral expenses.
c) retirement pensions, pensions for invalidity, long
service and special services, as well as family pensions.
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administration too and the power of the workers and the trade
.unions to control ~nd protect their rights is increased.

The allowances paid by the social i~surance take into
acco:unt the ~verage monthly pay of the insured person over
a. g_1ven period, _length of service at work, the degree of
difficult! of the Job, _age and sex. More favourable conditions
are env1sa~ed for . mmers who work underground, for those
emJ?loyed ~n spec1al~y arduous jobs, for working women
durmg their matermty leave, for juveniles under 20 years
~f age, for those who have taken part in the National Liberation War or have played a role in the National Renaissance, etc.

Allowances for temporary incapacity to work
In case of illness or .accident causing a temporary inter- ·
ruption of the work of . th.e insured, apart fr~m free
medical treatment, the social msurance. gu~r.antees this person
the necessary means of subsistence. ~1sab1hty all~wanc~s are
fixed on the basis of the average daily pay received m the
month preceding the occurrence o~ disab~lity. and le~gth of
service at work. The entire workmg period of the msured
person, regardless of the temporary _in,terrupti~ns that may
have occurred, is taken into account m calculatmg length ~f
service: This period of service concretely reflects .the contribution of each person to the socialist construction of the
country.
Those who have been less than 10 years at work ~re
paid at a rate equal to 70 per. cent of . their. av~~age da~ly
pay in the last month precedmg their disability, :1'7h1le
the rate for those with more than 10 years at work is 85
per cent.
.
.
,
.
Miners workmg full-time underground,. ':'7ho have less
than 5 years of service, get 80 per cent of their ave~age pay
in cases of temporary disability whHe for those ~1th more
than 5 years of service, the rate is 95 iPer cent of their normal
1

Social security is managed by the working
people themselves
The .state social ins1:1ran~e in Albania has a thoroughly
der:iocr~ti~ character which is a reflection of the extent to
which it is managed by the workers themselves.
· The 1:llanagement of social insurance by rthe masses is
reflected m three principal aspects:
First of all in the fact that it is under the control of
the state of the dictat~rship of the proletariat led by the
Party of Labour, for which the supreme law is the fulfilment
o~ the ever growing material and cultural needs of the workmg people. On the other hand, the workers themselves
ha':e the right to make criticisms ·and suggestions, to present
c~q.ims and. co:nplaints. Whenever they consider that their
rights .are. mfrmged, they can appeal directly to the organs
of social msurance o~ to the organs which uphold the law.
Th~se organs are obliged to carefully examine all the comP;lamts of the workers, to gather all the relevant informatio~, and reply to t~eir appeals within a prescribed period.
Third, the trade umons and the other mass organizations
led. by ~he 1Par~y of 1Labour, have the full right to take part
ad1v~l_Y m draftmg the. !Provisions of the law and other judicial
pr~vis10ns, <:n? checkmg up on their application, as well
as m th~ ~c.tiviity of the state organs of social insurance; they
make criticisms and suggestions to improve the services to
the ~e?efit .of the ~ns:ir:ed, and if necessary, intervene through
admmistrative or Judicial channels to put right any violation
of the law to the detriment of the insured.
· Thus, the thoroughly democratic and humanitarian character of ·the social insurance is ipreserved in the field of

r
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pay. When the itemporary disability is caus~d ~~ an accident
at work or an occupational disease, the d1sab1hty allowance
goes up to 95 per cent of the . average pay. of the insured
person and 100 per cent for :indergro1:1Il:d m~ners, regardless
of their 1ength of service. Invalids ar~ d~v1ded i;rito four g~oups
on the basis of the degree_ of their mcapa~1ty. ~or m:valids of the third and fourth groups whos·e mcapac1t~ a~1~es
from service in the National Liberation War, the disability
allowance is 95 per cent of their average pay, regardless of
their length of service at work.
.
.
Allowances in cases of illness or accident .are paid from
the first day of the occurrenc~ of tJ:ie disab~lity up to the
day of complete recovery or until the. msured is ~eclared permanently incapacitated, when he receives a pension. ~ayment
of social insurance benefits is granted on presentat10n of a
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medical certificate issued by doctors or state health institutions. When temporary work incapacity exceeds 6 month~ in·
a year or 3 months for invalids, the worker must
exarruned
by an expeTt medical commission (KEiM'P), which has the
right to extend the period of incapacity until it estimates that
the insured will have recovered :his capacity to work. In case
of permanent disability, it determines the degree of loss of
capacity to work and the invalidity group. Thus, the >;'or~er
has complete insurance cover in case of illness from begmnmg
to end of his iHness.
Social insurance i!)ayments are made even when the
insured peTson is hospitalized, regardless of the fact that he
receives his treatment and food free of charge.
'!'he social insurance law protects and helps working
mothers in particular. Maternity leave is paid at t~e rate
of 80 per cent of their pay in the month preceding the
interruption of their work. Normal maternity leave extends
over 24 weeks, 35 days before the birth. and 135 days after
it. If, at the end of the leave 1 the doctors cOITT.sider that the
mother needs a longer per,iod to recover her capacity to work,
they issue a medical certificate on the basis of which she
receives an allowance from the social insurance for a further
period. The mother who has a sick child, on the presentation
of a medica~ certificate, has the right to stay at home for a
certain period to take care of her child. During this period she
is paid by the social insurance.
Mothers who do not work themselves, but whose husbands are insured, receive from the social insurance, through
their insured husbands, an allowance for the layette and
other expenditure.
..
Mothers of big familii.es receive an allowance for childbirth and a monthly allowance. These rights apply equally
to mothers in the countryside.
Thus, the working people in the People's Socialist Republic of 'Albania hav·e their future secured, they have no
worries about their livelihood iin case of illness or accident.

?e

The system of pensions
Longevity is one of the greatest aspirations of man. .
After a lifetime devoted to labour, to long years of frmtfu[ activity, time comes when a man has the right to be
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.respected for hiS age. When the younger generation bows
respectfully to his white hair, this is in honour of the contribution he has made to society and the vast experience he
has acquired.
.
In the Albania of the past, far from being a privilege,
old age was a misfortune, as it is today in many capitalist·
countries. The feudal-bourgeois regime consii.dered man a
source of profit until he gave way under the burden of his
years and then it threw him out in· the street after having
squeezed him· dry. The worker had no help in the way of
a pension in the last years of his life. So, in that epoch, old
age was regarded· with trepidation.
The people's state power in Albania has set up a- complete
system of pensions very advantageous to the workers, which
guarantees retirement pensions, invalidity pensions and family
pensions to thos-e entitled to them. The system of pensions
demonstrates the great concern of the people's state power
for man and his work, as well as its high regard of the
worth and dignity of man.
The pensions system includes:
- retirement pensions;
....:.. . invalidity pensions;
- family pensions;
- pensions for meritorious services;
- pensions for mHitarymen in permanent active service.
The pensions system covers everyone eligible for the
state social insurance, as well as invalids from the National
Liberation War and the families ·of the martyrs of this war;
militarymen in permanent service, people charged with
special missions by the state organs or social organizations,
or who have done their duty for the protection of the socialist
order. the saving of human life, the protection of socialist
property or any other contribution to the construction of
socialism in the country, and students who have become
invalids in the course of their studies.

Retirement pensions
.
Under the law, workers or employees who have attained
the. specified age and completed th~ prescribed period of
employment, both of these conditions varying with the cate..;
'.H - 117 A,
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·
gory of ernploym~nt of th e . given
PersonJ are entitled to
a retirement pension. In this respect, . the different kinds
of work are divided into three categories:
.
The first category includes wor~e~s eml?loyed m the
mines (underground workers), in av1at10n, diver~, fom.1;drY
workers, radiologists and other workers engaged m_ :particularly arduous jobs. Workers of t~is category are eligible for
a retirement pension when they reach 50. years of age
(45 years for women) and after a working life of 20 years
(15 years for women).
.
The second categor:y includes ~me wor~ers employed
on the surface, workers in the o_il mdustry, m the cement,
ceramics, glass and irubber industries as well _as those engaged
in education and numerous other professions.
.
The workers of this category are entitled to a retirement pension when they have completed 55 years of da~~
and 25 years of service for men, and 50 years of age an
years of service for women.
. .
The third category comprises all th~ remammg workers.
They are entitled to a reti"J:_~m~nt pension w~en they ~~:~
comp1eted 60 years of age and 25 years of serv~ce ~t wor . .
men and 55 years of age and 20 yea't's of _service or women.
W men who have raised 6 or more children to -~ years of

ment for patriotic activity is also counted. The period of tl1€
National Liberation War counts double for those who fought
in the partisan units or worked in the organs of the people's
power, who acted in· the liberated zones or in the occupied
cities.

Invalidity pensions

'j

ag~ enjoy more. favoutr5a0blyee~~~~ji~ng!· ~~;' 1~r;e~~~ ~~dw~rk~
1

ret~rement

pension a
lf'll d
The blind, deafmutes, and. all those. V.:ho have fu I e
the conditions of the 1st and 2nd inv.ahd1ty groups. befo~~
being ·employed, are entitled to a retirement pens~on t 40
50 years of age after 14 years of work for men, an a
of age after 10 years of work for women.
years·
f' d t 7o per cent of the
The retirement pension is . ixe. da .
The insured
average monthly P~ of th~em;~~e caic~~t~ on his last
perso:i may have is a:yve~~ree successive years from his
working year or on
.
last ten years at work. :
t ibe lower than 350 leks
'The retirement pension canno
.
higher than 700 ·1eks a month.
:
. d
or
. .
·s ension employment over the entire perio
In flxmg thi. P
'. taken into account, regardless of
since November 28; 1912 is . was not insured before Libethe. fact ~hat the tgr~renp~l~~t~~ exile in prison or ~n interriration. Time spen m ·
•
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Invalidity pensions are granted to all those who partially or totally lose their capacity to work.
Invalids are divided into four groups according to the
degree of their incapacity. to work.
The first two groups comprise persons who are totally
incapacitated for any kind of work; the other two comprise
those capable of doing relatively light work under the conditions. laid down lby a .competent medical commission.
Invalidity pensions are granted regardless of length of
service at work if the invalidity has its origin in the National
Liberation War or has been caused by an accident at work
or·· by an occupational disease. Invalids who have lost their
capacity to work as a result of a disease not of occupational
origin or an accident occurring outside work, are entitled to
pensions proportional to their years of service.
The size of the invalidity pension varies accord.ing. to
the invalidity group, being 85 per cent, 70 per cent, 60 per
cent and 40 per cent of the average normal pay for the
four groups respectively.
Invalids from the National Liberation War or those
who have become so as a result of an accident at work or
an occupational disease receive a supplement of 10 per cent
on their· invalidity pensions. The invalidity pension is granted not only to workers and employees who have become
invalids .during a period of employment, but also to all workers whose invalidity has commenced less than thirty days
after the cessation of employment or even in less than two
years when the invalidity is the consequence of an accident
at work or an occupational disease iwhidh · occurred before
the given person ceased his employment.
Certain persons who become invalids before commencing
employment while accomplishing a socially useful task, are
entitled to an invalidity pension the rate of which is fixed
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according to the invalidity group they ·belol)g to. According
to the law on social insurance, this category comprises school
pupils and students of higher educat:i.ona~ institutions who
become invalids in the course of their studies; those who
become invalids while accomplishing special missions with
which they have been charged by the organs of the state or
the social organizations, or in pe:dormmg their duty for the
defence of the socialist order, and those who become invalids
during their military service or a course of military training.
All possibilities are provided for invalids to recover
their physical and vocational capacity and to be retrained
for appropriate jobs. They receive their vocational training
in special schools and courses. They are provided with the
necessary means for readaptation such as artificial lim?s,
means of locomotion, hearing aids, etc. They are given priority on the granting of bursaries for studies of different kinds.
On the basiis of recommandations of eompetent medical .
commissions, invalids are. guaranteed light . jobs, which are
reserved for them by special decisio.n of the government.
The invalidity pensions are not only an important
material help for these people, but also a prophylactic measure, because they· contribute significantly to improving the
workers' health and to the readaptation of invalids to work
and daily ·life.

Family pensions
Family pensions occupy an important place in the s~s
tem of state social insurance. The members of the family
of a deceased worker or employee, who have not yet reached
working age or who are regularly attending school, benefit
· from this kind of pension.
.
Also entitled to this kind of pension are the. children
and grandchildren of the insured person, his adoptive children
and the children of the latter under 16 years of age, under
19 years of age if they are attending secondary schoo!l or under
25 years of age if they :are engaged in higher schooling and
even later, if they are incapable of working; the parents
or the spouse of· the deceased insured person, who have
reach~d 60 years of age for men and 55 years of age for
women, and ev·en under this age if they are incapable
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to work; the second spouse of either the father or mother
of the insured person, if he or she has been dependent on
him for at least ten years; the grand-parents of the insured
· person if there is no other person legally obliged to provide
for them.
Besides this, one of the parents or the spouse of the
deceased person, regardless of age and capacity to work, is
entitled to a family pension, if he or she is not employed
and is in charge of one or more children or grand-children,
adoptive children, or children of the latter, or the brothers
or sisters of the deceased, under 8 years of age.
The family pension is granted· under the same conditions
as the invalidity pension. When the death of the insured
person is the result of an accident at work or an occupational
disease .or of service during the National Liberation War,
the family pension is granted regardless of the length of
employment of the insured person. When the death of the
· insured person is caused by sickness or accident unrelated
to his work, the family pension is granted to those who have
a right· to it, on a scale related to the length of service of
the bread-winner of the family at the time of his death.
The child is entitled to a pension in case of death of
one of his parents even if the other parent .is employed. The
pension granted to children who have lost both parents is
calculated on the basis of the total pay of both parents. ·
Tlie pension for those eligible, is ca1culated at the following rate: ·
for families comprised· of three or more members, 65 per
cent of the average pay of the insured person;
for families comprised of two members, 50 per cent of
this pay;
for families of one member, 40 per cent of this pay.
The pensions available and the other social benefits for
persons deprived of support, as well as the care of the state
for orphans, widows and old people without support, ensures them the material conditions to lead a dignified life.

Pension for meritorious services
.This kind of pension. is granted by decision of the Council
of Ministens of the People's Socialis t Republic of Albania
to those persons or their families who have fought, arms
1
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in hand, for the liberation and independence of the .Homeland, for the natiohal honour, for democracy and socialism,
for the flourishing of Albania, or who have made an outstanding contribution to this struggle.
Those entitled to this kind of pension are the eminent
patriots of the National Renaissance and the people's movements for freedom and the land, for s0cial rights, those
who braving difficulti'es and sacrifices in an unequal fight
against countless ferocious internal or external enemi,es have
never ceased fighting for the cause of the people; all those
who .have taken part in the movement of the National Renaissance, in the people's· movements and the national liberation movement or in anti-fascist movements abroad.
The pension for meritorious services is also granted
to persons who are distinguished themselves in .various
fields of socialist construction, science, technology, culture
and art, as well as to those who, in their state, social and
economic activity, have made an important contribution to
strengthening. the people's power and the construction of the
country.

The .extension of the system of pensions
and social security to the countryside
From July 1, 1972, the system of pensions and social
security was extended to .cover the members of the agricultural cooperatives too. This is a great victory of the policy of
the people's power, an economic, political, ideological and
social act of vital importance; this measure constitutes a
new step forward of great significance for the development
of the Albanian countryside, for narrowing the essential differences between city and countryside. From the aspect of
the relations of production, this decision raises the cooperativist peasant to a higher level which is close to. that of the
worker. This decision further strengthened the alliance of the
working class with the cooperativist peasantry.
The institution of the system of pensions and social security is an objfctive measure which fully responds to the
. requirement of the fundamental law of socialism which aims
at the continuous raising of the material and cultural level
of the working masses. It ·represents a · further important
\

advance toward perfecting the relations of distribution and
redistribution of the national income. From the economic
viewpoint, the extension of the system of pensions and social
insurance · to the countryside too, improves the material living conditions of the cooperative members and strengthens
the peasant family.
Certain agricultural cooperatives on their own initiative
and relying on their own means, had introduced rudimentary
forms of pensions in order to help their members in old age
or in cases of incapacity to work. Many cooperatives had
created different forms of social insurance to provide for ·
temporary disability and particularly for maternity and
childbirth leave. Now these benefits have been extended to
all the agricultural cooperatives. This new measure in favour
of the working peasantry shows that the great contribution
that it made to the National Liberation War yesterday and
'is making to the socialist c<;m~truction today, is properly
appreciated.
The system of pensions in the countryside has a C€ntralized character. The resources necessary to provide the pensions come mainly from the cooperatives themselves, withou~
affecting the accumulated funds destined for the extended
reproduction in agriculture. The pensions provided for members of the agricultural cooperatives constitute a redistribution within the framework of the fund of consumption of the
cooperative population, to the advantage of persons incapable
of working, they are a right which stems from the work and
.,contribution these people have made to the strengthening and
development of the coopeMtive economy when they were
fit to work. Being based on the dynamics of the growtlh of
agricultural and livestock production, the contribution of the
agricultural cooperatives to the centraliz,ed pensions fund does
not diminish the level of the cooperativists' income per
work-day; on the contrary, the value of the work-day is
growing from year to year.
.
The state budget also contributes directly to the central
pensions fund, covering part of the costs for the extention of
pensions to the cooperative members for the work they have
done in the state enterprises, for their participation in the
nationa•l liberation movement, for their period · of service in
the armed forces, etc. The contribution from the state is a
concrete -expression of its great concern for the continuous
im:rrovement of living standards iin the countryside, for the
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strengthening of the solidarity of all the working people, and
first of ·al'l, of the working class with the peasantry, so they
advance shoulder to shoulder towards the compilete construction of socialist society in Albania.
Apart from the pensions fund, the agricultural coopera- ·
tives allocate from their own income an auxiliary fund which
is utilized to pay insurance and idemnities to their members,
on the basis of special unified criteria. .
Retirement pensions, invalidity and family pensions are
granted by the state social security organs, while all other
allowances for incapacity to work, maternity and childbirth
leave etc. are granted by the cooperatives themselves which
apply the same criteria to aJl the cooperatlvists.
The pensions system for the cooperative members
includes retirement, invalidity .and family pensions. In all
three cases, the pension may~ be complete or parti~l according
to the conditions that the given person· fulfils. The criterion
for tlhe granting of a retirement pension is age and length
of service at work. This age is 65 for men and 55 for women.
All male cooperative members must have 25 years of service
to receive a retirement pension, while women are entitled
to a ful1 pension after ·20 years of work. A partial pension
is granted to men who have worked at least 12 and a half
years. Women are entitled to partial pensions after 10 years
of work.
,
The amount of the retirement pension is equal to half
the average annual income of the cooperative member during
his last three years of work.
·
·
The invalidity pension is accorded to peasants who lose
their capacity to work as a result of an accident or desease.
Pensions of this category are divided into two groups according to the degree of incapacity. In fixing the pensions
for persons of this category, the elements taken into consideration are age and years of serviC€, with the exception
of those whose invahdity is caused by an accident at work.
In such· cases the pension is accorded regardless of length of
servicP. For the first group this pension is equal to 6b per·
cen~ of the average annual ipay of. the cooperativist during his
last three working years, while for the second group it is 50
per cent. Complete and .partiarr pensions are envisaged for
persons of this category, too.
On the basis of the law, the family ·pension is accorded
to those members of a cooperative who are incapable of
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working when the cooperative member who was supporting
them has died. The members of the family of the cooperativist
who benefit from this pension are his chiildren, !his grandchildren, h_is adoptiv.e children and their children, up to the
age of 15, his rbrothers and sisters under 15 years or 25 years
of age if they are attendi;ng schoo~ without a state bursary.
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Illiteracy liquidated in Albania
More than forty years ago, in the course of a debate of
the state budg.et, the former minister of Zog's cabinet and
one of the most influential deputies in the Parliament,
Fejzi Alizoti, declared: «Albania today has three gymnasiums,
and a quick reckoning shows that within ten years we
shall have about 500 to 600 candidates for functionaries. Thus,
a time will come when students will have to become shopassistants ... In view of the program discussed here, I am con- ·
vinced that the expense fo:r education is a waste.>> G[pposing
himself to the opening of schools dn i'he villages, this big
land-owner raised the question: If the children of the farmers
and sheq::iherds go to school, who wi11 work the fields, who
will tend tlhe livestock?
The Italian adviser at the Ministry of the Interior, Montanelli suggested to King Zog: «If the middle schools are
in exc~ss of the needs of the country, they produce intellectual unemployment, which is the most dangerous form of
unemployment to the states which prefer orde:r and national
sulidarity to ibolshevik wreckage.» To give strength to his
argument on the need. of reducing professional schools, he
wrote: -«Up to day, the conditions to start work for
industrialization on a large scale do not exist, and· this, pe~
haps, is to the advantage of Albania, because the people m
the most industrialized countries or those who try to become
such, are generally in greater trouble.,.,. 'J'.he f~scist ~dviser
told King Zog that, with the one milion mhab1tants it had,
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900 elementary schools were enough. This had to be the
'ceiling' which would keep the Albanian people in a state of
eternal i11iteracy and ignorance.
As a result of this policy, more than 80 per cent of the
population was illiterate, whereas in the regions inhabited
mostly by rural population, this figure reached 90 or even
95 per cent.
Illiteracy was more widlespread among women. In scores
of vHlages of the CO'UI).try not a single woman knew to read
and write, .and only a coup1e of men could spell the letters
intelligibly. In this situation,. all technical or social progress
was impossible.
In face of all this, the people's power had to launch the
cultural revolution, first of all, for the liquidation of illiteracy.
In fact, the campaign against · ilHteracy had started as
. early as the beginnings of the Nationail Liberation War, in
the ranks of partisan units and in the liberated villages and
1
zones.
'
~
"~-·
The resolution of the National Conference of the Communist Party of Albania (March 1943) instructed the communists «to promote cultural Hfe in the villages, by setting
up courses against initeracy and by other mea,ns, so as to
enable the peasants to get schodling, which the former regimes had denied them.» After Liberation, the struggle
against illiterflCY become one of the vastest movements organi:lied by the Party at that time. The government, the
state organs and public opinion simultaneously, made great
efforts to carry out this action with suc-cess. A special law
passed by the People's Assembly of the PR of Albania laid
down that ·ev•ery one under forty years of age who did
not know to read and. write, must attend these cours~s, that
were especiaHy set up for the unlettered. To this end, inspectors of educational sectors were sent to work centres, in
order to engage in the solution of this problem. The slogan
«In order to bui~d we must know, and in order to know we
must learn», was issued country-wide.
The struggle against initeracy was waged on two fronts:
first. the objective was to teach an men and women a.ged
under forty to read write, and second. to set up a network
of centres to prevent the creation of new masses of illiterate
people.
.
This was an unprecedented offensive launched for the

.
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schooling and enEghtenment of the masse&. Courses against
illiteracy were opened in enterprises, schools, culture clubs,
city quarters, al1 over the country, in which hundreds of
·thousands of people began to learn.
Three or four times a. week people gathered together to
learn the ABC, figures, etc. A:lmost a11 the teachers of the
country were in charge of one or two courses. And this was
not aH: all those who were in a position to teach the alph!l.bet
were put at the head of a course. Young people, pupHs and
students played an important role in this major undertaking. The slogan of the youth organizations was: «A111 young
men and women must know to read and write. The trade
union organizations did a great work among the worki~g
class. Not less important was the activity of the women's
organizations in this direction. Special programs of study
and text-books were compi..led for this purpose. Thus, the
struggle against illiteracy became a great proMem of the
entire people.
·
People learned to read an~ w'ri~ an.Id at the s_ame time
acquired the first notions of arithmetics, thus preparing themselves to attend higher courses, or to attend correspondence courses of the elementary sc!hool.· Thousands upon thou-.
sands of former illiterate people attended the evening schools
for workers, going through the primary cycle . and the~ the
7 year course; a number of them carried on to the middle
school and higher school, too.
Thanks to an intensive work over the. period 1955-1956
illiteracy was liquidated among all people aged under forty.
In some cases illiterate people aged above forty also learned
to read and write. In order to prevent the danger that those
who had gone through the courses should not fall back into
their former condition because of interrupted study, the
social organizations, on their own, set up readin~ gro'!-lps attached to the various educational institutions. Consc10us of
the importance of this .problem, the state ·took m~asures for
the setting up and expansion of the primary evemng schools
for adults.
Albania has closed for ever. the chapter of illiteracy,
which remains a bitter aftertaste, a tarnish 0£ the feudal- 1
bourgeois regimes of the past.

,
l
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The campaign for the spread of
education and culture
·· In . the field of education and culture, the Afbania of
the pre-Liberation period was a country of ignorance and
. darkness. At that time, the question of an educational SY'Stern, complete, with schools organized according to scientific
criteria, was not even raised. The school system was downright anti-popular.
.
Under the people's power, education has undergone
radical changes, both in form and in content. During this
period a complete and single system of popular education has
been set up.
The v,igorous development of education in Albania has
gone through several main stages. In the first years following
Liberation the main concer-n ·of the peole's power was
to .make ~ducation as popular as possible, to make it
the patrimony of the ,broad masses of the. people, to create
an educational system with aH the cyoles necessary for our
socialist society and to adapt the content of e,ducation to
the spirit of the popular revolution, on the basis of the
Marxist-'Leninist ideology. The educational reform .enacted
in 1946 served as the fundamental ground-work for the
attainment of this objective.
.
In August 1949, the People's Assembly passed the law
on the educat-ional reform in the PR of Albania, under which
the structure of the educationail system for all ,its levels was
defined, and the main orientations for the working out of
new programs and textbooks, and for the introduction of
radica'l ideofogical and scientific transformations into the
content of education, were laid down.
The educational reform of 1946 and the many measures
to ensure its implementation, paved the way for the fundamental democratization of the educa,tional system in Albania.
Among the most important measures for the realization
of this program of democratization, were:
- the realization of compulsory education, at first through
the 4-years elementary school, and, later, the creation of
the conditions that wou~d permit its extension with higher
cycles, ifuat is, the 7-year school;
- the realization of education free of charge for- all chil-
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dren in aliJ. the categories of schools, and t:µe abolishment of
all school taxes and fees for all levels of education;
- the creation of a single school system, including the
seven-year school and the secondary schools of general or
professional education, a•fter the liquidation of closed.;cycle
schools, like the former elementary agriicultural schools of
a seasonal character, the various complementary schools, the
incomplete secondary schools, the work-schools, etc. as well as
the establishment of the system of free promotion through
the suppression of preliminary examinations, competitions
and so on;
- the reduction of the school term of the second cycle
from 13 to 11 years, since this was advantageous both
for the state and society as well as for the workers, the
parents of the school children;
- the extension of the, school systent through opening
new schools evierywhere; there al'e chiildren enough to form
a class;
- the gradual extension of dormitories and the system of
bursaries for the children of workers, and above all, peasants.
Tlhe school reform laid down a number of other democratic and socialist principles for popular education, with the
aim of ensur·ing the popular, secular, and unified character of
the school, of ensuring the complete equality of the two sexes
in educational matters, of strengthening the national character
of the sichoo1, of ensuring the right to education in the national language, etc.
It paved the road for the creation· of a complete single
schooiJ. system, with alll the forms and categories,_ including
superior education which did not exist before, and which
was crystallized a few years after, in the beginning of the
fifties.
Besides, it opened the way for the creation of a new
popular, democratic a:nd social school in content. Radical
changes were made in teaching plans, programs and
text-books, as welil as in all the process of the teaching and
educational work.
In this period, ·education developed vigorously.· Two
examples i!llustrate this quite amply. In the 1938-1939 schooiJ.year Al;bania hail 643 elementary schools with 1,349 teachers,
whereas in the 1944-1945 school-year, the first year following
Liberation, when the country had just emer~ed from the war
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and a great number of schools had been burned down, damaged, closed down, or abandoned, the numlber of elementary
schools increased to 928 and that of teachers working in them
to 1, 743. In 1945-1946 there were 1.097 schools, whereas one
year later their number :reached 1,609. AB can be seen, the
number of •elementary schools increased by 512 within a
single year;
. In this l?eriod the first steps towards the setting up of
hi:gher education were taken. A two-year teacher training school
for the seven-year schools -was set up. Five years later, the
Teachers Training Institute, the Higher Institute of Agronomy, and t!he. Higher Polytechnical Schoo~ were set up. In 1952,
to these higher schools were added the Higher Institute
of Medicine and the Higher School of Economics whereas
in 1954 the Higher Juridica1l Institute was opened. In 1957
all these institutes and higher schoois, with the exception of
the Higher Institute of Agronomy, merged to form the
Univ.ersity of Tirana. During the same period, the State Conservatory, t~e Hi~her School of Dramatic Art and the Higher
School of Figurative Arts (which have now been grouped toge"'
ther .to form the Higher Institute of Arts), the Institute of
Phy~ical C?ulture and Sports, the Three-year TeacheT Training
lnstrbute m Shkodrn as well as a number of filiaJs of the
Unive:sity. of Tirana and higher ·institutes were set up.
L1kew1se; the elementary school was made compulsory in
1951-1952 and efforts were made towards the development
of the 7-year school, which, in turn, became compulsory in
1952; a complete system of technical-vocational schools was
also set up.
~he de.cade 1~55-~965 marked a further qualitative and,
especially, ideological improvement in the field of education.
~n 1960, the school system was reorganized, with important
improvements made both_ in the content of school and the
methods of teaching; consider.able changes were made in
the p:ograms with the aim of raising their scientific level,
effective measures were adopt,ed to· link school with life
t~a~~i?g with rpract~cal. work, according to the concrete pos~
sibihties of each district and each town; physical work as
well ~s a number of new subjects of polytechnical character
were .mtroduced. !he secondary schools were predominantly industrial and agricultural. At . this time, the term of study
for the 7-year schools of general edu'Cation was extended
to 8 years.
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As a result of these measures, educ~tion in Albania
assumed an unprecedented extension. The network of elementary schools extended all over the country, obligatory 8-year
education was rigorously applied, secondary education extended rapidly and higher education marked further development. Our school system as a whole advanced on the revolutionary· socialist road. It adapted and enriched the best
patriotic traditions, the secular, democratic and revolutionary
character of the Albanian school.
However, in spite of. all these results, the Albanian
school still ·had shortcomings impairing its development and
the effective discharge of its new tasks· which were set to
it in conformity with the stage of the country's development. The old educational system, especially in the secon. dary and higher schools, did not quite sufficiently link up
teaching with production work and prevent the deyelopment
of petty-bourgeois initellectuaHsm. The massive Character of
education ill these two forms of schools ·was not broad enough.
It did not sufficieptly include people from the production
sector. The old system dtd not contribute enough to the narrowing of the distinctions !between physicail. and rrnental work,
between town and countryside. Finally it did not combine
satisfactoriiy 1,essons with manual work and with physical and
military training.
The elimination of thes,e shortcomings called for a recast
of the entire educational system. The question of the revolutionization of education became a problem in which the entire
public opinion participated. Responding to the call of the
Party, a great popular discussion, the first of the kind
in the history of our school, was initiated all over the
country. It was a broad discussion of a massive character
unseen before. Hundreds of . thousands of people, teachers
and students, cadres of the educational system, of the sectors of culture and production, parents and workers of all
walks of life, participated in the discussion which took place
in all the schools, enterprises and state institutions, as well
as in the agricultural cooperatives, in every party organization
and the mass organizations, in every city quarter and hamlet.
. Besides the great public discussion which was opened in the
press, more than 21,000 meetings and consultative groups,
with the participation of about 600,000 people, or more than
half of the adult population of the country, at which 160,000
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people contributed to the discussion, took place all over the
~ountry. This is fresh evidence of the fact that the education
m Alb,ania is a major .question of concern to the Party, the.
peoples. powe.r,. the entire people and society.
. It is a hvmg exampl~ of genuine democracy in action,
which grows ai:d extends ~n the conditions of the dictatorship
o~ the proletan8:t, and which has created. boundless possibilities. for the voice. of the broad masses of working people
to be heard, analysed and summed up.
In. the course of this popular discussion the whole of
th~. ~ducational system was brought under 'criticism. This
criticism was not a partial or marginal one, which dealt with
only one aspect or some sector of schoO'l work. On the
con~rary, its objective was to bring about the general and
:adical revolutionization of the school, and in the first place
its contents, the revolutionization of the system of teaching
and the strl:lctu~e of the school, of teaching methods, the
method of direction, of education and of the work at school.·
~t bore on the fundamental concepts of the role of school
m our socialist .society, the communist · education of the
younger generat10ns and all the masses, as well as tHe
very .essence of the process of communist education its
contents and main aspects. So the criticism in this field' was
a powerful and all-round attack on the whole of the old
sch.ool syste.m. It was not limited only to political and ideological considerations, but also covered concrete pedagogical
p:roblems.In .the course of the popular discussion the tendencies of making a fetish of the role of school, considerililg it
as t~e only ~ource- of culture, were attacked and the
thesis accordmg. to .which learning is acquired not only. at
sch~ol ?ut also m hfe, that the school is a component part
of hfe itself and that life is the greatest school, a permanent
school, was expounded. This conclusion has great theoretical
and practical importance, since it helps understand the place
and role of the school and education in social activities, and
the fac~ that the revolutionary practice, political, social,
productive, ai:d other . activities coupled with the organized
and systematic educat10n at school, play a decisive role in
the communist education of the younger generation and the
;vorking :r:i~sse~. From the practical standpoint, this conclusion
nas a d~crsive import~nce for the fight against the tendencies
of stuffing school programs with superflous erudition of an
25 -· 117 A
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encyclopaedic character, of overloading programs . and textbooks with notions remotely connected, with. practice and life,
of overestimating the knowledge gained from books and
of underestimating the knowledge and education acquired
through political and social activities, in the course of the
ideological class struggle, in the productive work and scientific experimentation by the masses, and in the course of life
and practice.
During the popular discussion the large :rp.asses made many
valuable suggestions as to the revolutionization of the contents, methods, and structure of the school. Many contributions
to the discussion raised the need for placing physical and military traiiling along with and on the same level as lessons,
and for building .school work on the basis of the following
three elements: lessons, production work and . physical and
military training. They also underlined the necessity and
usefulness of the existence of a variety of schools, b~ginning
from the 8-year school, and of giving them a mass character.
Many ideas were put forward for the improvement of the
contents of lessons, above all, for the strengthening of the
Marxist-Leninist ideological axis and for the further improvement of the teaching and education methods.
As the great popular discussion developed, important
ideas were put forward for the further extension of the school.
·New ·secondary schools were opened in the villages,·
whereas in some cities and important work centres university
branches and filials of higher schools were opened. In this
manner, branches of the Pedagogical Institute, the Institute
of Agronomy and others were opened in some cities, and
branches of the university in some of the largest industrial
centres.
The criticism of the old system was conducted parallel
· with a systematic work for finding the most appropriate forms
of assisting the progress of education. To this end, the teachers
together with their students and pupils worked to discov;er
new forms and methods of linking lessons with practice. So
schools have been transformed into experimentation centres
alive with the creative .thinking of the masses. Scientific
experimentation and research for the most rational forms
of school work have become a method of all the teachers, old
and young, without exception. Every school, big or small,
has become a centre of study of these problems, with almost
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staff, with the participation of students and
on .studies and theses, many of them extendmg ov~r 2 or 3. y~ars. · The studies and theses are examined
by special commiss10ns and the pedagogical councils of each
school.
The pro_blems of the method and style of work have
aroused the mterest of the students, pupils and their parents
who have encouraged these experiments, too. The fact that
~he students an~ their ~arents are aware of the benefit accrumg from experim~tati~n .work, and the periodical analysis
of t~e results ~btamed m it, ~as raised their ideological format10n to a hLgh level, has mcreased their serise of duty
tow~ all. the prob'le~s of the school, and their ability to
part1c1pate m and contribute to the practical so'1ution of the
many and great problems. which our school faces today.
. Every school has its own experience. which grows
:1cher and is spread to th_e _others. The experience gained
m the course ~f the revolut10nary movements and actions
-Of the ~asses is analJ:sed and summed up in .conferences
and sessions, and considered something of extremelv great
value for: the progress of the work at the school. To this end
museums have been set up at schools, which carefully preserve do~uments connected with the revolutionary movements
and ~11 i_mportant. documents of the school which have to
do with its experience.
.
During the popular discussion for the revolutionization
of the school, the text-books of all subjects were analysed
thoroughly. Most valuable opinions for the improvement of
text-books, in conformity with the new demands were
ad;ranced by the participants in the discussion wh~ were
?mded by the principle that the contents of the text-books
IS one . of the principal elements on which the educational
wor~ is b~se~ .and that, without relying on correct ideo~ogical, scie:itific and pedagogi:cal principles, it is impossible t~ achie;r~ the communist education of the younger
generat10n. E?iti~~ groups, comprising teachers, pedagogues,
profess~rs, scientific workers and production workers of all
the regions of the country were set up in order to compile
about 500 new text-books for all the categories of 8-year
and secondary schools.
The line .of ~he masses was the guiding line in the process
of the comp1lat10n of text-books, it enabled the teachers,
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students and pupils and their parents to control all the work
done and to make their contribution. Every single chapter
of the new text-books was subjected to detailed analyses by the teachers and other working people, open discussions were organized on this subject, and the compilers
reflected all the valuable suggestions and criticisms on the
new text-books. Beside, every neiw text-book, before being
submitted to the Ministry of Education and Culture for
final approval, was given for discussion to a large circle
of specialists and teachers. They are constantly improved
and checked up against the latest achievements. Discussion
of text-books continues uninterruptedly in the press and
in the various meetings even after they are published.
The new text-books have a national character, reflect
the Albanian life, the democratic and revolutionary traditions
of the Albanian people.
They have been so written as to connect theoretical
knowledge with the practice of production. To this end.
various concepts, theories and laws in sc1entific and technical
text-books have been treated in close colllil'.lection with the
field of their application in life, practice, and production. On
the other hand, text-books, and in particufar those on technology, illustrate prdblems of production, the socialist industry
allld agriculture, and at the same time political, technical and
technological problems, the successes- achieved in these fields
and the development of the technical-scientific revolution in
Albania, etc.
So, the organization of this popular discussion was an
effective way of drawing the opinion of the large masses of
the people on the problems of the school. Apart from this,
the conclusions of the popular discussion were taken up
for analysis in one of the special plenums of the Central
Committee of the Party, in which the relevant decisions
were taken. At the end of 1969 the law on the new educational system was approved. This law is a summing-up and
concentrated expression of the farsightedness and. experience
of the working people, which were manifested during this
popular discussion.
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The new educational system and advanced system

a complete

The educational system approved in November 1969, as
a complete and adv~nced system, is a powerful weapon in the
?and~ of tpe workmg class for the formation of a people's
mtelhgentsia loyal to socialism and for the education of the
ym~nge1:' generation, which will carry the revolution through
to its fmal and complete triumph.
Based on the principles of socialist democracy, it is permeat~d through and through by the Marxist-Leni1nist ideological
a~i~ and dev,elops ,an the basis of the org.anic 'link of lessons
witn production_ work and ip'hysical and military training.
. The school system includes the pre-school education
forms, the general 8-year .education, the secondary education
and the higher education schools.
. The school system in Albania comprises the general educat10n for the school youth and the education for the workers
and peasants. It is giveri through a complete system of schools
of different categories, which are connected with one another
and extend constantly.
Under the l<;tw ?ri the new educational system, the
pre-sc.hool educat10n is. an organic link of the educational system; it has become general, but not obligatory.

.
The ~inal objecti:'e of the pre-school educational system
1s to achieve the social education of the children of the 3-6
years age-group; it ensures their physical and intellectual
development, endows them with the elements of communist
morality and prepares them to enter school. The pre-school
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education is giv.en through the network of kindergartens and
orphanages.
The 8-year education is the basic level of the educational
system; it is genera:J. and obligatory for all the children of
6. y~ars of age. The 8-year school, in g·eneral, is different and
divided from the secondary school. It comprises all the classes, from the first to the eighth, whereas the primacy school
no longer exists as such. This category of school imparts the
elemen!ary notions _of ideology, poUtics and mora[ity of
aestheti:s and physics to the school children, giving at the
same time a general culture to them, cultivating in them
the love and habits of work. Its aim is:. to enable them to
pursue the secondary school and to participate in the social
l~fe and. the socialist production. It implants in them the
first notions and elements of military training.
In comparison with the situation existing in 1938, the
number of pupils in the 8-year schools increased 10.3 fold,
and that of teachers in them increased 18 fold.
The lower technical-professional education and the secondary education are built, on the basis of the 8-year education. The former comprises the lower technical vocational
schools, national and local, full-time and part-'time, the various schools and courses of a mass character, apart from the·
regular educational system. These schools, which have been
opened in town and countryside, train workers for the needs
of the country. The aim of the lower technical-vocational
schools is to ensure the widespread of the elements of technical sdence, as the most appropriate form of raising the
technicail and vocational level of the workers and peasants.
In the part-time schools of this category the courses last two
years and give elements of theoretical knowledge to the
pupils.
. The Jower vocational schools, both full-time and parttime, are as a general rule, characterized by a relatively
narrow specialization. The training of qualified workers is
thus realized in the form of paid apprenticeship, a practice
which is. becoming more and more widespread in the country
not only as a component part of the regular system of education, but also as a suitable form of ensuring the new
qualified work force.
·
·The setting up of the full-time lower technical vocational
schools and the admission to a probation period, the training
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of the new. work force, are realized according to a state plan,
on the basis of the needs of the country's economy.
Secondary education is realized through the vocational
schools of different · profiles and the secondary schools of
general education. However, all the secondary vocational and
general schools have the same duration. The level of general
knowledge envisaged under the programs of the secondary
vocational schools is more or less of the same level as that
of the secondary schools of general education. A new feature
of this category is the marked polytechnical character of the
secondary school of general education and its linking with
the productive work.
. The new system encourages the extension of the profess10nal secondary schools, the industrial, agricultural arid construction schools· and other vocational schools of the sociocultural fields, the pedagogical, economic, financial, medical,
art, and other schools. They train middle cadres of about 70
sp~ci~liti~s indud~ng mechanics, electricity, radio and TV Tepair,
bml~mg, economics, medical service, theatre, music, teaching,
foreign languages, etc. And this at a time when before Liberation the few existing secondary schools trained pupils
only for 7 specialities.
The new . educational system promotes the development
of the part-time schools for workers and peasants, which
have been set up at the economic enterprises and agricultural
cooperatives, or on a district level. Such 4-year secondary
schools have only a narrow speciaEzation, and train pupils in
one or more branches.
· The secondary school of general education relies on three
components: lessons - productive work - physical and military
training. The tendency is to increase its polytechnical character, to link it closely with production, and make it distinctly different from the old gymnasium, inherited from bourgeois soci.ety, which was only for a privileged elite, fostered inteUectuahsm and careerism, the tendency to go through to
the higher studies at all costs, regarding this as the only means to dodge the direct work in production and to do only
office work. By finally .and definitely eliminating these shortcomings of the old school, the new school trains young revo1utionaries ready to do any job for the good of the Homeland
and socialism. ·
·
The secondary school of general education retains from
the former programs the main subjects of general culture. At
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the same time it has realized the linking up of the lessons
with work on the theoretical and practical plane for many
professions which have become widespread; arid there where
it is not possible, for one single profession, always in
conformity with the concrete conditions of the place where
the school is situated.
·
The productive work has been organized in all schools
of general education of the country~ In the schools which
do not possess their own production· base the students carry
out their productive work in an enterprise. They sit for
examinations both for the subjects of general culture and for .
their period of practice in production. At the same time as
the diploma the students receive a document which states their
qualification level as workers. The. enterprises are supposed
to give them a job once they have finished the school
Compared with 1938, in the school-year 1978-1979 Albania
had about 24.1 times as many secondary schools and 84.6
times as many students in them.
The structure of the school year in all the secondary
schools is as follows: six months and a half of studies (including two weeks of physical education), two months and a
half of productive work, one month of military training and
two months of holidays (the .first two grades have two months
of productive work and two months and a half holidays).
The creation of a single structure of the school year for
all the types of secondary schools, the tendency to raise
the level of general culture in the professional secondary
schools, the emphasis on the polytechnical character of the
secondary schools of general education and their ever closer
linking with the productive work, all these are important
innovations which, without affecting the diversity of the
secondary schools, on the whole, constitute an improvement
in the essence of the secondary education as a system, in the
contents of the teaching and educative work of our secondary school, in its structure and its methods.
In the secondary school the students acquire a solid
Marxist-Leninist formation, scientific and polytechnical knowledge, and on the bas-is of the organic unity of lessons with
productive work and physical and military training, reach a
theoretical level and gain practical habits whiCh enable them
to participate directly 'in social production, in the defence of
the Homeland, and to pursue higher studies.
The students, boys and girls, who finish the full-time se-
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condary schools of general or professional education, in town
and coutryside, have to go through an obligatory period of
one year iprobation in production work before they can
pursue higher studies. With the introduction of the period
of probation in production, our socialist pedagogy has opened
a new page in the world pedagogical .thinking.
.
The first place and the greatest part of the time of study
at school is justly devoted to the teaching of theory and the·
acquiring of the fundamentals of science. It is only on this.
basis that the younger generations can gain solid scientific and
professional knowledge. Apart from this, in the course of the·
four years of school, the linking of theory with practice, of
lessons with productive work, is realized according to the
program and structure of the school. This connection becomes.
still more complete with the introduction. of the probation
period in production, which is not just an appendage to but
an integral part of the theoretical formation of the younger·
generation.
·
During the probation period, the students do manual
work side by -side with the workers and peasants, on any·
front of production, but as a rule, in the sectors which correspond to the activity to which they are destined in the future.
The one-year probation, beginning from the graduation.
from the secondary school, is necessary because it is the only
way of educating and tempering the school boys and girls.
in the spirit of the working class and cooperative peasantry.
In this manner, the students are moulded as revolutionaries
and imbuded with .the qualities of the working class, they·
become aware of the great importance of social production,
accept the rule and discipline of production, take an active·
part in all the political, ideological and cultural activities
of the working people. Thus, the one-year probation in production is a real sieve through which pass all those who,
aspire to pursuing higher studies, because the. working class
does not permit those who have not shown their revolutionary qualities to become cadres and leaders. The probation
in production is a period during which the boys and girls.
from secondary schools submit themselves to the direct control
of the working class, through which and· with whose permission aJ.one fuey can pursue higher studies.
The objective of the Albanian school is to train a stratum
of intelligentsia which does not aspire to commanding posts,
but only to serving the ideology of the working class and'
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its state power with great devotion. During the probation
period of the students, the working class "has its say with
great authority and with a great sense of duty about who
amongst th€ probationists is worth militating in the ranks of
the people's intelligentsia, who is most loyal to the Party,
the people, and socialism.
.
The probation period is a brilliant expression of the
proletarian democracy in action, it enables the workers and
peasants, as the real masters of the country, to choose for
themselves the future higher cadres.
·
From .the desks of the secondary and higher schools come
out thousands of specialists who have their say in the work
for the direction and management of the economy and in the
socialist organization of labour. However, this cannot be
achieved inside of the laboratories and theatres of higher
schools. During the period of probation in production the pupil
and student acquires the qualities of the leader and organizer
which he will need in his future work as a medium or
higher cadre. In this context, the period of probation cons.titutes an important indispensable link in the .general formation of the specialists who will carry on the work of socialist
production.
.
.
The probation is an essential link which connects school
still more closely with the economic activity of enterpris~s,
with the needs and demands of production. It is an important
historical factor· in the development of educ;ation in the
People's Socialist Republic of Albania, for the consolidation.
of the dictatorship of the proletariat and for the further revolutionization of the school.
Higher education is given at the University and the
other full-time and part-time educational institutes. Part-time
school is one of the essential forms which makes this type
of education more massive and raises the theoretical and
scientific level of the workers and peasants. Admission to this
category of higher school is free for all those who along wiilh
their regular .work carry on studies, for those who have
finished secondary school. and who have done at least one
year of work in production.
.
The workers who graduate from· the part-time schools
must, as a general rule, complete one year of preparatory
studies in order to raise their scientific and technical level
to that required for admission to the corresponding higher schools.
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Before Liberation no higher schools existed in Albani&,
whereas today the country has the University of Tirana, seven
different faculties (for the arts, agriculture, pedagogy, etc.)
and branches of these faculties in various cities and districts so that the schools are as close to work and residential centres as !possible. Higher education has reached
such a level of development that today it is in a position to
fulfil all the needs of the country for higher cadres. In fact,
in the system of higher education cadres in more than 60
different specialities are trained.
The aim of the system of higher. education is to form
revolutionary specialists, imbued with the spirit of proletarian revolutionaries, who ·are ideologically and politically
moulded to respond to the demands of modern science and
technique and the development of the economy and culture
in Allbania, and able, on the theoretica:l and practical plane, to
work for society and to guarantee the defence of the Homeland.
The courses of study in the higher schools last 3, . 4 and
5 years. At the present stage these are tihe most suitable terms,
which enable most workers and peasants, and especially the
students of worker and peasant origin, to enrol in the higher
studies. The cycle of higher studies in the part-time system
is, as a rule, one year longer than those of the corresponding
branches of the full-time system.
The structure of the school-year in all the higher schools
and in their branches is the same: 7 months of lessons, 2
months of productive work, one month of military training
and 2 months of holidays.
Admission of students to higher schools is made on the
basis of the following fundamental criteria: political record,
progress in studies, result of probation in production,. and
conduct. As for the admission of students to the schools
of the ideological specialities, the political criterion is rigorously applied.
.
In order to be admitted to the higher schools, the students
must have the recommendation of the school coHective (induding the teaching staff, the youth organization), and the favourable opinion of the working collective at which the studer:t
has done his probation work. This is indispensable and decisive for admission to higher schools, part-time and fo.H-time.
The new system lays a strong emphasis on the mass
character of our educational system. This is achieved in two
ways: first, by increasing the number of students in the
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existing branches of the full-time education system, as well as
by setting up new branches and specialitie~;- and second, by
extending part-time school at the existing higher schools, as
well as by creating branches of the university and the faculties in the districts where there are no higher schools. ·
The further qualification of higher cadres is carried out
through the qualification and specialization courses which
are attended by those who have finished their hig4er studies
and have worked in production. In the future these courses
will be · further extended. In these courses the cadres of
different specialities deepen their knowledge.
Albania today trains in one year 12 times as many higher
cadres as it had in 1938. In 1980 the country had over 46,000
higher cadres.

The popular character of the educational
system in the People's Socialist Republic of Albania
The popular character of the Albanian school is expressed in the tasks and the role it has in the social, economic
and cultural life, and in its revolutionary contents and form.
It makes a primary contribution to moulding and educating
the new man with communist ideals, making him loyal to
the end to the cause of the Party, closely linked with the
working people, an unwavering fighter for the construction
of socialism and the defence of Marxism-Leninism. Man is
the decisive factor in all activities, however, the extent of
his role depends largely on his world outlook, his level of
consciousness, his cultural horizon and his technical-professional abilities. These are different aspects of the same process of education; however priority is given to the ideological,
political and moral education of the new man.
The new school plays a great active role in the struggle
for the economic and cultural development of the ·country.
In the conditions of the increasing mechanization and automation of production, our schools train enough workers and
cadres who are in a position to meet the expansion of production and capable of satisfying the needs of all the branches
of the ·economy and culture. It ensures the continuous raising
of the theoretical, scientific and cultural level of the working
masses and the working class in particular, making them ever
better prepared for playing a leading role in our socialist
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all fields of activity. From this viewpoint our schoo~ makes. a
growing contribution to the strengthening of the. d1ctat?rsh1p
of the proletariat and ensuring the cqmplete and fmal trmmph
of socialism, in our country.
.
·The new school plays an equally important role m the
progressive reduction and subsequent elimination of the essential differences between intellectual and manual wor~
so that this old division of labour ceases to exist and is
replaced by the form of organizi:ttion o~ p~oduction in. which
every one takes. part in productive activ1t1e~, and that work
in production serves each member of society and allows
him to develop his own physical and mental capacities in all directions and to use them to the best advantage of society. Of course, the essential distin~tio?s betw~en·
mental and manual work will be altogether hqmdated with
the transition to communist society. However, in ·Albania,
even at the present stage, effective measures have been take?
in order to narrow down these distinctions, and school is
one of the ·powerful levers to attain this objective. In fact,
the school serves the constant raising of the level of education and culture of the large masses, contributing, at the
same time to linking the school youth with manual work, the
integrating of the masses of school youth with ihe masses of
workers and ipeasants.
.
. _
The new school serves the progressive reduct10n, and
subsequently, the liquidation of the distinctions. between town
and countryside, between industry and agricul~ure, between
the working class and cooperativist peasantry; it enables the
younger generation to assimilate rapidly in practic~ a given
system of production and then to go over s~~c~ss1vely, according to the needs of society and the ab1hhes . of ea:h,
from one branch of production to the other, from mdustnal
activities to agricultural ones, and vice-versa; instead of reserving these sectors exclusively to the workmg. class and the
cooperativist peasantry, two different categories of people:
. townspeople and peasants.
.
.
.
The new school plays an important role m makmg the
defence of the Homeland and the gains of socialism secure
ao-ainst the threat of local enemies and against the danger
0 { foreign aggression. It educates the younger gene~a_tion
with the spirit of patriotism, so as to make great sacnf1ces.
even the supreme sacrifice, for the defence of the Homeland
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and socialism, while tempering them to grow physically strong
and militarily prepared. The realization of, the three components of our new school: lesson - productive work - physical and military training, constitutes one of the essential means
for ,ensuring the linking of the school closely with social
and political life, creates the conditions for the participation
of the school youth in all the revolutionary movements and
initiatives of the masses which continuously invigorate the
whole life of the country, and constitutes the implementation
of the militant slogan «We must think, work and live like
revolutionaries», in the educative work of the school youth.
The new educational system endows the school youth
with a sound cultural, scientific and polytechnical general
formation. In the Albanian school the organic link of lessons
with manual work, of theory with practice, is realized on .the
basis of the priority of theory over the work in production,
which, as an auxi1iary factor, ensures the idea-political tempering of the pupil and the' student in the course of productive
work, helps him to grow morally inflexible and physically
strong and healthy, and enables him to assimilate the style
and method of work of the working class, and its spirit of discipline. At sohool, without in, the least underreating the value
of practice and the illdispensability of the linking of theory
with practice, the greatest part of the time iS devoted to the
study of theory, science; the tendencies of self contentment,
practicism and narrow professionalism, which lead to the
underrating of the theory, the vulgar tendencies leading to
abstract and empty politicism, as well as the conservative
attitudes towards the achievements of science and modern
technique are combated, and ways and means are sought
to liquidate them
The combination of lessons with productive work constitutes an important means of education and revolutionary
ideological and moral tempering of the youth. The old bourgeois concept, according to which the school is exclusively a
place of instruction and education, has been fully rejected
and replaced by a new socialist concept, according to which
the school is a place of education and work.
The combination of lessons with woTk, of theory with·
practice, gradually 1ead to the polytechnization of the school, and
together, contribute to the narrowing of the essential distinctions between mental and manual work, . to the constant
raising of the cultural, technical and scientific level of the
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working _people and the staff of engineers and technicians.
The gradual polytechnization of the school also serves the
development of the technical-scientific rev?lution, the co:nplete construction of the material and .te~hm~al b~se of socialism :iu:l Albania. In this manner the d1stmct10ns m the vocation.ail, cultural and scientific and technical levels of the
workers of these categories, are reduced .
. The third component of the new school, following the
implementation of the new system of edu~ation, consists
in the physical and military training of the P1:1P1ls and_ students.
The Albanian school, as a weapon of the d1ctatorsh1p of the
proletariat and an element of the superstructure, has the task
of defending the Homeland. The school youth are trained
to handle weapons and become able soldiers ready to defend
the Homeland in all circumstances.

The mass character of the school
In the People's Socialist Republic of Albania more than
one fourth of .the population attends school. During the
school-year 1979-1980 about 722,000 people, or ~O . per cent
of the total population of the country, attended various schools.
This figure is 12.4 times greater than that of the y-7ar 1938.
If before Liberation only 5.6 per cent of the populat10n went
to school this figure today has reached 30 per cent. Almost
every fa~ily has one or more of its members going to school.
If the country continued to train its higher cadres at
the rates reached in King Zog's regime, it would' have taken
Albania more than 80 years to train the number of cadres
who now graduate from the higher schools in one ye~r.
The universities of a number of European countries have
centuries of history, whereas the University of Tirana has
only two decades of experience on its record. ~ow~ver, Albania has surpassed a number of «advanced» countries as to
the number of students in relation to its population.
The mass character of the Albanian school is even more
striking in the new system of education, which lays greater
stress on the mass character of education. With this new
system the whole of the country has been transformed. into
a school, into a great centre of study and education. It creates
favourable conditions for all the . wbrking people to go to
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.school, to study and experiment, to develop production abreast
with the achievements of science. This ·is a cultural and
educational revolution, which ·covers all walks of life.
The pronounced mass character of the Albanian school
is a phenomenon unseen before, as regards e:x;tension and
-range of its objectives. It will gradually raise the cl!ltural,
.scientific, / technical and professional level of all the masses of
the working people and the cooperativists to the level of secondary and higher cadres; it wiH bring a:bout the further
.extension of secondary schools to the countryside, and finally
include the greatest possible numlber of girls in the secondary
and higher schools, which will help in the work for their further emancipation.
The mass character of the school, as an impo.rtant question of principle, is connected with ideological, political and
social questions. It is directed towards the constant increase
-of the participation of the whole people in the complex political and social life of the country, the deepening of proletarian democracy, the uprooting of the dangerous ills .of
:bureaucracy, the gradual reduction of the distinctions between town and countryside, mental and manual work, the
prevention of the cn~ation of an eiit«~ of th~ «privileged»,
which is the cause and source of the emergence of revisionism.
In order to make education the real patrimony · of
the workers, peasants and their children, discrepancies in the
level of general culture given in the secondary schools of
various orientations have been eliminated, the practice of
competition for admission to higher schools has been abolished.
In Albania the schools are interconnected, and from the social
viewpoint, there is no discrimination in the educational system. Pupils and students are not divided into categories: some
·destined to remain workers or simple technicians and some,
the elected, the most capable, destined to become intellectuals and specialists of the higher skills. By rapidly imparting a mass -character to secondary education, and later to the
higher education, by creating secondary schools -of different
types, by ensuring a basic scientific level for all the secondary' schools of general education and for the professional
schools, by considerably extending the secondary schools and,
band in• hand with this, the higher institutes for part-time
studies, all the barriers which impeded the workers, peasants
and their children from attending the schools of their choice
have been overcome.
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The part-time vocational schools at the enterprises, and
the part-time _evening schools at the agricultural cooperatives
enable people of different professions and ages, young and
grown-ups, all those who for different reasons have not been
able to attend and finish full-time school, to attend courses
in these . schools .
Education for the adult population was set up as early as
the first months after the liberation of the country, and
became definite in the 1946-1947 school-year when evening
courses for adult workers were first opened. Later correspondence courses were also set up as a system. At the present
time, this type of education has grown extensively with
schools of different categories functioning ,regularly at every
enterprise.
Facili!ties for school attendance by the working people
are ,envisaged in a number of dispositions and special decisions.
The part-time schools and courses co-ordinate their time-table
with the working hours, so that the workers can attend studies
without harming their jobs. The evening or conespondence
courses are open three 1times a week.
By decision of the Council of Ministers, February 20, 1970,
for the revision and amendment of the previous dispositions,
the workers and employees, who attend evening courses. or
. correspondence courses in the secondary and higher schools,
work reduced hours - a 6-hours work-day without reduction
of pay, whereas those who attend the 8-year schools have a
weekly reduction of 3 hours' work.
The workers have the right to an extra paid leave to sit
for examinations:
- 3 days to sit for an examination for each subject of the
8-year :and secondary schools; the total leave cannot be extended beyond 15 days a year;
- 20 days to sit for examinations in the higher evening
schools, 8 days to sit for final examinations at the end of the
8-year school (both the outside candidate and the pupils of
the evening courses);
- 25 days to sit for examinations at the end of the year
of higher studies (correspondence courses);
- 8 days to sit for all the final examinations of the 8-year
school evening course;
- 25 days to sit for the state examinations and bachelor's examinations in the higher evening schools, and,30 days
for the defence of a thesis.
·~·l
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Besides this, the st.ate has opened catering and oth€r units,
such as bath~, laundries, etc -free of charge for pupils and
students. P~p:l? and students benefit. price reductions also for
cultural activ~ties. Apart from the bursary, which guarantees
food an~ lodgmg for the students and pupils, the state provides
a certam category of them with books and clothing free of

In the context of the measures for the, strengthening of
the mass character of the school, great efforts are made to
train thousands of teachers.

·Favourable conditions of study
The socialist state gives all the possibilities for the .wor~
ing people and their children to go to school. Education m
Al'bania is free :0f charge for all .categories of schools. The
state invests considerable funds in this sector. In faot, at the
present stage the state spend.s in four days as i;nuch as was
spent for the same purpose m the whole year m 1938. T~e
training of a cadre costs the state more than 24,000 leks m
the four years of his studies in the faculty.
.
.
The pupils and students pay no fees of any kmd, on the
contrary, many of them have state bursaries.
Under the anti-popular regimes of the past, the state
accorded just a ridiculous number of bursaries, and those
who benefited from them were, in general, the sons of the
rich, beys, aghas, big merchants. Only in extreme~y rare cases
could the sorui of the workers, or peasants benefit state burs.aries.
After Liberation, the socialist state, in its efforts ito promote education and to encourage the broad masses to att~nd
schools has continuously extended the system of bursaries,
so that at present thousands of higher school stude~ts and
about just as many pupils of other schools benefit state
bursaries.
.
In a number of· cities and work centres th,ere are ho~t~ls
in which the children of workers' and peasants large fam1hes
live and study. The hostels offer all. the p~ssibili.ties for .the
physical and moral development of children: iboardrng, lodgmg,
cultural and sports facilities, etc.
.
Amongst other things, the hostels cultivate the love of
work among the school children who carry out themselves
all the services in the dormitories and dining-halls.
.
·
In the distribution of bursaries, especially in the' agricultural specialities, priority is· give~ to the children of the peasants, especially to the young girls, and, .above all to the
children of the peasants living in the remote zon.es ~f the
country. After finishing school, they return to their .villages
and work in the profession for which they have studied.
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Gre~t attention is attached to the cultured recreation of
:r:>~ipils and students, through the organization of various
activit~·es for the ideologicai, cultural, artistic and scientific

.
the_

.I
'

e<lucat10ns of the youth.
·
On the gre~n hills ~ommanding the capital is nestled the
~tudent town, with the cmema ;palace, a spacious modern buildmg at the foo~ of the hHL It has a rich library, halls for conferences and ir:-door~ sports activities as well as a ibar. The
st~1de:r:~ orgamze dIScussions and meetings on social and
sci<:ntlfic problems there. The students' artistic groups carry on
their, regu~ar activities. The «Student-> sports club, which has a'
membership of hundreds of sportsmen and sportswomen, has
fre9-uently ?een honoured with medals and diplomas in the
various nat10nal sports activities.

The developme,nt of socialist democracy in the
Albanian school
The revolutionization of the school is connected with the
method of. direction of all school activities. Ill Albania the
bureaucratic .and technocratic concept that the education and
school are ~he exclusive field of the teaching staff has been
replaced· with the concept that the problems of the school
con~ern .the ent~re society and people. This principle is
realized m practice through the application of the worker
~ontrol and the_ line of ~he masses and the principle of socialISt democracy m handlmg all the questions related with the
P?Pular edu~ation, not only inside the school, but also in society .. In this manner the effective control of the working
class is ensured in this field, too.
.The Alb<:nian school is guided by the principle of democ:atic centralism. The strengthening of centralized state direction of. the educational system and the direc,tion of the school
by a smgle body does not exclude the line of the masses in
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this· field, on the contrary, it emphasizes the broad implementation of the line of the masses; it requires a broad partieipation of the school and student youth together with the
working masses in the management of the school. This is
realized according to democratic methods which make school
discipline a conscious discipline.
The deepening of socialist democracy in the Albanian
school is reflected in the measures for the democratization of
the internal school life, the revolutionization of the relations
between teachers and students, the enhancement of the role
of youth and young pioneers' organizations in the school, the
adoption of the mass labour actions as a method of education.
These measures, which go beyond the framework of the school,
make the school and student youth a r~volutionary motive
force in the whole life of the country. The internal life in the
Albanian school is directed by the norms of socialist democracy, the sitrengthening of the proletarian discipline, and the
spirit of initiative of the pupils and students, by the revolutionary collaboration between them and the teaching staff. In
this field, the establishment of correct relations between the
pupils and students, on the one hand, and their teachers, on
the other, has great importance. The pupil at school is not ·
regarded only as a simple object to be taught, but rather as
the subject of the whole process. of study and education.
Between the teachers and their pupils exist new work relations, free from the bureaucratic and formalist spirit. The
class-rooms and audftoriums are common places of debate iand
discnssion. The solution of many important problems concerning the teachers and the students, such as the program
of studies, individual work, examinations, etc is found through
common efforts.
Debates, often originating from a wall-poster, get underway in an anima,ted spirit in the enlarged meetings with the
participation of the teachers and pupils and students, and
often with guests invited to participate and contribute in the
discussions.
All the old programs of the higher schools of the country
were taken up for discussion and minute examination by the
collectives of students and their youth organizations. So, the
programs bear the stamp of the sugge£tions and requirements
of the students.
The pupils and students, together with their teachers,
discuss the methods of teaching and control of th2ir knowledge

,.

f

in a spirit of collaboration. After. the classes the teachers
i,isually draw the opinion of the pupils and students as to the
meth~d of the expl8:11ation of the new lesson, etc. Special consulta,t10ns are orgamzed and the suggestions of the pupils and
students are readily reflected on the work of teachers.
From. time to time the students make criticisms of the
conse~vative methods of teaching, the lectures written and
read_ m a stereotyped manner. Revolutionary, advanced sug~estions a:r;d pr~posals have been advanced by the students
m connect10n with the ~riteria of the -control of knowledge.
01.d forms of control, which only skim over phenomena, which
fail •to assess _th~ fundamentql knowledge acquired by the
st1;1dents. and i:_:iup1ls, but which only serve to overload their
mmd with fut~le ~d negligible facts, have been discarded.
. . The orgamzation and orientation of the school life, mainly
rn ..t~e. s~condary and .higher schools, is based on the spirit
of imfaativ~ of the pupils iand students. They express this con~
cret~ly dunng t?e classes and after classes at the· hostel and
outs1~e school, m all their school activities. It is they who
orgamze control of school attendance, who ensure the cleanliness of the school and its environment, care for the common
prop~r~y of the school, organize cultural, artistic and sports
~c~i.vi~les, etc. The school life is organized on the basis of the
m~t~ative of the ~upils a?d students in a sound revolutionary_·
sp~nt of cooperation, umty and solidarity, communist friendship among them, and between them and all the teaching and
administrative staff of the school.
Th~ principle .of ini±iative is expressed in the fact that
the P1:1p1ls and students thems-elves elect theiT representatives to
the. different levels of school life on an organizational, pedagogical, . cultural and political plane, without encroaching on
the attnbutes of the state organs. This increases the role and
activity of the youth and pioneers' organization in the school.
An example that illustrates this phenomenon is the University
of Tirana.
The «Student Town» attached to the University is administe~ed by the central council of students, which is a r-epresen..,
t~tive body of .the students of each department of the University. Its duty 1s to raise the problems of th~ students and to
take back to them the important decisions taken by the
council of t~e department. As a general rule, the secretary
of t~e. comm~ttee of the youth organization of the department
participates, m the quality of the representative of the youth,
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in all the meetings of the department. Frequently the department takes important decisions· on the basis of proposals made
by the students in the meetings of the youth organization.
The goal of all these measures and innovations is to raise
the level of the students' formation, to raise still higher the
level of consciousness of the students, their self... control and
discipline in the work for the acquisition of knowledge.
The deepening of democracy presupposes the strengthening of proletarian discipline at work both on the part
of the teachers and the pupils and students. The introduction
and 1?trength~:ming of such discipline requires the development,
in the highest level possible, ·of criticism and self-criticism
in the masses of teachers, pupils and students; as well as the
strengthening of general control on the school work.
In this context, strengthening of the links between the
school and the parents of pupils and students is of great
impnrtance. Parents are invited to take active part in the
discussion of various problems. They make their contribution
to the various fields of school life, to make sure that the
school advances, and their children make progress.
In Albania all the problems of the students and the youth,
in general, are ·solved in the conditions of the complete harmonization of the social interests with the individual interests
of the students and the youth.
The Allbanian students, after graduating have no problem of employment. They are often given a joib even before
having definitively graduated, because the needs of , the
people's economy for qualified cadres are continuously increasing. Construction work is going on all over the country.
The insecurity about the possibility of finding a job at the
end of their studies which torments all young people and
students in the capitalist countries, is an unknown phenomenon
in Albania.
.
During the 5th Five-year Plan education has further
developed, about 30 inhabitantS in every 1,000 attended school
in 1975, the class proletarian spirit and the revolutionary educartion of ,the school youth have been strengthened through the
implementation of the three components of the new system
of education: lessons, productive work, physical and military
training.
In the years of the 6th Five-year Plan (1976-1978) a new
and important step forward was made in the development of
education. The number of pupils and students, of kindergart.:
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ens and schools increased. The deepening of the process of
the revolutionization of the school, according to the line of
the Party, for the formation of the new revolutiona'l'y man,
endowed with a Marxist-Leninist materialist outlook, devoted
to the cause of the revolution and socialism and ready to
serve the ip~ople and the Homeland everywhere he is needed
and called upon, has b€en the main task of our school.
Tul the 6th Five-year Plan the mass character of the school
was further deepened. As for the 8-year school, the objective
has been to ensure its regular attendance 'by the pupils
and at the same time· to raise its qualitative level. The secondary school, especially the vocational one, has assumed a
more extensive character. Lower vocational school and
qualification courses witnessed further development, training
more qualified workers neede4 in the different branches of
the economy, especially in agriculture, the mines, the oil industry, geological services and construction. Apart from this,
the training of the higher cadres has been realized in conformity with the needs of the present and future in the various
branches of the economy and culture and dependent on the
possibilities of the state.
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Chapter six

CULTURE
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Culture is the total pattern of
erial and spiritual values created and developed by mankin
ver its history.
Every people, regardless of numbers, contribute o w.""""""""~~
of world culture. In the course of their existence and. --~~c----
ment ,in the\ centuries, our people, small in numbers as t ey
are, still . have written indelible ipages in the great book
of the material and spirituat culture of the Reoples, which
is preserved and enriched by the generations.
·
The ancestors of the Albanians and those peoples who inhabited the territories which from ancient times were the
{)'
cradle of world culti:re,. use~ their c:ulturail. . patrimony
as ·e means of commumcat10n with the neighbourmg peoples.
YV
Plying the seas on their light. crafts, the Illyrians e.xchang~ ed with them not only material values b.ut also their songs
~c.
and .dances, all the g.reat patrimony .. which permitted them
~'-{~to be understood by them and to form links of friendship with
J:'~' them.
··.
~( .
In the Balkans and beyond its territory there a:e n~mer
'~
ous elements coming from the culture of the ancient mha~ ~~ c1'""bitants of this territory. And inversely, the Albanian culture
;X~ has borrowed many motives from the culture of other peo~
· ples.
The exchange of cultural values, the reciprocal loans of
the best realizations of the . progressiv:~__ peoples' -cultJ,IT_e, a
conveyer of lofty social ideals,--i~ ~Cj:lrocess i:n,h_erent in. the
development of culture. Culture, its most remarkable achievements in the material and spiritual fields, cannot remain a
monopoly of some people; they are a~.ways put in the service
cf mankind and contribute to its progress.
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Today, nearly four decades after the overthrow of the
exploiting classes, the Albanian people have been working for
the building of soci;:tlism, the creation of a new culture, the
great art of socialist realism, of a national form and socialist
content. This opens _great ~erspectives of cultural exchanges
between our people and the progressive peoples all over the
world. And this not only because of the favourable· political
and social conditions that have been created after the popular
revolution, which have given a powerful impulse to the creative genius of the masses, to the qualitative and quantitative
development of culture, but also' because of its contents. Our
socialist culture is imbued with the progressive ideals of our
epoch, the ideals of the liberation of human society of all
oppression and exploitation, the ideals of the construction of
a classless society, which opens infinite horizons to the allround development of society and the individual. Socialist
culture in Albania has a profound class and internationalist
character. Its ideological base is Marxism-Leninism. Therefore,
it is very close to the broad masses of working people all
over the world and v·ery easy for all of them to grasp.
Besides, the Albanian socialist culture, in the course of
its development, has relied on the achievements of the past
generations and their contribution to the treasury of the progressive national and world culture. It appropriates the best
cultural and artistic creations, those which, from progressive
and democratic positions, express the aspirations and dreams
of the many generations of our country and those of the other
peoples. These borrowings, of course, are not decisive in determining the features of our new culture, or its existence,
they only make it richeL
Howev·er, these favourabl·e premises to the extension of
cultural exchanges between the Albanian people and the
other peoples of the world, have been darkened by the social, political and ideological aims of the ~eactionary classes
and groups in power in the other countries. Their aims are
opposed to the internationaHst character which the cultural
contacts amongst various peoples must have. Behind the slogan of the <<fl'ee Circulation of cultures» are hidden old
ambitions, plans of assimilation, which the reactio:i;iary circles
concoct against Albania, and which are combined with the·
anti-socialist plans aimed at turning the wheal of history
backwards. This is why, in its policy of cultural exchanges,
the people's power in the PSR of Albania has always been
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guided by the , class principles and has never opened its
doors to the penetration of the decadent modern culture
and art. On the contrary, it has declared war on them all, and
this is part of the uninterrupted ideological struggle which
Marxism-Leninism wages against 'its enemies on the ideological front.
In the report to the 7th Congress of the PLA, ·Comrade
Enver Hoxha pointed out, «The Party has shown constant
care that culture, literature and art develop· in a pure and sound
atmosphere, that they follow the revolutionary transformations of the country step by step and steadily strengthen their
.socialist content, their militant character, their popular spirit
and their national features, .. True art strengthens its innovatory features and achieves a high artistic level when
it embodies a revolutionary content and is guided by the
communist ideals. Therefore, the continuous strengthening
of proletarian partisanship !'emains a basic task for the development of our culture and art, for their advanee on the
road of socialism... With its revolutionary ideals and its
objectives of serving socialism and the people, our arts of
socialist r,ealism towers above the degenerate decadent, bourgeois and revisionist art, counterposes itself to its reactionary,
pessimistic and capitulationist philosophy. Literature and the
arts in the Soviet Union have been placed under the complete
·domination of the new bourgeoisie, and the writers and artists
~have turned into a caste in the service of the counter-revolu.1 ) tion and the chauvinist and expansionist policy of Soviet
~\Wt- social-imperialism. Negation of the major social problems,
J themes of .disillusionment and bourgeois humanism, complete
renunciation of the positiv·e hero, lack of any revolutionary
~~.U perspectiv,e, are characteristic· of the :revisionist literature
F;W':~~ and the arts. . .
.
jW,. ~
Our socialist culture has never shut itself away in its
ii tJfD.~.j~national shell. It has profited. from th.e ~est ach.ievements of
~ V, :'t> progt.essive world culture, and on its part, being the bearer
~~~,~~f our.. people's ideals of freedom, indep. en.· dence. and. · s.ocialism, it has been and is close to other peoples as well.»
~
. SI_>iritual culture is !1-~ways the ~ultur~. of-~ g_iven eJ?OCh,
\JJ ·Of a given people and a given class m-a given social environment. In the society with anta.gm1!§tic classes; a· single, common culture has not and· could not have existed. Being the
eflection · of the· various conditions of the life :and class
tr~uggle,
~culture ®i~.eyit~blf has. a clas.s .cha;acter. Therefore,
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in every state with antagonistic classes there exist two cultures: on the one hand, the culture of the oppressed and the
exploited who aspire towards freedom and progress and who
fight for the ideals enunciated by the culture to which the
future belongs, and on the other hand, the culture which expresses the ideas of the Tuling classes and which, as such, has
an anti-humanitarian and anti-popular character. Comrade
Enver Hoxha has 'said: <<Not only have we nothing to learn
from this culture, not only have we no reason to introduce
it into the masses and the youth, but also we must reject it
with scorn and fight it with determination.»
«We have always appreciated the 'revolutionary, progressive and revolutionary art of other peoples,» says Comrade
Enver Hoxha, <<'botl;i of the past and of the current century.
We shall also profit from it in a criitical manner, because this
is useful to the cultural development of the masses, to their
ideological. and aesthetic education and to the formation in
them of tastes that resist the degenerate and vulgar bourgeoisrevisionist influences. Only the revolutionary progressive and
democratic culture and art should be the object of cultural
· exchanges between peoples.»
The cultural exchanges between the PSR of Albania and
the other countries and peoples are the object of the activity
of a number of organizations and state and social institutions
in Albanda. ·
.
r
The Albanian people, small in numbers, bu r~t in spiritual wealth, after centuries of oppres ·
~lbitation
and a life of poverty, always enc·
by ehemies~t ready
to defend at the cost of t .. _oQd their honour, fre~dom and
independence, th ·
ultural and spiritua-1· patrimony, have
known ho~to break the defying silenoe with which they
havTibeen surrounded, and they have succeeded in making
themselves heard in the history of mankind.
Thanks to the ·far-sighted policy of the PLA, Albania
today enjoys a great prestige in the international arena; it
has friends and well-wishers· all over the world; friends who
respect it and extend to it the hand of militant friendship
and revolutionary solidarity.
The development of education, culture, science, the arts
and sports in the PSR of Albania has created ever better
conditions for the uninterrupted development of cultural relations with other countries.
As an a~tive member of the great international com-.
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munity, the Albanian people are interested in the development of the creative thought in the field of art, culture arid
science; they benefit from the development of world culture
in order to enrich the fund of their national culture and with
their talent and work they make thei!r own contribution to
' the treasury of world culture.
The People's Socialist Republic. of Albania develops cultural exchanges with a number of countries.

The ancient cultural traditions of
the Albanian people
The archaeological finds in Albania are used not just to
add to the list of catalogues. On the first place, they serve to
confirm the inexhaustible tal·ent and genius of the people in
the past, to give fresh proof of the existence of the Albanian national traditions, they are ever fresh testimony to the
or.iginality of our people;s culture.
For a long time in the past and even today in its efforts
to negate all merit to Afbanian people, bourgeois science has
belittled the history of the Albanian people and ignored the
resolute struggle they have waged in the centuries for independence and freedom. For centuries on end reactionary
circles have denied Alibania the right of existence as a
state, and have disregarded the spiritual and cultural patrimony of its · people. In the opinion of the bourgeois
authors Albania is a r·egion peopled by ignorant and savage
mountain tribes.
These absurd theori€s were concocted in order to justify
and ~<argue» the aggressive policy of the imperialist powers
towards Alibania, «to prove» the need for them to impose
their tutelage on Albania in order to encourage its development and progress. All this was a desperate effort to replace
the A1banian national !Patrimony with an alien ·way of
life, to assimilate the Albanians as a nation. This is quite
apparent in the work of a number of foreign archaeological
expeditions during the obscurantist regime of Ahmet Zog. Facts
show that the Italian expeditions were guided by political
aims rather than scientific motives.
The- Italian fascist archaeologists did nothing to show
to the world the beauty of the ancient monuments con.erved
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in the Illyrian territory, but only s~nt them ste~lt~~ly to
Italy to fill their museums and to give more cre_d1:b1hty to
their utterly erroneous thesis about «the Roman ongm of the
culture of the Albanian people». Their aim was to make the
others believe that, if the Albania~ territory had .valuable
monuments of ancient culture, this ·was only an imported
culture. Misinterpreting the results of the various finds, ~he
official propaganda of Mussolini tried to prove that the IHyrian
tribes were culturally backward, that only the Romans ~ad
brought to their territory a real· culture, ru:d that followmg
the example of ancient Rome and_ later _v~n;1ce, the allege~ly
only promoters of progress in this «pn~mtive land», fascist
Italy undertook the «Salvation» of Alba_ma. .
The inflexible resistance to the idelog1cal pressure of
the imperialist powers, as well as the struggle for the preservation and development of national traditions an~ culture,
have always been linked with the moveme?t for national and
~ocial liberation. In the course of ce_ntunes of struggle for
freedom and independence, the Albaman has used the sword
and foe pen, the rifle and the book. .
The walls of ancient castles, amphitheatres, and temples
are not only wonderful tourist sites. They bear witness to
the development of the arts •and culture during the years of
the people's power, and reject all att~mpts on ;he par~ of
foreign occupiers to negate the Albaman !Peoples contribution to the treasury of world culture. These traces of
ancient culture stand in strong defiance to all the attempts
of the imperialist powers at assimilating the Albanian people
who have resisted them successfully and have completely
rejected the myth of the incapacity of the Al~ani~ns .to deve~op
independently. They are also a source of mspirat10n, which
strengthens their confidence in their own forces for the .development of their creative fa~ulties .. T~e struggle ag~1~st
the harmful foreign influences is an md1spensable cond1t10n
for the existence and development of national culture, because
the spread of these influences creates a smothering atmosp~ere
for the development of the national arts and culture. V1ceversa, the strengthening of the national . character helps
resist harmful foreign influences, impedes their spread and bars
the road to their penetration, excludes .the possibility of the
development of decadent modernist trends. Hence, gre~t
importance is attached to the safeguarding of the .cultural_t~ad1tions and to the raising of the socialist and national spmt of
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our art and literature higher. In Albania this question is seen
~ot only as a simple problem of methods, but also as an
important political question,_ which directly concerns the
freedom and independence of the Homeland, and the develop.,.
ment of a profoundly socialist culture and art.

Archaeological finds
ArchaelogiCal finds, especially those of the more recent
date, are testimony to the ancient cultural traditions of the
~
Alban_ian peopl~, whose material culture is just as aneient
}
and nch as their centuries-long history. The most influential
~ types of _culture of antiquity have developed on the territory
· ;,,, ~ of Albania and have left their traces on it.
'
"
The territory · of Albania has been inhabited from the
palaeolithic, and its inhabitants have lived through the events
j Q! that have taken place in the Balkans and South-eastern Eu~
rope. The Illyrians had seen times of economic and culturai
-~
prosperity. From ancient times the cities of Buthroton
Apollonia, Aulon, Dyrrachium, Onchesmos, etc in the mariitim~
f~
regions and the cities'of Scodrinon, Lissus Phoinike Amanthia
.
etc i~ the interior, prospered on Albani~n territo;y. The ex~
\
cavations made so far have brought to light numerous mo-.
...... . . _ _ n~ments, temple i~cLcolumns with chapels of
--...::
ferent
es, %eatres and staru'ums which could accomr:ioda .e housands o sp
,
,
asiums, public places,
hbrari-es, etc. A gre~t number of inscriptions, hearing various
names, and other obJects of Illyrian origin have tbeen uniearthed. All this proves the existence of an IHyrian culture older
than the Greek and Roman cultures and having an indisputaibl-e influence on them.
' ·
In the recent years, besides the prehistoric site of Maliq
which is situated in the South-eastern Albania other inha~
bited centres, .~me in the Tten village, on the' edge of the
Pr~spa e Vogel La.ke, another in Kamnik, in the Kolonja
reg10n, have been discov-ered. At Tr.en the archaeologists have
fo;ind traces of .life from the Bronze Age up till the Early
Middle Ages. Pamted. vas-es of terracota found in these sites
prove this quite amply. The manufacture of vases was the main
tr~de of t_he Dassaretes, _an Illy~ian tribe peopling this region.
At Kammk, the recent excavat10ns have thro-wn light on the
links between this settlement and that of Maliq. And again
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it was the Dassaretes who set up the Lin settlement on the
west coast of the Ohri Lake near Pogradec. Built in the beginning of the 1st millennium before our era, it was inhabited up
till the Early Middle Ages. Amoµgst other finds, worth men-.....
tioning are .~ mosaic floors of great artistic value disco- 5
vered in a palaeo-Cfinsiian basilica.
~:r
North-west of Pogradec, in the outskirts of the Selca vil~'\
lage, numerous tr-aces of another ancient IllJ!ian settl~m~nt
have been found. Numerous archaeological obJ·ects, cons1stmg ~' ,
mainly of fragments of va.ses. of the v_ arious historical periods,
whole vessels; craters, amphoras, bronze objects, fibulae, iron
:.f.
spear-heads, as well as coins minted in Dyrrachium and Ma- ~..;
•
cedonia, dating from the 3rq and 2nd centuries before our era ~- ,
have been discovered. Other decorative objects, manufactur~d
~~
·with skill and taste, which speak of the development of handi- ':-::"' ~
crafts in this re_gion, were. al._so found_ th_ ere,
five.
;.
have been discovered, am9ngs.t them . the most 1mportant is ~ -~
that known as number 4 tomb, which is completely hewn ,~ \-s:;
m the rock. The exterior of the tomb i.s decorated with .._,
eight Ionic columns with capitals. On the right-hand side, i.n
the space between the first and·· the second column, there is .
. .....
a relief casque under a bull ~eaq, an? to the le.ft, bet~een the '"' ~ ~ •
first and the second column, a -typically Illynan _sl].ield. T.he
natne of the new settlement has not yet·-beert identified, but
there is every indication to -believe. that this settlement must
be the Illyrian city of Pelion.
_
.
In the vicinities of Petrela, situated a few kilometres
south of Tirana, tracts of the walls of another unidentified
· Illyrian settlement show abov-e the ground. Besi~-es the ancient
encircling walls, other important objects, foundat10ns of houses
with sev•eral divisions, the hearth of a chimney piece and a
monumental fountain have been found.
The best conserv-ed parts of the encircling wall consist of
two towers situated at the south and north extremities of the
city. The south tower, 58 metres long an? 12 metr~s wi_de, represents the most important construction standmg m the
citadel. The walls reach as high as 7 metres and have been
built of 10 rows of stone blocks 0.85 metres high, and 2.30
metres long. These blocks have been so perfectly arranged that
in many cases it is very difficult to distinguish the connec-1
tion. .
.
·
Excavations have been going on for several years m. a
cemetery in the region of Kukes, in North-eastern Albania,
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a region which in the ancient time was part of the territory of
the Illyrian tribe of the Dardanians. The archaeologists have
found that the tumuli of this region, judging from the manner
of construction, the interment and fune:ral objects, have
everything in common with the other monuments of this kind
discovered in Albania. This proves the cultural and ethnical
peculiarity and unity of the Illyrians, and shows the futility
of the efforts of some foreign archaeologists to present the
Illyrians as a population of heterogenous ethnical and cultural
composition.
The excavations made - in tJhe course of years in the
ruins of foe ancient city of Jerma, in the vicinity of the Saraqinisht village, in the region of Gjirokastra,. caff special attention. Research and the finds made in this village permit the
archaeologists to identify the name of this ancient City: Anti·gonea. It is situated on two hillocks, which constitutes a
particularity in the fortified settlements of the Illyrian cities.
The work carried out in this place shows t'hat this city
of South IHyria has also had a great economic, social and
cultural development from th~~to tl.e ~century. Extending ovel[' 45 hectares, this city--1.nust have been one of the
principal centres of the region.
The ruins of another city, the mediaeval centre of Darda,
·situated in the valley of lower Drin River, east of Shkodra,
have become an important excavation site. Two concentric
walls, which encirded the city, still subsist in a clear tract,
and buildings and streets, although ravaged by the five centuries of Ottoman occupation, can be seen clearly. The
excavations have also brought to light other objects, such as
vases of terracota, decorative objects, work tools, coins, etc.
Next in importance to the objects found in Maliq, the
archaeological finds of Tren are substantial support for the
thesis according to which the Illyrians are autochthonous in
the Balkans. New data confirm that the illyrlans had settled
"in the Albanian territory during the first millennium before our
era and, above all, that their urban culture must be regarded
as the superstructure of a slave-owning society. AH these elements are new proof that the Illyrians were never Romanized,
that the Albanians are the descendants of the Illyrfans and
nave inhabited this territory without interruption.
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Thousands of new dwelling houses are built every
year in city and country.

A new hotel in
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Outstanding figures

Kruja, monument dedicated to Skanderbeg, our National
Hero, who in the 15th century organized in Kruja the
legendary struggle of the Albanian people against .
t~-e Ottoman invaders.
Pogradec, a picturesque health resort on the shore of the
Ohri Lake over 700 metres above sea level.

Ii

The Albanian people, like all the other peoples, by developing their national culture and art, have made their
contribution to the treasury of world culture. Though relatively small in numbers, they have produced many people
who have distinguished themselves in the field of arts and
letters, in science and philosophy.
In the conditions of foreign occupation, a number of outstanding men, in whom Albania takes pride, were forced to
emigrate to foreign countries, where ·they have left immortal
works testifying to their talent and skill.
The Early Middle Ages in Albania was characterized by
a vigorous development of cities. Many castles, palaces, towers
q.nd fortified works werre built at that time. Albania was the
birthplace of distinguished master builders. Architecture and,
parallel with it, sculpture and painting, which, as in the other
countries of Europe, werre complementary to it, rose to new
heights. The renown of the Albanian master builders sp["ead
beyond the borders of the country, they were much sought
after in the Balkans for the construction of churches, monast·er1es, bridges and fortresses.
·
The names of many ancient Albanian masters have remained unknown, because at that time works of a;rt were
generally unsigned. However, the names of certain Albanian
artists who excelled in their activity, have survived. In 1295
master Progon Zguri supervised the building of the churches
of Saint Clement and Saint Mary in Ochrid. By the end of
the 14th century Pjeter Dahni directed the construction of
several monumental buildings in Shkodra. The archives of
this period make mention of the outstanding masters Radovani
and V1adanji, who worked on several buildings which are
still standing on the coast of Dalmatia.
Among the many Albanian masters of this time, the.
architect Miho Tivarasi :;i.nd the sculptor Andrea Aleksi were
most remarkable.
Information about th.e life and work of Miho Tivarasi
is very scanty and insufficient to construct his biography. He
lived in the 14th Century and the only sure thing that can be
said of him is his origin, which the Dalmatian historians themselves admit to be Albanian, and his burial place.
Miho Tivarasi is the architect of the monastery of Ragusa,
27 -· 117 A
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which is consindered among the finest specimens of architec- .
ture in Dalmatia.
,
.
For many years Andrea Aleksi collabor~ted ~ith the
Italian master Nicola Fiorentini. Traces of this fruitful collaboration have been discovered in Zara, in some portals of
great beaµty, as well as . in Tremiti, where the statues,
lunettes, reliefs and festoons of the facade of the church of
Saint Mary are said to· be his work.
·
.
The activity of Andrea Aleksi, stret~hing ~ver a period of
s.ixty yea!l.'s, proves that he is not ~ figure m vo~ue . for a
given period but one who has made himself a plac~ m hIBtory ·
Five centufi.es after this artist adorned these reg10n~ of Dalmatia and Italy with his works, his name has survived and
his glory has not diminished.
.
. The list of the Albanian artists and masters of this. epoch
is not limited to the above mentioned v:r:1~mes. A~cordmg to
the Dalmatian historian, Professor Gelecic, only m the 14th
Century one region of Northern Albania produced more than
forty remarkable painters. «Many are the. works,» he. saY:s,
«which today are attributed to the Dalmatians, but wiluch m
fact have been produced by the Albanian masters.»
.
All these Albanian artists did not emerge from nothm%,
they were not the product of accident, but. were formed i_n
the local tradition. Their great number~ testify to the flourishing of the arts in Albania. during this epoch. The strug~le
of the Albanian people agamst the Ottoman hO!l.'de~, which
went on for about one hundred years (1385-1479) rumed the
prosperous towns and nearly all the monuments of the coun·
.h Ott
t
After the occupation of the country by t. e · omans, mos
of those ~lbanian artists who coul.d not. emigrate, were taken
to Constantinople to rebuilt the rumed city. Among them _was
the master Kristodoklo from Berat, who ~as surn~med Sir:an
Aga. The sources of the time ni.ake m~nt10n of him as ben1:g
the architect in charge of the constru~ioY). wo~k of th_e <<Yemdjami» and of the buildings around 1t. In th1~ epo~h, Hoxha
Kasem distinguished himself, too. Helped by his ass1st~t and
feHow~ountryman Meremtc;i Mustafa Aga, . he 'bmlt . the
grand monument of «Valide Sultaniye» near t~e Galata Bridge.
Sedef Qar Mehmet (Bic;a:kc;i), from Elbasan, is the . author of
the mosque near the splendid fountain of the Hipp?dron:e
(«Atmeydan») . square and of many remarkable bmldmgs m
Mecca.
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The Albanian masters built many hydraulic works in
various regions of the Balkans. As the prince of Moldavia
Dimitri Cantemir writes, <<a glance at the aqueducts of Istanbul is enough to convince one of the skill of the Albanian
masters».
After' the occupation of the country, a number of outstanding Albanians left their country to settle in Dalmatia or
Italy. Three generations of Albanian artists distinguished
themselves in the «golden age» of Venetian architectu['e and
sculpture and among ·them «the dinasty of the Albanesi of
Urbini» played a very important role in the intellectual, artistic and political life of Italy for more than two centuries.
Into this family were born several tenowned sculptors and
archit·ects, such as Francesco Albanese ·and his sons Giovanni
and Gerolamo, and his grand.son Francesco, who embellished
Vicenza, Padova and Venice with their works.
There are no reliable data about the life and activity of
Francesco. ·Giovanni was born in 1573, and received his
first lessons from his father. In the beginning of hiS career
he worked with the celebrated Palladio. He finished the works
of his master, the splendid startues which adorn the lodg'es of
the Palladian basilica, as well as the staircase leading up to it.
Giovanni produced the statues of the Capella del Rosario di
Corona and the statue St. Joseph for the altar of «Saint
Lawrence» in the cathedral, as well as two stone columns with.
the coat of Venice on the great square. Among the numerous
Venetian construtions of Giovanni, worth mentioning are the
Oratory of the Servites, the arch of triumph at the feet of the
staircase leading to Mt. Beriicho. In 1619, again in Venice, he
carved five statues for the facade of the cathedral of Saint
George.
Gerolamo worked on a series of sculptures of a mythological and religious character, most of them in the palaces of
Vicenza, and others in the Pruladian basilica modelled after
the image of classical temples on the top of a hill in the
outskirts of the town. Besides sculptural ornaments, Gerolamo
designed. the Oratory of the Gonfalonieri in the .cathedral,
which he decorated with various· reliefs.
The inhabitants of Venice highly appraise the work of
these remarkable artists. They compare them to Phidias and
Polycletes. On their sarcophagi in the cathedral of San LOrenzo, where the most illustrious citizens of the rtown ·were
buried, there is the epitaph «Ille alter Phidias; hie Policletus
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erat» (One was another Phidias, the other was another Polycletes).
Among the sculptors of Albanian origin worth mention;ng
is also Aleks Tarketa, who in 1480 carved one of. the altana
· of the cathedral of Milan (<<Altare albanese»).
· In the art galleries of Italy there are numerous paintings
of another Francesco Albanese (16th century) from Kelmend
(Northern Albanian - a master surnamed «the Anac!'eon of
painting».
It is during this epoch that many Albanian humanists
carried out their activity in several. European cities; they
distinguished themselves iri. different fields of literature arid
scioenoe. ·Let us mention among ithe others, Marin Barleti,
the first known biog·rapher of Skanderbeg; Marin Be~ikemi
(1468-1·526), still known as «Marino di Scutari», author of
numerous Latin works arid treatises, professor pf rhetoric
and literature in Venice, Brescia, Padova and Ragusa. Another
Alban'ian humanist, Gjon Gazulli, won renown in Ragusa
.as a cultural and political figure, as well as a mathematician
and astronomer. After graduating the faculty of «liberal airts»
in iPiadova, he maintained his thesis for Q.oc.torsh!i:p before a
jury including two Alibanians, Gjergj Gaspari and Friar Andrea of Durres. He won great fame in Dalmatia, Italy and
Hungary. Among the Albanian humanists, the name of Leonik
Tomeu (1456-1531), titular of the chaior of philology in Padova,
draws particular · attention. He produced a great number of
literary, philosophic, historical and other works, which show
the breadth and· depth of his knowledge. His compatriot
Maksim Artioti also distinguished himself among the students of the same faculty. After a temporary residence in
several Italian towns, at the invitation of Ivan iJhe Terrible
he settled in .Moscow, where he excelled as a journalist, writer,
Latinist, and Hellenist, as translator of num€rous philosophical,
theological and other writings.
The Turkish occupation brought about a break in all the
Cl!rtistic and cultural life of the country, although it did not
succeed in stifling the artistic talent and the creative capacity
of the Albanians. Little by little, the Albanian towns rose
from their ruins. In the 16th century remarkable works of
medieval art were still being produced. Such are, for example,
the paintings of Onufri of Elbasan, those of Nikolla, his son,
and of his collaborator Gjon. Worth mentioning are also the
paintings of Dhimitri of Lin, of Mihal of Jerma (1662), and

later, the paintings of David Selenica and his assistant, Kristo
(1726),. as well as those of the brothers Kostandin and Athanas
Zografi.(1744-1783)? who, at.t_he same time as the other' artists,
kept ahve the anc1e~t trad~t10n of Albanian wall painting in
churches, not onlY_ m their own country but also abroad.
~cul?ture and ar~hitecua:e developed rapidly along with pain. tmg, _let us mention here the master of carving Andon Korfuzam (1758) and the master ·builders Gega and Themel.
In the field of music, a name, that of Jan Kukuzeli,
m~s.ter of the Byzantine music, imposed its·elf.
With his activi.ty as a composer, singer, theoretician and reforrr:er of music, he made a considerable contribution to the
musical treasu['y of th~ epoch and paved the way for its
further development. His ~ntemporaries surnamed him «the
second source of our music».
. Jan Kukuze~i was born in Durres between 1070 and 1075.
His excellent. v01ce and his musical talent attracted attention,
and as a chii.ld, he Was sent to the .school of the imperial
palace_ of Constantinople. Later, he was made «Master of the
Ii.:iperial Ch8:pel», a high position in the Byzantine Church
hierarchy, bemg a condu:tor of the most important choir and
organ .ensembl~ of the. Middle Ages. This title was given only
to emment artists. This post enabled Kukuz·eli to reveal the
full scope of his oe~tmordinary talent. As the Rumanian writer
Jean Creoncou writes, he was a «pearl» capable to «bring a
stony ~e~rt to t~ars». However the atmosphere of the palace
was st1flmg to him. He left furtively and settled in a monast·er~ at Mount Athas, where he devoted himself entirely
to hi:s art.
. . T.he little 'that is left from the heritage of Kukuzeli in the
libraries of the East and West, testifies to his artistic genius
and the richness of his talent.
.
Jan .Kukuzeli devoted himself to theoretical questions,
too. Relymg on the study of the works of earlier scholars on
t~e rules of acoustics. and mu?ical est.hetics, and of the p~e
.v10us systems of mu~1cal notation, ~e mvented a new system,
called the «Kukuzeh system». This achi€vement alone was
enough to perpetuate his name.
Jan Kukuzeli is ~lso known as the author of many important works of the history of music, which place him at the
same level .as the earliest teachers of this art. These works
were very mstructive about the theory of Byzantine music,
re1:1own~d
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therefore they were distributed in many copies throughout
the Eastern churches. Copies of them are still extant in the
archives and libraries of Italy,· Austria, Germany, etc.
The !Byzantine musical art is indebted to Jan Kukuzeli
for «the system of musical circles», the important invention
which represents the harmony relations of the various scales.
As a composer, Kukuzeli prod.uced a number of unforgettable
pieces, which, due to their great beauty and power of inspiration, were taken as models by the later hymnographers,
and sung . for many centuries in the Orthodox monasteries,
churdhes and chapels of many countries. The Byzantine documents attribute to ·him the music of the biblical psalm No.
117, of the glorias No. 148, 149 and 150 and many musical
innovations in religious services. · He wrote the words for
many of his songs.
.
'Dhe works of Kukuzeli occupy an impor-tant place ,in the
history of art and culture of Albania, although the political
cricums,tances of the time compelled him to write irt a foreign
language and work on a foreign soil, devoting himself mostly
to church music, because, like most artists of the epoch, he
was not expected to display his talent in other domains.
Neve11theless, Kukuzeli was a progressive in the full meaning
of the word; be it only in his important' contribution to the
development of music.
Among the figures towering over 19th century life in Albania the most important is, indisputably, the renowned pa1triot
Sarni Frasheri, also known as the most brilliant Turkologist of
his epoch. He was born on June, 5, 1850 in the village of Frasheri, east of the town of Permet. He received his elementary
education in his native village in Turkish, Arabic and Persian.
In 1871 he graduated from the <<Zosimea» gymnasium of
Janina, where .he acquired a classical education. H~ devoted
himself particularly to sciences and the study of Latin, Greek,
Turkish, Arabic, Persian and FOC'ench.
At the age of 23 he directed the progressive review of
Instanbul <<Hadika» iand the journal ·«The East Interpreter»,
and published two plays which met wirth wide response, especially among the youth. In 1875 he founded «Sabah», the
first Turkish daily.
He never ceased his activity until he died on June 18,
.1904 at his desk.
·
Sarni Frasheri is the author of numerous political, phi-
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losophical, literary and scientific works, school manuals, dictionaries and translations apart from a great number of
articles. 'Six of his worlks, besides am unpublished manu~-.
cript, are written in Albanian, forty-~ive in T~rkis~, Arabic
and French. He translated 'into Turkish «A brief history of
FTance» «Les Miserables» of Victor Hugo, and other works.
Thi'~ ardent patriot was one of the main ideologists and
leaders of .the Albania Nationa[ Renaissance movement. He
'distinguished himself equally through his invaluable contri:bution in tJhe domain of Turkish and Araibic culture and
science, as a playwright, novelist and writer, journalist an.d
philosopher, teacher and linguist,. encyclo:p<1.edist and vi:lgarizer of science. His first works m Turkish and Arabic appeared in the year 188'5, and culminated with his dictionary
<~Kamusi Turki», first published in 1901.
ln 1889 he began the :publication of «Karnul'ul .Afam»,
one of the most important works in the Turkish language of
the 19th century, a biographiCal and geographical dictionary
in six volumes, the last of which appeared in 1899.
Besides his published ·works, Sarni Frasheri is said to
have left numeTous .manuscripts, literacy and scientific essays,
which he did not live to see printed.
Sarni Frasheri distinguished the Turkish invaders of Albania from the Turkish people. None of his numerous works
served the occupier. On the contrary, because of his progressive ideas he was constantly persecuted by the Sublime. Porte.
In 1874 he was interned in Tripoli, under the constant
surveyance of the police. After the. publication of his book
«Albania, What It Was, Is and Will Be» in Albanian he
was confined to his residence and virtually under h~use arrest.
The progressive elements in Turkey estimated him highly.
The Turkish writer A'hmet Ihsan, in a necrology entitled «A
Cruel Loss» describes Sarni Frosheri ias a «great master».
«Sarni Frasheri is the only Ottoman writer whose scientific
works have won the admiration of everyone.»
Among the eminent figures of Albanian culture, who
·with their Went contributed to the treasury of world culture,
a place of honour l::ielongs to the actor Aleksander Moisiu,
who won great fame throughout the world.
.
. .
.
The Turkish occupation and the economic . d1fficultH~S
forced the father of Afeiksander Moisiu, like many of his
compatriots, to emigrate to Trieste, Where Aleksander was
born on April 21 1880. In 1884, all the family retur;ned to
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Albania. Little Aleksander at't€nded a primal'y school in Durres. In 1890 the family left Albania for Trieste; arid thence
to Graz, in Austria. Aleksander finished the secondary
school and then for some time attended courses at the
ConSJervatory of Vienna.
Aleksander 1Moisiu devoted all his life, all his genius,
to wortld art and mankind.
With the modulations of his voice, his perfect mimicry,
his gestures, etc., his roles repr·esent a comprehensive school of
acting. He was greatly admired by the representatives of the
main theatrical schools of our century.
As an artist, he had universal influence, and his interpretations are an invaluable treasury for both the foreign
and the Albanian actors of all times. He played a multitude
of rol€s in plays of all countries, interpretfog with originality
and truthfulness some of the most celebrated characters
of Aeschulus, Sophocles, Shakespeare, Goethe and Schiller;
He played th€ comic roles in the comedies of Moliere and.
Shakespeare wi·th the same skill as he played the tragic
characterers, and passed with ease from characters of the
classical theatre to those of the contempO:rary theatre, such
as those of the plays of Ibsen, Chekov, Shaw, Pirandello, etc.
FoT eleven years in succession Moisiu was the most
celebrated actor of the Great Theatre of Berlin, directed by
Max Reinhardt, under whose guidance his genius shone
with gre.at splendour.
After enthusing the theatre-goers of Austria, Czechoslovakia and Germany, Moisiu conquered the publiic of Moscow,
Leningrad, BuchaTest, Milan, !Rome, Florence, New York,
Chicago, Istanbul, Mexico and of many other big cities of
the world. To the German audience he spoke in the language
of Goethe, to the Englis1h in the language of Shakespeare, to
the Parisians in the language of Moliere.
Though he did not perform for Albanian audiences,
Aleksander Mosisiu never forgot Albania and the Albanians.
Everywhere he spoke with pride about his country. With
joy he met the A1banian emigrants in Vienna and Bucharest.
~I do not want,» he said, «to die a German artist.» In April
1934, a year before he die1, he regained Albanian citizenship.
Today the Albanian people Temember this great artist
with love and respect. To perpetuate his memory, the
Presidium of the PeopQe's Assemby of the PSIR of Albania
awarded him the posthumous title of the <<iP~ople's Artist» in

1961. The Higher School of Drnmatic Art in Tirana, the
Palace of Culture and· the professional theatre of Durres bear
his name.
·Th€ work of Aleksander Moisiu has been highly appreciated by thinkers and artists all over the world, such
as Anatoly Lunacharsky, Luigi PirandeHo, Stefan Zweig,
Max Brod and others.
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The «People's Artist» Tefta Tashko Ko\'.o, an outstanding
figure of scenic vocal art, was born on November 10, 1910
in Fayum, near Cairo, where her father had emigrated some
years ibefore. Like Alebander Moisiu, Tefta Tashko developed
her tal€nt on the ·stage of foreign theatTes, playing the main
roles of the most celebrated operas. of the time.
When a school girl, she was marked rfor her intelligence
and her talent. At the National Conservatory of Paris, she
soon won the sympathy and respect of her teachers, due
to her . talent and tireless .and persevering work to acquire
the culture and technique of singing. Her teacher of singing
Gres presented her to Maurice Ravel in these words, «She is
not only a good 'singer but also an excellent musician.»
The «Nightingale of Albania» soon became known in
the musical circles of Paris. Still a student, she shone in
the interpretation of the roile of Violet in «Traviata» and
especially in the main role of <~Madame Butterfly», with:
which she won the final contest at the conservatory. «'Le
Figaro» and other Parisian papers highly assessed her interpretation, describing her as a veritable «Japanese». With·
emotion .and realism she sung the solo of Leli of «Uis
Pecheurs de Perles».
The Italian audience also heard her melodious voice
in «Il Barbiere di Seviglia», <<La Boheme» and «La Traviata>>.
From 1936 to 1939 she made great efforts to spread
musical culture iin Albania, giving a series of concerts in
the main towns of the country. During this period, she also
studied Ailbanian folk music and its interpretation.
.
After Liberation, Tefta Tashko Ko\'.O carried out an intensive activity, 1but her untimely death (December .1947)
interrupted her brilliant career. She has been awarded the
title of the «People's Artist» posthumously.
1

Victor Eftimiu, outstanding Rumanian writer of Albanian origin, member of th~ Academy of Sciences of the
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SR of Rumania, honorary memlber of the WTiters and Artists'
L€ague of Albania, has made a remarkable contribution to
the treasury of Rumanian and world literature. Born in
1889 at Boboshtica, in the region of KorQa (Albania), at the
age of. 9 he 1'eft the school and folloved his parents to
Riumama. He completed his higher education in France where
he wrote also one of his masterpieces, the dramatic poem
«Once Upon a Time», which :ever since has been performed
more than 1,000 times on the stages of the Rumanian theatres.
He wrote numerous novels, plays, short stories, travel notes,
drama criticisms; poems, etc., many of which have been
tTanslatffi in foreign languages.
All his works are .imbued with progressive ideas, which
cost him a term in the concentration camp of Tergu-Jiu in
1943.
In many of his short stories he evokes characters and
the milien of his native soil, Albania.
,
Victor Eftimiu visited Albania twice, in 1971 and 1972.
O~ the first occas~on, in. July 1971, he wrote: «I am going
with the deepest impress10ns fr:om this land of Tare beauty
and of great projects created . by the hancls · of the people ...
I ~ deeply ~ov~d to see my native village, Boqoshtica,
agam. '.!: have JOY m my heart and great faith in the future
of my country, which was so poor and in darkness, but which
I discover now so completely changed, with its· people full
of confidence in their own forces.» ·
He died in Bucha;rest in December 1972 a lit'tle after
his last visit to Albania.
'
· Indisputably the greatest figure of Albanian science
liter.ature and art, Fan S. Noli, was born on Junary 6, 1882 i~
the hamlet of Qyteza (tibrik Tepe), inhabited iby Albanians
in the region of Andrianople (Turkey). He fiilished his
primary and secondary school in Turkey and did part of
h~s . uni~ersity studies in Athens. Compelled by economic
d1ff1cult1es, he. t~rned to many. trades in Greece, Turkey
and Egypt, until m 1905 he went to the United States where
~e took an .ac~ive part, along with many Albani.ah emigrants,
m the. patriotic movement for the independence of Albania.
He continued his political activity in Europe, to defend
the . interests of Albania against the .ambitions of the
neighbouring_ states ~nd the predatory plans of the great
powers; and m Albama, to defend democracy against reaction.
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As the head of the government formed after the triumph of
~he democratd.c-bourgeois revolution (1924), he left the country
m the same year when the revolution was supressed by the
combined forces of internal reaction and the foreign beyonets.
Nevertheless, he continued his political activity abroad.
Fan rS. Noli became known as a great o;rator and the
poet of democratic ideas, as an excellent translator into Alban~an of the masterp'ices of ·world literature: ·«Othello»,
<<Macbeth~>, <<Julius Caesar», and «Hamlet» of Shakespeare;
«Don Quixote»: of Cervantes; «The Cabin of Blasco Ibanez;
«An Enemy of the Poeople» and <~Madame Inger d'Ostreat» of
Ibsen; ~<The Rubaiyat» of Omer Khayyam, «Scanderbeg» of
LongfeHow, <~Annabel Lee» of Edgar Poe, and others.
Besides the poems, articles and the «introductions» to
his translationJS, which are models of literary criticism Fan
S. Noli wrote «The History of Scanderbeg» and «Beethoven
and t~<=: French Revolution». This last work was highly
appreciated by eminent personalities of art and culture such
as George Bernard Shaw, Jan Sibelius, Ernest Newman,
Thomas 1Mann, etc.
A statesman, historian, man of letters, musicologist
and composer, Fan S. Noli occupies a particular place among
the most eminent figures of the Albanian world. He died
on March 13, 1965.
Before concluding we may add that other Albanians
too, have distinguished themselves in various fi~lds of art
and culture, bcut their me;rits cannot be illustrated within
the limits of this work.

_

The monuments of culture
I

j

l

tu~e

An important cultural centre, the modern palace of cul«Aleksander Moisiu», was inaugurated in 1965, in Du-

rres.
While digging the foundations, the rem.ains' of an ancient
buildililg, a thermal establishment, were discovered. In order
to preserve it the project of the construction of ·the. palace
was modified, which necessitated an additional 10 million leks
above the initial. fund . of expenditure. The ancient public
baths have been ..carefully pres·erved, they are a few steps
away from a modern palace, a significant combination of the
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ancient tradition with the vigorous development of art and
culture today.
However this is not a unique case in our country.
Archaeological finds of this order prove that Albania is
~he. land of a ri~h and ancient culture. In regard to .its surface
it is one of richest countries of Europe in monuments of
culture. Today it has 8 ancient towns, 75 old citadels, more
than <?ld 11:5 churches, monasteries and mosques, hundreds of
estabhshm.ents,. bridges and other characteristic constructions
of ~·~eat hist:mcal value :in a satisfactory state of preservation,
whi~h cons!itut~ a precrous fund of archaeologicaI, architectural and h1stoncal monuments. Hundreds of important monument~ of art .and culture are under state protection. They
const~tute ~. ::1ch legacy of the ipast which testifies to the
creative abilities of the Albanian people and their contribution
to the treasury of world culture. These invaluable monuments
0-e work of many generations, .are only a fraction of th~
history of the Albarriian art and cuture.
Many .fore~gners, scholars and tourists, who have visited the h1~tonc n:onuments of Albania, have found them
ext~eme:y l;t1terestmg. Among these monuments, the ruins
o_f Illynan to~s. scatte~ t~rougho:it the country ·occupy
f1;rst place. W1thm thew thick encircling walls built of
big unhew~ ston~~ put together without mortar, they occupy strategic positions commanding the surrounding plains
and yalle~s. The econ.omic development of the Illyrian state
and. ~he. increase of. its ipower were accompanied with the
fortification of towns, which were encircled with hewn stone
walls, complete with towern, gates, etc.
The re~owned Albanian centres of anci€lllt culture, such
as Dyr7achm:n (present~day ?urres), ButJ:iroton (Butrint),
~polloma (PoJan, near F~er), Lissus (1Lezha) are of particular
mt_e~st, beoau~ of their many still standing monuments;
bmldmgs, (mosaics and sculptures). Whole tracts of high town
walls, ii:iposing city gates, remarkable constructions remains
of public or private buildings, temples, theatres, 'stadiums
thermal e~tabhshme:its 1 ?~elling houses, monumental sculptu7es, re~iefs and m~cnptmns, polychome mosaics, ancient
corns, obJects of Illynar_i craftsmanship; as well as weapons
and ?rnaments, .have withstood the destructions wrought by
the times and the elements of nature.
·
In the ~rchaeological centre of Butrint, in Southern Albania, there is a masterpiece of palaeochristian aTchitecture,
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the baptistery, built during the 6th century of our era.
It is composed of a layer of ipolychrome mosaics and six

granite columns arranged on two concentric circles.
In 1928, a marble head of Apollo, a genuine masterpiece,
was discovered in Butrint. Ex""King Zog gave it to the·
Italian fascist leaders. Today this sculpture of rare value
is in Italy.
In 'the years of the people's power, excavations in
Apollonia have· brought to light, among others, 29 sculptures
of pa:r:ticular interest of the 2nd and 3rd centuries of our
era. Numerous mosaics, the most interesting of which are
. those of Butrint, Pojan, Durres, Saranda and Lin (Pogradec),
have also been discovered.
.
The most important of them, which represen'ts a woman's
face with floral decorations, has been found in Durres. It
is laid on a mortar layer about :six centimetres thick, with
stone fragments of various colours: white, black, red, orange,
.etc. The face is worked with great skill. The rna:ss of hair,
especially, makes a striking effect with :its shades and
the vivid colours of the hairpins. Two long flowered branches
form the colorful background of this work of rare perfection.
Besides its monuments of classical culture and its fortifications, Al,bania boasts a number of religious buildings
of great value for their architecture and wall paintings. The
foreign and Albanian experts greatly appreciate the icons
dating from the Byzantine or post-Byzantine period and
which in their importance exceed the limits of the Albanian
national culture. Certain churches of Middle Albania are
decorated with wall paintings iby the Albanian painters of
the 16th century, Onufri, and his son, Nikolla. Other frescoes
are the work of a talent of the 18th century, David Selenica.
Town and countcy dwelling houses represent another
important group of monuments. A most interesting type of
construction is, undisputably, 'the <<kulla», a fortified dwelling
which is mainly a tradition of Northern Albania. But Berat
and ·Gjirokastra .also have their particular type of this dwelling
house. Unity of style and harmony of conception are characteristic of them.
Few countries in 'the world have suffered so great and,
at times, irreparable damage of material culture through
the centuries, as Allbania. The anti-popular regimes neglected
those cultural values which had survived the devastating
fury of foreign invasions and the dest!I'Uctions wrought by
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elements. They were left to the mercy of faite or
m ~e ca~e . of archaeological sites, given in concession to
the 1mperiahst states, which pillaged them.
Only after Liberation was the law -<<On the Protection of
the Monu~ents of Culture and the Environments;., promulgated
thus :r:iu~tmg an end to their degradation and plunder and
proc~mmmg. t?em common prop~rty of the entire people. By
s~7cial d.ec1s10n of t~e Council of MinisteTS, Berat and
GJirokastra, the subsoil of the ancient city of Durres as
well as the old market of Kruja were proclamed museumtowns. 'Ilhese go".ernment a,cts and other decisions ·of the
sam~ order constitute the juridical basis of all work concernmg the protection of monuments.
Th~ «Institute of the iyronuments of Culture», which is
responsible for ithe protection, preservation and restoration
of the monuments of culture, carries out a broad activity
to prevent the monuments from degradin:g, to discover new
mon~ments '.lnd. ~Tot~ct. t~em, and has laid the foundations
of a new scientific d1sc1plme. Consequently, a great number
of moniumenrts, damaged in ·the course of centuries have
been sav€d from complete destruction and in the ~resent
state, retain a historical, cultural and artisti~ value.
·
'Ilh.e nY;rnph€um of Apoll~nia has been . restored and
work_ 1s gomg on· for the restoration of big aTchitectural
ens€mbles. The «Kala» and -<<>Mangalem» quarters in Berat
the .bazaar and the forttress in Gjirokastra, th€ bazaar i~
KTuJa, etc. have be€n repaired or !I'estored.
As .regards religi~us buildings, a s€lection has been made
preservmg . those whwh present a historical and artistic.
interest. On the <:ther hand, studies h~ve been carried out,
as a !I'esult o~ whlich another 250 important historical monumenrts, especially those connedted with histocical events.
hav:e been put under state rprot€ction.
~owever, the broad working masses, aware of the value
and. importance. of this patrimony, guarantee the best protect10n of the monuments of culture. The Institute of the
_Monuments of Culture, among other things, works to make
the. masses even more conscious of the value of this patrimony .
wlluch belongs to them.
·
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The folklore
·«A:1lbania is announced. The curtain goes up: the wonder
repeats itself, it is the great hour for the Festival! A powerful
choir, an orchestra of virtuosi,· superb dances executed
by splendid dancers in gorgeous costumes. . . This is the
laureate of 1970.» This is how "4,es depeches» described the
premiere of the Folk Ensemble of Tirana at the International
Festival of Dijon, «Under their heavy woollen clothes the
dancers master so perfedtly their own !bodies that they seem
to ignore the laws ·of gravitation. Their dances, so light
and vertiginous, se€m to give therm the supreme joy... What
airy ease! And yet how the ground thundell."s under the
frenetic beat of tlheir feet! The \tambourine bursts in rumbles,
the sounds of the accordeon, clarinette, flute, :and vio1in
flow tin, the girls, in colourful cos'tumes, the men in tight
breeches of white wool, with the astounding rapidity of the
movements of hands and feet, adding to the even more
astounding rhythm, express the joys of the pastoral and
popular life of indomitable Albania'.»
.
.
At the festival of DJjon, the Albanian folk ensemble
won the first prize, the «Golden Necklace of the Year 1970»
competing wit'h 30 folklore ensembles from many countries of
Europe, Asia, Latin America. This is only one o[ the manly
successes of the Alban~an folklore in lthe international arena.
The performances of this ensemlble and of other" folklore
graups have ibeen followed with great interest at international festivals and during tours abroad, mlaking a 1Splendid
show of our folk art, dances and musical instrtimen1ts.
After the establishment of lthe people's power, the great
wealth of OUT' folk art t'he most varied melodies and dances
came out of the narrow circle of ·spectalists and became widely
known throughout the country.
The Albanian folklore has drawn the attention of many
scholars. In the 19th century, some foreign scholars, although
more interested in linguistics, also studied the A:lbanian folklore. The balad of Doruntina was the object of an important
study by the German poet Burger, and constitu!ted one of
the elements of a social study by Paul Lafargue. In an
album dedicated to Jenny, besides songs of the other peoples
of Europe, KaTl Marx, who aippreciated folk songs, also copied
some Albanian songs.
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Albania has an ineX1haustible treasury of folk songs and
dances, created through. the centuries. Their original music
of an ever changing variety of tonalities, the beauty and
warmth of their melodies, their freshness and charm,
make them quite distinct from the songs of the neighbouring
peoples. Folk songs are the history of the Albanian people in music. Each of their historical song is an expression
of their confidence in victory. These songs, the war cry of
our forefathers, are still alive among our highlanders in the
North and the South. In the North they are sung in one
voioe, in the Soutih in two, three or four voices. Compared
with the polyphonic songs of the other peoples, Albanian
choral singing is more compact, more vaTied. They stand at
a 'high level of perfedion, which explains their considerable
influence on the developmerut of this genre.
Lyrical, love, ritual and allegorical songs constitute the
fund of the Albanian musical folklore. Wedding songs, both
in the North and in rthe :South, stand out for their joyous
lyridsm and optimism. The Albanian people sing to pure
and sincere love with great depith of feeling.
The lively and dynamic Albanian dances, with t'heir great
variety of movements, symbolize the valiance of the Albanian.
The Hungarian Albanologisrt Talloczy in one of his studies
writes that the «lllyrians danced sword in hand».
Through the centuries the Albanian people have crealt€d
a multitude of dances, from the most simple to the most
complex, whic'h .are closely linked with their· life, their customs, their labour, their struggle and aspirations, their joys
and sorrows.
The Albanian folk dances have alttracted the admiration
of many grea't writers and artists, ,among whom Lord Byron,
who_ in his «Childe Harold» makes a picturesque description
of an Albanian dance.
The folk dance vary in form and subject, according
to the districts, the sex and age of the p,arlicipants. Every
district, and indeed nearly every village, has its own characterisitic dances. >Sometimes the same dance is executed differen'tly in the same area. This is explained wi tlh their
dialectical and ethnographic ramifications.
However, in spite of the great vairiation of dances of
the different districts they also contain common elements·
deriving from the unity of the Albanian tradition which
inspires them.
·
1
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National costumes.

Cabinet classes help the pupils understand better the
various subjects.
.At_ a lesson in a middle school.
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Defen~e of the socialist Homeland ls a dat)' above all
duties for the entire people.
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In certain districts in the past, men and women used
to dance separaitely; mixed dances were rare, even within the
same clan. Generally, women's dances are easier; sloweT,
lighter, with more gracious movements, whereas men's dances
are «grave» and .fiery, with abrupt movements that give
an impressiion of strength.
The dances vary according to the age of the participants.
In tpe La'beria :region, for example, there are old women's
and young brides' dances .in which thr! participants dance in
a semi-circle to the accompaniment of polyphonic songs.
In regard to the number of participants, there are solo
dances (Northern Albania and Kosova) and duo dances
(throughout Albania). A!> a rule, trio dances are performed by
two men and one woman, or vice-versa.
In the .more common form of dance the performers move
in a straight line, however, thepe are other forms of dances .
which, though essentially rectilinear, combine winding movements and pirouettes; there are also dances in double or
opposite lines and occompanied by songs; The moot current
form of danC>e is the circular one, which is frequently met
with both in Albania and among tihe Albanians beyond its
borders .
. The inventive spirit of t'he Albani.an people manifests
itself in the gr-eat variety of folk instruments. There are
percussion instruments, such as the drum and the tambourine;,
wind instruments such as the flute and the bag-pipe, string
instruments such as the lahuV.a and the <;iftelia.
The flute is tlhe most widespread instrument. It is a
wooden or metal tube some 42 centimetres long with holes.
A very popular instrument is <;iftelia, a small mandoldne
with a long neck and, generally, two strings used mootl'y
by the Northern highlanders.
Our oral folklore, comprising ibirth, marriage, and death
rituals, is very rich.
The collection of folklo:re is a very ancient tradition in
our country, ibut no systematic work was done in this. field
prior . rt;o the liberation of the country. The Institute of
Popular Culture has set itself the task of collecting this
treasury. The folklore is t'he patrimony of the entire people,
therefore a large number of people of various professions,
especially teachers, have been mobilized in this action.
Research, collection and study of the creativeness of the
people have been organized according to a plan. The Insti28 -
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tute of Popular Culture maintains constant ,a:nd fruitful links
with people all over the country who contribute t? the enr.k'hment of a.ts collections. Today they . compnse more.
than one million verses, 7 to 8,000 pages of prose, abou:t 40,000
proverbs and 12,000 puzzles, abouit 10,000 recor~mgs of
homwhonic, polyphonic, instrurrnerrtal an~ dance music. From
this rich material 45 volumes, or a total O.L about 12,000 pages,
have been published.
.
· .
In 1961 began the publication of the fund of. the Albanian folklore. This collection, which may be ~escnbed as :an
encyclopaedia of oral folk literature, comprises fo:ir s~ries
devoted respectively ito popular prose, legendary .epic, ~1s:.~
rical epic and lyrical poetry. Th~ three volume series entti.tl ·
'4(Tthe first Collectors of Albanian Folklore» (1_635-1912), the
four volume series <<Popular Prose», and the se.ries <<Lege_ndary
Epic» have already been published. The Inst:tute has issued
specific publications, as, for instance, collections. of popular
songs and tales on work, the woman, etc.'. which educate
working people wiith the virtues e~alted ir;i. . our folklor~~
The Institute of 'Popular Culture is orgamzmg the pubh
cations of musical and choreographic works. It has already
given for publication a collection of books.
The study of the Albanian folklore ihas already reac;hed
t'he stage of a scientific summing up of the results attar?ed
in its research. The publication of 50 volumes o~ or~~' musi7al
and choreographic folklore, and of about 500 scientific _stu?-i~s
and papers speaks of the importanit progress made m this
field.
t'
t dy
The study of regional folklore and the compara ive s u
of inter~regional ·folklore will open 1:P ~ _new ~oad ~ the
development qf work on a sound sc1entiiflc basis while .at
the same time combating the tendency to a . generally descriptive study of Albanian folklore, apparent m some works of
the years before 1937.
.
.
·_
Studies in the Allbanian folklore constitute a ma]or con
tribution to the Balkan folkloric science. and .have aroused
special inter~st in scientific circles, especially m the Balkan
countries.
· .
· th f' ld f
Thanks to the research work carried out m
-~ ie
o
Albanian f~lklore it has won the respect of the progres~1ve scholars of this discipline all over the world. Proof o.f t~1s are the
proceedings of the 2nd Congress of Balk~n Studies .m Athens,
the 1st National Conference of Albaman folkloric science,
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the National Folkloric Festival in Gjirokastra, etc. Speaking
. of the .festival of Gjirokastra, an -English musicologist, Professor Albert Lloyd, said: «What impresses the foreign foliklore
student most? First, perhaps the fact, what the amateur
groups also demonstrate, that Albanian folkloric music is
still alive and going sti-ong. The situation here is entirely
different from ':'hait it is in the West, where we can enjoy
only what remams of tradition which used to have a certain
grand€'Ur. Second, the fact that Albanian musical folklore
is extr~el_Y ~aried in its heroic-narrative songs; powerfully
expressive m ·its songs from the steep mountains of the North
and in the vibrating and harmonious romantic choruses of the
South su?g in various ways and rhythms which defy the
most darnng modern composers. The insitrllments themselves
greatly attract the musicologist - the powerful sounds of
the Lahuta of the North, the sweet murmur of the double
flute of the South,· the strange sounds of the zurla, .the
melancholic pasitoria~ melodies of the common flute and of the
flutie caJJ.ed kav.all, the pulsating Tthythm:s of 'the c;ij.teli, all
these and other instruments expressing the remarkable vigour
of ithe. Albanian music make a deep impression on the
foreigner. Im. itihis festiva1 we had the cha.nC'e to admire the
creativeness of an entire people, energetic and interesting,
ardent and thoughtful, militant and friendly, proud of their
arioient traditions and eager for inno'Vations. The Western
musicologist whose idea of folkloric music is essentially derived from books and not from close contact with people,
cannot imagine that folklore can be so intimately linked with
the daily problems, as it is in Albania.»
.
«For an ethnologist of Central Europe», writes the worker of the Archives of Phonograms of the Academy of
Sciences of Aus'tria, Dr. Dietrich Schuler, <<to attend the
Na.tional Folklore Festivaa of Gjirokastra is simply a piece
of good luck. I was amazed by the richness of the Albanian
folklore, the vitality and spontaneity of the performances
based on the forms of an ancient tradition. Unlike other
countries where folklore :is only a local conce<rn, here we see
that folklore is a great concern of the people and the state.
«Besides this, there are also other questions which
draw particular attention. Albanian science has the rare
possibility of dosely following the life and culture of the
people, studying them not only in their present stage of evolution and development, ibut also in their history. Innovation
1

_4_36~ ~- ~ " "'"'.~ P-O_R_T_R_A_IT~O-F~A-L_B_A_N_IA~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ': J
and transformation and many other problems of interest to
ethnologists .and sociologists, can ibe studied · here with
far gr.eater advantage than in any other country. !Problems
of the development of culture in general and of the demonstration of hypotheses through the observation of reality, can be
dealt with just as profitably. And since research work in the
field of folklore occupies an important place in Albania, there
is no doubt that this science will make great advance.»
Albanian folklore and folkloric science have ea:rned a
well-deserved place in the European and Balkan folkloric
science in general.

Ethnographic patrimony
The Albanian people possess an inestimable ethnographic
treasury. Gorg·eous national costumes, fine silk embroidery
rugs and carpets decorated with national motifs, artistic
objectls in silver filigriee and ipoik·er-work, dwelling houses
of· an original .architecture, ga'tes and windows chiselled
with ornamental motifs, waned-in cupboards,' characteristic
cornices and chimneys - all this testifies to an original
talent and an artistic tradition preS>erved generation after
generation.
1In regard to the great wealtih ·o[ its "ethnographic tradition Albania is a country of an ancient culture.
Among the various artistic genres which the Albanian
people have cultivated with success, the applied arts occupy
first place. Ev·ery object of daily use such as costumes, vessels,
furniture, work tools, and even dwelling houses bear the
imprint of the popular artistic taste.
The Albanian popular .art is very rich and varied. Every
district and village has its peculiarities. However, in the course of its development, popular art has acquired some common
characteristics. Tihere .are also elements of culture borrowed,
of course, according to the Albanian taste, from the neighbouring countries wfth which the Albanian people have been
in close relationship through all their history.
Weaving, knitting and stitch-work can rightly be considered a popular art. Every Albanian woman is able to do
not only simple stitch-work but .also sewing of a high artistic
level.
The national costumes of Tropoja, Elbasan, Devoll, Gji-
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roka:stra, etc., the carpets of Kukes, Korga and Laberia, the
knapsacks of Zadrima, etc. testify to an ancient tradition
Knitting which is widely practised both in the South
and ~orth, comprises costumes, clothes, vests, shawls, gloves, ·
stockings etc., !pro~ucoo with a great variety of stitch-work.
L~cework and .knitwear decorated with popular motifs are
widespread. This kind of work, both for men's and women's
kni~wear, is l\.lSed in Malesia e Madhe and in the remote
reg10ns of Kukes for stockings and socks.
·
The ,linen and woollen cloth of which the national costu. mes aI'e tailored, is woven on ha/rid-l'ooms and then decorated
and e~broidered by the gifted Albanian women. The carp·ets ·
and thick ~edspreads of the South as well as the rugs and
?ecorated Imes. of the North are also woven on hand-loom,
JUst as the thick woollen fabrics for overcoats haversacks
etc.
'
'
·
The campets produced in the region otf Korya as in many
other regions of the country, are remarkable for' their skilful
combination of colours. In the national costumes, rugs and
carpets, the art of our ancestors ha& reached to our days
This ancient tradition has been preserved and further deve~
loped lby th~ new masters of Arbanian popular art.
The nati;>nial costumes indicate the high level of culture
of the Albaman pe9ple, their fine 'taste. Every region has its
own costumes; .and ~e9uently every village, or at times even
group of fam1he:i w1thm the same village, have a particular
ma17ner of dressmg. Costumes differ in their material their
cut~mg, t~eir predominating colour or combination of c~lours,
their particular ornaments, etc.
·
. Woi:n~n's costumes are very varied and richly ornamented.
Their v.i.s1ble p~rts, such as collars, bodices, cuffs and skirts
etc. are e:nibro1deried with silk or cotton thread of ·various
colours, with red and black predominating.
The woollen vest or tunic is edged with red or other
colours. Over the vests women wear finely embroidered
apro.ns. The aprons of SI:ipat, Dumre, Myzeqe and FusheKruJa are remarkable for their exquisite taste. ·
The head-dress is an important garment of Albanian
folk co~tun_ies. Irts dimensio:is vary, sometimes being quite
l~rge, hke m Myzeqe, som~times rather small, but very grac10us a17d elegantly rolled around the head, like in the region
of Zadrima.
Like all the Balkan peoples, the Albanians wear sandals ·
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(<<Opinga») of ox hide, their forms varying according to
region. Light and quite suited 'to the mountainous terrain of
our country and elegant, too, they are decorated ori. the
uppers with tresses of leather or multi-coloured hempen
strings.
Since times ancient the Albanians have been working the
metals. They employ several metihods for this :purposie:
hammering, casting, engraving or filig11eeing. Hammering and
casting are ancient techniques, as testified 'b1y many objeC'ts
of the Illyrian culture,' such .as belt buckles, etc. The perfectioning of the technique of hammering led to the manufacture
of spears, sabres, yatagans, swords, etc. Cast obj-ects, too,
date back to the Illyrian epoch. Numerous objects, weapons
and their parts and even women's ornaments, manufactured
according to this technique, have been discovered. Weapons
and other objects made according to this technique by the
metal workers of Berat, Elbasan, Gjirokastra ar·e displayed
in the country's museums.
Ohisoelling has a 10ll1g-'establi's:hed tradition especially in
the towns of Berat, Elbas.an, Gjirokastra etc.
The .armourers and .goldsmiths of South Albania are
famous for certain types of weapons and armour plates,
buckles and ear-rings, bracelets and buttons as well as numerous other articles completing the ornamoent of national costumes.
Work in copper is a widespread art of ancient tradition.
Exicavatio:ns in the tumuli orf Illyrian settlements have 'brought
to light 40 types of clasps (fibulae), as .well as necklaces,
diadems, bracelets and bronze defence weapons.
In time, the range of copper or bronze articles of daily
use, mainly vessels, has constantly widened.
All objects were chiefly ornamented with geometric
motifs, and, more seldom, with loral motifs, like stylized
cypresses, etc.
A!part from weaving, in which the populaT art has attained
a high degree of excellence, wood-carving, ordinarily employed in dwelling houses or ll::midings of the cult (ceilings,
cupboards, i.conostases, etc.), in furniture and their fittings,
work tools was an unmatched skill of this country. The
artistic taste of the Albanians has left its imprint on all
kinds of objects of daily use: spoons and bowls, distaffs
and pipes, «lahutas» and . bride's chests, rockers and looms,
etc. Ornamental motifs, whether carved or embroidered, have
1
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the s~me S{)lllrce orf inspiration and I'eflect- the same tradit~on.
The objects of daily use produced by the popular artists,
both in the mountains and the plains, preserv·e the features
of our ancient culture in all its originality.
The .craftsmen of Dibra have won great fame in the
Balkans. Their productions were in great demand as far away
· as Asia Minor. The masters of South-eastern Albania have
left objects of their art everywhere the southern part of
the peninsula. The work of the earlier Dibra .masters is
finer, oft-en with plant motifs, whereas their later successors
combined ·plant and animal motifs. .
Woodcarving, as a traditional occupation of the Albanian
people, was raised to the level of trade produ.ction, which
served purposes broader than those of the domestic economy.
In the districts enjoying fcwourable conditions schools of
woodcarving were created, the most important being those
of Dilbra, Berat and South-east Albania. In the 17th and
18th oenturies, 'this art reached its apex, with the Albanian
masters attaining such artistic excellence as made them
famous even beyond the borders of the country. In the 19th
century this art began to decline.
The craftsmen of .Dibra and <;ermenika used pine wood
for the decora'tion of rooms or dwelling houses in general.
The schools of· Berat and Shpirag, working on a rather narrower field, became widely known for their carvings on
various kinds of wood, the alm-wood being used in preference.
Wood-carving has been raised ,to new heights after the
liberation of the country.
Albanian popular architecture is of particular interest
for the great variety of its buildings, the «kulla» of the
North, and the characteristic dwelling house of the town
and villages.
·
.
The kulla is· a turret-type construction which appeared
during the epoch of feudalism in Albania. Today it has remained only in the mountainous regions of North Albania.
·Its walls, built of big stones, are from 1 m to 1.50 m
thick and cons·titute an effective protection against possible
attacks from outside.
·
·
The Albanian people stand as a particular ethnic group,
due not only to their language and anthropological features
but also their ethnographic traditions. Albanian ethnographic,
material, ·which ·is of great scientific and artistic interest,
h:as drawn the attention of many scholars of different times.
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Ethnographic information about A~bania can be found in
various works of the ancient Greek and" Roman authors;
Byzantine registers and chronicles, in reports of the commercial and political agents who have travelled through Albania,
in acts and documents written in different periods, but this
information, unfortunately mutilated and superficial, has only
the value of an auxiliary material.
Albanian ethnography has attracted the attention of the
Albanian patriots, and in particular, of the early writers and
students of the Albanian '.language in the 17th century Budi, Bardhi and Bogdani, of the members of the Albanian
colonies abroad, and moreover of the patriots of the national
Renaissance who, in the 19th century, studied the_ national
culture with some success. Compelled to _work in difficult
conditions, often pursued and persecuted by the foreign occupiers, their work could be but fragmentary, despite their
good will.
·
Only after Liberation work for the collection and study
of ethnographic material assumed all the importance it
deserved and was raised to a scientific level, especially with
the setting up of the Ethnographic Sector in 1947.
Today, in the documentary funds of the Ethnographic
Sector there are tens of thousands of objects, photos, designs;
charts and sketches, as well as other material objects coming
from 300 Albanian settlements in the last two centuries (19th
and 20th). These documents are_ a comprehensive illustration
of the way of living of the Albanian people before Liberation. The collection of materials belonging to our present time
continues.
The Ethnographic Sector carries out research work in
many districts, concentrating - on the study of traditional
activities, especially agriculture and animal husbandry. Dwelling houses, urban or rural, as well as national costumes, are
the object of study of a long series of publications, which
shed important light on the material and spiritual culture
of the Albanian people. Their materials, collected and -pub- ·
lished with. great care, acquaint the broad masses of the
people with a great ethnographic wealth almost totally
neglected in the past.
_
The intensification of the struggle against backward and
reactionary customs and concepts degrading woman, against
religion and religiou:s prejudices, against the system of patriarchal life, and ·other such blemishes of the past set new
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tasks to Albanian ethnography. It is important to go to the.
roots of these harmful customs which. impede the develpment
of sodety, and to smash their idealistic reactionary philoso-·
phical basis. In the choice of the subjects of their study the
Albanian ethnographers are guided by the concern about
carrying out the great tasks posed by the development and·
deepening of the ideological and cultural revolution in
Albania.
Ethnographic studies, as · part of comparative Balkan
studies, show that, in spite of the many-sidedness of the
traditional culture 0£ the Albanian people, this culture rests
on a common ethnic basis formed in ancient times over alIthe habitat of the Albanians. This is evident not only in the
materia1 culture, national costumes, popular architecture, vessels and furniture in general, but also in the social and spiritual
culture of the people, such as the provisions of the Canons
and the customs of family life, which reveal a common
stratum of tradition.
The Ethnografic Museum of Tirana, set up in 1948, and
the many local museums of districts and even villages, play
an important role in the collection and preservation of the
ethnographic treasury of the country. The Ethnographic Museum of Tirana is visited by all categories of people, especially the young, as well as by intellectuals, people's artists
in particular, who are inspired from the artistic traditions
of the people. This museum is an interesting visiting place
for foreigners.
The Ethnographic Mus~um maintains relations with many ·
countries of the world, where it organizes exhibitions which
enable people abroad to get acquainted with - the artistic
traditions of the Albanian people.

The road of the development of the Albanian
literature
«The General of the Dead Army», a novel by the Albanian writer Ismail Kadare, was published in Paris a few
years ago. «This novel,» the «Albin Michel» Publishing House
wrote on this occassion; «is the revelation of the Ailbanian
literature, a young literature very little known to us. Its
p~blication gives its author from the very start an enviable
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place in world literature.» In his preface to the book, the
well-known Fren<;!h writer Robert Escarpit states, «Ismail
·Kadare gave the French readers a novel of world stature.»
The novel made a deep impression and soon was trans- .
lated into many languages. It was followed by other novels
of the same author: «The Castle->, <<A Chronicle on Stone», etc.
At the end of 1973, the volume entitled «Ismail Kadare
and the New Albanian Poetry», a collection of poems by
Kadare, · Drjtero Agolli, Natasha Lako and Fatos Arapi, was
published in Paris. In its preface Alain Bosquet writes among
other things: «The spirit of Albania is in its best poetry...
In this century, it acceded to independence, which was· a
rather poor form of liberty, of which the great Migjeni
wrote: ·'Misery works day and night'. At last came the
People's -Republic, the only example of radical transformation
in a nation capable of living in the 15th century by imagination and in the 21st century by hope.»
The author of the selection and translation of poems,
Michel Metais, in his presentation of the volume entitled
«Poets Who speak for an Entire People», writes among
other things: <<Albanian literature was not born yesterday, and
poetry was for a long time its favourite and exclusive means
-0f expression, so much so that the first·· Albanian novel was
written in verse. . . One is astonished how this poetry could
remain altogether unrecognized. After a long period in the
dark; it had to speak to itself in order to find itself again, to
regain its strength against the deaf ear often turned to it.
Today it can speak. for itself loud enough even for those who
pretend they don't hear.»
These works, warmly welcomed by the public in Europe
and on the other continents, were a great success. They prove
the emergence of a new, powerful Albanian literature, its
development on the road of socialist realism.
Albanian literature is relatively young. The first book
in Albanian is Gjon Buzuku's «Missel», which came to light
in 1555. During the Ottoman rule, . in the course of their
wars against foreign occupation and for national independence, the Albanians worked with self-denial ·to preserve
their language, their arts and their culture. Writers and
poets made their contribution not only to the enrichment of
their national culture, but also to the awakening of the
national consciousness of their people, in order to raise them
in struggle against the military and feudai regime of the
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sultans. One of the most brilliant periods of this struggle
is that of the National Renaissance, extending from the
second half of the last century to the beginning of this
century. It saw the emergence of eminent writers and poets
":'ho, devoting _their life and talent to the problems of th~
time and the hfe of the people, worked for posterity. Such
are, f_?r. example,. Nairr: Frasheri, Andon Zako <;ajupi, Sarni
Fr_asheri, Kostandm Kristoforidhi, Vaso Pasha, Filip Shiroka,
Mihal Grameno, Foqion Postoli and dozens of others, who
were the forerunn~rs of present-day Albanian literature.
The p~oclarnat10n of the national independence opened
a n~w per10d for the Albanian literature, in which critical
realism wa-s predominant at· that time. This period extends
from 1912 t? 1940; and its· most butstanding representatives
are Ndre.. ilVIJeda, Fan Noli, Millosh Gje:rgj Nikolla (Migjeni),
~leksander ~r~nova (Asdr~ni). Their whole literary activity
is ~ stern mdictment agamst the feudal-bourgeois regime,
which savagely suppressed all progressive ideas.
. Conte~pora~y Albanian literature was born during the
Nat10na! Liber_a~10n War. It ?eveloped alongside of the great
economic, political and social transformations of the last
<leca~es: T?e grea~ value of this literature lies in the fact
~hat it is lmked. :v1th the interests of the people, serves these
mterests and _militates for them. Its objective is to deal with
the gre~t variety ~f themes of the Albanian socialist reality,
to describe the var10us periods of the struggle of the Albanian
people _and treat t~em. from the Marxist-Leninist viewpoint.
These ideas have ;nspired Shefqet Musaraj, Ismail Kadare,
Ja~ov Xoxe, Fatmir Gjata, Anastas Kondo and many other
wrrters.
·
. ~he. rev~lu~ionary spirit of the people, their struggle
aga;nst imperi.ah~m and revisionism, their national pride and
their lofty prmc1ples of proletarian internationalism are the
ele~ents which characterize the creative works of the Albanian.
writers. ~he m~thod of socialist realism has been the guiding
compass m their work; contrary to the claims of the bour..'.
geois esthetes, it does not create stereotypes, but favours the
most complete development of individual styles.
The socialist revoluti.onary content of a literary work
depends or: th~ degree of its representation and interpretation
of_ th~ reality m. th.e development of the class struggle, dealing
with its _con~rad1ct10ns ~lways according to a definite positive
communist ideal, and m the light of· historical perspective.
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In this regard, socialist art brings the progressive forces to
the fore; it describes their struggle and shows the perspective of their development, avoiding all stereotypes or happy
endings, or fatalism and hopelessness typical of the decadent
trends of today.
The literary works of socialist realism describe characters
in their typicaQ milieu, reflect the essence of social life,
and the political, ideological, ethical and esthetic attitude of
man towards it. The characters of Albanian literature reflect
the psychology of different social strata, their level of intellectual and social development, as well as their individual
peculiarities, Likewise, the background against which they
act and develop, cannot be the same as· in other countries,
just as literary and artistk tradition, too, differs from one
people to the other. It is up to the writer of socialist reali£m
to understand all these elements and strive to create in the
national and popular spirit.
The style and manner of writing in Albanian literature
are varied, and this is only natural. The principles of socialist realism ·do not prevent, but, on the contrary, enable
the author to make the best and most artistic use of language, to display his personaQity, his artistic individuality.
The new Albanian literature bears its own national
character being the. expression of the consciousness of the
Albanian people in the great historic moments they have
lived and· are living through today. The national and popular character of Albanian literature is not a secondary
element but an essential feature, a fundamental component
of its existence, a principal factor of its vitality and success.
The national character of Albanian literature is also manifested in the efforts of the writers to reflect the spiritual
world of the Albanian people, their c0nception of lif.e and
death, of freedom and ·bondage, love, marriage and the
family, of work and leisure, their sense of humour confronted
with the epical and lyrical aspects of their existence, their
attitude to optimism and pessimism, contradictions, etc., etc.
Completing the characteristics which make up the originality
of this literature, its national character created in the course
of historic events, the Albanian authors in their works employ
the popular idiom, its intonations, rhythm and praseology to
reveal the inner world of the people in all its magnificence.
In its development ori its own soil Albanian literature·
comes up against alien influences, modernist or conservative
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trends which are repressed as the national character of literature grows stronger. Our literature is in opposition t~ bourgeois and revisionist trends and tendencies, . to ~ormahsm, to
an art which does not serve the people, . which is not understood by the people and does not reflect. life truthfully, but
advocates chaos, the crisis of society and man.
The original national spirit of the new Albanian literature, which puts the stress on the forms and .featl:lres .char~c
teristic of the Albanian spiritual world, on. its historical mdividuality, on the temperament, psychology, way of life and
traditions of the Albanian people, does not at all lead to
isolatioii from the world as a whole.
The new Alba.nian literature has a strong epic flavour
d.eriving from the very epic nature of the life of the
Albanian people through the centuries, from· the character
of the deep-going social revolution they are carrying out.
The epoch of socialism, with its unprecedented class struggles, the epoch of tempestuous and dramatic upheav~ls inevitably ~eaves deep traces in the development of literature,
giving it a pronounced epic colouring and making it, to some
extent, an ency(!lopedia of communism.
.
The new Albanian literature has made progress m the
epic as well as the dramatic and lyrical representation of the
reality, seeing the problem of the heroic acts in .harmo:iy and
relationship with the spiritual world of man, his sentiments,
against the background of the development of the past and
present society.
·
The party spirit, the communist content, which lie at
the basis· of all the Albanian literary creativeness, explain
the ideological purity of the Albanian literature, its lofty militant and revolutionary spirit. The literature and art of socialist realism which flourish in Albania truthfully reflect the
objective reality and are a powerful means to steel the new
man and to revolutionize his consciousness. Our literature
and art have a profound popular character, they address
themselves to the large masses, and not to an elite, and have
become an important lever in the great machine of the
revolution.
The Albanian literature plays an active role in the life
of the people, not only by educating the readers, but also by
inspiring and encouraging them to become hard-working and
conscious builders as well as valiant fighters for the defence
of the gains of socialism. It does it with warmth of feeling,
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with vividness and a great variety of styles, Meditative and
«Oli>jective» frigidity rare alien to the Albanian poetry and
prose, which are rich in lyrical passages, contrasts and striking images emanating from the diversity of life itself.
In .his historic speech at the 7th Congress of the PLA
Comrade Enver Hoxha, speaking about literatur;e and art,
among other things, stressed, «The national character and
the popular spirit are expressed through the truthful· reflection of reality, from the standpoint of Marxist-Leninist ideology, the assimilation of all the experience of our culture,
both its old progressive tradition and its new revolutionary
elements, in a critical way, proceeding from the class standpoint, and firmly relying on the people~s creativeness. The
popular and national character is expressed not just in the
creation of the works alone but also in their execution and
interpretation.»
The close links with folklore, avoiding folklorism, are
also typical of numerous works of Albanian literature. In
this case it is not a question of imitating the folklore and
being content with its level, but of getting acquainted with
it and taking advantage of this' immense wealth of the popular inspiration. The folklore is a great source of inspiration for the Albanian literature of socialist realism. Born as
a necessary. expression of the aesthetic attitude of man to. wards the reality, folklore has a great aesthetic influence on
and plays an important role in present-day spiritual life. Folklore is an artistic means which links the present with the
past, sings to the present and causes the strings, which were
drawn tight in the course of existence of the Albanian, to
quiver in his soul, evokes the sounds he has heard in his
childhood, and the strength 0£ its word and mus~c is all
the more convincing proof of the great mastery of its
unequalled creator, the people! Folklore is in constant evolution, it develops through collective creativeness but alwa~s
OJ:\ the solid ground of tradition. It is a source of aesthetic
pleasure,. because it is linked with the joys and sorrows of
the Albanian people in the course of their history, because
it is an art animated by the people's spirit.
The successes of the new Albanian literature are linked
with the description of the heroic, and revolutionary spirit
of the .Mbanian people from the time of the National
Liberation war to our days, with the truthful portraying of
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people, and inspired description of national milieus, with :the
reflection of the class struggle, of our marvellous reality,
with a penetrating analysis of the inner world of t~ ne~
man, considering him in his links with society, m his
concrete actions, in his attitude to the clash between the
new and the old, while at the same time not remaining
within the framework of man's «consciousness», as happens
with the bourgeois and revisionist trends, but studying it in
lose connection wit~ life.. and s?~iety. ~.he Albai:iia~ literaure of socialist realism 1S a militant hteratme m its subtance it implants in people's minds 'the communist morality,
\ \ the lo've for the Homeland, for the beautiful; for work, for
i, man. It fights for a sound morality and a happy family
""-·life, against all dangerous elements, against the open .and
rusguisaj enemy, against·.a,.ll weaknesses. and shortcomings
con'Ilected with the survi~ls )of the alien ideology of tl~e past
and the great pressure exerted itoday by the bourgeois and
revisionist ideology.
The proceedings and decisions of the 4th Plenum of
the CC of the PLA, the speech of Comrade Enver Hoxha at
the meeting of the Secretariat of the CC of the PLA on
December 20, 1974, and especially his report to the 7th
Congress, have given a vigorous impulse to the. develop:r:ient
of the content and form of literature and art m Albama.

The book -

\

a companion of every Albanian

The book in Albania has become an inseparable companion not only of some <~book worms», bu~ also of the
masses of the people. It belongs not just to intellectual
circles, but also to people working in factories, plants, agricultural cooperatives, to people in the towns and in the
remotest ·mountainous villages. This is achieved not only
because of the low price of books, and the exceptional increase of their editions in comparison with the past, but
especially because of their content, which responds to the
requirements and aspirations of the readers.
In the 13 years from 1945 to 1957, in Albania were
publ~shed as many books as were published durin~ t~e last /
four centuries taken together, i.e., from the pubhcat10n of
the first book in Albanian (1555) up till · 1944.
In 1973, 800 new titles were published in Albania.
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Editions of books in 1979, .as against the pre-war level,
increased about 60 fold. '1n other words, against 183,000
books published in 1938, in 1979 their number increased
to 11,000,qoo, or more than 4 books per inhabitant, which is
higher than the world average level.
As against the year 1938, the circulation of newspapers
in 1979 increased over 17 fold, that of magazines, reviews
and other publications 8 fold.
Radical transformations have also taken place in the content of publications. With their comprehensive character they
are in a position to meet the needs of the working people
of all categories and aH ages. The book. is not, as it was in
the past, a rneans of .profi.t-making for the printers and publishers, but a powerful instrument to raise the level of
education and culture of the working masses. ·
Immediately after the liberation of the country, the publication of political and ideological works was .considered a
major task. At present the Albanian. reader has translations
of the main works of Marx snd ·Engels, as well as the Complete Works of Lenin and Stalin. In 1969, the «History of
the Party of Labour of Albania» was published, followed by
-the Works of Comrade Enver Hoxha in Albanian and his
Selected Works in many foreign languages, among which
<<Imperialism and the Revolution», «Yugoslav 'Self-administration' - a Capifalist Theory and Practice>>, <<Reflections on
China» (in two volumes), «With Stalin» (memoirs), «Eurocommunism is Anti-Communism», «The Khrushchevites», etc.
!Among historical publications, whose aim is to throw
light on the glorious past of the Albanian people, there are
works of capital importance, such as the «History of Albania», the «History of the Albanian Literature» as well as
other impor.tant studies on particular periods of the history of
the Albanian people and mainly the glorious epoch of Skanderbeg. Besides, scores of books on eminent figures of our
history or reminiscences of participants in !he great epic of
the National Liberation War have been published.
The publication of Albanian and foreign literary works
has followed up the general increase of publications. The
column «literature» in the Albanian book catalogues comprises titles with a total circulation of millions of copies.
The Albanian reader is keenly interested in world progressive literature too. Today,_ Homer and Aeschylus, Dante
and Shakespeare, Cervantes and Goethe, Shaw and Dreiser,
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Heine and Byron, Balzac and Tolstoy, Gorky and Mayakovsky,
Lu Hsun, Jack London and Whitman, Ibsen and Chekhov,
Nexo and Brecht, Fadeyev and Pratolini as well as a great
number of contemporary revolutionary writers from the
countries of Europe, Asia, Africa, Latin America and Austra. lia, are read in their Albanian translations. Ever greater
efforts are being made to create a picture of the present-day
world through the books of authors enjoying the sympathy
of the masses of the people.
The volume of translations is considerable, covering many
countries and writers, because through its best writers each
country, big or small, expresses it own individuality, its own
nationa.l values.
.
Great work has been done to spread the book among
the large masses of the people .. At present, there are more
th_an 40 ~tate libraries in the various districts of the country,
with their funds exceeding 120 times that of the year 1938.
Without counting thousands. of personal libraries, there exist
also 3,000 libraries in work places, institutions, agricultural
cooperatives and schools. Besides, in order to meet the needs
of the readers for books which are more difficult to find
libraries maintain regular links amo~ themselves and borrow
books from each other. This is a current practice especially
for the technical and scientific books or for those in foreign
languages.
·
During these last years the network of bookshops has
been greatly extended. Today, they number more than 250,
half of which in the countryside. Even the remotest mountain
zones have their bookshops.
.
Besides the workers of libraries and booksh~ps the Writers and Artists' League of Albania and its branches in various
districts, the mass organizations and the readers in general
do a great work for the spread of the book. Thus, in order
to inform the reader about new books, book reports are
published and literary sessions and meetings with writers
and book traders are organized periodicany.
All these achievements show that Albania once the country of . illiteracy where the book was considered a rarity,
today is among the advanced countries in regard to the
publication· anld distribution of books.
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The theatre
Archeological excavations made in Albania unearth~ a
number of buildings of public performances. A very beautiful
theatre is preserved in the ancient city of ~utrint .. With its
19 rows of places, its orchestra and stage, it constit~tes an
architectural monument of admirable beauty on the hiH-slope
on which dt is situated. The small theatre discovered in the itown
of Orichon is also situated on a hill-slope. Theatrical performances and gladiator fights were organized in these theatres.
The theatre discovered in Apollonia is of a different type.
It has an open stage for musical performances. Remains of
another ancient theatre have been found in the Illyrian city
of Bylis.
There is ample evidence that there was a vigoro:is
theatrical life as early as the 4th century before our era m
the territory of present day Albania.
Plays on a given subject, complete with characters, costumes, monologues or dialogues and mimics are common. in
the Albanian folklore, too. Some of these plays, according
to all appearances, must be very old. Such is, for example,
the play called <<The DistriJbution of ~bs (in the Nort~ern
Highlands) which is :based on a phallic cult, as practised
in the villages of ancient Greece as early as the -6th century
before our era, during the festivities organized in the honour
of Dionysius, the god of wine. From the 15th century plays
became part of the life of the Albanian people who represented in them their victories over the enemy.
During the Ottoman domination, no mention can be
made of theatrical life. However, from the year 1874 an
amateur movement began to develop, and it played a very
important role in the revival of the national spirit, in deepening the love for the Homeland, and in raising the mass:s of
the people in war against the foreign enemy for nat10nal
and social emancipation. This movement underwent a great
development in Kor<;a, especially during the 30's, as we~l
as in other cities - Shkodra, Vlora. Gjirokastra, Elbasan, Tirana, etc.
The amateur theatre has played a particularly great role
during the war for national liberation. In these stormy Y.ears,
in city quarters, in the villages, in the units of the n~t10nal
liberation army, even in the prisons the freedom fighters
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carried out a broad legal and underground theatrical activity.
'!'he performances given by the partisans, who kept the script
in one han~. and the rifle in the other, were of great assistance
to the political education and mobilization of· the masses in
~he struggle for the liberation of the country. On this basis,
m the days of the historic Congress of Permet when the
' power was growing ever stronger, the amateur
'
peop1es
actors of partisan units, celebrating this event, created their
permanent theatrical troupe, the first nucleus of the People's
Theatre.
The partisans brought a new element to the theatre - the
man of the people, a hero until then neglected, oppressed and
scorned, who, taking up arms and growing aware of his
strength was now becoming the master of his own ,destiny.
The people's theatre, which was born neither in the
Ii_melights of luxurious theatres, nor as the product of a
given school or method; but was the direct continuation of
the partis~n theatre, illustrates and presents with great truthfulness this epoch of the healthy storm of the revolution. It
brought to the stage a hero embodying the best qualities
of a people who had freed themselves and become conscious
of their ()Wn strength. The new Albanian theatre exalted the
heroic work of the people. Like the partisan theatre, which
enflamed the hearts of the fighters and the whole people
after ~he battles ~aged against the enemy, the contemporary
A1bama;n theatre is ~he tribune of a dialogue with the working
people, a. vast amp~1the'.ltre. br~athing the revolutionary spirit
of the time. Drawing its inspiration from active life trom
the live work of socialist construction, building its cha~acters
ever. closer to the Albanian reality, the Albanian theatre has
acquired new fe~tures both in content and form, becoming
ever more accessible to and comprehensible for the masses
more democratic and of a more distinct'ly national charac<ter'.
The repertoire of _the Albanian theatre is mainly made
UJ? of works of Albanian contemporary playwrights, dealing
with past and present problems of the Albanian people.
In the repertoire of the national theatre, a particular place
belongs to the plays devoted to the struggle of the Albanian
. peopl~ for freedom and independence. Such plays as «The
Cai:;>t'.lm of the Brave>> by Sulejman Pitarka, «Halili and
HaJria» by Kol Jakova,. «The Seven Shalians» by Ndrek
Luca, and others, recreate the time of the heroic resistance
of the Albanian people to the invasion of the Ottoman hordes.
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VOur theatre gives an important place, to plays which
~ evoke the glorious epic of the National Liberation War, such
~J,as «The Prefect» by. Besim Levonja, «The General of the
'-Dead Army», a theatrical adaptation by Piro Mani of the
· novel of the same title by I. Kadare, «The Fisherman's
~Family» by Su~ejman Pitarka, «Dom Gjoni» by Kol Jat:i:,:f kova, etc.
\
Several Albanian plays tackle problems connected with
.~the great social transformations and \he popular revolution,
:_;:;..the land reform, the great socialist nationalizations, etc.
j Worth mentioning among others is the play -«Our Land» by
~ Kol. Jakova. These plays centre on the dramatic conflicts
.f'v--Y arising from the antagonistic contradictions of the Afoanian
,-~ j
reality existing in Albania at that time. Family conflicts are
'~ Vi subordinated to social conflicts, and plots develop through
"'
political decay of the feudal-bourgeois society ahd its
~ff final liquidation.
-J' .
An important place belongs to the plays which take
I
their subject from the work for the futher revolutionization of the whole life of the country. The great social
transformations, accompanied by transformations in the character of man, gave a new impulse to Albanian drama.
.
Predominant in the plays of this period_ is the positive hero,
. ;::...'(/J who is not .aI'l: invent~on of the. playwrig~ts, but th~ product
'-...Jof the socialist reality of this revolutionary period. The
t uggle for the emancipation of woman has brought to the
e the figure of woman. The characters of young women
the _p1a..ys---<1l'Iie. Hi
· » b
Loni Papa, «The
:tet""1n the Dow » by Fadil Kraja, an o herS,light~'ng
,
.
with courage for the triumph of the ne~,. for their right ..
are drawn very truthfully.
-\u~~(~~~ . _
Along with other problems f the theatre of tlie's'il re
)
cent years, the description of the relations between thep
( individual and the collective occupies an important place.
Many plays underline the roe of the masses in the education and transformation of
an, of the individual, whose
existence as such is not ne·gated; but on the contrary, is
held in higih esteem as far as his activity responds to the
interests of the collective, society. The plays <<The Second
Face>> by Dritero Agolli, «The Men of the Rock» by Kadri
Piro, «The Lady of the Town» by Ruzhdi Pulaha, and more
others, along with major social problems, also treat problems

.

Of the relations and COntradictiOnS emerg'ng in the COUrSe Ir~
of daily life and show the way to ove come them. The
~
introduction of this new •element into the Albanian drama
':f
is determined by the great role of the collective in society.
. .~
The plays of Albanian playwrights, classical or contem-) f!:
porary, put on the stages of our country, testify to the -.. -~~
·.
increased. creative capa~ity of actors, producers and decora- ~ ....... ·.
tors. The fact that maJor works of the world theatre such. ""· l
as «Othello.», «Hamlet», «King Lear» by Shakespeare, «Love -~ '
ahd Intrigue» by Schiller, «The Auditor» by Gogol, «The l ~
Noble Bourg.eois», <<The Miser», «Tartuff,, by Moliere, «Th~, .
enemies» ''?Y Gorki, «B.eyond the H<;>rison» and «The Bells of " .,~
the Kremlm~> by Pogodm, «Arturo Ul» by Brecht, etc. were pu~ l' -3
on stage, is a great success for the Albanian dramaturgy.
,
~
With the spirit which animates it, the Albanian theatr ~~
serves the political and aesthetical education of the broa ~\./\ \
working masses.
'Z:i
Iri the years after Liberation a number of professional
theatrical troops, besides the People's Theatre, have been
·set up all over the country.
Parallel with this, in work places, villages, schools, army
unHs etc. thousands of amateur artistic groups have been
created. They perform regularly before the public especially
during theatrical olympiads or other artistic manifestations.

6
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The cinematography
In 1947 a group of Albanian film-makers shot the first
Albanian . chronicle film, at a time when other countries
had years of experience in this field. Thus, the art of filmmaking, the youngest of the seven arts, began in Albania
on virgin soil. Experienced and skilled cadres were lacking, there were only some primitive makeshift appliances.
,
The films made during the 'period after Liberation bear
the imprint of the new reality of the Albania11 life, of the
march of the country on the road of the construction of the
new socialist society; they are, at the same time, a biography
of the «New Albania» Film-studio itself.
Hundreds of documentary and chronicle films illustrate
the first mass actions organized to heal the wounds of the
war, or the selfless work of the people for the industrialization of the ·country, the development of the economy and
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culture. Film-making developed in quality and its ideological
and artistic level was constantly raised in the process.
The «New Albania» Film-studio, with· a number of
laboratories and the related equipment, was set up in 1952.
After a time the first full-length films we:re made relying
on our own forces and means, among them: <<Tana», <<Debatik»,
and others, which were shown with great success.
After the 60's, especially in the more recent years, the
Albanian cinematography has increased its production_ of
documentaries and news-reels. The documentaries «The Dance
of the Eagles», ,.<Swo.rid in Hand», <<The City of a Thousand
Windows•>, «In the Service of 'Public Health», «Oiil-weH 542»,
<<Migjeni», «Gjirokastra», «With ou:r Fishermen», «A Signif.icant
Silence» and many more, are works of great ideological and
artistic value, highly appreciated by both the Albanian and
foreign spectators.
The art of film-making has reached higher peaks, has
become more mature from the ideological and aesthetic point
of view. The number of good films, which make a great
contribution to the enrichment of the national artistic treasury, has increased. Films like «A Special Mission», «The
Commissar of the Light>>, <<Triumph over Death•>, «Our Land,
«The First Years•>, «Open Horizons», «The Eighth in Bronze»,
«Old Wounds, <<White Lines», «On the Thresholld of Summer»,
«Narrow Streets Thirsting for Light», «The Highland Girl»,
«The Guerrilla Unit», «Traces», «Poppies on the Wall», <~Ge
neral Gramophone», <<Girls with the Red Rilblbon», etc. have
met with a warm reception in the country and abroad.
'Film production in Albania has increased fivefold in
comparison with the beginning of the 60's. The Albanian
~inematography has shown itself in a position to produce
films of world standards, which have won prizes at international film festivals.
In the last ten years the Albanian cinematography has
developed different genres of the art: films for children,
including cartoons and animated cartoons, feature films, popular scientific films, etc. The laboratories of the «New Albania» Film-studio have been modernized.
As a genre of popular art, the Albanian film is strongly
based on the principles of sociaiist realism and Marxist-Leninist
esthetics. It takes its subjects from the active life of the
people, their struggle for the liberation and defence of their
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country, the conflicts between new concepts and old backward customs, from the struggle for the revolutionary transformations jn the everyday life of the country. The
Albanian films reflect the heroic road traverned by the
Albanian people, their traditions and noble customs, their
desires and aspirations, the historical reality until the
liberation of the country and the reality of the struggle and
work for the construction of socialism. The heroes of the
Albanian films are modest, hardworking people, ordinary workers and peasants, soldiers, and people's intellectuals.
This has nothing in common with degenerate erotism,
the cult of murder and violen.ce, which are so widespread
in the decadent Western and revisionist cinematography. In
Albania all paths are blocked to degeneration and confusion
in social life, and among the youth in particular, to the
development of prostitution and crime.
A large number of film specialists have been trained in
the course of work. Every new film comes out with new
names,. young talents . that continue to swell the ranks of
Albanian film-makers.
The film has become a powerful means for the education
and recreation of the masses of working people. Instead of
17 small cinemas which existea before liberation, in the end
of 1975 there were 410 motion-pfoture houses, autocinemas
and ambulant cinema sets in the cities, villages and production centres.
·
The film has broad perspectives of development in Albania; in 1980 the «New Albania» Film-studio produced 40
documentary films, 26 newsreels, 10 animated cartoons and
14 fuH-length feature films. In the meantime, new sections
for f.ilming, screening, film processing, a new film archive,
all complete with modern technique, have been built.

Revival of the. figurative arts
The first national exhibition of the figurative arts was
opened! in Tirana in 1945, i.e., only one year after the country's liberation. Twenty-two painters and sculptors participated with portraits, landscapes, drawings, compositions, all
on a reduced scale. This was the beginning of· a series of
annual exhibitions which reflect the development of the figurative arts as an integral part of the development of the
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new Albanian culture.· Since then the number of painters
and sculptors has increased, various genres of the figurative
arts have developed, many large-scale compositions, monumental paintings· and sculptural groups have been produced.
Imposing busts and monuments, memorial plaques and statues
have been put up in public squares, gardens and historic
places. Along with national exhibitions, local exhibitions or
exhibitions of works of individual artists are often organized.
As against one exhibition in 1945, scores of exhibitions are
organized every year in the cities and even in the agricultural
cooperatives. As against 22 artists exhibiting their works in
1945, the names of hundreds of professional and amateur
artists figure in the national exhibition today. Exhibitions
of works of Albanian painters and sculptors have also been
opened in many foreign countries, arousing the interest and
admiration of the visitors with the militant spirit of lheir
works as well as with their healthy content and artistic
realism.
These achievements speak clearly of the development and
revival of the arts in our country. As is known, under Ottoman domination, islamic religion prohibited the expression
of the human figure in painting whereas Christian orthodox
rules prohibited its expression in sculpture. The figurative
arts completely declined in the long period of the Middle
Ages. Under the regime of King Zog, the arts were neither
encouraged nor supported. In the years of the people's power,
however, all the conditions have been created for the broadest
possible development of the figurative arts.
In Albania today there are quite a few painters who
have given proof of their outstanding creative abilities. Besides them, an army of amateur artists make their contribution to .the new socialist art, to the revolutionary education
of the working masses and the formation of the new man.
The main concern of the artists is to reflect the many aspects
of the socialist reality, like the other kinds of art do.
During the first decades since 1944 great efforts were
made to capture and· reproduce the heroic spirit of the
socialist life in general and of the new man in particular.
This element is evident in a good number of paintings,
<<The Proclamation of the Republic» (by F. Haxhiu), <-.Assembly
Workers» ('Sh. Hysa), «Our Land» (Z. Shoshi), «The Land
Reform» (G. iMadhi), etc. The heroic character of the time is
revealed in the reaHstic portraits of heroes or ·in compositions

illustrating the selfless work and efforts of the sons and
daughters of the people. The way they choose their subjects
and the creative man;n€T in which they treat them enable the
artists to reproduce the characteristic Albanian way of thinking, the characteristic Albanian world, in all its national
colouring.
The Albanian plflinters draw inspiration from life, from
the work and of the rworking class of Albania. Largesize paintings of a· monumental character portray the typical
worker in typical moments of life and work at the plant
or factory. This type of painting reached its maturity in the
50's. Though fewer in numbers and not always successful
artistically, the works of this period have their value in the
fact that they reflect the growing interest of the artists in
active life and their adoption of the method of socialist
realism. The ambition to· create works illustrating the life
and action of the great working masses is one of the positive tendencies of the 50's.
In the 60's the figure of the worker is treated more
extensively and more thoroughly. Advancing with the years,
the artists achieve a greater degree of ideological and political
insight into the phenomena of· reality. The theme of the
working class is treated with greater variety and vitality. The painting which has the worker as its main
figure develops along several lines. In the beginning the portrait of the worker is predominant. Later, in the second
half of the 60's, the figure of the worker is represented in
close connection with the environment. This figure, however,
is represented more completely . in larger compositions,
which begin to predominate in this ~enre. Its development
in the 60's is due to the close links of the painters with life,
to their richer experience of the active life for the socialist
transformation of the country, and their higher degree of
ideological maturity and professional skill.
In the ·recent times among the Albanian painters predominates the tendency to the treatment of the theme of
the working class on a monumental scale, realized in terse
artistic language.
·
The new socialist life in the village occuples an important place in Albanian painting. From the 50's this theme
has been treated with ever new methods, according to each
phase of the historical development of the country. The
great revolutionary transformations in the countryside hav~
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become a sour•ce of inspiration for the painte:r:s, who concentrate
on the portraying of the positive figure of the peasant. But ·
it is only in the 60's that the rural theme in painting gains
new depth accompanied with
ris·e of its ideological and
artistic level. The painters ltry to bring into relief the new
which the socialist transformation of the countryside has
brought about in the peasant's life in general, in his daily
work and inner world; they emphasize the growing role of
the ordinary man as an active participant in the construction of the new life. After 1966 the rural theme in painting
finds its vivid material in the mass labour actions. Depending
on the individuality of each artist, the stress is put on this
or that distinguishing feature of the new socialist man.
The Alban'ian sculpture today is in a certain sense, a
continuation of the best traditions of the past, developed
in and enriched with ithe spirit of patriotism and the popular
character of the new times.
Qualitative changes appear in the new interpretation of
phenomena by the sculptors whose activity beg'ins in the
perfod before the liberation of the country. People's Artist,
Odhise Paskali has created a number of busts in which the
search for the Albanian type is a predominant feature of
his art. In the !bust of People's Hero Vojo Kushi the courage
and fearlessness of the staunch fighter for the revolution is
embodied. Janaq Pac;o also departs from the established
classical norms in presenting the inner world of the communist fighter Qem:al Stafa.
Albanian sculpture is acquiring ever new features, which
manifest themselves not only in its growing interest in actual
problems, but also in its rising skill of artistic execution, its
healithy spiri't of innova·tion which every day adds to the
old tradition. The tendency today is towards increasing diversity of .forms and. means, and individuality of styles. The
creative acfl.vity of the Albanian sculptors shows that socialist
realism, as · a method, enalbles them to enrich their means
of expression.
The Albanian sculpture today has acquired a new dimension in the realistic reflection of life and the revolution
in the conditions of our country, -which is the essence of
the movement for innova•tion in the Albanian arts. This new
background engenders new forms of artistic expression. Original composition, ~asticity and clarity of forms, dynamism,
as well as a marked tendency towards the monumental, as
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dictated by the very natiure of the ideas and emotional world
which it reproduces,. are the main features of this new tendency in sculpture.
.
The striving to represent the reality in its wide diversity has added to the freshness, vividness and truthfolness
of Albanian sculpture. The attraction by themes from actual
life is seen in the development of m:ajor genres, in the creation of a considerable number o·f monumental sculptural
groups.
Decadent currents and different <<isms» in vogue in
many countries of thie world are alien to. the Albanian
artists.

Development of music
The nature of the Albanian music is optimistic. It can
draw on the tich treasury of the folk music to sing to the
joy of life and work, to the glory of the battles won, to the
present and the future. The Albanian folk artist has immortalized the memory •of h'is heroes fallen in battle in all
kind of melodies and songs. Nevertheless, the anti-popular
regimes of the past, neglectful of the culture . of our people
in general, were an impediment to all progress, so much so
that outstanding figures of Albanian music, the brilliant soprano Tefta Tashko, the outstanding tenor Kristaq Antoniu
and others were forced to develop their talents abroad.
Albanian musical 1art proper was born in rthe mountains
as a call for national liberation. To the melodies and songs
that the partisan fighters brought with them from the mountains were ad!ded the melodies and' songs of the new life,
the songs of the joy of work. New talents emerged, the
ranks of composers increased. Besides songs, romances, rhapsodies and ballads, the· repertoires of our musical groups and
orchestras 'Were enrichied with oratorios, musical tableaus
iand other major genres, wh'ich brought a new element. to
the Mlbanian musical world. In this manner, the Albanian
operretta, opera and ballet came into being. Overtures, concertos for piano, violin, flute, etc., ·chamber music, suites
and symphonies are now performed in concert halls all over
Albania.
One of the maj'Or works ·of Albanian mus'ic was the
operetta «Agimi» by Kristo Kono, who also wrote the vocalsymphonic poem «The Martyrs of Borova», Later came the
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oratorios by Kostandin Trako, the first sy:mphony by <;esk
Zadeja, etc.
The first Al1banian opera, «Mrika» by Preng Jakova,
was put on stage in 1954. It was followed by «The Spring»
by Tish Daija, «The Flower of Memory» by Kristo Kono, ·«The
Heroines» by Vangjo Nova, and others. In 1963 the Albanian
public were given the first national ballet, ·«Halili and Hajria»
by Tish D:aija. Later, the ballets «Delinla» by <;esk Zadeja,
«The Partisan» by Kozma Lara, -«The Highland Girl» by
Nikolla Zaraqi, «The Fishermanis Family» by Tish Daija, etc.,
were produced.
·
In 1968, on the 500th anniversary of the death of the
National Hero, Gjergj Kastrioti...:Skanderbeg, the operas «Skanderbeg» by Preng Jak!ova and «From the Mists» py Pjeter
Gaci were produced.
·
. The musical life of the country has been enriched with
thousands of songs which are sung all over the country, with
a number of operas, operettas, musical· f!Ome<lies, etc., as well
as with musical plays for children. To all this should be
a.dded the baUets and concerts of the May Decade, song festivals and the frequent symphonic concerts.
·
One can say without hesitation that today' the Albanians
have their own music, not only because musical works have
•their libretos and words in Albanian, but also, and above
all, be~ause they have a deeply Albanian character, develop
according to the great laws of the true proletarian art, and
the method of socialist realism.

The radio and television
After the establishment of the people's power the radio
underwent great development. The number of broadcasting stations increased beyond comparison with the period
before liberation. The main rtadio station is Radio Tirana.
The total power of the Albanian radio sitations is about 650
times as great as that of the period before the War. The
Alb~nian television, with its centre in Tirana, is modernly
eqmpped and together with the radio statlons of thei country, constitutes the material base for carrying out the cultural and political-ideofogical propaganda of the Party. They
make the voice of the Albanian people heard all over the
world.
With the complete electr'ification of the country almost
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every Albanian family can listen to :the radio anld watch TV
programs, through which the broad masses of working people are educated with the Marxist-Leninist spirit of the
Party, are tempered ideologically and politically and given
the possibility to broaden the horizons of their knowledge.
The number of radio and TV sets has increased incalculably
in comparison with the recentt past.
.
The many and diversified radio· and TV programs are
suited to a vast auditorium, to all categories of people,
ages, and professions. There are broadcasts for workers, cooperativists, students, women, young people and little children. About 30-40 per cent of the broadcasts of Radio Tirana
and the Albanian television are devoted to spoken programs.
Information occupies the greatest part of radio programs. Short
condensed information, full of figures and facts, chronicles,
reports and interviews, telephone conversations and correspondence, all this has introduced into every house the everyday life of the country in all ilts diversity, along with the
word of the Party addressed to the working masses.
Part of the programs of the radio and television is selt
aside for talks of an ideological character, which contribute
to rthe education of the masses with the M'arxis't-Leninist
ideology, the upvooting of the h'angovers of the reactionary
ideology of the overthrown classes and alien influences to
socialism, the discarding of retrogressive mouldy customs
and rites, the tempering of the new man.
Numerous broadcasts adldressed to the peasants and the
towI1S1people illustrate the successes achieved in the work
.for the srocialist construction in the country. Through these
programs the radio and telev'ision propagate advanced experience, the innovations and rationaliza'tions made by the
advanced ,workers, the recent discoveries in science and
technology, the major corrtriibution made to the development
of the people's economy.
Through the radio and television pr'ograms the working
pelople follow the development oI the arts, literature and
cinema, gain a bef\ter knowledge of the works of the best
progressive w!riters anld artists of the world.
Musical programs also occupy an important place in the
radio and television broadcasits. They make people acquainted
with folk music and the works of our composers. Part of the
programs is devoted to operas,· fragments of classkal or conbemporary m~sic by foreign composers.
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The protagonists of the p!rograms of the .radio iand television are mainly working people, who,, through these
powerful means of communication, show their successes,
exchange their experience, express their opinions about the
problems which preoccupy them. The spoken programs, to
mention only .them, call before 'the microph!one or the TV
camera tens of hundreds of workers and intellectuals. In
this mannelr, the 'radio and television have ,become a real
school, a tribune from which the Marxist-Leninist ideology,
the technica<l, scientific, cultural and artistic thought is spread
all over the ,country.
Radio Tirana broadcasts 80 hours regular programs in
19 languages for foreign listeners each day. Many of these
programs are intended 't'o acquaint the foreign listener wi1h
/Albania, with the historioal past of the Albanian p·eople,
with their struggle against their many enemies for their
national and social liberation<, their experience of the construction of socialism, their achievements 'in industry, agriculture, education and. culture, as ;well as in all the other
fields of every<!lay life. 1Partl ,of the prog•rams is dev1oted to
news anld. commentaries on international events, which analyse
~he international situation .in the Marxist-Leninisit spirit,
point out the stand of socialist Albania towards international
events, expose the aggressive policy of the superpowers and
other readionary forces, lay bare the main contradictions
of ouir epoch, illuirtrate \anid. encourage the class struggle of
the proletariat and the movement fo:r the national anld social
liberation of the Opp1'.'essed peoples and countries.

institutions - the drama theatre, the puppet theatre, the opera
troupe, several circuses, variety show theatres, etc. were
set up. In 1979 the country had 26 professional theatre troupes, 1,900 museums, museum-houses or rooms, 1, 751 of which
in the countryside. Of 5 public libraries with 13,000 books
the <:ountry had in 1938, in 1979 their number increased to
47 with 3,700,000 books. At its present stage of development
Albania has one cultural-artistic institution for every 600
inhabitants.
More imporlJant shH is the fact that favourable conditions have been created for the masses to pursue various
cultural and artistic activities. The number of books in li':'
braries has increased over 100 times against the pre-war
period, without ·including here the many libraries of production centres, schoO'ls and other institutions which are open to
everyone. Services in them are free of charge.
The cultural artistic institutions, including the Opera
and Ballet Theatre, organize tours, not only in towns but
also in the countryside, in different work places, construction
sites, army units, hospitals, schools, etc.
In order to enable all the working people to ·participate
in the cultural life of the country, ticket charges for cultural
artistic performances are very low. In this case, too, the
state defrays most of the expenditure for the development
of art and culture. Cinema tickets cost 1.5 or 2 leks, and for
organized groups only 0.5 leks; tickets for professional artistic performances, including those of the Opera and Ballet
Theatre, cost from 2 to 3 leks.
.,,
The Albanian working people are not only spectators,
but ralso creators of art and culture. It is orily after Liberation :that a new type of cultural institution - the palace
of cuHure, the cultural club, the house and hearth of culture, began to carry out its political and cultural activity
among the masses of working people. In 1973 there were
2,000 houses and. hearths of culture, without speaking of
the thousiands of «red-stands» set up at work places all
over the country.
This extensive development of cultural and educational
institutions speaks of the great work done for the ideological
and cultural revolution. In these institutions the working
people read, listen to concerts, conferences and discussions,
work in literary or artistic circles, visit exhibitions, in
general spend their leisure time in_a cultured manner. There

Culture -

the patrimony of the entire people ·

The cultural institutions in pre-liberated Albania could
be. counted on the fingers of one hand. The whole country
coU!ld boast only a few cinemas, two museums and 5 public
libraries'. The \theatre, the opera, the circus, the variety
theatre, the house or hearth of culrture, etc were unknown.
And even those few existing cultural institutions were frequented only by a handful of people.
. A:llter the establishment of the people's state power a
broad, and unified system of cultural and artistic institutions
was set up. During this period the first professional artistic
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are special instructors attached to the above-mentioned institutions.
Education of children and cultivation of new talents are
the main concern of young pioneers' palaces and houses, comprising various sections and circles, sports grounds, cinemas,
etc. All the schools of the country also run various circles of
young talents.
'Economic enterprises and cultural institutions in town
and countryside, schools and army units have an orga1.1;ized
system for the study of Marxism-Lerninism and for the propagation of innovations and inventions, for the dissemination
of scientific ideas, as well as circles dealing with problems
of hygiene and health protection.
The popular character of culture in the People's Socialist Republic of .A!lbania is also manifested in Hs profoundly revolutionary ideological content and spirit which reflect
the interests and aspirations of the broad masses, their efforts
for the construction of a new life. All artistic activities are
pervaded by the strong revolutionary feelings of the masses.
The popular character of our art is also reflected in the
composition of the l1arge army of Albanian artists. They are
the sons and daughters of the people, workers and peasants,
for whom the people's power has created all the possibilities
to )develop their talent. Therefore, they spare nothing to serve
the people.
The ideal of a life of luxury and isolation from the
masses of the people is alien to the Albanian artists. They
are one with the masses, live and work with them. Like all
our people's intelligentsia, they take direct part in productive
work in order to be able to know better all aspects of life,
the difficulties of the masses of working people, in order to
link themselves better with the masses and to inspire themselves from their heroic spirit. From time to time Albanian
writers and artists leave their studios and ateliers and go
to work and live in the countryside, at construction sites
and industrial centres where they. find the material for
their realistic works.
·For the !discovery and encouragement of new talents,
artistic festivals and «decades», competitions of amateur
groups of enterprises, schools, army units, agricultural coope..;
ratives, etc. are organized by the state on a national or local

scale.
· People of the different branches of literature, the fine
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arts and music, participate in the ·discussion of their works
by the broad masses. Frequently, after a performance, theatres become pliaces of heated discussion of the work which
~a? ju.st been put on stage. Public meetings with the participation of the authors are organized to discuss new literary works.
Thanks to these achievementts the arts and culture in
the People's Socialist Republic of Albania have become a
real patrimony . ~f the _broad masses of the people. Today
they serve the ideological and aesthetic education of the
masses anrd contribute directly to the eonstruction of socialism ih Albania.

The road of Albanian science
. In t~e centuries the Albanian people have defended
their native '1a~d. and their national dignity not only by
the fore~ of their arms but also by the vitality of their culture and knowledge. From among their ranks have emerged
many unnamed talents, creators of monumental works of
architect:ire and painting, of magnificent . rhapsodies which
have defied the centuries, eminent men who belong to both
the na~ional and world history - statesmen, generals and
humanists of worlld stature. However, the activity of our
. men of letters in the past never went beyond the limits of
indivi~ual initiatives, _despite their love of the language, folklore! hter~ture and history of their people. The feudal~bour
geois regime of Zog, whieh tried to foil all progressive initiative, abandoned all the fundamental problems of our national life and culture to foreign students and scienti3ts.
Therefore,. before the liberation of the country, the dream of
the A1barnan patriots to see their country wd.th an academy,
university, scientific research institutions, remained a utopia.
The triumph of the people's revolution paved the way
for the Albanian people to develop their culture, to extend
their knowledge, to make progress. In the conditions of the
dictatorship of the · proletariat the creative forces of the
talented Albanian people were given, for the first time in
their .history, all the possibilities of development.
The socialist regime cannot be conceived without a culture, education and science of its own, because it is the most
30 - 117 A
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advanced order, founded on the knowledge and· implementation of the laws of nature anrd society for the well-being
of the pe~ple. Therefore, the very first steps taken aft,er
Liberation were accompanied with important measures for
the development of science at rates unknown in the past
history of Albania and of many countries which boast great
traditions in the field of science.
Under the peopl€'s power, all the branches of the Albanian ~conomy have dev€loped at rapid rates. The Albanian
economy Telies on the achievements of modern science and
technology and introduces them into production and other
economic activities. Assessing the great role and importance
of . science for the development of the economy and culture,
the :Party of Labour of Albania and .the people's power encourage scientific-research activities, taking organizational,_
technicail and materiaQ measures for the training of the
cadres necessary for the development of research work,
which will enable Albanian scientific thought to reach new
heights. Science, from the concern of a narrow · circle of
people, has been transformed into a broad, organized and
planned activity of the state. To~ay it i~ ~arried on. by
many institutes in the centre and m the districts, by scientific groups and councils, technical and technological bureaus,
·the chairs of the higher schools and the institutions under
the Academy of 'Sciences.
The broad masses of working people participate extensively in the scientific life of the country. With their activity
they help the emension of 'scientific work in the great" production centres. They carry out thousands of .experiments in agriculture, work in scores of technical and technological bureaus set up in all production centres, are active
in experimental schools, scientific circles and associations,
where they learn new things and sum up what they have
• learned.
In recent years, and especially after the founding of the
Academy of Sciences of the PSR of Albania, many coriferences, sessions and congresses on scientific problems have
been organized with the participation of many foreign scholars.
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The Academy of Sciences of the PSR of Albania
Relying on 1he work done in the course of more than a
quarter of a century for the consolidation of socialist culture,
the 2nd Plenum of the CC of the Party of ~abour of Albania
held on June 20, 1972, adopted the decision on the creation
of the Academy of Sciences of the !People's Socialist Republic
of Albania, which was sanctioned by decree of the Presidium
of 1he People's Assembly of October 10, 1972. This date
. marks the founding of the Academy.
·
. The first session of the Alssembly of the Academy of
Sciences of the People's Republic of Albania was held on
January 25, 1973. The founding of this institution is the
result of the all-round material and spiritual development
of the country, as well as a necessity dictated by the great
tasks set by the construction of socialism at that stage and
by the brilliant perspectives opened to our country in the
future. Albania has already embarked on the road of intensive socialist development, which calls for most rational
LI:ti~ization of material and human resources, higher ·productivity of labour and more gualified management in all spheres
of socialist activity. The present stage of the economic. and
cultural development of the country makes necessary more
profound and comprehensive studies for a further improvement of the method of direction of scientific work, a better
co-ordination of scientific activities on a national scale, so
that scientific and. technical forces land means are employed
in a more rational and profitable manner ;md the qualification of cadres is carried on sounder scientific bases.
.
Through its leading body and its various sections, the
scientific institutions attached to it, land their special commissions, . the Academy of Sciences <playis an important role
in the solution of problems connected with the organization
of scientific activities, and, in particular, with their co-ordination on a national scale. The Academy of Sciences of the
People's Socialist Republic of A'libania has the primary tas~
of developing research and study on the scientific criteria
of the Marxist-Leninist methodology in the sciences which
come within the domain orf activity of the institutiorn;; attached to it, of co-ordinating the scientific research of the
various institutions depending on it, of submitting to the
competent organs the more important problems of· the de-

T
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velopment of new branches and disciplines of science and
technique, of introducing the new methodS into production
and scientific research, as well as studying all questions connected with the training of new scientific ·cadres. The academy
ensures the •co-ordination of the work of aU the institutions
attached to it, as well as of all the other scientific institutions
depending on the ministries.
.
The Academy of Sciences directs the work of a number.
of scientific research centres, such as the Institute of History,
the· Institute of Philology and Literature, the Institute of
Popular CUJlture, the Institute of .Economic Studies, the Institute of Nuclear Physics, the Institute of Hydrometeorology, the
Computer Centre, the HydrauHc Laboratory and the Seismological Centre. Other /institutions, serving the farther devefopment
of . the economy and culture, will be set up in the future.
Their activities will cover general theoretical problems, as
well as the applied sciences. The Assembly o"f the Academy
of Sciences has three large sections: social sciences, natural
sciences, and technical sciences, whiCh cover all the disciplines and studies.
.
·
The Academy of Science's of the· People's Socialist Republic of Albania, either on its own or in co-ordination with
-the University of Tirana and other scientific and educational
·institutions, organizes natibnal conferences and congresses,
frequently with the participation of foreign guests.
All the scientific activity· of the Academy of Sciences of
the People's Socialist Republic of Albania is based on· the
Marxist-Leninist world outlook. This is one of the superiori-:ties of science in our socialist order, :which enables it always
to find its bearings in ithe labyrinth of the unknown, of
making correct interpretations of facts and phenomena, of
drawing correct theoretical and 1practical conclusions, while
at the same time waging a stern struggle of principle against
idealism, metaphysics and theology, which are the enemies
of genuine science and inhibit progress. The _,proletarian party
spirit. is a constant ~eature of Albanian science.
Science in Albania is not and never will be the privilege
of an elite. In the address of the Central Committee of the
Party of Labour of Arbania and of .!Jhe Coundl of Ministers
of the PSR of Albania to the first meeting of the Assembly
of the Academy of Sciences, it is said among other things:
«The people and science, these two great historical force..s,
which until yesterday were divided and divorced from each

other, today, in the conditions of socialism, operate together,
multiplying their forces to speed up the process of development of society. In our C'ountry, scientific thought is ever
more be_coming the patrimony of the masses of the people
and enriching their creative activities.»
Scientific activity in Albania is not a question of personal
preference or choice, or the domain of a given group or
collective. It is a very important sphere of state activity,
which develops according to a :plan and in the interest of the
state, society and science itself. The social· responsibility of
science does not in the least restrict the individual scientific
freedom of the scientist. On the contrary, it illuminates the
road for I.the man of science, increases the value· of his work
for society, enables him .to tackle important theoretical and
practical problems of the presenrt and the future.
The progress of Albanian science is not unconnected vcith
the development of world science. Though 1t is a small
country with limited possibilities, Albania is extremely interested in the new acquisitions of world progressive science,
and tries to appropriate rapidly and iwith effectiveness the
achievements of modern science arid technique. This is one
of the important tasks Qf the Academy of Sciences.
The Academy of Sciences represents Albania in the international arena, making its voice heard in scientific as-_
sociations and congresses abroad. The links of Albanian
science with world science do not develop in one way only.
A~ba?-ian scienoo also contributes to world science by pub11shmg the results it has achieved; it has it'S say in the
field of scientific research, especially in those sciences which
are more immediate[y linked with the specifdc problenis of
Albania.
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Towards the brilliant peaks of science

.

In thie course of the years unlder the people's power
Albanian scientific thought hJas made great strides ahead.
Freed from spontaneity and subjectivism, the new Albanian
science has orientated itself towards the fundamental probleins of economic and cu]tural development, towards the
bolder perspectives which are opened by the new social'ist
order. Here finds its embodiment I.the Marxist-Leninist concept of the social rol1e of knowledge and science as a means
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to study and transform the reality. The results achieved
in the natural and technical sciences, the activities carried
out in this field enable a better utilization of the natural
asE?et.s of the country, its mineral ores, its water resources,
. its useful plants~ etc. in the interest of the development of
the economy. Intensive work is being done to resolve many
important scientific questions connected with the diff2rent
sectors of the socialist economy, agriculture, constructi.on.
industry, health service, defence, etc. for designing and build~
ing complex hydro-electric planlts of world standards, for
discovering and mining the riches of the subsoil for constructing farming machinery, industrial equipment,' etc.
.
Many studies are of special theoretical and practical
interest. Such are, amongst others, the study of the geological
structure and nature of the mineral deposits of the country, ·
of its hydro-electric resources, of the productivity of field
crops, of the improvement of b,_reed:s of livestock, e"tc. The
new Albani·an science makes its contribution to the continuous
modernization and mechanization of the processes of production, the construction of .new technological lines and new
plants relying on the internal material and human resources.
The Institute of Hydrometeorology, by improving the
quality of observations 1and their ·interpretation, has largely
met the urgent demands of the economy with useful data
connected with the oonstruction of the projects of the fiveyear plans; it hlas carried out a series of studies in the field
of meteorology, hydrology and hydro-chemistry for the assessment of climatic conditions and hydraulic resources of
the country, and for ·their large-scale utilization in the related sectors of the people's economy.
The Seismological Centre, besides the recording of ·seismic phenomenla, has compiled the catalogue of earthquakes
of .Albania for the period 1800-1970 and completed an interesting study on the seismological map of Albania.
The Institute of Nuclear Physics has applied advanced
biophysical methods in viarfous sectors of production and
research, in collaboration with different institutes and scientific :centres of production. The ~omputer Centre applies with
success new computer methods for the study and solution of
important. problems of many branches: in geology, electric
power, construction, agriculture, planning, statistics, mechanical-engineering industry, .etc.
··
In the field· of ·social _studies an important place is oc-

cupied by problems of socialist constiruction, which are seen
from a broad economic, socio-:-political, ideological and cultural
angle and in the context of the histlory of the Al,banian
people.
.a
Our social sciences base themselvers on ·the rich experience
created by the Party of Labour of .Albania, which has resolved many complex problems of the socialist revolution and .
development of the country in a creative manner and on a
Marxist-Leninist scientific basis, making a valuable contribution to the theory and practice of scientific socialism· on an
international plane as well.
In its principl!ed struggle against modern revisdonism and
imperialism, the PLA has firmly defended and de'Velopeq
the Marxist-Leninist theory, making a major contribution
to the treatment of many problems of current world devalop..,
ment, and especially the strategy and tactics of the international revolutionary worker movement. The scientific workers of the research insititutes and of the higher schools,
together with a great number of cadres of other sectors, play
a great role in this outstanding work of .the Party.
· V'ery positiv;e results have been achieved in the field of
Alh!anological studies. In the struggle of principle ·against
distoriteld, anti-s'cientific and reactionary vieWLS of foreign
scholars, which formerly prevailed in the Albanological stu""
dies, a new AlbanalJogical science, with many branches b'.lsed
on a scientific materialistic methodology, has . been oreated
ih struggle against all pressure exercised today by the bourgeois and revisionist science in this field of social •studies.
In the process of its consolidation it has resolved a series
of prolblems of A]banian material and spiritual culture~ thus
becoming an authmity in questions of Aloo:nian history, language and letters. ,
The Institute of Language and Literature has published
the <~Orthography of the Albanian Language», tJhe «Grammar
of the A'.l.lban,ian Language», the <<Dictionary of Current Albanian», the <~History of the Albanian Literature», etc. «Orthography of the Albanian Language-,, based on sound scientific
. cri ter.ia and published for the first time in the history of the
literary Albanian language, has solved at a higih scientific
level the prolblem of the uniification of orthography at the
present stage of development of the Albanian language.
One of the great successes of ·.the Institute of History
is the writing of the «History of Albania» in three volumes.
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The collective of the Institute of Popular Culture is
devoting 'its lattentfon to the study of the major problems
.of tradition and innovation in the field of folklore.
Fruitful scientific research work is being carried out
by the Institute of Economic ,Studies. This Institute studies
important problems of the relations of distribution and redistribution of income, of the productivity of agricultural production, of the perfecting of the system of prices in the
people's economy, etc.
The plans of the scientific research institutes of the
Academy of Sciences comprise a series of important problems.
The Institute of Hydrometeorology is working on the «Hydrology of Albania». On the basis of syntheses of the applied
climatology, it is working to fin1i.sh studies on the main climatic phenomena. The Seismological Centre has finished th2
compilation of the seismological map of Albania on the scale
1 :500,000, the study of the 1seismicity of the Drin River
basin, and is working for better utilization of seismological
data. The Institute 'Of Nuclear Physics studies a series of
important p:t"oblems of production in collaboration with the
other institutes which rlo not depend on the Academy. The
Comupter Centre is dealing with a number of complex prob·lems of mechanical engineering, geology, construction, electric power, agr1iculture,- forestry, ·planning, hydrometeonlog-ical statistics; etc.
·
The Institute of Economic Studies deals with problems
of distribution, organization and management of the economy
and of the critique of bourgeois and revisi'onist views and
theoriies.
The Academy of Sciences promotes scientific wor1'. and
strengthens scientific discipline. A broad organized work has
been done for the qualification of cadres and for the deepening of the line of the masses in scientific work.
The settling up of the Academy of Sdences, the progress
made by Albanian scientific thought and the perspectives
of its development have contributed to the refutation of antipopular and reactionary views according to which small
peoples and developing countries cannot bridge the gap
created .by their technical and scientific backwardness,· and,
therefore, cannot develop without foreign technical and
scientific aid; that they are doomed to live under political,
economic and scientific tutelage of the «great», without which
they cannot make pr.ogress.
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The 8th Congress of the PLA set very important tasks to
our science .
The main objective of all the scientific study work is to
give the 7th Five-year Plan the necessary support to ensure
its complete fulfilment. Along with this, an importan,t task
and objective of our. science is to begin. immediately to carry
out studies in regard to the next five-year plan (1986-1990).
Great attention will be paid to the assimilation of contemporary achievements and the study of those sciences which are
applied in the fields of vital importance to us, on which the
rapid progress ·of the country depends and which strengthen
its complete independence.
.
The main forc·es and means will be concentrated on studying our natural assets and, in the first place, in prospecting
for· and the discovery of useful minerals. An important objective of the scientific work will be the ·extension of studies in
the field of machine building, the perfecting of the technology
of production and the mechanization of the work processes, in
the field of designing and construction of diff.erent industrial
hydro-technical, civic and other projects. Of special importanc~
are the studies in\ the field of agriculture, especially those
which have to' do with the protection, increas·e and improvement of the land, increase of the genetic capacities of seeds
and breeds, the improvement of agro-technique and the protection of plants and animals.
Because of the conditions of our country, we must persist
in application. This is the field on which scientific research
work must be concentrated, first of all.
Importance will also be attached to the fundamental
sciences, which are the theoretical foundation of the applied
sciences and modern technique. The task laid down is that
the advanced results and methods of these sciences must be
known and mastered in order to put them as fully as possible
in the service of production.
·
The 8th Congress of the PLA pointed out that the deepening of the technical-scientific revolution in all fields has set
great masses of people in motion, has encouraged real
interest in mastering scientific knowledge more thoroughly
and in conducting experiments. The ipossibilities have now
been created to go over gradually to a wider front of greater
improvement and transformations, which will br.ing about
more radical changes to the benefit of production, technical
equipment, technological concepts or organizational forms, not
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only in indiv.idual workshops and factories, but also in entire
branches. To this end, the active role and: effectiveness of
science must be further increased, and it must not be developed only in the scientific-research institutions, but must
be developed and appliied extensively in the concrete terrain,
in the plants, the combines, the fields, wherever material
blessings are produced.
The creation of the Committee of Science and Technology under the Council of Ministers was an important
measure to ensure 'better direction- and organization of the
scientific study work.

PUBLIC HEALTH

The struggle for people's health

{'

The example of Albania shows that only socialism creates
the conditions needed for a radical improvement of the people's health. In the past Albania was one of the most backward
countries of Europe in this important field. It is enough to
mention that expenditure for the maintenance of all the
health institutions of the country at the time of King Zog
was almost equal to the pay roll of the King's courtiers.
Expenditure for public health covered only 1 per cent of
the budget, whereas the ·royal court alone absorbed 3. 7 per
cent of it. Medical examination cost from· 5 to 10 gold francs,
without .speaking of medicines, which cost scores of gold francs.
The workers could not afford such expenses and, therefore,
very rarely went to see a doctor. According to pre-Liberation
statistics the average Allbanian underwent a medical examina-:
tion once in seven years.
After Liberation the situation changed completely .. The
state power never separated the improvement of the wellbeing of the masses from the protection and strengthening
of their health, which in the People's Socialist Republic of
Albania is considered an important duty of the state. Numerous hea[th institutions, a vast network of hospitals and
clinics and a whole army of 1physicians fight on aH fronts
for the protection of people's health.
In the years of the people's power, important transformations have ben made in the public health service, which has
become socialist in content, comprising a whole system for
tbe protection and strengthening of the health of the people,
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for the development of their physical- and mental energies,
for the increase of their work capability, for the prevention
of diseases, for a longer life expectancy. In socialist Albania,
where exploitation of man by man does not exist, the social
reasons for the existence of a private medical service have
been eliminated. The physician-patient relations are no longer
rela.tions- of exploitation which lead to the enrichment of the
former at the expense ·of the latter. Physicians, just like all
the other working people, are paid by the state. Curing the
sick for personal profit is alien to the physician of our socialist society.
Public health, as it is organized in Albania, has an important characteristic; it develops according to a plan, which
facilitates its activities. The instituions of public health grow
and develop side by side with the harmonious development
of the whole country, relying on the constant increase of its
economic potential. The socialist state invests considerable
sums for the setting up of new institutions of public health.
In 1938 the funds for public health totalled 440,000 leks,
or only 1 per cent of the budgetary expenditure of the country. In comparison with the pre~war level,· now expenditure
for each inhabitant in this field has increased over 100 times.
Hospitals
Ye a r

1938

Number of hospitals
Number of beds

I

1950
69
5300

10

1000

1960

11970

134
8600

375
15100

1978
763
17000

With the ceaseless increase of the health personnel, Albania today has serveral times more physiicians. and dentists
than in the period !before Liberation.

[,

Number of physicians
Year

1938

Number of physicians
and dentists
122
Number of inhabitants
per physician and dentist 8527

I 1950

1960

'

I

1970

I

1978

l!J80

149

477

1808

3738

4400

8154

3360

1180

687

579
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Not only have health institutions extend~d all over the
country, but also constant progress has bee.n made in the
specialization and qualification of their serv1c.es._ Before .Liberation the whole capital had only one specialized . service.
Today the situation has changed completely. Clinics of path?logy, pediatrics, surgery and psychiatry have be.en .set up m
·all the districts of the country. In many districts other
specialized services have a~so been organized. .
In the People's Socialist Republic of Afbama, aH h:alth
services, from simple dressing to the most complex operations,
from the ordinary medical examination to long-term treatm~nts,
lasting often for years on end in the sanatoriums ~r hospitals,
are free of charge. No martter how fong the per10d of hospitalization and ho'w great the expenses in~urred, the patier:t
pays nothing. Afl e:xipenditure is defrayed by the state. 1:h1s
aspect of the 'health service in A:lbania is evidence of the socialist humanism,. which characterizes the people's power, of. the
rea[ity of Albania where man is considered the most prec10us
capital.
AU the citizens of the People's Socialist Republic of Albania are entitled to medical assistance fr;ee of charge. The
same applies to the foreign residents, .foreign consorts of
Albaniian cirtizens, as well as the foreigners employe~ at
various institutions, enterprises and organizations, provided
no contrary stipulation exists.
Treatment of patients and the distribution of medicines
are under no Testriction whatsoever. The physicians think
rather of how to cure the patient than of the cost of the
treatment. Thus, in certain cases the treatment of patients
has cost the state tens of thousands of leks .
.A!ll this stems from the very character of the health
service in .Mbana. This is an important achievement of.
the Allbanian people, which speaks of the unprecedented
strengthening of the people's economy. No capit~list count~7,
however peweTful economically, has or can put mto pracbce
such a humanitarian system, because this would run counter
to the selfish interests of a handful of people. The cost of
mediCal care and treatment is ver;y high there. As to the
«free of charge» medical care in certain bourgeois states, in
fact it is rbased on ·the funds of <<Social insurance» created
thrdugh the contributions of the workers themselves so it is
not at all gratuitous, on the contrary, it is conditional on a
number of factors.
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Medical care in Albania tends to· be as close
people as possible. This is illustrated by the fact that
institutions function even iI;l the most remote corners
country. The network of outpatient clinics and dental
covers all' the inhabited centres of the country.
'

to the
health
of the
clinics

Total
number of outpatient
clinics

1938

40

1950

362

l

1960

I

1970

I

1978

629

1283

3028

Number of visilJ> in
thousands

159

746

1962

4748

6926

Number of visits
per 10,000 inhabitants

153

614

1206

2223

2695

,,1

First medical assistance is given in outpatient clinics.
The clinics of city quarters, complete with sections of
pathology, pediatry, radiology· and minor surgery and injections, have all the inhabitants of the related quarters under
·constant control. On first examination the physician fills the
personal file of the ;patient, recording the diagnosis and
treatment· prescribed. If hospHal treatment is needed, the
patient is admitted to the respective hospital ward on the
.recommendation of the physician in charge of the case. In
locality centres the hospital carries out iboth outpatient
and hospital treatment. ~rotection of workers' health is not
the exclusive concern of health institutions. Many economic
enterprises have their own health centres, in which workers
are given medical aid. Every town and major work centre,
as well as most of the villages have emergency stations working round the clock.
Physicians are present wherever the life of man is
exposed to danger. In emergency cases they stand ready to
fly· on helicopter to remote or isolated places to save people's
lives.
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ExtensiOn of the health service to the
Albanian village

Outpatient clinics
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j

f

The health service in the rural an:?as of the country was
almost non-existent in the past. For all the ·villages of the
country, with 90 per cent of the populartion, there were all
in all 14 outpatient clinics with one nurse each. Malaria,
tuberculosis, . syphilis, trachoma, etc. took a heavy toll of the
rural population. The peasants of the remote zones never saw
a doctor in their lHe.
Immediately after Liberation, the people's power made
every effort to improve the health service in 'the countryside,
by ensuring medical care free of charge for the peasantry
and setting up health institutions as close to the peasants'
homes . as possible.
In these years of the 1people's power, the number of health
institutions has increased more than 20 times. Every united
village today has one health centre, including an outpatient
clinic, a maternity home, a dentist's dinic, or a rural hospital.
Every viHage has an outpatient clinic, with a mother and
. child consultant section, and one or more. creches.

Prophylaxy - a fundamental characteristic of
the health service in Albania
It is easier to prevent than to cure. Therefore, prophylaxy, prevention of disease, has been the main concern of
the public health service in Albania since the creation of the
new socialist state. Here lies the essential difference between
the concepts o;f people's health, as it exists today in the
People's Socialist Republic of A1bania, and as it existed in
' Alpania in the period before Liberation, or in the capitalist
coun'tri-es where ,;the psysicians themsetlves are not interested
in such measures.
Prophylactic service was set up in Albania immediately
after Liberation, with the adoption of a series of important
measures to stop the spread of diseases by means of the
pr~ventive vaccination of the population free of charge. In
spite of the grea't shortage in medical cadres, systematic exam-
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ination of all the working people was carried out as early as
the period 1946-194 7.
,
·
Parallel :ivith hospitals and polyclinics, a ·large network
of prophyla~tic establishments, clinics, laboratories, etc. has
b~en set up m our countr;y, and is ever better being comp[eted
with cadres, whose experience and professional skill are consfantly growing. Gradually, the prophylactic network has
branched. off over the whole country, reaching the most
remote villages.
.·
.
Instead of one single. hygienic centre which existed
be.fore Li!beration, today the country has 2.6 s~ch centres, with
all ·the necessary cadres and equipment. Likewise instead of
o_ne bact~oriological laboratory with three higher' cadres and
fiv~ m~dmm cadres in 1944, today the country has 25 bacter101ogical laboratories, with scores of cadTes of different
spe~ialities. 1:oday there are 25 bromatological laboratories
agamst none m the period befor·e Liberation:
. .Beside~, sanitary education has become widespread, compris~ng ~samfary houses and cabinets on a district level. These
mstitut~ons carrY: out intensive propaganda work among the
population, especially on problems of hygiene and prophylaxy.
In order to put the activity of the prophylactic institutions
of all levels on a sound scientific basis, to consolidate them
and to raise the study and treatment of the problems of
hygiene ai:id epi~emio1ogy to a higher level, to strengthen.
. prophylactic services, the Institute of Hygiene an:d Epidemiology was set up in Tirana in 1969. H deals with the scientific
s~udy of the hygienic-sanitary conditions of ·work, the hygiene of nutrition and housing, and takes measures to im. prove them; it tracks down contagious diseases and assists
the tra~ning and specialization of cadres engaged in the sector
of hygiene and prophylaxy. Besides, H gives direct and acti".'e assistance to the base whenever unexpected problems
anse, problems ·which require the application of most advanced technical methods. It has become an important centre
of manufacturing immunomological medicaments. The people
working at this institute study the working conditions in the
mines, industrial centres etc., detect the causes tlhat effect the
health of the workers and suggest measures to improve the
situa•tion.
·
This institute controls the nutritive value of the food
products, detects the sources of deterioration and· infection
of food, and suggests methods and measures to preserve the

nutritive qualities of food products at every stage of their
production, canning or transport.
Measures are taken in all work and production centres
in order to <create the best possible hygienic and sanitary
conditions for the working people. A worker is employed only
after undergoing an obligatory medical examination. The workers of some categories of heavy jobs, which might impair
their health, are examined more frequen'tiy. By special decision of the government, a health centre, with one physician,
one dentist, one assistant physician and one nurse, is set up in
the major work centres.
Besides work places, prophylactic medicine covers the
institutes for children of pre-school and school age, in order
to ensure that the norms of hygiene and cleanliness are
rigorously observed there. Particular aHention is attached to
the physical development of pupils and students, who are
examined at regular intervals.
<Prophylactic medicine plays an important role. in working
out the generaI plan of cities and villages. All construction
designs are executed only after the sanitary inspector has
given his approval. This criterion of work, this control by
the sanitary organs, applies also to rural construction.
These prophylactic measures have resulted in the protection 'Of people from epidemic diseases, especially contageous diseases of the intestines, in the elimination of malaria,
syphilis, trachoma, etc. and in circumscribing tuberculosis,
poliomyelitis, diphtheria, etc. as much as possible.
Prophylactic measures are taken by sanitary organs and
institutions as well as other state organs. These measures are
put into practice according to rules on work safety, the protection of mother and child, the mechanization of work in
agriculture, industry, etc.

Medical science and the protection
of people's health
Since the establishment of the people's power public health
services have extended and greatly improved their quality;
they have _been brought closer to the masses of the people;
sdentific work has also been carried out over major problems
of people's health. With the health service network aiready
31 -
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extended ·to the remotest villages of the country, now the
raising of its scientific level has been giveri top prio~ity.
Scientific work in medicine is aimed at strengthenmg the
prophylactic service through increasi:ng the number of sanitary institutions, equipping them. wi~h. modern apparatu~es,
and raising the professional and scientific le':7el of t17e medical
personnel. The scientific activity in this field mamly comprises the study planning and execution, on well-founded
scientific bases, 'of measures for the protection of people's
health the utilization of new methods and means of prevention, tliagnostication and treatment, the _further improvement
of the organization and increased effectiveness of the health
service.
The studies carried out in this field, just as in all other
activities axe conducted according to . plan. The Faculty of
Medicine' and the Sanitary Centre, the University clinics, as
wen as the Institute of Hygiene and Epidemiology, in ~o
ordination with the Ministry of Health and after consultmg
the wortkers' collectives, have dr.afted five-year plans in which
the problems of preventive medicine, in particular th~se
linked with the protection of the health of mother and child
and of tlhe workers are given particular attention. These plans
foresee ·the study 'of the more widespread diseases, such as
hypertension certain liver disorders, biliary calculus, _some
disorders of' the stomach and the intentines, rh~umatls~al
polyarthritis, epill.epsia, dental caries, etc. Exte:r:sive studies
connected with the introduction of the new achievements of
- medical science such as isotopes, surgical treatment of heart
diseases etc. ~ well as a number of studies on experimental
medicin~, ha~e raised the level of scientific and practical
activity. The importance atta<:hed to t~e study of. the popular medicine is noteworthy. The I:r:strt;ite of ~yg1ene and
Epidemiology carries out major studies m the field of hygiene, epidemiology and immunology.
These scientific studies are free of all academism, because
they are founded on the necessities of ev~ryday ~if:e and connected with the problems of the practical activity .of._,ou~
medicine.
. '
The distinguishing feature of the development of Albaman
medical science is its mass character. The work of the specialists is directly combined with the activity of all the mass
of people engaged in the health sector. The de".elopment of
medicine in depth; the raising of medical assistance to a

higher qualitative level cannot be realized by a handful of
specialists alone. However great .their talents and qualified
the aid th~y give, all this cannot be made without raising
th_e professi?nal level of all the people working in this sector,
without their broad participation in scientific research work.
In our country, not only the central institutions, but also
the health organs in the villages, have all the possibilities
of engaging in scientific research and study. In fact the
health institutions in the districts, just like the central 'institutions, have their own plans of scientific study. The number
of peopl7 engage~ in sc~entific study is growing ceaselessly,
along with the mcreasmg frequency of scientific sessions
organized everywhere, including the· smaller districts.
. ~~ order to encourage people's participation in scientific
activi~1es, th~ work t~ey do to extend their knowledge and
to raise ~heir profess10nal level is followed with particular
c_are. Vano:i~ forms of activities, which have as their objective the raismg of the professional level of medical cadres
thei.r specializ~tion and post-graduate qualification, are or~
~amzed both m the centre and in the districts. At regular
mtervals, c~~res. from the districts come to the capital to
attend quahficat10n courses according to a definite program.
. In ~he conditions of the great development of medical
science m the world today it is impossible for a physician,
however capable he may be, to undertake scientific studies
alone, as his work would be incomplete not to say· fruitless
The . solution of complex problems exa~ts complex scientifi~
stud_ies. Therefore it is necessary that· studies should be
earned out by groups of physicians specialized in different
sectors.
In the debating of different problems, as well as in the
encourage~ent. ~f scienti~ic. work, an important role is played
by the Scientific Association of Physicians which has its
b.ranches in all the districts. The leading orgah of the associa~10n compr~ses ~hysicians <mgaged in scientific work and
interested m stimulating scientific thought among their
colleagues.
·
. The mass character of scientific work is directly linked
with. th~ efforts to raise the scientific level of the health
servic.e m all .the country. This creates the conditons for
reducing the differences of level still existing between the
ce:ntr~ _and t.h7 districts. The government organs assist this
scientific activity and co-ordinate it on a national level see
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to it that the scientific workers do not lack the materials
they need and the publications they have to. consult. The
results of scientific work are not kept locked up in drawers,
they do not become the property of a narrow circle of specialists, ·on the contrary they are published and made known
so as to be applied by all the physicians of the country.

Public health entire people

the concern of the

The successes achieved in the People's Socialist Republic
of Allbania in the protection of the health of the people, are
due to the considerable funds allocated for prophyladic measures and to a radical rebuilding of the whole structure of the
health service. These successes are connected with the higher
level of socialist consciousness of the masses, of their sanitary
education and their broad and active participation in the
great struggle for the protection of the people's health. Collaboration between the health institutions, the Democratic
Front and the mass organizations over problems of <.;he protection of health, the. improvement of the living and working
conditions of the masses, the education of mothers to rear
healthy children, etc., is ever better organized.
In the cities, the organizations of the Democratic Front
have set up hygiene commissions in all blocks of buildings.
Through various forms of sanitary education and propaganda,
the level of sanitary •culture of the masses has been raised to
the degree that they participate actively in the work for the
protection of the people's health. The organizations of the
Party, of the masses, the teachers, workers of public health
institutions, etc., explain to the masses the importance of rigorously observing hygienic rules. The struggle for radical
transformations in the hygienization of the country, in general, and of the village, in particular, is not reduced to the
adoption of a series of technical and material measures,
necessary as they may be in themselves, but above all is a
struggle against backward concepts and customs, for raising
the cultural level of the working masses, in general, and
their sanitary culture in particular.
This, especially in the countryside, is ensured through
special courses for sanitary activists, who are chosen from
among the young peasant girls. These courses, set up under
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t~e s~licitude of
t~ons m. schools,

the people's power and the mass organizaproduction centres and agricultural cooperatives, give these young girls the rudiments of first medical
aid. T~e sanitary acti~ists, trained in these courses carry
out t~is duty after their normal work on a voluntary .basis.
In t~is manner, .every village, or every family in the village,
has its own sam~ry activists, who with their example help
spread the new m the countryside, giving valuable aid to
the masses to acquire the first notions of hygiene and sanitation.
Wor~er control and the control organized by the working
masses m general on the sanitary institutions is another
important. form of participation of the working masses in
the solut10~ of problems ~f pubJic health; these forms of
wor~ help. unil?rove the quahty of care for the patients in th~
~ospitals, mstil the revolutionary spirit of the working class
mto the people working in these institutions, and revolutionize
them further.

Decrease and Liquidation of
endemic diseases
.. Before Liberation endemic diseases such as malaria, syphilis, tuberculosis, diphtheria, poliomeylitis, etc., took a heavy
toll of the population. This was due to the favourable terrain
for the spread of these diseases, above all the socio-economic
and political situation of the country, and last but not
least, to the shortcomings and ineffectiveness of the health
service. Ordin~ry people could not afford to pay the heavy
expenses required for the long treatment of such ailments
as tuberculosis, syphilis, etc.
.
As a result, almost the whole of the population living
m ~he .marshlands was affected by malaria. Tropical malaria,
which is the most acute form of this disease, was widespread.
In 1940 about 54 per cent of the cases examined showed
symptoms of this disease. Such a grave situation existed
only in Albania of all the European countries.
SyJ?hilis was another open sore for the country. Under
the regime of Zog, and especially in the period of occupation,
the spread of prostitution, a characteristic phenomenon of
the capitalist socio-economic system, brought about a recrudescence of this disease. In many districts, endemic syphilis,
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neglected for centuries, was rampant, and no studies had
been made so far in this field.
Other contageous diseases were widespread, especially
the acut<:~ forms of irntenstinal infections, dyspepsia, gastroenteritis, as well as dysentery, typhoid fever, diphtheria and
other diseases which were the cause of a high death-rate,
especially among small children.
Immediately after Liberation, the most urgent task was
to check the spread of the epidemic typhoid fever, to put
under control malaria .and other epidemic diseases, etc., while
organizing against syphilis a campaign, which, with the
overthrow of the exploiting classes, could be waged in more
favourable conditions. In this first phase, work was concentrated on the diseases which were responsible for the highest
number of deaths and which could be combated with success
with the knowledge available at that time. When the foundations of this service were laid, and rules and laws approved,
work began for the training of cadres needed to carry out
this campaign. An anti-epidemic centre was set up - an
important measure in the context of other measures adopted
for the protection of the health of working people. In 1947
the Law «On the Struggle against Infectious Diseases» WM
promulgated, in 1949 the Decree on «Declaration, Examination
and Obligatory Treatment of Syphilis Free of Charge», and
the Government Ordinance for the «Campaign against Malaria» was issued; all this served as a basis on which the
struggile against these diseases was to begin. In 1949 the
government. took the decision on the gratuitous treatment
of tuberculosis. In 1949 large-scale vaccination began against
diphtheria and later against typhoid fever in the principal
centres of these diseases. - In 1947 the problem of the local
production of vaccines against typhoid fever was finally
solved.·
Thanks to these measures rapid progress was made in
the liquidation of epidemic diseases. Malaria was put under
control, syphilis was almost totally wiped out and ~he campaign against tuberculosis was organized on the b~s1s of the
new achievements of medical science, while attaching all the
necessary importance to the prophylactic measures against it.
In 1952, with the setting up of epidemiological centres, with
their extension and strengthening in the years that followed,
the activity of the anti-epidemiological service has become
more and more concrete.
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1Priority was given to the struggle for the liquidation
of malaria. In 1950 declaration and treatment of malaria, and
later hospitalization of malaria cases, were made compulsory.
Other measures concerning the prophylaxy and liquidation of
infection oenita:'es played an important role in this field.
The struggle against malaria, which continued till the
complete liquidation of the disease, went through two stages:
the first, from 1946 to 1957, had as its objective the reduction
of the infection to the level that it no longer posed a threat;
the second, from 1958 to 1967, marked the complete liquidation of the disease. This is a great success of the health
service in the PSR of Albania. In the recent years no case
of malaria has been reported.
The radical transformations carried out after the triumph
of the people's power had created the necessary conditions
for the rapid liquidation of syphilis, •too. A campaign was
organized in order to detect and eliminate the centres of
endemic syphilis. In 1'950 there were 34 anti-venereal clinics
and 8 laboratories specialized in this field, whereas in 1958
the number of anti-venereal clinics and sanitary centres increased to 77 and that of seriological laboratories to 34.
These institutions carried out a broad activity for the
tracking down and treatment of syphilis and other venereal
diseases. From 1947 to 1968 they had made 2,322,356 seriological examinations, all the detected cases ·Were obligatorily
subjected to proper treatment, with the result that 99.4 per
cent of them were thoroughly cured.
The successes achieved in combating syphilis in Albania
are unprecedented in many countries, where syphilis, like
other venereal diseases, is constantly operating. From 1961
to 1965 the numlber of syphilitics has increased from 10. 7 to
11.7 per 100,000 inhabitants in the USA, from 7.6 to 9.6 in
France, from 16.6 to 23.6 in Poland, from 0.3 to 10.0 in
Hungary, from 29.9 to 30.3 in Yugoslavia. As early as 25
years ago syphilis contracted through sexual intercourse has
disappeared in Albania. Likewise, no case with tertiary clinical
symptoms of endemic syphilis has been reported; in fact, the
last of these cases, was observed in 1960.
In Albania today, with the elimination of the basis on
which syphilis may develop, this disease is considered to be
liquidated once and for all, which is a success still unmatched
by any country of the world. Thanks to these measures many
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venereal and other diseases have disappeared, like typhus and
trachoma, while others have been considerably restricted, like
typhoid fever, dysentery, diphtheria, poliomyelitis, etc.

Chemioprophylaxy - the administration of nicotibine to
children and adults who have contact with people affected by
tuberculosis, is another measure of defence adopted since 1962.
The duty of the anti-tubercular service is to detect the
symptoms of the disease at the earliest stage by means of
mass examination of people at work and production centres, in
city quarters and villages.
Apart from the purely medical aspects of this work,
the struggle against' this disease is made much easier thanks
to the constant raising of the standard of living of the masses
of the people.
Anti-tubercular sanatoria and clinics can accommodate all
the cases of consumption in a condition requiring clinical
treatment. Hospitalization and treatment is free of charge
in spite of the fact that the treatment of this disease requires
considerable funds.
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Recession of tuberculosis
Tuberculosis, which was most widespread amongst the
masses of the poor, especially workers and peasants, is one
of the dark stains on the medical history of our country.
Lacking almost all medical assistance, the sick languished
-uncared for until they died.
The primary forms of consumption are in decline today
and the most serious cases are met with more and more
infrequently. The struggle against this disease in Albania is
organized in a centralized manner on the basis of prophylactic
medicine. During the first phase, when the country :had a
shortage of physicians, efforts were made to increase the
number of beds, with the aim of isolating and curing the
sick.
. During this period anti-TBC sanatoria were set up in
Tirana, Kor~a, Shkodra and other cities. A large network of
clinics for the prevention of tuberculosis was also set up.
Today all the cities of Albania have one such clinic.
Anti-tubercular establishments
Year
TBC sanatoria
number of beds
TBC clinies
number of beds
preventoria
number of beds

1938

1950

1960

1970

,197511'

4
1075
8
145
5
520

5
1541
15
331

4
1585
15
448
1
100

3
1100
4
40

Prophylactic measures comprised also vaccination with
BCG. All the population under 20 years old was vaccinated
with BCG and in certain cases this measure comprised people
of the age group of 30 years ..

*

The fall in 1975 shows the regression of the disease

Mother and child care
The position of social inequality in which the Albanian
woman lived before Liberation was reflected most clearly in
the lack of all care for the protection of her health. At that
time the whole country had one maternity ward in all with
15 beds, in the hospital of Tirana. The personnel for the
whole of Albania· consisted of one gynaecologist and 32 midwives working mainly in the cities, and assisting only the
wives of the rich, while most of the wives of the poor
laboured in dangerously anti-hygienic conditions, with a high
kequency of accidents to the mother and the newborn. Consultation clinics for pregnant women were unknown just as
sanitary propaganda for the protection of the health of mother
and child. Cases of death during delivery and in the first days
after child-birth were numerous. This accounted mainly for
the very slow increase of the population of the country.
This state of things has been changed in Albania today.
The protection of the health of mother and child is one of
the primary duties of the state and an integral part of the
policy for the complete emancipation of woman. Today every
village has its own sanitary unit with an ambulance, consultation house, maternity house and creche. In this manner, all
the births in the cities and more than 95 per cent of births
in the villages are assisted by a gynaecologist and a midwife.
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Obstetric and gynaecological assistance in the PSR of
Albania is conceived in its two aspects: "prophylaxy and
treatment. All pregnant women .in city quarters or villages
have access· to consultation facilities under the direction
of a phycian and a midwife, · as well as other specialists,
from the beginning of pregnancy up till delivery. The personnel of consultation houses for pregnant women and mothers
with children follow up the health situation of their patients
by means of regular ;rounds of inspection in their respectiv'e
quarters.
·

1Before Liberation, the birth of a child meant increased
misery for the families of ordinary. w_orkers. T~day, on t~e
contrary, children of the People's Soc1ahst Repubhc of Albama
are the «privileged». Creches, kindergartens, schools, young
pioneer palaces are put at their disposal to grow up healthy
in body and mind, to learn, to recreate and temper themselves.
The camps of young pioneers set up at the seaside and in
the mountains accommodate thousands of children for the
summer vacations. Besides this, during summer vacations all
the schools of the country turn· into day camps for children.
The industrial enterprises and agricultural cooperatives set up
recreation camps for the children of their workers.
Child care is in the centre of attention of the people's
power. Before Liberation, pediatric services for the whole of
the country comprised one ward with 35 beds in the hospital
of Tirana. Because of the lack of a specialized medicial service
for children, many diseases resulted 1n a high rate of infantile mortality. Only in the city of Tirana, the average infantile
mortality in the period 1933-1940 was 161 per 1,000.
Under the people's power the first pediatric hospital was
set up' in Tirana, which was followed by those in Shkodra,
Kor~a and other cities,· with pediatric wards being opened in
every hospital of the country.
Outpatient clinics and polyclinics have their pediatric section, keeping constant control of the children of the resceptive
city quarters. They organize periodic medical examinations
in schools, kindergartens and creches, with the aim of taking
prophilactic and preventive measures.
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Mother and child care consultation houses

1938
1

IJ.950

1960

76

160

1970
1371

1978
4832

A vast work is done in order to spreaa scientific knowledge for the protection of the health of mother and child.
Apart from this, these are special provisions to facilitate the
work of working mothers. During pregnancy or breast-feeding
they c::tnnot be sent on business outside their residential
place, cannot be assigned to night shifts, or to extra time
work.
While nursing the infant they have the right to stop
work every three hours to go to the infant.
<Everyone who refuses a job to or dismisses a woman because she is pregnant, is liable to penal pursuit. ·
During the .period of pregnancy, all women have the
right to· be transferred to a lighter job, and the management
of the enterprise or institution in which they are employed
il' duty .bound to satisfy such a demand. If the pay going
with the new job is lower than the average pay of the·
former job, the difference is made up by Social Insurances.
All women workers and employees during pregnancy
.and after child-birth have the right to a ,period of 6 months
paid leave, with the payment of 80 per cent of their salary.
The people's power holds in high esteem the mothers
who give birth to, rear and educate their children well. The
People's Assembly has founded various medals and orders,
such as the «Heroine Mother», the -«Glory to the Mother» and
the -<-<Mother Medal».
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Increase of the number of creches

----year

1950

1960

1970

------1978

II
Ir
I

number of day creches
number of beds

!

17
760

139
8975

2262
45339

2575
50327

Child care is organized on solid bases, with the obvious
result that contageous diseases. such as measles, diphtheria,
poliomyelitis, etc., have been gr.eatly reduced. More than

I
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400,000 people in Albania have passed the critical age without
contracting measles.
'
Another important success is the general vaccination
against diphtheria and poliomyelitis, which caused a con. siderable fall in the occurrence of diphtheria whereas poliomyelitis is gradually receding and is no problem.
Tihe campaign organized against infantile diseases and
the regular examination of children in schools, kindergartens,
and creches, as well as the !pl'eventive measures, have resulted
in a considerable decrease of mortality caused by the abovementioned diseases. Rachitis also is in recession, partly due
to the progress of health education on the part of parents
and to the prophilactic treatment with vitamin D.
·
Another important measure for child care consists in
the organization of sanatorium, anti-dysenteric and anti-,dystrophic · creches, in which children resume normal development.
Besides this, a great number of s.easonal creches function
in the countryside. Creches admit children from four months
and a half to four years old. The parents pay only for a small
part of the expenses, which, derpending on the size of the salary and the number of people in charge of the head' of the
family vary from 20 to 30 per cent of the total expenses.
The rest is covered by the state.

Pharmacy in the service of the people
A considerable part of the successes achieved by public
health in Albania is due to the role of pharmaceutic services.
Before Liberation, the country depended on import for all
kinds of medicaments, which were sold to the population at
speculative prices.
After 1944, pharmacies were nationalized and put entirely
in the service of the people, thus putting an end to all
possilbilities of speculation. With this measure the state was
in a position to unify prices for medicaments and even to
reduce them periodically. Prices for them sometimes are lower
than the cost of production. Only in the course of the 4th
Five-year Plan, in 1966 and in 1969, two great price reductions
have been made for a long list of pharmaceutical articles,
covering mainly medicaments of grearl; consumption, especially
antibiotics, vitamins, cortisons, analgesics, etc.
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All medicaments for infants under one year of age, which
is 10 per cent of all the medicaments sold in the pharmacies
of the country, are given free of charge.
The citizens of the PSR of Albania receive the medicamen(s they need, when treated in hospitals and· other health
institutions of the country, free of charge.
The network of pharmacies has so extended that each
group village has its own pharmacy.
Important steps have been taken in the production ~f
medicaments in the country, using mainly the local primary materials. In 1948 the first pharmaceutical la~oratory
was set up; in the beginning the list of its product10n consisted of a few items. Later it grew into an industrial enterprise producing 1,000 pharmaceutical and cosmetic artic~es,
which meet the greatest part of the demands of the popuiation
and of the health institutions for them. Each year, production is enriched with new articles and quality is improved.
This enterprise has a modern laboratory, in which a great
number of higher cadres and specialists work.
The control of medicaments is done at the state control laboratory of medicaments, both for the local and imported products, for the finished product and the primary
materials.
The Albanian pharmaceutical industry will develop further in the future.

Sports for the masses
From a privilege of the upper strata,. the sports and
physical culture today have become the patrimony. of the
broad working masses and of the younger generat10i:s, an
important means of communist education and revolut10nary
tempering.
Im 1938, 1,200 peorple in all went in for sp~rts and
physical ·culture. After 'Liberation the graph showmg the
increase of participation in sports activities rises in a v~r.Y
significant manner. If in 1959 the number of peopl~ pa~tic1pating in sports activities was 150,000, in 1964 this. figure
reached to 200 000 in 1969 more than 260,000, and m 1973
more than 300,000. In the 1st National Spartakiad, organized in 1959, the number of participants was more. than
200,000 young sportsmen from all over the country, m the
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3rd National Spartakiad, organized in 1974, participation increased to more than 300,000, whereas in the 4th National
Spartakiad, in 1979, participation of young sportsmen from
various work centres, cooperatives, military units and the
schools of the country, was more than 500,000 people.
Before Liberation only males took part in sports activities. The rules and norms of conduct of the time prohibited
girls from appearing in sports costume, from running
or playing in public. The situation changed radically after
November 1944, when the Albanian waman, with her latent
dynamism, made a place for herself in sports, too. The number of girls going in for physical culture and sports has
reached to 100,000. Only the 4th National Spartakiad for
young girls saw the participation of about 90,000 females
in various activities.
Massive sports activities, such as cross-country races,
athletic events and swimming, as well as long marches,
games for students and other maniftestations of this are
very popular in Afhania. The physical culture and sports movement consist in national spartakiads, gymnastic manifesotations,
championships and other activities.
Only four decades ago three or four sports activities
had some popularity, while today their number has increased to about 20, including mountaineering, excursions,
cross-countr'y races, various competitions, athletics, football,
various other sports and the popular games. The traditional
festival of popufar games was organized in Durres recently with the participation of 1,200 pupils of 8-year schools.
Before Liberation, the country had 27 cadres for physical
cultural training, 50 arbiters and not a single coach, whereas today it has 1,300 higher cad.res without speaking of more
tpan 1,000 arbiters for different sports.
In Albania there are 5,200 teams for different sports
and ages - young pioneers, juniors, adults (male and female)
which take part in different local and national activities,
championships, cups, spartakiads, etc.
In the years of the people's state power, the material
base necessary for sports activities, installation and equipment has increased beyond comparison with the period before
Liberation when there were only 15 sports grounds against
12 stadiums and 90 sports centres, 5 sports palaces (without
including those which are still under construction), 36 shooting ranges, 3,145 sports grounds, of which 972 classes, etc.
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This material tbase has been set up and is maint~~ne;1 o~i~
tirely with state exp~nditure. ~he ;i:ess::a~n~~~anteeI not
activities iwith01~t paymg abnytthi~g. the cadres for them to
only the material means . u a so
carry on the spor~s. Pll:rsm~. b ught about a qualitative
Increased partic1pat10n as ro aunts scores of sports
rise in sport?. Today the coduntfiiiet~s of high quality.
masters, merited masters an a
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Chapter Eight
HOUSING -

HOUSING -

A GENERAL CONCERN

_History knows of utopian schem .
solving the problem of h
.
es on the manner of
acute as ever. Cities gri~smg, ;hich, ho~ever, remains as
problem of housing remains' oso oes. ~he mdustry,_ but the
taken for the solution of thi;e~o~~Is IS because the measures
character. <<Capital will not
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The fund allocated to the construction of dwelling-houses has increased steadily with the result that from Liberation up trn. 1979, the state and the population have .built
a;bout 300,000 flats on credits, in which 70 per cent of the
population has . been accommodated. Against the 24 towns
which the whole country counted before Liberation, today
there are 32 new towns.
The Albanian towns and villages have totally changed
their aspect; they have grown into beautiful modern towns
and villages, built according to wen-studied plans.
Architecture has developed in step with the transformation of the objective reality, and has managed the difficult
problems with the aid of the masses and the specialists. This
process is realized in consu1tations, debates, inquiries, etc.,
organized in city quar.ters, villages and districts, as we'll as
in the contacts with the mass organizations, the construction workers, e~c.
In spite of the rapid rates of construction, the problem
of housing could not be solved in the ordinary way, because
of the rapid increase of population, the more so since large,scale projects, which required considerable amounts of material and as much work fo!'ce, were under construction all
over the country. In these conditions, the problem of housing could not be solved except in a revolutionary manner.
The Party and the state summed up the experience gained
in the work for the reconstruction of the country after the.
war, and above all, the experience gained in the course of
the labour action for the liquidation of the material damage
caused by the November 30, 1967 earthquake, when in 29
days, relying mainly on volunteer work, 6,048 houses and
flats and socio-cultural buildings were rebuilt or repaired,
· and the experience of the work for the liquidation of the
material damage caused by the April 15, 1979 earthquake
in Northern Albania, during which 14,522 houses and other
buildings were repaired and 2,441 houses and flats were
built to accomodate 100,000 people, 165 socio-economic build. ings were repaired or built anew.
Specialized organisms direct the work, draw the blueprints, set the location of the new building, ensure the materials and work tools needed in the district, enterprise ·or
city quarter.
The inhabitants of the city quarter, the collective of the
economic enterprise, the office ·workers of the administration,
32 -
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the mass organizations, <the army untts and the schools all
are engaged in this g~at fabour action and, without neglecting their primary tasks, make their contribution to the
solution of this problem. The peasantry, too, makes an important contribution in the constructions put up through voluntary work.
Voluntary wm:k is organized .on the principle of self-reliance. Building materials, such as stone, sand, gravel, timber,
. bricks, tiles, limestone, etc., are ensured through voluntary
contribution.
The rates of construction for dwelling-houses achieved
through voluntary work by the citizens are incomparable
with the former rates of construction.
In a great number of cities an important volume of
constructions has been realized through voluntary contribution, and it is foreseen that the problem of housing will be
solved on a national scale in the near future.
Revolutionary action on such scale is possible only in
a socialist country like Albania, where the principle «one for
all and all for one» has replaced the. bourgeois principle <<man
for man is a wolf». All this testifies to the fact that the
problem of housing irn Afbania is on the right road of solution,
for the benefit of the working people, who regard thls
question as their own concern.
In AlJbania dwelling-houses are property of the state
· which rents them to the working people without discrimination. The flats are distributed by the people's councils
of the city quarter on the basis of the demands and needs
of the population. The fund of dwe11ing"-houses is distributed
on the basis of definite criteria, depending on the number of
persons making up a family, etc.
Rents in Albania are very low, not to say the lowest ·
in the world. They represent 3-4 per cent of wo;rker's monthly pay. Individuals possessing their own houses can rent
them, provided the size of the rent remains within the
limits set by the state.
Great construction work has been done in the villages. The measures have been adopted by the Party and the
Government to raise the standard of living in the countryside, and considerable funds have been a'llocated to building
new houses for the peasants as well as for the citizens who
go to live and work in the countryside for the promotion of
agricul1tural production.

Chapter

Nine

NARROWING OF DISTINCTIONS BETWEEN
TOWN AND COUNTRYSIDE

Socialist and communist society cannot be built without
first solving the problem of narrowing the essential distinctions
between town and countryside. This can be achieved through
the solution of a number of contradictions of an antagonistic and non.:.antagonistic character. Ii goes through three phases: the first phase is that of the revolutionary transformations which lead to the liquidation of the centuries-old antagonistic contradiction between town and countryside - this
phase /has been overcome; the second has ~s its main obj~c
tive the overcoming of the backwardness m the countryside
and the narrowing of the essential distinctions between town
and countryside (Albania is going through this second phase
at present - the narrowing of distinctions constitutes ~ne
of. the essential tasks of the present phase of the construct10n
of complete socialist society); the third phase is that of the
complete liquidation of all distinctions between town and
countryside. This task remains to be carried out in the
future.
The narrowing, and later the complete liquidation, of
these distinctions is a historic necessity for the building of
socialism and communism. Any deviation from this principle leads to the establishment of incorrect relations between town and countryside, between the working class and
the peasantry.
In order to bring about the narrowing of differences
three main problems must be solved: first, the development
of productive forces, the raising of the degree of mechaniza-
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tion, the <electrification and intensification of work in the countryside to make it similar to work in the town; second, the perfectioning of the socialist relations in the countryside, through
the gradual creation of conditions suitable for the transformation of the cooperativist property into the property of the
entire people; third, the raising of the cultural, ideological
and political level of the peasantry, and the efforts to break
with old norms and traditions alien to the socialist ideology,
and the affirmation of the new norms and customs ..
The process of the liquidation of contrasts and distinctions between town and countryside is long and continuous.
The consolidation of the cooperativist system, the embarkment of agriculture on the road of the intensive exploitation,
the completion of collectivization even in the remote villages
·of the mountainous areas, the great investments envisaged
for the mechanization of agricultural work, for land impro:vement schemes and the increase of the acreage of land under
irrigation, the important state aid to the peasantry through
credits, selected seeds and chemical fertilizers, the creation
of a large army of agricultural specialists trained in the
secondary and higher schools, the building of new roads, the
electrification of the countryside, the spread of educational
and cultural institutions, the deepening of the ideological
and cultural revolution, and the many other measures for
the benefit of the countryside, all this has greatly promoted
the economic, social and cultural development in the countryside. Besides, the harmonization of the development rates
. in industry and agriculture, as well as the gradual narrowing
of pay and income differentials between the peasantry and
the working class have contributed in the solution of this
problem.
With these transformations new relations between town
and countryside have been established, old antagonisms,
which existed between them, have been liquidated and the
great centuries-old backwardness, which the Albanian countryside inherited from the past, has been overcome.
However, distinctions between town and countryside still
subsist i:h social distinctions, which are manifested in the relatively slow development of the productive forces and the relations
of production in the countryside, in the differences of the level
of education, culture and technical-professional training between
the urban and rural and technkal-professional workers, in
the inferior income of the peasantry, especially in mountain-
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ous areas, in the standard and the way of life etc.; distinctions of a natural order, which are manifested mainly in
the differences existing in the process of production in agri-.
cu'lbure and in industry, the organization of work, etc. The
distinctions of the first tyipe, i.e., those of the social order,
grow more and more insignificant in the course of the complete construction of socialism and will be completely wiped
out in communism; those of the natural order tend to diminish until they become quite negligible with the progress
of science and .technique, the extension of mechanization, the
electrification and chemization of agriculture.
Distinctions exist not only between town and countryside, but also among villages, between those of the lowlands
and those of the hilly and mountainous regions. These distinctions, the social and economic source of which should be
sought in the past, manifest themselves mainly in the manner
in which incomes .are distributed in the different zones and
cooperatives. The exemption of the mountainous zones from
the obligation to hand in to the state the dues in bread grain,
the remission of the tax on income and its utilization for
the extension of their material and technical base, the differentiation of tariffs for machine and tractor stations' work
to the advantage of the cooperatives, the electrification of
the countryside with the material and financial assistance
by the state, the state aid for irrigation works, the priority
of the mountainous cooperatives in receiving agricultural
credits, the help of the town for the countryside, the help
of the cooperatives in the plains for those of the mountains,
and many other provisions, which have played an important
role in this direction, are essential in the narrowing of distinctions.
The reduction of essential distinctions between the urban
and rural zones, between the plains and mountainous zones,
is not a purely economic matter. It involves profound
problems of a political, ideological and strategic character.
It is ensured through the vigorous increase of agricultural production in all the branches and sectors, with the
aim of increasing the incomes and reducing disproportions in
the distribution of incomes. Along with other measures for the
intensification of agriculture, the opening up of new land
and the putting under irrigation of large tracts of agricultural land so far little exploited, the construction of embank-
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ments, dams and terraces, are important factors of the development of the agricultural economy.
In the mountainous areas the work for the extension
of the irrigated acreage is continuing in many agricultural
cooperatives, which with their own means and with . joint
efforts of the zone or the district have built many irrigation
worrks, mainly canals on the hil'lsides, even in rocky ground,
and large reservoirs. The state assists this work with material and technical aid.
In these conditions all the countryside, including tne
mountainous areas, today is in a position to ensure all the
bread grain they need.
The consolidation of the hilly and mountainous cooperatives in particular, necessitates the development of animal
husbandry, especially catUe, the development of fruit growing,
etc. Large tracts of hilly and mountainous land in every
agricultural cooperative are allocated to blocks of olive-groves, vine-yeards, etc.
.· Auxiliary activities connected with production proper,
even though indirectly, are encouraged especially in the hilly
and mountainous villages. Such activities include the production of construction materials with the means and forces
of the cooperative, the processing of vegetable and animal
products and other activities of this order, which are extended by putting up small factories for the process·ing of milk,
fruit, vegetables, wool, timber, as well as for the production
of bricks and tiles, earthenware, •etc.; work is going on for
the development of the sector of handicrafts services such as
sewing, shoe-repair, etc.
The struggle for the narrowing of the distinctions between town and ·countryside, between the villages in the
plains and those in the mountainous zones, is connected, besides the above-mentioned factors, with the deepening of the
ideological and cultural revolution, with the radical transformations of the world outlook of the peasant, with the creation of a new concept of life, with the raising of his political and
ideological, educational and cultural level, without which the
large-scale development and progress in the rural regions
is a utopia.
Particular importance assume the movements and initiatives for putting the general interest above the personal interest. Among the initiatives taken by the cooperativist peasantry, many have to do with the progressive reduction of
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the personal plot of the cooperativist, the herding up of all
the personal livestock for management by the cooperative,
the handing in of the organic manure, the help of cooperatives in the plains and the state farms to the mountainous
cooperatives with cattle and sheep, the exchange of experience
between the cooperatives of the south and those of the north,
as well as the direct participation of the leading cadres in
production work, the construction of socio-cultural buildings
in the countryside, etc.
Besides, the revolutionary initiatives taken by the working class and the people's intelligentsia for specialists and
intellectuals to work and live for a period of one to three
years in the countryside or to settle there permanently,
especially in the mountainous zones, the contribution of the
working class and the youth to the reclamation of new land,
the material and technical aid to the electrification of the
countryside, etc., ;play an important role in the life of the
whole country.
These and many other initiatives have strengthened
the revolutionary consciousness of the working. people,
the alliance of the working class and working peasantry,
the consolidation and development of the socialist economy
and the dictatorship of the proletariat; they assist the ideological work for wiping out the blemishes left over from
the past in the consciousness of the working people, for
implanting the socialist ideology and the norms of proletarian
morality in their consciousnes~, for raising the class spirit
and awareness, and for barring the road to the emergence
of revisionism and the restoration of capitalism in our
country.
The struggle for narrowing the distinctions between town
and countrysides depends on the struggle against the 'backward customs and religious beliefs, against conservatism and
patriarchalism, on the relentless struggle against bureaucracy, which . consists, in the rigorous implementation of democratic principles and the line of the masses, for a better organized collective work on the par~ of the ~eader~hip
of the cooperatives and field teams, agamst manifestations
of commandeering, arrogance, etc., so that all the members of
the cooperative 1become aware that the cooperative is their
own and that not only the leadership of the. cooperative or
the team leaders, but they, too, must be informed of the
state of affairs in their cooperative.
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In the context of the measures ta.ken to narrow the
distinctions between town and countryside, the process of
socialization of household work, with a view to easing the
burden of women and improving the way of life in the
countryside in general, has been stepped up. These recent
years the number of bakeries, creches and kindergartens,
dining halls, public baths and laundries, clinics, maternity
houses, hearths of culture in the countryside have increased.
The electrification of the countryside created all the
premises necessary for the further development of the productive forces in agriculture, which constitutes a great step forward in the construction of the material and technical base
of socialism; it created the possibilities for the increase of
the productivity of social labour by raising the degree of
mechanization of farm work.
The electrification of all the villages has raised the standard of living to a higher level. It is a great progress towards
the liquidation of the distinctions between rtown and countryside.
In the end of 1973 all the villages of the country were
linked by telephone, thus facilitating communication between
the working people in the countryside with thos~ of the
town and opening new perspectives to the further spread
of the telegraph services there.
The revolutionization of the school, which involved the
implementation of the obligatory 8-year school system in
the countryside, as well as the extension of the network of
schools and courses, are other favourable elements which
bring the village closer to the town. Most of the new kindergartens and 8-year and middle schools have been opened in
the countryside. In the 1978-1979 school year, the number of
peasants attending vocational middle schools, especially agricultural ones, accounted for 63.2 per cent of the total number
of students.
As is shown above, the many constructions put up by
the state and the cooperatives themselves have transformed
the face of the Albanian countryside. Today every new village :is built according to plan with streets, sewers, green
spaces, the necessary socio-economic buildings such as creches,
kindergartens, shops and stores, schools, hearths of culture, etc.
The building of roads, even of a seasonal character, the
regular maintenance of roads and water supply system, the
improvement of the green space, plus constructions of all
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kinds, the introduction of radio and TV sets, have given an
unprecedented impulse to the material well-being and cultured life in the socialist countryside. They have raised the
mobilization of the peasantry and of the whole of socialist
society to achieve this important goal.
The working class helps the peasantry by mass labour
actions, or by the initiative of the workers to go and work
for various periods of time in the countryside, especially in
the mountain zones, by the assistance they give in the peak
of field work, the material and technical aid for the electrification and hygienization of the villages, the fulfilment of
the plans which have to do with meeting the needs of the
countryside, the raising of the vanguard role of the workers
of the machine and tractor stations and the workers who live
in the villag•e. Many other forms of .assistance on the part
of enterprises and institutions of all sectors, such as sponsoring of the cooperatives by the enterprises and institutions
of the same district, or of the cooperatives in the less developed regions, and especially in the mountainous regions,
by the cooperatives which have a more developed material
and technical base, have been used with success.
The cooperativists of the plains, who have better con-'
ditions of economic development, unreservedly contribute to
the development of the hilly and mountainous zones. They
help their comrades in the mountains in a constant and organized manner with their relatively rich experience in organization of work and the application of the rules of modern
agronomy, by exchanging cadres, etc. Besides, they give them
valuable aid in selected seeds and other facilities for the
benefit of the mountainous zones. Another form of assistance
consists in the merger of the cooperatives in the plains with
those of the hilly and mountainous zones, when they border
on each other.
The intelligentsia, on its part, plays an important role
in the spread of education, cu1.ture, the scientific knowledge of farming .and livestock raising, and raising of the ideopolitical level of the cooperativist peasantry.
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ALBANIA
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The foreign policy of the People's Socialist
Republic of Albania -. a consistent policy
in conformity with the revolutionary
principles
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The foreign policy of the state determines its attitude
towards important international problems and towards the
other countries, it reflects the objectives the state sets for itself,
the essential features it has. It is a concrete manifestation
<Jf the class nature of the state. The foreign policy is always
built to suit the interests of the classes in power, the social
and economic regime in power.
The foreign policy of the Albanian state comprises definite objectives which correspond to the interests of the working class and the working masses of the country. The foreign policy of the PSR of Albania, as worked out ·by the
Party of Labour of Albania, is an independent, consistent
policy, in conformity with the Marxist-Leninist principles.
It has a pronounced class character. This policy relies on
the revolutionary home policy of our state, on the socialist
regime, and defends the independence, territorial integrity
and sovereignty and the revolution on an international scale.
The independence of the Albanian state in the choice and
elaboration of its foreign policy shows clearly that Albania
is absolutely free and sovereign and regulates its internal
affairs and ·external connections according to its own will.
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_The fu?damental principles and essentiaJ features of the
for~ig_n pohcy of the PSR of Albania are determined by the.
socialist character of the relations of production.
.
In _the el~boration and successful implementation of
its foreign po:icy, t~e. Albanian government is always guided
by th~ M~rxist-Lemi:iis~ doctrine, by the laws of dialectical
and historical matenahsm. In its scientific analysis of the
events and phenomena in the world, it has revealed the
essence o_f the ;prindpal contradictions of our epoch and the
r:al motives of the aggravation of the international situation, of the social, political and economic crises, the conflicts
am~mgst s~tes a~d the :-vars of aggression. In the implemen~tio~ of its foreign pohcy, the Albanian government always
is gmded by the essence of things, not the superficial aspect
of events and phenomena, and in all the circumstances has
drawn. correct conclusions. The foreign policy of the PSR . of
Albama has been constantly characterized by a class spirit
by a revolutionary foresight to uncover and strike at th~
opportune moment all disguised plans and schemes of the
enemies.
The foreign policy of the PSR of Albania has a profoundly popular character, expresses the interests of the masses, and as s~ch, ha~ beco~e the concern of the working
people, who g1ve their all-out support for it. The Albanian
peaple watc~ with great attention the developments of internat10nal policy and are informed of all actions taken by their
state in the international arena.
As is known, the construction of socialism in Albania,
the str;iggle of our people for the strengthening of the dictatorship of the proletariat and the defence of the Homeland,
their efforts to build a secure future cannot be separated
from the ·international situation in which we live.
Our Party has always foiJ.lowed with great attention and
analysed the events and the creation of new situations the
directions and intentions of the various political forces' that
are active in the international arena, and has always maintained
a cor;.-ect and principled stand in complete accord with the
~each1!11gs of Marxism-Leninism, our national interests, the
mterests of the revdlution and the liberation of the peoples.
The present international situation in general appears
turbulent and very tense. It is ful'l of great contradictions and
confrontations that have embraced the whole globe and all
aspects of human society today.

Facing imperialism, social-imperialism and their savage
aggressive and expansionist activity, facing the bourgeoisie,
the international monopolies and their barbarous exp~oita
tion, facing reaction and its violence and terror, with multiplied forces stand the world proletariat q:nd the staunch
revolutionaries, the peoples who are struggling for freedom
and democracy, for socialism.
In his report at the 8th Congress of the FLA Comrade
Enver Hoxha said: «Everything shows that the :present world
situation is fuH of general and iJ.ocal wars, just as it is fraught
with liberation wars and the r-evolution.» <<In this situation
the struggle of the ,peoples and the. revolution are on the
agenda not only as an aspiration and immediate task for their
liiberation from capitalist oppression and imperialist yoke,
but also as a historical necessity to destroy the warmongering
p'lans of imperialism and avert a new genera:! war.»
The People's Socialist Republic of Albania has always
consistently followed an open, principled and independent.
foreign policy which, as Comrade Enver Hoxha :has said, is
guided by the principles of Marxism-Leninism and proletarian
internationalism, defends the supreme interests of our socialist
Homeland, supports the revolutionary movements of the working class and the struggle of the peoples for freedom, independence and sovereignty.
The fact that om country develops and advances steadily
relying on its own forces, without asking anybody for credits
and hand-outs and resolutely follows its independent policy
and courageously voices its opinion on a:ll the major political
and ideological :probl~ms, has created a sti:ll more favourable
situation for the development of the international relations of
our socialist Albania.
In ihis report to the 8th Congress of the FLA, Comrade
Enver Hoxha stressed that imperialism has been and stil:l is
the source of all aggressions and predatory wars, the source
of all the disasters and sufferings which have existed and
exist in the world. American imperialism and Soviet socialimperialism are contesting with one another, are competing
and manoeuvring to carry out aggressions and occupy other
countries. The .two imperialist superpowers, the United States
of America and the Soviet Union, not excluding imperialist
China and other capitalist powers, are striving to achieve
economic, political and military superiority over the other and
~1 to capture new strategic positions- This rivalry, this super-
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for the preparation and incitement of war,» Comrade
Enver Hoxha said in his Report fo the 8th Congress of the
PLA, «also chJaracterize Soviet social-imperialism, the global
strategy of which and especially the ways in which it is
applied have likewise become more aggressive.»
Soviet military interventions have followed one another.
After Czechoslovakia where they intervened directly, came
Angola, Yemen, Ethiopia, Eritrea into which they intervened
by third parties. Finally came Afghanistan .
· The policy of the Soviet Union has assumed the same
aggressive, expansionist, war-mongering features as those of
the United States of America. The Soviet Union, too, is seeking military bases in foreign countries and creating politicalmilitary alliances with other countries, it has a huge military
arsenal which it is constantly building up and perfecting; its
militarized economy has been placed in the service of realizing its plans of aggressions.
However, the imperialist-revisionist policy of war, oppression and exploitation has run into the· g,reat resistance of
the proletariat and the peoples of the wor1d. Today the struggle of the working class and the peoples, oppressed and
exploited by world capital, has assumed wide proportions and
a variety of forms never seen before.
The worikers' struggle is directed especially against the
consequences of the economic crisis the burden of which has
been shifted on their ibaak:s. The increasingly acute contradictions between labour and capital and the capitalist and
imperialist oppression in general are accelerating the rise in
the political and class consciousness of the proletariat and
making it conscious that it can escape oppression and exploitation only through class struggle, 'only through revolutio:n.
Besides the upsurge and extension of the struggle of the
working class, a general awakening of the oppressed peoples,
a strengthening of national feelings and a greater desire to
be free, independent and sovereign can be seen today. The
peoples' liberation movements have grown in extent and
. enhanced their quality, their anti-imperia'list, anti-social-imperialist and anti-neo-cofonialist character has been strengthened.
.
The Iranian pciple, who rose in revolution and swept away
the Shah and his medieaval regime and threw out his Ame;rican patrons, dealt a heavy blow to imperialism. 'rhe ·strug. gle, of the Arab peopl€s against .the Israeli occupiers and their
, American patrons has assumed greater proportions and inten-
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sity. In the center of this struggl7 stand .t~e ~eroic ~ales
tinian people. The people of Afghamstan are flghtmg valiantly
and boldly against the iSoviet social-imperialists and the iJ.ocal
lackeys to regai.!n their national independence.
'l'he peoples of Latin America are shedding their blood
in the fight against the fascist dictatorships, which are kept
in power with the direct aid of American iU:perialis_m. The
liberation and revolutionary movement there is growmg and
deepening. The most recent evtdence of this is the triuni:ph
of the revolution in Nicaragua, the outbreak of the revolution
in Salvador, etc.
The African continent, is not passive, either. Thanks to a
long and persistent struggle, the overwhelming majority of
the African countries won their state independence. However,
the people of Namibia and 'South Africa are still continuing
their struggle.
The international situation and the danger of· war, Comrade Enver Hoxha said in his Report, are becoming even
more acute because of the grave economk, political and
ideological crisis which has swept the capitalist and revisionist world today.
·
.
The class and liberation struggles, the general weakemng
of the positions of imperialism, which came about as a result
of the destruction of the colonial system and the emergence
of scores of new states, which to this or that extent, are
fighting to achieve complete political and economic indep~n
dence have exerted an influence, indeed a great decisive
influe'n·ce on the birth and development of the present crisis.
The 'present crisis, which is one of over-production is
different from those of the past because it is continuing for
a long time and there is no sign of emerging. from it. ~~ports
are declining on a wor~d scale, the productive capacities of
the big industrializ·ed countries aire being utili~ed less. ~nd
less. -Unemployment and inflation in those countries are nsmg
continuously.
The present ·crisis is the crisis and failure of. state mono- ,
poly capitalism, which has _beer: :tran~forme~ mto another
factor increasing the economic difficulties. With. the present
crisis the model of the capitalist <<consumer» society and the
econ~mic theodes of present-day capitaHsm received a crushing iblow.
The present crisis also has clearly. sh?·wn th~ decay
·the capitalist system in the form of cap1tahsm which prevail\
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in the Soviet Union and other revisionist coontries. This has
b_rought about disturbances in the economy, the disorganization ?f the productive forces, the decline in production, the
fall m the standard of living of the working masses and
the spread of ills which bomgeois society creates.
The present-day .capitalist and revisionist economy is in
~ state of ~tagnati~n which is more and more degrading the
~nternal social relat10ns and the relations between states There
i~ ~n intensification of the general attack on the standard of
hvmg .and the ri.ghts of the working people. In almost all
coun~nes, exp~ndit:ire on :health, education, aid for children,
pens10ns, etc. 1s bemg cut drastically.
In m?st of the capitalist countries there are mounting
demand~ for «Strong» government, with the purpose of imposmg anti-worker .measures on the population and keeping in
check the mountmg class struggle. ln some countries miJita.ry
putsci:ies aire carr.ied out, there .is terrorism and anarchy
orgam~e~ by the b?urgeois capitalist governments in power'.
ther·e is ill~gal traffi~kmg o~. a colossal scale, robbery organized on a nat10nal and mternat10nal scale, and hedious unlia:ni.ted
?eve~opment .of physical, moral and political corruption. Fascism is knockmg at the gates of many countries.
The economic crisis and the aggressive course of the
superpowers; Comrade Enver Hoxha stressed in his Report to
t~e 8th Congress of the PLA, have made all the contradict10ns between .the ~perialist powers more acute and struck
heavy blows at their blocs and alliances. The members of
W~_stern and E~tern groupings ar;e trying to exploit various
spits and 't:o fmd excuses for not abiding by the commit~ents, treati~s and ,agreements which exist among them Th"
is more obvious especially in the Western bloc.
.
is
To~ay t~e. po~iticaJ and economic power of the United
States 1S de~h_mng m comparison with that of Western Europe
The competit10n from the Common Market and Japan ha~
~ecome very powerful and threatening. The tendency of the
ur~ean. Common MaDket is t? oppose American dictate as
~uc as it can and to extend its own markets. Each of the
~t! states _of Western Europ~ has begun to :Decreate and
Thengthen its own spheres of mfluence on an extensive scale
tra~s;~~atefy off :he Eur~ean. monopolies is aimed at th~
t
. rma 10n .~ Ew-ope, first mto an economic supe't wer

s~:~t;~.pohhcal superpower,

and later still into· a

~tary
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Already a new imperialist alliance between the United
States, Japan and China has taken form in 'the Far East, and
this constitutes another danger that local wars, or a general
war will break out. Apart from American imperialrsm, which
has' considered the vast e~panses of the Pacific Ocean as its
indisputable spheres of influence, now Japan, too, an econo~ic
superpower with new imperial ambitions, has emerged w_1th
hegemonic pretensions. China on its part, dreams of becoming
the sole ruler of Asia and Oceania.
The Soviet Union is making every effort to weak.en the
encirclement on its two flanks - in Europe and Asia, and
to secure dominant strategic positions for an eventual war.
.
The contradictions and disagreements have become very
acute, also, within the so-'called socialist community. The
Soviet Union itself is in such difficulties that it is no longer
able to fulfil the demands of the allied countries for a
normal development of their economies. The tendency is
observed in these satelhte countries to move closer to and
collalborate with the West. The Soviet Union tries to hinder
this rapprochement and to keep the countries of Eastern
Europe bound to it with chains. The best evidence of the
grave situation in the «socialist community» and of the deep
contradictions eroding it, are the recent events in Poland,
which have led that ·country to the brink of economic catastrophe and to major social and political upheavals.
The way for the working class and people of Poland
and of al:l the other revisionist countries to .escape capitalist
exploitation and foreign oppression is through the open and
resolute struggle against the revisionist regime in power,
against enslavement by Soviet socia~-imperialism, against
Western capital and reaction.
.
The ,sharpening of the contradictions among the imperial5st powers, as well as with their partners within their mili~ry
and economic blocs, is increasjngly leading to new tens10ns
.
and conflicts, to wars of a local and general character for
,. ~/ "',
the redivision of maI'kets, sources of raw materials and ./
spheres of in:fnuenoe. This is a law of the development of ,
capitalism.
«However» Comrade Enver Hoxha stressed in his Report
to the 8th. Co~gress of the PLA, <<the inter-imperialist contradictions and conflicts also ·cause the weakening of the imperialist system as a whole and of its individual links . . It is. !UP to
the conscious revolutionary forces to know how to utilize the

)
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situations created by these 1contradictions in order to mobilize
the masses, to make them ·conscious and engage them in
struggle and revolution.>>
The neo-coloniailist system is also in a grave crisis at
present. In order to retain their politicalJ. anid economic domination, to ensure the maximum exploitation of the wealth
of former colonial countries, to restrain the growth of the
liberation movements of the f!reedom-loving peoples, the imperialists have tried to find and employ new forms of oppression and enslavement, ever more deceptive and sophisticated by means of the system of credits, loans, aid and
various funds. But besides the savage expiloitation, certain
changes of the economic and social structures have oocurred
in the former cofonial countries, which are the result of inves1tments, rthe introduction of new technique and technology,
the extension of communications, etic. This brought about the
creation of new local soda[ strata such as the national bourgeoisie, workers of various categories and a new intelligentsia,
who, the latter in particular, no longer r€'concile themselves
to the forms and methods which are used for the oppression
and exploitation of their peoples. National revolutionary
consciousness is mounting everywhere. The movement for the
establishment of national sovereignty over their own national
assets, re--evaluation of raw materials and souroes of energy,
for equal exchanges with mutual benefit in international trade,
etc. has been extended. This movement has deepened the
existing economic crisis, anJd especiaUy the energy and raw
materials crisis which has gripped the capitalist revisionist
world. The resistence and struggle of peoples dominated by
neo-coloniallism in defence of their rights, assets and national
sovereignty is an irresistible process which wiH increase and
develop further in the future.
Imperialism and its system of neo-colonialist oppression
and exploitation is profoundly aware of this threat. Therefore,
it is making every effort, iUSing demagogy and deception here
and force there to suppress this mov€ment.
Imperialism stimulated and encouraged the emergence of
various movements and theories such as the «non-aligned»
movement. Now however, when the rivalry between the
superpowers has increased, when the crisis has narrowed the
fields for manoeuvre, a large number of «non-aligned» coun•
tries are uniting with one or the other superpower.
Along with the spHtting of the movement and the many
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conflicts between different so-called non-aligned countries,
Comrade ;Enver Hoxha stressed in his Report, the demagogic
theories so painstakingly concocted by the different leaders,
especially the Yugoslavs, who have wanted to become the
leaders and ideologists of this group, col(lapS€d, too. Now it
has ended up as an ill-defined, fluid and fiokJ.e movement
which flares up and dies doW111 according to the situations
which are created and the interrests of the superipowers.
The Chinese theory of «three worlds» emerged as a theory
in defonce of neo-colonialism and especiaHy of the American
domination of the world, but me[ted away like salt crystals
in wateT.
In recent years there has been a great deal of propaganda
about what is called the <<new international economic order»
whieh is supposed to solve the great tangle of problems that
are worrying the economically undeveloped countries. Around
this «new order» vaT1ious theories have been created, complete schemes and projects have been presented, however,
nothing will be achieved because the imperialists do not
renounce the privileges and dominant positions. The correct
course is the struggle of the peoples to defend tiheir rights to the
end, resolute- opposition to the neo-colonialist plunder, the
taking over and sovereign administration of the national assets.
Comrade Enver Hoxha pointed out that Ame;rican imperialism and Soviet social-imperial1ism maike great efforts to
appear as two invincible superpowers. The imperialist superpowers must be appraised as they are, neither underestimating nor overestimating them. They are powerful and ferocious,
but they are also in decay, they are worm-eaten and degenerate, and their foundations are shaky.
In order to escape once and for aU . capitalist oppression
and exploitation, the neo-colonialist yoke of foreigners and
the domination of reaction, ther-e is no other course apart from
the revolution, the overthrow of imperialism and capitalism.
The struggle of the peop[es, the st<ruggle of the proletariat against their enemies will surge ahead. It is an objective
historical process which no foree can stop.

vo1utionary movements of the working class and the struggles
of the peoples for freedom, independence and sovereignty.
As a :result of this, the voice of Albaniia has always been a
free, !realistic and objective voice. The policy of socialist Albania has been for strengthening of sincere relations of friendship and collaboration with all the freedom-loving and peaceloving peoples, with all those who fight against the aggressive
and hegemonic policy of imperialism.
Th~ fact that socialist Albania bases its development and
progress on its own forces, that .it consistently adheres to its
independ€nt policy and boldly voices its opinion on all major
political and ideological questions, has created a favourable
situation !or the development of its international relations.
Nowadays, our socialist <country is recognized and respected
in the international arena as a sovereign state which is distinguished for its determined struggle against the superpowers, foT the preservation of peace and international security; for adherence to the fundamental principles regulating
relations between sovereign states, for its wise policy and
constructive efforts for the development of relations and
exchanges 1in difforent fields on the basis of mutual benefit
and interest. The diplomatic relations of Albania have been
extending frnm year to year; in 1981 it maintained diplomatic
relations with 95 states and commercial and •cultural relations
with an even greater number of states.
Our state has devoted special care to relations with neighbour.ing countries and, in a wider framework, with the Eu-·
ropean countries. It holds that the participation of the majority
of the countries of Eurnpe in the military and :political blocs
of the superpowers, which do not defend ibut sacrifice them,
is the came of the divisions and splits in Europe, of the
frequent tensions and confrontations between different countries of this continent. Socialist Albania has clearly expressed
its attitude towards the Helsinki Conference and the so-called
European securdty. Socialist Albania did not take patrt in it
and denounced it as a farce hatched up by the two superpowers
with the objective of guaranteeing and strengthenirig their
respective spheres of influence in Europe, of legalizing and
perpetuating thek domination fo this continent.
The events that have occurred in Eua:-ope and around it
since the Helsinki Conference have completely corroborated
and justified the stand of Albania. Time has shown that the
so-earl.led -«Helsinki spirit», «peaceful collaboration»·, «the free
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The foreign policy of Albania, as the policy of a socialist
state, is an open, prdncipled, independent trevolutionary and /
internationaiJ.ist policy~ It is· 1ed 1by the principles of Marxism- I .
Leninism and proletarian internationalism, it defends the su- ,
preme interests of our soda'list Homeland, supports the re-
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circulation of people and ideas>>, etc. were nothing hut hollowsounding slogans to deceive the European peoples, to a;rouse
the illusion in them that the dang·er of war is allegedly being
removed and ·that the maintenance of the imper·ialist status
quo in Europe is their salvation.
·
The view of socialist Albania is that only resolute opposition to American imperialism and Soviet social-imperialism,
the liquidation of mHitary blocs and the removal of atomic
weapons and foreign troops cao:i ensure the peace in Europe.
Because of the strategic position which the Balkan Penisula occupies and the old fouds, Comrade Enver Hoxha
pointed out in his Report to the Congress, the conflicts are
more acute and the dangers greater in this region. The situation is a:nade even more comp'licated by the fact that the
superpowers, pTOCeeding firom their own interests, are trying
to set the Balik:an peoples and countries against one another,
that some countries of this ;region participate >in the miltary
and economic blocs otf the superpowers, foreign military
bases exist in their territories .and they permit the American
and Soviet fleets to enter their territorial waters and stay in
thek ports, etc.
Our socialist state upholds the vi·ew that at present the
genuine aspirations of the peoples of the Balkans, the peace
and stability in this zone, can be served best by not allowing
the imperiaHst superpowers to interf·ere in the internal affairs
of the countries of our region and by taking concrete and
constructive measures for the positive development of relations
on the basis of the .good neighbour policy. In the future too.
socialist Albania will make every effort to ensure that mutual
vespect and genuine understanding prevail in its ;relations
with the neighbouring states.
Albania has been guided 'by these principles and these
aims in its relations with Yugoslavia, too. The policy of socialist Albania towards Yugoslavia has always been constant,
,..,
una~teried in its foundations and principles, and the attitudes
t
'\
and behaviom of the Yugoslavs towards it wiH not make it
waver from them. The desire of socialist Albania is, as Comrade
Env·er Hoxha stressed in the 8th Congiress of PLA, that the
state relations in different fields between the two countires
should develop normaHy. However, this will depend on the ./·
stand of Yugoslavia towards socialist Albania and on its treatment of the Albanians in Kosova and other parts of Yugoslavia which constitute an entity of nearly 2 million people.
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The tragic events in Kosova in 1981 are the result of the
chauvinist policy followed towards the Albanian population,
the iI'esult of the denial of the political, economic and national
rigihts of the Albanians in Yugoslavia. The people of Kosova
have never been reconciled to this situation and have persistently fought for the rights due to them, for the independent
development of the economy, for the right to have their own
republic within the framework of the Yugoslav Federation,
the righ~ to develO(p thei;r national art and culture, to become
acquainted with their own history, etc.
Socialist Albania has never inteTfered in the internal
affairs of Yugoslavia, but it has defended and will defend the
rights of its Albanians brothers in Yugoslavia with all its
might.
The People's Socialist Republic of Albania has devoted
special -care to strengthening friendly relations with Greece.
In recent years these relations have assumed further development in aH fields.
Our state is ready to work with Italy for the further
development of normal <relations in the interests of our two
peoples and for further progress of the existing relations.
The relations of the PSR of Albania with Turkey have
developed and are developing more and more in the spiTit of
friendship and collalboration.
Positive steps !have been made in our country's friendly
relations with th·e French Repulbliic. Our state has ·sincerely
expressed the desire that its relations with Austria, Sweden,
Finland, Norway, Denmark, Switzerland, Belgium, Holland
and [l?ortugal should be furth€r developed and extended.
The post-Second World War British governments have
adopted hostile, anti-democratic stands towards new A1bania.
Apart from this, they seized the Albanian gold plundered
by the Hitlerites and to this day are still exploiting it in
their own inte11ests. In these circumstances there can be no
talk of diplomatic relations between the two countries. The
British gov·ernment must immediately return the gold to
Albania together with the interests accrued from the arbitrary
exploitation of it. The iPSR of Albania will fight against the
injustices which have been or are ibeing done to it.
·
The MR of Albania is of the opinion that in regard
t-o the F·ederal Republic of Germany, with understanding on
the part of · both sides over certain questions tihat remain
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suspended since the Second World War, difficulties to the
establishment of diplomatic :relations can be surmounted.
The profound pr·incipled ideological and political disagreements of our Party and state with the countries of Eastern
Europe are well-known. Without relinquishing the struggle
against mo<lern revisionism, our state is for the nOil:mal development of relations, for trade exchanges on the basis of
equality and reciprocal benefit with Rumania, Czechoslovakia,
Poland, the German Democratic Republic, Bulgaria and
Hungary.
Our state !has supported and wiH continue to support to
the end and energetically the just struggle of the Arab peoples
for the liberation of the Arab territories occupied by the
Israeli zionist aggressms. Our state desi!res that there is a
further development of the friend[y relations of our country
with Algeria, Syria, Iraq, Libya, Lebano:n, Tunisia, Egypt and
other Arab countries.
Our state maintains friendly relations with a number of
African countries such as Tanzania, Guinea, Mali, Zambia,
Zimbabwe and is for the further development of these relations. ·
.I
.
Our country :has good relations also with a number of
countries of Asia. With the Socialist Republic of Vietnam,
with Laos and the Democratic People's Republic of Korea,
our relations are developing in a friendly w.ay. Our state has
condemnded the !bloodthirsty activities of the Pol Pot clique,
a tool of the Chinese social-imperialists and it hopes that
the Cambodian people will surmount the difficulties they are
encounteTing and decide their own fate and future.
As a result of the hostile, anti Albanian activity of the
Chinese leadership, apart from formal diplomatic relations,
there are no other ·concrete relations between our country
and China.
The Chinese social-imperialists have line.d up agains~'\
our Party, our people and our country. But their acti
vities and aims have beerr expos€d in the face of the firn
.
Marxist-Leninist principled stand of our Party. The lette
.
of July 29, 1978 of the Central Committee of the Party (
/
Labour of Albania and the Government of the PSR of Alb.an:
;
to the Chinese revisionist leadership, which expresses tl
political and ideological line of . the Party of Labour, is
cour.ageous exposure of the ·reactionary aims and activiti
of the Chinese revisionists. This letter and the subseque

documents of the Party, as well as the works of great theo.retical and practical value of Comrade Enver Hoxha'. «Impenalism and the Revolution» and Reflection on Chma» throw
light, with many facts and documents of irrefutable strength,
on the anti-Marxist line of the OP of China, revealing· the
real motifs that have prompted the sociaa-imperialist leadership of that country into infamous and hostile actions against sodalist Albania, into the violation of the official agreements and protocols, into trumped-up accusations of all
kinds.
The correct and resolute stand of our socialist country
towards the aims and actions of the Chinese revisionists
have had wide, far-reaching response all over the world. They
have been welcomed and powerfully supported by the true
Marxists and the progressive people who express their
support for the Party of Labour of Albania, and their profound aversion to the Chinese social-imperialists, as the traitors
they are and lackeys in the pay of imperialism, and of American imperialism in particular.
The establishment of diplomatic relations with Japan creates the conditions and paves the way for the develoipment of
trade between the two countries.
The People's Socialist Republic of Albania has normal
relations with Mexico, Peru, A:rgentina, Panama and other
countries of Latin America. It is ready to establish such relations also with other countries of this continent wfoch are
for friendly relations and commercial ·and cultural exchanges
with ou:r country.
Wttlh the United States and tlhe Soviet Union, which are
the most savage enemies of the freedom and independence of
the peoples, of peace an(]. security in the world, our country
has and will have no relation:s. Just as in the past, it will
resolutely continue its struggle for the e~posure of their
aggressive and hegemony-seeking policy and activity.
In the future, too, the People's Socia:list Republic of Albania wi.J1 work for the development of international relations in
a positive dtrection. In this spi:rit, it wiilll spare no 'efforts in
the Unirtied Nations Organizartion and other interniationa:l organizations so as to make its contribution to the defence of
the interests and aspirations of the peoples.
The foreign policy of the Albanian state, a policy architected by the Party of Labour of Albania, is an open policy,
a consistently principled policy. This policy is aimed at further
1
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strengthening freedom and independence of the Homeland
safeguarding and consolidating the gains we have made o~
the road of socialism, guaranteeting the communist future of
our country, a policy which contributes io the triumph of the
cause of the revolutio~ a:id the liberation of the peoples. ·
The ·correct and prrnc1pled stands socialist Albania assumes
on the international plane, our people's successful construction
and defence of socialism relying entirely on their own forces
have won our free and independent socialist country th~
deserved symp~th7 and ~espect of millitms of people all over
the world. This is the rndependent political and ideological
~ourse resolutely followed by socialist Albania. This course
is expressed in the correct Marxist-Leninist line of the Party
a~d rn ~he ~oreign policy of the !PSR of Albania which com~
phes with its own fundamental interests and those of the
freedom. and independence of the peoples, of the intei;;national
proletanat, the revolution and socialism.
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This book is an effort to throw light on the true portrait
of Albania in a most objective approach.
The informed reader certainly knows that the enemies of
Albania, and in the first place the spokesmen of the imperialist powers, plot in silence against Albania, and even if sometimes they menrtion it, they endeavour to present it in an
entirely fa[se light. Today the same attitude is adopted by
the scribes of imperialism and modern revisionism. However,
in spite of this silent conspiracy, in spite of the lies and
falsifications, the blockade and the plots concocted, in the
first place, by the American imperialists, the Soviet socialimperialists and the Chines_f revisionists, the voice of small
Albania has been heard all over the world.
The millions of honest people with democratic and progressive ideas, the millions of the revolutionaries all over
the world, who have seen how the Albanian reality has
torn the dense fog spread by the enemies of democracy,
progress and socialism, lend a mO'l'e attentive ear to the voice
of Albania, try to know better the reality of this small
country in the Balkans, of this small people who have blazed
the trail of history sword in hand, who have dispelled the
centuries-old darkness and have embarked on the broad road
of socialism and communism - the future of all mankind,
with confidence and determination.
After· the betrayal iby the Khrushchevite revisionists and
their flunk<eys, Albania, always loyal to Marxism-Leninism,
continues with success the work for the building of socialism.
Our country is a brilliant example that socialism and communism are not a utopian dream, as the ideologists of the
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bourgeoisie and modern rev1s10nism try t. make out, but a
reality, an objective necessity, an unavoi
e historical stage,
through which all the. countries will ;S.sl, sooner or later.
In the first years after Liberation flom the nazi-fascist
bondage and frnm the local traitors, it was a great joy to
see the first electric power plant, the first university, the
first professional theatre, the first railroad, the promulgation
of the first law on sociail insurances, the creation of the
first agricultural cooperative, etc. These were great victories
fur a people who emerged from the semi-feudal and semicolonial state and set out on the road of material and spiritual progress. The word «first» was mentioned in a sense
of triumph. The same can be said today, but in another sense.
Socialist Albania is the first country in the world which
abolished taxes, wiped out malaria, and the opium of religion. Albania has the most progressive Constitution in the
world. To these successes must be added the comp~ete electrification of the country, the remarkable development of the
popular education and a long series of victories, which have
transformed Albania into a country towards which the
millions of the revolutionaries ·in the world have directed
their eyes.
Socialist Albania, a backward country only 38 years ago,
is a brilliant example, its experience is studied everyiwhere.
Socialist A·lbania has attracted the hatred of the imperialists,
the revisionists and reactionaries of all colours. And it deems .
this an honour. On the other hand, socialist Albania has the
friendship, sympathy and support of all the revolutionary
people of the wmld. And again it deems this an honour.
Albania marches ahead. on its road, making an outstanding
contribution to the theory and practice of the revolution.
Always loyal to the Marxist-Leninist philosophy, socialist Albania, under the ~eadership of the PLA with Comrade
Enver Hoxha at the head, will hold high the banner of
Marx, Engels, Lenin and Stalin, and will advance on the
brilliant road of socialism and communism.
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